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Foreword
Society's ability to transport its needs from a source to the point of use is
an important measure of its progress. Our standard of living has been improved
through advances in speed, safety, and economy of the transport of people,
food, fuel, and information. This volume focuses on the last of these-transmission, the transport of information, as it evolved in the Bell System during
the middle years of the 20th century.
This is a chapter in an ongoing story. The first half-century of telephone
transmission witnessed the conquest of distance; by the late 1920s calls could
be placed to all points of the United States and to Europe and South America
as well. The period covered in this volume was the era of the conquest of
expense. The cost of transmission was so dramatically reduced by a variety of
technologies that calls could be placed to almost any location within the means
of most Americans. There is every reason to expect that the future of transmission will be equally exciting and important as the technology continues to
advance and the type and amount of information to be carried expands.
The history of transmission development is typical of the progress of technology in general. It is significant that no single transport method completely
dominated, but rather that each method was adapted to optimize the need it
was to fulfill. Also significant is the fact that some technologies did not achieve
deployment because they were overtaken by the rapid advance of more effective
techniques. An outstanding example is the millimeter waveguide, almost completely developed after decades of work, being superseded by fiber optics.
Technology does not progress smoothly in a completely predictable and inevitable sequence of steps, but still involves some trial and error. Each attempt,
however, leaves a legacy of knowledge gained as a firmer basis for the next
advance.
While the transport of information was not dominated by a single technology
in the past, the future form of transmission appears certain to be predominately
digital. Although for more than two-thirds of the period covered by this volume
analog transmission was the exclusive method, beginning in 1962 with the
introduction of T-Carrier, the digital revolution started. Until the next breakthrough in transmission methods (which, based on the record, seems sure to
come), fiber optics and digital transmission will dominate.
Many organizations in different parts of the world contributed to the progress
of transmission technology and the realization of its benefits to society, but an
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extraordinary portion of that advance came from the research and development
work in Bell Telephone Laboicatories,as the story told in this volume will make
clear.* The success at lBellLaboratories was due to a close-knit team of research,
systems engineering, and development people. The research organization was
free to follow any line of inquiry that seemed likely to advance basic understanding and to apply their knowledge in convincing demonstrations when
these were judged appropriate. The systems engineering and development
groups planned and designed systems based on day-to-day contacts with the
research people. This working relationship of research, engineering, and development people was closer in transmission, it is believed, than in any other
branch of communications technology. The equally close working relationship
of the systems designers with Western Electricas the manufacturer and, through
AT&T, with the operating teliephone companies ensured that the systems were
designed with the end user's requirements always in mind. Finally, the confidence of the managers of AT&T and Western Electric, the owners of Bell
Laboratories, that a sustained program of research and development would
ultimately pay high dividends was vital to the success of the work.

Irwin Welber
Vice President,TransmissionSystems
August 1985
• As of January 1, 1984 Bell Laboratories adopted the designation AT&T Bell Laboratories
in order to more clearly show its relationship with AT&T.
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PART I
THE DEVELOPMENTOF
ANALOG TECHNOLOGY
(1925-1950)
The improvement and general availability of vacuum tubes in the 1920s had
a major impact on telecommunications. With reliable vacuum tube repeaters
it became possible to interconnect widely separated cities in the United States
network with circuits of low loss and good quality. A policy of making toll
trunks available on demand was a spur to growth. Vacuum tube repeaters were
first used on open-wire lines, but in the late 1920s, repeaters on voice-frequency
four-wire circuits made up of small gauge wires in weatherproof cables were
used to expand intercity trunk capacity. Vacuum tubes and frequency-selective
wave filters also made possible the transmission of multiple circuits on a single
pair by carrier techniques. Carrier was first used in the last years of World War
I and went through successive developments in the early 1920s. The highly
successful three-channel Type C carrier system for open-wire lines was first
used in 1924 and was widely installed from the late 1920s through the 1940s.
Vacuum tubes also made radio transmission of voice signals possible. Radio
appeared to be especially attractive for overseas telephony where wire transmission was not practical. The first transatlantic radio telephone circuit was
established in 1927 with a carrier frequency at about 60 kHz. This was supplemented in 1929 by high frequency (HF) circuits operating in the range from
about 7 to 20 MHz. In the years that followed, HF radio links were established
worldwide, and these remained the basis for intercontinental telephony until
replaced by submarine cable and satellite circuits in the 1950s and 1960s. Bell
Laboratories also played a leading role in the development of broadcast radio
equipment. Development groups produced high quality audio and studio control
equipment and the most linear and efficient transmitters of the early AM era.
Later, they designed FM transmitters to an equally high standard and pioneered
in the design of novel FM antennas.
In 1927, H. S. Black discovered the gain stabilizing and rustortion reducing
properties of negative feedback. His work was extended in the 1930s by H.
Nyquist, who established the criterion for stability, and H. W. Bode, who developed design methods for stable amplifiers. Feedback was basic to the realization of large-capacity multiplexed analog systems. It was used in the late
1930s in amplifiers for 12-channel carrier systems on cable pairs (K carrier).
and on open wire Ocarrier). Coaxial cable was proposed as a transmission line
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for broadband telephony in l 929 and developed into a practical transmission
medium in the mid-1930s. An experimental coaxial system with a bandwidth
of 1 MHz was installed between New York and Philadelphia in 1936 and used
to transmit television pictures as well as multichannel telephony. Further development extended the band to 3 MHz to keep pace with the rapidly advancing
television technology. The Type L1 coaxial system, with an initial capacity of
480 telephone circuits or one television picture signal, went into service in
1941.
Radio research was extended to higher and higher frequencies in the 1930s
as negative-grid vacuum tubes of advanced design and velocity-modulation
tubes made work above 100 MHz possible. The research included the design
of waveguide components and led to a recognition of the existence of the lowloss circular-electric mode in cylindrical waveguide. The work also led in 1941
to a proposal for a micmwave radio-relay system and was basic to the advances
in microwave radar during World War II. Development toward commercial
microwave radio-relay was started immediately after the war and culminated
in 1947 in a successful demonstration of television and multiplex telephony
transmission over the TDX system, an experimental seven-hop link from New
York to Boston.

Chapter 1
The State of the Technology
(1925-1930)
I. INTRODUCTION

In 1925, it was possible to call almost everywhere in the continental United
States over a circuit of good quality. In most areas, local service was provided
for a flat monthly charge independent of usage. The charge for long-distance
calls was a toll, assessed according to the distance and duration of the call.
Because of this, in telephone usage, the term tollbecame essentially synonymous
with long distance. Both local and long-distance transmission were entirely
over wire pairs. Toll transmission lines were predominantly open-wire pole
lines, but telephone cables were used in congested urban areas and for some
short toll circuits. In addition to voice, the domestic network provided extensive
capability for telegraph transmission on the same wires used for voice telephony.
Other signals were carried as well. Telephotograph transmission was demonstrated in 1923 and 1924 and opened to commercial use in 1925. Transmission
of a primitive television picture was demonstrated over an open-wire line between New York and Washington and over shorter radio links in 1927.
Radio was a new and extremely exciting field in the 1920s, and, in addition
to point-to-point radiotelephone links, the Bell System became actively engaged
in radio broadcasting. Station WEAF (which later became Station WNBC) was
operated from the Bell Laboratories location on West Street in Manhattan,
Western Electric was a leading manufacturer of transmitter components, and
AT&T provided extensive program circuits to interconnect transmitters for networking. It was not yet possible to call overseas by radio in 1925, but experimental transmissions had been made to England as early as 1923 with equipment aimed at eventual commercial service. Transatlantic service was first established in 1927 by long-wave radio at frequencies around 60 kHz and
extended in 1928 and 1929 by high-frequency radio at frequencies in the 5to 25-MHz range. The latter was an important advance because of its much
greater capacity for expansion. It appeared that the whole world was about to
be brought within reach of the telephone.
To many people, the achievements of the time must have appeared to be a
climax in the technology of communications, launched by the invention of the
vacuum tube. (See the first volume in this series, The Early Years(1875-1925),
3
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for a complete discussion of early developments.) But, in many respects, 1925
marked a beginning rather than the culmination of an era. The application of
electronics to telephony had hardly begun. Dialing local calls in large cities
was becoming common, but long-distance calls were still placed by passing
the information to a toll operator, who called back when the connection was
established. The average time required to accomplish a connection had been
steadily reduced from 7 minutes in 1920 to about 2-1/2 minutes in 1925. At
that time, the Bell System management adopted a policy to reduce the time
even further by enlarg;ing the intercity circuit groups, providing a tremendous
spur to network expansion.
It was, indeed, in many ways the culmination of an era-an era in which
the principal objective had been the conquest of distance. But it was also the
threshold of an era-an era to be marked by the multiplication of facilities and
reduction of costs. By 1975, a goal for the Bell System, set in 1907 by T. N.
Vail, then president of AT&T, had been met. The United States had essentially
universal service at affordable rates.

II. OPEN-WIRETRANSMISSION
In the early 1920s, intercity transmission was almost entirely at voice frequency on open-wire pairs. These pairs consisted of copper wires up to 165
mils (1/6 inch) in diameter, suspended about 12 inches apart on insulators on
the crossarms of a pole line. Up to five pairs could be carried on each crossarm,
and, depending on the traffic, the poles could be equipped with four or more
crossarms. The conductors of each pair were periodically transposed to balance
the capacitive and inductive coupling to other pairs on the same route. In the
absence of such balance, the signals on one pair would induce excessive interference and possibly intelligible crosstalk in the other pairs.
From the early 1900s, the loss of open-wire pairs was often reduced for
voice frequencies by inductive loading in series with the line. With the insertion
of loading coils of an induct.a.nee value and at spacings determined by the
capacitance of the pair, the transmission loss was transformed to a characteristic
resembling the passband of ai low-pass filter, with lower and more uniform
loss in the useful voice-frequency range than the loss of an untreated line. In
addition to loading to reduce loss, it was common to derive a third circuit from
two 2-wire circuits. With both wires of each physical pair (the side circuit) used
in effect as a single conductor in a balanced bridge arrangement, a third, or
phantom,circuit could be obtained on every four wires.
The limit of long-distance telephony in the pre-electronic era was reached
when a heavy-gauge, loaded, open-wire line was extended from the East Coast
to Denver in 1911. Talking was possible, but just barely possible, over the line;
to go further dearly required some form of signal amplifier. The invention and
subsequent improvements in the high-vacuum tube provided just such an effective amplifier for thEifirst practical telephone repeater and removed the last
barrier to long-distance transmission within the continental United States. This
event was dramatized by the construction and opening to service of the first
transcontinental line to San Frnncisco in 1915.1 (The terms repeaterand amplifier
are used somewhat interchangeably in telephone parlance. Generally, amplifier
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refers to a one-way device supplying signal gain, while repeateris more accurately used for the arrangement of transformers (hybrids) and one or more
amplifiers, capable of amplifying speech in both directions. In time, and especially in carrier systems where the directions of transmission are separated, the
term repeaterwas often used, even though only one direction of transmission
was involved.)
The first coast-to-coast line provided three open-wire circuits consisting of
two physical pairs and a phantom. Less than one-half of one percent of the
distance was in cable. Three vacuum-tube repeaters were used at first, with
previously developed mechanical amplifiers available on a standby basis, reflecting the somewhat shaky confidence in the new high-vacuum triode. The
vacuum tube quickly demonstrated its superiority; within the first year, three
additional repeaters were added, and, in 1918, two more were added for a total
of eight. Knowledge of the properties of the new device was growing, as was
confidence that it could be designed into an overall circuit and used as an
integral part of the transmission design, rather than as a prop to rescue a faint
signal from total oblivion.
An important additional step was taken in 1920 when the transcontinental
line was unloaded and equipped with 12 improved repeaters using 3000-Hz
filters. Compared to the original heavily loaded line, the transmitted band of
frequencies was doubled from 900 to 1800 Hz, the loss was halved, and the
propagation velocity was increased by a factor of 3.5. All of these factors contributed to a marked improvement in quality. Additional open-wire transcontinental lines along widely separated routes were built in 1923 (Denver, El
Paso, Los Angeles) and in 1927 (Chicago, Minneapolis, Seattle). These, along
with many other long circuits, were not loaded, but were designed and equipped
with repeaters to the new standards from the start. In 1925, AT&Trecommended
that loading not be applied to open-wire lines where it was not already in
place. This was intended to improve the flexibility in plant rearrangements and
to make the pairs more readily available for carrier.
III. CARRIERON OPEN WIRE

It had long been recognized that the widely spaced open-wire pairs were
capable of transmitting a much broader band of frequencies than the 3 kHz or
so required for good-quality voice transmission. Vacuum tubes not only made
voice-frequency repeaters practical, but, along with the electric-wave filter,
opened the door to the wider band at higher frequencies by carrier techniques.
System developers had, in effect, cut their teeth on the earlier Type A (1918)
and Type B (1920) carrier systems. They had learned a great deal about the
pros and cons of single- and double-sideband transmission, carriers transmitted
and suppressed, crosstalk, the problems of using the same or different frequencies for opposite directions of transmission, and a host of other problems
related to the use of higher frequencies on existing open-wire pairs. The lessons
learned from all this early experience were embodied in the Type C carrier
system, first installed between Pittsburgh and St. Louis in 1924.
The Type C carrier provided three 2-way voice channels above the voice
frequencies in the band from 5 to 30 kHz on a single open-wire pair. Transmission for each channel was by single sideband with suppressed carrier, and
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different frequency bands were used for opposite directions of transmission.
A pilot tone, separate from the voice channels, was transmitted so that the
transmission gain or loss for a constant-amplitude signal could be observed
and adjusted at repeallers and terminals. 2 C carrier embodied no radically new
concept, but it was carefully designed and engineered, and dealt with the realworld problems of cax-rieron open wire in a thoroughly practical way. It was
immediately successful, and other installations followed rapidly. C carrier became a workhorse syst1~mon open wire and was installed in increasing quantities
and with many improvements, until 1.5 million voice-circuit miles were in
service in 1950. The lai;t system was removed from service about 1980, a tribute
to its durability. A more deta1iledaccount of the early development of openwire lines, loading, phantoms, and the first carrier systems is given in The Early
Years(1875-1925).

IV. TRANSMISSION ON LONG CABLES

Open-wire lines date back to the first years of telephony; but, at an early
date, the large space required, the need to meet special situations (such as
underwater river crossings), and the unsightliness of heavily equipped openwire pole lines led to the development of telephone cables. In cables, a large
number of wire pairs of much smaller diameter (finer gauge) than those used
for open wire were assembl1ed in a compact bundle within a weatherproof
sheath. Although the higher resistance and high capacitance between the wires
of these small-diametier, closely spaced pairs caused much higher losses than
the same length of open-wire line, this was tolerable for short distances, and
cables were widely used between central offices in cities and as entrance links
to long open-wire lineis. The wires of each cable pair were twisted together to
reduce crosstalk coupling to other pairs, and the entire sheathed bundle could
be suspended from poles or drawn into an underground conduit.
From an early date, parts of long toll circuits were placed in cable to provide
entrance links to congested urban areas and for river crossings. Widespread
use for longer links was prevented by the high loss of the closely packed pairs.
For the same gauge, at 1000 Hz, a cable pair had about 10 times the loss
compared to open wire; for the finer gauges commonly used, the loss could be
25 to 30 times as great. In addition, before effective loading was developed,
the high capacitance caused a pronounced change in loss with frequency, even
across the few kiloheI'tz of a single voice signal. Because of the high loss and
its variatiion over the voice frequencies, loading was especially beneficial in
cable, where the pair inductance was much less than the optimum for lowloss transmission on the high-capacitance pairs. But loading was not a panacea.
Adding substantial inductanc:e (heavy loading) while decreasing the loss narrowed the band and distorted transmission at the band edge. Despite these
handicaps, cable was used on some intercity routes in the Northeast to provide
protection from the weather, especially the sleet and freezing rain that proved
so destructive to open-wire lines in that area.
The first long intercity toll cable was installed between Philadelphia and
Washington in 1912 and was extended through New York to Boston in 1913.
It was made up of loos1elypacked four-wire quads (twisted pairs twisted together
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to permit the derivation of a phantom on the four wires with crosstalk to other
quads balanced out by the twists) of No. 13 gauge (1.8-mm diameter) and even
No. 10 gauge (2.6-mm diameter) pairs and was heavily loaded. Despite the
massive wires and the loading, the loss was very high, and a mechanical repeater
was used at Philadelphia from the start. When vacuum tubes became generally
available, they were promptly applied to the Boston-Washington and other
early cables. Since the loss in cable was mainly determined by the high capacitance, loading continued to be used in conjunction with repeaters to provide
a reasonably flat loss over the speech band and to make transmission possible
over smaller-gauge pairs. In the early 1920s, however, even with additional
repeaters, transmission over long cable circuits was not entirely satisfactory. It
was one thing to use a few, or even several, repeaters on the low-loss openwire lines; it was quite another to apply them at frequent intervals to the highloss pairs within the close confines of a cable.

4.1 Four-Wire Circuits
The first (and most subsequent) amplifiers were unidirectional devices. They
amplified low-level signals at their input to a higher amplitude at the output.
When single wire pairs were used for both directions of transmission, it was
necessary to separate the signals in each direction, amplify them, and recombine
the oppositely directed signals on the single pair. The separation and recombination were done by means of transformers and hybrid coils, in a manner
similar to the separation of transmitted and received signals in a telephone set.
On open-wire lines, repeaters were needed only at about 250-mile intervals,
and the separation and recombination of the directional signals were done at
each repeater. In cable, however, the higher loss required amplifiers at much
closer spacing, typically about every 50 miles. The frequent separation and
recombination of signal directions and the high gain required introduced new
and difficult problems in transmission. The problems of maintaining balance
and crosstalk became overwhelming. As a result, for circuits of more than 100
miles or so in length, it became common to separate the transmission directions
at the terminals of a transmission section and to transmit and amplify each
direction over a separate pair in a four-wire circuit.
The problems of repeatered and loaded cables were difficult, and four-wire
operation, while very helpful, seemed like an extravagant use of copper, even
though the gauges could be smaller than for two-wire transmission. On the
other hand, the need for toll cables was urgent. Not only was the use of longdistance telephony increasing rapidly throughout the 1920s, but the policy of
upgrading the service added to the pressure. If transmission could be improved
sufficiently, a single 278-pair cable was capable of providing ten times as many
circuits as a fully equipped pole line. In heavily populated areas, the system
had literally outgrown the open-wire line. In addition, the weather immunity
of cable had become essentially a requirement for new facilities.

4.2 The New York-Chicago Cable
In 1921, the combination of effective vacuum-tube repeaters and improved
loading, using compressed powdered-iron core coils, made the use of No. 19
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gauge (0.9-mm diamt~ter) conductors possible (at least on paper) in a cable
from Philadelphia to Pittsburgh. Repeaters were spaced at about 50 miles, but,
even with the cable designed on a four-wire basis, a host of new problems
were encountered. The low level to which the signals were attenuated before
amplification caused severe problems from crosstalk and noisy splices. Nonuniform spacing and changes in loading-coil inductance caused by lightning
surges distorted transmission. Loading-coil spacings were more carefully observed, and the coils were redesigned with closer tolerances and air gaps to
improve surge resistance. Interference from superimposed telegraph circuits
was a constant probl€m, alleviated finally by abandoning ground-return telegraph on these facilities. All difficulties were finally overcome, and the cable
was successfully extended to New York and Chicago by October 1925. This
marked the beginning of an epoch, as significant as the achievement of the
first transcontinental line ten years earlier.
4.3 Advances in Loading

The importance of finer gauge in cable can be appreciated by noting that a
No. 6 gauge (165-mil diameter) open-wire transcontinental pair required over
1200 tons of copper. A No. 19 gauge pair required only 1/13 as much copper
per pair mile and thus required much less copper, even in four-wire circuits.
Loading was crucial to cable, and the cost of loading itself was not trivial. At
a time when several loading coils can be held in one hand and weigh only a
few ounces, it is difficult to realize what was involved in this earlier period.
The first open-wire iron-core loading coils were over eight inches in diameter
and weighed almost 30 pounds. Loading coils for cable were smaller, but, in
1922, the coil pot for the 108 coils needed to load 54 four-wire circuits was 30
inches in diameter by 52 inches high and weighed 2700 pounds! Furthermore,
for cable, such loading had to be provided every 6000 feet instead of the 8mile spacing on open wire. It required a considerable amount of massive hardware to provide and load all the pairs and phantoms in a large cable.3 The total
weight of the New York-Chicago cable was over 17,000 tons (almost 11,000
tons in the lead sheath). If all the pairs had been equipped and loaded, several
thousand tons of loading apparatus would have been required in addition.
Intensive economic studies were directed at the optimum trade-offs between
repeaters, wire gauge, and loading in those years.
A significant improvement was achieved in 1928 when powdered-permalloy
coils became availalble.4 A nickel-iron alloy discovered about 1915 by
G. W. Elmen of Western Elec:tric,permalloy provided extraordinarily high permeability at the very low flux densities characteristic of the signal levels on
telephone cables.5 It had been used in tape form for the continuous loading of
submarine telegraph cables in 1924 and 1925 with spectacular success, the
signaling speeds of the loaded cables being increased by a factor of four or
five. Compressed powdered-permalloy loading coils reduced the cost of telephone cable loading by as much as 40 percent and the size by an even larger
factor. Further resear,ch culminated in the mid-1930s in the design and man-
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coils. 6 These provided a second 40-percent

4.4 Echo and Echo Suppressors
With four-wire circuits, improved and standardized repeaters, and effective
loading, the cable network expanded rapidly. By 1927, cable facilities were
available from the East Coast to Chicago and St. Louis, and were extended to
Dallas by 1933. As the circuits grew longer, a significant new problem appeared.
Propagation on the loaded pairs was relatively slow, at about 20,000 miles per
second. This was only about one-eighth the velocity on unloaded open wire,
which approached the velocity of light. The echo of a talker's own voice from
the inevitably imperfect termination at the distant end becomes disturbing when
the delay exceeds about 100 ms, about the round-trip interval over 1000 miles
on the slow lines. (For shorter delays, the echo merges with, and is indistinguishable from, the normal sidetone.) Echo suppressors, voice-actuated devices
that opened the return path when the speaker on the near end was talking,
were installed to eliminate the echo on longer circuits. Echo suppressors, in
turn, introduced impairments that were not entirely eliminated for many years,
but they made the long circuits satisfactory by the standards of the day. The
expansion of the voice-frequency cable network was finally inhibited by the
collapse of business during the Great Depression and by the prospect for carrier
on cable.

V. NONVOICE SIGNALS
5.1 Telegraphy
In the early years of telephony, telegraphy was already a well-established
and widely used service. It was recognized that the lines required for telephone
transmission could be used for telegraph transmission as well. Nobody thought
it strange that the new long-distance company should include telegraph in the
name it adopted in 1885. From the start, however, the Bell System companies
restricted their telegraph service to leased private lines. The operating companies
transported the coded signals, but did not furnish the specially trained operators
needed to transmit and receive the signals in the days of manual operation.
Telegraph circuits over telephone lines were derived by either simplex or
composite arrangements. In simplex circuits, both wires of a telephone pair
were used to derive a single, ground-return telegraph circuit, as a pair was
used for one-half of a phantom circuit. The balance between the wires at the
pair terminal helped to separate telegraph and telephone signals. (A discussion
of circuit balance appears in The Early Years (1875-1925),Chapter 4, Section
2.2.) In the composite arrangement, a ground-return telegraph circuit was derived from each wire of the pair. Elementary low-pass/high-pass arrangements
(series capacitors and shunt inductors) were used to separate the low-frequency
telegraph signals from the higher-frequency voice signals. The control of Western Union by AT&T, temporarily achieved in 1910, spurred Bell System interest
in public message service and led to the development of printers and, ultimately,
to teletypewriter service, which became well established in the 1920s.
The common use of conductors for both telephony and telegraphy was not
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without technical problems. Tdegraph thump and flutter were caused by crosstalk from the ground-return telegraph circuits and by interaction with the highlevel telegraph signals in the somewhat nonlinear loading coils. When finegauge, loaded, repeatered -cables were introduced in the 1920s, the low levels
to which telephone signals were attenuated at the end of a repeater section
made these problems acute. A major improvement was made early in the development of fine-gauge cabfos by the use of fully metallic telegraph circuits.
The simplex arrangement was extended to occupy the four wires of two pairs,
in a manner essentially identical to that used for a voice-frequency phantom,
to derive one nongrounded tc~legraphcircuit. Telegraph interference into the
telephone channel was further diminished by a reduction in the telegraph line
current from 60 to 5 ma, made possible by the metallic circuit. A large reduction
in interference from power lines was realized at the same time by eliminating
the ground returns. But metallic telegraph circuits were costly. The need for
four wires compared to only one for the composite arrangement, or even two
for a grounded simpleix line, was a strong incentive for the development of
multiplexed carrier telegraphy.
5.2 Carrier Telegraph

While cables were becoming common on the dense toll routes of the Northeast, they were not yet much used off these routes or in the more open country
of the West. But voice and t,elegraph traffic was growing on the open-wire
routes, too. At very nearly the same time as the first use of carrier for telephony,
an open-wire carrier telegraph system was developed. 7 An early decision was
made not to provide carrier telegraphy and either voice frequency or carrier
telephony on the same open-wire pair. Using vacuum tubes and electric-wave
filters in a way similar to that used for the contemporary carrier telephone
system, 20 one-way channels (10 west-east and 10 east-west) were derived to
make up 10 two-way channells on a pair in the frequency band from 3300 to
10,000 Hz. Carrier frequency spacing varied from 240 to 500 Hz, being roughly
proportional to frequency, to ease the filter and frequency control problems.
A trial system was tesh~dbetween Pittsburgh and Harrisburg during 1919, and
the trial was extended to Chicago in 1920. A standard system, the Type B
carrier, based on the txial design, with repeaters at 250- to 300-mile intervals,
was widely installed in the following years.
In the early 1920s, a carrier-telegraph system was also developed for cable
using the same techniques as those used on open wire, but, by taking advantage
of advances in the technology, designers created a system providing 10 to 15
(one-way) telegraph channels in the nominal 3-kHz voice-frequency band of
a single telephone channel. (Ten channels were in use in 1925. The total that
could be implemented depended on the weight of loading and hence the band
available.) Channels were spaced at uniform 160-Hz intervals, the carriers
being generated by a rotating machine with 12 carrier-generating rotors on a
single shaft. This was done to assure the proper relative frequencies of the
carriers, but the arrangement was replaced by stable vacuum-tube oscillators
when these became available a few years later. 8
The interesting thing about the voice-frequency telegraph carrier system
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was that it used the identical line for telegraph and telephone. This was one
of the first instances in which an essentially unmodified telephone line was
used, by means of appropriate terminal arrangements, to carry signals altogether
different from the ones for which it was originally designed. It was essential,
of course, to confine the frequencies of carrier telegraph in cable to the voice
frequencies under 3 kHz. The wider band used on open-wire carrier telegraph
could not be transmitted over the loaded cable pairs.
5.3 Radio and Program Circuits

In one of its enduring roles in broadcast radio, AT&T furnished, and continues to furnish, interconnections among the stations of the national networks.
These program circuits were unique and had many special requirements compared to ordinary telephone connections. Satisfactory reproduction of music
required both a wider band and the ability to transmit a greater range of volume
than was needed for ordinary telephone circuits. On the other hand, these
circuits were normally one-way circuits, and problems of balance and echo
were not a factor.
Specially administered circuits with broadband filters and special amplifiers
with the required load characteristics were in use on both open wire and cable
by the end of the decade. Great care was taken that high-level music would
not interfere through crosstalk into the adjacent voice circuits and that crosstalk
from the voice circuits would not be audible during the low volume or silent
intervals in the program channel. These objectives were met by special amplifiers
with higher-power output and, in cable where the crosstalk problem was most
severe, by dedicated No. 16 gauge pairs specially located in the cable bundle.
The early systems provided about a 5-kHz band, and systems for 8 and even
15 kHz were also designed. However, the limitations of other radio components,
especially home receivers, provided little incentive to incur the higher costs
involved in transmitting the broader band, and 5 kHz remained a common
standard for AM radio networking up through the mid-1980s, when this volume
was prepared.

VI. SUMMARY
The impact of the technical developments on the transmission network of
the late 1920s was profound [Table 1-1]. Total network capacity increased by
over 250 percent in only five years. Three-quarters of this astonishing growth
was by cable circuits, a large portion of which was in fine-gauge, loaded, repeatered cables. Cable capacity alone increased by a factor of four, and, by
TABLE 1-1: Total Voice-Circuit Miles (Thousands)
1925

1930

Voice frequency on open-wire pairs
Voice frequency on cable pairs
Carrier on open wire

1,613
1,054

2,121
4,310
486

Total
Vacuum-tube repeaters

2,714
7,500

6,917
80,000
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1930, it accounted for 62 percent of system capacity, compared to 39 percent
at the start. Carrier on open wire, starting from a small base, increased by a
factor of ten, almost equaling in growth the increase at voice frequency on the
extensive open-wire lines. That the age of electronics had truly begun is perhaps
best indicated by the tcmfold increase in the number of vacuum-tube repeaters
in service over those fow years.
Underlying the large-scale changes in the external, measurable plant were
a number of fundamental advances in science and technology that made them
possible, and that set the stage for the even more spectacular advances that
lay in the future. In the same few years, J.B. Johnson and H. Nyquist identified
and quantified a basic physical limit to amplification in the thermal noise of
electrons in conductors. 9•100. J. Zobel advanced and systematized the design
of filters and equalizem; 11 quartz crystals were first applied to precise frequency
controls 12•13 and were soon to be used in filters with a new order of discrimination;14 and H. 5. Black invented the negative-feedback amplifier, the basic
discovery on which almost all later carrier development rested. 15
An array of other technology and support activities kept pace with the system
developments and deployments. Measuring equipment for both components
and system transmission was improved in accuracy, speed, and convenience,
and was made smaller and portable for use in the field as well as the laboratory.
Vacuum tubes became stable, durable components. Standards were developed
and extended. The "mile of standard cable" used as a standard of loss was
replaced by the transmission unit, later renamed the decibel. Standards were
established for noise and distortion. In 1924, the bandwidth objective for exchange trunks was increased from 2300 to 2800 Hz. In a series of tests in the
late 192Os and early 193Os, H. Fletcher studied the relationships among bandwidth, noise, and the ability of listeners to distinguish words. As a result of
recent developments in telephone instruments and the growing prevalence of
carrier systems for toll transmission, the recommended speech band was increased to 3500 Hz in 1932. In 1925, essentially no toll connections were completed while the customer was on the line. By 1929, the average setup time
was a little more than one minute, and 82 percent of connections were established with the calling customer on line. The system was not only getting larger,
it was becoming faster and providing better speech quality as well. 16
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Chapter 2
Overseas Radio
I. THE FIRSTHIGH-FREQUENCY
CIRCUITS
The success of early radiotelegraphy at low frequencies and the evidence
that transmission was limited to 50 miles or so at frequencies above a few
hundred kilohertz was such that little work was done above 1 MHz for many
years. However, the intensive use and long distance of transmission at the low
frequencies, coupled with a lack of antenna directivity, imposed severe limits
on the expansion of services within this restricted band. In 1916, Marconi,
working in England and keenly aware of these problems, directed his associate,
C. S. Franklin, to begin experiments at frequencies above 2 MHz. This work
was motivated in part by the desire for secrecy in military use. There was also
some similar military work by others at much higher frequencies at about the
same time, but Marconi was especially interested in antenna directivity and
had broader applications in mind.
In 1921, several amateurs detected transatlantic signals at 1.5 MHz during
the night hours. By 1923, working at 3 MHz during the night, amateurs in
France and the United States were able to exchange messages. In the spring
of that year, Marconi received some signals at 3 MHz up to 1400 miles from
his transmitter during the day and strong signals over 2500 miles at night.
The following year, 9-MHz signals sent from his transmitter at Poldhu, England
were received throughout the day on his yacht harbored in Beirut, Lebanon,
2400 miles away. 1 Clearly, a new and important propagation mechanism was
at work, and the properties of shortwaves deserved further investigation. Late
in 1921, R. A. Heising and J. F. Farrington at Western Electric began to study
methods of generating, receiving, and measuring high-frequency signals. In
1922, a program of experimental work at 3.5 to 5 MHz was started in the
Western Electric group that was to become the Bell Laboratories Radio Research
Department. By 1924, early work had led to the conclusion that a larger-scale
program looking toward commercial applications was justified.
In the 1920s, radio research and development in the Bell System was divided
among three groups. Considerable theoretical work was done by the AT&T
Development and Research Department in New York, _where laboratory analyses were supplemented with field testing at AT&T working radio stations as
they came into operation. The more experimental research was done by Bell
Laboratories, initially in New York, but later, in locations that were less troubled
by radio noise-at Cliffwood, Deal, and Holmdel, New Jersey. The people
15
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Fig. 2-1. Engineers in charge of the development of the shortwave radio transmitters
and receivers. Left to right: A. A. Oswald, M. J. Kelly, W. Wilson, R. A. Heising, J. C.
Schelleng, H. T. Friis.

heading the New Jersey research laboratories worked mainly on transoceanic
radiotelephony [Fig. 2-1 ]. The third group concentrated on broadcast radio and
the design of equipment for sale and commercial use. They, too, started in
New York at the Bell Laboratories location at West Street, where Station WEAF
was in operation. When work on an experimental station, called Station 2XB,
involved increasing the power far above the level that could be tolerated in a
location where sensitive measurements were also necessary, 2XBand a portion
of this third group were moved to a new radio field laboratory in a dairy barn
of stately proportions at Whippany, New Jersey. This became the center of
commercial radio and broadcasting work in Bell Laboratories.
In 1925, many of the people in the research group who eventually contributed to shortwave radio were caught up in the establishment of long-wave
telephony using the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) telegraph antenna
at Rocky Point, Long Island. The demonstration of transoceanic speech transmission in 1915 and the known reliability of the propagation of long-wave
radio* naturally led to a concentration of effort on these frequencies for the
first transatlantic radiotelephone link. The long-wave work had stretched the
group's ingenuity in getting sufficient bandwidth for a single speech channel

• The early terminology of frequency and wavelength had not been standardized, and terms
used sometimes conflict with later usage. The term longwaves generally referred to frequencies
up to about 300 kHz. The first transatlantic telephone system used carriers at about 60 kHz.
Before 1924, the term highfrequencyusually meant frequencies in the 500- to 3000-kHz range.
In the early 1920s, the term shortwaveswas often used for the 2- to 10-MHz range and later,
for perhaps the 3- to 30-MHz range. All frequencies above about 30 MHz were grouped as
ultrahigh frequencies (UHF) or ultrashort waves.
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through amplifiers and into a mile-long, 410-foot-high, multiply tuned antenna
on a (suppressed) carrier at 60 kHz and in solving the problem of how to handle
the unprecedented 60,000 to 100,000 w of radio-frequency (RF) power. This
work culminated in the establishment of the successful circuit to England in
1927.2 (See another volume in this series, The Early Years (1875-1925),
Chapter 5, Section 4.3.) But, even before the long-wave circuit went into service,
the developers were aware that long-wave transmission would be inadequate.
A single circuit could not be expected to satisfy the communications needs of
the world, and there was very little room for expansion in the long-wave spectrum. In addition, thunderstorm activity in the summer would create very bad
static conditions. Consequently, as soon as it was realized that shortwaves
might serve for communications between the United States and Europe, work
was directed toward developing circuits in the new range.
When established, the shortwave systems quickly took most of the traffic,
but long-wave radio proved surprisingly durable. The two systems complemented each other. The long waves were seriously impaired by thunderstorm
static while the shortwaves were not; the shortwaves were interrupted by disturbances of the ionosphere during magnetic storms, which had little effect on
the long waves. A project to build a second long-wave link was well started
in 1929, but was suspended by the onset of the Great Depression. In 1940, the
first circuit was moved off the RCA antenna to a new transmitter at Bradley,
Maine, and a second circuit was added. Long-wave operation continued until
1957, when submarine-cable circuits were established.
For shortwaves, the problems of stability, efficiency, and RF heating were
serious, but understanding the vagaries of shortwave propagation and designing
high-directivity antennas were the major new challenges. By the middle of
1925, a shortwave transmitter using newly developed tubes had been constructed at Deal and installed in an outlying building [Fig. 2-2]. Originally, the
transmitter operated at the lower end of the band, but, by October, it was
operating at frequencies up to 6.8 kHz and a little later at 9.1 MHz. Within a
year, it was operating at frequencies up to about 20 MHz. This transmitter had
a crystal oscillator followed by a harmonic generator for the various radio
frequencies to be transmitted. This was closely coupled to a pair of 250-w tubes
operating in the push-pull configuration as a plate-modulated controlled oscillator.
In the early Deal transmitter, the 250-w stage drove water-cooled push-pull
stages with two 10-kw tubes in the output. This transmitter was later replaced
by a prototype of the commercial version with six 10-kw water-cooled tubes
in the final stage [Fig. 2-3]. This approach, the generation of a modulated signal
at a fairly low level, followed by linear amplification, was to be a feature of
Bell Laboratories radio designs for many years.
Hourly field-strength measurements were made in New Southgate, England
on transmissions from Deal one day a week for about two years [Fig. 2-4). The
results were cabled to New York, analyzed, and subsequently published. They
were supplemented later by data collected at the receiving station at Netcong,
New Jersey, and by measurements made on signals received at Buenos Aires
from the United States. Transmission was also tracked by ship from New York
to Bermuda and later, aboard the SS Leviathan, to England. In some of the
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A general view of the transmitting station and antenna at Deal in the 1920s.

Fig. 2-3. Final stage of radio amplification for engineered
model, shortwave transmitter, May 1930.
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The shortwave receiving laboratory at New Southgate, England.

tests, modulating the carrier with several audio tones showed clearly that selective fading within a voice band did indeed occur as a result of multipath
transmission. 3
As a result of these tests, and the work of the Marconi Co. and many others,
a fairly clear picture emerged of the mechanisms governing high-frequency
propagation. As a wave front entered the ionosphere at an angle, the portion
that first entered the higher-altitude region of greater ion density was propagated
more rapidly than the portion in the lower regions. As a result, the wave was
refracted and redirected back to the earth. Only waves within a certain range
of angle of approach would be returned, and that range depended in turn on
the time-varying altitude and composition of the ionosphere (Fig. 2-5]. This
mechanism explained the skip effect and the observed daily and seasonal
changes in propagation. 4 To be useful, however, these results had to be reduced
to an applicable form. At an early stage of the work, it had become apparent
that, for reasonably continuous transmission, frequencies would have to be
changed at least twice and perhaps as often as three or four times a day. Fieldstrength measurements of summer and winter shortwave-radio propagation
characteristics, made in the late 1920s and early 1930s, provided the most
comprehensive information available on the subject for some years (Fig. 2-6].
They indicated the diurnal and annual changes of frequency that were necessary, as well as the time when no transmission could be obtained.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2-5. Shortwave propagation mechanisms. (a)
Wavefronts, symbolized by the axle, are refracted
back to earth when the portion in a region of higher
ion density is propagated more rapidly (larger wheel)
than the rest of the wave. (b) The angle of return,
and hence the skip distance, depends on the angle
of incidence and composition of the ionosphere (1
and 3). Waves too close to the vertical may not return
at all (2).

During the Deal tests, any of four frequencies (6.6, 9, 13.6, and 18.7 MHz)
were used according to the momentary propagation conditions. The inductance
coils (tank coils) in the high-power amplifiers had to resonate with the interelectrode, stray capacitance, and whatever trimming capacitors were added.
This meant carrying hundreds of amperes in the coils, and, because of the high
frequencies, the current was confined to a skin depth of about 20 µm. Polishedcopper tubing, sometimes larger than 1 cm in diameter, was used, making the
transmitter resemble an alcohol still. Changing wavebands in the early shortwave transmitters was a strenuous exercise involving bolting and unbolting a
number of the heavy copper-tubing coils and manually retuning the highpower stages. This activity actually became a sort of competitive sport-a race
against time with occasional odd results, as when one engineer left his loaded
tobacco pipe in the high-power tank circuit, fumigating the entire station.
In the spring of 1927, a transportable 500-w shortwave transmitter was
assembled in two large moving vans to explore sites for commercial stations.
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DAY

(c)

(d)
fig. 2-5. (c) The day-to-night changes in the composition and structure of the ionosphere change the
refraction and attenuation of different wavelengths.
During the day, wave A of, for example, 25 m, is
refracted to reach Chicago, but is not returned at all
at night. (d) Wave B, of 100 m, is strongly attenuated
during the day, but at night, when the ions in the
lower atmosphere have disappeared, it is returned,
with much less loss, to reach Chicago.

In the fall, this equipment was taken to Houlton, Maine, where it was used to
transmit to collaborators in England for several weeks on an alternate schedule
with Deal to determine their relative merits as transmitting sites. It was found
that the Maine site gave signals that were on the average 9 dB stronger, but it
was eventually decided that the advantage was not worth the cost of the 800
miles of wire lines necessary to connect the more remote location. During the
same period, a number of possible sites for receiving stations were examined
using portable field-strength measuring equipment [Fig. 2-7). A plateau just
south of Netcong was chosen as a receiving site because of its freedom from
local noise sources and the absence of potential sources of interference along
the great-circle radio path toward England. A temporary building was erected
in May 1928 to house the equipment for the first channel, and a receiving
antenna was erected in front of this building. A site west of Lawrenceville,
New Jersey was selected for transmitting.
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United States to England, 1926 and 1927. (a) Summer.
(b) Winter.
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Fig. 2-9. The Lawrenceville transmitting station. (a) Arrangement of antennas. (b) General
view of antennas.

Meanwhile, events on the business front were moving rapidly. The success
of the first long-wave circuit resulted in a rapid growth of traffic. Early in 1928,
an agreement was reached with the British Post Office to proceed with com-
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mercial shortwave service across the North Atlantic. Frequency allocations were
obtained from the Federal Radio Commission, the predecessor of the Federal
Communications Commission, and weekly conferences were started among
the engineers at Bell Laboratories, the AT&T Development and Research Department, and the Long Lines Department. It was established that the equipment
was not to be considered experimental but should be the best feasible in the
existing state of the art.
The initial objective was to establish three high-frequency (HF) links to
England, to be followed immediately by one to Buenos Aires. The Deal transmitter was pressed into service as a backup to the long-wave circuit on the
west-east link even before the station in Netcong was ready. When the first
Netcong antenna and receiver were in place in June 1928, two-way shortwave
service was established to England just in time for the summer season, when
transmission on long waves was disturbed by high static. Since the antennas
were tuned and therefore usable over only a small frequency range, each channel had to be provided with three separate antennas operating at the low,
middle, and high end of the band and suitably spaced to prevent detrimental
interaction. By February 1929, the three antennas for the first channel had
been completed at Netcong. Separate buildings and antennas were erected
later in the year at three other widely separated places on the property to
handle the other channels. A permanent terminal building was later constructed
just below the west edge of the plateau, where any noise generated would not
interfere with reception [Fig. 2-8].
With Deal available as a transmitter site, work at Lawrenceville proceeded
more deliberately. Permanent masonry buildings were designed, requiring some
months longer than the Netcong station for completion. Twenty-eight steel
towers 180 feet high were erected and antennas suspended from them. Each
antenna consisted of an array suspended from three towers. One antenna array
was required for each frequency and transmitter-a total of 13 antennas, each
roughly 180 by 500 feet [Fig. 2-9]. (One channel was equipped with four antennas for operation at a frequency as low as 6.8 MHz, waves 44.4 m long.)
Transmissions from the experimental station at Deal continued until the three
channels were put in operation at Lawrenceville in June, September, and December 1929.
Work on high-frequency radiotelephony was progressing rapidly in Europe
as well as in the United States, and a number of circuits were established within
a year or so of the first HF transmissions. In September 1929, a demonstration
was held in conjunction with the British Post Office, in which Bell System
officials in New York talked with Australia via London, a total circuit length
of 15,000 miles. Considering that overseas telephony was only two years old,
this was an historic event.
II. SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS

The theory of multielement antenna arrays had been worked out by G. A.
Campbell in 1919,5 but it was not until the HF work at meter wavelengths that
highly directional arrays became practical. The basic element of the early tuned
antennas was the half-wave dipole. The problem of exciting array elements
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was eased with the realization that an element slightly longer than a half wavelength acts as a reflector to incident energy, and a shorter element acts as a
director. The early shortwave transmitting antennas consisted of simple vertical
half-wave dipoles with center inductive loading or two dipoles in parallel in
the form of an H, with or without reflectors. Four coplanar dipoles separated
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by a half wavelength, with reflectors-or, alternatively, a single dipole with
three passive reflectors forming a rudimentary cylindrical parabolic reflectorwere also used. Thermocouple ammeters were placed in the centers of the
driven dipoles and were read from the ground using field glasses.
The antennas used at Netcong were of a form originally called the Grecian
Key, but subsequently called the Bruce Array, after its inventor. 6 This was a
broadside array of vertical half-wavelength elements, each connected to the
adjacent element, spaced a quarter wavelength away, by bending the upper
and lower eighth-wavelength sections horizontally [Fig. 2-10]. The currents
generated in the vertical elements by a wave of the correct frequency arriving
perpendicular to the array were all in phase and added in the receiver by
connecting the elements alternately at the top and bottom. No reradiation occurred from the horizontal connecting elements, because currents were oppositely phased about their center point. A reflector of similar character, spaced
a quarter wavelength behind the first array, made it unidirectional and increased
the gain by 3 dB. The directional pattern of the antenna was measured by
circling it with a small transmitter at a range of about 1000 feet [Fig. 2-11 ]. The
gain of the Netcong antenna was 40 times that of a single vertical half-wave
antenna (16 dB). K. G. Jansky, using a smaller, but steerable, antenna of this
type, discovered radio-frequency interstellar radiation from the Milky Way in
the early 1930s.7•8
Because of the mechanism of high-frequency propagation and its variability,
sharp vertical directivity was not desirable in the receiving antenna. Less concern

Fig. 2-11. Directional characteristic of
Netcong antenna.
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was felt about launching waves in a narrow vertical pattern, and in the transmitting antenna, vertical as well as horizontal stacking of elements was used. 9
The basic element w,:1.sa so-•called Sterba Array, consisting of one half-wave
(1/2) and two quartEir-wave (1/4) elements in a vertical lineup, paralleled by
an identical, adjacent, three-element vertical line displaced horizontally a half
wavelength away [Filg.2-12]. The horizontal links acted as feeders for the
vertical elements and radiatEidessentially no energy because of the oppositely
phased currents in the closellyadjacent pairs. These panels were replicated in
a larger horizontal array to increase the horizontal directivity and were backed
by a reflector to makie them unidirectional [Fig. 2-13]. A gain of about 17 dB
was realized. One virtue of the Sterba Array was that each panel or, indeed,
several of them, could be formed from a continuous conductor. By the use of
small capacitors (open circuits at 60 Hz, but short circuits at RF) and RF quarterwave lines (short circuits at 60 Hz, but open at RF), it was possible to pass 150
kw of 60-Hz power through the No. 6 gauge conductors to melt sleet, even
with the transmitter in operaition.

I

I

!1
\I

\

Fig. 2-12. Multielement transmi1:tingantenna structure of the
type used at Lawrenceville in
1928. A single conductor was
bent to form one section of a directional antenna. Solid lines are
conductors; dotted lines show
current direction and amplitude.
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Fig. 2-13. A complete Sterba Array antenna wHh reflectors for one wavelength.

About the time the first antennas were placed in operation, E. Bruce had
observed that a wire tilted toward the source of a wave could act as an effective
antenna over a much broader range of frequencies than the rather sharply
tuned simple vertical half-wave dipole. He then further observed that an evenbroader-band (less-tuned) antenna could be achieved by connecting a second
tilted wire to the first in an inverted V. Finally, working with H. T. Friis, he
recognized that his vertically disposed, inverted V was completed to a double
V, or diamond, by its reflected image in the ground. 10 It remained to turn the
V on its side, and physically complete the four sides with actual conductors,
to make a horizontal, broadband, HF, rhombic antenna [Fig. 2-14]. Unlike the

DIRECTION OF
TRANSMISSION

Fig. 2-14. Experimental rhombic antenna showing arrangement for ironwire, high-power termination when used as a transmitter.
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Rhombic antennas near Miami for HF radio links to Colombia and Venezuela.

earlier arrays, the antenna was responsive to horizontally polarized waves.
Working at 75 MHz so that models scaled to the shorter wavelength were
easier to build and test, Bruce showed how to design such antennas for a wide
range of horizontal and vertical directive patterns. He demonstrated gains of
about 14 dB and achieved a response flat to ±1 dB over a four-to-one frequency
range. 11
The rhombic antenna became immensely popular, both within and outside
the Bell System, largely because of its simplicity and the fact that a single
antenna could be used over nearly the entire HF band [Fig. 2-15]. Many papers
were written on the subject, and although it was shown that the antenna had
shortcomings and was frequently used under conditions where it should not
be, it did not have a rival for HF use until the development of certain forms
of the log-periodic antenna 25 years later. The rhombic antenna turned gigantic
wire nets and many large towers into junk when it replaced the large arrays
used earlier. (For a research perspective on shortwave antennas, see Communications Sciences(1925-1980), Chapter 5, Section I.)

2.1 Multiple-Unit Steerable Antenna
The first receiving antennas were not made highly directional in the vertical
plane because of the varying direction of arrival of the ionospherically confined
waves. By the mid- l 930s, considerable research had been done on the angle
of arrival of HF radio waves in both the vertical and horizontal planes, and on
the rate and range of variation. 12 The simultaneous arrival of waves at different
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vertical angles over paths of different lengths could cancel each other (interfere) and was the principal cause of fading at HF. It occurred to Friis that an
antenna with sharp discrimination in the vertical plane would be very advantageous if it could be steered to track only one of the incoming waves
[Fig. 2-16]. A single rhombic antenna was sensitive over a fairly broad vertical
angle. With a linear array of antennas along a line toward the transmitting
station and with the outputs combined in the correct phase relationship, a
higher gain and more directive vertical pattern could be maintained. The array
beam could be steered in the vertical plane by varying the phase of the signals
received from each element of the array before combining them. In 1935, Friis
built an array of six rhombic antennas at Holmdel and demonstrated an increase
in gain of 6 or 7 dB over a single antenna and the ability to steer the narrow
lobe by adjusting the relative phase shift between the units. 13 This design was
named the multiple-unit steerable antenna (MUSA) [Fig. 2-17].
Something of an heroic apex in HF transatlantic technology was reached in
1939 with the design and construction of a commercial MUSA receiving station.
This station at Manahawkin, New Jersey featured a two-mile-long array of 16
rhombic antennas deployed along the great-circle path toward the transmitter
in Rugby, England. The highly directional and vertically steerable array was
built in anticipation of a poor period of HF transmission due to a sunspot
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Fig. 2-17. Multiple-unit steerable antenna (MUSA) operation. (a) Antenna patterns. (b)
Schematic. (c) Holmdel six-rhombic experimental MUSA.
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maximum in the early 1940s. 14 The station building was located at the ninth
antenna to reduce the total amount of interconnecting coaxial cable required.
All the cables were buried to reduce the phase changes that would otherwise
occur with changes in temperature. The Manahawkin site was a flat marshland
with lots of room, ideal for the purpose.
In a further elaboration, three banks of adjustable phase shifters connected
in parallel permitted training the array on as many as three incoming rays and
combining the outputs, with suitable delay correction, to realize a form of
angle-of-arrival diversity. An additional bank of phase shifters was continuously
rotated to provide an output that scanned the vertical-angle range once a second,
and furnished information on incoming-wave directions needed to adjust the
other banks [Fig. 2-18]. It had been observed that, while fading due to interference from multipath transmission might be rapid, the direction of arrival of
the various wave paths changed rather slowly. However, monitoring and manually adjusting for the constantly changing transmission paths would have
been exceedingly tedious and susceptible to errors that could easily negate the
advantages of the array. Automatic setting of the angles of reception and the
delay adjustment of the diversity branches solved the problem.
Since the array was broadband and capable of receiving signals over the
entire HF band at all times, it could be used for more than one receiver at a
time. At Manahawkin, a second receiver at a different frequency, with its own

Fig. 2-18. Manahawkin MUSA receiver bays. Left, phase
shifters for three beams.
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banks of phase shifters, was connected and used simultaneously. (See CommunicationsSciences(1925-1980),Chapter 5, Section 1.5.)
Performance tests indicated a substantial improvement in quality over a
single receiver, and, during World War II, a number of channels of encrypted
digital signals were successfully transmitted using the MUSA. But the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio was appreciably less than the number of antennas would indicate, and performance was somewhat disappointing. It was
observed that selecting the best received audio signal gave essentially the same
performance as delay compensation and combining, with much less maintenance. A simple selection of the best branch was used most of the time.

III. RECEIVERSAND TRANSMITTERS
3.1 Double-Sideband Operation
The receivers at Netcong were of the double-detection or superheterodyne
type; that is, they had tuned RF stages followed by a frequency conversion to
an intermediate frequency, where most of the gain was supplied, followed by
the final recovery of the audio signal (the second detection). The circuits were
calibrated and controlled, so that quantitative measurements of signal characteristics could be made. A volume indicator and shelf for telegraphic order
wire were also provided.
At long wavelengths, receiving sensitivity was limited by atmospheric disturbances caused by lightning, auto ignitions, and other sources of interference, so that noise internal to the receiver was not a problem. Above 10 MHz,
the noise limiting reception was that generated in the receiver rather than in
the medium. Consequently, considerable attention was given to obtaining a
high signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver. These receivers are believed to be the
first commercial equipment to be rated with respect to thermal noise, which
later became the recognized standard of reference. As part of the effort to
approach the thermal-noise limit, multiple input circuits were provided, one
for each frequency to be used, which were permanently connected to their
respective antennas. DC-heated filamentary triodes were used, except in the
RF stages where screen-grid tubes, which were just coming into use, were used
to avoid the troublesome grid-plate capacitance of the triodes. In this and other
respects, the new receivers were better than anything available on the commercial market. Automatic gain control, which adjusted the gain of the receiver
according to the strength of the incoming RF signal, was at first used only in
the intermediate-frequency stages, but was later applied to the RF stages as
well to reduce intelligible intermodulation from strong interfering signals. It
was a continuing problem to obtain gain control of sufficient speed to track
the fading without cutting into the lower-frequency speech components.
A number of double-sideband receivers were supplied to the International
Telephone & Telegraph Company (ITT) as well as to AT&T. These receivers
gave excellent service for more than 20 years and were removed from service
only when single-sideband transmissions completely superseded double-sideband transmissions in the 1950s.

3.2 Single-Sideband Operation
All the early work on HF radio used double-sideband amplitude modulation.
Single sideband promised a signal-to-noise advantage of 9 dB, 6 dB by using
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the entire power capacity of the transmitter for one sideband instead of the
carrier plus both sidebands and 3 dB by halving the noise bandwidth. (See
CommunicationsSciences(1925-1980),Chapter 1, Section 2.1.1.) But the problem
of frequency stabilization required for carrier suppression and recovery was
beyond the capability of the equipment of that early date. Single-sideband
equipment was built and tested as early as 1929, but the required manual
frequency synchronization was not practical even for tests.
In 1931, a receiver was built and installed at Netcong that could be used
for receiving double-sideband signals but that could also remove one sideband
and keep, reject, or recondition the carrier to simulate single-sideband reception
of incoming double-sideband transmissions. This receiver was used to determine, without having to build and test a complete single-sideband system,
whether there was anything peculiar about single-sideband shortwave propagation that would prevent the successful exploitation of this means of transmission. The receiver consisted of seven 6-foot bays of equipment and, so far
as is known, included the first crystal band filters to be used in any radio
equipment. The filters were used at the 150-kHz intermediate frequency to
obtain sharp discrimination against closely adjacent frequencies. Tests went
on for several years (it was the Great Depression) and showed no insurmountable obstacle to single-sideband operation.
In 1935, designs went forward for commercial single-sideband operation.
The equipment used crystal filters in both transmitter and receiver, and had
two 6000-Hz passbands, one on each side of the carrier. A carrier 20 to 26 dB
below normal was transmitted and used for automatic volume control and
automatic frequency control at the receiver. The carrier was filtered out and
amplified separately (reconditioned) and then reinserted at greater than normal
amplitude in a balanced demodulator to give low distortion.
The first single-sideband equipment was manufactured at the Bell Laboratories model shop at West Street in Manhattan. Later, in the 1940s, large numbers were manufactured by Western Electric and sold to foreign customers of
AT&T, government departments, and others. They set a standard of excellence,
with performance far better than that of any previous HF radio equipment.
They promoted the worldwide shift from double-sideband to single-sideband
operation, with substantial savings in frequency spectrum, reduced interference,
and increased transmission efficiency.
3.3 Multichannel Operation
With the advent of single-sideband operation, it was recognized that, if
intermodulation could be kept low enough, it would be feasible to put an
independent second channel on the opposite side of the carrier from the first
channel. For economical operation of radio transmitters, however, it was necessary to drive them so hard that the distortion products could be too high for
more than single-channel operation. In December 1936, tests at Lawrenceville
showed it was possible to get acceptable two-channel operation by transmitting
one band next to the carrier, and one on the other side of the carrier, but
separated from it by one speech bandwidth (3 kHz). This avoided interference
from the largest third-order intermodulation products, those that extend only
one speech bandwidth on either side of the transmitted band. Two-channel
operation was used extensively in the period before World War 11.15
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During the war, the Long Lines Department obtained another channel by
using the frequencies adjacent to the carrier, previously left vacant, and combining the multichannel transmission with privacy equipment. The privacy
equipment split the voice band into five subbands and transmitted them with
the order scrambled and with some of the subband frequencies inverted. (In
more elaborate arrangements, the scrambling-descrambling order was periodically changed synchronously at the transmitter and receiver.) In the threechannel transmission., the 15 privacy bands were intermixed on both sides of
the carrier. At a still later date, with more linear transmitters having lower
intermodulation, four 3-kHz channels were transmitted in a 12-kHz band.
When more highly directive and steerable antenna systems were proposed
in the mid-1930s, it appeared that a much higher-capacity multichannel system
could become possible~.Studic~swere made of the possibility of obtaining bandwidth in the equipment capable of handling up to 48 voice channels, and
experimental receivers were designed for such possible broadband use. In the
late 1930s, investigation focused on the more modest objective of transmitting
up to 12 channels simultaneously in the HF range. At Deal, a 20-kw amplifier
was successfully teskd in which sufficient feedback was applied directly at
radio frequency to k1:iepdistortion within permissible limits for 12-channel
operation, but further develojpment was interrupted by the war. After the war,
nationalistic considerntions opposed transmission of a large block of channels
through one nation for distribution to others, and for this reason, as well as a
general withdrawal in Bell Laboratories from work on high-power apparatus,
the project was not resumed.

3.4 Voice-Control TE!irminals
In 1932, a new transmitter was introduced that, to save power, suppressed
the carrier when no speech was present. A new receiver was designed to work
with this transmitter, using the new AC heater-type tubes then becoming available, and equipped with a CODAN (carrier-operated device, antinoise) to control
the receiver when working with the intermittent carrier. Considerable trouble
was experienced with the CODAN operation, and various parts of the system
were rebuilt from time to time in an effort to improve operation. When the
carrier was off for long periods during the time when no speech signals were
being received, the automatic tuning control would drift so that the signal
sometimes would not be received when the carrier reappeared. Finally, in the
summer of 1936, it was agreed that future circuits to England would use singlesideband, reduced carrier operation, and the development of the CODAN and
improved double-sideband equipment was dropped.
The CODAN was only one of an entire family of radio-terminal devices
designed to cope with the difficult problem of associating the highly variable
overseas radio link with the wire lines of the continental networks. The connecting land lines between the subscriber and the radio terminal had a wide
range of loss and, as always, talkers spoke with a wide range of speech volume.
In time, the terminals were elaborated with VOGADs (voice-operated, gainadjusting devices), compandors (contraction for compressor-expandors) for
syllabic-rate, speech-volume range compression and expansion, VODASs
(voice-operated devices, antisinging), and privacy equipment [Fig. 2-19). VO-
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DIRECTIVE:
ANTENNA

CALLING

:;(:1.!PANDOR

Fig. 2-19. Schematic of high-frequency radio terminal showing location of voice-operated
devices (VOGAD, compandor, VODAS, and CODAN) and primary circuit.

GADs were relatively slow gain controls that pushed the transmitter to full
modulation, regardless of the connecting line loss or basic talker volume. Compandors operated by compressing the speech-volume range at the transmitter
and restoring the range at the receiver. Compression offered the advantage of
reducing the level of high-volume talkers, making it possible to operate the
transmitters closer to their maximum output for average talkers, but most of
the signal-to-noise advantage was realized by raising the level of the weak
signals for transmission over the noisy radio link. When the weak signals were
reduced in level in the expandor, the noise was reduced with them. Compandors
gave a substantial improvement in the perceived signal-to-noise ratio and found
application in several later transmission systems. 16 VODASs opened the return
circuit to prevent singing under some of the high-gain conditions. A number
of privacy devices were developed, including one that periodically inverted the
frequencies of the speech band, restoring them synchronously at the receiving
terminal. Most of these gadgets were props, of course, to improve transmission
that was, by current standards, not very good. However, there were no alternatives. It should be remembered that radio was the sole means of overseas
voice communications for almost 30 years.
IV. THE SPREAD OF HIGH-FREQUENCY SERVICE

Shortly after the start of service to England, Bell Laboratories, in collaboration
with ITT, engineered an HF link to a station near Buenos Aires. Service began
in April 1930. Within the next few years, additional links were established to
South and Central America via an AT&T station near Miami. West Coast stations
in California at Dixon (transmitting) and Point Reyes (receiving) were built for
circuits to Hawaii and beyond. By 1939, there was a substantial worldwide
network (Fig. 2-20].
In addition to the overseas circuits, ship-to-shore HF service was also established, with a transmitter at Ocean Gate, New Jersey and a receiving station
at Forked River, New Jersey. The transmitting station at Ocean Gate was like
that at Lawrenceville in most respects. In fact, in the course of time, the Ocean
Gate and Manahawkin stations were often used interchangeably for high-seas
mobile and transoceanic point-to-point operation. The service to ships was
considered experimental for several years, but the growth in traffic, except for
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an interruption at the beginning of World War II, was rapid, reaching 200,000
messages per year by 1946.
During the war, no new HF equipment was designed, but following the
war, a number of improvements were made. In 1946, a smaller receiver, coded
LD-R-1, with much more convenient frequency-changing provisions was tested
at Netcong. Substantial numbers were manufactured by Western Electricstarting
in 1948. In about 1950, a transmitter with sufficient linearity for four-channel
operation went into service. Four-channel operation became widely accepted,
and a number of manufacturers subsequently produced similar equipment.
Some other relatively minor developments continued, both in the Bell System
and elsewhere, but the prospect of submarine-cable circuits and, later, of satellites, inhibited major changes. Shortwave radiotelephony was still used for
communication to a few remote areas in the mid-1970s, but it had been completely replaced by high-capacity submarine cables across the Atlantic and
Pacific Oceans and, even in remote areas, was rapidly being displaced with
the ubiquitous satellite circuits. A sentimental reunion ceremony was held for
the many engineers who contributed to the development of the shortwave art
upon the occasion of closing the Lawrenceville station in February 1976. Most
of the people had already retired, but history would have been kinder to them
if it had taken a bit longer for the shortwave radiotelephony art to become
obsolete.
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Chapter 3
BroadcastRadio
I. THE SITUATIONIN THE LATE19201 S
The Bell System entered broadcasting as a natural extension and application
of the technology it was developing for point-to-point radiotelephone communications. At one time or another, AT&T was engaged in almost every aspect
of the broadcasting business, including station operation, program development,
network interconnection, equipment manufacture, and the underlying research
and development in propagation and measurements. (The Bell System's earliest
activities in broadcast radio are covered in more detail in another volume of
this series, The Early Years (1875-1925).) AT&T withdrew from the station operation and programming business with the sale of its New York station, WEAF,
to the Radio Corporation of America (RCA) in 1927. It continued as a major
equipment supplier for 20 more years and provided program network interconnection on an ongoing basis.
In the equipment area, Western Electric concentrated on transmitters and
studio equipment; little work was done on home receivers beyond the earliest
years of broadcasting. Many basic improvements were made in Western Electric's transmitters; Station WEAF was crystal controlled at its assigned frequency
of 610 kHz as early as June 1924. In the mid-1920s, however, home-receiver
selectivity was improved, permitting discrimination between high-power stations on different frequencies. As field-strength surveys showed the need for
more transmitter power to provide adequate received-signal levels in large
urban areas, higher power became a major objective of the transmitter designers
[Fig. 3-1 ]. The power of Station WEAF was increased from the initial 500 w in
several increments to 5 kw by September 1925.
The early transmitters used glass-envelope radiation-cooled tubes for power
output up to several hundred watts. By using the copper-to-glass seal developed
by W. G. Houskeeper in Bell Laboratories (Western Electric, prior to 1925) and
water cooling, designers were able to advance from 500 w to 5 kw in 1925,
and to 50 kw a few years later. The first of the 50-kw designs, the No. 7A
radio transmitter, was placed in service in 1929 at Station WLW, the Crossley
station near Cincinnati. In the 7A, as in all the later high-power Western Electric
transmitters, the design featured a low-level modulator and a linear power
amplifier, in contrast to the radio-frequency (RF) output stage plate modulation
used in most other transmitters at the time. Low-level modulation was accomplished in tubes and components of moderate size and power, with many
41
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Fig. 3-1. Portable field-strength measuring equipment
in use in the 1920s.

consequent advantages. A frequency response flat to ±1 dB from 30 to 10,000
Hz was provided with audio distortion less than 5 percent, and with RF harmonics only 0.03 percent of the carrier. Finally, with low-level modulation,
the output stages could be driven to 100-percent modulation, that is, the RF
envelope was varied from twice its unmodulated amplitude to zero, with little
distortion. Since in early plate-modulated transmitters, distortion became excessive above about SO-percent modulation, this benefit alone was as effective
as a four-to-one increase in carrier power. For all these advantages to be realized,
it was, of course, necessary to provide high-power output stages of sufficient
linearity to satisfy the exacting requirements of radio broadcasting with its
broader band, greater dynamic amplitude range, and more critical signal content
(e.g., symphonic orchestra music) than single-sideband telephony. However,
the intensive research and development program on power amplifiers for overseas telephone transmission also provided the understanding that permitted
the designers to meet the needs of broadcast radio. 1 The knowledge gained
from single-sideband, suppressed-carrier transmitters carrying telephony of
limited-volume range was successfully applied to broadcast radio's doublesideband, carrier-transmitted AM signal with its wide-volume range.
From the 1920s until after World War II, Western Electric also manufactured
a wide range of studio audio and studio-to-transmitter equipment. This was
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important, not only to the radio-broadcast business, but, in the 1920s, was also
linked to the pioneering work that led to talking pictures and, a little later, to
the first high-fidelity stereo disc recordings. Equipment manufacture of radio
transmitters and in related areas continued until 1948, when Western Electric
withdrew from the business, and the designs and manufacturing facilities were
sold to other suppliers.
Work in radio propagation, at least on terrestrial paths, has always been a
somewhat arcane art compared to engineering in guided transmission. Transmission on wire pairs, especially after the most extreme effects of weather were
excluded by the widespread use of sheathed cables, became a highly quantitative
and precise technology. In the early years, radio propagation, in contrast, remained in many ways a mystery. There were large variations in loss over paths
where none were expected. Even more baffling, reception was reported over
paths where the accepted view held transmission to be impossible (e.g., the
amateur reception of transatlantic shortwaves in 1921). In addition, arc lamps,
automobile ignition, and nature itself contributed static from a variety of sources
that varied in little-understood ways. Given the limited knowledge of the nature
of the atmosphere as a radio-transmission medium, and that the existence,
complex structure, and variations of the ionosphere were just beginning to be
dimly perceived, it is little wonder that radio propagation remained more of
an art than a science through the 1920s.
Bell Laboratories and its predecessor organizations in Western Electric led
the field in quantitative radio measuring techniques and in their application in
radio field-strength surveys. Work on improved radio field-strength measuring
gear was begun in 1920 at the Cliffwood, New Jersey laboratory by C. R.
Englund and H. T. Friis.2 A portable loop antenna that could be transported
in a car or light truck and readily calibrated in the field with an accompanying
oscillator and attenuator made detailed measurements of absolute field strength
possible. Field-strength measurements were first carried out at the low frequencies used for long-wave overseas radio, but they were later extended to
the frequencies of the AM broadcast band and to much higher frequencies
[Fig. 3-1). Field surveys in the AM band in the New York City area showed
that groups of large steel-frame buildings caused interference fading at night
in the shadow zones of such clusters. This work led to an understanding of
the need for higher transmitter power to provide adequate field-strength levels
over a large metropolitan area. It also revealed the need for tight frequency
control to prevent a fluttering type of fading in the interference patterns of the
shadow zones. The exacting work on quantitative measurements in radio became characteristic of Bell Laboratories research in the field. The objective, as
stated at the time by Friis, was "to demystify radio."
Despite the many problems inevitable in a new field, broadcast radio had
advanced a long way in the 1920s and, by the end of the decade, both its
technical nature and its business nature were much better understood than
they had been in the earliest years. The functions needed for broadcasting were
recognjzed by all parties, and organizational roles had been sorted out. The
general view around 1930 in broadcast engineering was that there was little
opportunity for progress. 3 Frequency response in radio transmitters was substantially uniform over the range of 30 to 10,000 Hz, even though commercial
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receivers were not responsive over this range. As far as could be determined
from available measuring techniques (harmonic analyses of traces from string
oscillographs), nonlinear distortion of the modulated wave did not exceed a
few percent. Noise was about 60 dB below a fully modulated signal. Harmonic
radiation at RF had been well suppressed by suitable filtering in the coupling
networks leading to the antenna system. Temperature-controlled, quartz-crystal
oscillators had satisfied all ne1~dsfor carrier frequency stability. 4' 5 Few thought
that powers greater than 50 kw would be used. Business was headed into the
Great Depression, but the depressed economy of the 1930s did not quench the
enthusiasm of the budding broadcast industry. New technical advances made
the decade a historic period in the growth of radio broadcasting.

II. THE QUESTFOR HIGHERPOWER
Whatever radio engiineers did or did not understand about radio propagation
in the early days, they understood one thing very well-the more power transmitted, the higher the signal level received. In radiotelephony, higher power
was used to overcome !:helarge path losses of the overseas links and to override
static. In broadcasting, designers knew that the received signal diminished
roughly inversely as the square of the distance from the transmitter. To double
the range and quadruple the area over which an adequate signal was received
meant quadrupling the power. Interference between stations, of course, was
another matter, but that problem was at least temporarily solved when the
Federal Radio Commission increased and stabilized the band assigned to AM
broadcasting. When dear channels were assigned, free of interference from
nearby stations on th1e same frequency, broadcasters eagerly embraced the
higher-power approach to increasing their coverage.
In overseas radio, the success of the first transatlantic radio links had greatly
stimulated traffic, and most of the increase was served of necessity with the
newly established shortwave high-frequency (HF) links. But shortwave transmission was complex and unoertain. In the early stages, circuit availability was
not better than about 80 percent, and during periods of magnetic storms transmission might be interrupted for days at a time. The low-frequency transatlantic
circuits on the other hand, although subject to severe static in the summer,
were unaffected by the solar-induced magnetic storms. As a result, in 1929, it
was judged advisable Itoprovide additional long-wave circuits to supplement
the existing HF circuits. In 1930, tubes with a peak power output in excess of
100 kw at a plate potential of 18,000 v became available. Work on a new longwave transmitter was started with a plan for six such tubes in the final stage,
having a combined peak power of 600 kw, the highest ever realized. The tubes
were to be used in push-pull pairs. In this arrangement, each tube of the pair
was biased at cutoff, wil:h one tube polarized to handle positive signal excursions
and the other negative swings. In the absence of a driving signal, little or no
output current flowed, making the stage highly efficient. Three such push-pull
pairs in parallel were Ito maki~ up the output stage. It was planned that two
such transmitters, separated in frequency by a few kilohertz in the 60-kHz
range, would operate iinto a common antenna. At the same time, it was contemplated that two such tubes might compose the final stage for a new design
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of a 50-kw broadcast transmitter with a peak envelope power of 200 kw, although no such broadcast transmitter was then scheduled for development.
The radiated-power limits of all the high-power tubes were governed by
the ability to dissipate the power that was not radiated. Efficiency, besides
reducing power utility bills, was therefore as important as any other characteristic in achieving high radiated power. Exhaustive experiments at various
kw
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Fig. 3-2. (a) Typical dynamic characteristic of experimental
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grid biases and load impedances were carried out in the mid- and late 1920s
to determine the best operating conditions for the output stages. Characteristics
for grid bias and load impedance were selected for good linearity as well as
high efficiency [Fig. 3-2]. The important load impedance for the output stage
was the impedance of the antenna at the fundamental radio frequency, since
the impedance at RF harmonic frequencies was made very low by the shunt
capacitances of the tuned output circuit. The DC grid current into the output
stage was important to the circuit designer, since it determined the required
driving power from the previous stage. The nonlinear variations in the outputstage input impedance were made negligible by a shunt-resistance load for the
driving stage low enough to avoid distortion of the input envelope. This ordinarily meant that the driving stage required an output power capacity five
to ten percent of that of the final stage. Further improvements in HF radio and
the onset of the Great Depression ended the work on the long-wave transmitter,
but enough had been learned to ensure that the new high-power tubes, under
appropriate operating ,conditions, would perform admirably in any new generation of broadcast equipment.
III. NEGATIVE FEEDBACK AND DIRECTIONAL ANTENNASSTATION WOR

At this time, transmitter designers became beneficiaries of a bonanza deriving
from multiplex-wire telephony, the invention of negative feedback. Conceived
by H. S. Black in 192'.7to reduce nonlinear effects in multichannel repeaters,
the negative-feedback principle came to the radio broadcast field at an auspicious
time. (See Chapter 4.) E. B. Ferrell, of the Radio and Vacuum Tube Research
Department at the Deal laboratory, first proposed inclusion of a radio transmitter
in a feedback loop, a riictified sample of the final RF output being fed back in
opposition to the audio input l[Fig.3-3].6
Ferrell showed that by including the phase shift due to the limited band of
the RF interstages and output stage in the same way as the phase of the audio
stages, a stable design could be achieved. The negative-feedback principle was
first applied to broadcast transmission in the new 50-kw transmitter built for
Station WOR at Carteret, New Jersey.7 The new equipment, placed in service
early in 1935, though basically similar to other 50-kw transmitters built earlier,
ushered in a new era iln high fidelity and embodied other innovations. The
radio circuit had crysta.1-controlledcarrier generation, a low-level modulation
stage, a push-pull paraJlel power-output stage, and a rectifier for feedback to
the audio input [Fig. 3-·4].
Located about 16 miles southwest of New York City, the new Station WOR
was planned to give stll'ongcoverage along the northeast-southwest Philadelphia-New York axis and relatively low signal strength toward the more sparsely
populated areas of northwestern New Jersey and toward the ocean. Thus, an
hourglass-shaped radiation paittern was desired. 8 The antenna array chosen
consisted of three radiators, each a quarter wavelength high (tower height was
limited by proximity to established airways) and approximately a quarter
wavelength apart, on a line at right angles to the major axis of the desired
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Fig. 3-3. Envelope feedback, as applied to a radio broadcast transmitter.

pattern [Fig.3-5]. Each radiator was fed by coaxial transmission lines and driven
in phase with approximately equal currents [Fig. 3-6].
Station WOR also embodied pioneering ideas in antenna line-branching
transformers, ground system design, phase and amplitude adjustment and
phase-monitoring arrangements. 9 A method of protecting against damage to
antenna coupling circuits from high-power RF follow-up surges caused by
lightning hits on the towers was used for the first time in this station. The
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Fig. 3-4. Circuits for the 50-kw transmitter used in Station WOR in 1935. [Poppele,
Cunningham, and Kispaugh, Proc.IRE 24 (1936): 1072.]
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~ADELPHIANEW YORK
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Fig. 3-5. Directional antenna and ground-system arrangement for Station
WOR's 50-kw broadcas1ing station (1935). The central element or 'tower'
was a copper cable suspended from a steel messenger supported by the
two other radiators. The ground plane consisted of a buried grid of No.
10 copper wires.
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method, devised during the long-wave transatlantic development, involved a
continuous monitoring of the impedance seen from the plates of the power
tubes. 10 The carrier supply was momentarily interrupted, halting the RF drive,
to allow clearing of the arc any time an impedance change due to flashover at
any of the towers was detected. The method proved invaluable, especially with
multielement arrays, and was later incorporated in all high-power transmitters.
Station WOR was also one of the early transmitters to employ mercury-vapor
tubes (developed by General Electric) in the high-voltage rectifier in place of
the water-cooled, high-vacuum rectifiers previously used. The relatively low
drop-about 15 v instead of 1000 v or more-contributed appreciably to operating economy.
IV. SUPER POWER AND THE QUEST FOR EFFICIENCY

As these improvements were evolving in the early 1930s, interest continued
in the use of higher power. In May 1934, Station WLW in Cincinnati started
operation with an authorized transmitter power of 500 kw. Such power levels
placed an even higher premium on more efficient ways of operating the final
amplifier stage. The 500-kw transmitter at Station WLW, built by RCA, used
a highly efficient Class C (biased below cutoff in the absence of RF grid drive)
RF output stage. This was plate modulated by a Class B (biased at cutoff)audio
amplifier, which drew little power except in the presence of a strong audio
. signal. With this high-level Class B system, particularly at 500 kw, an extremely
large audio transformer and choke were necessary so that the balanced Class
B stage could work into the single-sided load presented by the RF stage. To a
generation to whom high power in an audio amplifier means 50 or 100 w, and
where device dimensions are often measured in micrometers, the numbers are
astounding. The high-level audio transformers were 11 feet high, weighed 19
tons each, and were immersed in oil. Two were required! The choke, needed
to bypass the DC plate current from the audio transformers, weighed 12 tons.
The high capacity to ground of such massive components made both RF and
broadband audio designs difficult. The initial expense and the cost of the power
consumed were very high. These difficulties and other problems led Bell Laboratories engineers to look for other ways to achieve high power and high
efficiency. A most ingenious solution was discovered late in 1933 by W. H.
Doherty at the Whippany radio laboratory, which had become the center for
high-power work.11-12
The day-long efficiency of an AM transmitter is essentially that realized with
little or no audio signal modulating the carrier. The trick was to make this
idling efficiency very high, while still retaining the capability of delivering the
much higher peak power required at the maximum audio level (100 percent
modulation). Doherty's amplifier achieved high efficiency by obtaining the unmodulated carrier from one of two output stages operating into a load impedance
twice as high as the optimum for a fully modulated carrier. Power above the
unmodulated level-that is, on the positive swings of the audio signal-was
then obtained by bringing into play on a dynamic basis the second stage, which,
in the absence of audio, was biased well beyond cutoff. Had the two tubes
been simply connected in parallel or push-pull, this supplementary action would
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not have been possible, since the contribution of power by the second tube
would only have raised the apparent impedance into which the first tube was
working and thus reduced its maximum possible output power by an equal
amount. Doherty's sl:ratagem was to employ a quarter-wave impedance-inverting network to reverse this effect, reducingthe impedance seen by the first
tube. While still operating dose to its maximum possible plate-voltage swing,
the first tube could deliver more current, and hence more power, to the load.
At the instantaneous peak of :modulation,the two tubes shared the load equally,
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Fig. 3-7. The Doherty z,mplifier.(a) At the instantaneous peak of a fully
modulated wave, each tube faces its optimum impedance R and, at its
maximum voltage swing E, delivers its maximum power E2/R as in a
conventional linear power amplifier. At lower instantaneous outputs, the
contribution of tube 2 is reduced, and at unmodulated carrier output
(one-fourth of the peak power), the impedance-inverting network finds
itself terminated in R/2 !l and thus presents to tube 1 an impedance of
2R, which enables tube 1 to deliver the carrier power E2/2R at its full
voltage E,and consequently full efficiency. [Doherty, Proc.IRE24 (1936):
1173.] (b) Envelope waveforms in the Doherty amplifier at unmodulated
carrier output and with II fully modulated wave.
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each working into its optimum impedance [Fig. 3-7]. Since the quarter-wave
impedance-inverting network shifted the phase 90 degrees, another network
was inserted in the grid circuit so that the grid excitations on the two tubes
would also be 90 degrees apart. In other respects, the system operated as a
conventional linear power amplifier. It was applicable to single-sideband telephony, as well as to AM broadcast transmitters, and lent itself to the use of
negative feedback for achievement of high fidelity.
The Doherty principle was immediately adopted for a new line of transmitters
beginning with a 50-kw AM broadcast radio transmitter, the No. 407 A-1, employing two of the new 100-kw tubes in the output stage [Fig. 3-8]. The power
stage achieved the expected 60-percent efficiency compared to 33 percent in
conventional linear transmitters. With 30 dB of negative feedback, it was possible for the first time to reduce AC filament hum in the high-power tubes to
a level where separate DC generators for filament and grid-bias supply were
no longer necessary. Two transmitters made by the Northern Electric Company
from the Western Electric design were installed in Canada in late 1937 and
early 1938. Western Electric's first production set was placed on the air a few
months later at Station WHAS in Louisville. 13 Many others went into service
in the next few years. Meanwhile, the principle was applied in new 5-kw and

Fig. 3-8. The two-tube output stage of a Doherty amplifier for a 50-kw AM broadcast transmitter. The inventor is at the right.
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1-kw transmitters, and was adopted by several other transmitter manufacturers
under Bell System license. For the 1-kw transmitter, of which large numbers
were sold, a modification of the high-efficiency scheme was devised, in which
the two tubes were subjected to a constant RF drive and their grid biases varied
at the audio frequency, reducing the number of stages in the feedback loop. 14
During this time, interest in super power (500 kw or more) continued. Much
of the preliminary design work on a 500-kw Doherty amplifier was carried out
at the Whippany laboratory, including testing of early models of a new tube
having a peak power capacity of over 250 kw. This was the most powerful
sealed-off vacuum tube that had ever been made, with a three-phase tungsten
filament consuming 17 kw. Several of these tubes, coded the No. 320A vacuum
tube, were successfully made at the Bell Laboratories West Street laboratory
and eight were installed in a 500-kw transmitter using the Doherty circuit
under license. This transmitter, built in Mexico by the Continental Corporation,
operated for several years with no tube failures. The market for the No. 320A
vacuum tube disappeared, however, when the FCC decided to limit broadcast
power in the United States to 50 kw, requiring Station WLW in Cincinnati to
cut back to that level and ending the quest of the clear-channel stations to
augment their coverage by this means.

V. FREQUENCY-MODULATION
RADIO
The late 1930s and early 1940s saw another radio-broadcasting development
that was to prove of major importance-the advent of wideband FM. Interest
in FM was almost as old as radiotelephony. J. R. Carson of AT&T had shown
mathematically in 1922 that modulation of the frequency of a carrier wave,
even by very small amounts, could not conservefrequency space, an important
objective in his time. What was not then foreseen was the possibility, or even
the desirability, of improving transmission through the expenditure
of frequency
space. This was the great and imaginative contribution of the inventor E. H.
Armstrong. Armstrong deduced and demonstrated that by employing wide
frequency swings, easily accommodated in the relatively unused very-highfrequency (VHF) band above 30 MHz, interference could be suppressed to a
high degree. 15 The key to Armstrong's discovery was the fact that, as long as
a disturbing signal is weaker than the desired signal, the phase of their resultant
can scarcely be disturbed by more than about one radian, while the phase shift
due to modulation can be many radians. Thus, if an audio signal of 1 kHz is
allowed to swing an RF carrier ±75 kHz-the swing that was finally standardized upon as a maximum-then the deviation ratio and consequent
suppression of phase disturbances are on the order of 75 to 1. Amplitude disturbance can be removed by an instantaneous limiter and the original modulating signal recovered by a discriminator. A discriminator is a simple network
in which the output signal amplitude varies linearly with the input frequency
within the deviation range, thus furnishing, when rectified, the original amplitude and frequency variations of the audio input.
Armstrong's revelations, supported by many tests by himself and others,
were something of a sensation in the broadcast field, offering a method of
greatly improving the quality of local broadcast coverage with relatively low
power. There were many advantages. The short wavelengths in the VHF band
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permitted high antenna directivity in the vertical plane with small structures
and with consequent enhancement of effective radiated power. The absence
of sky-wave transmission (reflections from the ionosphere) made it possible to
duplicate channel assignments at relatively short distances. Perhaps most exciting to a generation just becoming aware of the possibilities of high fidelity,
was the prospect of low-noise, wider-audio-band programs, since the RF spectrum occupancy required was determined primarily by the deviation of the
radio-frequency carrier rather than by the highest audio frequency.
Bell Laboratories engineers quickly recognized the potential advantages of
wide-swing FM for broadcasting, and Western Electric promptly negotiated
with Armstrong for rights to build FM equipment for the 40-MHz range. Experience with shortwave transmitters for transoceanic service had already provided some of the necessary tube and circuit background. (See Chapter 2.) FM,
however, presented a new problem in stabilization of the mean carrier frequency, since it was not possible to vary the frequency of a crystal oscillator
over the range required for modulation. Armstrong had handled this problem
by phase modulating the output of an oscillator, then heterodyning down to
low frequency (shifting the mean frequency, but not the frequency swing) to
increase the phase deviations. Multiplying up again (that is, multiplying both
the mean frequency and the deviation) increased the consequent total phase
multiplication thousands of times. Another approach involved direct modulation
of a high-frequency oscillator and frequency determination and control by a
precise, temperature-controlled discriminator with an auxiliary crystal oscillator
as a reference.
The Bell Laboratories approach was to separate completely the functions of
modulation and of carrier frequency control. A circuit to achieve this was invented by J.F. Morrison in the late 1930s [Fig.3-9).16 In this scheme, a vacuumtube oscillator operating at one-eighth of the final carrier frequency was frequency modulated by a reactance-control tube. (In a reactance-control tube,
the capacitive reactance of the tube varied in proportion to the magnitude of
an input signal.) The oscillator frequency was made to follow the signal am-
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Fig. 3-9. System block diagram for synchronized FM frequency control.
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plitude by making this reactance part of the tuned circuit. The circuits were
carefully designed to give extremely low distortion and wide frequency response.
A sample of the oscilllator output was then divided down by a factor of 2 10
(= 1024) in a series of simple frequency dividers. 17 This large division transformed the characte1: of the wave spectrum to one having, in effect, almost a
single frequency in the 5-kHz range with only small phase excursions. This
frequency was then compared with that of a crystal oscillator, and their difference, if any, was fed to a small two-phase synchronous motor actuating a
variable capacitor in the primary frequency-modulated oscillator circuit. The
small phase excursions were suppressed by the inertia of the mechanical system
and a deadbeat synchronism achieved, in contrast to the inevitable small frequency error characteristic of other control systems. Morrison's system, named
Synchronized Frequency Modulation by Western Electric, was incorporated in
a 1-kw FM transmitter, the No. 503A- l, 15 of which went into broadcast service
before World War II. All 15 were destined for conversion, by means of an
added frequency-doubler stage, to the new FM band (88 to 108 MHz) after
the war. Before full-scale hostilities broke out, diverting the energies of most
broadcast engineers to urgent military work, a 10-kw amplifier was designed
for addition to this set

VI. mE POSTWAR YEARS
The wavelengths of the FM band, about 3 m long, made it possible to design
directional antenna a.rrays of relatively small dimensions. What was desired
was an antenna with a uniform pattern in azimuth, but high concentration in
the vertical plane. However,, even the moderate size of a multielement FM
band array made these structures inconveniently large for laboratory work.
The utility of higher-frequency, physically scaled-down models had been demonstrated in the earlier testing of the rhombic antenna for shortwave overseas
transmission. (See Chapter 2, Section 2.1.) By taking advantage of skills acquired
during the war in a new frequency domain at thousands of megahertz (the
microwave range), P.H. Smith constructed and measured models of an antenna
he invented for the new FM band at 88 to 108 MHz on a scale of one-tenth. 18' 19
Earlier forms of radiating systems for giving azimuthally uniform patterns of
horizontally polarized waves had been based either on the "turnstile" or rotating-field principle itnvolving quadrature-fed dipoles, or on attempts to establish rings of uniform current as elements in a vertical array. These approaches
were electrically and mechanically complex, a complexity which Smith eliminated with the cloverlieaf antlmna, constructed of galvanized steel throughout
and employing no instlllators [Fig. 3-10). Designated No. 54A, the antenna used
a one-foot-square lattice tower as the outer conductor of a skeleton coaxial
transmission line, the inner conductor being a three-inch pipe. The latter was
rigidly supported at half-wavelength intervals by clusters of radiators in the
form of a four-leaf clover. Each leaf consisted of a two-inch-diameter curved
pipe securely attached at one end to the central pipe, and at the other end to
one of the comers of the tower. These pipes behaved somewhat like quarterwaves lines terminated only by the radiation resistance of the outermost portion
of the leaf. Thus, the structure was extremely rugged and lent itself to easy
erection.
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Fig, 3-10, The No, 54A antenna for FM broadcasting, shown in
the process of installation. Insert indicates current flow in the four
'leaves' of each radiating element or cluster, (Smith, Proc, IRE 35
(1947): 1557,]

In accordance with transmission-line theory, the half-wavelength spacing
of the clusters assured equal potentials at all the connecting points. The phase
was also identical, except for the phase reversals, which were taken care of by
reversing the leaf direction at successive clusters. The currents flowing in the
outermost or radiating portions of the clusters were then all identical, irrespective
of mutual impedances between clusters, since the current at the terminating
end of a quarter-wave line is a function of the driving-end potential only. As
a result, the power gain was a linear function of the number of elements. In
azimuth, the field strength was uniform within ±0.2 dB [Fig. 3-11]. The ruggedness and simplicity of design and the freedom from insulators resulted in
a structure that would withstand high wind velocities and heavy icing loads,
with full protection against lightning surges. Sleet melting was easily accom-
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Fig. 3-11. Vertical radiation pattern of a five-element cloverleaf antenna, as measured on a
precise one-tenth scale model. The five-element array provided three times the gain of a single
element.

plished with heating cables inside the tubular radiating elements, requiring no
filters. The No. 54A antenna, with deliveries beginning in mid-1946, proved
a popular choice in the rapidly expanding market for FM broadcast equipment.
Smith had originally been a member of the Radio and Vacuum Tube Research
Department, where he took part in the early development of transmission lines
and directional antennas for the shortwave overseas circuits. In 1931, he had
devised a transmission-line calculator that gave the input impedance of a transmission line of any length for any terminating impedance. In a more advanced
form, this became universally used and known as the Smith Chart [Fig. 3-12].20
A high-priority project in the post-World War II program was a new 10kw transmitter for the new FM band at 88 to 108 MHz. Coded the No.
506A-2 transmitter, it made its appearance in mid-1946. This transmitter used
forced air instead of water cooling of the anode of its single output tube, a
thoriated-filament triode operating at 8500 v. In a conventional circuit, the
large capacitance to ground of the anode fin structure of a high-power, aircooled tube entailed high circulating currents with high losses and some bandwidth limitation. These effects were reduced in the new circuit in which the
anode was at RF ground, with the output taken from cathode terminals. 21
In conventional circuitry, if the cathode of a vacuum-tube amplifier was
made the output terminal, the stage was known as a cathode follower and had
no voltage gain because of the feedback action. In the new circuit, this feedback
action was circumvented by running the grid drive up through the inside of
the tubing of the cathode output tuning inductance, which in the range from
88 to 108 MHz was the center conductor of a short-circuited coaxial line [Fig.
3-13]. Thus the circuit behaved as a normal triode amplifier with full gain. As
an additional advantage, since the anode was at RF ground, the inductance to
neutralize the grid-plate capacitance also consisted simply of a grounded coaxial
stub. The No. 506A-2 transmitter had an audio-frequency response flat to less
than 0.5 percent and an FM noise level 65 dB below the carrier.
As part of the FM transmitter work, Bell Laboratories engineers developed
a method for accurate power and impedance monitoring for use by FM broadcast
station operating personnel. An assembly of two directional couplers sampled
the current and voltage in the antenna-feed coaxial line and provided a direct
reading of the power flow in the forward direction. A similar pair, poled to
measure the reflected power, gave a simple indication of the impedance match
to the antenna. The power and impedance monitor filled a serious need and
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Fig. 3-12. The Smith chart transmission-line calculator. By means of the chart, the input
impedance and standing-wave ratio may be determined for a transmission line of any length
terminated in any impedance. [Smith, Electronics12 (1939): 31.]

was made available to the field generally, as well as in association with the 10kw transmitter. 22•23
The RF grounded-anode, air-cooled approach was also used for a new AM
transmitter in the 5- to 10-kw range. This transmitter also had built-in means
to cope with a long-standing problem. The impedance of a broadcast antenna,
especially an array, often varied widely over the transmission band, adversely
affecting the performance of the transmitter. The new "5-10" transmitter included a variable phase shifter or "line stretcher" in the output circuit to permit
reorientation of the impedance-frequency characteristic of any sharply tuned
load. 24 From a Smith chart plot of the measured impedance into the coaxial
antenna feed, the station could be furnished with the data for setting the optimum phase shift, even under power [Fig. 3-14]. This method of coping with
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Fig. 3-13. The grounded-plate amplifier, invented for the original 40MHz FM band.. It became especially simple for the band from 88 to 108
MHz, where all tuning was done with coaxial stubs. The grid drive was
given a 'free ride' up to the high-RF output potential of the cathode by
running it up through tlh.ecenter tubing of the output tuner.

the antenna impedance problem, the last major Bell contribution to the technology of broadcast transmission, was to serve AM transmitter designers and
antenna system designers for many years.
When the years 1947 and 1948 brought a buildup instead of a decline in
military work, it became necessary to re-examine the Bell System's position as
a supplier of commercial products, of which broadcast transmitters and broadcast studio equipment were the prime examples. Urgent developments, such
as microwave radio and the deep-sea telephone cable, were also in need of
experienced engineers. It was determined that Bell Laboratories should hence•·
forth concentrate its research and development resources on Bell System work
and government-sponsored projects whose nature pointed to Bell Laboratories
and Western Electric as especially qualified participants. A factor in the decision
was the expected replacement of the Bell System's high-power HF radio by
multichannel, deep-sea, repeatered cables as the primary medium of trans-·
oceanic telephony.
A small group of engineers was selected to carry on with Western Electric's
broadcast installation and servicing responsibilities as members of Western
Electric's Field Engineering Division. The prototype models of the new "5-10''
AM transmitters, with parts already purchased for a quantity of these, were
sold to the Continental Corporation, which was to become the world's leading
manufacturer of high-power radio transmitters. Western Electric's high-power-·
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Fig. 3-14. Block schematic of method of directly measuring antenna currents by means of No. 2A phase monitor.

tube designs were turned over to Machlett Laboratories; microphone, loudspeakers, and disc-reproducing equipment to the Altec Co.; and studio control
equipment to Daven. Thus ended an era of more than 25 years of the Bell
System's vigorous promotion of high-power broadcast radio.
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Chapter 4
Negative Feedback
I. THE INVENTION
"Although many of Harold Black's inventions have made great impact, that
of the negative feedback amplifier is indeed the most outstanding. It easily
ranks coordinate with [L.]de Forest's invention of the audion as one of the
two inventions of broadest scope and significance in electronics and communications of the past 50 years. . . . Without the stable, distortionless amplification achieved through Black's invention, modem multichannel transcontinental and transoceanic communications systems would not be possible." The
quotation is from a 1957 speech by M. J. Kelly, President of Bell Laboratories,
on the occasion of the presentation of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers (AIEE)Lamme Gold Medal to H. S. Black [Fig. 4-1).
This epochal invention was not "a solution looking for a problem." It was
the outcome of years of effort by an inventive engineer, first to understand the
problems of long-distance transmission and then to find ways to solve them.
In 1921, Black, newly employed in the Engineering Department of Western
Electric, was looking beyond the three-channel carrier telephone systems then
being designed for use on open-wire lines. He foresaw future systems carrying
many more channels over greater distances with many more repeaters in
tandem.
One characteristic of vacuum-tube amplifiers was looming as a major problem. The plot of output plate current versus input grid voltage was not a straight
line, but was curved-that is, the tubes were inherently nonlinear [Fig. 4-2).
As a result, the output waveform was not an exact amplified replica of the
input. With a single frequency input, it contained harmonics of the input frequency, as well as the amplified original. With a speech signal input, there
would be harmonics and many other intermodulation products of all its many
components. With a single voice signal, if the signal was not too large and was
confined to the more linear portion of the curve, these unwanted products
were not too troublesome. When several voice signals were applied simultaneously in a common amplifier, the nonlinearity produced a great many products that fell into all the channels to varying degrees. Some of these were
noiselike, but some appeared as transfers of completely intelligible voice signals
from one channel to another. All products, noiselike or intelligible, had to be
held to very low levels to meet the standards of high-quality transmission.
Clearly, the more voice channels that were applied, the more products pro61
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Fig. 4-1. H.S. Black holding one of the condensers from a negative-feedback amplifier being
tested in 1930.

duced. Also, as more channels were carried, higher frequencies were needed
with higher line losses and hence more closely spaced repeaters [Table 4-1 ].
The implication is clear. If a system can tolerate only a certain total accu-
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Vacuum-tube characteristic, 1923.
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TABLE 4-1: Toll Repeater Development
System

Date

Channels
per Pair

1st Transcontinental

1914

2nd Transcontinental

1923

1
1-4

Open-wire Carrier

1938

Cable Carrier

1936

Loss in dB
(3000 Miles)

Repeaters
(3000 Miles)

60

3-6

16

150-400
1,000

6-20
40

12

12,000

200

First Coaxial
1941
30,000
480
[Bode,Proc. Symp. Active Networks and Feedback Systems 10 (1960):5.)
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mulation of undesired modulation products, then each repeater can contribute
only its pro rata share. As system channel capacity and loss increase, the repeaters must become more and more linear.
In 1921, Black wrote a memorandum evaluating the effect of both more
channels and more amplifiers. Although only three-channel carrier systems
had been used by that date, he carried his analysis to systems with thousands
of channels and transcontinental lengths. Intrigued by the problem of achieving
ultralinearity, he asked to be allowed to work on improved amplifiers. His
supervision was understandably somewhat bemused by the scale of his thinking,
given the difficulties they were having making a system with only 3 channels
and 10 or 12 amplifiers work, but he was granted permission to work on improved amplifiers, providing it did not interfere with his other assigned work.
The problem was even tougher than Black first thought. In his analysis, he
had assumed that the distortion products from successive amplifiers would add
in random phase. If this were so, he would get a root-mean-square addition
of the distortion products. Thus, if there were 1000 amplifiers in tandem with
random phase, each could contribute 1/30 the total permitted distortion. His
associate, R. V. L. Hartley, quickly pointed out that a very important class of
products, those arising from third-order distortion of the amplifier's transfer
characteristic, would add in phase. Under this condition, each repeater could
be permitted to contribute only 1/1000 the allowable total. If, under his original
assumption, he was seeking a 30-dB reduction in the third-order distortion, he
would now need a 60-dB improvement.
Of course, designers at the time were not thinking in terms of systems with
1000 amplifiers. The amplifiers available were barely adequate for the systems
in use, requiring only 10 or 20 amplifiers, and attempts to improve them by
straightforward means were not proving fruitful. By the late 1920s, the proposal
for a multichannel system on paired cable, with its high loss and consequent
large number of repeaters, confronted them with the need for an improvement
by a factor of 100 (20 dB). This was far beyond any prospect in view with the
technologies of 1925.

1.1 Feedforward and Feedback
Black later described events in a private letter to A. C. Dickieson, his associate
in the 1920s:
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. . . The job as I well knew required an amplifier vastly superior to any then existing.
Many other researchers were aware of this need. Like the others my first approach was
to try to linearize tlile tube characteristic. Dr. Kelly cooperated with me closely in an
endeavor to provide an adequately linear tube characteristic but all to no avail.
In the course of thin work I attended a lecture by C. P. Steinmetz at an AIEE meeting
and was impressed by the Steinmetz way of getting down to the fundamentals of a
problem. As a result I restated my assignment as being that of removing distortion
products from the amplifier output. I immediately observed that by reducing the output
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Fig. 4-3. The feedforward amplifier. (a) Schematic of the circuit. (b) Circuit as
disclosed in the H.S. Black patent application.
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to the same amplitude as the input and subtracting one from the other, the distortion
products only would remain which could then be amplified in a separate amplifier and
used to cancel out the distortion products in the original amplifier output. . . Thus, the
Feedforward Amplifier came into being. 1

The feedforward amplifier was reduced to laboratory practice in March 1923,
and worked as expected [Fig. 4-3]. However, it called for precise balances and
subtractions that were hard to achieve and even harder to maintain, especially
over a wide band of frequencies. The feedforward amplifier reenters this history
in a most extraordinary way in the development of single-sideband microwave
radio in the 1970s, but in the 1920s, it was only a step on the way, not the
solution. (See Chapter 11, Section IV.)
Black continued to wrestle with the problem for several years with little
success. Finally, on August 2, 1927, while on the Lackawanna Ferry crossing
the Hudson River on the way to work, he had a flash of insight, famous in the
annals of Bell Laboratories. He suddenly realized that by employing "negative
feedback,"that is, by inserting part of the output signal into the input in reversed
phase, virtually any desired reduction in distortion could be obtained by a
sacrifice in amplification. He sketched the diagram and scribbled the basic
equations on a page of the New YorkTimeshe was carrying. He had it witnessed
upon arrival at his office; negative feedback had been invented [Fig. 4-4].
The circuit invented was deceptively simple, with some extremely valuable
properties. All that Black had time to sketch on the ferryboat was the circuit
and basic equations. An amplifier with a forward gain of µ has the output fed
back to the input through a network with the loss fl The gain is shown to be
reduced by the factor 1/(1 - µ{J). By itself, the equation was not very illuminating, but in subsequent analysis, Black showed it was the key to the whole
matter (Fig. 4-5]. The gain with feedback becomes µ/(1
µ{J). This gain reduction is the price paid for two extremely important advantages. If µ{J is large
compared with 1 (and for 40-dB feedback, µ{J = 100), the amplification factor
reduces to 1/-fJ. That is, the net gain is dependent only on the {J network. If
this is passive and stable, as it usually is, the variation in the active amplifier
gain caused by power-supply voltage variations or by aging in vacuum tubes
is virtually eliminated. Also, the overall gain-versus-frequency characteristic
can be shaped by the designer in the fJnetwork by the techniques of passive
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Fig. 4-5. Feedback relations and the reduction
of di11tortion.

network design to match, for example, the loss characteristics of the transmission
line. The second term in Equation (3) shows that, at a given output signal level,
the distortion introduced by the amplifying element is also reduced by the
factor 1/(1 µ(:J).This was the key to ultralinear amplification, the prize sought
by Black.*
The soundness of his insight was quickly demonstrated, and in the next few
months he and his coworkers were able to demonstrate reductions in distortion
on the order of 50 dB (100,000 to 1). The big advantage of feedback over
feedforward was that it was self-correcting. Any change in the µ amplifier was
automatically corrected by a corresponding change in the feedback signal. Black
recognized that the invention had far-reaching implications, extending much
beyond telephone amplifiers. An elaborate patent application, consisting of 52
pages with 126 claims ,md hundreds of figures, was drawn up and submitted
in 1928. There were long, drawn-out dealings with the United States Patent
Office because the principles seemed diametrically opposed to much of the
accepted theory of the lime. Black persisted, however, refusing to back down
on a single claim, and the patent was granted in December 1937. 2

• Strictly speaking, nonlinear circuits cannot be analyzed precisely by the dodge of introducing
"distortion generators," such as D, and carrying out an otherwise linear analysis. Feeding
back the distortion products,. along ·with the amplified input signal, generates additional distortion products in the nonlinear elements. The feedback is slightly less effective than the
linear analysis indicates.
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II. REALIZATION
That was the inspiration; then came the perspiration. The path from the
insight and initial demonstrations to the realization of practical amplifiers was
a long and arduous one. For one thing, the conclusions drawn from Black's
discoveries assume a stable system, that is, one that would not oscillate. But
experience showed that when the output of an amplifier was connected back
to the input, the system usually broke into violent oscillation. The conditions
controlling stability, or nonoscillation, were of primary importance and were
not fully understood in 1927. Designers did understand that bothµ and {3are
vector quantities, that is, they have a phase value as well as amplitude. What
they wanted was a large negative µ{3over the useful band, that is, feedback in
such phase that 1 - µ{3would be a large positive quantity. As long as this was
true, the circuit was useful and stable. If an amplifier with 30 dB of net gain
was needed, with distortion 20 dB better than a nonfeedback circuit, it was
necessary to design a µ circuit with 50 dB of gain and a f3 circuit with 30 dB of
loss. Under these conditions, the µ{3 loop gain (the amount of feedback) was
20 dB. But a large gain around the µ{3 loop could not be maintained over an
infinite band of frequencies. Inevitably, because of the physical limitations of
the components, the gain dropped, and the phase shifted at higher frequencies.
In practical multistage amplifiers, the phase shift ultimately reached and exceeded 180 degrees. That is, the so-called negative feedback became positive.
If at such frequency the magnitude of µ{3 = + 1, then 1 - µ{3 = 0 and the gain
became infinite-obviously an unstable condition.
Designers of oscillators knew from experience that the transmission around
the loop did not have to be exactly unity (µ{3 +1) for sustained oscillations.
Ordinarily, if at the frequency of a 180-degree phase shift there was loop gain
(µ{3> 1), oscillations would start and grow until the system started to overload,
that is, until the tube gains were reduced. At some amplitude, this would reduce
the loop gain to unity, producing a stable and sustained oscillation. Black postulated that, if the gain around the loop could be reduced to a loss (µ{3 < 1)
before the phase shift reached 180 degrees, the system would not oscillate.
It was not difficult to meet this condition in a simple single-stage amplifier,
but much more gain was required than was available in a single stage, since a
large amount of gain had to be sacrificed to improve the linearity by feedback.
When circuits were designed to reduce the large gain above the useful band,
large phase shifts resulted, with instability as a frequent consequence. Black
and his early coworkers did not have the knowledge of network theory relating
the changes in phase and gain of the µ{3 loop with frequency. That was to
await H. W. Bode's work in the last half of the 1930s. It was clear, however,
that, if the cutoff was too rapid, the phase quickly exceeded 180 degrees; the
reduction in gain had to be gradual, over an extended frequency range. Feedback-amplifier designers would have to control transmission around the feedback loop to well above the useful passband-perhaps to frequencies 10 or 15
times higher than the top of that band. In the search for this design, they
encountered a host of problems.
For one thing, the device, component, and assembly techniques of that time
were ill suited to such broadband applications. The vacuum tubes in common
telephone-repeater use were filamentary triodes with very low gain per stage
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and with large grid-plate capacitance, which introduced an unwanted local
feedback loop in addition to the one desired. Designers experimented with
4-, 5-, and 6-stage amplifiers, trying to achieve enough gain so they could
sacrifice the desired amount to feedback. They were continually defeated by
the inevitable large phase shifts associated with so many stages, plus a multiplicity of unwanted couplings caused by grounding and shielding problems.
Operating the filaments of four vacuum tubes in series on the 24-v office
battery added one more very annoying and unwanted coupling. The telephonetransmission designers pressed the vacuum-tube designers for more gain per
stage and better high-frequency performance. In this they were joining hands
with other amplifier designers pushing for vacuum-tube applications in radio
systems, such as home receivers in the range from 500 to 1500 kHz, and highfrequency radio in the range from 3 to 25 MHz. Improvement came first with
the indirectly heated cathode-an absolute requirement for home radio receivers
to permit AC operation and to get rid of storage batteries to heat filamentsfollowed by the invention and. development of a great variety of tetrodes and
pentodes to reduce plate-grid feedback. The passive components (resistors,
capacitors, inductors) in use in ll927 were mostly carryovers from the mechanical
switching technology---large, cumbersome, and suited only to DC and low
frequencies. Grounding and shielding were primitive. Components were
mounted on equipment panels in an orderly array; wiring was in formed cables
laid along the panels ,md racks. Much of this had been worked out as an
advance over the hodgepodge assemblies of 1918 through 1920, but it was
deadly for high-frequency design. Feedback paths were often yards long, with
the inevitable accompanying phase shift.
III. DESIGN THEORY-NYQUIST'S CRITERION AND BODE'S
SYNTHESIS

During this struggle on the hardware side, the theorists were advancing the
understanding of negative feedback. (See another volume in this series, CommunicationsSciences(1925-1980),Chapter 1, Section IV.) In a classic 1932 paper
called "Regeneration Theory," H. Nyquist, using the concepts of complexfunction theory, made a landmark contribution to feedback theory by establishing the conditions under which a transient would grow (instability and
oscillation) or decay (stability and nonoscillation). 3 Nyquist's criterion is typically
used by designers in the form of a vector plot of µfl (Fig. 4-6]. If the plot
encloses the point 1,0, the circuit is unstable and will oscillate; if it does not,
the circuit is stable. (It is interesting to note that there is a class of circuits in
which the gain may be greater than unity and the phase zero, that are nevertheless stable [Fig. 4- 7]. These conditionally stable circuits actually offer the
possibility of more feedback than the unconditionally stable class but are tricky
to design and have found little application in telephony.) With Nyquist's criterion in hand, designers knew at last exactly what they were trying to do, and
had an ironclad analytic test to determine whether they had succeeded or not.
This knowledge was most helpful, but still left them with no straightforward
method to synthesize circuits to specified conditions, getting the most feedback
obtainable with prescribed margins against instability. The great advance on
that front was the contribution of Bode.
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Fig. 4-6. The Nyquist criterion-a vector plot of µ,fJ
for
a stable loop. [Bode, Proc.Symp.ActiveNetworksandFeedbackSystems10 (1960): 8.)

During the early 1930s, work was started on the first carrier telephone system
on coaxial cable involving a passband of 1 MHz or more, with the prospect of
several hundred repeaters in tandem. (See Chapter 6.) This was by far the most
ambitious feedback-amplifier design of its time. In 1934, as part of this project,
Bode was asked to design a variable equalizer to compensate over a considerable
range for the effect of temperature variations in the coaxial line. This was a
fairly difficult problem in itself, but it was also proposed that the equalizer be
inserted in the feedback path (fJ circuit) of a feedback amplifier, which was
otherwise already designed, without causing instability. Bode wrestled with
this difficult problem for a long time, concentrating on his equalizer, without

Fig. 4-7. The Nyquist criterion-a, stable; b, unstable; c,
conditionally stable. (Bode, Proc.Symp.Active Networksand
FeedbackSystems10 ( 1960): 9.]
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success. He then began to tinker with the input and output circuits and interstages of the amplifier ..Finally, he found a solution, but only by redesigning
the complete feedback loop. There was no other way to meet the equalization
and stability requiremmts simultaneously.
As a result, Bode addressed his attentions to "several simple relations between
the gain around an amplifier loop, and the phase change around the loop,
which impose limits to what can and cannot be done in a feedback design." 4
Bode not only defined these limits, but showed how the powerful tools of
network theory can be used in the synthesis of stable amplifiers designed to
meet desired objectives. In the final analysis, the very-high-frequency gain of
a vacuum-tube amplifier is determined by the shunting capacitance of its elements to ground. There is a high frequency above which the amplifier will
have less than unity gain (0 dB) working into its own parasitic capacitances.
Working back from this asymptote, Bode showed exactly how to design to
meet specified margins. in gain and phase to prevent oscillation and, given
those margins, how much feedback could be realized for any bandwidth. 5
Designers were at last on solid ground.
Bode's analysis confirmed and quantified the earlier realization concerning
the wide frequency band that must be controlled. If the phase shift may not
exceed 150 degrees (30-degrei~ phase margin) until the loop has the desired
loss margin, then the rate of cutoff cannot exceed 10 dB per octave. If the
desired loss margin is 1lOdB and the in-band feedback desired is 40 dB, then
the cutoff must extend over five octaves-a factor of 32 [Fig. 4-8). The designers
of a so-called 1-MHz amplifier found themselves required to design and control
performance from very low frequencies to about 30 MHz, no easy task with
the instruments and componer1Ltsthen available, but inescapable with the constraints their hard-won knowledge placed on the art.
Negative feedback has become ubiquitous in all fields of communications,
and its use in other areas, such as industry, military, and consumer electronics,
far exceeds the use in telephone communications. Black recognized early on
other fields of applications. He foresaw that the understanding developed in
connection with electronic amplifiers could be carried over and applied to mechanical or acoustical systems as well. After all, feedback systems were not
new to the world-there were examples all around: the sailor steering a ship
by compass, the whirling balls controlling a steam engine. It was because of
this perception that he insisted that the claims in his patent be written very
broadly, and why he 1ivorkedso tenaciously with the United States Patent
Office to keep the broad applicability as granted.
Since the invention, applica1ions have grown in a spectacular way. Modem
control systems, essential to automation in an enormous variety of fields, would
not be possible without the application and understanding of feedback. Within
Bell Laboratories, the principles have been extended and applied to fields as
diverse as military gun ,::ontroland rocket guidance. All these systems must be
carefully designed to prevent them from becoming dynamically unstable. The
necessary theory and design techniques were developed mainly at Bell Laboratories and were made freely available to the electronics and control industries.
The invention has endured as a major technical milestone for almost 60 years,
and seems certain to rank as one of the major inventions of the 20th century.
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Chapter 5
Carrier on Cable
I. INTRODUCTION
The invention of negative feedback could not have come at a more auspicious
time. During the last half of the 1920s, system growth was extraordinarily
rapid; the major growth facility in these years was voice-frequency, loaded,
repeatered cable. By the end of the 1920s, circuits in cable accounted for over
60 percent of the network voice-circuit mileage. This growth in capacity was
accomplished partly by extension of the cable network to new areas, but also
by enhancements in the capacity of existing routes. The increase in traffic along
the busiest routes constantly pressed on the capacity of the facilities. Just as
the increase in traffic had outgrown the capacity of the earlier open-wire lines,
it now threatened to outgrow the capacity of the recently installed cables. Since
carrier had proven so useful in increasing the capacity of open wire, it was
only natural that system designers should consider carrier as a means to increase
the capacity of cable. As early as November 1927, Bell Laboratories and AT&T
engineers analyzed the possibility of adding one or two carrier channels over
voice on the side circuits in a cable quad (four wires, two twisted pairs twisted
together). The difficulties were formidable. Not only did amplifiers of the required stability and linearity not exist (this was before the general availability
of feedback amplifiers), but the designers, fresh from their struggle to deal with
cable crosstalk at voice frequency, recognized that crosstalk, perhaps more than
any other factor, would set a limit to the frequencies available. They concluded,
however, that if it were technically feasible, carrier did indeed promise savings
over the simple addition of wires to a route.
The studies continued. Early in 1928, designers considered the possibility
of deriving two voice circuits from the 8-kHz program channel for cable, then
in development. In May 1928, a report was issued on the prospect for carrier
on nonloaded or lightly loaded cable pairs. No. 16 gauge pairs were considered
necessary to offsetthe higher loss that would be met without the usual loading.
The loss of unloaded No. 16 gauge cable pairs was about 1.5 dB per mile at
20 kHz. There appeared to be no prospect of coping with the loss over the
normal 50-mile spacing between voice-frequency repeaters. Intermediate repeaters would be required at least at the 25-mile midpoint. On May 19, 1928,
a key meeting took place: H. Nyquist and others conferred with H. S. Black
on the properties of his improved amplifier with the objective of applying it to
the cable carrier problem. It indeed proved to be the key. In November 1928,
73
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a specific proposal wa1smade for a field trial of carrier on nonloaded No. 16
gauge pairs in cable. One thousand miles of two-way circuit was to be derived
by looping pairs in 25 miles of cable. Repeaters would be spaced 25 miles apart,
and the system was initially planned for eight carrier channels in the band
from 4 to 36 kHz. Aciceptance was prompt. Early in 1929, a complete development program was outlined by A. B. Clark of Bell Laboratories that included
extensive work on cable as well as electronics. As recorded in the notes of a
conference at AT&T headquarters in April, it was agreed that the development
should proceed as soon as possible "on a class A basis."
Many problems had to be considered, especially about the cable itself. The
wonderful new amplifier had done nothing to alleviate the problem of crosstalk.
Ideally, it would have been best to accomplish two-way transmission within
single existing cables, but at an early stage, it was recognized that this was not
possible with the cabl,?s and technology of that time. Near-end crosstalk, the
coupling of the high-llevel, high-frequency output signals of an amplifier in
one direction into the low-level input circuits of the oppositely directed amplifier,
within the dose confines of a single cable, ruled this out. Even if it were physically possible on a few specially prepared and located pairs, it would prove
unduly restrictive on every other system parameter. The useful band, the number of channels, the number of pairs that could be used, and repeater spacing
would all be severely restrict,ed. It was necessary to use separate cables with
the shielding provided by meltallicsheaths for the opposite directions of transmission.
But even with the decision to use separate cables, many issues remained.
Could existing installed cables be used, or were new improved designs required?
Were No. 16 gauge wires required, or was No. 19 gauge satisfactory? (A gauge
increase of three doubled the amount of copper and always raised the simple
alternative of running more pairs.) Should cables of mixed gauges be planned?
Was there any role for loading? Should different structures be considered? The
so-called spiral-four quad (four wires, not paired, but twisted symmetrically)
was widely used in Europe and had 15 percent lower capacity per pair. What
role in the plant expansion would the newly proposed coaxial cable play? All
these, and a host of other problems, were studied and debated at length. The
urgency for speed remained strong, however, and, in February 1930, a decision
was reached to order and place 25 miles of conventional, quadded, paired
cable, including a substantial number of No. 16 gauge pairs sandwiched among
No. 19 gauge pairs fo:r shielding.
Even after that decision, theistudy of, and experiments with, cable alternatives
continued for a year or two. As business conditions deteriorated in the early
1930s with the onset of the Great Depression, plant growth slowed abruptly.
This brought about nmewed interest in the application of carrier to cables
already in place to defer the necessity of expensive new line construction, as
even the slow growth exhausted the capacity of existing lines. The slowdown
effectively ended the speculabon about novel cable designs and larger-capacity
systems (up to 23 chainnels had been considered on carefully manufactured
cables of otherwise conventional design). Most of the experimental special
cables were not made in any appreciable quantity and ultimately the design
objective settled on 12 carrier channels, with application primarily to existing
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cables. A factor in this final position was the growing expectation that coaxial
cable would be equally economical, or even less expensive, for a much larger
number of channels, plus its prospect for carrying a wideband television signal.
Another issue that occupied much attention and was widely debated was
the need for and practicality of unattended repeaters. There was much effort
to avoid the necessity for them, and much of the continued interest in special
loading and novel cables lay in the prospect that unattended electronic equipment might be eliminated, or at least reduced in quantity. Part of the concern
was economic and objective. The repeater stations would be fairly complex
and expensive. They would depend on none-too-reliable local 60-Hz power
and require expensive converters and backup power sources. But part of the
concern also lay in the attitude toward the still relatively new vacuum-tube
technology. By 1930, vacuum tubes had been made quite reliable, but memory
of the first struggling days was still fresh. Tubes were fussy compared to passive
apparatus; they failed and had to be replaced; amplifiers required frequent
adjustment. In system studies as early as March 1929, Nyquist had pointed
out the advantages of two, rather than one, unattended intermediate repeaters.
But in late 1930, alternatives involving continuous loading and very-high-power
repeaters were still being studied in an effort to eliminate unattended auxiliary
repeaters. No doubt the depressed economy was a factor in this as well, but
the success of the trial, which included a test of unattended equipment, finally
settled the issue. Unattended repeaters at about 17-mile spacings, two between
each of the existing attended voice repeater stations spaced at 50 miles, became
the accepted design.
The files on the development of cable carrier do not deal directly with the
collapsing economy of the time, but they bear sadly eloquent witness to the
impact of that disaster on the urgency of telephone developments. In early
1929, the need for speed was emphasized repeatedly. Decisions were promptly
made on cable structures, repeater equipment, and the trial site. In the summer
and fall of 1930, there was a renewed emphasis on total costs and savings,
and studies of light routes and slow growth reappear in the record. Early in
1931, estimates of growth were further reduced. In May 1931, a conference to
consider the site for an initial commercial installation following the trial ended
with the appointment of a committee to study the question. In June, Bell Laboratories notified AT&T that the development of a nine-channel system could
be completed within the original cost estimate, but recommended further development before standardization. The recommendation was accepted. An
analysis of the value of early completion showed little profit in having a commercial design earlier than 1934. In the same month, a memo considering the
final configuration of the system suggested that an executive conference to
consider the subject be held in September! Clearly the pressure was considerably
reduced from the buoyant days of early 1929. Nevertheless, the development
work continued.

II. THE MORRISTOWNTRIAL
The site chosen for the first field experiment was Morristown, New Jersey,
located about 25 miles west of New York City on the existing New York-
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Chicago cable route. 1 Twenty-five miles of cable was installed in existing underground ducts. The cable was looped, that is, both ends were in Morristown
with the two 12-1/2 mile sections laid out to the west, to a doubling-back
point [Fig. 5-1]. The cable, made specially for the test, contained 68 No. 16
gauge pairs in quads, i.n addition to a complement of No. 19 gauge quads. The
34 No. 16 gauge quads were connected in series to form an 850-mile, twoway, four-wire circuit on which the carrier circuits were to be transmitted. Nine
carrier channels were derived in the band from 4 to 40 kHz. The modulators
and demodulators (modems) for the frequency translations used techniques
similar to those used in the three-channel carrier system for open wire
[Fig.5-2]. (See another volume in this series, The EarlyYears(1875-1925),Chapter
4, Section 4.2.5.) All the repeaters, as well as the multiplexing terminal equipment, were at Morristown.
Although the circuits were true two-way circuits, all transmission through
the cable was in one direction. The two 850-mile one-way pairs of the fourwire circuit were established by appropriate interconnections (patching) at
Morristown. Connection to a cable end was therefore either high or low level,
but not mixed. Despite this, extreme care was necessary to keep crosstalk within
acceptable limits. Within the repeater station, the high-level transmitted signals
were at voltages and currents 300 times greater (50 dB, a factor of 100,000 in
power) than the low-llevel received signals. Careful segregation and shielding
were required to keep the in-station crosstalk paths within limits. A great deal
of emphasis and attention was devoted to the crosstalk issue, since, with the
feedback amplifier available, crosstalk, rather than stability or linearity, loomed
as the largest problem.
The experience with repeatered voice-frequency cable led the designers to
consider capacitive coupling between pairs as the principal crosstalk linkage.
To reduce coupling, they sandwiched the No. 16 gauge pairs between No. 19
gauge pairs, which acted as electrostatic shields. Far-end crosstalk was not
aggravated by the high gain of the repeaters, since all signals were treated alike
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Fig. 5-11. Diagram of the Morristown cable-carrier trial.
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and remained approximately alike in level at all points along the cable. But
even with the most carefully constructed new cable, and with the shielding
from the intervening pairs, far-end crosstalk did not meet objectives at the
high carrier frequencies. However, it was known that with unloaded pairs, the
crosstalk components coupled along the line into the disturbed circuit and the
disturbing signals all traveled at the same velocity, reaching the same points
at the same time. This made it possible to reduce the net crosstalk by balancing,
i.e., introducing reverse-phase coupling at a single point. In principle, this could
have been done at any place along the 25-mile section. In the field test, the
balancing was done at the looping site, the midpoint of the repeater section.
Balancing was accomplished by connecting small capacitors between every
pair and every other pair used for carrier. Balancing required a large array of
capacitors, but proved to be effective, to the extent that the intervening pairs
were found to be unnecessary [Fig. 5-3]. It was concluded that balancing could
be made effective over even wider bands than were used on the trial.
2.1 Transmission and Temperature Regulation

The 850-mile circuit had a loss of about 1300 dB in the middle of the band.
This unprecedented loss had to be compensated by the gain of the amplifiers
to within 1 or 2 dB over the entire band. By rigorous measures to exclude all
noise from external sources, the noise on the line was brought close to the limit
imposed by the thermal noise of the conductors and the somewhat greater
tube noise. To provide amplifiers with a power capacity much above 1 w would
have been very expensive and may not have been technically feasible, given
the other performance qualities needed. This was one of the major factors in
the decision to use intermediate repeaters. With the repeater spacing at MorAMPLIF'IERS

Fig. 5-4.

REGULATING NETWORKS

EQUAl.lZEl'.I.S

Pilot-wire automatic transmission-regulating system for the Morristown trial.
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ristown, it was possible, with triode amplifiers of moderate power, to keep the
signal levels high enough at the repeater input so that noise was not a significant
factor.
A major problem in the cable carrier system was the change in loss caused
by the temperature changes in the cable. For underground cables in the temperate part of the United States, temperature varies by about ±18 degrees F
around a mean of 55 degrees F. For a circuit of 1000 miles, this would result
in a loss change of about 100 dB; clearly, some form of transmission regulation
against temperature change was required. To cope with this at Morristown,
the designers included a pilot wire-regulation system, similar in principle to
systems previously used on repeatered voice-frequency cables [Fig. 5-4). To a
fairly good approximation, transmission loss could be related to the DC resistance of a pair of wires in the same cable as the transmission pairs. This pilot
wire was made one arm of a self-balancing Wheatstone bridge. The regulating
networks were designed so that the change in a single resistance caused the
network transmission loss to vary with frequency in the same way as the line
loss varied with temperature. The relay and motor-drive system was arranged
to rotate the shaft controlling the regulating resistances so that it followed the
shaft, adjusting the self-balancing bridge.

2.2 Results
Nine separate channels were transmitted successfully over the trial link
without difficulty due to intermodulation or excessive crosstalk. With amplitude
equalizers and the temperature regulation, fairly flat transmission over the frequency band was achieved and maintained, although it was noted that the
equalization and regulation "presented intricate and difficult problems of design."2 Terminal multiplexing was accomplished by translating each voice signal
to the assigned line frequency in a single step by means of balanced vacuumtube modulators and the appropriate modulating carrier frequency. As in the
open-wire carrier systems, the carrier was suppressed by the balance of the
modulator, and only one sideband, selected by a channel filter, was transmitted.
Single-sideband, suppressed-carrier transmission kept the signal power and
the total frequency band required as low as possible. The translated voice signal
at line frequency was confined to its assigned slot by conventional coil and
capacitor filters.
The objective of the trial was to demonstrate satisfactory transmission over
circuits up to 4000 miles long, with as many as five links (i.e., lines and terminals)
in tandem. Transmission over transcontinental distances was envisioned from
the outset, and conclusions as to satisfactory or unsatisfactory performance
were made with respect to that objective. Tests of transmission over very long
systems, including repeated modulation and demodulation in the terminals,
were possible by connecting the 850-mile, carrier-derived channels end to end.
By such a linking, a voice band of 2500 Hz, from 250 to 2750 Hz, was realized
through five links in tandem. Finally, all nine carrier links were connected in
tandem for 7650 miles of two-way circuit, and the quality was found to be
satisfactory. As a last measure, all the lengths were connected to form a 15,300mile, one-way circuit, through which transmission was "not greatly impaired." 3
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The line loss of this ultimate tandem link without amplifiers would have been
about 24,000 dB. (A popular occupation in those days was to note that such
ratios transcended other huge ratios, such as the size of the total universe
compared to the size of the smallest known particle of matter.)
The Morristown trials were eminently successful and demonstrated conclusively that carrier on cable was indeed practical. In a sad epilogue, the article
describing the trial concludes, "Under the present economic conditions there
is no immediate demand for the installation of systems of this type," followed,
however, by the brighter note that development work was being continued in
anticipation of ultimate commercial use. 4
III. COMMERCIALCABLECARRIER-TYPE K CARRIER

Development did :indeed continue toward a commercial system but with
significant changes in objectives from the trial system. 5 Transmission was to
be primarily over existing installed cable. The system was expanded from the
9 channels of the Morristown experiment to 12 channels, and the frequency
band changed from the 4 to 40 kHz of the trial to 12 to 60 kHz [Fig. 5-5]. The
band choice was an ei:onomic judgment, as there was no sharp technical limitation to the frequendes that could be used at either end. Higher frequencies
increased the crosstalk problem and entailed higher loss, which made repeaters
more difficult to realize. A lower bottom frequency would increase the ratio of
bottom-to-top frequency and make the circuits more difficult to design. In particular, it would incre21sethe problem of accurate compensation for temperature
changes. As in the experiment, the carrier channels were to be transmitted by
single sideband with suppressed carrier, at what was by then the standard
interval of 4 kHz. No voice circuits were applied below the carrier. These
changes intensified some of the old problems and brought some new ones into
prominence.
In the late 1930s, there was about 15,000 miles of cable installed, commonly
made up of No. 19 gauge wires, with repeaters at attended stations at about
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SO-mileintervals. With the loss of No. 19 gauge pairs at the carrier frequencies,
the existing amplifier art limited the spacing to a maximum of 19 miles. To
coordinate with the existing stations, two intermediate repeaters about 17 miles
apart, became the usual layout. Furthermore, about two-thirds of the existing
mileage was aerial cable, which was exposed to a temperature range (and corresponding change in loss) about three times greater than that for underground
cable [Fig. 5-6]. And, while the temperature of underground cable changed
only slowly with the seasons, the daily variation of aerial cable could be as
much as one-half of its much greater annual change. Regulation to maintain
constant transmission loss, therefore, had to cope with a much larger range
and with a rate of change several hundred times as rapid as was experienced
in the underground cable of the trial.
The overall objective remained-to realize high-quality transmission over
distances up to 4000 miles, and with as many as five links in tandem. Added
emphasis was placed on reducing the cost of the multiplexing terminals, as the
minimum distance at which the carrier system would prove economical was
largely determined by the terminal cost, which was, of course, a constant and
independent of the cost of the intervening carrier line. Low-cost terminals would
not only bring the economy of the carrier system to a broader field of application,
but would also increase the volume of production and help to reduce costs
further.6-7Work continued through the 1930s with the new technical and cost
objectives in mind. In 1937, a commercial version was placed in service, on a
trial basis, on 150 miles of cable between Toledo, Ohio and South Bend, Indiana.
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3.1 Crosstalk and N1>ise
Thermal and tube noise set an absolute lower limit to the level to which
signals could be allowed to fall. At the repeater output, the high linearity of
the feedback amplifiers kept intermodulation between channels satisfactorily
low, even at levels close to overload. The system was roughly in balance with
respect to the major param1~ters of bandwidth, noise, intermodulation, and
crosstalk, but the early state of system-design technology, and the relatively
uncharted territory of the existing cable plant in the new frequency range prevented a truly quantitative optimization. Crosstalk, in particular, continued to
be a major concern. H requirE!da great deal of effort and some special measures
to keep it within tolerable bounds. 8 Careful shielding at repeater stations, and
special filters where !branch cables or open-wire lines connected to the main
cable were always required. As in the experiment, the primary defense against
crosstalk was the us1,iof separate cables for the opposite directions of transmission. At each repeater, th.~transmission path was transposed to the opposite
cable [Fig. 5-7]. By this means, each cable was either low level or high level at:
the repeater, but not both. This prevented the otherwise high crosstalk coupling
that would have resulted via the metallic voice pairs that passed directly through
the repeater station in the s,tme cable with the carrier channels.
With the use of e,dsting cables and higher frequencies, crosstalk balancing
became more necessary and more difficult. The approach was basically the
same as that used in the earlier trial; the crosstalk due to the cable structure
was balanced out by introducing a small inverse coupling from every carrier
pair to every other carrier pair in the same cable. In Type K carrier, this was
done at every repeater and by small mutual inductances, rather than with
capacitors as used on the Morristown trial [Fig. 5-8]. With the c:oupling units
in a matrix array, it was possible to associate every pair with every other pair
through simple wiring paths. The shift to balancing by inductors was a fruitful
one. At voice frequency, capacitive coupling between cable pairs was the prin-cipal crosstalk path, and mui:h care had been taken in cable design to minimiz1!

CHANNEL
TERMINAL
APPARATV$

Fig. 5-7. Schematic of Type K carrier system. Main repeaters and terminals were at attended
sites. Transmission was transposed between cables of each repeater.
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Fig. 5-8. Crosstalk balancing in Type K carrier. (a) Balancing with mutual inductance
between pairs. (b) Schematic arrangement of coupling units in the complement for 20
circuits.

capacitive imbalance. When carrier was applied to cable, both capacitive and
inductive coupling increased directly with frequency, but unloading the pairs
lowered the line impedance from about 800 to 135 n. Capacitive coupling
decreased in direct proportion to the lower line impedance, while inductive
coupling increased by the same ratio. Compared to a voice-frequency line, the
combination of impedance change and higher frequency for Type K carrier
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Fig. 5-9. Crosstalk poling. (a) Measurements for crosstalk poling as actually carried out
in the field. (b) Far-end crosstalk per repeater section from measurements on three repeater
sections of cable.
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increased capacitive coupling by a factor of 2.5, while inductive coupling was
increased by a factor of 90. As a result, the inductive linkage, instead of being
the minor component, was about three times as significant for crosstalk as
capacitive coupling. The use of small mutual inductors gave 5 dB more reduction
than would have been possible with capacitors.
But balancing alone was not sufficient, and several other measures were
necessary to keep crosstalk within acceptable limits. An extensive program of
testing and upgrading the cables was launched. If the many pairs in a cable
were spliced in a systematic pattern, as was often the case, pairs that were poor
from the standpoint of crosstalk coupling, become proportionally worse for
longer cable lengths. In preparation for carrier application, the cable pairs were
respliced at all the old loading points (about every 6000 feet) in an attempt to
approach the effect of random splicing. Because of their physical proximity,
crosstalk between the two side pairs of the same quad was especially difficult
to control. This was reduced by paling:the side-to-side coupling was measured
and the quads respliced at the midpoint of a repeater section, so that the coupling
in one half section neutralized, as far as possible, that in the other half section.
Even with poling, side-to-side crosstalk was greater than that for other pairto-pair couplings. In a further measure, the quads were split at every repeater;
pairs would not be associated in the same succeeding sections, diluting the
side-to-side crosstalk in a long system. By all these means, the crosstalk was
successfully reduced to a level suitable for 4000-mile transmission [Fig. 5-9].
3.2 Repeaters and Regulation
Three-stage amplifiers were used in the repeaters, with feedback from the
output-stage plate through a feedback circuit to the input grid [Fig. 5-10]. The
feedback circuit included a line equalizer shaped to offset the basic loss-frequency characteristic of the line. It also incorporated the variable elements to
adjust the gain of the amplifier and to offsetline-loss changes due to temperature
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Schematic of the Type K carrier line amplifier.
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Fig. 5-11. Twist equalization. (a) Resistors by which adjustment in nonflat ga:in is accomplished. (b) Twist characteristics of No. 19 gauge nonloaded cable pair.

variation. Considerable progress in vacuum-tube technology had eased the life
of amplifier designers. Pentodes with indirectly heated cathodes were used,
the output stage being designed to provide more power than the first two
"gain" stages. About 40 dB of feedback provided more-than-adequate gain
stability and sufficient linearity so that intermodulation was not a problem. At
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60 kHz (the maximum loss frequency), the individual channel signals at the
repeater input were attenuated to about 60 dB below the voice level at the
transmitting switchboard. They were then amplified at the repeater output to
a level about 10 dB above the switchboard level.
Regulation for changes in line loss due to temperature changes was controlled
by means similar in principle to the pilot-wire regulator used in the Morristown
trial. A control motor in each repeater was synchronized to the master motor
of a self-balancing bridge, in which a pilot wire of the cable formed one arm.
The repeater motors tracked the master motor in rotation, adjusting variable
condensers in the feedback circuits to make changes in the repeater gain to
offset changes in line loss. This resulted in a gain change, essentially flat with
frequency, at each repeater. Since the loss change of the cable with temperature
was not precisely flat, an additional adjustable network, called a twist equalizer,
controlled in the same fashion, was required after every six repeater sections
(about 100 miles) (Fig. 5-11]. In addition, the repeater gain characteristic did
not precisely match the desired nominal shape, and there were two different
types of cable. Fixed deviation equalizers were required every tenth repeater
span for the repeater difference and every 300 to 400 miles for the cable.
3.3 Terminals
The terminals introduced several major changes compared to the simple,
direct-modulation scheme used in the earlier experiment. A two-step modulation
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sequence was used to shift the voice channels to their assignment in the 12to 60-kHz line (Fig. 5--12).Thilsapproach had several advantages; most notably,
it made possible the use of quartz-crystal channel-band filters. The very low
damping (high Q) of the quartz piezoelectric element permitted a very sharp
cutoff and hence efficient use of the 4-kHz frequency band between the carriers
(Fig. 5-13). The filters provided a 3100-Hz band, essentially flat, from 200 to
3300 Hz, and developed very high loss to unwanted frequencies just outside
the band. As an addilional bonus, they occupied only one-eighth of the space
of the coil and condenser filters used on the trial.9
Practical crystal filters, however, could not be built at frequencies as low as
12 kHz. It was first necessary to modulate each voice channel to a slot between
60 and 108 kHz to form a 12-channel basic group. The entire group was then
shifted as a unit, in a second stage of modulation, to the line-frequency band
from 12 to 60 kHz (Fig. 5-14). This necessity turned out to have considerable
virtue. During the cable-canier development, it was planned that the multiplexing terminals would serve, as far as possible, as a common element for
other broadband systEims.Systems for coaxial cable and open wire were already
in development during this period. The 60- to 108-kHz basic group became a
universal standard for interconnecting a group of 12 channels between systems
on coaxial and radio systems as well as on pairs. It was much easier to handle
the less than two-to-one range of frequencies of the basic group than the much
greater ratio of the minimum to maximum of the cable-line frequencies. The
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60- to 108-kHz group-frequency block is one of the few worldwide communication standards.
The new terminals, embodied many other features to improve performance
and ease maintenanc,1:while reducing costs. Modulation was by copper oxide
bridge circuits in plac,~of the earlier balanced vacuum-tube circuits [Fig. 5-15].
These modulators provided good carrier suppression and life and stability approaching those of passive elements. In any nonlinear modulator, such as the
copper oxide bridge, the amplitude of any modulation product is approximately
proportional to the product of the amplitudes of the generating signals. In the
group modulator, the use of a very high carrier drive (25 mw, +14 dBm) with
very low channel signals (-,46 dBm) accomplished the frequency shift with
negligible modulation among the individual channels. The double balanced
bridge-type circuit ballanced out not only the carrier, but the 60- to 108-kHz
components as well, simplifying the following line-frequency filter design.
3.4 Carrier and Pilot Supply

Since the carrier is not transmitted in a single-sideband system, it is necessary
to supply demodulation tones at the receiving terminal substantially identical
in frequency to those used at the transmitting modulators. Any difference between the frequencies will appear as a corresponding shift in the frequencies
of the recovered voice signal. Experience with earlier systems and laboratory
tests had demonstratEid that .a shift of only a few hertz was tolerable. In the
Type K carrier terminals, the required 12 carrier frequencies were derived from
a 4-kHz oscillator controlled by a tuning fork [Fig. 5-16]. A fork made of an
alloy with a low temperature coefficient provided frequency stability of about
one part per million per degree F, which was adequate for systems in this
frequency range with terminals at main stations where temperatures were not
likely to differ greatly. The output of the oscillator was amplified and used to
drive a highly nonlinear (saturable) magnetic coil. The coil generated an alternately positive and negative spiky signal, rich in odd harmonics. These harmonics, isolated by appropriate filters and amplified, were used directly for the
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Fig. 5-16. Simplified schematic of the tuning-fork-controlled carrier-supply drcuit for Type
K carrier terminals.
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carriers that were odd harmonics of 4 kHz. In addition, a portion of the coil
signal was rectified, producing a signal of only one polarity, rich in even harmonics of 4 kHz. The rectifying bridge structure also balanced out all odd
harmonics at the even-harmonic output. A pure carrier was needed at each
channel modem so that the shifted channel would occupy only its assigned
frequencies in the 60- to 108-kHz band. With separation of odd and even
harmonics, the requirements on the following carrier supply filters was much
eased. The array of 12 carriers was then distributed to the channel modulators
by buses common to ten systems. The 30th even harmonic (120 kHz) was
selected by a filter, amplified, and supplied by bus as the modulating source
to the group modems. This carrier was used for the group translation between
the 60- to 108-kHz band and the line frequencies from 12 to 60 kHz. Since
the carrier supply was common to as many as ten systems, a failure would be
catastrophic, so for protection it was completely duplicated. The group-carrier
bus was continuously monitored, and, in the event of a failure of the 120-kHz
carrier, the standby was automatically switched into service.
The Type K carrier terminals also addressed a line-operation and maintenance
problem. It was essential to be able to determine that the carrier line was in
good transmission order without taking it out of service or requiring a good
deal of human cooperation between widely separated sites. To accomplish this,
pilot tones were generated and transmitted over the line. The pilots were derived
from a 3.9-kHz oscillator similar in design to that U:sedfor the carrier generator.
This signal was modulated against carriers at 68, 96, and 108 kHz; the resulting
products at 64.1, 92.1, and 104.1 kHz were introduced into the 60- to 108kHz band. After the subsequent group-modem translation, the pilots appeared
on the line near the bottom, middle, and high end of the band at 15.9, 27.9,
and 55.9 kHz, to be transmitted along with the voice signals. Pilot measurements
were made with high-impedance test sets that could be bridged across the line
without interfering with through transmission. Offsetting the pilots from the
carriers by only 100 Hz kept them out of the recovered voice bands, but made
it possible when measuring to discriminate between the pilot tones and carrier
leaks by a simple filter.
3.5 Equipment and Operation

Signaling over Type K carrier was on a ring-down basis, using a 1000-Hz
tone interrupted 20 times per second, the same method that had been used on
the earlier open-wire Type C carrier system. No special feature in the carrier
system was required for signaling, as the interrupted tone was transmitted from
switchboard to switchboard in the same way as the voice signals.
At terminals, equipment was grouped in functional assemblies, that is, all
the channel modems for as many systems as were equipped were in the same
bay or in adjacent bays. Group modems were similarly collocated [Fig. 5-17].
The carrier supply, as previously noted, was common to as many as ten systems.
This equipment approach reflected not only the developer's confidence that
the systems would be installed in large numbers, but also made the design,
access, and testing arrangements more consistent. It was much more straightforward to design, use, and maintain a high-frequency bay or a voice-frequency
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Fig. 5-17. Rear view of the channel-terminal bays for Type K carrier telephone systems
together with their two carrier supply bays, far right, as they appeared in the Long Lines
building at 32 Sixth Avenue, New York City, about 1940.

bay than a mixed assembly. Power was furnished by 150-v and lower-voltage
batteries floated across the local AC supply. Standby 60-Hz power was available
from motor generators that could be fired up if commercial power failed.
The unattended auxiliary stations were substantial huts of about 600 square
feet [Fig. 5-18]. This provided sufficient room for as many as 100 systems (1200
channels, again reflecting that confidence in the future) [Fig. 5-19]. Power at
auxiliary stations was also furnished by a 150-v battery floated across rectifiers
on the local 60-Hz commercial power. In the event of an AC-power failure,
the battery provided a reserve until AC power was restored. In addition to the
carrier repeaters and necessary associated equipment, an "order-wire" voicefrequency talking circuit was provided between the auxiliary stations and the
adjacent attended stations. Abnormal conditions, such as low voltage or current,
or the absence of a signal, were made to generate an alarm by a relay closure.
These indications were relayed to the nearest attended site to alert and inform
maintenance personnel of the location and nature of the problem.
Between main stations, a complete standby high-frequency line was provided
that could be patched and switched into service in place of any working line
without interruption to service beyond the relay transit interval of a millisecond
or so. This click would not interfere with voice or telegraph signals (high-speed
data was not yet born). In a similar manner, at all equipment locations, an
individual repeater could be replaced without interrupting service by patching
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Hut for Type K carrier unattended auxiliary repeater.

Fig. 5-19. Interior of Type K carrier auxiliary repeater station. Left, repeater bays and right, in racks, are 150-v DC batteries floating on rectified
commercial 60-Hz AC.
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and rapid line transfers. This concern with the continuity of service and the
uninterrupted flow of all traffic became a hallmark of the design of all transmission facilities. A great deal of ingenuity and considerable investment were
devoted to means for coping with failures, maintenance, changes, and growth
without affecting service. This approach, moreover, was used at every level,
from individual equipment items to multichannel high-frequency lines, and
even to entire multisystem facilities such as major cable or radio routes. (If only
the planners and operators of our highways and transportation systems would
serve their traffic so well!)

IV. TWELVE-CHANNEL
CARRIERON OPEN WIRE-TYPE JCARRIER
In the mid-1930s, as the success of the efforts to develop cable carrier became
evident, work was started on a 12-channel carrier system for open wire lines.
The motivation was to extend the new techniques to open wire, where, in some
areas, even the slow growth of traffic would exceed capacity. It was also recognized that, as 12-channel carrier on cable became widespread, it was going
to be desirable to extend the transmission of entire groups over open wire. 10
Conditions for carrier on open wire were radically different from those in
cable, and even though carrier had been first developed on open wire, they
were in many respects more difficult. Crosstalk, as always, was a major problem.
The shielding provided by separate cables for opposite directions of transmission
was not available. As in the early three-channel Type C carrier, equivalent
four-wire transmission, in which the opposite directions were transmitted over
the same pair at different frequencies, was necessary to control near-end crosstalk. (Equivalent four-wire transmission was not just an unwelcome expedient
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Fig. 5-20. Block schematic of a repeater station for 12-channel Type J carrier, a voice-frequency
circuit and telegraph on the same open-wire pair.
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to control crosstalk. Pairs on open wire were not as abundant as in cable, and
getting as many circuits as possible on a single pair was highly desirable.)
Separate bands on the same pair meant higher frequencies, and crosstalk coupling increased with frequency. In addition, there were 60,000 miles of openwire line already equipped with C carrier. It was not economical to sacrifice
the existing carrier channels on those lines. The new carrier system would have
to be superimposed at frequencies above voice and C carrier (and telegraph),
and coexist with them [Fig. 5-20]. The combination of placing the new system
above C carrier and the wide band required for equivalent four-wire transmission resulted in a top frequency of 140 kHz, more than twice the 60 kHz
of Type K carrier [Fig. 5-21]. Incidental cables, always necessary and always a
problem on open-wire lines, introduced sections of high loss and, unless special
measures were taken, presented severe impedance discontinuities, further aggravating the crosstalk problem. Finally, although open wire is a very-low-loss
medium under most weather conditions, its loss increases enormously when
ice forms on the lines. The loss increase was much greater for the new higher
frequencies than at voice frequencies or in the C carrier band [Fig. 5-22].
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Fig. 5-22. Attenuation frequency characteristics of open-wire lines.
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4.1 Crosstalk

Most Type J carrier installlations were on lines already transposed for C
carrier. On these line1,,with -8-inch spacing between the pair wires, and only
four pairs per crossarm, it was possible to equip 10 of the 16 pairs with the
new system. Special care was necessary, however, even for lines satisfactory
for C carrier. Transpositions had to be accurately spaced and line sags carefully
equalized, but where pair spacings were already 8 inches, no major structural
changes were needed. Where it was desired to apply J carrier to pole lines with
12-inch spacing, it was necessary to reduce some of the spacings to 8 inches,
and even to 6 inches, for the carrier pair. On new lines, with better transpositions, 8-inch spacings, 4 pairs per crossarm, and with the spacing between
crossarms increased to 36 inches, all 16 pairs could be equipped [Fig. 5-23].
As with other carrier systt:ms, a smooth impedance on the lines was most
important. Reflections at impedance discontinuities upset the crosstalk balances
and created far-end crosstalk that could not be balanced out. The two principal
sources of impedance irregularities were the couplings to other pairs and the
inevitable incidental cables at repeaters, entrance links to urban terminals, and
such places as river crossings. The transpositions used to reduce crosstalk were
adequate to hold the line coupling to a satisfactorily low level, but special
cables were needed to meet the second problem. One of these was a diskinsulated spiral-four s,tructure of No. 16 gauge conductors within a shield of
copper and steel tapes [Fig. 5-24]. This cable had a loss of 1.5 dB per mile at
140 kHz, and could be loaded to match the impedance of open-wire lines. It
was used over short distances to transmit the J carrier band as well as the C
carrier and voice signals. Oth,~rspecial cables, and even short lengths of a few
unloaded pairs in existing conventional cables, could also be used. In these
cases, the J carrier sigm:1lswere separated from the lower frequencies by system

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5-23. Growth in line--carrying capacity. (a) With voice frequency only, capacity was 20
side circuits and 10 phanl:oms-a total of 30 circuits. (b) With eight-inch spacing and no
phantoms on nonpole pairs, and with Type C carrier on all eight-inch-spaced pairs, capacity
was 22 voice circuits (including two phantoms) and 48 carrier circuits-a total of 70 circuits.
(c) With eight-inch spacing, no pole pairs, and crossarms 36 inches apart (rather than 24
inches), and with voice, Type C, and Type J carrier on all pairs, capacity was 16 voice circuits
(no phantoms) and 240 ca11riercircuits-a total of 256 circuits.
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Fig. 5-24. Disk-insulated
spiral-four
shielded unit. These units were stranded with
a number of paper-insulated pairs to form
Type J carrier system entrance cables.

Fig. 5-25. A filter hut used at a Type J carrier system junction of
open wire to cable.
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separation filters at the junction of the open wire and the cable. The low- and
high-frequency systems were then carried on separate cable pairs. The hut
used to house the system separation filters was also used for transformers that
matched the impedance for open wire and cable, and for crosstalk-balancing
arrays similar to those used in K carrier [Fig. 5-25].

4.2 Line Loss and RepeaterGain
The shapes of the attenuation versus frequency of the commonly used openwire pairs (104, 128, and 165 mils) were very nearly the same. That is, a smallergauge line merely looked like a longer length of the larger-gauge circuits. As
a result, only one general transmission shape for all gauges was necessary. The
repeater was designed to offset and compensate for the loss of the longest
section in wet weather. Shorter sections were built out with artificial line networks to equal the loss of the nominal section.
The main line amplifier consisted of three stages. The first two stages were
single pentodes. In order to meet the unusual power requirements of the line
under adverse weather conditions, the output stage consisted of four power
pentodes in parallel [Fig.5-26). Full advantage was taken of the newly developed
feedback-design methods. (See Chapter 4, Section III.) The feedback circuit of
an outer feedback loop provided the basic gain shape to offset the nominal line
loss. This loop also included the input and output (hybrid) transformers, whose
characteristics thus did not affect the external gain and whose linearity was
improved by feedback, as was that of the vacuum tubes. An inner feedback
path controlled the out-of-band cutoff and was designed to keep the amplifier
stable. About 40 dB of feedback was provided across the entire carrier band.
At the top frequency of J carrier (140 kHz), the normal wet-weather loss
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Fig. 5-26. Schematic of Type J carrier line repeater circuit. Four tubes in parallel were used
for the high power needed under adverse weather conditions. An outer feedback loop controlled
in-band characteristics. The inner feedback path was designed to maintain stability.
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was 0.28 dB per mile, about twice that at the top C carrier frequency. This loss
would have required repeaters at about one-half of the usual C carrier repeater
spacing, that is, every 75 to 100 miles. But with ice, frost, or snow, the wetweather loss could be greatly exceeded. Even a moderate coating of ice increased
the loss of an open-wire line by a factor of three to four; under extreme conditions, with one or two inches of ice, losses of up to 5 dB per mile were
observed. Needless to say, in such conditions, transmission (and very likely a
good deal more) was lost. Where ice and sleet were common, repeater spacings
of 50 miles, or even less, were used. In the initial design, the repeaters had a
maximum gain of about 45 dB; later this was increased to 75 dB.
Since the normal dry-weather gain required was only 10 to 25 dB, automatic
gain over such a wide range presented an extremely difficult design problem.
Gain control was by means of a regulating network and amplifier preceding
the main-repeater amplifier. The loss of the regulating network could be varied
over a wide range by means of adjustable capacitors, whose position was controlled by a motor drive. A pilot frequency signal was transmitted over the line
between the channels in the middle of the band for each direction. This signal
was picked off at the repeater output and used to control a motor linked to the
gain-control capacitors in the regulating network in such a way as to maintain
the pilot at a predetermined reference level (another feedback loop).
Automatic regulation was essential in J carrier because of the rapid changes
in line loss. Pilot tones instead of pilot wires were equally essential, as DC
resistance did not come close to providing a measure of open-wire line loss
under varying weather conditions. Pilot tones for regulation had many other
advantages. They provided a direct measure of transmission and could be used
for monitoring and alarms as well. The pilot-tone method was used, not only
in J carrier, but was later incorporated into C and K carriers as well. In the
improved K carrier system (Type K2), in addition to pilot-tone regulation, it
was possible to replace the motor-driven variable elements with an all-electronic
regulator. The pilot-actuated regulator varied the current that heated a thermally
sensitive resistor (thermistor), which in tum controlled the regulating network
loss. 11 The open-wire systems, however, could not dispense with the motor
drives. In contrast to Type K2 carrier, the later version of open-wire carrier
(Type J2) was forced by the problems of ice on the lines to adopt an even more
elaborate motor-driven control system. 12 In the Type J2 carrier, additional pilots
were transmitted at the edges of the bands in each direction. Those at 84 and
92 kHz were used, via motor-controlled networks, to make a flat gain adjustment
in each direction. Pilots at 36 and 143 kHz were used to control a significant
tilt (nonflat change in loss) across each band, by a similar mechanism.
4.3 Terminals
In J carrier, K carrier terminal equipment was used to form the basic 60- to
108-kHz group in the normal way. Since the group frequencies on the line, 36
to 84 kHz for the west-to-east groups, and 92 to 140 kHz for the east-to-west
groups, both overlapped the basic group band, translation to the line frequencies
required two additional stages of modulation [Fig. 5-27]. The group was first
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Fig. 5-27. Typ,~J carrier frequency translations. An intermediate group
band was required because t.he line frequencies overlapped the 60- to
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translated to 400 to 448 kHz by a group carrier at 340 kHz. This band was
then translated to 36 to 84 kHz for the west-to-east group by a carrier at 484
kHz (the 121st harmoillic of the 4-kHz supply) and to 92 to 140 kHz by a 308kHz carrier for the east-to-west band group. Frequencies as high as 308, 340,
and 484 kHz were cho:sen so that the carriers to shift the groups and undesired
modulation products would be well separated from desired products and eliminated by simple filter structures. Amplifiers were inserted at several points in
the terminal to change signal levels from those appropriate for modulation to
those needed for the m~xtstagE!of processing. The terminal output transmitting
amplifiers for each direction raised the signals to the high levels needed for
application to the line.
An entire family of new filt,~rswas required for J carrier, in addition to those
already needed to gem-!rate the basic group. Highly selective filters were used
to deliver only pure carrier tones for each modulation step, and the 12-channel
band at each stage of modulation was defined and limited by filters. At a
repeater, new filters were required to separate the Jcarrier band from the voice
and C carrier circuits, and to separate the directional bands within J carrier.
V. SUMMARY

Type K carrier was a great success by any standard. Transmission was excellent [Fig. 5-28]. The system was installed and used about as fast as it could
be produced. The wartime demand for circuits and the pent-up commercial
demand following the war produced an explosion in plant capacity. Channel
mileage doubled from 1940 to 1947; K carrier furnished about 70 percent of
the increase. In the latter year, carrier-derived circuit mileage first exceeded
voice-frequency mileage in the toll plant. K carrier accounted for 60 percent of
the carrier capacity and one-third of total Bell System toll voice-circuit mileage.
It was a remarkably durable system. Installed capacity reached 7 million voicecircuit miles by 1950 and remained above that figure until 1970. Thereafter, it
was rapidly retired until, in 1980, only a tiny vestige remained.
J carrier had a less spectacular career; installations ran at about 20 to 25
percent of K carrier capacity. At its peak, about 1950, 1.5 million voice-circuit
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miles were in service. The reason for its less widespread use, of course, was
the preference for and rapid expansion of the cable network, and, in the later
stages, the growth of coaxial cable and microwave radio.
It should be noted that these systems (and the many later ones) were never
static. A constant stream of improvements was made, and the systems were
frequently completely revamped to take advantage of advancing technology.
Thus, feedback amplifiers were refitted into the C carrier design, and automatic
pilot-controlled regulation fitted into both C and K carriers as these techniques
became available. An important development was the standa'tdization of circuitterminal arrangements. C carrier, for example, although an equivalent fourwire system, was originally regarded as an insert in an otherwise two-wire
circuit. The C carrier terminals brought transmission back to a two-wire basis
for extension over voice-frequency lines. When J and K carriers were developed,
a standardized four-wire terminal arrangement was provided in C carriers as
well as in the new systems, providing for ready interconnection at standard
levels at a four-wire patch board. Similar standardized arrangements were
provided for group interconnection at 60 to 108 kHz, and, in later years, at
higher levels in the multiplex hierarchy.
Finally, for systems with an application life of decades, it was usual for two
or three major physical reshapings to occur, resulting in large reductions in
size, power consumption, and cost, and they were usually accompanied by
improvements in performance. These changes were always made part of new
production, but were also frequently made available as field kits by means of
which existing installed systems could be upgraded.
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Chapter 6
Coaxial Cable
I. FIRST CONCEPTS-FIELD AND LABORATORY WORK
1.1 First Concepts

Interest in the coaxial structure, that is, a transmission line consisting of
concentric cylindrical conductors, dates from the very early days of electromagnetic theory. The symmetrical circular geometry lent itself to exact analysis.
J.C. Maxwell considered its properties, as did Lord Kelvin, 0. Heaviside, Lord
Rayleigh, and J. J. Thomson. In 1909, A. Russell published an analysis that
consolidated much of the earlier work and expressed his results in a form
convenient for the calculation of current distribution in the conductors and the
resulting loss and impedance as functions of frequency .1 All the early analyses,
including Russell's, were confined to the ideal case of perfect and perfectly
concentric conductors.
The first practical use of the coaxial-cable structure was in submarine cable
systems. In submarine telegraph lines, the center conductor was encased in a
cylindrical insulator with sea water constituting the outer coaxial conductor.
Obviously, only the low-frequency properties were of concern in that application. With the advent of radio broadcasting in the 1920s, problems with the
open-wire links between the transmitters and their antennas led to a new consideration of the structure. The concept evolved from a cage of wires to confine
the field to a continuous tube with a disk-supported center conductor [Fig.
6-1].2•3 While structures of the latter type were used for high-frequency connections, their use was confined to a relatively narrow band. Emphasis was on
low capacitance between the conductors; little consideration was given to their
properties as long lines for a very broad band of frequencies.
The initial demonstration of television transmission over open-wire lines
and radio in 1927 was limited to a band of only 20 or 30 kHz. It was generally
recognized, however, even at that early date, that much wider bands, probably
extending to 1 MHz or more, were going to be needed for higher-definition
television. In Bell Laboratories, attention was directed almost immediately to
the coaxial cable as a possible transmission medium. In a series of unpublished
memoranda in 1927 and 1928, E. I. Green considered possible practical structures and analyzed their transmission and impedance characteristics, while
R. G. Mccurdy developed early results for their shielding and crosstalk
properties.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6-1. Antenna feed concepts. (a) Shield of surrounding wires in patent filed by H. J.
Round of RCA in December 1921. (b) Outer conductor as a continuous tube with disk-supported
inner conductor. Patent fifod by R. S. Ohl of AT&T, December 1924.

An interesting property of 1:hecoaxial structure was recognized at that time.

It was obvious that, in general, the larger the conductors, the lower the loss.
However, for a given inner diameter of the outer tube, there is an optimum
diameter for the inner conductor. In the radio-antenna field application, the
emphasis was on keeping the ilnner-to-outer conductor capacitance low, which
favored a small-diameter inner conductor. But for very small diameters, the
loss will be very high because of the high resistance. On the other hand, as
the diameter of the inner conductor is increased, lowering the resistance, the
increasing capacitance will also ultimately result in very high loss. It is evident
that there is an optimum between high loss due to the resistance of a small
inner conductor and high loss due to the high capacitance of a large one. In
England in 1928, C. S.,Franklin derived this optimum, arriving at the ratio of
3.6 to 1 for the conductor diameters in coaxials of any size. 4
If a coaxial cable could be used as a broadband medium for television, it
was naturally also a candidate for carrier telephony. In May of 1929, H. A.
Affel and L. Espenschied filed a patent embodying their concept of a multichannel carrier telephone communications system using coaxial cable as the
transmission medium [Fig. 6-2].5
The potential attractions of the coaxial cable were apparent to anyone concerned with the probl1~mof long-distance multichannel carrier transmission.
Llke all cables, it could be completely protected from the external environment.
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Fig. 6-2. Coaxial-cable carrier telephone system. Patent filed by L. Espenschied and H. A.
Affel, May 1929.

The loss could be made as low as desired by using suitably large tubes for the
conductors. No loading was required, as was necessary with lower-frequency
transmission over wire paths. Perhaps most important, the cable would be selfshielding. Crosstalk coupling would decrease with frequency and could be as
low as desired, permitting multiple coaxial tubes to be placed in close proximity
in an outer protective sheath. The absence of any coupling to other lines and
the continuous structure of a single type would provide a loss that varied
smoothly with frequency and impedance that changed hardly at all. In sum,
it appeared that here, at last, was a medium where the transmission line would
not limit the bandwidth or the number of channels that could be transmitted.
Only the terminals and the amplifiers of the repeaters would limit the possibilities. It remained to be seen, of course, whether the structure could be built
with materials and methods suitable for large-scale manufacture and whether
a practical structure in a realistic field installation would indeed have the desired
properties.

1.2 The Phoenixville Tests
In late 1929, the Development and Research (D&R) Department at AT&T
headquarters, working with Bell Laboratories, set out to confirm the propertj.es
of the coaxial cable as a telephone-transmission medium. As noted previously,
formulas were available for loss and other properties, but the physicists and
mathematicians of the classical era had dealt only with idealized structures.
They did not deal with the inevitable imperfections or translate their analyses
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to the language of engineers. The D&R people decided, in addition to continuing
analysis and laboratory work, to hold a field test to confirm the theoretical
properties. This test was held at Phoenixville, Pennsylvania, where a tract that
had been used for other field tests was available.
A special line was constructed consisting of a double coaxial [Fig. 6-3). 6 The
outer conductor was a 2.5-inch copper tube within which a five-eighth inch
outside-diameter tube was suspended. This intermediate tube, in tum, contained
a smaller copper wire. This E,tructure thus made two coaxial lines of different
size available, with the intermediate tube as a common conductor between
them. The choice of tube sizes was such that each line approximated the 3.6to-1 diameter ratio for minimum loss. As the conductors were fairly rigid, the
supporting spacers we·re well separated so that the dielectric was almost entirely
air. Two of these lines., each 2600 feet long, were suspended on wooden fixtures

(a)

(b)

SPACING OF' INSULATORS

LARGIC: SIZE : 4
2
SMALi- SIZE: .: I
6

f"tET ON. STRAIGHTAWAY
f"EE:T ON CURVES
F'OOT ON STRAIGHTAWAY
M:HE:S ON CURVES

Fig. 6-3. Coaxiialstructure used in the Phoenixville installation. (a) Cross
section. (b) Spacing of insulators. A double coaxial was built, in which
the outer conductor of the inner coaxial of approximately five-eighths
inch in outer diaimeter, served as the inner conductor of the larger coaxial,
with an outer diameter of 2-1/2 inches.
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Fig. 6-4.

Phoenixville installation, showing coaxial conductors entering test house.

around the test site, with their ends brought in to a test hut for access and
measurement (Fig. 6-4).
The tests at Phoenixville continued for about a year. Extensive measurements
were made at frequencies from 0.1 to 10.0 MHz. Transmission loss was found
to conform closely to the theory with remarkably little effect from imperfections
due to joints and departures from perfect concentricity. Crosstalk coupling also
agreed closely with theoretical values. The common intermediate tube was
included specifically to check the shielding expected from skin effect. At frequencies above 100 to 150 kHz the induced crosstalk was below the measuring
capability and below thermal noise, even with disturbing signals much greater
than would be encountered in practice. The tests confirmed that lines
constructed with reasonable tolerances would behave in every respect as
anticipated.
1.3 Laboratory Work and Analysis
Upon completion of the Phoenixville field test, the focus shifted to the laboratory where work was under way to determine the parameters of a practical
system. This effort included not only the design of a practical cable structure
that could be manufactured and installed, but also the wideband electronics
required. Many forms of coaxial cable were built and tested (Fig. 6-5). Size was
a special consideration. Large diameters would provide very low loss and perhaps even permit the use of less expensive material, such as lead, for the outer
conductor. The techniques for forming long seamless tubes of lead were well
established and would require less factory preparation and cost for the new
cable. (Low-loss coaxial cables, two inches or so in diameter, were still a topic
for economic studies as late as the mid-1930s.) Various forms of shielded pairs
were also considered. The virtues of their balance with respect to ground continued to be appealing, especially at low frequencies. In the end, the simplicity
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6-5. Experimental coaxial structures of the early 1930s. (a) Coaxial in lead tube with
rubber-disk insulators. (b) Small flexible coaxial with spiral-string insulating support.

and excellent high-frequency properties of the coaxial structure won out for
long-haul transmission. But much smaller forms than the Phoenixville trial
type were necessary in order that the cable could be manufactured continuously
in large quantities, stored on reels, delivered to a site, and pulled into cable
ducts. Interest began to focus on tubes of 0.5 inch or less in diameter. Experimental lengths of various kinds were fabricated in the basement of Bell Laboratories on improvised equipment [Fig. 6-6]. The cable finally adopted for
further field tests had an outer conductor of only 0.27-inch inner diameter.
The loss of the small coaxial structure was large compared to the loss of open
wire, but the perfect shielding made it possible to allow the signals to sink to
very low levels and to use very-high-gain amplifiers [Fig. 6-7].
At the same time as the experimental structures were being built and tested,
analysis of the coaxial geometry continued. S. A. Schelkunoff of the mathematics
research group at Bell Laboratories, building on earlier work of J. R. Carson at
AT&T, extended the analysis from the idealized structures to the practical forms
then being realized. 7 He further wished to adapt the rather formidable mathematics of the early analysts to engineering uses and translate it into the concepts
and language of electric-circuit theory. Like his predecessors, he found the
investigation made relatively easy, as the conductor shapes fit perfectly into
the cylindrical system of coordinates, thereby making it feasible to carry out a
rigorous discussion on the basis of electromagnetic theory. From his initial
results, he then introduced the effects of eccentricity and other departures from
the ideal, and deduced the effects on loss, impedance, and the other properties
of interest. Fortunately, it turned out that the results obtained by field theory
could be expressed readily in the familiar language of circuit theory, thereby
gaining all the simplicity of the latter combined with the accuracy of the former.
The characteristic impedaVce, Z, and attenuatioVn, o:, of a coaxial circuit are
given by the formulas: Z = L/C and o: = (R/2) C/L + (G/2) VL/C, where
R, L, C, and G are the so-called primary constants, that is, the resistance, inductance, capacitance, and conductance per unit length. The first term in the
attenuation formula is the loss in the conductors; the second is the loss in the
dielectric. If the dielectric losses are small, as would be the case with a well-
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Fig. 6-6. J. F. Wentz making experimental coaxial conductors on an improvised stranding
machine at Bell Laboratories.

constructed cable, the second term is negligible and the loss is given by the
first term alone. Attenuation increases as the square root of frequency, as a
result of the increase in resistance caused by the skin effect. The combination
of the variation of loss with frequency and coaxial diameter led to two major
conclusions. First, for a given size of conductor and length of line, the available
bandwidth increases roughly as the square of the number of repeater points;
and, second, for a given repeater spacing, the bandwidth increases approximately as the square of the coaxial diameter. The validity of the first rule was
extensively tested over several decades in the successive series of coaxial-system
designs. For a number of practical reasons, the increase of bandwidth with
shorter repeater spacing, while substantial (the Type LS coaxial-cable system
has a 60-MHz band), did not quite keep pace with the "square law." As for
the second rule, while larger diameters were often considered, only one moderate increase in size was made shortly after World War II.
The velocity of propagation in a coaxial cable is given by the formula:
v = 1/(VLC), where Land Care the same unit inductance and capacitance used
in the transmission equation. In an ideal coaxial, with very thin conductor walls
and only air for the dielectric, the velocity would equal the velocity of light at
all frequencies. In the early structure, the insulators added about 13 percent to
the capacitance and the finite conductor thicknesses added from 2 to 14 percent
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to the inductance. Nevertheless, the actual velocity was quite high and fairly
uniform with frequency [Fig. 6-8]. The high velocity was advantageous for
telephony, compared to the well-known problems of slow-speed loaded circuits
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and the relatively small change with frequency minimized the delay equalization
required for high-definition television. The characteristic impedance of a coaxial
line of optimum-diameter ratio was close to 75 n, almost purely resistive, and
essentially constant with frequency.

1.4 System Design
By 1933, the experimental and analytical work established that an excellent
medium with well-understood properties was available. At the same time, work
had been going forward on the remaining components needed for a complete
system. Planning was based on coaxials of one-half inch diameter or less, with
repeaters at about ten-mile intervals and a bandwidth of 1 MHz. 8 The band
was to be usable for 240 telephone channels, multiplexed by suitable terminals,
or used in its entirety for television. The repeater amplifier would have to
provide gain to match the line-loss shape (equalization) and compensate for
changes in loss due to temperature (regulation); it had to be extremely stable
and linear as well.
In the concept that was emerging, a 4000-mile system required 400 amplifiers
in tandem. As the end-to-end requirements were not relaxed, but in fact were
becoming more exacting, the requirements on each amplifier for equalization,
regulation, stability, and linearity were far tougher than anything previously
attempted. The line amplifier became, and remained through several generations
of design, the critical component limiting what could be done in coaxial systems.
1.5 Repeaters

With effective shielding from all other signals, the channel signals could be
attenuated to the limit set by thermal and tube noise and amplified to levels
limited by the power capacity and linearity of the repeaters. Preliminary analysis
indicated that at 1 MHz the lower-level limit was about 55 dB below the transmitting voice-frequency testboard level and the upper about 5 dB above that
level. What was needed, therefore, was an amplifier with about 60-dB gain,
shaped to match the line loss over a 1-MHz band, with as much feedback as
possible. The limited shielding of the coaxial cable at low frequencies, as well
as the problem of designing an amplifier suitable over many octaves of frequency, limited the lowest usable frequency to about 50 kHz. An amplifier for
the entire band was a difficult design problem. Components of the size and
with the properties required for the low end were difficult to control at frequencies 20 times higher, and, as known from feedback theory, had to be
manageable up to much higher frequencies. Some consideration was given and
experiments actually carried out on splitting the band and transmitting the
portions separately. This approach was, apparently, more to ease problems
anticipated with terminals for the television signal than to simplify the repeater,
but, in any case, was abandoned at an early stage.
High-gain amplifiers at radio frequencies had been built for many years for
broadcast radio. However, these amplifiers achieved their gain by sharply tuned
high-impedance circuits over relatively narrow bands. The large parasitic capacitance of the tubes and other components made it impossible to maintain
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a high impedance over the ·wide coaxial band. Nor was it possible, within the
constraints imposed by feed1back stability, to make up for this by additional
stages. A great deal of emphasis was placed on new high-gain, low-capacitance
(high-figure-of-merit) vacuum tubes.
The actual gain rec1uired varied from about 15 dB at the low frequencies to
60 dB at the top end of the band. There was much experimenting with equalization. The shape could be achieved by an equalizer preceding an otherwise
flat amplifier, or the compensation could be effected by a combination of shaped
equalizer and shaped gain in the amplifier. A combination was sought that
would match the line loss to the desired precision without playing havoc with
the signal-to-noise performance.
Many experimental amplifiers were built and tested with highly encouraging
results [Fig. 6-9]. Developers ,explored the range well beyond the initial objectives, building amplifieTSof both feedback and nonfeedback types to frequencies
as high as 5 MHz. This may seem strange in view of the difficulties encountered
in meeting the basic objectives, but, even before the first repeatered line was
built, broader-band systems were being projected, especially for television. The
most promising lines of attack had to be investigated.
During the laboratory experimental stage techniques were also tested for
temperature compensation by pilot-actuated regulators with considerable success. Two pilots, one near each end of the band, were felt to be necessary. The
low-frequency pilot could be used for overall signal level adjustment, and the
high-end pilot used tc, control a tilt equalizer that would compensate for the
varying loss across the band due to temperature changes.
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Fig. 6-9. Experimental coaxial cable amplifiers. (a) Circuit of 1-MHz three-stage feedback amplifier.
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Fig. 6-9. (b) An early I-MHz amplifier. (c) Gain of I-MHz amplifier compared with coaxial
line characteristic.

1.6 Terminals for 240 Telephone Channels
The multiplex equipment to form a basic group of 12 channels in the range
of 60 to 108 kHz was intended to be a common terminal element for carrier
systems on open wire and coaxial cable as well as on paired cable. (See Chapter
5, Section III.) This was, therefore, adopted without modification. To shift the
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basic group to the line frequency, designers considered two options [Fig. 6-10].
In the first option, the first 12-channel group was connected directly to the line
and up to 19 additional groups were stacked side by side by a second stage of
modulation with appropriately selected carriers. In the second option, a supergroup of 60 channels was formed in the range from 300 to 540 kHz by the
same method used in the first option. This supergroup could then be shifted
as a unit and placed on the line in a third stage of modulation. The supergroup
approach required fewer differentmodulator designs and made the 60-channel
block available as an entity, but also involved the greater complexity of a threestage multiplex. At the experimental stage, the two-stage approach was favored,
since fully equipped systems were not needed in any case.
II. THE 1936 NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIATRIAL
By late 1933, enough progress had been made in the laboratory to consider
a system field trial. During 1934, plans were further developed and a decision
was made to install about 100 miles of factory-made coaxial cable between
New York and Philadelphia. The length was chosen to be long enough to
permit extrapolation of the performance to lines of 1000 miles or more with
confidence. An important objective was that the equipment should be operable
and maintained by regular operating-plant personnel. The design, while still
experimental, was to be close enough to a commercial product to permit reliable
cost estimates. In early 1935, a petition for the construction was submitted to
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the newly established Federal Communications Commission and granted in
due course. Construction was started in March and completed by November
1936. The chosen route ran between terminals in the Long Lines building in
downtown New York City to the Bourse Building in Philadelphia, a distance
of 94.5 miles [Fig. 6-11).9 Main stations with repeaters and power feeds for
the line were established in typical attended offices at New York, Newark,
Princeton, and Philadelphia [Fig. 6-12). Unattended auxiliary repeaters in watertight cases were placed in manholes or in simple above-ground enclosures
at about ten-mile intervals between the main stations [Fig. 6-13].
The cable for the field trial consisted of two coaxial tubes, one for each
direction of transmission, and a number of ordinary pairs for order wire and
alarm transmission from intermediate points. Each coaxial tube was formed
with an outer conductor formed of overlapping specially formed copper tapes.
The tapes were wrapped in a helical lay around hard rubber disks spaced at
three-quarter inch intervals, supporting a No. 13 gauge (.072-inch diameter)
solid-copper-center conductor. The tube was then wrapped in an outer layer
of two steel tapes for added physical strength, protection, and additional
shielding [Fig. 6-14).
This structure presented no small challenge to the cable designers and fabricators.10It was essential to preserve the low loss and smooth transmission
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Fig. 6-11. Map of the experimentalcoaxial-line route showing repeater
locations.
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Fig. 6-12. The New York terminal of the 1936 experimental
coaxial system.

properties of the coaxial structure. At the same time, the cable had to be in a
form that could be manufactured continuously in sections of considerable length
and that would be flexible and rugged enough to withstand reeling and installation in a reasonably standard way. A typical problem, for example, was
the design of the rubber supporting disks. They had to have low dielectric loss,
and it was desirable to make them as thin as possible to keep the dielectric
mostly air. They had to be strong enough to support the center conductor
during flexing but, at the same time, elastic enough to be snapped over the
center conductor without nicking the wire or cracking the disk. Finally, they
had to be able to withstand the heat associated with the application of the
outer lead sheath. The solution was found in a new, improved, hard rubber
compound formulated specifically for this application by the Bell Laboratories
chemical research group. Two coaxials and two No. 19 gauge quads were enclosed in a lead sheath with an outer diameter of seven-eighths of an inch.
The cable was manufactured by Western Electric at the Baltimore Works and
delivered on reels in 1500-foot lengths. These lengths were installed in ducts
in the normal way, the small size and light weight of the cable making it
possible to pull in as much as 1500 feet, compared to the 500 feet between
splicing manholes that was the normal maximum length for a full-sized cable.
The long reel lengths provided a desirable reduction in the number of splices.
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Fig. 6-13.

Lowering a repeater into a manhole.

The telephone multiplex terminals for the trial were of the two-stage modulation type; basic 60- to 108-kHz groups were shifted directly to the assigned
line frequency in the range of 60 to 1020 kHz. These terminals were only
partially equipped, as all important properties could be adequately tested without incurring the expense of equipping all 20 twelve-channel groups [Fig. 615]. Three channel banks provided 36 channel terminations, but provision of
six group modems made it possible to place the groups at a choice of locations
over the entire range of line frequencies. Appropriate patching at the terminals
made it possible to traverse the line many times by looping to form a very long
single telephone circuit.
The trial repeaters used three-stage amplifiers with feedback around the last
two stages and a pilot-controlled regulating network between the first and
second stage. 11 Flat regulation, controlled by a 60-kHz pilot, was provided at
New York, Princeton, and Philadelphia, while tilt regulation, to correct for
change in cable loss due to temperature changes, was provided at those stations
and at two intermediate points in addition [Fig. 6-16]. Power for the unattended
auxiliary repeaters was fed over the coaxials from the stations at Newark,
Princeton, and Philadelphia. The 60-Hz voltage was applied between the center
conductors of the two cables, the outer conductor of each being grounded. At
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Fig. 6-14. Experimental coaxial cable for the 1936 New York-Philadelphia trial. (a) Photograph
of cable. (b) Detail of cross section.

each repeater, the AC was rectified and the required DC voltage furnished to
the amplifiers. The wide separation in frequency between the 60-Hz power
currents and the signal components at frequencies of 60 kHz or higher made
it possible to split them by simple power separation filters at each repeater.
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Fig. 6-15. Frequency allocation and translations for
1936 New York-Philadelphia coaxial system trial.
Only three 12-channel groups were completely
equipped, but these could be transmitted anywhere
in the I-MHz line spectrum.

Tests were started and the first conversations carried shortly after the line
was powered up. Circuits were established through the cable and extended to
Washington over other facilities for demonstration calls. Patching at the voicefrequency terminals of the channel modems allowed loops to be set up that
traversed the system 20 times, for a total channel length of 3800 miles. In each
direction, the conversation passed through 70 stages of frequency shift in the
terminal modems, far more than would be experienced in any long working
system. In April 1937, 27 circuits were established through the cable, 16 to
Philadelphia and 11 to points farther south, for a service trial. The operation
was continued for several weeks during which carrier telegraph and telephoto
were transmitted as well as speech.
The talking and transmission tests and many others indicated that the system
basically met the performance projected, although, as might be expected, some
weaknesses were revealed, especially in equalization and temperature regu-
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Fig. 6-16. The New York-Philadelphia trial amplifier. (a) Schematic of pilot-controlled regulating amplifier for experimental coaxial system. (b) Installed regulating amplifier in a manhole.
The three-stage amplifier is made up of the vacuum tubes in the top compartment. The tubes
in the lower section are part of the regulating network.

lation. The tests pointed to areas where additional development was needed
before a fully commercial system could be installed. In general, the troubles
were minor, and the trial was terminated with the developers confident they
were well on the way to the practical application of a new and exciting technology.
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III. TELEVISIONAND THE COAXIALCABLE
Interest in the electrical transmission of images, both stationary and moving,
is as old as the telephone. Discovery of the photoresistive effect in selenium
generated rudimentary proposals as early as 1875. The principle of scanning
a picture line by line with a rapid succession of frames, relying on the persistence
of vision to create the illusion of continuous motion, was proposed around
1880. In 1884 in Germany, P. Nipkow patented a system incorporating a rotating
perforated disk to accomplish the scanning. K. F. Braun improved the cathoderay tube around 1900, making it a potential line-by-line picture generator. By
1907, surprisingly modem concepts were put forth by B. Rosing in Russia and
A. A. Campbell-Swinton in England. Their proposals included sequential scanning of a picture, transmission of electrical signals that were analogs of the
picture-element light values, and image displays by means of a cathode-ray
tube. There is little evidence that any of the ideas were reduced to even laboratory demonstration. Realization, unfortunately, was far beyond the technology of that early time.
The invention and perfection of the vacuum tube and the advent and rapid
growth of radio broadcasting in the 1920s created a renewed interest and a
powerful stimulus to inventors in several places. By the mid-1920s, many experimenters in Europe and in the United States were attempting to transmit
images by electrical signals. 12 In the United States, C. F. Jenkins, a contributor
to motion picture and telephotography development, transmitted and recreated
simple animated figures. Credit for the first achievement of true television appears to belong to J.L. Baird in England, who succeeded in 1926 in generating,
transmitting, and recreating recognizable images with tonal gradation. Most of
the early efforts used rotating disks, or their equivalent, to scan the image.
V. K. Zworykin, a pupil of Rosing, persisted in efforts to realize an all-electronic
method and patented a precursor to his later, highly successful, iconoscope in
1923.13 The 1927 demonstration by Bell Laboratories used a rotating disk to
scan and neon glow lamps to recreate the image. The Bell Laboratories tests
featured, in addition, transmitting the signal over open-wire lines between
New York City and Washington DC, and by radio from Whippany, New Jersey
to New York City. The image was scanned in 50 lines at a 16-frame rate,
generating a signal in a 20-to-30-kHz band. 14
In all these early efforts, the definition, by any standard, was poor. Pictures
composed of only 50 scanning lines were recognizable, but hardly sharp. Adequate synchronization between transmitter and receiver was a problem. The
images generated by Bell Laboratories, while judged by one observer to be
"fairly clear," were further described as "comparable to faded daguerreotypes
held in a shaky hand."
Nevertheless, vigorous work continued in several laboratories. For some
time, the work in Bell Laboratories continued to focus on television as a twoway, face-to-face adjunct to telephony. Rudimentary color transmission was
demonstrated in 1929. By 1930, an improved two-way system with better definition was in experimental use between Bell Laboratories and an AT&Tlocation
in Manhattan. Broadcasters became interested, and, by 1932, a dozen or more
stations in the United States were licensed for experimental broadcast trans-
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mission and several, both in the United States and in Europe, were making
occasional transmissions using the mechanical systems available. The really
significant advance, however, was in the work toward an all-electronic system
by P. T. Farnsworth in his San Francisco laboratory and, especially, by Zworykin
at Radio Corporation of America (RCA). RCA demonstrated a working iconoscope in 1932 and, by 1934, generated pictures of 343 lines at a rate of 30
frames per second and displayed them on a cathode-ray-tube kinescope, completely eliminating the scanning wheels and all other moving parts. 15
In 1932, the growing number of radio stations showing an interest and the
success of the all-electronic system with its much greater bandwidth led Bell
Laboratories to reconsider its objectives. The emphasis changed from two-way,
telephony-adjunct systems with bandwidth in the range of 50 to 100 kHz to
work on circuits for broadband television networking. As noted in contemporary
conference records, the circuits were to be "capable of transmitting television
programs having sufficient resolution to be of real entertainment value." The
frequency band necessary was "considered to be not less than 300,000 cycles
and probably not greater than 1,000,000." The objective was to furnish channels
for television networking in a manner analogous to the Bell System's established
role in furnishing audio program channels for the radio networks, with coaxial
cable as the likely transmission medium. In 1932, NBC discussed with AT&T
the prospects for furnishing wideband television networking by coaxial cable.
A demonstration of wideband television transmission became one of the major
objectives of the New York-Philadelphia tests.

3.1 The Transmission Problem
In addition to requiring a very wide band, the television signal had several
other properties that posed new problems for the transmission-system designers.
The low-frequency components in particular presented difficulties. Broadband
line repeaters could be built to amplify only a limited range of frequencies. In
addition to a limit on the highest frequencies that could be transmitted, the
ratio of the lowest to highest frequencies could not be excessive. Delay equalization, i.e., having all the signal components arrive in the correct phase relationship, which is essential for television, became especially difficult for a wide
range of frequencies. Finally, in contrast to its excellent shielding properties at
high frequencies, coaxial cable, with its unbalanced structure, is a very poor
shielding medium at low frequency. Even short lengths were not satisfactory
for the baseband video signal. For all these reasons, it was necessary to shift
the television signal to higher frequencies for transmission over the line. At
the same time, the required high frequencies stressed the amplifier-design capabilities. A compromise was reached, making the lowest frequencies about
100 kHz. 16
A picture generator was built at Bell Laboratories consisting of a scanning
disk six feet in diameter, providing 240 lines at 24 frames per second [Fig. 617]. This arrangement gave fairly good resolution, and, while the flicker was
perceptible, it was adequate for the experiment. The number of lines, of course,
determined the vertical resolution. For equal horizontal resolution, in a picture
with a horizontal-to-vertical ratio of seven to six, an elementary analysis of
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Fig. 6-17. The mechanical scanning disk for the 1937 demonstration of television transmission over a coaxial line. (a) Schematic diagram. (b) Disk and associated experimental apparatus.
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Fig. 6-18. Television transmission. (a) Diagram illustrating the resolution
of an image into picture elements. (b) The derivation of maximum frequency
required for. transmission at 24 frames per second.

picture elements led to a frequency of 806 kHz needed for transmission, a
bandwidth compatible with the design of the existing coaxial line [Fig. 6-18].
Display at the receiver was by means of a specially constructed cathode-ray
tube designed to match the capabilities of the other system elements [Fig. 619]. The subject transmitted was a moving-picture film scanned by the transmitter. The object was to generate and recreate a picture under precisely controlled conditions. By using a film, exactly the same scene could be transmitted
repeatedly while other elements were changed or adjusted.
The sequence of modulation steps is shown in Fig. 6-20. The first step in
the two-stage process was to shift the signal with a carrier at 2376 kHz, creating
a double-sideband signal in the range from 1570 to 3182 kHz. A carrier at a
frequency of at least twice the baseband frequency was required to prevent
the sidebands from falling back on the original signal. At this point the lower
sideband was selected by a specially designed filter. Since all frequencies down
to zero are involved in baseband video transmission, the two sidebands "touch"
at the carrier, and it is not possible to select one and completely reject the
other. The filter used passed essentially all of the lower sideband, but started
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Fig. 6-19. The cathode-ray receiving
tube used for the 1937 demonstration of
television transmission over coaxial cable.
The dimensions were chosen to obtain
high linearity.

to cut off close to the carrier and passed a small vestige of the upper sideband
as well. The second stage of modulation, with a carrier at 2520 kHz, translated
this signal to the desired range within the passband of the line. The carrier was
at 144 kHz, the desired sideband occupied the band from 144 to 950 kHz and
the vestigial sideband extended down to 120 kHz. The widely separated upper
sideband generated in this modulation step was easily suppressed.
At the receiver, the process was reversed. The transmitted signal was first
moved up in frequency by modulation with a 2520-kHz carrier and then translated back to baseband video with a carrier of 2376 kHz. Unlike other modulation steps, where the carrier was at the edge or further removed from the
signals to be shifted, the 2376-kHz carrier was within the signal band at the
junction of the major sideband and the vestige. In the recovered baseband
signal, the carrier was the zero frequency and the vestige was folded over by
the modulation process to complement the attenuated section of the main sideband and thus, fully recovered the original signal.
This was a tricky arrangement. The filter to shape the desired sideband and
vestige had to be very precisely designed. The carrier was very carefully placed
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Fig. 6-20. Modulating and demodulating scheme for the 1937 television transmission over
coaxial cable. (a) Modulation sequence at New York transmitting terminal. (b) Demodulation
sequence in Philadelphia.

in the cuttoff region and had to be very closely held in frequency. There was
some skepticism at first about even the concept of single-sideband transmission
of video signals, since waveforms transmitted by that means appeared to be
unduly distorted. However, H. Nyquist, building on earlier analyses he had
carried out for carrier telegraphy, showed that the picture distortion was not
as great as anticipated, and the advantage in resolution, due to the increased
bandwidth possible with single sideband, more than compensated for its distortions.17·18
3.2 New York-Philadelphia Television Transmission
With the picture signal in the frequency range that could be transmitted,
several characteristics of the coaxial line remained to be addressed. It was necessary that both the amplitude and phase of all the picture signal components
be closely preserved. Amplitude equalization, while more exacting than that
required for telephony, was relatively straightforward. Deviations of no greater
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than about ±1 dB were obtained. Phase or delay equalization was a more
difficult matter. It was first necessary to determine a requirement, since none
existed at that time. Preliminary objectives were set as part of an extensive
program to analyze the signal and its properties. To reproduce the picture
perfectly the various components had to arrive at the receiver in precisely the
same time relationship in which they were generated. The requirement was
most exacting for the fine detail and highest frequencies, where only a slight
time displacement would be damaging. From a consideration of the smallest
picture elements transmitted, it was judged that a displacement of no more
than one-half of an element should be permitted. This translated to maintaining
a delay displacement no greater than 0.3 µs for baseband frequencies from 3
to 806 kHz. The requirement on the line, of course, was for the shifted frequencies of 120 kHz and up and was just about met over the 95-mile line.
In addition to equalization, requirements for noise and interference were
also derived. It was determined by laboratory tests that random noise should
be at least 40 dB below the picture-signal amplitude. Pattern interference, however, is much more perceptible, and it was found necessary to hold this to 55
dB below the signal level. This situation left the system designers with their
usual optimization problem. Too low a transmission level would exceed the
signal-to-random-noise limit; too high a level would generate distortions, often
showing up as patterned impairments. It was not too difficult to find this optimum point though, and, on November 9, 1937, motion pictures were transmitted from New York and displayed in Philadelphia. The tests were quite
successful; no unsurmountable difficulties were met and no significant impairments were introduced by transmission over the line, compared to a picture
generated adjacent to the transmitting terminal in New York.
Some additional signal processing contributed to this result. Part of the signalanalysis program included a characterization of the scanned signal spectrum
[Fig. 6-21].19 The energy of a television signal is concentrated in a line spectrum
related to the line-scanning and frame rates. The relatively slowly changing
picture content is contained in quite low-level sidebands around each of the
spectrum lines. The high frequencies, required to reproduce the fine detail,
contain very little energy, while the lower frequencies, extending all the way
to zero, are required to reproduce larger areas of light and shade and contain
most of the signal power. This signal-energy distribution, coupled to the result
of studies of viewers' perception and tolerance of noise and impairments of
different types, made it advantageous to pre-emphasize the signal. Pre-emphasis
consisted of raising the level of the high-frequency components relative to the
low frequencies, with a complementary restoration at the receiving end. A
better optimum balance between noise and nonlinear distortion was thus
achieved.
The signal analysis also revealed that there was essentially no energy midway
between the spectrum lines. F. Gray pointed out that it was thus possible to
transmit additional signals in the same overall band, providing they were adequately separated before detection at a receiver.20 In early television transmission over coaxial cables, advantage was taken of this property to insert a
control pilot in the otherwise empty frequency space. Later, it was the basis
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Fig. 6-21. Signal frequency composition of the monochrome television spectrum. (a) Typical spectrum showing every tenth line-frequency harmonic. (b) Typical sidebands around each line-frequency
harmonic. The frequencies are for picture standards adopted in the
early 1940s. Except fo:r scaling factors due to the lower frequencies
and scanning rates, the signal spectrum in the 1937 tests would be
similar.

for inserting a color signal ·without extending the band. The color signal was
not detectable by black-and-white receivers and a compatible system was thus
realized.
The New York-Philadelphia transmissions provided a sound basis for the
further development of coaxial cable for network television. Meanwhile, allelectronic systems were advancing rapidly. By 1934, RCA demonstrated a system using the iconoscope with 343 lines and 30 frames per second. A few years
later, 441 lines became a commonly accepted interim standard. In the early
1940s, this was again modifi.l!dto 525 lines and adopted by the National Television System Committee and Federal Communications Commission as a national standard, which it remains to this day. The increased number of lines
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implied much wider bands than those achieved in the New York-Philadelphia
tests. The standard signal contained components to about 4.2 MHz. While
there was little prospect that the first-generation coaxial design could reach
that range, efforts were started, even before the first television tests were completed, to extend the frequency band. A new generation of line amplifiers, good
for 2 MHz, was installed on the New York-Philadelphia line at 5-mile intervals
in the summer of 1938 [Fig. 6-22]. The upgraded line was carefully tested for
intermodulation, load capacity, thermal noise, crosstalk, and all the features

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6-22. Coaxial-line amplifier evolution.
(a) Two-MHz amplifier, 1938. (b) Three-MHz
amplifier, 1939.
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judged necessary in a commercial system. A year later, prototypes of amplifiers
for the first commercial system, with a further increase in bandwidth to 3 MHz,
were installed at the same locations. This so-called 3-MHz system provided a
useful band for television of about 2.7 MHz by terminal modulation and transmission techniques similar, except for the frequencies used, to those already
described.
3.3 Local Links
From the start, broadcasters aimed to cover live events of the day as well
as to transmit studio programs. Some form of link between the scene of the
action and the television transmitter or network port was necessary. On May
20, 1939, the National Broadcasting Company (NBC), a subsidiary of RCA,
covered the six-day bicycle races then in progress at Madison Square Garden
in New York City and telecast them live in a half-hour program of sight and
sound. The link between Madison Square Garden and the NBC transmitter at
the Empire State Building was furnished by New York Telephone and Bell
Laboratories as an experiment in local television transmission. Transmission
was via existing No. 19 gauge telephone cable pairs extending from the arena
to a central office and from the central office to the NBC studio. 21 Special
amplifiers and gain and phase equalizers were used in the central office and
at the terminals. Illumination was low compared to studios, but the results
were judged to be distinctly satisfactory. 22 This test demonstrated the use of
ordinary cable pairs, specially handled, for short links from the site of an event
to the studio. (It might be noted in passing that selecting the six-day bicycle
race as a subject was quite analogous to the use of a repetitive film strip for
the first demonstrations between New York and Philadelphia!)
In June of 1940, the upgraded 3-MHz New York-Philadelphia line was used
to transmit television coverage of the Republican National Convention in Philadelphia to New York City where it was broadcast live. 23 The small audience
of television-set owners in New York at that early period were thus able to see
as well as hear the galleries chanting "We want Willkie." This, too, was a joint
undertaking by NBC and the Bell System. NBC generated the pictures in Philadelphia and delivered them to AT&T, who transported them over local wire
paths and the coaxial system to New York and delivered them back to NBC
for broadcast from their transmitter on the Empire State Building. The picture
was at the 441-line standard and occupied, as generated, a nominal 3.5 MHz
band. For short-haul transmission within the two cities, existing pairs in telephone cables were used. At the New York end, local transmission was also
tested over new, special, shielded pairs with wider-spaced conductors [Fig.
6-23]. The special video pairs had less than one-fourth of the loss of ordinary
No. 19 gauge pairs, permitting amplifiers to be spaced as much as five miles
apart. In later years, such pairs became part of the standard equipment for
local television transmission.
The transmission of the convention was a great success, and the last stage
before a commercial coaxial system for television or multichannel telephony
was ready for service. World War II intervened and suspended work on television broadcasting, as well as on coaxials for networking, but the system was
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ready and spread rapidly when television returned following the war. For several
years, in the mind of the public, coaxial cable became synonymous with television networking, even after microwave radio became a competitive, and even
predominant, medium. Many a battle-scarred coaxial-development veteran listened with dismay as the announcer attributed the loss of a remote picture,
for whatever reason, to "a failure of the coaxial cable."

IV. The Commercial System-Lt Coaxial Cable
After the 1936 tests and subsequent television transmission, the New YorkPhiladelphia line became a field laboratory for the improved equipment necessary for a commercial system. By the end of 1938, the designers were satisfied
that they had a system suitable for regular service. Preparations were made
for larger-scale manufacture, and, in May 1939, FCC approval was obtained
for the construction of a line with four coaxial tubes from Stevens Point, Wisconsin to Minneapolis, a distance of 195 miles. Construction was started later
that year. 24
The line was divided into four main station sections of about 50 miles each
[Fig. 6-24]. The first section west of Stevens Point was of aerial construction,
but the open-country sections of the remaining 150 miles were directly buried
by a cable plow to an average depth of 30 inches (surely a testimonial, both
to the capability of the plow and to the quality of the Wisconsin/Minnesota
soil) [Fig. 6-25). In later construction, direct burial, usually to a depth of four
feet in excavated trenches, which were then backfilled, was the usual procedure.
The added depth not only reduced temperature changes, but provided highly
valued additional physical protection from small-scale excavation work.
Development work had continued on the coaxial structure since the New
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The Stevens Point-Minneapolis coaxial-cable route.

Plowing in the coaxial cable on the Stevens Point-Minneapolis route, 1939.
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Fig. 6-26. Coaxial tubes with serrated longitudinal seam used in the Stevens Point-Minneapolis cable.

York-Philadelphia experimental installation. For the Stevens Point-Minneapolis
installation, a new form of coaxial structure and cable was used. 25 The outer
conductor of each coaxial tube was constructed of a single copper ribbon with
serrated edges. This was formed into a cylinder around the disk-supported
inner wire with the notched edges crimped together in a continuous longitudinal
seam [Fig. 6-26]. The structure proved to be both less expensive and superior
in transmission properties to the earlier multitape form. The complete cable
was made up of four coaxial tubes and a number of pairs. The Stevens PointMinneapolis line was pressed into preliminary service on two occasions in
1940-once when a storm disrupted the existing lines, and again, to help with
heavy Christmas traffic. Regular service was initiated on June 9, 1941. The new
system was designated the L1 coaxial system.
While television service was not planned on this route, the line was capable
of transmitting the full 3-MHz band required. New terminal equipment, with
a film scanner capable of generating 441-line images had been tested on a New
York-Philadelphia-New York loop in January 1941 to demonstrate its television
capability. In May of that year, the terminals were shipped to Minneapolis and
applied to the Stevens Point-Minneapolis line with the four coaxials looped
in series for a distance of 780 miles, the longest television circuit established
up to that time. As in all loop tests, it was possible to compare the looped signal
with a local picture. Experienced observers could detect the effect of the long
line on the pictures, but to most observers they were hardly perceptible.

4.1 L1 Terminals
The commercial L1 telephone terminals differed from the earlier experimental
versions by using three stages of modulation and a different approach to linefrequency assignments [Fig. 6-27]. Instead of modulating each 12 channel group
directly to the line frequency, five groups were shifted to form a 60-channel
block, designated a supergroup, in the band from 312 to 552 kHz, and this
was then translated to the line frequency in a third modulation step. Within
the supergroup, the channels continued to be stacked side by side at 4-kHz
intervals. The five 12-channel groups making up the supergroup were divided
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into odd and even groups, separated in frequency, so they could be easily
isolated by inexpensive filters. They were then combined into the supergroup
by means of a hybrid [Fig. 6-28]. In contrast with the 1936 line-frequency
assignments where the groups were placed chockablock with a channel every
4 kHz over the entire line frequency range, the supergroups were spaced in
the line-frequency spectrum with an 8-kHz gap between each one. The spacing
permitted selective filtering for blocking and branching of each supergroup
without disturbing the transmission of the adjacent supergroups. The coaxial
designers were learning that their superhighway needed occasionalinterchanges
with other highways, without bringing the entire stream of traffic down to
individual voice channels. Blockingand branching had been successfully tested
on the New York-Philadelphia line during the testing of the final L1 design.
Pilots were supplied to the line at 64, 556, 2064, and 3096 kHz. The 2064GROUP BANK OF 5 12•CHANNEL GROUPS
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kHz pilot, just above the top telephone channels, was used for basic temperature
regulation at every auxiliary repeater. (This was absolutely necessary on the
aerial link). At main stations, the 556-kHz pilot was used to control an equalizer
to correct for accumulated errors in line-temperature regulation. At the same
locations, the 3096-kHz pilot was used in an automatic equalizer to compensate
for transmission deviations caused by equipment temperature changes. In the
initial installation, the 64-kHz pilot was used only for supervision and some
manual adjustments. In a longer system, it was expected to be of use for additional automatic equalization. In addition to the line pilots, a 92-kHz pilot
was inserted in each group, in place of the balanced-out carrier, to provide a
test tone for group continuity.
As in other carrier systems, the Ll design reflected attention to reliability
and continuity of service, of special concern on coaxial cable because of the
large number of circuits. A single coaxial pair far exceeded in capacity the
moderate needs of the Stevens Point-Minneapolis route, even allowing for
growth, but the additional tubes were furnished as hot spares to be switched
into service in the event of a working-line failure. A complete set of spare
modems, filters, and hybrids was provided to form a 60-channel supergroup
from any five group banks, as well as a full complement of equipment necessary
to modulate the basic supergroup to any line frequency. The carrier supply
that furnished the array of modulation tones was completely duplicated. Power
was furnished from the commercial AC source but, in the event of a power
failure, a DC-to-AC inverter, driven from the office battery, was automatically
switched in.
The substitution of any spare for a working unit was arranged, as far as
possible, to cause no break in service. The transmission path was duplicated
in parallel, via hybrids, before any working unit was removed. In addition to
a patchboard at voice frequency for all circuits, the input and output of all
modems were brought to high-frequency patchboards to permit rapid and convenient substitution. Jackboards were provided for testing on either a "terminated" or "bridged" basis. Terminating tests removed equipment from service,
with the test set terminating the transmission path and matching its impedance.
Bridging tests were made with high-impedance sets shunted across the line for
in-service testing. Patching and test jacks were centrally located in the terminal
bay lineup [Fig. 6-29].
All these measures involved expense, of course, but experience has fully
justified their value. Over many decades and generations of transmission facilities of every type, the continuity and reliability of Bell System telephone
service was a source of satisfaction to the public and a matter of pride to its
designers, manufacturers, and operators.
4.2 Post-World War 11-11 Carrier

While the war interrupted further development work on coaxial cable as
well as on all other civilian transmission projects, a limited amount of construction was needed to meet wartime needs. Planning for the postwar era continued,
especially as the war neared its end. In December 1944, with the end of the
war in sight, AT&T announced an ambitious plan for the extension of its coaxial
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L1 terminal equipment showing centrally located patching and test jacks.

network. At that date, in addition to the Stevens Point-Minneapolis link, the
New York-Philadelphia line had been fitted for commercial service and extended through Baltimore to Washington. Lines from Atlanta to Jacksonville
and from Terre Haute to Saint Louis were under construction. The 1944 plan
called for construction of 6000 to 7000 miles of new line over the subsequent
five years. The plan called for a line down the East Coast from Boston to Miami,
a southern transcontinental route from Atlanta to Los Angeles, and major links
from the East Coast to Chicago, St. Louis, and New Orleans. All the new links
were to provide at least six coaxials in a sheath.
In the same announcement, AT&T indicated its intention to provide extensive
television network capability over the coaxial lines and to provide local links
to the intercity coaxial network access points and between studios and transmitters. At the same time, plans were revealed for a new system with a 7-MHz
band, capable of transmitting a full 4-MHz, 525-line television signal, plus 480
telephone channels simultaneously. In the postwar years, this projected development became the L3 coaxial system with a band of over 8 MHz, able to
transmit 600 telephone channels in addition to television. (Whenever a gap
occurs in the otherwise sequential series of system designations, it is a fairly
safe assumption that a development was abandoned or that a system concept
was studied for a time and rejected. L2 was a small-scale attempt to adapt
coaxial lines to light traffic and shorter routes, a constant matter of interest,
because of the enormous number of such situations. It was abandoned at an
early stage.)
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The deployment plan was carried out essentially as projected. Implementation was substantially helped by two major improvements in the coaxial
structure design. The first was a substitution of polyethylene for the hard rubber
in the supporting disks. Prewar experiments had established the electrical superiority of polyethylene to rubber as well as its mechanical adequacy, but
wartime conditions delayed its introduction [Fig. 6-30). (See another volume
in this series, Physical Sciences(1925-1980),Chapter 14, Section III.) Following
the war, its use was most fortunate because, for a time, the rubber became
almost unavailable. The other major change was an increase in coaxial-tube
diameter with a consequent decrease in loss. The inside diameter of the outer
conductor was increased to 0.375 inch, and the inner conductor diameter,
maintaining the 3.6-to- 1.0 ratio, became 0.1 inch. The outer conductor thickness
was also increased slightly, to 0.012 inch, to improve low-frequency transmission. The larger tube, first used in an eight-coaxial sheath between Dallas and
Fort Worth in 1946, had substantially lower loss, permitting eight-mile spacing
for L1 repeaters instead of the approximately five miles required with the 0.27inch tube. The lower loss and wider repeater spacing were especially important
in reducing the number of repeaters required in the much wider-band systems
that lay in the future. Not the least virtue of the new design was its superiority
for AC transmission. The larger-center conductor permitted power feeds to be
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spaced as much as 165 miles apart. The latitude in power-feed spacing was
such that the locations were generally determined by other considerations.
In later years, even larger-diameter structures were often considered. Assuming that manufacturing and handling problems could be solved, this had
a great attraction for new line construction. But a major application for (and a
constraint on) new systems was always the need to upgrade existing lines, with
the repeater spacings fixed by existing equipment huts or manholes, and the
consequent advantage of making new spacings submultiples of existing spans.
In addition, with microwave radio growing even more rapidly than coaxial
cable, the extent of new cable installations was always uncertain. The threeeighths inch coaxial I'emained the standard in 1984.
As the systems were installed and grew in length, much new information
was learned in the field.26 Despite rapid advances in the ease and precision of
measurements, equalization aind measurement continued to be a problem. With
end-to-end system requirements established and divided down (by a factor of
several hundred) to determine the requirements to be met in individual repeaters, the accuracy needed oftim exceeded the capability of the best measuring
equipment available. A build-and-learn approach was necessary. Amplifiers
were designed and built as dose to the desired characteristic as could be determined by measurement, but, in addition, special pains were taken to make
them as alike as possible in every feature that could affect transmission. The
long multirepeater lines wer,e then carefully measured to determine the multiplied deviations. This occasionally led to modifications in the repeater design,
but was usually more helpful in the design of equalizers to mop up the accumulated deviations. At each main station, so-called A equalizers were provided
to correct deviations that were fairly well predicted. B equalizers were provided
at longer intervals, their design determined more by the process just described.
By these methods, the systems were equalized to a degree entirely adequate
for telephony. Residual deviations from desired levels could always be corrected
in the terminals by gain adjustments at supergroup-, group-, or even individualchannel levels. However, transmission for long distances at levels higher or
lower than the optimum or with prolonged exposure to an interfering signal
was harmful to the signal-to-noise ratio. A further measure helped to meet
long-distance telephony obj,ectives. At 800-mile intervals, the recommended
practice was to demodulate the entire array of line signals to supergroup or
even group level. The line signal could then be reconstructed with the pieces
assigned to new frequency slots, thus averaging out impairments due to noise,
interference, and transmission deviations in the different parts of the frequency
band. This frogging, or scrambling, was not possible on a long television connection, and good equalization for television always remained a problem on
the L1 system.
As the system spread, maintenance and operational methods were developed
and adapted to experience. The typical auxiliary station was a simple concrete
block hut without heat, light, or power except for that on the coaxial cable.
Only a minimum of checks and tests to identify faulty equipment were made
at the site. Defective amplifiers or other equipment was replaced and the removed unit taken to a main station where further tests were possible. These
stations were equipped for more extensive tests and to make simple repairs,
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such as replacing tubes. For more elaborate repairs, including the means to
reconstruct an amplifier completely, the equipment was shipped to one of four
or five regional repair centers strategically located around the country.
Later, as the reliability of the system was established, confidence grew. Continuous power was furnished by AC generators driven by commercially powered
AC motors with DC motors on the same shaft. If commercial AC power failed,
the inertia of the rotating machines maintained line power until the DC motor,
connected to the power feed station's battery, could pick up the load. Even
main stations became only partially attended. Full-time attendance was required
only at major stations at intervals of 600 miles or so. At these points, as many
as 150 remote alarms and indications could be displayed via the maintenance
pairs that accompanied the coaxials.
For television networking, L1 dominated until microwave radio became a
significant factor after 1950. By 1948, over 5000 route miles were in service
for television, with established television networks along the East Coast (the
New York-Boston link by experimental microwave radio) and from St. Louis
to Buffalo.
In time, a ninth and tenth supergroup, with somewhat higher noise, but
adequate for shorter distances, were added to L1 in the frequency band above
2 MHz. At its peak, about 1954, before widespread installation of TD radio
and L3 coaxial absorbed the growth, L1 provided over 10 million miles of
voice-circuit capacity and about 20,000 television-channel miles.
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Chapter 7
Ultrahigh Frequencies,
Microwaves, and Radio Relays
I. EARLYCONCEPTSAND DEVELOPMENT
The idea of receiving a weak radio signal, amplifying or regenerating it, and
retransmitting it at higher power occurred to inventors almost from the start
of wireless telegraphy. Proposals for relaying radiotelegraph signals are found
in United States patents issued to J. Stone as early as December 1902. Apparently few, if any, radiotelegraph stations were built for the specific purpose
of relaying, although it was probably a fairly common practice for an intermediate operator to receive and retransmit a message that was too faint at a
more distant station.
No attempt to relay a speech message by radio is known prior to 1915, but
an entry in November of that year in a Western Electric laboratory notebook
proposes the idea, no doubt stimulated by the work on the first repeatered
telephone wire lines then going into service. One of the first commercial twoway radiotelephone links was established between Catalina Island and the
mainland of California in 1920. Shortly after it went into service, a two-way
connection was established by radio from the SS Gloucester,some distance out
in the Atlantic Ocean, to an East Coast shore station. From there, it was extended
by wire over the transcontinental line and, by radio again, to Catalina Island.
Perhaps as much as any branch of technology, the history of radio transmission
is punctuated with demonstration spectaculars. We need not ask why anyone
on Catalina Island should want to talk to the Gloucester,and the transmission
must have been terrible, but it was a radio relay of a sort.
The technology of the 1920s, however, was not advanced to the state where
widespread radio relaying of telephone messages could become practical. To
many people, on the other hand, it continued to seem only reasonable that
radio developments would parallel the repeatered and multiplexed telephone
wire line work, and numerous patents were issued for repeatered radio links.
Even the earliest of these, in 1921, proposed multichannel multiplexing and
recognized the need to shift the radio frequency at the repeater to avoid singing
around the local transmitter-receiver loop. 1
It has been characteristic of radio that, as advancing technology opens up
new bands, there is a rush to fill the newly available spectrum with a host of
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services competing for frequencies. Following Marconi's demonstration that
relatively long waves were suitable for long-distance transmission (his first
transatlantic transmission was at 1100 meters [270 kHz)), it was soon observed
that the lower the frequency, the better the long-distance transmission. Frequencies as low as 15 or 20 kHz became the favored choice for long-distance
radiotelegraph service. Frequimcies of several hundred kilohertz were much
poorer, and, above 1500 kHz, transmission beyond the horizon became very
poor indeed. (In 1925, H. W. Nichols and J. C. Schelleng at Bell Laboratories
showed this to be due to a resonance phenomenon of the charged particles of
the ionosphere in the earth's magnetic field in the range of l.5 to 2 MHz.}2
The frequencies above long-distance telegraphy and below the absorption range
were ideal for local coverage, and, in the 1920s, the radio broadcast services
filled the band from 500 to 1500 kHz with their signals.
Marconi, the father of long-wave radio, realized that if new services were
to be had, they would have to be in a new and unused range-that is, at higher
frequencies. As early as 1916, he directed his organization to start experiments
at frequencies of 5 MHz and higher. One of the advantages, of which he was
well aware, was the ability to realize more directive antennas at the shorter
wavelengths. To the surprise of everyone, these shortwaves (high frequencies)
were discovered to have useful long-distance transmission properties. They
were above the absorption resonance and were returned to earth by the ionosphere. As the properties of the ionosphere and the facts governing shortwave
transmission became better known in the 1920s, these frequencies were also
quickly occupied for long-distance communication. The first h'ansatlantic telephone circuit, opened in 1927, was at a frequency of about 60 kHz, but development at high frequencies (HF), in the range of 5 to 25 MHz, was already
under way. 3 The band available at the high frequencies made many more links
possible than in the long-wave region developed earlier.
Shortwave propagation and directive antennas were quickly adopted by
inventors seeking radio relays. For a time, pioneer Station KDKA in Pittsburgh
transmitted at 5 MHz as well as at the usual broadcast frequencies of the day,
and its programs were occasionally received and rebroadcast in England. The
Westinghouse Electric:Corp., seeking to establish its own radio-program network, established a shortwave radio-relay station in Hastings, Nebraska to
relay its programs to stations on the West Coast. Unfortunately, the antennas,
while moderately directive, also had significant levels of radiation in directions
other than the one desired, and propagation was not at all limited to the range
of the intended receiving station. The programs were often heard in Europe
and South America as well, where, it may be assumed, they were not always
welcome.
Bell System inventors, too, seized on the possibility of HF for radio relay.
Patents issued in the 1920s ,attempted to utilize the shortwave frequencies. 4
Novel use was made of nulls in the antenna pattern and zigzag routes to reduce
the problem of "overreach" to the next station [Figure 7-1). It was hoped by
this means to reuse the radio frequencies, reducing the number required in a
multihop chain. In the early 1930s, the possibility of improving transatlantic
HF transmission by means of island or ship-based HF relays was also studied
in the Bell System.
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Fig. 7-1. Patent figure for proposed directive radio repeating system, 1928.

None of these relaying schemes came to anything. For overland routes, costs
were prohibitively high for a single telephone channel that could be realized
at much lower cost by a wire pair. With limited antenna gain, path loss was
high, and tubes had to be pushed dose to their load limit. Attempts to reduce
the cost per channel by multiplex transmission were thwarted by the nonlinearity and intermodulation in the transmitters. In the 1930s, while some success
was achieved in telephone multiplexing over radio, in general, radiotelephony
continued to be restricted to overseas and shorter links to otherwise isolated
localities. Quality was relatively poor compared to the high-grade wire circuits
coming into common use. The radio art was not yet ready for large-scale telephone relaying.
II. WORK ABOVE 30 MEGAHERTZ-ULTRAHIGH

FREQUENCIES

By the early 1930s, the radio research and development work at Bell Laboratories was divided into three categories. Two of these-continuing development for broadcast radio and HF transmission in the range from 5 to 25
MHz for overseas two-way telephony-had been established in the 1920s and
continued to be pursued vigorously. The third category was the investigation
of the relatively unexplored area of ultrahigh frequencies (UHF)-frequencies
above 30 MHz. This exploration was stimulated, both by a developing need
for transmission in this range and by advances in the means for accomplishing it.
Perhaps foremost was the growing awareness of the prospect for television,
along with the knowledge that large frequency bands would be required for
its transmission. By the early 1930s, analysts understood that a single television
signal of even moderate definition would require a radio band larger than that
assigned to the entire audiobroadcast industry. Since the right to use even a
small piece of the existing band was usually the subject of an intense contest,
it was clear that the large blocks needed for television (multiple channels were
assumed from the outset) would have to be in unoccupied bands. Fortunately,
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the technology tends to make the signal bandwidth that can be managed about
proportional to the frequency in which the band is located. That is, it is about
equally difficult (or easy) to handle (amplify, modulate, transmit, or broadcast)
a 10-MHz-wide band at 100 MHz as to do the same for a 1-MHz band at 10
MHz. Both require a ten-percent band. All factors pointed to the UHF frequencies as the natural home for television. To a lesser degree, the emerging
needs for FM broadcasting with wide deviation also fitted well with a UHF
assignment.
AT&T's interest was primarily with the prospect for radio relaying. The
properties of radio waves at UHF were especially attractive for this application.
The short wavelength made possible highly directive antennas of moderate
size, with the corresponding prospect of low transmitter power and better linearity. The ionosphere did not normally return these frequencies to the earth
as it did those in the HF band. Transmission was generally restricted to a lineof-sight optical path, with little propagation beyond the horizon. The restricted
transmission range and narrow beams made possible the reuse of frequencies
in fairly small geographic areas. The broad band available and the prospect
for reuse promised to make a very large communications resource available.
Directivity, low power, limited transmission range, broad band, and reuse of
frequencies looked exactly like the combination for which the radio-relay people
had been searching.
Others too, of course, were conscious of these factors. The Radio Corporation
of America (RCA), whose primary interest was in broadcast television, also
understood the need to transmit expensive program material for simultaneous
broadcast in more than one dty. As part of their early television experiments
about 1934, they establishedl a relay link from New York to Philadelphia. 5
Signals broadcast at 44 MHi: from the Empire State Building in Manhattan
were received at Arney's Mount, a high point in southern New Jersey. From
there, they were transmitted at 79 MHz over a relatively short line-of-sight
path to a receiver in Camden, New Jersey for rebroadcast :in the Philadelphia area.
In addition to two-way tel•~phony,the Bell System wished to play the same
role in television-program m~tworking that it already occupied in the wellestablished service for audiobroadcast programs. The coaxial cable had been
designed with both objectives in mind; radio relay was expected to follow the
same path. That interest in Bell Laboratories was intense is indicated by the
files of that period. A casual survey of the system development files reveals
that, in the 1930s, more than 90 memos were addressed to one aspect or another
of radio relaying.
2.1 Vacuum Tubes
Some of the advantages for relaying, especially antenna directivity, increased
more or less proportionately with frequency. For this and other reasons, a
considerable number of work1!rsbegan to investigate the upper frequency limits
of vacuum tubes. The experiments typically explored the highest frequency at
which a tube would oscillate. This was closely related to the maximum frequency
at which amplification was possible, and oscillation was much easier to detect
and measure than amplification. Oscillating frequencies up to 100 MHz had
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been obtained with conventional negative-grid biasing before 1920. Using tubes
from which the bases had been removed and thus reducing a limiting capacitance, G. C. Southworth produced oscillations up to 300 MHz in 1920.
Throughout the 1920s, a number of experimenters achieved frequencies as
high as 300 to 600 MHz using, in some cases, the harmonics of a fundamental
frequency.
The work at Bell Laboratories consisted of analyzing and understanding the
mechanisms that established a limit, as well as working in the laboratory to
produce tubes that extended it. In 192 7, C. R. Englund analyzed the structure
of a number of readily available tubes and found the upper limit, due to lead
inductance and element capacitance, to be about 200 MHz. 6 W. E. Benham, in
England, noted the significance of the transit time of the electrons in their
passage from the cathode to the plate in 1928.7 In 1934 and 1935, F. B. Llewellyn
extended the analysis of oscillation limits to include the effect of the transit
time and dissipation in the leads, concluding that tubes of the then available construction would be limited to frequencies of several hundred
megahertz. 8•9
In the meantime, in a number of laboratories, efforts were under way to
reduce the limiting conditions as far as materials and methods would permit.
One approach was to abandon the concentric cylindrical cathode, grid, and
plate structure, commonly used at the time, in favor of a closely spaced parallelplane structure. At RCA, this approach was adopted; and, by shrinking the
dimensions as far as available tooling permitted, designers developed a series
of miniature low-power receiving-type acorn tubes, capable of oscillation up
to 1000 MHz [Fig. 7-2].10 In Bell Laboratories, effortwas directed more to higher-

Fig. 7-2. Receiving tubes of extremely small dimensions. Right,
a conventional receiving-type tube is shown for comparison
with, left, miniature acorn tubes.
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Fig. 7-3. High-power, high-efficiency UHF vacuum tubes developed at Bell Laboratories, 1935. Left, a tube that generated 10 w at 670 MHz with 20-percent efficiency.
Right, a tube that generated 1 w at 1200 MHz and 10-percent efficiency.

power transmitting-type tubes. By 1935, tubes were produced capable of delivering 10 w at 670 MHz with 20-percent efficiency as oscillators and others
capable of 1 w at 1200 MHz and 10-percent efficiency [Fig. 7-3].11 Later in the
decade and in the early 1940s, work at the General Electric Co. using very
close spacings and low-inductance disk seals to connect to the grid, produced
negative-grid triodes capable of working even further into the microwave range.
The availability of tubes of suitable capability was not, in general, a limitation
on the use of ultrahigh frequencies. The performance figures quoted, however,
were usually obtained undE·r carefully controlled laboratory conditions. Incorporating the tubes into effective working circuits and practical systems imposed
many additional limitatiom,, and system experiments were generally at much
lower frequencies than the oscillation limits.

2.2 Propagation
Along with the work on generating, amplifying, and detecting signals in the
new wavelength ranges, an extensive program was carried on by Bell Laboratories to determine the propagation properties of these waves through the
atmosphere. (See another volume in this series, Communications Sciences(19251980), Chapter 5, Section I.) The experience leading to the effective utilization
of the HF signals was still relatively fresh in people's minds. HF frequencies
that were not expected to propagate much beyond a line of sight were found
to be capable of transoceanic transmission, and, by the early 1930s, were providing the backbone of worldwide radio communications. It was believed that
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the limit to ionospheric reflection had been reached in the range from 30 to 40
MHz, but experimenters were leaving no possibility untested and were alert
for evidence of any new phenomenon.
In 1932, Bell Laboratories conducted propagation tests at frequencies of 17
and 80 MHz over a variety of paths in the vicinity of their New Jersey laboratories.12 The paths were chosen to be both at and well beyond line of sight
and over both land and water. In general, the method was to transmit from a
fixed location convenient to one of the laboratories and to receive with portable
equipment at various remote points over a period of time. The receivers were
calibrated by application of a known voltage to the receiving antenna terminals.
On occasion, traverses were made, measuring the received signal as a function
of distance from the transmitter [Fig. 7-4]. Some traverses were made
to a receiver in the Bell Laboratories airplane, a Ford Tri-motor Tin Goose
(Fig. 7-5]. The alternate reinforcement and cancellation between the direct path
and the wave reflected from the earth was clearly observed. In other tests, a
sharply defined interference pattern was observed due to reflection from an
isolated tree on flat ground [Fig. 7-6).
In most of these tests, quite good agreement was obtained with the theory

Fig. 7-4. Automobile-mounted receiving equipment
for measuring the strength of ultrashortwave fields
during overland traverses.
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Fig. 7-5.
1930.
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The Bell Laboratories Ford Tri-motor airplane with fixed V and strut antennas,

developed over several years, both in the United States and abroad. Results
were explainable in terms of inverse distance loss over the direct optical path
modified by reflection, refraction, and diffraction, the latter two being especially
important for paths below the horizon, beyond line of sight. Among the noteworthy results of this work was that reflection was not only quite regular over
water paths as expected, but was also surprisingly so over land of moderate
relief, where the irregularities were large compared with the wavelength. On
further consideration, it was realized that this was to be expected at neargrazing incidence. In later work, reflection coefficients as high as 0.8 or 0.9 for
grazing paths over ·wooded. terrain were found even at frequencies into the
microwave range, above 1000 MHz. For flat fields, deserts, or over-water paths,
strong reflections were found down to wavelengths of a few centimeters or
less. One result of this work was rapidly incorporated into radio lore worldwide.
It was found that the refraction of the waves due to the decreasing density of
the air with altitude could be accounted for by assigning a fictitious radius to
the earth equal to four-thirds its actual radius and then treating the paths as
if there were no atmospheric refraction. (Atmospheric refraction is well known
at optical frequencies. The setting or rising of a star occurs when it is about 35
minutes of arc below the geometric horizon.)
In late 1933, the propagation tests were extended with measurements at 65
and 190 MHz. 13 For long over-water traverses of 100 miles or more, tests were
again made using the airplane. Received-signal levels from a fixed transmitter
on the New Jersey shore were recorded while the airplane flew at various
altitudes away from and toward the transmitter, over the ocean along the south
shore of Long Island. Results were obtained at altitudes from 2500 to 8000 feet
and at ranges out to 120 miles [Fig. 7-7]. Again, fair agreement with theory
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was obtained, especially for flights at the highest altitude, which were entirely
in line of sight. Reception at lower altitudes also agreed reasonably well with
theory for line of sight; but, for paths beyond the horizon, even allowing for
diffraction around the bulge of the earth, unexpected large variations were
observed at different times under what appeared to be essentially the same
conditions. The experimenters were forced to conclude that other factors, such
as the varying moisture cont,ent of the atmosphere, entered in and propagation
beyond the horizon was not as predictable as they had hoped. The path loss
for the below-horizon paths was very high, and, at one point, the plane was
given a thorough going-over to tighten all bolts and reduce radio noise suspected
to be due to loose joints. Even with the bolts tightened, no measurements were
made at altitudes below 1000 feet. The Ford Tri-motor was a land plane and,
when it was over water, it was desired to keep within gliding distance of the
Long Island shore-the zeal for research did not exclude prudence.
About 1934, extensive measurements at 34 MHz were also taken in the
urban environment of Boston.14 Propagation was found to follow the inverse
distance relationship, with interference effects due to reflections from large
buildings about as expected. Considerable noise was observed from automobile
ignition, but none from electric streetcars. Overhead trolley wires, however,
reduced signal levels about 15 dB at intersecting lines. The motivation for this
work was the growing interest in UHF for two-way use by the police and in
the harbor.
2.3 Field Systems
In addition to the research on tubes and propagation, there was a considerable
urge to get in the field with a working system. This was partly to learn by
actual experience about some of the real-world engineering problems of telephone links in the UHF band and partly to "establish a presence." Others were
eager to enter the field. Th12rewas some uncertainty as to how the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) would regard the Bell System's reentry
into the domestic radio business, even if it were confined to two-way telephony
and television networking. It was felt that it would add to the persuasiveness
of the case for telephone company use of radio to have a system in operation.
In the early 1930s, Bell Laboratories set up a relatively short experimental link
for two-way telephony behveen the Holmdel and Deal laboratories in New
Jersey. Operation at first was at about 60 MHz and later at 150 MHz. In 1934,
using the techniques and types of equipment used in these laboratory installations, a radio link was established in Massachusetts across Cape Cod Bay
from Green Harbor on the mainland to Provincetown at the tip of Cape Cod
[Fig. 7-8].15
A single two-way telephone channel was provided with transmission at 65
MHz from Green Harbor and 63 MHz from Provincetown. The receivers were
powered continuously and the transmitters arranged for fast start-up (one second) when an operator connected to the circuit. For the convenience of test
personnel during the experimental stage, transmitters and receivers were housed
in a hut at the base of the antenna poles, but were designed into simple weatherproof cabinets intended for pole mounting outdoors in commercial service
[Fig. 7-9]. Identical antennas for transmitting and receiving were pole-mounted
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Fig. 7-8. The two-way radio link at 63 and 65 MHz between Green Harbor and
Provincetown, Massachusetts, 1934.

arrays of half-wave dipoles. Each antenna consisted of four levels of two dipoles
each with a similar reflector array a quarter wavelength behind the exciter
elements to make the array unidirectional [Fig. 7-10]. All the equipment was
designed to operate unattended and performed well in service. During a severe
hurricane in 1938, when the land links were knocked out, the radio link provided
the only telephone communication to Provincetown for several days.
As the virtues of UHF radio for point-to-point line-of-sight telephony became
known, there was considerable interest in similar links to isolated locations in
both the United States and Europe. The Bell System established radio connections to islands in the Chesapeake Bay, and RCA designed a UHF network for
Mutual Telephone of Hawaii linking several of the islands. The British established similar links to small offshore islands and even one across the Irish Sea
to Ireland.
These were essentially all one-hop links with a single voice circuit, but interest
in multichannel, multihop relaying remained high. In 1938, RCA established
a three-hop link from New York to Philadelphia using frequencies around 90
MHz capable of carrying two-way-telegraph, teletype-printer, and facsimile
signals. 16 This system used line-of-sight hops with dipole-antenna arrays. Four
antennas were needed at each repeater, as separate transmit and receive arrays
were used for each direction of transmission. In 1939, RCA also established
an experimental multihop, one-way relay system to transmit television from
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Fig. 7-9. The 65-MHz ultrashortwave transmitter for the Cape
Cod Bay link. The cabinet was designed for outdoor pole mounting with no additional protection from weather.

the Empire State Building transmitter to Riverhead, Long Island. 17 Transmission
from New York City was at the broadcast frequency (45 MHz) to a receiving
station at Hauppauge, Long Island, then at frequencies of 460 and 474 MHz
for two additional hops to Riverhead. The repeaters provided about 8 MHz of
flat band. The higher-frequency hops used FM, with a transmitted power of
0.7 w, and obtained 20 dB of gain from cylindrical parabolic reflectors. Satisfactory transmission of the then standard 441-line picture was demonstrated
over this link.
In Bell Laboratories, as elsewhere, the highest possible frequencies were
pursued to provide the maximum advantages of UHF transmission. Offsetting
this was the increasing intractability of the components as frequencies were
raised. In the mid-1930s, frequencies around 150 MHz became the favored
choice as a range in which most of the advantages of high frequency could be
obtained and for which the apparatus was essentially in hand. In 1935 and
1936, considerable research and development effort was directed toward a
repeater at 150 MHz with a bandwidth of 2 MHz and a power output of
2.5 w. 18 This was comparable to the band expected in the concurrent coaxial-
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cable development and was felt to be adequate, although minimally so, for the
television of that date. System concepts were developed, taking advantage of
the narrower beams and pattern nulls closer in angle to the main lobe to narrow
the angle of the zigzag route from the 90 degrees proposed in 1921 [Fig. 7-11 ].
Studies of a potential commercial 150-MHz relay system were made on routes
from New York to Boston and Philadelphia to Pittsburgh. Specific repeater
sites were chosen, at least as far as this could be done from detailed topographic
maps, and cost estimates made. The cost estimates were found to be favorable
(as such estimates for new systems are likely to be) compared to a coaxial
system. The coaxial cost target, however, would not stand still. The demonstrated telephone capacity of the cable was constantly increased, and, for telephony, it continued to challenge radio for many years. Bell System interests
in radio relaying were expressed in a letter to the FCC in February 1936, but
relaying at UHF never got off the ground. Radio relay continued to look attractive
for television, but not for multiplex telephony, where the linearity requirements
always appeared to put very restrictive limits on the number of channels that
could be transmitted.
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Fig. 7-11. (a) Concept for 150-MHz radio-relay station, 1935. (b) Proposed pattern
of angular offsets and frequency use in the 1935 150-MHz radio-relay system.
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One final UHF field installation in the years immediately preceding the war
was significant in demonstrating a start in multichannel operation. A radio link
was established across the 26-mile-wide mouth of the Chesapeake Bay from
Cape Charles, Maryland to Cape Henry, Virginia. Prior to the establishment
of this link, telephone communication between these points was available only
by wire lines over a 400-mile-long route via Baltimore and Washington. Radio
transmission was at frequencies of 156 and 161 MHz in the two directions.
The radio carriers were amplitude-modulated by the multiplexed voice signals
from a Type K carrier channel bank in the range of 12 to 60 kHz. This route
was opened for service with five circuits equipped in October 1941.19
III. MICROWAVES AND WAVEGUIDE

To telecommunications engineers trained in the middle decades of the 20th
century and conscious of the struggle over many years to utilize higher and
higher radio frequencies, it is surprising to learn how rapidly the early pioneers
explored the spectrum. 20 The surprise, no doubt, stems in part from how little
was done, until much later, to make effective use of large parts of the frequency
area explored. H. R. Hertz wished to confine hi~,demonstration of the existence
of the electromagnetic waves, postulated by J. C. Maxwell, to the inside of his
laboratory and chose the dimensions of his apparatus accordingly. His original
experiments using spark gaps and resonant loops were carried out in the range
from 6 m to 50 cm (50 to 600 MHz).* Before 1900, using basically the same
techniques, experimenters had generated frequencies above 15 GHz. By the
1920s, frequencies in excess of 3700 GHz (82 µmin wavelength) had been
generated and detected. 21 The gap from short radio waves through the infrared
to near-visible-light frequencies had been dosed. These experiments covered
the range of microwaves, generally taken to mean frequencies above 1 GHz,
with a good deal to spare; but to generate microwaves was one thing, to do so
at usable levels and control them for communications was quite another.
3.1 Electron Oscillators

By the late 1930s, conventional negative-grid vacuum tubes were producing
power at frequencies of 1000 MHz and higher. But a more rapid advance
toward usable amounts of microwave power lay with tubes operating on quite
• Physicists often prefer to use the term wavelength,as it lends itself to the experiments they
carry out. Communications engineers liked to think in terms of frequency,as their useful
signals required familiar frequency bands, e.g., 4 kHz for good-quality speech and 4 MHz for
television. This caused little difficulty as long as the main interest of the two disciplines lay
well separated in wavelength or frequency. In recent years, their range of interests has tended
to overlap, especially in such areas as optical communications. Since this is a history and
telecommunications developed from lower frequencies to higher, we will generally (but not
invariably) stick to frequency. The translation is simple. The velocity of light in space is
3 X 108 m per second; a 1-m wave is therefore 3 X 108 Hz, that is, 300 MHz. Prior to the
1960s, the unit hertz had not replaced cycles per second, and contemporary references are
usually in terms of cycles or megacycles per second.
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different principles. In 1919, H. Barkhausen and K. Kurz had observed oscillations at extraordinarily high frequencies in tubes with grids that were positive
with respect to the cathode and plates at zero or negative voltage. 22 These were
identified as electron oscillations, that is, oscillations not caused by the periodic
exchange of energy between lthe electric and magnetic fields of capacitors and
inductors, but due to lthe ballistics of electrons in the electric field of the tube.
Their frequency was shown to be entirely due to the fields and the tube
geometry, entirely independent of external elements. In the early 1920s,
E. W. B. Gill and J. H. Morren showed that such oscillations could, however,
be coupled to and controlled by external circuit elements as well. 23 Barkhausen's
experiments were conducted in the range from 300 to 600 MHz. In 1926,
coupling a number of oscillating tubes to a Lecher wire as the tuning element
generated frequencies up to 1.7 GHz.
In 1928, H. E. Hollman d,evised a means to modulate a Barkhausen-type
oscillator and succeedi~d in trainsmitting telephone speech over a range of "500
wavelengths," presumably a few hundred meters. 24 Also in 1928, S. Uda and
H. Yagi, working in Japan at frequencies from 150 to 660 MHz, modulated a
Barkhausen oscillator and transmitted telephone signals over 10 km, in experiments equally noteworthy for the invention of Yagi's" director array" antenna. 25
In France in 1930, G. Beauvais transmitted telephone signals at frequencies
close to 2 GHz from the Eiffel Tower to receivers up to 23 km distant, using
paraboloids as directive antennas. 26 Equipment similar to this was used the
following year in a link acros:s the Strait of Dover.
The microwave link across lthe Strait of Dover deserves special notice because
of its influence on the work of the 1930s. On March 31, 1931, two ITT affiliates,
Standard Telephones and Cables Ltd. in England and Les Laboratoires Le Materiel Telephonique in Paris, established a two-way "microray" telephone circuit
of about 21 miles between stations in the vicinity of Dover, England and Calais,
France. (The technical descriptions of this link are rather sketchy. A more complete description was published of the somewhat later, but apparently almost
identical, link between airfields close to the original route.) 27 Transmission was
at 17.4 cm (1720 MHz), produced by a Barkhausen-Kurz oscillator with a power
of 0.5 w. Transmitting and receiving antennas were paraboloids about 3 min
diameter, yielding a gain of 26 dB each. The large antenna gain made transmission possible at the low power used (Fig. 7-12). This was a noteworthy
accomplishment and was widely hailed at the time, but a stampede to microwaves did not occur. Although the link was announced as ready for commercial
service in 1931, it does not appear that much traffic was carried. A second link,
not far from the first and using somewhat improved equipment, was set up
between airfields on opposite sides of the Strait of Dover two years later. 28 Its
use appears to have been restricted to teleprinter messages to advise of airplane
flights across the channel. A few years later, Bell Laboratories established a
similar link between Bell System buildings in the New York area, using Barkhausen oscillators at 1000 MHz. 29 In at least one test, this was modulated by
a three-channel Type C carrier, but, in this case too, little follow-up occurred.
The problem impeding rapid development evidently was the very embryonic
stage of the technology. The new components were difficult to use effectively.
To be effective, the electron ,oscillators required the total emission from the
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Fig. 7-12. Front-fed parabolic antennas near Dover, England for 1720-MHz link across the
Strait of Dover, 1931. [PostOfficeElec. Eng. J.24 (1931): 153.]

cathode, unlike the negative-grid tubes, which generally operated under spacecharge-limited conditions. As a consequence, the heaters were pushed hard
and life tended to be short, even at rather feeble output. In addition, even short
transmission lines were lossy at 1700 MHz. In the initial Calais-Dover installation, the oscillator and a tiny radiating antenna were suspended at the focus
of the paraboloid, clearly not the handiest place for replacement and adjustment.
Later, the oscillator was mounted behind the dish and connected to a dipole
at the focus by a tapered coaxial line. This arrangement introduced some loss,
and the separation between the source and the feed antenna would make
tuning and matching touchy.
The Barkhausen and other electron oscillators were not easy to modulate in
a useful way. Changing the electrode voltages tended to change both the amplitude and frequency of the output. The early accounts of the Strait of Dover
link are silent on the method of modulation used. It was presumably some
form of FM or combination of FM and AM. In 1933, the ability to produce 40percent amplitude modulation at constant frequency by simultaneously driving
two electrodes in the proper ratio was described as an improvement. The difficulty of modulating microwave tubes was to plague experimenters for many
years. In 1934, experimenters at RCA avoided troublesome incidental FM by
passing the radiated output beam from a 9-cm (3300-MHz) magnetron through
a grid of gas-discharge tubes. The loss of the grid was varied by modulating
the gas-discharge current by the desired signal-a sort of microwave heliograph.
Such expedients would not have been used if any reasonable option had been
available.
All this was bad enough, but perhaps the most serious shortcoming of the
electron oscillators was that they were just that-oscillators. They did not have
the ability to amplify, in the sense of producing an output that was an enhanced
replica of an input at the same frequency. It was not until about 1935, when
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the brothers R.H. and S. F. Varian invented the klystron at Stanford University,
that a true microwave amplifier, based on the electron-velocity-variation principle, became available.30 The shortcomings of electron oscillators were summed
up by one research team, " ...all suffer from one or more serious faults when
considered from the standpoint of practical use. Nearly all of the methods are
wasteful of plate power. Many are insensitive in the extreme. The more sensitive
are unstable, in general. Tuning is broad. The most serious faults shared by all
are limitation of sensitivity, due to the fact that no amplification may be had ...." 31
For all these reasons, most researchers continued to concentrate on what
was felt to be the more tractable components and promising approach at UHF.
In one area of work, however, interest in microwaves remained high. There
was no practical way of working with waveguides except at frequencies over
1000 MHz.

3.2 Waveguides
As frequencies were pushed higher and higher, the conventional circuit
elements of lumped inductors and capacitors became smaller and smaller until
they had all but vanished. Transmission lines of conventional types became
very lossy, and even widely spaced, parallel, tubular, Lecher wires acted more
like antennas than waveguides confining the waves. If frequencies above 500
or 1000 MHz were to be used, an altogether different circuit technique was
needed. In 1897, Lord Rayleigh had shown that certain solutions of Maxwell's
equations indicated that the transmission of electromagnetic waves through
hollow conducting tubes was physically feasible. 32 Rayleigh had thus invented,
or at least shown the prospect for, what came to be known as waveguides. By
that time, however, the two-conductor concept of guiding waves was so firmly
embedded in practitioners' minds that an unusual combination of circumstances
was required for such waveguide transmission to be more generally recognized
and proven a reality. Indeed, with very few exceptions, the communications
engineers of the early 20th century did not think in terms of guided electromagnetic waves at all and tended to keep radio and wire transmission in completely separate compartments of their minds.
A waveguide is a hollow metal tube filled with a low-loss dielectric, usually
air.* The cross section of the tube may be any of a variety of shapes, although
rectangular tubes and circular cylinders are the most common and are of the
greatest interest. Such waveguides can propagate electromagnetic energy along
the axis of the tube, providing the frequency is high enough. The wavelength
must be comparable to or shorter than the cross-section dimensions of the tube.
Below a critical frequency, the waves are cut off and will not propagate. The
waves are confined entirely to the interior of the waveguide. At the frequencies
required for propagation, the waveguide is a perfect shield and there is no
external field.
* There are waveguides of many other types, as all transmission lines are waveguides of one
form or another. The term is used here and in what follows for the hollow conducting-tube
type, its generally-accepted meaning since the 1930s.
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Transmission occurs via configurations of the electric and magnetic fields,
which are called modes. Many modes are possible; there is essentially no upper
limit to the number that may exist, but only a few are of practical interest.
Each mode has a unique configuration by which the mode is identified and
which remains unchanged as the wave travels along the waveguide. In a given
waveguide, each mode also has its own cutoff frequency, below which it cannot
propagate. The cutoff is a function only of the waveguide dimensions and the
dielectric constant.
In a waveguide of circular cross section and for other simple geometries,
the electric and magnetic field lines of the modes can be described by precise
mathematical formulations [Fig. 7-13). For more complex (higher-order) modes,
the cutoff frequency is higher, because more half-wavelength variations in field
must occur across the waveguide cross section. The wavelength for a given
size waveguide must be smaller and the frequency higher. Similarly, since the
simplest mode must have at least one field variation across the waveguide to
avoid being short-circuited, at least one of the waveguide dimensions must be
greater than approximately a half wavelength for any mode to propagate.
Little interest was shown in Rayleigh's analysis, and nothing was done to
confirm the existence of electromagnetic modes in waveguide for many years.
In large part, this situation was due to the almost total lack of experimental
observations. Since an air-filled waveguide six inches in diameter has a cutoff
frequency of 1150 MHz for the first mode that will propagate, the lack is
understandable. The common research at high frequency, even as late as the
1920s, was at frequencies only about one-tenth of that required, so there was
little chance of an accidental observation that would stimulate further investigation.
The subject, however, was not entirely ignored; some theoretical work was
published in the early 1900s. In 1920, 0. Schriever at the University of Kiel
had analyzed the propagation of waves along dielectric lines; 33 and, in 1924,
J. R. Carson at AT&T rediscovered the cutoff characteristics of waveguides. In
an unpublished memorandum, Carson suggested that this characteristic might
be utilized to achieve a high-pass filter. The first experimental evidence came
from work by G. C. Southworth at Yale University in 1920. Southworth was
experimenting with high frequencies on a transmission line immersed in a
trough of water when he observed some anomalous behavior. The water, with
a dielectric constant of 80, reduced the electrical wavelength of his signals by
a factor of almost nine compared to the wavelength in the air, thus bringing
the cutoff frequency of the trough within his measuring range. Southworth
observed resonances, measured wavelengths, and recognized similarities to the
waves predicted by Schriever. In 1931, Southworth, then a research engineer
with AT&T, remembered his 1920 observations and returned to the subject.
He again began experiments with water-filled pipes; and, on November 10,
1931, made his first notebook entry proposing the use of dielectric-filled metal
pipe as a transmission medium. He recognized early in his work the importance
of verifying the existence of the electromagnetic modes and identifying their
propagation characteristics. In March 1932 at Netcong, New Jersey, Southworth
constructed water-filled waveguides six and ten inches in diameter and four
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feet long, an oscillator that would operate from 150 to 250 MHz, the means
for launching and receiving the modes, and various measuring apparatus. 34
The work was almost nipped in the bud when a memo by Southworth came
to Carson's attention and he concluded, based on his earlier analysis, that the
work was not practical and directed that it be terminated. However, after reviewing his own work and Southworth's early results, Carson reconsidered
and, with his assistant, S. P. Mead, began active work on analysis of the transmission characteristics.
By August 1932, Southworth had experimentally identified what came to
be designated the TE11 (transverse-electric) and TM01 (transverse-magnetic)
modes, both by field configuration and cutoffcharacteristic,and made numerous
measurements of waveguide phase constants and other quantities. During 1932,
several theoretical and experimental memoranda had been written, and the
physical reality of the guided waves was well established.
The 1932 memoranda brought the subject to the attention of S. A. Schelkunoff, who had just made important contributions to the understanding of
transmission on coaxial cable, and he also began working on the problem. By
the end of May 1933, both Mead at AT&Tand Schelkunoff at Bell Laboratories,
working independently, had issued memoranda giving theoretical propagation
characteristics, including attenuation, for certain types of modes. In June, they
apparently talked together for the first time, discussing certain differences in
their results, and in early July, within three days of each other, issued separate
memoranda, each of which included an astonishing result for the attenuation
of what are now designated circular-electricwaves. Schelkunoff'sabstract, dated
July 7, 1933, states it concisely, "Among several types of electromagnetic waves
that can be shot along a hollow cylindrical conductor exists a wave with a
circular line of electromotive intensity tangential to the conductor. For sufficiently high frequencies, its attenuation is inversely proportional to the 3/2's
power of the frequency." (Although the credit for this discovery was disputed
at the time, a compromise was reached that resulted in the first publication of
the theory of waveguide transmission, including the attenuation formulae, in
a joint paper by Carson, Mead, and Schelkunoff.35 It appears that Mead,
working with Carson, was probably the first to write the correct formulation
and Schelkunoff the first to realize the significance of the asymptotic behavior
with frequency; the compromise was a fair one.) To put this discovery in perspective, the waveguide tests and analyses came at the same time that other
Bell Laboratories groups were struggling to transmit a dozen voice channels
on cable pairs or to transmit a few hundred channels or a skimpy television
signal over the embryonic coaxial cable. Both groups were constrained by the
limited band available, by the high loss, and the fact that the loss increased
with frequency. The latter phenomenon had come to be regarded as essentially
a basic law of nature. Now it appeared that a transmission line of arbitrarily
low loss could be achieved merely by going to a sufficiently high frequency
with the equally great attraction of a correspondingly enormous exploitable band.
In the meantime, Southworth was able to demonstrate with higher-frequency
oscillators the existence of some of the waveguide modes in sections of air-
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Fig. 7-14. G. C. Southworth in front of the circular-electric-mode waveguide
transmission line built at Holmdel, New Jersey in 1935. Southworth is holding one
of the resonant chambers used for tests of waveguide transmission.

filled copper pipe four and five inches in diameter. In May 1933, he transmitted
a first message, in telegraph code, over a section 20 feet long, reading, "Send
Money." 36
In the summer of 1933, Southworth demonstrated experimentally the existence of the circular-electric wave. There was great skepticism at the time as
to whether the predicted low attenuation could actually be realized in practice.
In fact, many questioned whether any of the waveguide modes would maintain
their identity or their usefulness in traveling over long distances. Consequently,
in July and August, an air-filled guide five inches in diameter and 875 feet long
was built at Netcong, New Jersey, and many tests were run. The results were
quantitatively inconclusive, because both the methods of waveguide fabrication
and the measuring techniques were still crude. Southworth demonstrated,
however, that energy could indeed be transmitted through a long waveguide,
and the attenuation was not severe.
Up until this point, Southworth had been carrying out his experiments alone.
In 1934, as part of the final consolidation of all Bell System research and development work in Bell Laboratories, his work was transferred to the Bell Lab-
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oratories Radio Research Department at Holmdel, New Jersey, and he was
assigned the help of two engineers and an assistant. By 1936, when Southworth
first published his results as a companion paper to that of Carson, Mead, and
Schelkunoff, the techniques were evolving rapidly. 37 In that paper, Southworth
described his experiments on the characteristics of the modes in circular waveguides and compared them with theory.
A six-inch copper pipe 1250 feet long and more carefully constructed than
the earlier waveguides was built at Holmdel in 1935 [Fig. 7-14]. Using it, Southworth was able to show good agreement between measurement and theory
for the attenuation of the mode with the lowest cutoff frequency (later designated
the TE11 dominant mode). He was still unable to verify the low-loss characteristic
of the mode identified by Mead and Schelkunoff (transverse-electric-zero-one,
TE01 mode), however, because its cutoff frequency is over twice that of the TE11
mode and, for the six-inch waveguide, was too close to the frequency limit of
his measuring equipment. As higher-frequency signal sources became available
in the late 1930s, measurements of the TE01 mode attenuation in the 1250-foot
test line indicated that, although low, it was considerably more than that calculated. The difference was thought to be caused by a longitudinal seam in the
waveguide that transferred power to other lossier modes. The recognition was
dawning that, for good TE01 transmission, a high degree of perfection in the
geometry of the circular cylindrical waveguide was necessary. The theoretical
and physical existence of the low-loss mode had been revealed, but many years
of research and development were to be invested before the components of a

Fig. 7-15. First demonstration of waveguides before the Institute of Radio Engineers, February
2, 1938. This emphasized different modes of transmission and their respective cutoff frequencies.
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practical millimeter-wave, circular-electric-mode waveguide system were in
hand. Southworth and his associates gave many lectures and demonstrations
to publicize the concept of waveguide transmission, but the more immediate
impact of the waveguide work of the 1930s lay in its critical importance to
microwave radio relay and to the wartime radar developments [Fig. 7-15].
3.3 Microwave Components

The usual circuit elements, such as capacitors and inductors, can be considered as "lumped" only as long as they are very small compared to the wavelength of the signals used. At microwave frequencies, they would have to be
vanishingly small and extremely difficult or impossible to design and control.
In his early work, difficulties caused by discontinuities in the waveguides had
led Southworth to study their effects and to realize that they might be useful
in the realization of microwave circuit elements. From his own observations
and following an idea of Schelkunoff, he realized that short sections of waveguide and plates in the waveguide with small openings, termed irises, could
be made to behave in waveguide circuits like capacitive or inductive reactances.
Starting from this point in the mid- and late 1930s, he and his group developed
techniques and an array of components that were to prove basic to the development of microwave radio, radar, and the low-loss-mode (millimeter) waveguide. These included tuned terminations, resonant cavities, the use of waveguides as radiating horns, tuned generators and receivers, wave meters, standing-wave indicators, and crystal detectors, all of which became common in the
microwave art (Fig. 7-16]. At about this same time, W. L. Barrow at the Mas-
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Fig. 7-16. (a through c) Adjustable microwave source of 1936.
(a) Schematic. (b) Cutaway view. (c) Complete assembly including
adjustable piston and iris.
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Fig. 7-16. (d through f) Early microwave components of 1936. (d) Tuned receiver based
on the resonant-cavity principle. (e) Coaxial-conductor wave meter mounted on waveguide.
(£) Bench mountings with typical apparatus at the receiving and transmitting ends of an
experimental waveguide.

sachusetts Institute of Technology was also conducting a program of analysis
and experimental work with waveguides. 38 He, too, recognized the possibility
of realizing filters and other circuit components by using resonant cavities and
discontinuities in the waveguides.
As early as 1936, Southworth realized that the inductance and capacitance
of even short leads precluded the use of vacuum tubes with waveguides if any
sort of external connection was required. If gain from a tube were to be achieved
in a waveguide line, the interelectrode spaces would have to be made an integral
part of the waveguide component. He obtained a patent on several ideas for
accomplishing this 39 and carried out some experiments, but with only limited
success. The concept was sound, however, and was successfully applied but
only at a much later date.
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Fig. 7-16.

(g) Testing microwave horn radiator at Holmdel, 1940.

Research interest in low-loss waveguides for long-distance transmission lines
remained high, but there was also a growing awareness that essentially all the
components needed for a microwave radio-relay system had been realized.
The invention of the klystron in 1935 provided the crucially-needed amplifier
at microwave frequencies. 40 A "microwave party" emerged, with Southworth
as its spokesperson, urging the Bell Laboratories management to redirect its
radio-relay effort to the higher band. In addition to the klystron amplifier, they
were able to point to an impressive array of components: (1) receiving and
transmitting antennas in the form of waveguide horns of moderate size with
30-dB gain, (2) low-loss waveguide transmission lines, (3) waveguide filters to
subdivide a broad microwave radio-frequency (RF) band into subbands of
manageable size, (4) silicon-crystal detectors and frequency converters, (5) intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifiers with bands of 10 to 20 MHz to provide
most of the gain required, (6) silicon-crystal up-converters to shift the amplified
signal to a new microwave frequency, and (7) klystron velocity-variation microwave amplifiers to raise the RF signal to a suitable level for transmission.
In addition, a considerable array of measuring and monitoring equipment was
available to assure that the equipment met the objectives of its designers and
was performing as intended. Over 100 patents had been issued, with most of
the ideas reduced to practice. In response to this and to the rapidly changing
technology in other areas, a committee consisting of A. L. Durkee, W. M. Good-
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all, and A. A. Roetken, with J.C. Schelleng serving as advisor, was formed in
mid-1940 to study the options and recommend the most promising approach
to a broadband relay system.
3.4 The First System Proposal
The result of the study was by no means a foregone conclusion and the
committee gathered data, deliberated, and analyzed costs for several months.
A great deal of effort had been invested in the UHF work and most of the
components were in an advanced stage of development. By contrast, the microwave components were still somewhat embryonic. The feelings of many
people were expressed by one anonymous observer: "It has frequently been
remarked that the radio-relay system is a will-o-the-wisp which always recedes
to a higher and higher frequency range just as we expect it to materialize."
Nevertheless, by January 1941, the committee came out in favor of the microwave option. Two factors were decisive. First, there appeared to be severe
ultimate limitations on any UHF system. Television relaying was certainly possible, but the linearity of available repeaters limited the capability for multiplexed
telephony to only 50 channels for 300 miles. The long-term prospect appeared
to be for no better than 50 to 100 channels for much longer routes. Because of
the relatively low frequencies, towers would be very high and correspondingly
expensive. UHF radio simply did not look competitive to the rapidly evolving
coaxial cable technology. Second, by contrast, the highly directive, high-gain
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microwave antennas permitted much lower towers and low transmitter power.
The enormous band held the promise (but only the promise) of being able to
transmit several hundred telephone channels.
Like most retrospective examinations of such issues, it all seems clear and
obvious now, but it did not appear so at the time. The committee was most
uncomfortable with the problems of multiplexed telephony, since they were
well aware of the very demanding linearity requirements it imposed on any
repeater, and they were by no means certain about what could be accomplished
in this respect with a complex microwave repeater. Various forms of RF modulation were examined with this problem in mind. The committee leaned to
FM, but did not exclude single-sideband AM. Basically, they opted for a more
open-ended, albeit a much less explored, technology over the much betterknown but more narrowly limited field at UHF. R. Bown, the director of research, summed it up in a simple chart [Fig. 7-17].
An agreement was reached to direct work toward a two-link experimental
system at 3000 MHz, between the Deal and Holmdel laboratories in New
Jersey, to be completed by the summer of 1942. The unhurried schedule was
undoubtedly established to permit further study and research and design work
on the more difficult components. Some conceptual station and system layouts

Fig. 7- 18.

A conception of microwave-radio repeater station, 1941.
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were developed early in 1941 that still look surprisingly like a modem radiorelay station [Fig. 7-18). By the end of 1941, most of the equipment had been
built and partially assembled as planned. The war interrupted work, and effort
was redirected to more urgent wartime projects. The microwave work was to
prove of tremendous importance during the war, especially in its application
to radar, but it was to be late in the war before any effort was again directed
toward civil communications work. (See another volume in this series, National
Servicein War and Peace(1925-1975),Chapter 5, Section VI.)
IV. RESEARCH TO DEVELOPMENT-THE TDX SYSTEM

While war work pushed almost all other considerations aside, the problems
and prospects of the postwar world were not totally ignored. In mid-1943,
some thought was given to how the radio-relay work might be resumed when
the war situation permitted. Early that summer, Bell Laboratories proposed to
AT&Tan initial route from New York to Boston. In conjunction with the existing
New York-Philadelphia coaxial line and its extension, the route would extend
television transmission from Washington to Boston and permit a comparison
of the radio and coaxial systems. The anticipated substantial growth in telephone
traffic might also be served. In July 1943, a high-level committee, including
technical executives of AT&T and the Long Lines Department, as well as Bell
Laboratories, was established to consider the postwar prospect for systems to
transmit television and multichannel telephony. It appears from the charter
that wire lines and coaxial development were the main concern, but one of
eight major subjects to be addressed was repeatered radio. The initiative on
this item was assigned to M. J. Kelly, then research vice president of Bell Laboratories. It was clear that radio relay was to be a high-priority postwar research
and development project.
Events then began to occur rapidly. Planning meetings, specifically on the
radio project, were held before the end of July. By late October, the parent
committee had received a tentative plan for a postwar radio-repeatered project
from Bell Laboratories and agreed unanimously in favor of authorization to
proceed as early as circumstances permitted.
More concrete plans were formulated by the end of 1943. All types of signals
were to be transmitted. Multichannel telephony received more attention than
in earlier studies. The success of the military AN /TRC-6 radio system in transmitting eight channels by pulse-position modulation was noted, but hopes
were held for as many as 500 channels in a commercial microwave system. As
noted in a conference report, television quality "equivalent to that of the coaxial
used for the 1940 convention" was established as an objective. A repeater
station with parabolic-dish antennas and a repeater with most of the gain at
an IF of 60 MHz were proposed. Through use of the same local oscillator for
the frequency conversion down to IF and back up to RF, a shift of 120 MHz
was to be realized between the received and transmitted RF signals [Fig. 7-19].
Little specific laboratory work was possible in 1943, but, in December, a
Long Lines Department engineer was brought in to the group to start site
surveys on the New York-Boston route. Application for construction was made
to the FCC, and a permit for the first station issued on March 16, 1944. The
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Fig. 7-19. Schematic concept for an IF-type microwave radio-relay repeater,
1943. A common local oscillator 60 MHz above the received signal for both
up- and down-frequency conversions realized a shift of 120 MHz between
the received and transmitted RF signals.

next day, AT&T publicly announced its plan for the New York-Boston radiorelay route to furnish postwar t,elevisionnetworking as well as telephone service.
Internally, AT&T pressed hard for a completion date before the end of 1946.
They wanted a specific capability and date in connection with the talks on
television networking, then under way with the National Broadcasting Company. AT&T was also well aware that several others were gaining microwave
background as a result of the wartime radar work and were eager to enter the
field. The Bell System management did not want to be anticipated in, and
perhaps even excluded from, what looked to be one of the most promising
lines of communications development. That their concern about rivals was well
founded is evidenced by the fact that RCA, the Philco Corp., and others did
indeed establish microwave links as soon as, and in some cases, even before,
the war was over.41 Bell Laboratories was understandably diffident about any
hard commitments while wartime work was still the most urgent priority but
agreed to do the best it could.
Until this time, the work had been carried on under general research funding.
In late-1944, as a group dedicated to the project was formed, formal project
funding was approved for two million dollars to be about equally divided
between research and development expense and the construction of the eighthop route. G. N. Thayer of Bell Laboratories, whose entire background had
been in development, was transferred to research to head the project, and the
initial staffing was made up of people from both research and engineering
development. The firsltroute was to be experimental, but was to serve as a
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prototype for a completely commercial system expected to follow immediately
afterward.

4.1 Research
Much good work on the essential components had been accomplished in
the late prewar years, but much remained to be done. By making the first route
a prototype for commercial systems, something beyond the pure pursuit of
understanding was introduced. At the same time, the task was anything but a
straightforward development project. The research and development team had
to expand the base of essential knowledge and apply it very rapidly in the
realization of equipment suitable for the large-scale trial. The crucial appliedresearch effort was under the direction of H. T. Friis. (Friis, an outstanding
researcher and radio engineer, in addition to innumerable personal contributions, served as a mentor to a generation of Bell Laboratories radio scientists
and engineers. He was as much loved and respected for his human qualities
as for his technical acumen. To those who knew him, the enormous microwaveradio network is a fitting monument to his memory. This section is based almost
entirely on his report of the work.) 42
4.1.1 Propagation

As always, good understanding of propagation was essential. Several test
paths, some of which had been used during the war to study microwave propagation for radar projects, were equipped and statistical data gathered to be
used as the basis for engineering the links of the trial route [Fig. 7-20]. Past
experience had shown that, for frequencies below 1000 MHz, it was necessary
to account for ground reflections. It was quickly established that, for microwave
line-of-sight paths with adequate clearance, scattering and absorption by typical
terrain results in substantially free space propagation. But all antennas, even
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highly directive microwave antennas, radiate energy to some extent in all directions; what _constih1tedadequate clearance? It was proposed that sufficient
path clearance was prnvided if the first Fresnel region was free of obstacles.
("The first Fresnel region for a given transmitter and receiver is bounded by
points for which the length of the path, transmitter to point to receiver, is
greater by one-half wavelength than the direct path from transmitter to receiver:
its cross section by any plane perpendicular to the direct path is the first Fresnel
zone in the sense used in optics.") 43 This useful rule of thumb was adopted
and widely used as the basis for laying out microwave-radio paths in the years
that followed. The application of this rule to a path between two Bell Laboratories locations in New Jersey for 100 MHz (3 m) and 10 GHz (3 cm) vividly
illustrates the optical line-of-sight nature of microwave radio [Fig. 7-21]. The
report of the work noted, however, that conditions such as flat desert terrain
or over-water paths might prove to be troublesome as a result of reflections
even at microwave frequencies.
The work shed much light on atmospheric refraction effects,including fading.
This phenomenon, which continues to plague microwave radio, is altogether
different from the fading due to ionospheric changes over long distances at
lower frequencies. It was shown conclusively to be due to inhomogeneities in
the atmosphere, especially pr,evalent during clear, calm summer nights when
temperature-inversion layers .are apt to form. It was observed to be worse for
higher frequencies than for lower and, on the 40-mile New York-Neshanic,
New Jersey path, to be twice as great in dB for the entire path as on either half
section.
It was observed that deep fades usually did not occur simultaneously at
widely separated frequencies, a fact made use of later in frequency-diversity
switching to maintain continuity of transmission during fading. The phenomenon of "earth-bulge" fading was also observed, in which the normal curving
of the path by refraction is reversed, and waves that would normally clear the
terrain are bent into the ground. Up-fades, that is, increases in signal strength
above free space levels, due to trapping or ducting in a layered atmosphere
were also observed. Fading was found to be the same on vertical and horizontal
polarization. Measured rain attenuation showed that little difficulty was to be
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7-22. Antenna with high resolution in the vertical plane used to measure
the angle of arrival of microwaves. (a) General view. (b) Antenna face showing
element array.
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anticipated at 4000 MHz, but that it could be a serious problem for frequencies
of 10,000 MHz or more.
Many measurements were made with high-resolution antennas to determine
the angle of arrival of wave fronts and did much to explain the multipath
nature of fading [Fig. 7-22). This work also provided the data establishing the
maximum useful gain and directivity that could be achieved before the changing
angles of arrival reduced the advantage of highly directive antennas.
The researchers were led to conclude that "the mechanism of microwave
propagation is certainly a complicated one, and a considerable amount of experimental work in the fields of radio and meteorology will be required to
unravel it." 44
Despite the complexity, the essential data were obtained, at least in statistical
form. It was concluded that clear line-of-sight paths of 25 to 30 miles, with
allowance for fading from +10 dB to -20 dB, would provide reasonably high
continuity of transmission, and this range was made the basis for the repeater
for the experimental route. With the spacing, fading range, maximum practical
antenna size and gain, and transmitter power (about 1 w) established, the total
repeater gain required between antennas was about 75 dB. With the resulting
power levels and noise at the receiver input about 14 dB above thermal noise
(about that being realized in radar receivers), the signal-to-noise ratio appeared
adequate for systems at least several hundred miles long.

4.1.2 Antennas
The front-fed parabolic-dish reflector was a common antenna, widely-used
for wartime radar, and consideration was given to its use for the experimental
system. It had, however, a number of serious shortcomings. With a typical
front feed, a portion of the transmitted signal was reflected back into the feed
line, causing a poor impedance match. Electrical isolation between paraboloids
in close physical proximity was poor, and they were difficult to protect from
the effects of ice and weather [Fig. 7-23). A different type of antenna that
overcame all these disadvantages, the horn-reflector antenna, had been invented
by Friis and A. C. Beck at Holmdel, 45 but a shielded horn-lens design was
chosen instead for the early installations [Fig. 7-24).
As Southworth had demonstrated, a horn with a large aperture matches
free space quite well, and the slight mismatch at the throat can be tuned out
over wide frequencies. The emerging wave can be focused to the plane-wave
front, needed for high directivity and gain, by either a parabolic reflector or
by a microwave lens [Fig. 7-25]. Both the horn-lens and horn-reflector antennas
provided good impedance, high gain, and high isolation. The principal argument
in favor of the horn-lens antenna was its relative tolerance to warp or twist.
Within reasonable limits, these would not significantly impair its beam-forming
properties, whereas in any reflector antenna, a departure of the reflecting surface
from a true paraboloid by as much as ±1/8 inch would be damaging.
In view of the fact that the horn-reflector antenna was likely to be a quite
rigid structure and the extensive wartime experience fabricating microwave
reflectors, many for use at higher frequencies than 4 GHz, it is a little difficult
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Fig. 7-23. Measuring the back-to-back coupling of two 10-foot parabolic-dish antennas.

to understand the basis for the decision in favor of the horn-lens antenna. It
was perhaps of greater significance that the horn-lens antenna could be more
or less hand-assembled, while the horn-reflector antenna would require considerable and time-consuming factory tooling. Whatever the basis for the decision, the horn-lens antenna was chosen and used successfully in many of
the early installations, but the superb properties of the horn-reflector antenna
eventually won out. Its offset feed receives little reflected energy, providing an
almost perfect match; it is extremely broadband; single antennas have been
used for simultaneous transmission at 4, 6, and 11 GHz; it can be highly isolated
from nearly antennas; and it can support orthogonally polarized waves without
interaction. The horn-reflector antenna was adopted in almost all high-grade
radio-relay systems in later years.
4.1.3 Filters

A recurring dream of the early radio-relay researchers was to discover or
devise a truly broadband RF through-repeater, one that would accept the entire
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Fig. 7-24. Principle of horn-reflector antenna. (a) Threedimensional view. (b) Cross section. (c) Shielded metallic hornlens antenna.

available band, amplify it, and send it on its way. What was sought was a
"radio line" analogous in operation to a medium such as repeatered coaxial
cable. There was little difficulty in handling a ten-percent band (400 MHz at
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Fig. 7-25. Internal views of a microwave lens for the shielded metallic
horn-lens antenna.

4000 MHz) in a single antenna, but the necessary broadband RF amplifier
stubbornly refused to appear. In retrospect, it was just as well. Even the earliest
workers recognized that a frequency shift was essential to prevent excessive
coupling between a transmitter and a sensitive receiver on precisely the same
frequency in close physical proximity. Radio, being an open medium, does not
provide the means for the high degree of shielding possible between the input
and output of a cable repeater. But there were, in addition, other good reasons
for dividing a broad band into segments and making the portions individually
accessible.
From the outset of the microwave system work, effort was focused on an
IF-type repeater. In this repeater, a microwave signal, occupying only a portion
of the total band, was separated from other signals in the same band and
translated to an IF frequency around 60 MHz, where most of the required gain
was realized. After amplification, the signal was translated back to a different
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microwave frequency, amplified, combined with other microwave signals in
the same band, and transmitted through the antenna. The microwave route
consists of completely separate sets of equipment, including separate antennas,
for the opposite directions of transmission.
The microwave band for the experimental system was subdivided by filters
that grew out of the prewar waveguide work. Such filters could, in principle,
be paralleled, just as the filters to stack up and divide the 12 voice channels of
the basic 48-kHz group band were paralleled in the channel bank. Since only
two radio channels were to be used in each direction for the planned system,
a simple "Y" based on this principle was adequate for the experimental system
[Fig. 7-26]. However, it was of the highest importance to make the maximum
use of the band available, and multiple radio channels on a single route were
anticipated in later systems. For several channels, paralleling filters would have
become extremely cumbersome; instead, an ingenious constant-resistance, microwave-channel dropping and combining array was invented [Fig. 7-27].
The key element was a waveguide equivalent of the hybrid coil, which was
so useful at lower frequencies. This structure [Fig. 7-27(a)], dubbed a "Magic
T" from one of its forms used in radar, was invented at Bell Laboratories by
W. Tyrrell. This useful device found a host of applications, notably in balanced
detectors and frequency converters, as well as in the channel filters. In the
constant-resistance filter, it was used in the form as shown in Fig. 7-27 (b) and
schematically in (c) and (d). An array for dividing a 400-MHz band into five
channels is shown in Fig. 7-27 (e). An identical type of structure could be used
to combine channels after passage through the separate repeater-amplifiers.
Channel-separating filters provided adequate, but only moderate, discrimination against channels at the adjacent microwave frequencies. Additional
waveguide filters were used in the dropped arm to improve selectivity, and
much more discrimination was provided in the IF amplifier. In addition, alternate
frequency slots for transmitting and receiving and generous guard bands
were proposed (and later used in practice) to ease the filter-design problem
[Fig. 7-28].
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120° E-PLANE
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CHANNEL PASSING FILTERS

Fig. 7-26.

A branching filter for the 1947 experimental radio-relay system.
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Fig. 7-27. Constant-resistance microwave branching network. (a) Diagrammatic representation of the waveguide hybrid, right, with the equivalent wire circuit, left. Energy into port
(arm) C was equally divided between ports A and B. If all ports were properly terminated,
no signal propagated through D. (b) The waveguide hybrid as developed for the constantresistance branching network. (c) Each section of the network consisted of two hybrids and
two band-reflection filters with one-quarter-wavelength difference in spacing. The reflected
signals re-entered ports A and B, but with opposite phase. The reflected waves were canceled
in port C and summed in port D, the dropped channel port. All other frequencies not reflected
passed to the output hybrid, combined in phase, and passed on to filters for other channels.
Any slight signal due to unbalance appeared in port D of the output hybrid and was absorbed
in the resistive load. (d) Schematic of the branching network consisting of one or more sections
connected in series. (e) Photograph of a five-section branching network.
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Fig. 7-28. Schematic diagram of a five-channel radio-repeater station proposed in 1948.

4.1.4 ReceivingConvertersand IF Amplifiers
Unlike earlier carrier systems, there was no low-noise line-frequency (that
is, microwave) amplifier available for radio relay. The receiving frequency converter and input to the IF amplifier, therefore, occupied an especially important
position in a microwave system, as it was at this point that the signal was at
its lowest level, and the system signal-to-noise performance was determined.
Considerable experience had been gained from similar converters developed
for radar during the war, and with much additional intensive work, they were
adapted to the radio-relay application. The converter developed was of the
balanced type, using a waveguide hybrid and low-noise silicon point-contact
rectifiers [Fig. 7-29]. By mixing the incoming signal and a tone from a local
microwave-beat-oscillator offset from the received signal by the intermediate
frequency (65 MHz in the experimental system), a difference frequency in the
IF range having all the message signal components, was generated. This signal
was then amplified in a multistage IF amplifier that provided the main block
of gain required, as well as automatic gain control to offsetthe fading variations
in the input signal and maintain a constant output. 46•47•48
The balanced structure greatly reduced the beat-oscillator signal in the conjugate waveguide arm; but, as in any nonlinear converter, the harmonics and
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Fig. 7-29. Receiving converter for translating 4-GHz microwave signal to 65 MHz IF
in experimental radio-relay system, 1947.

sums of the applied frequencies were generated, in addition to the desired
difference product. The impedance presented to these frequencies affected the
converter performance, as well as the impedance encountered by the desired
frequency. The so-called image signal, a microwave frequency at the difference
between the beat oscillator second harmonic and the received signal, in particular, had to be carefully handled for good performance. The last stage of
microwave channel filtering was closely associated with the converter to reflect
the image signal back into the converter in proper phase for optimum results.
The welter of frequencies and the wide range to be considered, from 65 MHz
to microwave, made the converter a decidedly intricate device.
4.1.5 MicrowaveAmplifier
An up-converter, following the IF amplifier, shifted the .amplified signal to
the assigned microwave transmitted frequency. This was similar in principle
to the down-converter, but the object at this point was to get maximum power
out, rather than the lowest noise increment. This, too, used rectifying crystals
in a balanced waveguide hybrid and, like the down-converter, unfortunately
contributed about 10 dB of loss to the signal path. This loss did not impair the
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Fig. 7-30. Experimental velocity-modulation microwave amplifier. (a) Disk-sealed
tube. (b) Tube mounted in its focusing magnet. (c) External adjustable tuning cavity
that clamped to the magnet assembly.
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signal-to-noise ratio, since the signal was at a high level relative to the converter
noise at this point, but it did add to the gain requirement for the following
microwave amplifier. The maximum output obtainable from the up-converter
was only a few milliwatts. An RF amplifier with a gain of more than 20 dB
was therefore necessary.
Although much progress had been made in extending triode performance
into the microwave range, laboratory tests showed that available triodes still
fell considerably short of the required performance. An improved version of a
klystron-type velocity-modulation amplifier remained the only realistic prospect
for an RF amplifier within the time limits available. Numerous forms of disksealed tubes with adjustable resonant cavities outside the evacuated envelope
and with magnetically focused beams were built and tested [Fig. 7-30]. Adjustable coupling loops picked up the energy within the cavities, and short
coaxial links between stages were used to construct a four-stage amplifier with
0.5 to 1.0 w output to the antenna.
As the date for construction of the trial route neared, both new types of
triodes and traveling-wave tubes were showing promise of becoming better
broadband amplifiers than the velocity-variation amplifier. The velocity-variation amplifier, however, was the bird in hand and was not overtaken by the
competitors in time to be displaced in the trial route. Considering the difficulties,
the designers of the tube did remarkably well to produce a device that did the
job at all. From the standpoint of the repeater designers, however, it must have
been regarded with something less than affection.
Each tuned stage had an inherent bandwidth of only 5 MHz, so that it was
necessary to stagger tune the stages to achieve the overall 10-MHz band needed.
Broader tuning of the tubes within the microwave band was by means of screw
studs into the cavity, but only a 250-MHz range was achievable in a singlecavity design. Two basic designs were therefore necessary to cover the entire
band. A bulky external magnet was required for beam focusing and a 1500-v
power supply was required for the collector, where 45 w was dissipated in
each tube. The cavities were temperature sensitive. They required about 20
minutes to stabilize after being turned on and had to be enclosed in temperature-controlled chambers to maintain the tuning. This was accomplished on
one side of a partition, while forced-air cooling was required by the 180 w
dissipated in the collectors of four stages projecting through the other side. All
in all, considerable hardware was required and heat generated for the 0.5 w
or so of useful power realized.
4.1.6 Testingand the CompleteRepeater
A variety of testing techniques were developed, both point by point and by
oscilloscope displays of swept frequency response. By such means, for example,
the difficult RF amplifier could be adjusted to flat gain, with less than 0.1-dB
deviation over a 10-MHz band. Methods were developed to measure delay
distortion over a wider (20-MHz) band to an accuracy of about ±1 ns, corresponding to a relative phase shift of ±0.35 degree, and equalizers were built
at both RF and IF to equalize the delay of each component to about the limits
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Fig. 7-31. Results of cii:culated pulse tests on IF amplifier. (a) Amplifier alone. (b) Amplifier
with delay equalizer.

of the measuring abiliity.This.was vital to broadband transmission of television
by FM and to the as yet unknown capacity for multichannel telephony.
A particularly interesting tE!chniquewas devised for testing the entire repeater
with circulating pulseis. A 2000-foot waveguide, with appropriate attenuation,
was connected as a loop between the output and input. (For this test, the
repeater was tuned to the same input and output frequency, permissible since
the signal was not radiated.) It was thus possible to observe pulsed signals
while they passed through the repeater many times, simulating what would
happen in a multihop system [Fig. 7-31].
Some thought was also given in the research stage to fitting a repeater into
an overall station. The nature of the terrain was such that the repeater stations
on the first route had hilltop locations and the radio equipment could be located
immediately below the antennas. For comparable hop lengths in flat country,
it was recognized that towers of considerable height would be needed. The
large amount of equipment i:n the repeater made it desirable for maintenance
reasons to keep it on or near the ground. Long waveguide runs would then be
required to the antennas at the top. There was grave concern that small imperfections in the waveguid1~or antennas could cause reflections that might
prove to be the most serious source of distortion in the system.
4.1.7 System Planning

Finally, a great deal of thought was given to the total system layout and the
frequency plans for fultureevolution. It was observed that as each new frequency
range was opened, it was first used for services able to operate with relatively
crude apparatus and methods (e.g., spark-gap transmitters). Later, as technology
advanced and more intensive and efficient exploitation of the spectrum resource
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became possible, it could be impossible to bring any order out of the chaos
because of established positions. Much thought was given to frequency bandwidths and assignments within the total band that were practicable within the
limits of the technology in hand, but that would still permit a fuller exploitation
and higher efficiency as the technology advanced. To quote the conclusion of
an unpublished memo on the subject, written in early 1946:
The possibilities of handicap to efficient development of radio relaying as an economical
public utility are obvious. What should be done about it? The writers can at present
suggest only some initial steps:
1. The Bell System should make up its mind how much risk it will take in the way of
forward commitments in order to avoid the probability of later finding the situation
compromised in the way outlined above.
2. In order to make up its mind it needs a comprehensive plan for Bell System use of
radio relays, and the frequencies therefor, based upon reasonably optimistic assumptions as to prospective operating results.
3. The plan should contemplate an orderly evolution into which the necessarily sporadic
initial experimental trials fit but which assumes rapid enough expansion to be impressive.
4. Means must then be sought to obtain some form of commitment or franchise to hold
open the way for this evolution and growth. To date no way to do this has been
available but to apply for construction permits and proceed actively with establishment
of stations-in other words, to actually occupy and use.
5. After studying and understanding the matter as completely as we are able we will
want to inform the FCC and its staff as soon as possible on the subject and lay a basis
for their dealing with it in a sympathetic and enlightened manner.

It should be emphasized that the study leading to this conclusion by no
means contemplated an exclusive franchise in these bands by the Bell System.
It laid out an approach that all potential users could follow to their collective
advantage. The intensive and highly efficient use that has been made of the
common-carrier radio bands testifies to the wisdom of the approach advocated.
At the conclusion of their account of the development of each component
and of the complete repeater and as they contemplated the antennas, filters,
converters, oscillators, and amplifiers, the researchers were impelled to make
the somewhat rueful comment: "Nevertheless, the equipment is very complicated. A straight-through radio frequency amplifier repeater is still to be desired
and, no doubt, further research will eventually produce such an amplifier." 49
It was not to be. They had established a pattern that was admirable and adaptable to enormous improvement and extension and became successful beyond
their most optimistic dreams.

4.2 The Experimental Line (1945-1947)
4.2.1 The ExperimentalSystemPlan

While the research was establishing the understanding and basic methods
to be used, development was under way at the same time to firm up a specific
plan and to build the equipment for the trial system, designated TDX. For the
New York-Boston route, 2 two-way microwave channels were to be realized.
This required the assignment of four radio-frequency bands, each about 10
MHz wide. After some vicissitudes, the assignments settled at 3930, 3970,
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4130, and 4170 MHz. The bands were used in pairs, with one pair required
for each two-way channel. In passing through a repeater, the frequency was
always shifted by 40 MHz, so that transmitters and receivers at the same repeater
station were never on the sam«~frequency. At the next station, the inverse shift
was made and the frequencies reused, so that the two RF assignments were
sufficient for each two-way channel. The frequency plan was originally chosen
to allow for later expansion to as many as 5 two-way radio channels in what
was then expected to be a 400-MHz band, but there were to be some shifts
and changes before the 4-GHz band and the channel assignments finally settled
down. A repeater amplifier, with the intermediate frequency centered at 65
MHz, was designed with local oscillators for up- and down-converters at frequencies appropriate to the RF microwave assignments [Fig. 7--32).
Emphasis was on high-quality television transmission. In the transmitting
terminal, a baseband, amplitude-modulated video signal in thEirange from 30
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Hz to 4.5 MHz was used to frequency-modulate a tone in the 65-MHz IF band.
At the receiving terminal, the 65-MHz FM signal was passed through a discriminator, and the AM baseband video signal was recovered. The remainder
of the terminal equipment, that is, from the FM signal at IF to microwave
output in the transmitter and from microwave input to amplified IF in the
receiver, was identical to the corresponding repeater circuits. Tests of FM television transmission by these methods were under way at the Deal laboratory
shortly after the project was started in 1945.
Only a limited capability for multiplexed telephony was expected. No target
was set for telephone capacity at first, but it was proposed that eight or possibly
a few more channels might be transmitted by the pulse-position multiplex
terminals used in the military AN /TRC-6 system. (For additional information,
see NationalServicein WarandPeace(1925-1975),
Chapter 5, Section VI.) Singlesideband AM transmission of multiplex voice was seen as very difficult because
of transmitter linearity problems. Even before the war, FM for telephony as
well as television was proposed and even strongly advocated, but this was
viewed as exchanging the known difficulties of amplitude nonlinearity for the
unknown problems of phase or delay nonlinearity. In 1945, pulse-code modulation (PCM) was regarded as probably the brightest prospect for multichannel
telephony, and plans were made to transmit up to 48 calls by PCM. By mid1945, however, FM was gaining in favor as understanding of multichannel
intermodulation improved. Effort on PCM continued for a year or more, but
the work was increasingly concentrated on FM. The hope was to transmit up
to several hundred channels by frequency modulating the microwave carrier
with the multichannel AM signal from a frequency-division multiplex terminal
similar to that used for coaxial cable.
4.2.2 Buildingthe Trial Route

An eight-hop route was selected with seven repeaters in addition to the two
terminal stations [Fig. 7-33]. The overall route length was 220 miles, with hops
averaging 27.5 miles and a longest hop of 35 miles. Repeaters were on hilltops
to permit low towers or no tower at all, with the repeater equipment close to
the antennas. The terminals were in tall downtown buildings with the antennas
on the roof and the radio gear on the floor immediately below. Waveguide
runs on the experimental route were not expected to exceed 30 feet. A plan
was also formulated for a 21-mile link between the Bell Laboratories location
at West Street on the Hudson River in New York and a tower at the suburban
Murray Hill, New Jersey location. This link was to serve as a test bed for all
system components and transmission methods. Path-propagation tests along
proposed routes were planned using a portable, easily erected, 80-foot tower.
A tower kit of this type was assembled, and the New York-Murray Hill path
measured in August 1945. Later the same month, tests on the New YorkBoston hops were started. The first leg, from the Long Lines building in lower
Manhattan over the long 35-mile hop to Jackie Jones Mountain in New York
State, was found to be within 0.5 dB of the calculated free-space loss. By
November 1945, all links of the trial route had been path tested with satisfactory
results [Fig. 7-34].
In the meantime, plans had been made for another early system installation
from Chicago to Milwaukee, which was to be completed on essentially the
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Route of the experimental microwave relay system between New York and Boston.

same schedule as the New York-Boston route. On completion of path-loss tests
on the first route, the path-tEist tower and equipment were sent to the Long
Lines Department for tests on the second route.
There had been minor adjustments in the original frequency plan to conform
to changed government allocations, but, in December 1945, the FCC dropped
a bombshell. They announced. that for nongovernment use, the 4-GHz band
was to be split; frequencies from 3700 to 4000 MHz and from 4200 to 4400
MHz were to be available for commercial use; the band from 4000 to 4200
MHz was to be assigned to air navigation aids. AT&T took a calculated risk
and continued work at the planned frequencies, which would have been ruled
out under the new allocation, but petitioned immediately to restore a continuous
band of at least 400 MHz for public communications. AT&T sought bands
of either 3900 to 4400 MHz or, if only 400 MHz could be assigned, 4000 to
4400 MHz.
By February 1946, the FCC seemed disposed to assign 3700 to 4200 MHz
for common-carrier use, with air navigation aids in the range 4200 to 4400
MHz. This wide and continuous band was eventually established. It was a
generous assignment, and AT,~Twas presumably well satisfied, but all specific
waveguide component-design work above 4200 MHz had been wasted, and
the developers had a new problem. The waveguide components developed so
far were all in one- by two-inch waveguide, which cut off below 3900 MHz.
The Boston-New York system would have been confined to frequencies between 3900 and 4200 MHz or would have to shift to a larger waveguide. There
was some hesitation, but since the first route was supposed to serve as a prototype for subsequent comm,~rcialdesigns, the decision was finally made to
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Fig. 7-34. Path propagation tests with a portable tower and antenna. (a) An antenna starts
its ascent with cables connected. (b) The parabolic-dish antenna could be oriented in azimuth
and elevation. Transmission was measured at various heights to determine a clear path.

convert to 1-1/4 by 2-1/2 inch waveguide, and the design conversions were
made by late 1946.
Interest in microwaves by other companies and agencies continued to be
intense. By 1946, requests for assignment in the microwave bands already
indicated that this portion of the radio spectrum would be crowded. Requests
from broadcasters, common carriers, private users, and government agencies,
both military and nonmilitary, presented the FCC with an extremely difficult
allocation problem. At an AT&T conference in May, a decision was made to
follow the first systems, with whatever improvements could be made, as quickly
as possible with a link from New York to Chicago. This would serve to test
the system on a longer route as a prelude to nationwide use and demonstrate
to the FCC a serious intent to utilize the spectrum in an efficient and effective
way. In October 1946, a Bell Laboratories committee proposed two options for
the follow-up system: a system with minimal changes from TDX, to be available
in June 1949, or one incorporating a larger number of improvements by June
1950. As might have been expected, the management opted for the improvements, but pressed for the earlier date. (In the event, service to Chicago was
not established until 1950, but with far more extensive changes than had been
considered in 1946. A transcontinental line to San Francisco was completed
only a month or so later. 50 [See Chapter 11, Section I.])
The decision to build a fairly long commercial system at an early date placed
an additional burden on the development team, so considerable redesign was
necessary, and effort had to be diverted from the work on the trial route. There
were already problems to spare on that project. The early postwar years were
difficult times in the construction industry, and buildings were repeatedly delayed by strikes and shortages. Experience at the Murray Hill site showed that
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water and ice accumulated in the waveguide antenna feeds. The decision was
made that the waveguides would have to be airtight and filled with dry gas.
The velocity-modulation microwave amplifier was an especially troublesome
item. Not only was the tuning complex and the temperature sensitivity a problem, but the life was short as well. The objective of a 1000-hour life (only six
weeks) proved extremely difficult to realize. Replacing the amplifier tubes with
a more suitable component (an improved microwave triode) was one of the
major objectives for the commercial design. Despite all difficulties, by early fall
1947, the installation was essentially complete [Fig. 7-35]. Three links were
lined up, and the line was approaching the overall test stage. On November
13, 1947, a public demonstration was held of transmission over the line of
both television and multiplexed telephony.st The radio-relay line was linked
to the existing coaxial line to Philadelphia and Washington. Television cameras
were on site at Washington, \iew York, and Boston, and the program was
broadcast in the three cities. A5,part of the television tests, the 2 two-way radio
channels were looped in tandem, and a test pattern transmitted over the 880mile, double round-trip from New York to Boston. It was reported to be difficult
to detect any impairment (presumably the observation was by a fresh observer-

Fig. 7-35. An early r,?peater station of the TDX system. Hilltop
locations permitted rE-latively low buildings, with short waveguide runs from the electronic equipment in the lower structure
to the antennas.
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some of the regulars must have been a little bleary-eyed at this stage). For the
telephone demonstration, a standard Type K carrier group was transmitted on
the FM carrier, permitting 12 test conversations. Somewhat later, noise and
intermodulation measurements indicated that at least 240 single-sideband
channels, multiplexed as in the L1 coaxial terminal, could be transmitted over
the FM radio line without serious degradation.
The Long Lines Department took over the line in January 1948 and assumed
all maintenance in April; Bell Laboratories was completely off the job by July.
Starting on May 1, 1948, the New York-Boston line was kept in continuous
operation, even though the microwave amplifier tubes were in short supply.
The line was converted to the standard commercial design within a few years.
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Chapter 8
Supporting Technology
(1925-1950)
I. COMPONENTS
1.1 Vacuum Tubes

Early vacuum-tube repeaters all used triodes with emission from a directly
heated filament. These were tubes of moderate gain, well suited to voice-frequency application and the fairly low frequencies of the early open-wire carrier
systems. DC filament current and electrode voltages were obtained from office
battery power. Tube development was directed toward the improvement of
reliability, stability of characteristics, and long life. In the late 1920s and early
1930s, development was extended in two major new directions: the achievement
of higher-frequency operation, especially for radio applications, and the realization of properties especially valuable in the emerging new carrier systems.
Good linearity and low interelectrode capacitance were the qualities needed
for higher-frequency systems on coaxial and paired cable.
A big advance for carrier applications came in the early 1930s with the
development of tetrodes and pentodes with indirectly-heated equipotential
cathodes. In the tetrode, the tube designers addressed the problem presented
by the relatively large capacitance between the triode grid and plate by inserting
a screen grid between them. This grid, at fixed potential equal to the DC plate
voltage, provided the accelerating potential for the emitted electrons, but intercepted only a small fraction of the total current, the remainder passing to
the plate. By this means, the grid-plate capacitance could be reduced by a factor
of ten or more. Pentodes were a further elaboration in which another opengrid electrode, the suppressor, was placed between the screen and the plate.
With the suppressor kept at cathode potential, close to ground voltage, secondary electrons emitted from the plate because of the electron bombardment
were returned to the plate instead of reaching the screen. Without the suppression of the secondary electron current, the effectiveness of the screen grid as a
grid-plate shield would have been reduced. These new multielement tubes had
many other advantages. The indirectly-heated cathode could be better controlled in dimensions than the earlier incandescent filaments. This permitted
more uniform and closer grid-cathode spacings with resulting higher performance. The uniform cathode potential also contributed to improved perfor-
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mance and could be made different from the battery ground, a property especially useful in many feedback circuits. Although these tubes had been developed in part because of the need for AC-operated heaters in home radio
receivers, they were almost always operated from DC batteries in telephone
applications.
Pentode characteristics were especially valuable to the circuit designer. Not
only was the troublesome grid-plate capacitance greatly reduced, but the fact
that the plate current was virtually independent of the plate voltage made the
tube a nearly constant-current source. In vacuum-tube terminology, it had a
large plate resistance. The gain of each stage, therefore, depended almost entirely
on the passive elements of the interstage and output networks. It was no longer
necessary in design to allow for the limiting and variable elements of the triodetube characteristics [Fig. 8-1].
By 1937, a new family of pentodes had been developed for the 12-channel
cable and open-wire carrier systems. 1 These tubes provided a transconductance
of up to 2800 micromhos and a gain of as much as 40 dB per stage, compared
to a maximum of only 20 to 25 dB available with triodes. (Transconductance,
or mutual conductance, in micromhos [designated Gm],was the change of plate
current in microamperes per volt change in grid voltage. It was a common
measure of tube performance. A more elaborate figure of merit was the Gm
divided by the sum of the plate and grid capacitance to ground. This determined
the gain-band product available, the limiting factor in feedback-amplifier design.) Grid-plate capacitance was reduced by a factor of 14 and the power
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Fig. 8-1. The 310A pentode amplifier tube. (a) Left, the complete tube and, right, the tube
dissected by folding back the plate and outer screen to expose the inner elements. (b) Static
characteristics of the 310A. The plate current is a function of grid voltage but is almost entirely
independent of the plate voltage.
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output of about 2 w was almost 10 times that of the earlier triodes. It was these
tubes, used in amplifiers highly stabilized and linearized with feedback, that
made possible the cable-carrier system that so far exceeded in performance the
first tentative designs.
Because of the closer repeater spacing and relatively low loss of the cable,
coaxial repeaters did not require as much gain or power output as the pairedcable and open-wire systems. However, the extremely wide band, compared
to the paired conductor systems, made other requirements on the vacuum tubes
even more demanding for coaxial cable than for the wire systems. It was especially important to minimize capacitance and shorten the leads to make the
tubes suitable for the coaxial-repeater feedback design, which extended to ten
or more times the transmitted band. The result was a tube structure more
radically redesigned than was necessary for the 12-channel systems. Capacitance and lead length were reduced by omitting the base and bringing the
plate lead out the top of the envelope. In the original L1 coaxial repeaters,
these tubes were soldered in place. With a grid-cathode spacing of only 0.0035
inch, these tubes had a transconductance of 5000 micromhos and represented
a major advance in performance over anything else available. In a commercial
version, designated the 6AK5 tube, the advanced tubes were made in large
numbers by Western Electric and a number of other manufacturers for use in
World War II radars and other military systems [Fig. 8-2].2 In all the high-

Fig. 8-2. Miniature pentode tubes designed between 1940 and 1944. Right, the
386A, was furnished in two commercial versions: left, with a base, as the 717 A,
and, center, as the unbased 6AKS. The 6AKS was used in large numbers in military
systems during World War II.
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performance tubes, reliability, stability, linearity, and long life were no less
important than formerly. In fact, these qualities became even more important
as the tubes were used in larger numbers at the close repeater spacings of the
new carrier systems and were usually located in unattended huts or manholes. (See another volume in this series, Electronics Technology (1925-1975),
Chapter 3.)

1.2 Passive Components
Besides vacuum tubes, a number of devices resulting from the pre-World
War II research in semiconductors proved extremely useful in the carrier systems.
Copper oxide rectifiers in bridge-type modems were a big improvement over
balanced vacuum-tube modems because, unlike tubes, they required no
maintenance adjustments after manufacture and installation. The thermistor
was another device that found long and useful application. 3 A thermistor is a
thermally sensitive resistor made up of any of a variety of solid semiconductor
materials [Fig. 8-3). At any given temperature, it behaves as a simple ohmic
resistance for small signals, but its value can be changed over a wide range by
changing its temperature. Thermistor elements were designed into the regulating
networks of the L1 coaxial-cable system and of the later Type K2 cable carrier
to compensate for the change in line loss with temperature. In these systems,
a pilot tone was transmitted between the signal bands. At the output of regulating repeaters, the pilot was picked off via narrow band-pass filters and
amplified and rectified to generate a current to control the thermistor temperature. Departures from the correct pilot level would bring about an increase or
decrease in the heating current, and a corresponding change in thermistor
resistance and amplifier gain, until the pilot was restored to the reference level.
The pilot-controlled heating current was usually applied via a separate indirect
heater, isolating the resistance-controlling currents from the network transmission path controlled by the thermistor resistance. The thermistor provided
a sensitive, wide-range, electronically-controlled variable element and, with a
few exceptions, made obsolete the cumbersome and high-maintenance electromechanical regulators.

(a)
Fig. 8-3.
flake.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Thermistors made in the form of a (a) bead, (b) rod, (c) disk, (d) washer, and (e)
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In addition to the active and variable components, the new high-frequency
circuits called for improvements in purely passive components as well. Resistors,
capacitors, and inductors all became smaller, with much attention paid to unwanted stray capacitance and inductance. In critical circuits, the orderly
mounting in arrays on equipment panels gave way to components mounted
by their leads and arranged in ways to reduce unwanted capacitance and circuit
lengths. Transmission transformers were especially critical items. They were
needed since the line impedances were low, on the order of 75 to 135 0, while
amplifiers were effective only at much higher impedance levels. At the input,
the attenuated signal could be stepped up by a transformer to help override
the vacuum-tube noise. At the output, the pentode tubes provided high gain
only into a high impedance. The resulting relatively high-voltage signal had
to be stepped down by an output transformer to a lower voltage and high
current at the low line impedance. As these transformers were also in the
feedback loop, they had to perform the in-band impedance-transformation
function while presenting manageable circuit properties for the designer at
frequencies many times the transmitted band.
II. MEASUREMENTS

In 1883, Lord Kelvin wrote: "When you can measure what you are speaking
about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you
cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is
of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of knowledge,
but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science."'
The need for effective measurement dates back to the earliest days of telegraphy.
Telegraph frequencies, however, were so low that practitioners thought of their
circuits primarily in terms of the steady state and measurements were at DC,
based on one form or another of the Wheatstone bridge. Telephony introduced
voice frequencies, and telephone engineers were well aware that the higher
frequencies placed new requirements on the circuits; but, for many years, measuring equipment remained crude and of limited accuracy. Around 1900, when
the first long telephone cable circuits were established between Boston and
West Newton, Massachusetts, the need for improved measurements of cable
characteristics became evident. For this purpose, the first shielded AC bridges
were developed by G. A. Campbell, then a research engineer at AT&T.5 According to Campbell, one of these bridges was used for over five million measurements of capacitance and conductance between 1903 and 1922.
In 1921, a department was formed in Western Electric with the responsibility
for furnishing measurement apparatus needed by those developing telephone
circuits and for the control of production testing. In 1924, all work on measurement technology was consolidated and made the responsibility of Bell Laboratories at its founding in 1925. The measurements department continued as
a distinct organization in Bell Laboratories over the entire period of this history
from 1925 to 1975.
The measurements development group was concerned with two types of
measurement: the impedance of individual components and transmission measurements-the gain or loss and phase shift experienced by a signal as it passed
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through a network, amplifier, or system. (In network terminology, the first type
are two-terminal or driving--point impedance measurements, the second are
four-terminal or two-port transfer measurements.) Impedance measurements
were accomplished by various bridges, the AC equivalent of the DC Wheatstone
bridge [Fig.8-4], while transmission measurements were made with transmission
measuring sets (TMSs). Impedance bridges were used to measure individual
circuit components where a,:curacies in the range of 0.1 to 1.0 percent were
usually adequate. Requiremimts for transmission measurements, typically on
assembled networks and complete repeaters, also tended to be in the same
accuracy range, but with increasing need to extend the accuracy available. The
accuracy limits of bridges wi~reusually expressed as percentages. Since TMSs
measured ratios, their accuracy was usually given in decibels.
Measurements have always been used to provide a basis for system design
and a means to confirm completed designs. The need for higher-quality circuits
with more closely-controlled transmission and the greater frequency bands
involved in the higher-capacity systems drove measurement needs to both
higher accuracy and higher frequencies. The development of measuring techniques to meet the new needs was often regarded as an integral part of the
system development. It was not unusual, especially in a new field, such as
microwave radio, for the researchers or system developers to develop the required measuring capability as the system work evolved. Such techniques then
often found wide application, and were standardized and further advanced
for general use in the measurements group.
In a typical development sequence, concepts were first tested in a benchtop circuit (breadboard) and often on a metal chassis approximating the expected
final form (brassboard). At Eiachstage, measurements were made to confirm
the performance. Obviously, it was always desirable to simulate and check out
ideas on a laboratory basis as far as possible. If early results were promising,
more complete equipment was built and measured, still on a laboratory basis.
It is, however, the nature olf transmission systems that they consist of long
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Fig. 8-4. Basic form of impedance bridge.
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lines of equipment strung out over hundreds or thousands of miles. Only limited
quantities could be assembled and tested in a laboratory. At some point, laboratory simulation was no longer adequate, and it became necessary to move
the work to the real world of the field environment for a field trial. The purpose
was to expose a larger array of the experimental equipment to what was hoped
were representative field conditions. From the standpoint of measurements,
this stage was an extension of laboratory measuring capabilities to the often
difficult conditions of the field. From the measured results on the field-trial
system, it was then necessary to extrapolate to the expected performance of
systems up to 4000 miles in length.
The extrapolation placed extraordinary demands on measurement capability.
The natural, measurable unit of a system was the repeater section. The repeater
section was the basic building block from which long systems were constructed.
In factory production, the single repeater was the unit manufactured and tested.
Field trials usually involved multirepeater sections and were occasionally of
considerable length to provide early information on how transmission variations
accumulated, but the basic unit to be measured was the individual repeater.
End-to-end circuit requirements were on the order of ±1 dB of the desired
transmission loss for a 4000-mile system. On voice-frequency cable, repeaters
were at about 50-mile intervals, but the extrapolation to long systems was
hardly necessary since the line carried only a single voice circuit and the gain
or loss was readily adjusted at repeaters and terminals to a reference level. In
broadband systems, individual channels were not readily available at repeaters;
and, as the number of channels expanded enormously, individual channel
adjustment, even at terminals, became burdensome. Furthermore, appreciable
departures from the intended levels along the way incurred a penalty in the
signal-to-noise ratio. As repeater spacing dropped to 16 miles and, on coaxial
cable, to 8 miles and ultimately to 1 mile, the extrapolation became awesome.
In the years after World War II, it was barely possible under laboratory conditions to measure to ±0.001 dB reliably (with corresponding accuracy in phase),
but the pressure to do so was intense.
2.1 Transmission Measurements

In the most elementary type of transmission measurement, a source of known
frequency and power was connected to the input of the device or circuit under
test. At the output, a calibrated indicator, usually a DC meter or galvanometer,
to read the rectified current from the signal gave an indication of the received
power. This arrangement provided no information on phase shift, which was
hardly a consideration for purely voice transmission.
The first step to increasing accuracy was to measure by substituting an adjustable attenuator standard of known accuracy for the device under test, such
that the detector had the same reading for each connection [Fig. 8-5]. This
technique, which came to be called radio-frequency substitution, removed linearity and calibration requirements on the detector. The main remaining requirements were stability of the oscillator and detector and accurate calibration
of the adjustable attenuator over the operating-frequency range. Measuring
systems of this type were available with an upper frequency limit of 10 kHz
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Fig. 8-5. Measurement by the radio-frequency substitution method, 1924. Accuracy
of about :±1 percent was achieved at frequencies up to 10 kHz.

in 1925.6 By 1927, to meet the needs of three-channel Type C carrier on open
wire, the capability was extended to 50 kHz. 7 Specified accuracies were in the
range of 0.10 to 0.25 dB.
In 1931, measurement capability was carefully reviewed because of its impact
on the approach used to equalize the first cable-carrier system. Depending on
the measurement accuracy obtainable, the system would use either extremely
precise equalizers in each repeater or would use less precise repeater equalizers
together with mop-up adjustable equalizers, inserted less frequently, to correct
for the accumulated signal-level misalignment. Requirements for needed accuracy in the frequency rang,e from 8 to 100 kHz were determined to be about
±0.001 dB for the more precise equalizer. Although careful procedures in the
laboratory did achieve meast.:lrementaccuracies of a few thousandths of a decibel, such accuracy was possible only on certain ideal networks and painstaking
effort was required. The highly precise equalization approach was abandoned.
Even if the precise equalizers could be designed, there was no really practical
way to verify that they had been realized in production.
The coaxial-cable system under development in 1934 required precise measurements of loss and phase at frequencies up to about 5 MHz, more than a
factor of ten higher !than earlier systems. Phase measurements were of new
importance because of the anticipated transmission of television signals over
the line. In addition, measurement of phase shift, as well as of loss and gain,
was required for the feedback-loop design for much higher frequencies, although at reduced accuracy requirements. Attenuation and phase standards of
sufficient accuracy over a range of frequencies could not be made to frequencies
much above 100 kHz, so a technique called intermediate-frequency (IF) substitution was employed [Fig. 8-6]. In IF substitution, the device under test was
measured at the test frequency, and the output was applied to a frequency
converter that converted the test frequency to an IF frequency under 100 kHz.
There the loss and phase of the unknown was compared to that of loss- and
phase-standards operating at the fixed IF frequency. As with other substitution
methods, the final detector had only to be stable. The frequency converter was,
however, required to be both stable and linear over the range of signal levels
at the output of the circuit under test. Since the loss and phase standards had
to be calibrated only at the IF frequency, potential errors could be compensated
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Fig. 8-6. Measurement by the intermediate-frequency substitution
method, 1937. Loss and phase measurements to an accuracy of about
±1 percent were possible at frequencies up to 4.5 MHz.

for and minimized. Another benefit of IF substitution was that the detection
bandwidth at IF could be very narrow relative to the top measurement frequency, with the resulting low noise and improvement in accuracy and loss

Fig. 8-7. Direct-reading phase and transmission measuring
system, 1949.
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range. With this type of circuit, accuracies in the range of ±0.1 dB and ±0.3
degree were achieved at frequencies up to 4.5 MHz by 1937. Measurements
at this stage still required painstaking effort and measurement times were long.
Loss and phase data at a single frequency required from 6 to 12 minutes,
depending on operator skill. Measurements adequate to characterize a device
over the complete frequency range would take several hours.
Near the end of World War II, as plans for expanded broadband carrier
facilities were made and the increasing emphasis on the transmission of television required precise phase as well as loss measurements on larger numbers
of transmission networks, the need for improved transmission measurements
became urgent. By 1949, TMSs with improved accuracy and convenience were
developed. 8 Accuracies of ±0.05 dB and 0.25 degree were achieved up to 3.6
MHz, and the speed of measurements was increased by at least a factor of ten.
Some of the sets were used for production testing as well as laboratory evaluation [Fig. 8-7]. The sets used IF substitution and included such convenience
features as detector self-tuning and direct reading of loss or gain and phase.
The sets were stable enough so that the small deviations from linearity in
calibration could be compensated by a movable zero index on the scales (Fig.
8-8]. This eliminated the tedious and time-consuming subtractions otherwise
necessary.

Fig. 8-8. Optical cam of phase shifter for zero index correction in direct-reading
loss and phase measuring set, 1.949.
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2.2 Bridges
The development of impedance measurements at Bell Laboratories proceeded
along lines parallel to, but separate from, the development of transmission
measurements. Requirements for measurements associated with a new system
development often resulted in a joint request for a new TMS and one or more
new impedance-measuring sets, i.e., bridges. Early improvements in impedance
measurement were in the areas of calibration methods and in bridge analysis
and design. By 1928, a technique had been developed for standardizing capacitance to an accuracy of 0.003 percent in terms of the more exactly measured
quantities of resistance and frequency. 9 This was an improvement by a factor
of 30 over the best certified accuracies available from the National Bureau of
Standards at that time. Bridge shielding was developed to a high degree of
perfection to reduce the deleterious effect of parasitic capacitances and thus to
obtain bridges that operated closer to the ideal. 10
Unlike TMSs, bridges were often highly specialized. The impedances of the
components to be measured ranged over many orders of magnitude, and their
characteristics might be needed at any part of the frequency spectrum. The
standard for measurement had to be calibrated at the same frequencies at which
the component was measured and, for accuracy, had to be in the same general
range of impedance. As a consequence, bridges generally operated only over
a restricted frequency and impedance range, and the number of types proliferated. Over the period of this history, over 200 varieties of bridges were developed; and, even by the early 1930s, the number was so large that a paper
was written classifying them into eight basic types, pointing out the advantages
and trade-offs of each. 11 A big step in the convenience and accuracy of bridge
measurements up to 150 kHz occurred with the development of the Type 12
admittance bridge in 1940. 12 This bridge used, for the first time, a true admittance
standard (parallel capacitance and conductance standard). Bridge balances were
easier to achieve, and the amount of computation required was reduced considerably, particularly in those cases where achieving the desired accuracy meant
taking into account the conductance standard. Twenty-seven of these bridges
were built, and most were still in operation in 1975 for standardization work.
The basic accuracy of the earlier bridges was ±0.03 percent, improved in
later ones to ±0.01 percent. Some of these bridges were highly specialized to
meet specific needs. For example, one bridge used a complex double-Y network
of unusual form and was capable of measuring direct interelectrode capacitance
smaller than 0.00001 pf at 465 kHz.13 Another bridge, developed much later,
operated at up to 10 MHz and used novel conductance standards and a phasesensitive detector to achieve improved conductance resolution. It was capable
of measuring the dissipation factor of polyethylene to an accuracy of one part
in 106.14
With the large variety and large number of bridges used by Bell Laboratories
and Western Electric, it was desirable to have capacitance and inductance standards to check the accuracy of individual bridges. The work of calibrating
standards was done at Bell Laboratories because the National Bureau of Standards did not provide calibrations with sufficient accuracy over most of the
range of impedance and frequency.
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In time, the accumulation of bridges presented the local management with
a housekeeping dilemma. They were kept in a large room; the space was needed
for other purposes, and the instruments grew more archaic looking with each
passing year. But they served a large clientele from all parts of Bell Laboratories
and Western Electric; and, at unpredictable intervals, someone would show up
who badly needed a measur,ement or calibration available in no other way.
Eventually the technofogy changed, computer-operated transmission sets were
adapted to make impedance measurements, the visits became less frequent,
and the last defenders retired. It is hoped that the more magnificent specimens,
with their highly finished hardwood cases and huge brass contacts, have found
suitable last resting places in appropriate museums.
III. NETWORK DESIGN

By the early 1900s, the use of an inductor and capacitor to separate widely
different frequencies and the resonant properties of such a pair were well known
in telephony. The first vacuum-tube repeaters in the 1915 transcontinental line
required the first electric networks designed for a more complex frequency
characteristic. The successful operation of amplifiers in both directions over the
single open-wire pair depended on the use of hybrid coils with networks to
simulate the line impedance. In addition, filters were required to avoid instability
in the circuits because of line-impedance variations outside of the voice-frequency range. In 1918,,the first carrier system using four channels was installed.
This required band-pass filters to separate the carrier band from the voice
frequencies and the four channels from each other. It was the first use of
channel filters. At about the same time, the first attenuation equalizer consisting
of a resistance and reactance network across the line was used.
3.1 Filters

3.1.1 Campbell'sInvention
About the turn of the century, G. A. Campbell was experimenting with
loading coils on both actual cables and laboratory simulations (artificial lines).
In his 1903 paper on loading he says, "I have made use of these results by
employing artificial loaded linE!S for cutting out harmonics in generator currents.
The harmonics may all be cut down as far as desired by the use of a sufficient
number of sections, while the attenuation of the fundamental can be reduced
at pleasure by decreasing the resistances .... Combining condensers and inductances, we may make a system which will not only cut out higher frequencies
but also all frequencies below a certain limit." 15 Campbell's patent on filters,
which was issued in 1917, covered low-pass, high-pass, and band-pass filters.16
(At about the same time as Campbell's patent, K. W. Wagner in Germany was
also contributing to the invention of the electric wave filter.)
The reader may well wonder why there was such a big gap in time between
Campbell's apparent knowledge of filters in 1903 and his first filter patent of
1917. As reported in an unpublished letter, many years later, at a lunch set up
to introduce some new Bell Laboratories employees to the sages of the business,
a young engineer asked Campbell: "When you wrote your paper on loaded
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lines in 1903, did you realize that the results contained the theory of wave
filters?" Campbell said, "Yes, I knew that, but I forgot it and rediscovered it
all at a later time."
Campbell showed that, with ideal lumped elements, the loss up to a preselected cutoff frequenc:y could be made small, increasing above that frequency
monotonically to provide a low-pass filter. Also, with the inductance and capacitance interchanged, the low-pass characteristic could be changed to highpass. If a series-resonant circuiltwas substituted for the series arm and a parallel
resonant (antiresonant} circuit for the shunt arm, a band-pass filter was realized
[Fig. 8-9]. By making the product of the impedances of the two arms a constant
(Z1Z2 k2),Campbell derived what he called a constant k section. Using sections
with this constraint, he showed how to proportion the filter elements for any
specified cutoff frequency and to size them to operate effectively in circuits of
any given impedance. 17
The first filters were formed by cascading the simple four-terminal networks
to yield a ladder structure with the desired loss outside the passband. The early
built-up filters, howevier, had two major shortcomings: the loss did not build
up as rapidly as desired at frequencies beyond the cutoff and the design of the
cascaded ladder was not a sb·aightforward matter. The loss of the cascaded
sections was equal to the sum of the individual sections only under certain
ideal conditions, not easily achieved in practice. Furthermore, the impedance
over the passband, while in the right general range, varied widely across the
band, making the analysis of performance difficult and further complicating
the design.

3.1.2 DesignAdvancesand Systematization
In the early 1920s, 0. J. Zobel showed that improved performance could be
achieved by a modification of the basic filter-section design and a better design
approach realized by what was called the image-parameter design technique.
In the so-called m-derived section, Zobel maintained the ability to assign the
cutoff frequency and impedanc,e level as in the constant k section, but elaborated
the filter elements to introduce a peak of attenuation (a pole) at a selected
frequency outside the passband. (The factor m was the ratio of the cutoff frequency to the frequency of the attenuation peak.) By the proper location of
the pole, he was able to steepen the cutoff and, at the same time, realize a more
uniform impedance in the passband. Zobel also showed how to build up a
more complex filter by the cascaded connection of individual sections on what
was called the image--impedance basis. By definition, a network is image
matched at a pair of terminals if the impedances presented in both directions
are identical [Fig. 8-10). If all the sections are matched, then the total loss of
the network can be found by simply adding the losses of the individual sections,
because there are no reflections. For there to be no reflections, however, the
individual sections must be matched, not only where one section meets the
next, but also at the terminations. Zobel's m-derived sections helped by providing a more uniform impedance in the transmitted band, but terminal matching remained a serious limitation because it still required complex image
impedances to terminate the filter perfectly, whereas in practice, the filters were
usually terminated in a pure resistance.
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Fig. 8-10. Cascaded network sections
matched on an image-impedance basis.

Design techniques based on image-parameter theory were developed even
though the filter terminations could not provide exact image matching. Exact
analysis methods were known, but the procedures were tedious and did not
provide the insight required in design. To aid the designers, Zobel introduced
charts that could be used to determine the loss of image-parameter filters under
a variety of conditions. His charts greatly simplified the process of filter synthesis
by letting the designer use a selection of building blocks. The charts could be
used to determine the loss of each section, and the losses could then be added
up to help determine the loss of the total filter. Other charts allowed for the
effects of nonideal components and for the reflections at the imperfect input
and output terminations of the structure. 18 About 1930, Zobel introduced another basic building-block section (the double-m-derived section), which could
present a very nearly constant image impedance over the passband of a filter.19
This helped to reduce the reflection loss that was associated with image-parameter filters and improved performance.
Perhaps as much as any branch of transmission research and development,
network design lent itself to exact mathematical analysis. Much of the effort
in the years from about 1925 to 1940 was devoted to building the theoretical
base. R. M. Foster, in 1924, clarified some of the characteristics of purely reactive
networks and showed that some things are possible and some impossible. 20
That is, Foster found necessary and sufficient .conditions for a driving-point
(two-terminal) impedance using only inductors and capacitors to be realizable.
He showed when conditions were sufficient by presenting realization schemes
that were based on partial-fraction expansions. (See also CommunicationsSciences (1925-1980), Chapter 1, Section 3.2.) Networks realized in this manner
have become known as Foster realizations. In 1926 in Germany, W. Cauer
presented another realization scheme for impedances made up of pure reactances. This procedure was based on a continued division process instead of
partial fractions, and the resulting networks are known as Cauer realizations.
Both Foster and Cauer realizations are canonic, i.e., for a specified impedance
function, they both use the minimal possible number of components.
Further efforts to reduce terminal reflection losses at the input and output
ports of filter networks resulted in the Zobel x-termination structure for splitapart or directional filters. These filters, consisting of complementary structures
(that is, low-pass and high-pass filters or band-pass and band-elimination
filters), are connected in parallel at the input and are used to separate signal
bands or individual carrier channels coming over the same transmission facility.
The design technique was important for the application of the equivalent-four-
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Fig. 8-11.
1930s.

H. W. Bode, who generalized filter design in the

wire Type C carrier system and, later, for the application of Types C and J
carriers to the same open-wire pair. In Zobel's approach, the combined susceptances of the paralleled networks were canceled over the passband. In 1930,
H. W. Bode generalized this method of design [Fig. 8-11 ].21
By the early 1930s, network practitioners had shown that many network
configurations, such as ladder, lattice, and bridged-T networks, had filtering
properties. No general theory uniting all configurations, however, had been
developed. Each structure was analyzed by a method adapted to that configuration alone. This situation was changed by a generalization developed by
Bode in 1934. 22 As in Zobel' s scheme, Bode' s general filter was composed of
simple structures in tandem, each section being obtained by transformations
or derivations of elementary prototype sections. For all physically possible
characteristics to be obtained, however, it was necessary to add two new sections
to those described by Zobel: a complex m-derived section and an h-derived
section, which was the converse of an m-derived section, since it changed the
image impedance without affecting the transfer characteristics.
3.1.3 Approximation Theory

Throughout the work on filters, theoreticians and designers were concerned,
not only with the analytical realization of a filter function, but also with the
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"best" realization. The measure of "goodness" was always within a framework
of several constraints, not the least of which was the practical realizability of
the filter when the design was achieved. Within practical limits, however, several
criteria were used to measure quality, depending on the particular application
in view. The art of approaching these measures as closely as possible was the
concern of approximation theory.
The characteristics of transmission networks are expressed in polynomials.
Maximally flat filters were derived from polynomials that, for a given degree,
have the maximum number of derivatives equal to zero at a specified passband
frequency. W. R. Bennett at Bell Laboratories had derived some expressions
for a maximally flat ladder network in the late 1920s, but S. Butterworth is
generally credited with applying these polynomials broadly to network synthesis; maximally flat filters are often referred to as Butterworth filters. 23 Maximally flat filters provide an excellent approximation at one particular frequency,
or, stated another way, they concentrate their approximating power at one
frequency. Equiripple filters, on the other hand, provide a uniform approximation in the passband and thus spread their approximating power over a
wider frequency band than do maximally flat filters. A consequence of this is
that equiripple filters have a steeper transition region than maximally flat filters
and thus give more stop-band loss.

Fig. 8-12.
theory.

S. Darlington, the originator of insertion-loss
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The mathematical functions that are used to solve the approximation problem
for filters with equiripple passbands are known as Tchebycheff polynomials.
They were probably first used for network design by Cauer, who also was
probably the first to demonstrate theoretically how to obtain both an equiripple
passband and equiripple stop-band (an equiripple stop-band has equal minimums of insertion loss). Cauer's initial work was for image-parameter filters.
As pointed out by S. Darlington, Cauer's theory would lead to an insertionloss characteristic with equal ripples in the passband and equiminimums in the
attenuation band only if interaction and reflection effects were not present,
which is not the case for image-parameter synthesis. Developments in approximation theory helped formalize the definition of ideal filter shapes such
as the equiripple type. These filters, however, could not be synthesized by
image-parameter sections; their exact synthesis had to wait the development
of insertion-loss theory. Darlington was the initial advocate for insertion-loss
filters, which could be designed to give equiripple passbands and stop bands
[Fig. 8-12].24

3.1.4 Insertion-LossTheory
Image-parameter theory was popular because the network designer could
cascade image-parameter sections; and, by using enough of them, obtain large
amounts of stop-band rejection. However, interaction and reflection effects
degraded performance, especially in the passband. This could be improved by
using special terminating networks, but it is theoretically impossible for such
an approach to yield an ideal response such as an equiripple passband.
At Bell Laboratories, E. L. Norton* started the search for a better method. 25
Abandoning the image parameter concept, Norton proceeded to the problem
of designing a complete filter directly from the specification of the required
insertion-loss characteristic. He considered the problem of designing a twoport (or four-terminal) network terminated in an open or short circuit at one
end, a special case of insertion-loss theory in which one of the specified terminations is zero or infinite. Norton's procedure, however, as with Zobel's x
termination, was specifically concerned with filters operating in parallel at the
input terminals.
The birthplace of insertion-loss theory can be considered to be the doctoral
thesis of Darlington, later published in 1939 in the Journalof Mathematicsand
Physics.26 This thesis and his subsequent contributions profoundly affected the
synthesis of filters everywhere. Darlington attacked the general problem of
designing a reactance network such that the loss caused by inserting it between
a source resistance and a load resistance yielded a prescribed filtering shape.
The reactanc.:enetwork was built up from elementary building blocks with
poles of infinite attenuation at zero or infinite frequency and at finite frequencies
• Norton was something of a legendary figure in network theory work who turned out prodigious numbers of designs armed only with a slide rule and his intuition. Many anecdotes
survive. On one occasion T. C. Fry called in his network theory group, which included at that
time Bode, Darlington and R. L. Dietzold among others, and told them: "You fellows had
better not sign up for any graduate courses or other outside work this coming year because
you are going to take over the network design that Ed Norton has been doing single-handed."
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Fig. 8-13. Elements in S. Darlington's insertion-loss-theory approach to network
synthesis, 1939. (a) A reactance network was synthesized with prescribed insertion
loss between given terminations. (b) Common building blocks from which the
reactance network was constructed.

below and above the passband [Fig. 8-13]. From these sections, one could
create the same topologies as used in image-parameter filter design, but only
the form would be the same. The element values obtained by insertion-loss
theory would be different from those obtained by image-parameter theory, and
the exact synthesis procedure offered by the insertion-loss theory led to better
performance. The insertion-loss solution that Darlington presented was very
general, but as he pointed out himself, the numerical calculations that it required
limited its practical application. For the full benefits it promised, the Darlington
technique had to await the next great advance in network technology-the
application of computers to the process, not to occur until after 1950.

3.2 Attenuation and Phase Equalizers
As systems needs for frequency-selective networks grew, a corresponding
need for attenuation and phase-correcting networks developed. Excessive amplitude and phase distortions in lines and repeaters and similar distortions
introduced into the passband of filter networks by nonideal elements had to
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be corrected before th1~ycould be used in telephone circuits. For the transmission
of television between New York and Washington, DC over an open-wire line
in 1927, both amplitude and phase equalization of the line were required because the picture signal is sensitive to both amplitude and phase distortions.
The equalizers used in the demonstration were made up of bridged-T structures
to correct both types of distortion. When properly designed, such structures
have a constant resistance input and output impedance over the frequency
band of interest, and they can be cascaded to synthesize complicated loss or
phase shapes by simply adding up the characteristics of each section [Fig. 814). With these equalizers, circuits were made capable of carrying signals sensitive to both types of distortion, such as telephoto and television. Simple variable elements were also included in the networks on the New York-Washington
line to correct for changing line characteristics in dry or wet weather. A paper
in 1928 by Zobel laid a foundation for the understanding and design of networks
to equalize the loss-versus-frequency characteristic of a filter or line. 27 Another
1928 paper by S. P. Mead established a mathematical basis for the design of
delay-correcting networks. 28
There was little need for more elaborate equalizers until the broadband
paired-cable and coaxial systems were developed in the mid-1930s. In 1938,
Bode published a classic paper on variable equalizers. 29 The Bode equalizer, in
contrast to the Zobel type, depended on a variable resistor for control of a
specified loss-versus--frequency shape. The loss shape in the Bode equalizer
could be increased or decreased in magnitude, while retaining the same basic
shape, or could be inverted to convert a loss shape into the same gain shape.
Such variable equalizers we•re useful in compensating for daily or seasonal
changes in the transmission loss of cables. They were especially useful in adjustable "mop-up" equalizers where, by using a number of "bump" shapes
across the band that were adjustable in amplitude and sign, the finer-grained
residues of distortion. from the broader basic equalizers could be reduced.
It was while attempting to reformulate certain areas of network theory in
connection with the design of equalizers that Bode showed that, because of
the similarity between the general analytic conditions in such structures, equalizer theory is closely related to the theory of active networks and the stability
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Fig. 8-14. Bridged-T constant-resistance equalizer network. If Z2 is chosen
as R2/Z 1, the bridged T has constant input and output resistance equal to Rover
the frequency band of the design.
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criteria for feedback amplifiers. Previous work by L.A. MacColl in the 1920s
and early 1930s on the subject of signaling and its relation to the Fourier and
Laplace transform techniques had given impetus to complex variable analysis
as the natural basis for most linear circuit problems. Using MacColl's approach,
Bode's systematic studies led to his formulation of the general relations between
attenuation and phase in physical networks. Subsequent involvement in the
equalizer problem, specifically directed toward inserting an equalizer in the
feedback path of a feedback amplifier, led to a general attack on the feedbackdesign problem, as discussed in Bode's text on network analysis and feedbackamplifier design. 30 Speaking of this book, Bode said, "My book is essentially a
text on equalizers and other dissipative networks, with incidental reference to
amplifiers, rather than the other way around, and perhaps might have better
been written with the equalizer point of view more obviously in the foreground. "31
3.3 Network Realizations Circa 1925

Components available for network construction in 1925 included types that
had been available, with only minor changes, for many years. Capacitors were
made of mica and metal foil for applications requiring stability and low dissipation, and paper and foil for less demanding applications. (See another volume
in this series, ElectronicsTechnology(1925-1975),Chapter 8.) Inductors were of
two types: magnetic-core toroids for larger-inductance values and air-core solenoids for low-inductance, higher-frequency applications. Both types could
be wound with stranded wire to reduce copper losses, and air-core inductors
were sometimes wound with special winding geometries to reduce the distributed capacitance. In solenoids, small permalloy slugs were often provided to
obtain fine adjustment. All resistors specified for precise network use were wire
wound using materials of low temperature coefficient. Noninductive windings
were widely used. Experts on each component type were available to supply
custom designs on request and for consultation on the performance capabilities
of their product. All components were available to close tolerances and were
constructed for high reliability and high stability.
Measurements on networks and components could be made with a high
degree of precision but with a very low degree of convenience and speed.
Oscillators and detectors for laboratory use were large (several cubic feet in
volume) and required the setting, by charts, of four to eight knobs and switches
for each frequency. Impedance bridges and loss-measuring equipment were
stable and precise, but were equally large and difficult to use. A transmission
loss measurement, for example, might require different arrangements for balanced or unbalanced measurements and for a range of terminating resistances.
A single measurement could require careful tuning of the oscillator and detector
and several adjustments to balance a bridge or obtain a transmission-loss value.
In the specification of network components for manufacture, it was recognized that the actual element values in the product would not correspond
exactly to the desired values. The effect of element variations could be calculated,
but only very laboriously, using mechanical desk calculators. As a result, such
computations were made only when necessary. A general practice was to specify
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0.5-percent tolerances for sensitive network components, 1.0-percent tolerances
for less sensitive elements, arnd 2.0-percent tolerances for insensitive elements
in run-of-the-mill applications. For very demanding applications, slug tuning
of solenoid inductors was speicified,and the addition or removal of turns from
magnetic-core toroids was required to meet specific inductance requirements.
The resonant frequency adjm;tment of inductor-capacitor pairs was frequently
specified, and the individual adjustment of inductor Qs was called for when
required. (Q is the ratio of the reactance of an inductor or capacitor to the
equivalent series resistance.) Production test sets capable of duplicating the
accuracy of laboratory development measuring equipment were available for
the measurement of both components and networks. Measurements of terminating impedances or reflection coefficient and insertion loss, all within given
tolerances, were specified to guarantee that networks conformed to their design
capabilities and that requirements imposed by system needs would be met.
3.3.1

Quartz-CrystalFilters

A new element of enormous importance, the piezoelectric quartz crystal,
was first used in filters around. 1930. In all filters, the sharpness of cutoff at the
edge of the passband depends on the dissipative resistance associated with the
reactive filter elements, that is, their Q. Capacitors were readily built with low
resistance, but inductors invariably had at least the resistance of the often
lengthy copper windings. The dissipation in the inductances in band-pass filters
had an increasingly serious effect as the passband became a smaller percentage
of the frequency at which the filter was used. It was thus easier to build a
satisfactory 4-kHz channel-band filter for use at 20 kHz in the Type C carrier
terminal than to build one at 100 kHz in the Type K carrier terminal. As much
higher frequencies were'considered for the planned coaxial system, the problem
would have been acute even for the broader group-band filters. The solution
to this and similar problems lay in the use of piezoelectric crystals as filter
elements.
In a piezoelectric crystal, an applied electrical potential mechanically deforms
the crystal, and, conversely, a mechanical deformation generates a voltage
across the crystal. The energy stored in the elastic deformation of the crystal
mass is analogous to the energy stored in the magnetic field of an inductor. By
incorporating such crystals in an electrical circuit, a periodic exchange between
the mechanical energy stored in the crystal and the electrical energy in the
circuit can be effected in a way similar to the exchange between the magnetic
and electric energy of circuilts consisting of inductors and capacitors. It was
known that the electrical impedance of a piezoelectric crystal near its resonant
point could be closely approxilmated by a capacitance shunted by a series-tuned
circuit [Fig. 8-15]. Arn important difference between the equivalent circuit of
the crystal and a typical electrical circuit was that the dissipation of the crystal
was extremely low. The Q was about two orders of magnitude higher than
that available in wire-wound inductances.
Using Rochelle salt crystals, A. M. Nicolson at Western Electric made the
initial applications of piezoelectric elements to loudspeakers, microphones, and
phonograph pickups during the early 1920s.32 He was also the first to control
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Fig. 8-15. Equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric quartz crystal.

an oscillator by means of a crystal.33 Continuing efforts by W. A. Marrison to
the problem of achieving improved frequency control resulted in a 100-kHz
frequency standard using a doughnut-shaped quartz crystal having essentially
zero temperature coefficient.34 •35 Of more interest to filter specialists, however,
was his circuit in which a crystal was used to obtain transmission-frequency
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Fig. 8-16. Lattice-structure crystal filters. (a) With crystals alone, only a very narrow
passband can be obtained. (b) Inductance in series with the crystal makes it possible to
widen the passband.
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selectivity. The basic patent covering the use of piezoelectric crystals in filters
having application to broadband carrier systems was filed by L. Espenschied
in 1927 and issued in 1933. 36 Espenschied's patent was for a ladder structure,
but Campbell had shown earlier that lattice structures were the most general
type of filter circuit and that they provided a more flexible design than ladders.
They required a higher degreie of precision in their element values, however,
and were not in general use, 1~xceptfor some delay lines and phase equalizers.
With crystal elements, they became the preferred configuration for filters.
The reactance of the crystal has a series resonance and a parallel resonance
(antiresonance) at a higher frequency. With four crystals in a lattice network,
two of which have their series resonance at the same frequency as the parallel
resonant point of the other two, a band-pass filter may be made. The theoretical
bandwidth is the frequency separation between the series resonance of the
lower-frequency crystal and the parallel resonance of the upper-frequency
crystal. Due to the piezoelectric constant of quartz, this differenceis very small,
restricting the attainable band1Nidth for this type of filter to less than one percent.
With more than one crystal in each arm of the lattice, the bandwidth may be
increased, but this leads to complexities in adjustment and increased cost. One
way of increasing the frequency separation for crystals was to place an inductance in series, since this would decrease the frequency of the series resonance and have no effect on the parallel resonance. It would also add another
series resonance to th,~ equivalent circuit, further increasing the possible bandwidth [Fig. 8-16].
W. P. Mason suggested this method for designing lattice-network crystal
filters of appreciable bandwidth in 1934, and, in addition, pointed out that if
the added inductances were ,equal, they could be placed outside the lattice in
series with the source and the load impedances. The resistance, due to coil
dissipation, could then be considered part of the generator and load resistances. 37 •38 This made it possible to consider the lattice itself as made up of the
quartz crystals and the pure reactance of the inductances. This method increased
the practical bandwidth for crystal filters from less than one percent to over
ten percent. Since coil and condenser filters were useful down to about tenpercent bandwidth, the entire carrier range could be covered. Crystal filters
were in commercial use by 1930, using Mason's lattice structures and were
used in all the long-haul carrier systems designed after that date [Fig. 8-17].
IV. REPEATER AND SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 Evolution of the System-Design Concept

When vacuum tubes were first introduced in the early long-distance circuits,
designers hardly thought in terms of systems or system design. Typically, there
were one or two major limitations to be overcome, such as the high loss of the
first transcontinental line or the even higher loss and crosstalk of the first carrier
and long cable circuits. Most of the development effort was directed at solving
the problems that were obviously the key to success or failure. As the transmission lines were improved and better devices and techniques became available, there were more options to consider, and many system-optimization decisions were made. An early example was the decision to dispense with loading
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Fig. 8-17. Channel-band crystal filter, 1937. (a) Schematic showing inductors external to
the lattice where their resistive dissipation can be considered part of the source and load
impedance. (b) Typical attenuation-frequency characteristic. (c) Crystal-filter assembly as used
in Types J, K, and L carrier terminals.
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on open wire and to increase the number of repeaters well above the bare
minimum required. With further advances, a still wider range of choices faced
the developers. Decisions were needed on bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio,
and repeater spacing, in addition to the wire gauge to be used and the type of
loading, if any.
In principle, all these could be traded off to arrive at an economic optimum
for the service capability desired. In practice, there were many constraints on
the range of choice. While the total bandwidth remained a system choice, the
bandwidth objective for an individual voice channel was improved and standardized during the 1920s and early 1930s. The total spectrum of a voice signal
contains components up to about 8 kHz, but experiments showed that little
was gained in either intelligibility or naturalness for a transmitted band much
above 3500 Hz. With the adoption of 4-kHz channel spacing on carrier systems,
the voice band to be transmitted became stable at about that value. Voice-band
signal-to-noise objectives were similarly improved and standardized. Signalto-noise objectives were upgraded as late as the 1940s and 1950s, as the prospect
for high-grade overseas circuits on submarine cable arose. Similar broadly applicable standards were adopted for radio-program channels and for television,
as these services were provided. These basic service standards were accepted
by all parties and were not sacrificed by the system designer in exchange for
other system advantages.
The pattern of the existing plant itself imposed a number of constraints on
what made sense in any new system. Thus, in the early 1930s, the widespread
existing network of voice-frequency cables plus the depressed economy and
the prospect of slow growth provided a strong incentive to design the cable
carrier system for existing cables, rather than around a wholly new cable design.
In addition, with attended voice-frequency repeater stations at 50-mile intervals,
it was out of the question to consider carrier systems on cable requiring repeaters,
inconsistent with this pattern. Terminals and repeaters had to make use of the
existing sites as far as possible and intermediate repeaters had to be at spacings
that were submultiples of the existing spans. When Type K carrier was designed,
there was little hesitation to sacrifice an existing voice circuit to obtain 12 carrierderived circuits. It was much less attractive, however, to remove four voice
and one or more telegraph circuits on an open-wire pair to gain only eight new
voice circuits. The existing voice and widely-installed three-channel carrier
systems were strong incentives to place the new open-wire Type J carrier at
frequencies above the existing circuits and to design it to coexist with them. In
the coaxial-cable development, the territory was relatively virgin and there was
a great deal more latitude. The development of the medium and repeaters went
hand-in-hand, with few preexisting limitations. As the 4-kHz voice-channel
spacing and basic group band at 60 to 108 kHz became established, however,
all new systems were designed to these standards to provide for ready interconnection.
During the 1930s, with the success of the multichannel AM carrier systems,
the concept of a system design and the optimization of that design became
firmly established in Bell Laboratories. The first version of each system of a
radically new type was, of necessity, quite experimental. Both the initial coaxialcable development and the first microwave-radio system project in many ways
resembled the struggle for sheer feasibility, characteristic of the earlier long
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systems. Both the medium and repeater techniques were new. The question
was whether a system to transmit television satisfactorily over long distances
could be built at all. Even if the radio system worked for television, there was
great uncertainty as to its telephone capacity. It was not until long after the
development was committed that any confidence was expressed in the system's
ability to transmit several hundred telephone channels up to the current standards. In the first microwave-radio development, each component was pushed
to the technical limit and there was very little discussion of optimization. Nevertheless, as soon as the first versions of coaxial and radio systems were achieved,
the process of optimization and improvement started.
In concept, the optimized system was like the wonderful one-horse shay
with each part in perfect balance with the others. But those were years of rapid
technical progress. Designs were not expected to survive unaltered. There was
always the hope, amounting in many cases to an expectation, that if a component could be made better than the system required, some way would be
found to improve the remaining links. Designing in such a way as to leave the
door open to future enhancements was an accepted objective.
It became characteristic that systems evolved in successive generations. Each
generation achieved at least lower cost, required less space and power, and
usually provided increased capacity and improved performance. Repeaters were
built from the very best of available components. Designers pressed for vacuum
tubes with higher gain, less distortion, and longer life. Coupling networks,
interstages, and feedback networks made use of the latest findings in network
theory and design techniques. The bandwidth was increased as far as the circuit
performance and constraints of the medium permitted. Thus, in the course of
the 1930s, coaxial amplifiers were successively redesigned and improved from
the original 1-MHz design to 2 MHz, and eventually to 3 MHz as the technology
permitted and the needs for high-quality television transmission became better
understood.

4.2 Repeater Design
Terminals and terminal multiplexing were always important in system design,
especially in the economics controlling the range of application, but repeaters
usually established the system characteristics, setting the technical limit to what
could be accomplished. The repeater section was the basic building block around
which the high-frequency line was designed. A great deal of the system design
effort, therefore, focused on the bandwidth achievable and the spacing permissible between repeaters. While bandwidth and spacing could be (and were)
traded, the band tended to be set by the signal to be carried, such as television
on coaxial cable. It was, of course, desirable to have as few repeaters as possible
within the other limits set by system objectives. With the bandwidth more or
less set, the maximum repeater spacing became a question of how high a signal
could be transmitted and to how low a level it could be attenuated before
amplification in the following repeater.
The low-level limit was set by the thermal noise of the conductors, the noise
of the vacuum tubes, and the end-to-end quality-of-service standard. The
physics of thermal noise was well understood by the early 1930s, and vacuum
tubes were available that approached that absolute limit within a few decibels.
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For a known number of repeaters, it was a simple matter to calculate how
closely a signal could be exposed to the noise for satisfactory end-to-end performance. But the number of ,exposures depended on the repeater spacing, and
the spacing also depended on the power level transmitted from a repeater. The
higher the transmitted level, the wider the repeater spacings and the fewer
repeaters required. Like many optimization problems, the best solution, taking
into account all the variables, was not susceptible to an exact analytic solution;
but the range of values was usually quite limited, and a few iterations brought
the design quite close to the best that could be done.
With the vacuum tubes available, gain was no problem, even with large
amounts sacrificed to feedback. Vacuum tubes with the other characteristics
needed could be provided with an output power in the range from about 0.1
to 1.0 w. The design difficulties, power consumption, and expense ruled out
multiwatt tubes. The feedback amplifiers, especially for the relatively narrow
bands of the 12-channel systems, were highly linear. So much so that, when
designers finally learned to build feedback amplifiers on the basis of Nyquist's
and Bode's theoretical work, there was a wave of enthusiasm, and terms like
perfect linearityand infinite gain stability began to crop up. But the linearity,
however perfect, could exist only up to an upper limit in signal level. However,
to determine the maximum power that could be transmitted involved surprisingly complex analysis.
4.2.1 Overload

Two general areas of amplifier operation were recognized. At low signal
levels, there was little interac1ion between the signals of the highly linear feedback amplifiers; but, at some point, as the levels were raised, the amplifier
would overload, and all the signals would be seriously degraded. The latter
condition occurred when the peaks of the highly complex multichannel speech
signal drove the control grids of the amplifier output stages into the positive
conducting region. Under these conditions, the input impedance, the gain of
the stage, and the loop feedback were sharply reduced, and the amplifier performance was abruptly degraded. In effect, the amplifier cracked. The question
became: What portion of the time could this be permitted to happen on a highquality circuit? The answer obviously was very little, but a quantitative answer
was needed.
There were basically threEiaspects of the problem. It was first necessary to
obtain data and determine the amplitude characteristics of individual speech
signals and of the combined signal on the multichannel line. This was by far
the most difficult part of the problem. The second question was then how much
of the time the peak of this signal could be permitted to exceed a predetermined
maximum level; and, finally, it was necessary to relate this to a simple loadcapacity measurement that could be made in the laboratory with sine-wave
signals.
The electrical analog of speech is a highly complex and highly variable
signal. J. T. Dixon of the T,oll Transmission Development Department and
B. D. Holbrook in the Circuit Research Department attacked the first two problems on a statistical basis.39 Da1tawere first obtained on the instantaneous voltage
distribution of the speech signal of a single talker at constant volume. A number
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of subjects, both male and female, were then measured at different volumes
and with various telephone subsets. Talker-volume distributions were obtained
by measurements on circuits in service. Finally, by further consideration of the
probability that a circuit would be occupied and, if occupied, that a talker
would be active, a composite picture of the line-signal amplitude distribution
was constructed. (Talker activity was defined in these studies. It was found
that on a busy [i.e., occupied] four-wire circuit, because of the talk-and-listen
nature of conversation and the pauses in speech, activity was about 25 percent.
These factors, much refined, were used later in the design of speech interpolation
terminals.)
Since the nature of the basic speech signal, even on a statistical basis, was
difficult to characterize analytically, much of the work was done experimentally.
This was done, in part, by making phonograph records, carefully recording
and playing back for measurement the speech signals for, first 1, then 4, 16,
and finally 64 superimposed talkers. As might be expected, while the signal
from a single talker is extremely peaky, with frequent amplitude excursions
many times the average value, as more and more signals are combined the
composite distribution approaches more closely a normal probability curve
[Fig. 8-18].
The remaining steps in establishing the permissible load were relatively
straightforward. The amount of time that the repeater could be permitted to
be overloaded was set at about 0.1 percent. There was little room for judgment
in setting this figure. The overload characteristic was something of a stone wall.
Levels only slightly higher rapidly degraded performance to an intolerable
degree, and levels a little lower rapidly improved it. It was also a simple matter,
with the composite signal well characterized, to relate the capacity needed for
the complex signal to the maximum sine-wave load capability. It was convenient
to specify these requirements in terms of signal levels at the transmitting test
board. By knowing the gain or loss from that point to the output stage of the
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amplifier, the designer could determine an overload requirement in terms of a
sine-wave voltage on the vacuum tubes.
As the systems grew larger with the advent of coaxial cable, the statistics
smoothed out more and more, and the line signal became closer in its statistics
to random noise. In later coaxial systems design, it was usual to treat the composite signal for overload calculations as a random-noise signal of nearly constant average amplitude and with an effective peak-to-rms average ratio of
about 13 dB.
4.2.2 LimitsDue to Nonlinearity
But feedback amplifiers were not perfectly linear, and, in the wider-band
coaxial amplifiers, with many more signals and lower feedback, nonlinear dis-
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tortion rather than overload set the upper permissible signal levels. The analysis
for determining the intermodulation-limited maximum signal level was published by Bennett in 1940.40
From the early days of vacuum-tube amplifiers, it was known that the nonlinear relation between the output current and input voltage could be approximated by means of a polynomial with linear, square, and cubic terms. If I,, is
the output current and Egthe input voltage, then I,, a1E8 + a2E/ + a3E/, The
first coefficient, a11 is the linear gain factor. If the input is a sine wave, the
second term leads to a second harmonic in the output, and the third term to a
third harmonic. If the input consists of multiple sine waves, the harmonics of
each are generated; but, in addition, various sum and difference intermodulation
products are also generated, involving two or three of the signals. Bennett's
analysis gave the magnitudes of the various products in terms of the nonlinearity
coefficients, a2 and a3 , and the volume distribution of them, taking into account
the fluctuating nature of speech [Fig. 8-19). He showed that the sum of the
intermodulation products from a large number of speech signals could be treated
as noise, similar in its interfering effect to thermal and tube noise. And he
derived methods for counting and summing the intermodulation products for
any number of channels to determine the total intermodulation noise falling
in a disturbed channel. He further considered how the products generated in

Fig. 8-20. Experimental data on the addition of thirdorder modulation in a multirepeater line. Fundamental
test tones, A 920 kHz, B 840 kHz. Modulation product
2A - B 1000 kHz.
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each repeater accumulated along a multirepeatered line. In this connection, he
showed experimental confirmation of the bad news that R. V. L. Hartley had
given to H. S. Black more than a decade earlier. Certain troublesome thirdorder products did ind1:iedaccumulate systematically in phase [Fig. 8-20]. Finally,
he showed how to derive the modulation coefficients, from which the modulation noise could be computed, from simple harmonic measurements with
sine waves.
The analysis of maximum permissible signal level, as limited by overload
or excessive intermodulation, was the method by which these levels were established for Types J and K carrier and for several generations of coaxial systems.
In practical application, many additional factors had to be taken into account.
(Some of the most disturbing intermodulation products were caused by the
many tones transmitted, some of which by cross modulating with speech could
produce an intelligible signal in another channel. The television signal was also
tonelike and troublesome.) The aging of components and imperfect line equalization and regulation, which caused signals to be at different levels at successive
repeaters, also had to be considered. These factors were generally taken care
of by allowing a suitable margin in the design, but the work done by Holbrook,
Dixon, and Bennett was always the starting point.
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PART II
THE EXPANSION OF THE
ANALOG NETWORK(1950-1975)
The success in providing less expensive circuits in the long-haul plant by
analog carrier methods led to attempts in the late 1940s to extend the method
to exchange area trunks in the Type N systems. This effort was only partially
successful. Terminals with compandors reduced the effect of crosstalk and made
single cable operation possible, but Type N systems, while widely installed in
the 1950s and 1960s, were economical only for short toll and long exchange
trunks. The first Type N designs used vacuum tubes and double-sideband
transmission; later versions were solid state and used single sideband. Similar
approaches were used for Type O carrier on open wire.
The 25 years from 1950 to 1975 were marked by an enormous expansion
of the analog long-haul transmission plant. The 4-GHz TD2 microwave FM
system, first installed in 1950, rapidly spread to a nationwide network carrying
both telephone and television signals. In 1960, TD2 route capacity was doubled
by using horn-reflector antennas and cross-polarized transmission in alternate
radio frequency slots. Successive improvements in power output and frontend noise figure increased capacity from 480 circuits per radio channel in 1952
to 1500 circuits in the 1973 design. By 1979, all vacuum tubes, including the
microwave transmitter, had been replaced by solid-state devices. Developments
at 6 GHz in the TH systems paralleled those at 4 GHz. The 6-GHz work
culminated in a return to single-sideband AM transmission in the AR6A system
developed in the 1970s. AR6A had a capacity of 6000 channels per 30-MHz
frequency slot in the 6-GHz band. Short-haul radio systems were designed
first at 11 Hz in the late 1950s and later at 6 GHz. In 1964, improved designs
were linked in the 6/11 GHz crossband diversity TL/TM system. All solidstate short-haul systems were in service by 1973.
A second generation design, the 8-MHz 13 coaxial system, was in use by
1953. After a pause in the late 1950s when microwave radio accounted for
most of the long-haul circuit growth, development of coaxial systems resumed
in 1960. New solid-state components made it economically attractive to derive
additional circuits on the extensive network ·of cables already installed. The 14
system, with 3600 circuits per coaxial pair, was first installed in 1967, and the
LS system, with 10,800 circuits per pair, in 1974. An expanded version of LS,
with 13,200 circuits per coaxial pair, and a total capacity of 132,000 circuits in
a 22-coaxial-tube sheath, was developed in the late 1970s.
The installation in 1950 of the first telephone cable with submerged repeaters
to Cuba extended coaxial techniques to submarine systems. A 36-channel twin
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cable system, the SB design, with flexible repeaters spaced 37 nautical miles
apart, was installed from Newfoundland to Britain in 1956. Speech interpolation
terminals doubled the capacity of this cable in 1960. The SD 1-MHz system,
using armorless cable, rigid repeaters, and a new cable ship and machinery for
installation, provided 128 circuits in a single cable in 1963. The SB and SD
systems used vacuum tubes; later submarine repeaters were all solid state, with
the SF system (1968) providing 800 circuits in a single cable 1.5 inches in
diameter and the SG system (1976} 4000 circuits in a 1.7-inch diameter cable.
Considerable development was devoted to protecting submarine cables by
plowing and burial in the 1960s and 1970s.
The Echo experiment of 1960 demonstrated communication via a passive
satellite. In 1962, an ac:tivesatellite, Telstar,first transmitted television and the
equivalent of several hundred voice circuits to Europe. Telstarwasmade possible
by the device breakthroughs of transistors, solar cells, and the traveling-wave
tube, along with low-noise antennas and ultra-low-noise maser receivers, all
of which were developed in lBellLaboratories. By the terms of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, AT&T could not own and operate satellites for
overseas communications but r1a?entered
the field, jointly with General Telephone
and Electronics (GTE) and Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat), in
the domestic Comstar system in 1976. Comstar satellites were built by the
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Two-way mobile radio telephone circuits to ships and for police and fire
vehicles were in use by the 1930s. General-use systems to automobiles at 150
and 450 MHz were developed after World War II, but growth was handicapped
by extremely limited frequency assignments. Developments starting in 1963
showed the virtues of cellular FM systems with frequent reuse of limited frequencies. Broader band assignments in 1974 opened the prospect for rapid
deployment of high-capacity systems working in a band around 850 MHz.
Developments in multiplexing terminals kept pace with expanding system
capacities. New solid-state devices reduced size, cost, and power consumption
while improving circuit stability and reducing maintenance. A continuous and
growing effort was devoted to the subscriber-loop plant, which accounted for
over one-third of all telephone plant investment. Improvements were made in
cable and wire materials and in methods for planning, handling growth, and
changes in an area where circuits were necessarily handled one at a time. In
the 1970s solid-state electronics made long loops on fine-gauge wires possible.
Loop carrier for feeder plant was in service by 1978, and digital loop carrier
systems started a rapid growth in the 1980s.

Chapter 9
Short-Haul Carrier on Pairs
I. TYPEN CARRIER
At the end of World War II, the Bell System had a coaxial-cable system in
production and was well started on microwave radio as a second technique
for long-haul telephony and television. There was also widespread application
of the 12-channel Types J and K carrier systems on open-wire and cable pairs,
but all these systems were economical only for long haul use. At the same time,
there were far more shorter links, of moderate circuit cross sections, for which
voice-frequency (VF)pairs were the only available facility. Because of the rapid
growth of circuit needs, there was an urgent need for a cable carrier system
that could be operated over either exchange-area or short toll-grade cable. In
late 1945, studies were started to determine if a low-cost transmission vehicle
could be developed for short-haul application. In addition to low cost, it was
important to improve transmission characteristics compared to existing facilities,
which were predominantly inductively loaded VF cable pairs. Compatibility
with the embryonic nationwide toll-dialing plan was essential. On May 17,
1946, a conference of transmission engineering and development people addressed the requirements for this new system. A broad proposal resulted from
this meeting, which served as the basis for early development. 1
The proposed system was to carry 12 circuits on No. 16, 19, or 22 gauge
unloaded cable pairs, with both directions in a single cable. The transmitted
band of each circuit was to be at least 200 to 3200 Hz, with loss not to exceed
6 dB between terminals (typical VF tandem trunks ranged up to 10 to 15 dB).
The system was to be amenable to use with either two- or four-wire switching,
and means were to be provided to transmit dialing and superviso1rysignals.
Application was to be economical for distances as short as 15 miles, and the
system was to be useful up to 100 miles at somewhat reduced signal-to-noise
objectives compared to long-haul systems.
All participants recognized the importance of terminal costs in establishing
the minimum prove-in distance, and attention was focused in that direction.
Component costs in the existing Type A2 channel bank design were so high
that a radical departure from earlier practice was obviously necessary to achieve
the cost objective. The crystal channel filters of the single-sideband, suppressedcarrier design were identified as one of the most significant cost items; doublesideband transmission with lower-cost inductor-capacitor filters was considered
as an alternative. This was a mixed blessing, because the double-sideband
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signal required twice the transmitted bandwidth, resulting in a higher top frequency and an aggravated crosstalk problem. With the recognition that signaling
costs were comparable to transmission costs, built-in signaling (the means for
transmitting dial pulse and on-hook/off-hook indications as an integral part
of the terminal) was proposed, as well as built-in four-wire/two-wire termination sets. In the initial design, a tone at 3700 Hz was used as the signaling
vehicle. Finally, power costs were also significant, especially when generated
locally at each repeater. It was. proposed that power for the electron-tube amplifiers be transmitted from a primary source over the conductors to the adjacent
repeaters. Considerabl•~ development was thus required on a number of fronts
to achieve the cost obj1ectivesfor the new Nl carrier system.
Aside from costs, th,e most challenging technical problem was crosstalk control. This was especially acute because of the objective that both directions of
transmission be in a single cable. For crosstalk to be kept at manageable levels,
different frequencies were necessary for the opposite directions of transmission.
But the higher frequencies would always suffer greater loss and crosstalk. To
average out impairments, an ingenious frequency-frogging plan was devised
[Fig. 9-1]. Terminals were designed to transmit a high group (164 to 260 kHz)
and receive a low group (44 to 140 kHz) or vice versa. Frequency frogging
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Fig. 9-1. Frequency allocations for Type Nl carrier. {a) Terminal-modulation plan for
forming 12 double-sideband channels in a high group and a low group. (b) Frequencyfrogging plan for inverting high-group and low-group frequencies at each repeater.
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involved the interchange of the high and low transmission bands at each repeater point. All systems in one direction in a cable section would have about
the same signal level at the same location, as would all those in the opposite
direction. The widely different levels between received and transmitted signals
at a repeater were in differentfrequency bands. The use of different frequencies
and frequency frogging was to accomplish a result similar to that achieved by
cable frogging in the Type K carrier [Fig. 9-2]. Through inversion of the channel
order at each frogging repeater, a first-order equalization of the cable attenuation
slope was also achieved. This permitted the use of simple, low-cost, flat-gain
amplifiers at the repeater. The frogging repeater, however, required an oscillator,
a pair of modulators, and a set of filters.2
Double-sideband transmission and the two-band approach made the top
frequency over four times that of the Type K carrier cable system-260 versus
60 kHz. At these frequencies, the separate bands and frogging were not sufficient
to reduce crosstalk interference to within the desired limits in the confines of
a single cable. The needed additional reduction was achieved by the use of a
compandor (compressor-expandor) in each channel at the terminals ..
It had always been obvious that crosstalk would be much less troublesome
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Fig. 9-2. Control of crosstalk by frogging. (a) Cable frogging of Type K carrier. (b) Frequency frogging of Type N carrier.
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Fig. 9-3. Reducing the volume range and improving the signal-to-interference ratio by
compandor action. (a) Compandor action on steady tones of different levels. (b) End-toend transmission as a function of signal level for the Type Nl carrier compandor.
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if all talkers spoke and were transmitted at the same volume. But talkers' habits
varied widely, and the range of circuit losses for different connections further
aggravated the problem. Crosstalk requirements had to be set so that the interference from the highest-level talker into the lowest-level disturbed channel
was tolerable. The function of the compressor part of a compandor was to
sense the talker signal level dynamically at a syllabic rate and, primarily, to
raise low-volume talkers so that crosstalk and line noise were less interfering
in their circuits. The compression reduced the volume range of low-level talkers
by a factor of two in decibels. At the receiving terminal, an expandor sensed
the reduced, but still appreciable, differencein levels and restored each channel
to its original range [Fig. 9-3]. Compandors had been used for some time in
overseas radio to reduce the effects of static and on open-wire carrier channels
as an aid against crosstalk; but, for the Type N carrier system, a much more
compact and cheaper unit was needed and developed. Compandors were of
critical importance to N carrier, providing more than a 20-dB reduction in the
subjective effect of crosstalk and other line-noise impairments. With their use,
far-end crosstalk balancing was eliminated (it was probably not practical at
260 kHz in any case), repeater spacing was increased, and repeater linearity
and terminal-filter requirements were eased. 3
The advantages of compandors were so many and so substantial that it is
not likely that any short-haul cable-carrier system with characteristics similar

.• i •• •.
...
~·.•·-,...
0

Fig. 9-4. Type Nl miniaturized compandor components of 1952. The older Al compressor
and expandor panels used in earlier systems are on the table.
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to the Type N system could have been realized without them. However, their
function was more complex than indicated in this simplified discussion, and
there were disadvantages as well as advantages in their use. Some impairment
could be introduced by imperfect volume tracking, and they amplified any lineloss variation between terminals. The time constants of the compressor and
expandor were important design parameters. At least some listeners were
somewhat aware of the varioLosser action, which resulted in what was known
as the hush-hush effect. As the design of N carrier became more focused on
toll applications, there was apprehension about the behavior of several compandored links in tandem. Despite all this, when properly designed, compandors
worked quite well and were a feature of several later generations of short-haul
analog carrier. They remainedl a widespread and valuable, if not always loved,
feature of the short-haul plant well into the 1980s [Fig. 9-4].
As the development work progressed, it was possible to make more accurate
estimates of the cost of the Nl carrier system. It soon became evident that,
despite the best efforts, the prove-in distance would be too large for most exchange-area applications. At the same time, it was confirmed that large savings
were still possible in short-haul toll applications. This field of use had become

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9-5. (a) Production r 1 terminal equipment mounted on standard bays. (b) A polemounted Type Nl repeater cabinet. Four repeaters are at the top. Facilities were available for
mounting eight additional repeaters in the cabinet.
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especially attractive as there was a need for improved short-haul links in the
nationwide dialing plan. But the studies also indicated the need for further
performance improvements in Nl carrier, implying greater cost. The system
design was reviewed, circuit by circuit, component by component, and several
design revisions were made. Line frequencies were increased slightly to ease
filter and transformer realizations. Germanium varistors were selected as the
compandor variolosser elements to improve stability. A per-channel regulator,
much like the automatic volume control in radio, was added to the terminal to
achieve the required net-loss stability. Overall, this effort resulted in a system
better matched to the field of application, but the cost had been increased and
the savings reduced.
Field trials were conducted over 29 miles of cable with three repeaters between New York City and Mt. Kisco, New York and over 80 miles with ten
repeaters between Madison and Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Noise was essentially
as predicted, verifying that the Type Nl system could not be operated in cables
carrying Type K or M carrier systems (Type M carrier was a single channel
system designed primarily for application to power lines) and that certain types
of cable could not be used. The first production systems were installed in 1950
[Fig. 9-5]. The final design incorporated most of the basic ideas originally put
forth as necessary for a low-cost system, though details were different. Originally
planned for the exchange plant, where rather broad transmission limits would
suffice, the system development evolved toward short-haul toll applications,
with stricter requirements, resulting in increased cost and complexity. Nevertheless, the system was successful and widely used. By the end of 1953, there
were more Nl channels in service than in either Kor L carrier.

II. TYPE O CARRIER
The Type O carrier system was the open-wire counterpart of the Nl cable
system. When O carrier was designed in the early 1950s, there were still about
1.5 million pair-miles of open wire in use for toll service. Types C and J carrier
were used for the longer open-wire circuits, but, as more offices were converted
for toll dialing, the need for short-toll trunks increased rapidly. The role of 0
carrier was to extend the economical use of carrier to open-wire circuits in the
range of 15 to 150 miles.
The basic system module was a four-channel group, in effect,a four-channel
stand-alone system. Four such groups, designated OA, OB, OC, and OD, each
with a different frequency assignment, were installed as needed up to a total
of 16 channels on a pair. Circuit cross sections in the areas of application were
small, and the ability to install a few channels at a time at low cost was of
paramount importance. Each four-channel system module had a low-group
and a high-group frequency assignment. These were used to separate the two
directions of transmission on a single open-wire pair. (In N carrier, opposite
directions were on separate pairs.) Except in the lowest-frequency block, the
two frequency bands of each module were interchanged, or frogged, at every
repeater, as in the Nl system, to break up crosstalk paths via unequipped pairs
and provide substantial equalization of the slope of line attenuation. The Type
0 repeaters included regulators that operated on the total four-channel group
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Fig. 9-6. (a) Type O carrier modul.ation plan. (b) Type O carrier modulation assembly. The
equipment was designed so that up to four independent four-channel modules, each with a
different line-frequency assignment, could be assembled as needed. Filters designated C are
directional filters; the G2 filters separate and combine the four-channel groups at the line
connection. A and B filters, furnish additional discrimination for the four-channel band in
each direction.

signal, including sidebands and carriers. This regulator handled a wide range
of input-signal levels, as required by the severe variations of attenuation on
open wire. A similar regulator was employed in the terminal group-receiving
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unit. Channel units performed the final, closer regulating function, operating
on the separated carrier signal alone [Fig. 9-6].
The maximum frequency usable for O carrier was limited by crosstalk and
by the extremely high loss of open wire at high frequencies under extreme
weather conditions. A modulation scheme was adopted in which the highest
line frequency was only 156 kHz, compared to 240 kHz in N carrier. The
scarcity of pairs and the relatively narrow total band available caused the 0
system designers, after detouring to double-sideband transmission in N carrier,
to return to single-sideband transmission. The sharp cutoff required to suppress
the carrier and the unwanted sideband was achieved in small, low-cost filters
by the use of newly available, low-dissipation ferrites in the inductors.
Translation to and from line frequency was a two-step process, involving
an intermediate frequency band of 180 to 196 kHz. This band, which contained
four channels, was common to all four system modules. Modulation to the
common band and demodulation to voice frequency were accomplished by a
novel twin-channel technique similar to that used in later overseas high-frequency (HF) radio. The channels were processed in pairs, using pnly one carrierfrequency oscillator per pair. Two balanced modulators first formed a doublesideband, suppressed carrier signal for each of two channels; then the lower
sideband was selected for one channel and the upper sideband for the other.
This resulted in a spectrum that looked like a conventional double-sideband
signal, but each sideband carried a different channel. The carrier was reintroduced at an enhanced level for use in controlling the transmission regulators
in repeaters and terminals. Two such twin-channel signals, each with a different
carrier frequency (184 and 192 kHz), were used to form the basic four-channel
group. The group-modulating oscillator unit furnished a 3700-Hz signaling
tone as well. Equipment was mounted in plug-in modules, and pole-mounted
repeaters were housed in a cabinet similar to that used for Type Nl carrier.4' 5' 6
III. FURTHER TYPES N AND O CARRIER DEVELOPMENTS

The Type O carrier development was quickly followed in the mid- l 950s by
an allied system: Type ON. The first Type ON equipment was developed to
interconnect open wire and cable carrier systems at junction points more economically than by employing complete Nl and O terminals back-to-back. This
equipment, known as an ON junction, consisted of Type O plug-in units with
only minor modifications.
Twenty channel-frequency positions of O carrier (counting both directions
of transmission) occupied a band from 40 to 136 kHz. This signal spectrum
fell within the Type N carrier low-group band. In a connection from open wire
to cable, the ON junction translated five four-channel O carrier groups so that
they appeared in the ON band from 40 to 136 kHz [Fig. 9-7]. The five inputs
could be any combination of O carrier groups and could be from different
open-wire pairs.
Each four-channel group was first translated to the common band at 180 to
196 kHz, then to its assigned position in the ON band (and conversely for the
other direction). The resulting signal went onto the N carrier pair, either without
further modulation or after translation to the N carrier high-group range (168
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Fig. 9-7. Frequency translations between Type O and
Type ON systems. Left,Type O frequencies are translated to high- and low-group frequencies that can be
handled by Type N carrier line repeaters.

to 264 kHz), depending on which frequency band was required as an input to
the N carrier line at that point. The frequency translation or straight-through
connection was provided by an ON repeater, which was like an Nl repeater
but the frequency shift was induded or omitted, as required. The N carrier line
was equipped with standard N repeaters, but the far-end terminal had to be
either another ON junction or an ON terminal-a terminal like a Type 0
terminal, but with frequency .assignments selected appropriately and without
directional filters. These filters, used to combine the two directions of transmission on a single paiir for O carrier, were not used in the ON application
because the N carrier line operated on a physical four-wire (two-pair) basis.
It did not, of course, take telephone people long to realize that the ON
single-sideband terminals could be used at both ends for pure-cable applications
to increase the capacity of an N carrier line from 12 to 20 channels. This arrangement, dubbed ONl carrier, was immediately economical on longer N
carrier routes. The capacity of the all-cable ON system was later increased to
24 channels by closer packing of the four-channel frequency assignments and
adding another four-channel group in the ON2 system design. (This was not
practical in open-wire applications because the filters needed to separate the
opposite directions of transmission required wider frequency spacing.) Both
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ONl and ON2 terminals were also applied to K carrier lines in 12-and 16circuit packages [Fig. 9-8), and later, with terminals stacking as many as four
ON2 systems for 96 channels, to short-haul radio.
The Types 0, N, and ON carriers were developed in a typical sequence.
The need for short-haul carrier initiated a project with difficult objectives. Its
realization on one medium (paired cable) led to a design for another (open
wire), which, coming later, embodied several advances in technology. The systems on different lines created a pressing need for economical interconnection.
Meeting this need finally led to a transfer and further improvement of the
techniques, resulting in higher-capacity systems on cable than originally envisioned or thought possible. 7•8
IV. THE SOLID-STATE ERA
4.1 Type Pl Carrier

In the years immediately after World War II, the demand for rural service
also increased, and the cost of providing it became very high as the price of
copper and other materials rose rapidly. The transistor, invented in 1947, seemed
to hold an answer. The Type Pl carrier system, intended for use on long openwire subscriber lines, was the first attempt at an all-solid-state transmission
system.
The Pl design used a four-channel, double-sideband, AM carrier-transmitted
plan, with signals at 56 to 100 kHz from the central office to a remote terminal
and signals at 12 to 56 kHz in the reverse direction. A field trial in 1954 and
1955 in Americus, Georgia was noteworthy for the first effort to use a solar
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battery as a commercial power source. In service, however, of the few Pl
carrier systems installed, almost all used a lead-acid battery floating on rectified
local AC power.
The P carrier system made use of the latest available, but in many cases still
embryonic, technology. It marked the first application of germanium transistors
in a carrier system. Tantalum capacitors, adjustable ferrite-core inductors, and
other solid-state components were also used for the first time. Mounting these
components and miniature relays raised new problems, as did the plug-in interconnection of printed-wiring boards. The major problem, however, was economic. In the 1950s, competitive options were posed by pole-mount,ed switching
concentrators and less expensive pairs in plastic-sheathed cable. The use of
cable became so general that P carrier capabilities had to be extended to work
over routes served in part or entirely by cable. Only 700 Pl channels were
installed. Subscriber line carri,erwas to remain a difficult hurdle fo:rdevelopers
for many years to comE~.The lessons learned, however, were soon to be applied
to the short-haul toll systems. 9
4.2 The N1A Repeater

Direct distance dialing (DDD) was implemented very widely in the 1950s.
An important feature of DDD was automatic alternate routing, which increased
the number of transmission links likely to be switched in tandem. The increase
in the number of short-haul carrier channels in the tandem links imposed netloss stability and transmission-quality requirements considerably more stringent
than the original N carrier design requirements. In the late 1950s and early
1960s, a broad plan for the development of a new short-haul carrier family
was drawn up, based on the changed requirements. By 1960, transistors were
competitive with vacuum tubes in gain, frequency range, and other characteristics. The strategy was to offset cost increases due to the required performance
improvements, with savings from the lower power, smaller size, and lower
maintenance costs of solid-state designs. The order of development in shorthaul systems was a "transistorized" repeater (NlA), redesigned terminals (N2
terminals for Nl and N3 temtinals for ON2), and, finally, the N2 repeater, a
wholly redesigned version to replace both NI and NIA. 10
In the NlA design, the circuits of the NI vacuum-tube repeater were changed
as little as possible-just enough to accommodate the new element. This socalled transistorization of Nl was criticized at the time as an unimaginative
use of the new device, a stubborn insistence on treating transistors as solidstate vacuum tubes. But the NIA design brought many of the advantages of
solid-state technology to the rapidly expanding short-haul field without the
considerable delay thalt would have been involved in completely repackaging
and redesigning the entire system. The NlA repeater was developed by the
end of 1960, and the next year saw the initial production used largely to satisfy
intersite communication-facility needs at Air Force ballistic missile bases. The
ability to have as many as seven cable repeater sections between power sources
easily offset the somewhat higher repeater cost. (The original vacuum-tube
design allowed only three seclions.)
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4.3 N2 and N3 Terminals

Initial shipments of the completely redesigned N2 terminal were made in
1962, with significant improvements in size, frequency response, stability,
compandor tracking accuracy, intermodulation and thermal noise, and crosstalk
(Table 9~1].11' 12 N3 terminals began to be deployed in 1964, providing a solidstate, 24-channel, single-sideband terminal to operate with Type N lines. These
were economical for system lengths greater than about 35 miles, where the
higher cost of a single-sideband terminal could be offset by transmitting twice
the number of channels over the repeatered line. N3 terminals included many
of the innovations and improvements introduced with the N2 design and also
featured a common carrier supply and automatic frequency correction of frequency shift caused by the repeatered line. 13, 14, 15 N3 terminals were not only
a considerable improvement over the vacuum-tube ON2 design they superseded, but outperformed the objectives set for them as well [Table 9-2).

TABLE 9-1: Comparison

of N1 and N2 Terminals
N1

N2

SIZE (Channels in one 11'6" bay)

36 (19"-wide bay)

96 (23"-wide bay)

POWER (Watts per channel end)

28.8

4.8

220 and 3040

200 and 3400

Channel gain-frequency response:
Frequency in cycles for 3 dB points
Net loss stability

-

Compandor tracking error: Average excess
gain in dB at worst input power

1.4

-" Peak overload power: dBm at O dB system
Ill
..c level for 0.3 dB increase in circuit net loss

+5

+10

31
23

30
34

<12

7-14
13

f~

4: 1 improvement
over N1
0.07

ti)

~

E

!w
(J

Intermodulation distortion in one channel:
dB below fundamental
2nd order (A = B)
3rd order (2A B)

z
<

Noise: dBrnC message weighting at O dB
::E system level
a:
Background
a:
Contribution due to speech loading in
w
adjacent channels
a.

f2

Crosstalk (in dB)
Worst equal-level coupling loss in dB
Far end
Near end

-

objective = 70

-

74
95
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TABLE 9-2: Perfc1rmance of N3 Compandored Message Channels on
Back-to-Back Terminals

Channel bandwidth
3-dB band edge-cych!s
Idle channel nolse-dBmC0
Loaded channel noise---40 percent loading with
0 VU at 0 TL-dB111C0
Compandor tracking-,1,ver 60 dB range, -52 to
+8, error with respect to 0 level-dB
Channel distortion-2A.-B; 0 dBm fundamentals
at 0 TL-dB below fundamental
Net loss stability-6 mc,nths
distribution grade (Std. Dev.)--dB
bias (mean)-dB
Crosstalk-0 dBm at 0 TL, 1-kc disturber
NEXT equal level coupling loss-dB
FEXT equal level coupling loss-dB

Objective

Expected
.t1verage
Pe1formance

200
3450
16

180
3500
8

20

12

<±0.5

+0.1, -0.3

30

36

<0.5
<0.25

<0.4
<0.25

74
74

88
>100

[Bleisch, IEEE Trans. Commun. Technol. 13 (1965): 361.]

4.4 The N2 Repeater

The N2 line repeater, succc~ssorto the Nl vacuum-tube and NlA transistorized repeaters, was designed by 1966 to exploit the improved intertoll quality
of N2 and N3 terminals. In addition to the latest available silicon transistors,
the design used printed!wiring, ferrite inductors, silicon-diode modulators, and
other improved technologies. The repeater was designed to replace the older
repeaters without reengineering the line. 16
The major circuits of the repeater were on five plug-in printed-wiring boards
contained in an aluminum housing that, in tum, plugged into a shop-wired
cabinet that held up to 15 repeaters [Fig.9-9]. The modular assembly provided
a flexible arrangement that could be tailored to any specific location and eased
manufacture, installation, and maintenance. New silicon units in place of the
older copper oxide modulators and temperature-compensated filters gave
transmission meeting requirements from -40 degrees F to +120 degrees F.
New outdoor mounting arrangements were designed, but an adapter permitted
placing the new repeater in one of the older Nl or NlA mountings, if desired.
4.5 The N4 Carrier System

In 1973, a study was undertaken to evaluate the future need for carrier
systems in rural areas and to interconnect smaller communities not on major
carrier routes-the so-called out-state environment. The study was occasioned
by the relatively slow spread of Tl digital carrier into this area and the need
to determine the future of short-haul analog carrier systems. Everyone was
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9-9. (a) Solid-state Type N repeaters. Left, the completely redesigned N2 repeater of
1966. Right, the 1960 NlA design in which vacuum tubes were replaced with transistors with
a minimum of circuit changes. (b) Type N2 repeater modules and cabinet. (c) Type N2 plugin assembly.

eager to "go digital," but it became clear that there would be a continuing need
for Type N carrier systems for some time. Many areas, generally the more
sparsely populated ones, had sufficient cable plant in place, partially developed
with N carrier, to last for a substantial period of time; and it was not possible
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to operate N and T carrier in the same sheath. The lack of compatibility of N
and T carrier systems placed an economic barrier to the introduction of T carrier
in those areas having existing N carrier. For the T systems, it was necessary
either to place new cables or to remove the N systems and replace them with
T systems while maintaining service. The latter option was generally not feasible
without installing new cable plant. The procedure that naturally developed
was to continue installing N carrier systems until the capacity of the existing
cable plant was exhausted and then, when new cable went in, to provide digital
systems on the new plant.
At about this same time, a number of technical developments took place in
integrated circuits and filter design that had the potential of drastically changing
the way in which N carrier systems could be designed. Among these new
developments were the design of a compandor on a single silicon chip for a
loop carrier system, a complete modulator on a chip for a coaxial system multiplex, and new small crystal channel filters for connectors between the L type
analog-multiplexed signals and digital T carrier. By 1975, the continued need
for short-haul analog systems and the opportunity for large size and cost reductions had been established. A proposal for the development of a new N4
carrier terminal was written and accepted in late 1975.
The new N4 carrier terminal was to be a replacement for the existing N3
carrier terminal, that is, it would furnish 24 single-sideband channels in the N
line frequency band with two separate channels on each carrier. It was to be
compatible with N3, that is, it would be possible to use an N3 terminal at one
end and one of the new terminals at the other. However, the new N4 terminal
was to have a different internal structure in order to be able to take advantage
of the new technology. The major difference was to provide a two-step modulation scheme using, as a first step, the same frequency translation that was
being used in the channel banks to form a standard group at 60 to 108 kHz.
This allowed the use of channel filters and carrier frequency supplies nearly
identical to those already in large-scale manufacture for coaxial and radio systems. The design had as its objectives a substantial reduction in cost over N3,
a dramatic size reduction, the elimination of periodic maintenance, and a substantial reduction in the number of items that a user was required to order and
assemble to make up a working system.
For N4, two identical sets of double-channel modems were used, each of
which produced a 12-channel signal group in the range from 60 to 108 kHz
[Fig. 9-1 0]. The modems each contained two crystal filters, each of which could
select one of the sidebands from the modulation process. The 12-channel groups
were then further modulated into the upper and lower halves of the N carrier
high band and transmitted over an N carrier line. This signal could be applied
directly to the line, or further modulated to place it in the low band, depending
upon the needs of the office. The signals generated in the carrier supply were
used both for the modulation process and as precisely regulated pilots to control
the level of the speech signals as they passed through the terminals and line.
The new smaller channel filters, integrated-circuit modulator, and compandor
resulted in a terminal requiring only one-sixth the space and power of the N3
terminal it replaced. 17
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The Type N carrier systems, which had a difficult time getting off the ground,
ultimately proved extremely successful and were very widely installed. Over
half a million channels and more than 40 million voice-circuit miles of N carrier
of all vintages were installed by 1975. Because of the shrinking open-wire
plant, 0 carrier was much less widely used, amounting at its peak in 1963 to
about two million voice-circuit miles. But even this modest mileage, amounting
to only five percent of the N carrier, was considerably greater than the maximum
mileage carried on the earlier C and J open-wire carrier systems.
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Chapter 10
Coaxial Systems
I. THE L3 COAXIALSYSTEM
1.1 The System Plan
In early 1944, AT&T announced an ambitious program of postwar coaxialcable installation. In December of that year, a few months after the announcement of the plan to develop and install an extensive microwave network, AT&T
also announced a plan to develop a new coaxial system of about 7-MHz bandwidth. The new system was to be capable of carrying two to three times the
L1 telephone channel load, or several hundred telephone channels simultaneously with a high-quality television signal. Late in 1945, as soon as the
reduction in military work permitted, planning and exploratory development
was started on the new system, designated the L3 coaxial system. (L2 was a
small-scale effort to adapt coaxial to light routes and short distances. It was
abandoned at an early stage.) The L3 system was to obtain the maximum
channel capacity on existing cables, taking advantage of all the advances in
components and design techniques since the prewar L1.
Since a major field of use of L3 was to replace L1 on existing routes, the L1
design, the cable, and the cable-route layouts presented the L3 system with a
definite plant framework. There were four broad objectives of the L3 system
design. First, the existing in-place cable was to be reused. Thus, the loss and
its variation with temperature, the irregularities due to manufacturing and
splicing, and the power-transmission capabilities of the cable became basic
restrictions on the L3 system design. By 1953, the year of first commercial
service of L3, there were about 8,000 miles of cable installed, of which about
70 percent consisted of eight-coaxial-unit cables; the remainder consisted of
six- or four-unit cables [Fig. 10-1]. About 70 percent of the installed cable used
coaxials with an outer diameter of 0.375 inch; the remainder used the older
coaxial tubes with a diameter of 0.27 inch. Second, as much as possible of the
L1 telephone terminal equipment was to be reused, including channel banks,
group and supergroup equipment, and carrier supplies. Third, the existing L1
repeater locations and buildings were also to be used as far as possible. The
loss at the higher L3 frequencies was much greater than at the top L1 frequency
(3 MHz). Closer repeater spacings were required. Since the L1 line repeaters
were spaced at eight-mile intervals, this virtually dictated a four-mile spacing
for L3. The L1 main stations from which power was supplied to the line repeaters
over the coaxial cable were spaced at 40- to 60-mile intervals because of geo247
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(a) Coaxial-cable routes, 1953. (b) An eight-coaxial-unit cable, 1953.

graphic and power transmission considerations. Fourth, as experience was
gained with the L1 system, it was anticipated that its capacity would be increased
to 600 channels. L3 was to provide about three times as many channels, all
meeting long-haul objectives. Alternatively, 600 channels, the full complement
of Ll, were to be transmitted simultaneously with a full-bandwidth television
signal of at least 4 MHz bandwidth. The proposed frequency allocation, allowing
for 1860 telephone channels, required a band of about 8.3 MHz [Fig. 10-2].1-2
The L3 system required not only the most advanced components in hand,
but also considerable extension of the existing art. New electron tubes, transformers, inductors, and other circuit elements were designed for improved
precision, stability, and other performance factors. New techniques of network
synthesis were developed to provide precise transmission characteristics over
the wider frequency band. Techniques were devised for achieving hitherto
unattainable accuracies in the measurement of impedance, loss, phase, and
other transmission properties.
While much new technology was needed, the L3 coaxial system was a second-generation system. There were problems enough, but no major component's basic feasibility was in doubt. Issues of that type had absorbed much of
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the effort on the first coaxial system and were to do so on the first microwave
project. With L3, there was little doubt that a system of the general type projected
could be developed. The questions were how best to go about it and how to
squeeze the maximum capacity and performance out of the medium and components. Under the project leadership of C. H. Elmendorf* the system design
was approached, for the first time in a major transmission development, with
all factors systematically accounted and weighed from the outset. A strict budget
of performance results for the various components and parts of the system was
kept, and, as the pieces fell short of, or (more rarely) exceeded, expectations,
compensations and trade-offs were made to optimize the system as a whole.
It was, in many ways, the first total transmission system development and
established a pattern that was to be followed in many later system projects.
A basic tool in this total-system approach was the use of statistical qualitycontrol techniques in manufacture and testing. System components were made
and delivered, not only within specified limits, but meeting requirements on
the mean value and distribution of characteristics as well. This approach made
it possible to design the system on the same basis, without having to allow for
a combination of worst-case limits in the overall design. With a design for the
mean values and margins allowed for the sum of the known distributions, the
system could be realized with a low probability that it would be out of limits.
A good deal of this sort of approach had been applied on a seat-of-the-pants
basis in the past. Many systems would not have worked if a large portion of
the components were near or systematically biased toward the test limits. In
the L3 system the statistical method was applied uniformly on a system-wide
basis for the first time.
1.2 Repeatered Line
With the prospect of 1000 repeaters in tandem in a 4000-mile system, the
requirements on each repeater became very tight indeed. The L3 repeater was
the basic unit of the system, and its design determined to a great extent the

• Elmendorf, before advancing to executive positions at AT&T, was "Mr. Coaxial Cable" at
Bell Laboratories. He took part in the development of every system from working as a recruit
on 11 to directing the development of L3 and L4 and initiating the work on LS.
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performance and economics of the system. There were two principal requ'rements to be met. The repeater had to offset the loss of four miles of cable under all temperature conditions while contributing low enough noise to meet
overall signal-to-noise--ratio limits; and the repeater, plus addition equalizers,
had to provide a transmission characteristic with gain and delay equalization
adequate for the broadband signal [Fig. 10-3].

1.2.1 Noise
The random-noise design was fairly straightforward. The line noise was the
thermal noise of the conductors and was accurately known. The tube noise
was only a few decibels higher and was reproducible from tube to tube. The
major problem was with interfarence from intermodulation products as a result
of repeater nonlinearity; and, of the two system configurations, the combined
television and telephone signal was by far the most difficult to analyze and
control. Intermodulation between telephone channels produced modulation
products whose sum was similar to thermal noise and could be treated the
same way. Cross modulation between the television signal and the telephone
channels resulted in a host of specificproducts that were potentially less tolerable
than random noise and that had to be examined in detail. Of 400 types of
products that were analyzed, six types were found to be most limiting. All
intermodulation products were reduced by feedback; but, because of the wider
band, the feedback in L3 was low compared to earlier systems. The cross products between television and telephone signals were further reduced in their
interfering effect by locating the television carrier so that the worst products
fell at frequencies that were attenuated by the cutoff of the telephone channel
filters. Despite these measures, the combined-signal intermodulation was a
nagging problem throughout the development of L3. The problem became
academic in time as in-service L3 was almost never used in the combinedsignal mode.
1.2.2 Regulationand Equalization

Equalization is the C'ompensationof a band in gain and phase to a characteristic adequate for the signal to be carried. Regulation is automatically adjustable equalization, intended to keep the transmission characteristic within
limits as changes occur.,most ~ypicallybecause of temperature changes. In the
L3 system, two main classes oJfequalizers were employed, fixed and variable.
The latter was further divided into those intended to take care of changes the
nature of which could be predicted, i.e., "cause-associated shapes" and those
of which the shape could not be predicted [Fig. 10-4).3
The L3 line repeater was designed to compensate for the loss of four miles
of three-eighths inch coaxial cable and thus was the first step of line equalization
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(Fig. 10-5).4 In addition, line repeaters were equipped with artificial lines that
were used to extend (build out) the loss of short sections to the equivalent of
four miles of cable and with basic equalizer options that provided for differences
in loss characteristics of the different types of cable. A second step of fixedgain equalization was known as a design-deviation equalizer. Its function was
to correct the accumulation of known deviations caused by the failure of the
average line repeater to compensate exactly for cable loss. These equalizers
were used at 40- to 120-mile intervals. When television was transmitted, fixed
delay equalizers were also used at approximately 150-mile intervals. These
equalizers compensated for the known delay distortion introduced by the line
repeater sections.
Corrections for most changes in transmission were performed automatically
by pilot-controlled regulators. Pilot tones were transmitted over the line at a
fixed reference level at the transmitting terminal. At intervals along the line,
regulators tuned to the pilots measured the deviation in pilot levels from the
reference values. Depending on the deviation, the regulator increased or decreased the current to a thermistor-controlled regulating network to restore the
pilots to the correct value.
The first step of automatic gain equalization was provided at each line repeater. The nominal gain characteristic of the repeater was designed to match
the loss characteristic of the coaxial at 55 degrees F. As temperature changed,
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10-5. (a) L3 line repeater amplifier and housing. (b) L3 repeaters mounted in a repeater
hut. The engineer is checking transmission by measuring the level of pilot tones.

the cable loss changed, but the change was predictable. It was the first major
cause-associated equalization shape, being very closely proportional in decibels
to the square-root of frequency. To compensate for these changes, two types
of regulating circuits were used. The first adjusted the gain-frequency shape
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of the line repeater in accordance with the magnitude of a 7266-kHz pilot. The
second type, a thermometer regulator, adjusted the same gain-frequency shape
under control of a thermistor buried in the ground near the cable, thus measuring
its temperature. Such control was not as accurate as pilot-controlled feedback
regulation but was adequate for use in one-half of the line repeaters. Its simplicity resulted in considerable savings in first-cost and power requirements.
Additional steps of automatic equalization were provided to offset gain variations caused by vacuum-tube aging and changes in repeater-hut temperatures.
These equalizers were used every 40 to 120 miles and were controlled by 308and 2064-kHz line pilots. In the final step of automatic gain equalization, pilotcontrolled networks were provided to compensate for second-order deviations
remaining after the first-order corrections. The transmission characteristics of
these networks were under the control of 556-, 3096- and 8320-kHz pilots.
The second-order equalizers were located at approximately 150-mile intervals.
The cause-associated shapes were broad effects that covered the entire band.
No one pilot was an adequate measure of a specific shape. Because of these
broad effects, the thermistors controlling the loss frequency characteristics of
the automatic equalizers were driven by the regulators through a simple form
of analog computer. By a process equivalent to the solution of simultaneous
equations, all the pilots were used to determine the amounts of an equal number
of cause-associated shapes needed to restore the pilots to normal. The computer
translated pilot errors into shape errors and drove the appropriate regulating
networks the proper amount to obtain the corrections.
For the inevitable errors in correction and unpredictable residues from the
automatic equalizers, manually adjustable mop-up equalizers were provided.
When television signals were transmitted, manually adjustable delay equalizers
were also provided at approximately 150-mile intervals. These equalizers were
needed to trim the delay characteristic in finer detail than was possible with
the fixed equalizers. The manually adjustable mop-up gain equalizer was based
on an ingenious concept. It was observed that any gain shape (i.e., gain plotted
against frequency) could be analyzed into a series of cosine terms by a Fourier
analysis of the band transmission characteristic. The equalizer provided a number of harmonically related cosine shapes that could be adjusted with the appropriate sign and to the magnitude needed to flatten the band (Fig. 10-6].5
The analysis was not actually carried out. Instead, on an out-of-service basis,
a test set swept a tone across the band, skipping the pilots. The amplitude
variationsof the swept tone were then rectified and the resulting DC minimized
by adjusting the cosine shapes [Fig. 10-7].
The various fixed and adjustable equalizers of the L3 system were combined
in packages appropriate to the length of the system to be equalized. Each
switching section had to be adjusted within limits so that it could be used in
combination with others in a long system without re-equalization. The entire
plan was applied to sections with a maximum length of 800 miles at which
point the line signal was demultiplexed to the group or supergroup level and
reassembled in a different order to break up the systematic accumulation of
modulation products.
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(b)

(a)

EQUALIZERA 1

C

(c)

Fig. 10-6. (a) Shapes introduced by the first three L3 manually adjustable equalizers. Each
equalizer could be adjusted between the limits of the solid and dashed curves. (b) L3 coaxialsystem adjustable-cosine equalizers. Single-cosine-term network. (c) Assembly of five cosine
terms. Up to 25 cosine-term networks were used for final equalization of a long L3 line.

1.3 Terminals

Additional stages of modulation beyond what was provided in L1 terminals
were required to assemble the L3 telephone line signal. 6 Ten supergroups were
stacked into a 600 channel mastergroup in the frequency range from 564 to
3084 kHz by modulation techniques similar to those described in Chapter 6,
Section 4.1. One of these (mastergroup 1) was applied directly to the line. The
remaining two were shifted by additional stages of modulation to the assigned
line-frequency positions to achieve the desired signal spectrum. The television
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to minimize the voltage variation across the terminals x-x. (b) Final gain characteristic of a
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signal was translated to the line by techniques similar to those used in the L1
terminal. The major difference was in the use of a television line-carrier at 4.139
MHz with an upper sideband extending to 8.3 MHz instead of the lower frequencies of Ll.
1.4 Trial and Service

The L3 system was installed for a field trial between New York and Philadelphia in 1951 and 1952 and was opened for service in February 1953. A link
from Philadelphia to Chicago was completed by mid-1954, and, by September
of that year, 1500 channels were being carried on the heaviest sections.
The L3 system provided good telephone transmission service for many years.
The system provided a substantial first-cost savings over the cost of transmitting
a large number of channels on Ll; and, in a few years, it was carrying more
circuit miles than the earlier system. But it was plagued with a number of
problems that were only partially solved. This was due in part to the fact that
the technology had perhaps been stretched too close to its limit but also to the
reassignment of a part of the development staff to military work, which was
expanding at the time. There was no follow-up coaxial project; and, with the
reassigned staff and expanding radio projects, there was no natural home for
the clean-up work essential to a smoothly working system. In L3, vacuumtube life was unsatisfactorily short, and it was difficult to localize marginally
functioning repeaters. Equalization for television in the combined telephonetelevision mode was never satisfactory for the full 4000-rnile objective, although
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programs were started to improve the equalization to permit television transmission up to 1000 miles. Microwave radio far outstripped coaxial cable in
television-channel milE!age,and very little television was carried over L3.
II. THE L4 COAXIAL SYSTEM

The decade from 1955 to 1965 was one of extraordinary growth in the
transmission plant. Mkrowavei radio, with its low start-up cost, short construction intervals, and superior ability to carry signals for the rapidly expanding
national television netw-ork captured the lion's share of the growth: it increased
in capacity by a factor of ten. Coaxial systems, in contrast, often involved timeconsuming acquisition ,of a continuous right-of-way, considerable construction,
and higher initial costs. Nevertheless, coaxial systems provided low-cost circuits
on routes with very he:avy telephone cross sections and rapid growth to their
full capacity. In the same decade, telephone circuit mileage on coaxial cable
more than tripled.
The advantages of radio caused a long hiatus in new coaxial development
following the start of service on the first L3 link in 1953. However, by the early
1960s, additional incentives for further coaxial development appeared. Once
a cable was in the ground and much of the plant at auxiliary and main stations
built, additional circuits could be obtained at relatively low costs by upgrading
a route with a broader-band system. (This "mining" of circuits was an extremely
important part of the ni~twork-capacityexpansion.) Coaxial systems also offered
a needed diversity to overcome system vulnerabilities. They could be built
entirely underground and hardened to make them less likely to be disrupted
by natural disasters or :nuclear attack. By the early 1960s, progress in transistor
technology made it possible to consider a system with capacity much higher
than L3 and with the added attraction of the high stability and reliability promised by an all-solid-state design.
As always, the new system had to conform to the pattern of the existing
plant. The widespread existing L3 installations, with repeaters spaced at four
miles, required a spacing for the new system at a submultiple of that distance.
Two or even three inte:rmediaiterepeaters might have offered very broadband
possibilities, but the maximum frequency attainable in devices with the required
life and reliability quickly resolved the spacing in favor of one intermediate
repeater and a two-mile interval. In 1963, work on the new system, designated
L4, got under way with the target of commercial operation in 1967, an extremely
short schedule for a complex system.
2.1 The L4 System Plan

Exploratory studies were conducted simultaneously in different areas to determine what could be accomplished in the new system. At the system level,
developers concentrati~d on optimizing line-repeater amplifier characteristics
such as linearity, noisi~ figure, bandwidth, and output power. At the device
level, other designers sought to optimize these same characteristics by advances
in transistor design and processing. From these studies, the L4 system capacity
was established as six 600-channel mastergroups or 3600 two-way voice circuits
per coaxial-tube pair in the band from about 0.5 MHz to 17.5 MHz-approximately double the capacity and bandwidth of L3 [Fig. 10-8).7' 8
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Fixed-gain basic repeaters were placed at two-mile intervals to compensate
only for the nominal loss of the coaxial cable. Pilot-controlled regulating repeaters were inserted at 12-mile intervals to compensate for the variation of
cable loss with seasonal temperature changes. More complex equalizing repeaters to correct for accumulated gain deviations were used at SO-mileintervals
and at main stations, spaced about 150 miles apart [Fig. 10-9].
The L4 repeaters were smaller, required less power, and were far more
reliable than their L3 predecessors. Both the basic and regulating repeaters
were single plug-in units; equalizing repeaters consisted of only two plug-in
units. 9 The low power consumption and moderate voltage required for L4 repeaters allowed them to be powered by DC sent over the center conductor of
the coaxial cable, rather than by the 60-Hz AC required in L3. The mean time
to failure of basic repeaters was projected as 20 years, so visits to repeater
stations by maintenance personnel were expected to be infrequent. The characteristics of small size, low power consumption, and high reliability simplified
the physical design of repeater stations. Some coaxial repeaters had previously
been placed in special manholes, but most L3 repeaters were housed in aboveground huts. In L4, basic repeaters to serve four coaxial cables were mounted
in a cylindrical, waterproof apparatus case about 16 inches in diameter. Five
apparatus cases, adequate to serve 20 coaxial tubes, could be contained in a
simple six- by ten-foot underground enclosure. The larger regulating and
equalizing repeaters also plugged into the waterproof case and were mounted
in manholes. These arrangements allowed standard L4 equipment to be constructed as a fully hardened system resistant to natural disaster and enemy
attack.
Main-station buildings, at 150-mile intervals along L4 routes, were also built
as hardened underground buildings, but, in contrast to repeater stations, the
main stations were large structures similar in internal appearance to conventional
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Fig. 10-9. (a) Typical L4 coaxial-system repeatered line layout. Fixed-gain basic repeaters
were at two-mile intervals. Regulating repeaters to offset cable-loss changes due to temperature
were spaced 12 miles apart More elaborate A and B equalizers were at nominal spacings
of 50 and 150 miles, respectively. (b) L4 equalizing repeater apparatus case. The left cabinet
houses the transmission circuits; the right cabinet houses remote-control circuits.

telephone offices [Fig 10-10]. These buildings were designed and equipped to
operate for several weeks completely sealed off from the outside world in the
event of a nuclear attack. The functions performed at main stations varied. At
a minimum, each station contained repeaters similar in design to the lineequalizing repeaters. In addition, each station provided power to the L4 lines
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Fig. 10-10. One of the bomb-resistant main stations for the L4 coaxial system
under construction on the Washington-Miami route, 1966.

and contained line-protection switching equipment. This equipment monitored
the performance of all coaxial lines and automatically switched service to a
protection coaxial in the event of failure of one of the working tubes. Larger
main stations were equipped with remote control consoles that allowed
maintenance personnel to monitor and control the condition of coaxial lines
extending up to 300 miles from the station. The larger stations were also the
site of multiplex equipment for constructing the line-signal spectmm or for
adding or dropping major blocks of circuits.
Sixteen test tones spaced throughout the transmission band were generated
at equalizing repeaters and used to measure deviations in the transmission
response. Although these tones were located in guard spaces between the message circuits so they could be applied with the line in service, they were not
continuous but were activated from the control consoles only when periodic
equalization measurements and corrections were needed. Several system-control
signals were clustered at the band edges. Equalizing repeater and line-protection
switching-control signals were placed at the lower end of the band from 280
to 500 kHz, and repeater fault-location tones were grouped at the high end of
the band, above 18 MHz. In addition to the temperature-regulation pilot at
11.6 MHz, pilots were transmitted at 512 kHz and 20.4 MHz.
2.2 Repeatered Line
Major advances in transistor technology took place concurrently with the
design and development of the L4 system, and they were introduced to provide
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signal amplification with minimal addition of noise and distortion. Although
great strides had been made in increasing the life of vacuum tubes, transistor
life was expected to be orders of magnitude greater at considerably lower cost.
Two types of transistors were developed with specific characteristics to meet
the stringent requirements placed on the repeaters. One type was tailored to
provide low noise and distortion with maximum gain-bandwidth product at
low power. The second type, a medium-power device, was developed to minimize distortion at a higher signal level and also to provide a tightly controlled
gain characteristic. Both types were n-p-n silicon transistors using planar epitaxial technology and were used in all repeaters.
2.2.1 BasicRepeater
The loss of two miles of a coaxial unit over the frequency range from 0.564
to 17.548 MHz varied from 6 to 33 dB. The L4 basic repeater was designed
with a gain shape to offset the loss at 55 degrees F to within a few percent.
Repeater sites, however, could not always be placed at exactly two-mile intervals
because of roads, river crossings, or other placement restrictions. When restrictions were encountered, the site was selected to make the distance less than
two miles, and an artificial line (a line build-out network) was used to compensate for the difference. One of a set of networks, which inserted cableshaped loss corresponding to one-tenth mile increments, was combined with
the amplifier on a plug-in basis to match the shorter distance [Fig. 10-11].
Amplification of the signal was in two separate circuit packages, a preamplifier designed for low noise and a power amplifier, where signal distortion
was minimized. Each circuit configuration was simple but built to exacting
standards [Fig. 10-12]. The line build-out network (LBO) was located between
the two amplifiers, a better place than the input (for signal-to-thermal noise)
or the output (for signal-to-intermodulation noise). Gain shape, as a function
of frequency, was established by circuits in the feedback path of each amplifier.
The noise of the repeater was only 6 dB above thermal noise. About 20 dB of
feedback was realized at the top edge of the band, and, with this, the distortion
products from transistor and transformer nonlinearities were at such a low
level that new test arrangements had to be designed to measure them. The
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Fig. 10-11. Simplified block diagram of L4 basic repeater, showing location of line
build-out network.
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Fig. 10-12. L4 preamplifier. (a) Top view with cover removed. (b) Schematic diagram
of preamplifier (less bias circuitry).

resulting projected total system noise met the long-haul objective of slightly
less than 40 dBrnC0. (Telephone-band circuit noise is measured with respect
to an arbitrary reference level of 10- 12 [1 pw or -90 dBm]. To allow for the
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difference in perception of different frequencies within the band, it is
"weighted;" the weighting used in the Bell System was the so-called C weighting. Finally, since gains and losses along a line change levels but not lthe signalto-noise ratio, it was customary to refer levels to the toll test board-making
it, by definition, the zero-level point. Forty dBmC0 is, therefore, noise 40 dB
above reference noise with C weighting at the zero-level point.)
The power necessary for the repeater was taken from the center conductors
of the coaxial units and was separated from the message signal at the repeaters
unit by filters. Diodes regulated the voltage drop for each repeater, and additional diodes provided protection against lightning or other high-voltage surges.
Line power was furnished from the main stations at about 1800 vat a constant
DC of 0.5 ampere.

2.2.2 Regulationand Equalization
As in L3, the L4 line was controlled against temperature variations (regulated)
and equalized for transmission-gain deviations by a hierarchy of fixed and
adjustable equalizers. 10 Pilot-controlled regulation for temperature was necessary, but it was not required at every repeater. On a hardened route, the
cable was buried at a depth of four feet in the earth, where the mean annual
temperature for most of the continental United States is 55 degrees F. The deep
burial reduced temperature changes, but they could still amount to as much
as a 20-degree variation above and below the mean in the course of a year.
For the total range at the top of the band, 12 miles of cable would change in
loss by more than 12 dB. Regulating repeaters were installed at these intervals
to compensate for this change in loss, in addition to providing the function of
a basic repeater.
The regulating function, like the line build-out network and other equalizing
networks of L4, was placed between amplifiers to minimize signa1l-to-noise
penalties. The regulator consisted of two sections, a post- and preregulator
(Fig.10-13). The change in cable loss due to temperature varied as the square
root of frequency and was very similar in effect to a lengthening (warmer
temperature) or shortening (colder temperature) of the cable. The networks in
each section were designed to match this shape; each network offset half the
total change in a 12-mile section. The postregulator was controlled by the 11.6
MHz pilot, and compensated for half the change in the preceding section,
including any error in the correction inserted by the preceding preregulator.
The preregulator adjusted for loss change in the next half-section by sensing
variations in ground temperature with a buried thermistor near the regulator
site. By dividing the total correction in this way, the average signal levels on
the line were kept closer to the optimum for the best signal-to-noise ratio, i.e.,
the misalignment penalty was reduced. The result of this approach to regulation
was that temperature effects were offset to within ±0.3 dB.
An additional function of the regulating repeater was to house the deviation
equalizer. Predictable deviations from an absolute match of cable loss were
known for the basic repeater. Although they were only a few percent of the
total gain provided, the deviations were systematically additive and would
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Fig. 10-13. L4 regulating repeater. (a) Simplified schematic showing the division into postand preregulating sections. (b) The equipment package, about 14 inches long by 12 inches
wide. Coaxial plug-in connectors are on the right

have contributed significantly to system misalignment if not corrected. A number
of deviation equalizers were made available, since regulating-line sections could
vary from as few as two to as many as five basic repeaters.
2.2.3 EqualizingRepeaters

The adjustable stages of equalization were to compensate for the unpredictable effects in matching the cable loss, such as small differences in manufacturing batches, the failure of the deviation equalizer precisely to offset the
known residual deviations, and changes with age. Equalizing repeaters (A
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Fig. 10-14. L4 equalizing repeater. Test oscillators were activated during remote measurement and adjustment of the equalizers. Memory circuits maintained the setting of each
network.

equalizers), located typically at SO-mileintervals, contained networks whose
shapes could be adjusted remotely to compensate for this type of transmission
deviation to a first order. The repeater provided all the functions of a basic and
regulating repeater as well. Six networks, each affecting a selected portion of
the message band, could be independently adjusted from a main station without
interrupting service. Two of the networks were placed between amplifiers,
and four of the adjustable networks were in amplifier feedback circuits [Fig.
10-14]. The network adjustments were accomplished by activating six test oscillators within a selected equalizing repeater. These sent test tones in the gaps
between the signal bands to a receiver at the main station. The test signals
could be inserted at either the input or output of the equalizer networks, thus
allowing for the measurement of the local networks or of the following 50
miles of line. After the measurements were made, commands sent from the
controlling station could adjust the setting of each equalizer to make the necessary corrections in gain or loss. Settings were then maintained by memory
circuits in the repeater until new adjustments were required. Each network
could be adjusted over a ±4 dB range.
2.2.4 Main-StationRepeaters
The final element in the L4 hierarchy of equalization was the main-station
repeater. Unlike basic and regulating repeaters and repeaters for the first level
of equalization that were located in apparatus cases in the underground enclosures, main-station repeaters were rack mounted in large underground
hardened buildings. The main-station repeater included all the functions of
the manhole repeaters and equalizers, plus ten additional bump shapes in a B
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equalizer for finer-grained equalization. The controls and operation were similar
to those in the six-shape equalizing repeater. Main-station equalization was
also divided into transmitting and receiving sections to minimize the misalignment penalty.
At the start of the L4 development, hopes were high that transmission would
be stable enough so that only the predictable change in line loss with temperature would require continuous, pilot-controlled regulation. A pilot at 11.6
MHz was transmitted for that purpose. Unfortunately, it was discovered quite
early that the temperature sensitivity of ferrite inductors and transformers in
the repeaters also caused rather large changes in the low-frequency transmission.
A tone at 512 kHz, derived from the Bell System frequency standard and
transmitted as a multiplex-terminal synchronization signal, was used at main
stations as a regulation pilot for the continuous correction of low-end transmission. Later, it was also found desirable to correct the high end continuously
at main stations under control of a 20.448-MHz pilot.
Several additional functions were provided at the main stations. It was here
that the high-voltage DC was applied to the line. Temperature and band-edge
pilots were generated and inserted in the transmitting circuits. Automatic lineswitching circuits, to transfer the message signal to a spare coaxial cable in the
event of a transmission failure on the working line, were also located in the
main station.
The control consoles for equalization and activation of a fault-location system
were located at major main stations, such as those in the vicinity of large
metropolitan areas and at the junction of coaxial routes. From a console, it was
possible to address all equalizing repeaters within its area of jurisdiction and
to turn on and measure the transmission test tones. Following measurement,
the adjustable equalizers of equalizing repeaters could be reset from the console,
if required. The fault-location scheme consisted of a series of 16 oscillators
with frequencies at 4-kHz intervals above the band in the range from 18.50 to
18.56 MHz. Each frequency was unique to a repeater location. The control
console provided means to tum these on in any section, address them to a
specific line, and display the results as a quick check on the health of each
repeater.
2.3 Terminals
Existing types of 13 multiplex equipment (channel, group, and supergroup
banks) were used to build up a standard 600-channel mastergroup in the range
from about 0.5 to 3.0 MHz. A new multimastergroup multiplex (MMX-2)stacked
six of these in the range from 0 .5 to 17.5 MHz. 11 Sufficiently wide guard bands
were provided between mastergroups so that individual mastergroups could
be added or extracted by using filters without the need to demultiplex and
without disturbing adjacent mastergroups [Fig. 10-15).12 The solid-state components allowed a sufficient reduction in size so that the complete mastergroup
modulation equipment for three coaxial cables and a full set of spares was
contained in an 11-1/2 foot double bay about 4-1/2 feet wide. This bay provided test and interconnection access to all signals entering and leaving the
multiplex bay [Fig. 10-16].
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2.4 Summary

Line repeaters in the L4 system had twice the bandwidth, were smaller in
size, were more reliable, and consumed less power than their predecessors.
They made possible a new high-capacity, long-haul transmission system, primarily as a result of the introduction of the transistor. For optimization of
signal-to-thermal and intermodulation noise, pre- and postequalization were
introduced at every opportunity in the system design. Although the gain element
was new, the fundamental and mature concepts of negative feedback and
variable equalizers were used throughout. New areas that were entered involved
high-voltage DC line power, remote equalizer control, and memory elements
to maintain equalizer settings.
In addition to providing 3600 channels on each coaxial tube, the L4 system
was configured with the general availability of 20-tube coaxials for new cable
installations in mind [Fig. 10-17]. With nine pairs for working systems and the
tenth pair as a protection spare, a fully equipped L4 route had a capacity of
32,400 telephone channels.
Following a trial in 1965 and 1966 on 114 miles of line between Dayton
and Rudolf, Ohio, the first commercial system was installed between Miami
and Washington and was opened for service in October 1967. L4 was widely
installed on hardened routes with the cable buried four feet deep and with all
repeaters and main stations underground. By 1975, there were over 86 million

Fig. 10-17.

A cross-sectional view of a 20-tube coaxial cable.
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voice-circuit miles installed, about twice as much as the maximum combined
L1 and 13 capacities.*

III. THELS SYSTEM
3.1 The System Plan
In the years after World War II, the development cycle for major systems
from first studies and laboratory experiments to commercial service was often
five years or longer. But the underlying technology was moving rapidly, making
larger and better systems possible at more frequent intervals. As a consequence,
a pattern of overlapping developments became the rule rather than the exception
in every area of transmission work. In almost every case, work on the next
generation was well under way by the time the current design was put in
service. Even by the norms of this pattern, however, the transition from the
L4 to the LS coaxial system was unusual. The L4 development was relatively
short, requiring only four years from start to service, but exploratory work on
LS was already under way at the Merrimack Valley transmission laboratory in
1965, only two years after the start of 14.
This was possible because of the extraordinary rate of advance in transistor
technology. Where L4 settled for a band of 17 to 20 MHz, it was possible by
1965 to contemplate a 60-MHz system with repeaters at one-mile spacings. In
fact, the device capabilities were such that, in the course of LS development,
even broader bands and closer spacings were considered, either as options for
LS or as the basis for a follow-up development. However, after some study
and initial experiments, it was decided that a 60-MHz system with 2-1/2 to 3
times the capacity of L4 would be a sufficiently challenging step, with enough
new problems to keep everyone busy. A design for that bandwidth and onemile spacings became established as a reasonable target. 13' 14 Others, too, were
working on solid-state broadband coaxial systems by the mid-1960s. Both
L. M. Ericsson in Sweden and the Siemens Company in Germany were developing, and eventually produced, 60-MHz systems at about the same time
as 15_1s,16
Allowing for the broader band and closer spacing, LS was very much a
• From time to time, it has seemed appropriate to mention some of the unplanned occurrences
in development. Lest it be thought that coaxial developments were without untoward incidents,
a condition on the first L4 route is worth noting. If the main (11.6-MHz) pilot was inadvertently
removed, the regulating repeaters rapidly compensated by going to maximum gain, saturating
the line with noise and initiating a switch to the spare line. Initially, however, the switch was
not quite fast enough, and the next section was also saturated, initiating a switch, and the
next and the next in a chain reaction. At the line terminal (Miami or Washington), enough
noise was reflected at the circuit terminations to start the process in the reverse direction
until some 2500 miles of lines had switched over. To lose the spare was bad enough, but the
maximum gain also corresponded to hot thermistors, and the cooling cycle was much slower
than the heating. Finally, recovery of any regulator could not start until the preceding regulators
had cooled to within normal range. The spare was lost, before anyone could react, and could
take hours to recover. It took some circuit changes, a modification of the switch, and the
passage of a few years before anyone found the calamitous sequence amusing.
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second-generation system and bore many close family resemblances to 14. The
total band transmitted was made substantially greater than the signal band to
simplify the equalization problem. The top frequency of the nominal 60-MHz
system was thus close to 70 MHz. The basic repeater was made as simple as
possible, fixed in gain, and designed to offset one mile of cable loss at the midtemperature range as precisely as possible. Periodic fixed deviation-equalizers
were used to correct for the known average difference between repeater gain
and cable loss, and, at wider spacings, infrequently changed adjustable equalizers were inserted to offset the unpredictable differences. Dynamic pilot-controlled regulators and equalizers were used only where changes were expected
to vary with time, such as the inevitable temperature effects on cable loss and
repeater gain. (Temperature effects, in addition to the cable-loss change, were
more expected and more cheerfully accepted in LS than in 14.) Post- and preregulation and equalization were used to reduce misalignment, keeping the
signal levels as close as possible to the optimum between excess intermodulation
noise and excess thermal noise. DC power was fed from main stations over
the coaxial center conductors. Protection switching was provided every second
power-feed span.
As initially envisioned, the LS system would have had a channel capacity
of 9000 channels in fifteen 600-channel mastergroups, plus 1800 channels in
three additional mastergroups, operating with less than standard signal-tonoise performance. The latter three mastergroups were to be used in emergency
situations only, for service restoration when other systems failed. However,
early in the development process, a noise-reduction technique was devised
whereby all 18 mastergroups were brought up to the quality required for standard service. The system then provided 10,800 two-way toll-grade message
channels per coaxial pair, a capacity three times that of its 14 predecessor.
Many factors, besides the obvious bandwidth requirement, influenced the
specification of the frequency allocation of the LS system [Fig. 10-18). Experience
with earlier systems indicated that the bandwidth should span something less
than five octaves in frequency to avoid troublesome parasitic effects in circuit
elements. It was extremely difficult, for example, to design transformers for
good very-low-frequency characteristics that would perform satisfactorily at
the top frequencies. Thus, the first mastergroup began at about 3.0 MHz in LS,
as compared to about 0.5 MHz in 14, even though the shift required more
repeater gain. This meant a ratio of 20 to 1 from top to bottom frequencies in
LS, compared to 35 to 1 in L4 and 27 to 1 in L3. It is interesting to note that,
by this decision, the lowest LS signal frequency was higher than the highest
frequency of the first coaxial system achieved with so much effort 25 years
earlier. The frequency allocation was also influenced by the need to transmit
and recover certain nonpayload signals. Among these were four pilot signals
used to control the automatically adjusted regulators and equalizers, faultlocation signals used to control a line-protection switching system, and a reference frequency signal used to synchronize terminal equipment to a frequency
standard.
Compatibility with the existing frequency-division-multiplex hierarchy was
achieved by adopting the six-mastergroup arrangement of the L4 system, now
called a jumbogroup, as the basic payload package for the LS system. Basic
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Fig. 10-18. Line-frequency spectrum of 18mastergroup, 10,800-channel LS system.

jumbogroups were formed by multiplex equipment external to the LS system.
The LS system provided all lthe arrangements, including jumbogroup multiplexing, for the frequency translations and transmission of three jumbogroups.
The line frequencies allocated to the jumbogroups were selected in such a way
that any of the three jumbogroups, or any combination of two, could be manipulated at line frequencies for branching and dropping operations without
the use of multiplexing equipment. Both operations required the use of blocking
filters that, in tum, required th1~provision of guard bands between jumbogroups.
The transmission objectives adopted were essentially the same as those of
its L4 predecessor. In addition to the usual telephone-channel signal-to-noise
objective of 40 dBmC0 for 4000 miles, the gain of the broadband line was not
to deviate by more than 4 dB from a defined nominal loss at any frequency in
the telephone signal band. (Individual channels could be adjusted to much
closer limits in the multiplex.) There were other objectives, including some with
respect to system reliability, signal administration, maintenance, multiplex
compatibility, and the ever-pursued objective of the most for the least cost.
Nominal signal levels were designed, both to maximize signal-to-noise ratios
and produce relatively uniform signal-to-noise ratios in each message channel.
For LS, as for most coaxial s,ystems, this objective required different signal
levels as a function of line frequency. Ideally, it would have required a contin-
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uous change in level with frequency, but this would have unduly complicated
the terminals. The ideal curve was approximated by a small adjustment in the
level of each jumbogroup at the jumbogroup-multiplex output. Signal misalignments from the optimum were expected from a variety of identifiable
causes, and elements within the equalization hierarchy were designed to cope
with each cause. For reasonable magnitudes of misalignment (less than about
±5 dB), equal pre- and postequalization produced the least signal-to-noise penalty, and, to the extent practical, this strategy was adopted for LS as it had been
in L4.
Schematically, the LS system was very similar in layout to L4 [Fig. 10-19].
Since the magnitude of any particular cause-associated misalignment tended
to be proportional to distance, the various levels of the repeater and equalization
hierarchy were designed for deployment on the basis of system length. Simple,
fixed-gain, precisely manufactured, basic repeaters were installed at one-mile
intervals. After a maximum of seven basic repeaters, a pilot-controlled regulating
repeater was inserted to offset loss changes due to temperature changes in
the cable. This pattern was iterated up to a maximum of 37.5 miles, where an
equalizing repeater was used, incorporating the functions of the basic and
regulating repeater and, in addition, the first stage in a sequence of manual
and automatic variable equalizers to offset the cumulative gain deviations across
the band. At the 75-mile-spaced power-feed main stations, more complex repeaters furnished all the previously mentioned capabilities, plus a finer-grained,
manually adjustable equalizer with more gain-frequency shapes (bumps) and
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a pilot-controlled automatic equalizer. The latter was to offsetthe time-varying
deviations, mostly due to temperature effects on the repeater, and to correct
for the failure of the main temperature regulators to offset cable temperatureloss changes perfectly. The basic, regulating, and equalizing repeaters were
designed to be housed in manholes. The main station repeaters were designed
for an attended building environment, since these locations were used to supply
power to the line.
All repeaters were powered by DC along the coaxial center conductor. The
75-mile maximum spacing bi~tween powering stations was selected to be onehalf of that used for the L4 system. This selection provided a compatible spacing
for L4 to LS conversions, and, at the same time, did not require excessive
powering voltage. Experience with the DC powering arrangement used with
the L4 system had indicated that voltages greater than 1800 would be likely
to generate excessive impulse noise through corona-like discharges in cable,
connectors, and repeater equipment. The 1150-v maximum adopted for LS
provided a comfortable margin in this respect.
A new protection switching system was designed with the capacity to serve
as many as ten working coaxial lines, in addition to a spare line, to accommodate
the largest of the coaxial cables (22 tubes). The design provided for effective
operation with only a few coaxials and the addition of working lines as needed,
with a minimum of cost and effort. It also provided a robust signaling arrangement to avoid improper switching in response to noise and short interruptions
in transmission. (It was also designed with the early L4 experience fresh in
mind.) As a result of reliability studies encompassing both cable and repeaters,
line-protection switching stations were placed at intervals not exceeding 150
miles. With this spacing, service outage time due to single line failures was
projected to be significantly li~ssthan that expected as a result of major failures
due to such things as cable breakage during road construction.
3.2 Repeatered Line

The basic building module of the LS repeatered line was the switching span.
Such sections were connected in tandem to span the distance between terminal
stations. Multiplex, branching, and dropping operations were restricted to protection switching stations. To improve overall transmission and noise performances for very long systems, the mastergroup frequency-frogging concept,
used in earlier coaxial systems, was also adopted for LS. In a mastergroup
frogging operation, the line silgnalwas demultiplexed to the mastergroup level
and then remultiplexeid in a pattern that placed each mastergroup in a different
position in the line spectrum. The net effect was to reduce the accumulation of
certain types of intermodulation noise and produce a more nearly uniform
transmission quality for each of the message channels. Where long routes were
required, frogging stations WE!reto be implemented at about 800-mile intervals.
The wider band and corresponding larger number of channels, along with
the doubling of the number of repeaters, placed an extremely difficult requirement on repeater linearity. The linearity (reduction in intermodulation) needed
was 20 dB better than L4, where the problem had been far from easy. The
system improvement was found partly in a new power transistor, much im-
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proved in linearity. This by itself, however, would not have been adequate for
the required performance. A major improvement was made by introducing
phase-shifting networks at each regulating repeater to break up the systematic
in-phase addition of third-order modulation products that had plagued carrier
systems for decades. The modest phase distortion introduced by the networks
provided a reduction of about 15 dB in third-order intermodulation noise for
a 4000-mile system, and resulted in a system limited essentially by secondorder intermodulation and thermal noise.
It might well be asked at this point why, if the solution was so simple, was
it not used sooner? The answer is that in earlier systems other means were
adequate to control the distortion, but also, apparently, because no one thought
about it hard enough. It must be remembered that phase or delay distortion
was considered bad for video and data transmission. In LS, however, analog
video was not a factor. Some work was done on multilevel data transmission
in L mastergroups, but there was little application. 17 The distortion introduced
over the bands likely to be used for data was small and could be equalized at
the terminals, if necessary. It took just the right amount of poison to cure the
patient without killing him.

3.2.1 The EqualizationPlan
The high frequencies of LS revealed some equalization problems that had
been of no consequence in the earlier systems. The different materials in cables
of different vintages cause deviations from the nominal loss that became significant at 60 MHz. An early version of the polyethylene support disks, for
example, caused a dissipation loss (the shunt loss) about twice that of the later
product. Fortunately, the cable-loss differences as a function of frequency were
quite broad and were easily equalized. Within the LS band, the cable had no
sharp or narrow-band transmission aberrations. The current cable-splicing
methods, as well as those used for most previous coaxial systems, produced
only small deviations that could be neglected. However, splicing techniques
used in very early cables introduced relatively severe impedance discontinuities.
The resulting transmission deviations varied sharply with frequency and were
not closely reproduced from sample to sample. In equalization parlance, they
were ill-behaved, and it was not feasible to provide for their equalization.
Conversion of these cables for LS required resplicing using later techniques.
The basic strategy of LS transmission equalization was essentially unchanged
from L4 [Fig. 10-20]. (The depiction, if not the execution, of equalization plans
had become simpler since the days of the L3 coaxial system.) Briefly stated,
this was to offset predictable deviations that would not change over time with
fixed equalizers and provide adjustable equalizers only for deviations whose
characteristics could not be predicted or that were expected to vary with time.
It was further expected that the adjustable equalizers would fall into one group
that would not be changed at all, after initial adjustment, or only be changed
at infrequent intervals (the static group) and a second group that would need
essentially constant adjustment. Only the latter were to be automatic, i.e., pilotcontrolled dynamic equalizers. The plan was carried out by a hierarchy of
repeater-equalizers to carry out the successive stages of equalization, spaced
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as far apart as the signal-to-noise penalty of signal misalignment would permit.
To minimize misalignment, prEi-and postequalization were used with only one
exception. Generally, each member of the hierarchy provided all the equalization
functions included in lower-o:rder members along with additional functions.
A feature of the plan was to exercise extremely tight control over transmission
in design and manufacture, leaving as little additional adjustment as possible
to mop-up stages of equalization.
The basic repeater, the lowest-order member of the hierarchy, was designed
to equalize the nominal cable loss at mid-temperature range. It was a fixedgain design, with six different codes to provide the gain necessary for cable
lengths ranging from one-half to one mile, in one-tenth of a mile increments.
The plug-in line build-out arrangement as used in L4 could not be built to the
precision required in the LS basic repeater.
The regulating repeater, inserted after seven basic-repeater spans, compensated for variation in cable loss with temperature. Schematically, this repeater
was essentially identical to the L4 regulating repeater, with a pilot-controlled
(42.880 MHz) postregulator and thermistor-controlled preregulator. While the
closed-loop arrangement provided a very precise adjustment, any deviation in
the pilot level resulted in an equalizer adjustment. If the pilot changed from
its reference level for any reason other than temperature change, the transmission was changed across the entire band as if a line-temperature change
had actually occurred. This focused special attention on transmission deviations
at the temperature-pilot frequency. The basic repeater was designed not only
to have a very precise gain characteristic across the band but also to have a
near-zero gain-temperature coefficient at the pilot frequency as well. All repeater
spacing was engineered on cable loss at this frequency.

3.2.2 The EqualizingRepeater
At about 37-mile intervals (five regulating spans), an equalizing repeater
added two additional forms of equalization. In common with past practice, a
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fixed-deviation equalizer was needed to compensate for the difference between
the average loss of the cable and the average gain of the repeaters. The precise
design of the basic repeaters permitted this equalizer to be spaced as far apart
as the 37-mile intervals without excessive accumulation of signal-level misalignment. A single design offset the average deviation leaving a residue that
was relatively easy to correct in the higher-order adjustable equalizers [Fig.
10-21]. The second equalizer in the equalizing repeater was an adjustable,
multishape network, referred to as the El equalizer, for finer-grained correction
of the design error. This was accomplished by a series of ten "bump" shapes,
each affecting a different portion of the transmission band. Corrections up to
±4.5 dB could be made in each bump. The El equalizer also included a narrow
shape at the regulating pilot to permit precise level adjustment after all other
adjustments had been made. As in the L4 equalizing repeater, the equalizing
networks were between amplifiers or in feedback networks [Fig. 10-22].
The E1 equalizer was usually located in a manhole in a sealed and pressurized
apparatus case similar to those used for the basic and regulating repeaters. The
next stage of equalization was in a main-station repeater, located in the office
environment of a power-feed main station. Both the transmitting and receiving
sections of a main-station repeater included an El equalizer. In addition, both
sections were equipped with a similar, but more elaborate, E2 equalizer. The
El and E2 equalizers were designed in concert, the E2 providing 18 additional
bump shapes intended to complement and offset the transmission-level deviations left by the El equalizer. The initial selection of the equalizer shapes was
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Fig. 10-22. The LS system El equalizer transmission circuitry. Ten adjustable "bump" shapes
and an adjustment at the 42.88-MHz pilot supplemented a fixed design-error equalizer at 37mile intervals.

based on computer simulations of the expected LS transmission channel. A
field trial of the system provided additional essential information that permitted
improvements in the initial designs.
Bump shapes were chosen for LS over other options because the computer
simulations showed that they equalized the line better and were easier to adjust.
Experience with the L4 system had shown that many of the deviations for
which the adjustable equalizers were intended were, indeed, not variable with
time. As a result, the LS statk equalizers were adjusted manually at the site
and on an out-of-service basis. This procedure was adopted because it was
expected that, once set, the equalizers would need to be readjusted only rarely,
if at all.
3.2.3 Time-VaryingDeviations

The largest of the time-varying transmission deviations, the variation of
cable loss with temperature, was offset to a very large extent by the regulating
repeater. This compensation, however, was not perfect, and a small, but significant, error accumulated over a 7S-mile power-feed span. Over the same
line span, a somewhat larger time-varying transmission deviation was expected
as a result of temperature changes of the line repeaters. While some smaller
deviations were expect1~dfrom other sources, these two represented the principal
burden on the final stage of LS equalization, which was implemented in a
network referred to as the E3 equalizer.
The time-varying transmission deviations offset by the E3 equalizer tended
to be rather well-behaved broadband deviations and therefore amenable to
correction by a few carefully chosen adjustable shapes. On the other hand,
they were certain to change continuously with seasonal variations in temperature; equalizer adjustment had to be automatic to avoid frequent manual operations. These considerations led to the adoption of a pilot-driven equalizer
with relatively simple transmission networks. Four pilots, including the temperature pilot, placed in frequency above and below the three jumbogroups
provided a suitable measure of the time-varying deviations. The relatively small
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magnitude of these deviations permitted the E3 equalizers to be used in the
receiving sections of main-station repeaters for post-equalization only.

3.3 Centralized and Automated Transmission Surveillance
As the long-haul coaxial network evolved to increasingly complex and
higher-capacity systems, with more and more electronic equipment at unattended locations, the need for improved maintenance and monitoring capability
became acute. At the start of development of the LS coaxial system, inexpensive
minicomputers and remotely controlled transmission-measuring equipment
were becoming available. A centralized and automated transmission-surveillance system was included in development plans from the start as an integral
part of the LS network.
The system consisted of a transmission-surveillance center (TSC) located at
a principal main station and transmission-surveillance auxiliaries (TSAs) located
at associated main stations. The TSC originated all control operations and processed all measured data. The TSAs performed measurement functions as directed and returned the raw data to the controlling center. At each TSA, a
digitally controlled oscillator could be connected to a selected line through a
switch matrix and requested to apply a sine-wave signal of specified level and
frequency within or outside the band [Fig. 10-23]. Similarly, tunable selective

Fig. 10-23. Remotely controlled programmable Type 90 oscillator and detector for the LS
transmission-surveillance auxiliary.
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detectors could be connected and controlled to measure received signals. An
analog-to-digital converter in the receiver control unit converted the measurements to a digital form suitable for transmission over a data link to the surveillance center. The data link was a four-wire circuit, usually in the same
sheath with the coa:xialsand time-shared with an alarm-reporting system.
The centralized approach provided an area transmission performance overview not possible with local link-by-link maintenance. Since surveillance was
essentially continuous, it also provided early warning of slowly developing
troubles. Programming and running the tests under computer control saved
effort and provided accurate and flexible records. Trouble localization in LS
used test oscillators at each repeater in a manner similar to that used in L4.
These oscillators were also under programmed control from the test center,
making rapid trouble localization possible.
A TSC was generally located at an attended terminal main station assigned
the central role in the overall maintenance and operation of an LS area. It
functioI)ed as a nerve center for originating and processing automatic measurements on line and multiplex equipment. Software routines were written
and stored on tape cassettes to minimize operator interaction and to process
and present results in an easy-to-use format. The system quickly proved its
usefulness, and, in 1976, the system was upgraded to a disk-based system with
much larger computer memory and a more sophisticated software system. Application programs were written to permit quick and easy implementation of
frequently needed maintenance activities. Routines included measurements of
pilots, line transmission, jumbogroup multiplex outputs, and activation of the
fault-location sequence.
Data bases were generated, covering the arrangement and extent of equipment to be controlled. This information included manhole designations, route
numbers, lines equipped, the allowable range of measurements, and test points
available. A separate set of programs was dedicated to checking the surveillance
system itself for proper operation. The diagnostic program provided an indication of the health of the entire surveillance system by exercising all the access
and measuring equipment at the TSC and TSAs. The transmission-surveillance
system provided the means for maintaining the LS system on a network basis,
rather than as a series of independent stations.
3.4 Trial and First Service

LS equipment was installed in late 1970 for a trial on a 100-mile section of
coaxial cable between Netcong and Cedarbrook, New Jersey (the metropolitan
junction stations for New York and Philadelphia on the main north-south East
Coast coaxial route). The trial was successful in every respect, and construction
was started on a 620-mile route for commercial service between Lillyville,
Pennsylvania and Hillsboro, Missouri, the junction stations for Pittsburgh and
St. Louis [Fig. 10-24). (Planning work had already been under way for some
time.) With its side legs, this installation consisted of 815 sheath miles of cable,
14 main stations, 850 manholes, 3400 manhole repeaters, and over 250 bays
of transmission equipment. Xenia, Ohio, a major junction station, was established as the control center housing the transmission-surveillance equipment.
Installation and testing went forward without extraordinary incident. (A tornado
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demolished a substantial part of Xenia, but the underground LS buildings were
unscathed.) The system went into service on January 3, 1974, fulfilling a schedule developed six years earlier, only a year after first service on L4.
3.5 Physical-Design Evolution
In the story of the development of electronic communications, an aspect
often neglected is the problems faced and overcome by equipment physical
designers. A significant part of the effort required went into this specialized
development field, and no small part of the credit for the final achievement
belongs to this group of skillful specialists. They were often the sobering influence that kept euphoric circuit designers in touch with reality. They made
vital contributions in all systems. The evolution of coaxial-system design will
serve to illustrate their role.
All electronic apparatus must be assembled, tested, and maintained. For a
laboratory model, baling wire and any kind of skyhook will do; but, to man-
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ufacture in quantity, install, and operate in the field, a great deal of discipline
and a careful choice of materials and design are required. In the preelectronic
era, these necessities led to thEipractice of assembling equipment on flat plates
suitable for mounting on relay racks (the term is indicative of their origin in
DC electromechanical switching). Interconnection was by multiwire, formed
cables laid out along orderly horizontal and vertical paths. The layouts of the
first experimental coaxial repeaters in the 1930s showed the respect paid to
this tradition. This approach, however, had little regard to the length of feedback
paths and other electrical factors that became critical at the higher frequencies
of the new equipment.

3.5.1 L3 PhysicalDesign
Developers quickly learned the lessons, however, and succeeding amplifier
models were made increasingly compact and with less concern for two-dimensional plate layouts. In the L3 repeater, component placement, parasitic
couplings, and the inductancEi of even short leads became important. Circuit
elements were placed in the best possible position for optimum electrical performance, and supporting structures were then designed to maintain the desired
spatial relationships. These supporting structures were separate units mounted
on an amplifier chassis so that the networks could be individually tested before
final assembly and removed for repair or replacement if necessary [Fig. 10-25].
This method of design became feasible because of the new availability of cold
casting resins, with parts produced in a cheap phenolic mold. The process was
practically equivalent to the sand casting of metals, and complex parts were
economically manufactured, even in the relatively small quantities required for
L3 production.
The L3 amplifiers were housed in a sealed die-cast container to keep out
moisture, with a desiccant enclosed in each housing. In this sealed environment,
careful attention was ]Paid to conducting the considerable heat generated to
the outside world without an ,~xcessivetemperature rise of the vacuum tubes.
Even so, high tube temperatur,e was identified as one of the causes of relatively
short L3 tube life. (By ordinary standards, the tubes were still of very long life,
but transmission-system designers labored under the "tyranny of numbers."
There were over 4,000 vacuum tubes in a transcontinental L3 line. If the average
tube life was 100,000 hours--over 10 years-there would be one failure per
day on the average.)
In the first experimental line between New York and Philadelphia, there
had been some experirnenting with repeaters in manholes, but it proved more
practical in commercial L1 and L3 to provide aboveground huts for housings.
Only some of the later L3 rEipeaters were placed underground in specially
constructed facilities on hardened routes.

3.5.2 L4 PhysicalDesign
The wider band and higher precision needed in L4 required a new approach
to physical design. The small size of transistors and other components allowed
designers to abandon the three-dimensional L3 approach. A solution was found
in the planar world of printed--circuit construction. Copper paths were printed
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10-25. L3 line-amplifier assembly. (a) The wiring side of a complete
amplifier. (b) An input interstage, illustrating use of cast resin frameworks.

or etched on the surface of epoxy-glass boards. Printed wiring had the desirable
high-frequency properties and provided tight control of component placement.
The board assembly was fastened inside a heavy die-cast aluminum box.
In the L4 repeater, the designers had a new problem to solve because of the
series end-to-end DC power feed. Only a small series voltage drop was needed
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for the operation of each repeater, but the entire repeater circuit was at thP
voltage of the coaxial center conductor. For repeaters close to the power feeds,
there could be 1000 v or more between the circuit and the grounded mounting
frame. It was therefore necessary to insulate the entire amplifier electrically
from the grounded outer case, but still to provide a low-resistance thermal
path to dissipate the heat generated. The solution was to bond the off-ground
circuit chassis, over a large area, to an epoxy coating on the grounded frame.
Such construction ensured that most of the heat was conducted to the repeater
frame and eventually to the outside of the apparatus case. In the amplifier
sections, thermally critical transistors were installed within heavy-aluminum
extrusions mounted on the printed-wiring board and bolted to the aluminum
covers. Materials, cross sections, thermal impedances, and the conditions of
the environment were analyzed and measured to assure that the transistors
were within the temperature range required for long life [Fig. 10-26].18
Since L4 was to be installed on hardened routes, the repeater housings were
designed for a manhole environment from the outset. A newly developed and
less expensive prefabricated manhole was used at the smaller basic and regulating-repeater sites [Fig. 10-27]. Within the manholes, several unsealed amplifier units were mounted in gas-tight cases maintained at cable gas pressure
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A precast-concrete manhole of the type used to house L4 repeaters.

(Fig. 10-28). The gas pressure prevented moisture from entering through any
small defect that might develop in the seal, and it warned of major troubles
through low-pressure alarms. The watertight housings further emphasized the
need for small size and compact packaging. All of the L4 line equipment not
in main stations was designed for mounting in the cylindrical gas-tight cases.
Repeaters plugged directly into jacks mounted in the frame of the case. The
manholes were often wet and dirty. They presented a poor environment for
any kind of work on delicate electronic equipment. These considerations led
to a design requiring that all components needing maintenance had to be plugin elements, so that maintenance work could be carried out under more favorable conditions. Extreme precautions were taken to protect maintenance
personnel from inadvertent contact with any high-voltage points.
3.5.3 LS Physical Design

As physical designers considered the problems imposed by the LS coaxial
system, several different approaches were considered. The high cost of outside
plant and the close repeater spacing led to the consideration of such options
as small underground lockers, still smaller "handholes," or even the direct
burial of repeaters. (The cost of digging and the construction of a concrete
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Fig. 10-28. L4 basic repeater pressurized apparatus case with
cover removed, mounted on a manhole wall.

manhole considerably exceeded the cost of a full complement of electronic
equipment housed in it.) However, the need for access, so that the coaxial units
could be equipped only as needed, and the benefits of an easy conversion from
L4 to LS, finally determined a plant approach similar to L4. Designers further
benefited from not having to characterize a wholly new environment. 19
Ideally, a conversion from L4 to LS would have involved only the exchange
of plug-in units. However, the need for a more efficient thermal dissipation
path (LS repeaters dissipated one-third more heat then L4) and more surveillance
and fault-location leads required a more extensive change. The overall layout
and pressurized cylindrical apparatus cases were retained, but the internal
framework for mounting the repeaters was replaced. With the new frame, the
apparatus case housed four basic repeaters and the associated fault-location
circuits [Fig. 10-29). The repeater was designed so that, when bolted in place,
its leading surface was in intimate contact with the apparatus-case frame.
Coaxial patch cords were used for insertion of fault-location oscillator tones at
both the input and output of the repeaters via twin coaxial jacks located on
the apparatus-case chassis. The twin jacks served also as repeater bypass points
in the high-voltage, series-powered line. They permitted a power patch around
a repeater, without turning power down on a line, in the event repeater replacement became necessary. The apparatus cases were filled with dry nitrogen
to 9 psi. Six apparatus cases were required in a basic-repeater manhole to equip
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Fig. 10-29. LS basic repeater apparatus case. The
repeaters were located around the periphery of the
case. The center box housed fault-location and test
access circuits.

a 22-tube coaxial cable. Adapters or dummy apparatus cases were installed to
permit an entire manhole to be racked and spliced initially, and apparatus cases
were installed only to cover the number of coaxial tubes actually equipped in
order to defer expenditures until additional capacity was required.
The LS amplifier consisted of a preamplifier, a power amplifier, a powerseparation network, and a line build-out network, all perhaps 1000 v or more
off ground. These were assembled on a chassis located within, but electrically
isolated from, a rugged die-cast-aluminum outer housing [Fig. 10-30]. The electrical insulation was provided by lining the outer case with an epoxy coating.
As in L4, thermal conductivity was provided by a large-area bond between the
off-ground and the grounded chassis. The repeater covers were secured using
one-way screws as a safety feature. There were no adjustments to be made
and hence no reason to open a repeater in the field. They were effectivelysealed
in manufacture to avoid the exposure to high voltage that would occur if a
coverless repeater were accidentally inserted in a powered-apparatus case.
It was established very early in the LS development that conventional com-
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Fig. 10-30. LS basic repeater. The inner circuits could be at a high DC voltage and were
insulated from the grounded outer frame.

ponents mounted on printed-wiring boards could not be used. A recently developed thin-film technology, in which tantalum films on ceramic plates were
used for conducting paths, precision resistors, and even low-value capacitors,
was coming into general use. (See another volume in this series, Electronics
Technology (1925-1975), Chapter 9.) This promised to provide the precision required for LS. But even conventional thin-film techniques were not adequate.
LS required exceptionally large ceramic substrates and a considerable number
of discrete components, such as transformers and larger-value capacitors, to
mount on the plates.
Heat dissipation, as always, was a problem. The layouts were designed so
that the power-dissipating resistors were on the periphery of the ceramic substrate. The transistors, however, had to be centrally located because of circuit
requirements for short conductor lengths. Special heat sinks were designed to
conduct the transistor heat to the aluminum covers and away from precision
resistors and other temperature-sensitive components. The requirements to
provide a metallic heat conduction path of large cross section but, at the same
time, have enough flexibility to avoid stressing the delicate ceramic plate were
at first glance inconsistent. The structural support developed was to mount the
substrate directly on the transistor heat sink and merely stabilize its outer periphery on three bosses of the aluminum housing. The LS heat sink was a
precision assembly, with a 32-microinch finish on its mating surfaces, and a
high-conduction indium washer inserted at the interface between the transistor
and the heat sink surface. Yet it was scarcely visible and, once installed, could
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Fig. 10-31. Thermal path for LS amplifier transistors mounted on a ceramic substrate.

be forgotten, contributing only to the long trouble-free life of the LS repeaters
[Fig. 10-31].
3.6 Increased Capacity-LSE
LS was an immediate success both technically and economically. Following
the initial installation, essentially all significant growth in coaxial routes was
by LS on new cables or conversions to LS of earlier coaxial systems. In the later
1970s, after several years of relatively slow growth in the long-haul plant,
circuit growth again accelerated rapidly and means were sought to increase
the capacity of LS. While the networks to break up third-order intermodulationproduct addition had proven highly successful, the system was still limited by
second-order distortion and thermal noise. Any increase in circuit loading required an improvement in both types of noise.
Fortunately, in contrast to past experience when the best efforts had proven
barely adequate, in one respect the LS designers had built a system better than
they needed. Extended studies of the LS system after commercial service was
started indicated that its equalization capability was more than adequate. The
extensive drcuits of equalizing networks and amplifiers generated excesses of
both thermal and modulation noise, and the removal of unnecessary equalization became one of the two major noise-reduction techniques. All manholemounted El equalizers and all power-feed-station E2 equalizers were removed.
In addition, the E3 equalizer was replaced by a pair of simpler equalizers. The
other major noise-reduction technique used phase-reversing networks to reduce
second-order modulation noise. Such networks were placed along the line at
locations formerly occupied by the removed equalizers. Together, the two techniques reduced total noise by about 2.5 dB and permitted the expanded system
to meet standard performance objectives in all channels for 4000 miles.
The noise-reduction measures permitted increasing the system capacity by
four mastergroups to a total of 22, an increase of 22 percent over the initial
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service system. Accommodating the new mastergroups required new line-frequency allocations and providing them required new multiplexing equipment.
It was essential for coordination with existing systems that many features of
the original design be retained, such as the frequency of line pilots and the
surveillance and administrative signals. The increased capacity in LSE (LS expanded) was achieved by inmiasing the top signal frequency from 60.5 to 64.8
MHz and packing the mastergroups more tightly. Three multimastergroups,
two with seven mastergroups and one with eight, replaced the three original
six-mastergroup jumbogroups. Two new multiplexing arrangements, both of
which provided less guard-band space in the frequency spectrum, were developed to support the new frequency allocation. (See Chapter 15, Section 2.5.)
There was no provision for blocking, branching, or through connecting in multimastergroup blocks.
With these changes, a coaxial pair had a capacity of 13,200 high-quality
telephone channels. During this period, standard sheaths with 22 coaxials had
also become available. In such a sheath, with ten working pairs and one protection pair, an LS coaxial route could carry up to 132,000 circuits. By 1980,
LS systems were providing almost 66 million voice-circuit miles of capacity.
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Chapter 11
Microwave Radio
I. THE TD2 SYSTEM

1.1 Initial Planning
In May 1946, just as the laboratory models of the first experimental microwave-radio system (TDX) were being tested, a conference was held to plan the
next step. It was decided that a system linking New York to Chicago would
serve as the basis for thoroughly exploring the technical feasibility of a nationwide relay chain. In October of that year, a Bell Laboratories committee
proposed two alternative designs for the first commercial system, one to be
completed in June 1949 and the other, one year later, incorporating more extensive improvements. The report was not overly optimistic about the performance of either system; nevertheless it was indicative of the spirit of the times
that it was accepted as the basis for preliminary steps at Bell Laboratories to
get the program going in advance of formal top management approval. Arrangements were made to shift the TDX group to the new project as soon as
possible. Together with development groups in other areas, they started more
detailed planning of the new system, to be called TD2.
In January 1947, AT&T filed an application with the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) asking authorization for the construction of a microwave
relay chain between New York and Chicago. Authorization was quickly granted,
and development of TD2 was under way. AT&T selected the second, more
ambitious of the Bell Laboratories proposals, but then urged that it be completed
by the earlier date proposed for the simpler system! AT&T made this request
because of mounting pressure from television broadcasters for interconnecting
circuits. At the same time, however, the realization was growing that the Bell
System was heading for a nationwide installation of radio relay on a crash
basis. The system to be developed had to give at least acceptable transmission
performance over transcontinental distances. Its reliability had to be comparable
to that of existing, highly reliable cable systems. For maintenance costs to be
kept within bounds, repeater stations had to be essentially unattended, with
only infrequent routine maintenance visits.
Electron tubes were the biggest problem. The klystrons used in TDX limited
the available radio-frequency (RF) bandwidths to about 10 MHz. For the base
band of 4.5 MHz needed for television, even with narrow-swing FM, the sidebands were attenuated by the narrow band. There was no real prospect that
such a narrow band could be amplitude and delay equalized adequately over
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4000-mile distances or be kept accurately tuned to the right frequencies by
manual means. In addition, it was unlikely that the life of the klystron could
be extended to several thousand hours, even though tube replacement costs
indicated that about 10,000 hours was needed. A possible solution to this dilemma was beginning 1toappear in the research department, where gain-bandwidth studies of triodEiamplifiers by J. A. Morton indicated the potential for
handling wider bandwidths than was possible with klystrons. Morton had
been working on new concepts of triode design during World War II. For a
time, the work was directed toward a tube that might be used in the input of
a 10-cm (3000-MHz) radar receiver. As the design began to take form and
show promise and troubles with klystrons mounted, Morton judged that a
better place for such a microwave triode would be in a radio-relay system.
Some exploratory work on the tube, first called the No. 1553 and later the
No. 416A triode, looked very promising [Fig. 11-1).1•2 There was another competitor by this time in the tnweling-wave tube (TWT), but it was generally
agreed that a commercial TWT was still a few years away. In use, the microwave
triode was incorporated directly into a waveguide cavity and made part of a
three-stage amplifier [Fig. 11-2].
With the microwave vacuum-tube decision settled, the TD2 plan began to
take shape along the lines proposed by Bell Laboratories in 1947, with one
additional exception. The plan had considered the use of a horn-reflector antenna. The decision, however, was to continue to use a horn-lens antenna
similar to the TDXtype but somewhat redesigned. Since the horn-lens antenna
handled only one plane of the polarization and could operate only over the 4GHz band, this turned out to be a much less-than-optimum choice. As the
planning of the project:moved further along, it became increasingly clear that
TD2 would not really be what had been talked about in the 1947 proposal. It
was turning out that almost nothing would be carried over from the TDX,
except the experience of having designed a microwave relay system. In fact,
because of schedule overlaps, even experience with operation of the TDXsystem
would come after the TD2 development was well started. A late 1949 servicedate objective desired by AH::tTwas retained, however, with the hope that
with a best effort and some good luck, it could be met.
The lack of hard numerical dlataon the propagation and fading characteristics
of repeater hops was a major problem. Microwave propagation through the
lower atmosphere is affected by rainfall, and refraction depends on temperature
and humidity gradients. While it was possible to predict with considerable
accuracy the loss along a radio path in conditions of standard atmosphere,
predicting long-term fading statistics on a path meant predicting the weather
with a detail and precision that would frighten the most optimistic weather
forecaster. Instead, a massive effort was mounted in the Systems Engineering
Department to acquire actual propagation experience in several widely spaced
and carefully chosen locations. By the end of 1949, Bell Laboratories had a
much better knowledge of the situation. But the design of TD2 started in 1947,
so the designers had to proceed with objectives based on judgment applied to
the sparse data then on hand. Fortunately the objectives chosen stood up fairly
well; nothing big enough to justify design changes was found.
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Fig. 11-1. The Bell Laboratories No. 1553 microwave triode. (a) The No.
1553 triode with a cross-sectional drawing of it in the background. (b) Comparison at the same scale of, right, the electrode element spacing of the No.
1553 triode with, left, a contemporary microwave triode.
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Fig. 11-2. The TD2 microwave amplifier. (a) The No. 416A triode mounted in a waveguide
cavity. (b) The three-stage microwave transmitter amplifier.
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1.2 Scheduling the First Systems

When the TD2 project started in the first months of 1947, a tentative schedule
required that Bell Laboratories complete development of the repeater, antenna,
power plant, and all other items by the first quarter of 1948. Western Electric
preparation for manufacture was to overlap the development, so equipment
delivery could start in the last quarter of 1948. The Long Lines Department
was to choose and acquire sites, design and construct buildings and towers for
the route between New York and Chicago, and have them ready when the
first equipment started to flow out of the Western Electric factories. Installation
of equipment was to start early in 1949, working from east to west, so that
system testing of the eastern end could go on while the western end was still
being installed. The service date was to be the fall of 1949.
Even while this schedule was being established, the concept of the TD2
project was growing into one of a nationwide system with long-term commitments. A short experimental system could be built of devices and components
in an early stage of development. If failures occurred or maintenance costs
were high, no great harm was done. In fact, one of the main motivations for
an experimental system was to smoke out the unexpected problems that had
not shown up in the laboratory. But for a nationwide system, it was essential
that the design concept be sound, and the life and reliability of the devices be
assured. The TD2 project began to place increasing demands on activities in
all parts of Bell Laboratories, such as systems engineering, development of
devices and power equipment, and research in chemistry. It also began to be
accepted as an objective that TD2 should be able to carry about 480 telephone
channels when not used for television. Telephone needs, which had been set
aside by the early concern over television, began to assume their previous
importance. The impact of the enlarged effort required and the higher-capacity
telephone objective was recognized in 1948, and the projected New YorkChicago service date was moved to the fall of 1950.
At the same time, BellSystem commitments to the success of the TD2 project
continued to grow. To meet critical service needs between Los Angeles and
San Francisco, a chain of stations was projected for essentially the same time
as the New York-Chicago system. (In fact, it opened for service only 14 days
later.) Also, the long link between Chicago and San Francisco was being engineered and the buildings constructed. The date for the initial service was
pushed back a year, but the dates for what had been follow-up systems remained unchanged. There was going to be a tremendous commitment in metal
and concrete around the country before any TD2 equipment actually passed
its first service tests.
1.3 First Service and Early System Improvements
By the spring of 1950, the first repeater bays were assembled and installed,
and testing could be started over loops around the first few repeater stations
out of New York [Fig. 11-3). There were numerous problems at first, such as
a poor signal-to-noise ratio, spurious tones, high intermodulation noise on
telephone loads, and variations in video response. Early failures of the No.
416A triodes were also experienced. One by one, problems were cleared and
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The TD2 radio repeater bay.

performance improved to at least a tolerable level of quality and continuity.
By August 1950, good television transmission had been achieved. The New
York-Chicago route was opened to service on September 1, 1950 and the Los
Angeles-San Francisco link by mid-September. The entire coast-to-coast route
was complete in time to carry President Truman's opening address before the
Japanese Peace Treaty Conference from San Francisco to New York on September 4, 1951. The design of TD2 had become a reality Y
System outages were still painfully frequent but began to decrease rapidly
in 1951. Some of the worst spurious tones were cleared by adding filters, tightening waveguide joints, and similar measures. An improvement program for
TD2 was begun even before the service date on the New York-Chicago route.
The most pressing problem was improving the life of the No. 416A tube. This
problem was receiving massive effort from the Bell Laboratories and Western
Electric engineers at Allentown, Pennsylvania. (In the late 1940s and through
the 1950s, branches of Bell Laboratories were established at several locations;
those for electronic devices in Allentown and Reading, Pennsylvania, cable
and wire products in Atlanta, and transmission equipment at the Merrimack
Valley, Massachussetts location were especially important to transmission
technology.) At the Allentown laboratory, the defects of bad tubes returned
from the field were analyzed, relationships of manufacturing techniques and
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processes to tube life were studied, and the entire triode was redesigned. In
consequence, the life was brought up from 100 hours or so in the earliest
models to 4000 hours in 1951. By 1952, it was in the 6000- to 8000-hour range
and reached about 20,000 hours in the mid-1960s.
There was, additionally, a whole series of normal follow-up engineering
improvements, such as increasing the life of other tubes, strengthening the
antennas to withstand higher wind loads, removing maintenance ha:lards in
high-voltage circuits, and designing more portable test equipment. A major
improvement was the design of an automatic-protection switching system. 5
This system permitted one RF channel to act as protection for the other five,
substituting itself automatically and rapidly for a channel that dropped out,
either because of equipment failure or deep fading. This reduced the: system
outage by a factor of 50 and was an essential element in making radio circuits
as reliable as those on cable.
The improvements called for in delay-distortion equalization and in stabilization of the baseband gain-frequency characteristic were a different matter,
however. The designers did not have adequate analytical tools for a numerical
understanding of what was happening. They had the classical FM theory that
made the equations tractable by dropping troublesome higher-order terms.
Such theory was adequate for simple single-hop systems, but it gave no quantitative understanding of practical multilink systems. In such systems, gain and
delay distortions were followed by amplitude compression, and this process
was iterated in the multiplicity of repeaters. It was not until later that highperformance computers made it possible to simulate this process and calculate
the results with sufficient accuracy.
In addition, in the early days of TD2, the test equipment available was not
accurate and precise enough to make adequate tests on a single repeater or its
elements. This meant that observations were made on a string of repeaters,
with all the obscuring effects of compression and unknown maintenance variations. At that time, the problem could not be completely understood in numerical terms. But if the Bell System had decided to wait until FM transmission
was thoroughly understood before building TD2, there would have been no
system. In fact, it was the existence of this nagging problem on TD2 that sparked
the extensive work that later gave Bell Laboratories a quantitive understap.ding
of multihop FM transmission and set the stage for the later enormous improvements in microwave systems.
1.4 Increased Spectrum Use
Soon after TD2 was developed, efforts were begun to increase system capacity. In the original design, the number of radio channels that ,could be
transmitted was limited because only half the allocated frequency band between
3.7 and 4.2 GHz could be used; in the late 1940s, it was not possible 1todesign
microwave filters that would separate immediately adjacent channels [Fig.
11-4]. In addition, the number of routes that could be developed in congested
areas was limited. If two or more routes converged or crossed at a tower, the
angular spacing between them had to be about 60 degrees, since only antenna
directivity separated potentially interfering channels. In 1951, a set of improved
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Fig. 11-4. TD2 radio system showing original six-radio-channel frequency allocations.

filters was designed so that channels on different routes could occupy the alternate empty slots in the standard TD2 system. About 20 dB of selectivity was
provided, which made it possible to reduce the angular separation at junctions
to as little as nine degrees. 1hese filters proved very useful in special cases.
In 1955, another factor was added that changed the situation radically. By
this time, Bell Laboratories designers had started on the design of the TH microwave system for the 6-GHz common-carrier band. It was expected that the
TH system would be widely used as an addition to TD2, utilizing the same
sites and towers on routes that already had TD2. However, because the TD2
antenna transmitted only the 4-GHz band, the 6-GHz TH signals could not
pass through the same antenna. This raised the problem of adding another set
of antennas to existing TD2 installations, obviously a difficult and cumbersome
operation.
But the horn-reflector ant,enna was broadband enough to handle 4- and 6GHz signals simultaneously. (See Chapter 7.) The horn-reflector antenna could
also transmit both horizontal and vertical polarizations. There was still a question, however, as to whether the antenna and all the associated common-feed
lines could be designed to handle the two frequencies simultaneously. This
involved a waveguide that e·xtended down from the antenna to the repeater
equipment, large enough to transmit 3.7 GHz, that was round to handle both
polarizations, and reb11.tlar enough not to get into multimoding problems. (At
6.2 GHz, more than one mode was possible in a waveguide large enough for
4 GHz.) At the base, system-dividing networks were needed to separate the
signals into the two major system bands. It turned out to be no small job to
design such a combining system, especially since the design contemplated the
eventual joint use with systems at 11 GHz in addition to those at 4 and 6 GHz.
It was only with the pioneering contributions of the Radio Research Department
that it was adequately solved [Fig. 11-5].6 Even after the problem had apparently
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Fig. 11-5. Multiband microwave system elements. (a) Installing a horn-reflector
antenna. The antenna could transmit the three common carrier bands at 4, 6 and
11 GHz and both horizontal and vertical polarizations simultaneously. (b) Dominantmode terminal pairs for 4-, 6- and 11-GHz systems combining network. (In the
1950s GHz were designated kilomegacycles, KMC.) (c) Laboratory model of systems
combining network.
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been completely solved and the design was in production, serious multimoding
problems remained. These were later solved by redesigning and meticulously
aligning the waveguide and antennas.
The first step, therefore, in preparing to use the TH system was to redesign
the entire TD2 antenna system and start applying the new design on all new
TD2 routes, beginning in 1955. Once TD2 antennas could transmit both polarizations simultaneously on the same route, the questions arose naturally:
How much discrimination from filtering and polarization was necessary to use
both the regular and the intervening frequency slot channels in the same broad
band (i.e., 4 GHz) on the same path? Would the polarization discrimination
remain during fading? To answer the latter, tests were conducted between Bell
Laboratories locations at Murray Hill and Holmdel, New Jersey, about 23 miles
apart. The experiment indicated that polarization discriminations poorer than
20 dB might be expected less than 0.002 percent of the time. This was good
enough to contemplate a frequency plan that would use the 4-GHz band very
efficiently, doubling the number of channels possible. Transmitters or receivers
on the same frequency were on oppositely directed antennas and on opposite
polarizations [Fig. 11-6]. Careful analysis of the requirements on separation
between transmitters and receivers achieved by the antenna directivities (and
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confirmed by field measurement) showed that some added frequency selectivity
was required. A filter was added in the intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier
portion of the repeater to sharpen the discrimination against the adjacent
channel.7
By 1966, over half of the TD2 routes were equipped for interstitial channels,
affording a considerable savings by using existing installations more intensively.
It is ironic that installing a flexible antenna system on TD2 routes for TH application ultimately delayed the growth of TH. But, of course, the delay came
about because it was more economical to add interstitial TD2, another example
where the increase in the capacity of an older system raises the competitive
hurdle for a new one. The doubling of the channels also had an impact on the
protection switching system. The original system used one radio channel to
protect the other five working channels. With ten working channels, two such
systems would be needed, a cumbersome and costly proposition. Accordingly,
a new protection switching system was developed, the lO0A, which directly
provided two-for-ten protection capability. 8

1.5 Microwave Antennas and Towers
The horn-reflector antenna was a clearly superior design; it was broadband
and transmitted both needed polarizations. 9- 13 The reflector, however, called
for a shape accurate to within ±1/8 inch over its outside dimensions of 8 by
8 feet. This required factory tooling, which at the time loomed as a serious
problem in cost and time. It was clear that it would be easier to build a few
delay-lens antennas than a few horn-reflector antennas. The delay-lens antenna
was fabricated on the job by hand and with relatively modest dimensional
tolerances. Had it been perceived that thousands of antennas were going to be
required, the choice of factory tooling over hand labor would have been obvious,
though the time factor would still have been serious. In addition, the whole
concept of a radio-repeater station had changed over the years. InitiaHy, designers had thought in terms of a small building, housing a couple of transmitters
and receivers, with the antennas on the roof. This philosophy was carried out
in the design of the TDX system. When necessary, antenna decks were raised
a little to get over nearby trees but only by the minimum amount to avoid
increasing the length and loss of the connecting waveguide. For this arrangement, the horizontal mounting of the delay-lens antenna was well suited.
This thinking carried over to the first TD2 stations. Structural steel was
scarce in the postwar era, and it was thought that there would be economies
in a poured-concrete structure built like a silo. Only a few of these were built
before it was clear that it was not economical. A building with a square or
rectangular cross section is much better suited for mounting equipment in rows
of bays. As the system moved into the plains of the Midwest, tower heights
were increased to preserve line-of-sight paths over spacings of 25 or 30 miles.
In the East, it was usually easy to find a hill to give 100 to 200 feet of elevation,
but, in the Midwest, the tower itself had to meet the need. The flat topography
presented a problem that at first resulted in a rather uneasy compromise. On
the one hand, it was undesirable to mount the radio equipment too far below
the antennas because of loss in the connecting waveguide. On the other hand,
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because of cost and other difficulties connected with installing elevators, it was
undesirable to place the radio equipment any further above the ground than
necessary [Fig. 11-7]. It was clear, then, that these two functions should be
separated. The building would house the radio and power equipment, the
tower would support the antennas at the proper height [Fig. 11-8]. Also, as the
number of channels in the 4-GHz band was doubled and the plan to add 6GHz systems on the same antenna took shape, it became obvious that the
stations would grow. Expandable buildings were essential; it was much easier
to plan for expansion with a building at ground level and a steel tower alongside.
The vertical mounting of the horn-reflector antenna became preferable because
it allowed the waveguide to start down the tower with a minimum of bends.
The decision to use the delay-lens antenna, then, was made in one set of
circumstances, while the application turned out to be in another. With sufficient
foresight, or a better crystal ball, the manufacture of several hundred antennas
that eventually did not fit the growth pattern might have been avoided. But
this was part of the price that went with the very compressed schedule. The
same can be said of the approach by successive approximations to the design
of buildings and towers. Some steps in design thinking that normally would
have existed only on the drawing board were frozen in hardware and concrete.

Fig. 11-7. A typical concrete tower used in the first TD2
system between New York and Chicago. The radio repeater
equipment was placed part way up the tower to reduce
waveguide runs.
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Fig. 11-8.

A 125-foot steel tower for TD2.

1.6 TD3-The Next Version of TD2
In April 1962, it was decided to redesign TD2 into an entirely new version,
called TD3, taking advantage of all the advances in technology available. 14 The
TD3 system made use of the band from 3.7 to 4.2 GHz in the same way as
TD2, combining regular and interstitial channel versions. It was to be all-solidstate except for a TWT amplifier with a 5-w output. The noise-performance
objective was several decibels better than TD2, so that it could carry 1200
telephone channels in a single RF channel (compared with 480 to 600 channels
for TD2). This increased capacity required not only the higher transmitter power
of the TWT but also a better receiver input-noise figure. The latter was achieved
by the use of new low-noise Schottky-barrier diodes in place of the original
silicon point-contact rectifiers. The intermodulation requirement, and hence
the equalization of delay distortion in TD3, was so severe that it required the
development of new analytical techniques and precision laboratory measuring
equipment. Work on computer modeling had advanced to the point where
modulation performance could be predicted from measured or any given shape
of amplitude and delay distortion over the radio band, including the nonlinearities and amplitude-to-phase conversion effects of the TWT.
The first TD3 installation was on a new radio route consisting of a five-hop
single switching section about 140 miles long between Alexander, Arkansas
and Arkabutla, Mississippi. This section was the first portion of a new radio
route planned for service between Alabama and Oklahoma in 1967. Manu-
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facture of TD3 extended from 1966 to 1971, with a total of 2358 transmitterreceiver units produced.
TD3 met all objectives and worked very satisfactorily, but some of the new
components were quite expensive. At the same time, as experience was gained
in the manufacture of TD2, its performance was improved and costs were
reduced. In the late 1960s, as the original TD2 equipment was constantly upgraded, joint studies by Bell Laboratories and Western Electric indicated a number of areas where cost reduction and equipment simplification in TD3 could
be obtained. On this basis, a decision was made in 1970 to proceed with an
improved version, TD3A. In 1973, the best and least costly components of TD2
and TD3A were further amalgamated into a new system, TD3D, which also
incorporated better maintenance and testing capabilities. When the TD3 system
was projected, a TWT was absolutely essential to obtain the required transmitter
power. Continued improvements in the microwave triode had been made,
however, until it yielded power comparable to the TWT and at much lower
cost. In TD3D, the TWT was replaced with the triode amplifier, but it was
anticipated that a solid-state transmitter would soon be available. This was a
striking sequence. The new generation design, with the objective of doubling
the capacity of the original TD2, was overtaken by incremental improvements
in the old model until a new hybrid proved to be better and less costly than
either.
1.7 Capacity Increases of TD2

The increase in the telephone channel capacity of the TD radio systems from
the first tentative estimates of a few hundred channels to the final accomplishment is a remarkable story. Unlike single-sideband AM (SSBAM) systems on
cable or wire, the FM radio systems were not limited by the 20-MHz bandwidth
of the radio channels. If the signal-to-noise ratio could be improved, more
telephone circuits and a wider baseband could be transmitted by lowering the
frequency deviation. Obviously, if this could be done with relatively minor
changes in the installed equipment, the saving over installing additional radio
channels or building new routes was substantial. In addition, this increased
route capacity without new frequency assignments in the always-crowded radio
spectrum, a very good benefit indeed.
The first step was to raise the power output of the microwave-triode amplifier
from 0.5 to 1.0 w. With the adjustments available, it was easy to raise the
amplifier gain and drive the output stage to produce 1 w. However, when this
was done, the performance with the wider baseband was poor. The cause was
carefully analyzed and detected to be amplitude-to-phase conversion in the
microwave amplifier. The surprisingly simple cure was to move the connection
of a resistance from one side of a capacitor to another. The change could have
been made at a much earlier date improving overall baseband transmission
performance, but the design defect was not revealed until the power was increased.
The noise in a microwave system carrying hundreds of telephone conversations came from two sources. The first was thermal noise, whose effects could
be reduced by increased transmitter power or lower receiver noise figures. The
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second source was due to the intermodulation of the telephone signals. In FM
systems, a major cause of intermodulation was delay distortion in the repeater
circuits. This source had been worked on throughout the history of TD2. Intermodulation noise could also arise from multimode propagation effects in the
waveguide systems connecting the radio repeaters to the antennas. Discontinuities and poor impedance matches caused conversions from desired to undesired modes or echoing and reechoing of the desired modes at the discontinuities. These effects were recognized in early TD2 planning and were important factors in the desire to keep the antennas as low as possible on the
roof of the equipment building.
As network growth into the Great Plains resulted in the use of taller towers
that were separated from the equipment building, longer and more complicated
waveguide runs were needed. In addition, the shift to an antenna system that
operated over several frequency bands introduced the complicated systemdividing networks. So a source of intermodulation noise, minor in the early
days, became major. The next step in the improvement program was to clean
up the entire antenna system. This involved, among other things, better aiming
of the antennas when it was realized that radiated waves slightly off the axis
of the antenna also excited unwanted modes. New test equipment, some new
parts with better impedance match, and better alignment of the waveguide
flanges were also important [Fig. 11-9]. Tests in 1966 on the improved version,
designated TD2A, established that the system could carry up to 900 circuits
per channel and still meet the long-haul objectives. 15

Fig. 11-9. A special wrench designed to align round waveguide runs on microwave radiorelay towers. It consisted of a gripping wrench with a length of stainless-steel roller bearing
chain, which held the two mating flanges precisely in position while the bolts were being
tightened.
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A year later, turther improvements were tested on a route between Dallas
and Oklahoma City. Western Electric engineers had been working on the 1-w
triode microwave tube to introduce ceramic insulation in place of the glass that
had been used previously. The improved No. 416C tube could dissipate more
power because of the high thermal conductivity of beryllium oxide and thus
permitted raising the microwave power to 2 w. With improved components
from the TD3 system, such as the Schottky-barrier low-noise down-c:onverter,
and improved FM terminals, it proved possible to carry 1200 circuits and still
meet long-haul objectives. 16 Encouraged by this success, designers started to
work on further increases in capacity. Additional tests on the No. 416C triode
showed that a transmitted power of 5 w was possible with selected tubes,
although the life expectancy was reduced. The increase in capacity to 1500
circuits, possible at the higher power, was judged to be worth the additional
maintenance effort required. By 1973, this system, called TD2C, had been installed on a route linking Kansas City and St. Louis and on several others. 17
This was the last gasp for the microwave triodes. Even at the higher power,
its life expectancy was about a year of continuous operation. It had come a
long way from the days of 0.5 w and 100 hours.
About this time, the FCC introduced a regulation limiting the number of
protection channels permitted in the common-carrier bands. Whereas TD2 had
been operated for a number of years with two protection channels for ten
working channels, the new regulations allowed only one protection channel.
This provided a strong motivation to convert to more reliable solid-state components. The IF amplifier and microwave generator were among the units converted. Other improvements about this time included the introduction of
maintenance-only-when-needed procedures at TD stations, easier methods for
tuning the RF amplifiers, and the introduction of a carrier resupply system at
each repeater to prevent downstream repeaters from going to full gain in the
event of signal loss on a hop.

1.8 The Final Changes
The trends established earlier towards lower cost, better performance, higher
capacity, and conversion to solid state continued after 1973. During the next
six years, all electron tubes were replaced, including the 4-GHz/RF poweramplifier. Two versions of the solid-state microwave amplifier were produced
at 2 and 5 w, using the newly-developed gallium arsenide field-effect transistor
(GaAsFET). In addition, a low-noise GaAsFET RF receiving-preamplifier was
introduced for use on long hops with .relatively poor signal-to-noise ratios.
As transmission improved throughout the plant, talkers spoke at a lower
volume. In the mid-1970s, it was ascertained that the average talker volume
on the long-distance network was about 4 dB less than the value used in establishing the earlier radio system design-parameters. 18 This meant that the
signal from the sum of the talkers was not driving the FM radio system to full
deviation as planned, and hence the RF spectrum of even 1500 such talkers
was narrower than allowed by FCC rules. In March 1980, the system load was
increased to 1800 circuits per radio channel, which could be done and still
meet noise objectives if the transmitters were operated at 5 w and the receivers
were equipped with the new low-noise RF preamplifier.
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TABLE 11-1: Increase in TD System Capacity

Year

Transmitter
Power-Watts

Telephone
Circuits Per
Radio Channel

Radio
Channels
Per Route

Telephone
Circuits
Per Route

1950
1953
1960
1967
1968
1973
1980

0.5
0.5
0.5
1.0
2.0
5.0
5.0

480
600
600
900
1,200
1,500
1,800

5
5
10
10
10
11
11

2,400
3,000
6,000
9,000
12,000
16,500
19,800

Other improvements continued to occur. System modeling with more powerful computers led to a better understanding of system delay-distortion and
resulted in significant improvements in overall baseband response. New microwave technology using barium titanate made possible the introduction of
microwave filters of smaller size and better temperature stability. Finally, a
standard method was developed to combine signals from two vertically separated antennas on a tower (space diversity) in a smoothly continuous way to
provide a steadier signal during periods of multipath fading. This method
was to be essential in conditioning the TD systems to carry high-speed data in
later years.

Fig. 11-10. TD2 system broadband routes, 1980.
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In the 25 years following initial production in 1950, some 35,000 TD2 repeaters and 5000 TD3 repeaters were produced and installed around the country. Dramatic increases in radio-channel and route capacity were achieved [Table
11-1]. By 1980, microwave radio provided over 600 million voice-circuit miles
in the Bell System plant; almost three-quarters of the total was on TD2 and
TD3 systems. TD systems touched virtually every city of any size in the United
States [Fig. 11-10]. TD was a tremendously successful development. It is an
outstanding example of the constant application of new technology to achieve
a steady increase in capacity and performance over the years, with a corresponding decrease in the cost of long-distance service.
II. TH SYSTEMS

2.1 THI-The

First 6-GHz System

Bell Laboratories engineers began to plan for a 6-GHz system in 1955, anticipating the need for additional circuit capacity when the rapidly expanding
TD radio network would be completely filled, at least in its busiest sections.
The design objective was to provide the same quality long-haul service as TD2,
using as much of the TD2 plant as possible. The FCC had established the 500MHz band from 5.925 to 6.425 GHz for common-carrier use. In the TH plan,
this was divided into sixteen 30-MHz slots paired to provide eight 2-way radio
channels, plus some narrower bands for auxiliary communications. Each
broadband channel was to be capable of transmitting a baseband signal of
1860 frequency-multiplexed telephone channels (the same as L3 coaxial) or,
alternately, a full-bandwidth color-television signal.
Compared to very-high-frequency FM radio, the microwave systems were
low-index FM systems. The frequency deviation required for an adequate signalto-noise ratio in a given telephone channel depended on the transmitter power,
the receiver noise figure, the repeater spacing, and the antenna gain, all of
which could be traded to a considerable extent. In the first microwave systems,
the frequency swing was initially about ±4 MHz, comparable to or even less
than the baseband signal band. By Carson's rule (a formula for the frequency
band occupied by the principal components of an FM signal, derived in the
1920s by J. R. Carson of AT&T), the band required with FM is twice the band
of the modulating signal (the baseband) plus twice the frequency deviation.
With a ±4-MHz swing, the 8 MHz of the multiplexed telephone baseband
required a radio band of about 25 MHz. Another factor in the choice of 30
MHz (29.65 MHz, to be precise) was the expectation that high-definition theater
television with a band as wide as 10 MHz would also be carried. The TH
frequency plan differed from the alternating transmitter-receiver assignment
of TD2 in another major respect. In the TH system, one-half of the band was
used as a block for transmitting and the other half for receiving, alternating
hop-by-hop [Fig. 11-11].
The principal challenges in the TH system design included achieving a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio to handle additional circuits, providing new
RF apparatus, such as channel-dropping networks and amplifiers, providing
better delay-distortion equalization over the broader channel bandwidth, and
integrating the new system into the existing TD2 network. For the higher power
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and bandwidth required, the TWT had no serious competitor. This device had
been invented in England during World War II by R. W. Kompfner and much
improved in the Bell Laboratories research area by J.R. Pierce and his associates
[Fig. 11-12]. The TWT overcame the principal limitations that had bedeviled
all the earlier microwave amplifiers by providing high power and gaiin over an
extremely broad band and, in addition, had the promise of very long life. The
version developed for TH radio was focused with permanent magnets and
cooled with forced air. To eliminate interaction with adjacent ampllifiers and
protect personnel from the high voltages required, a massive magnetic shield
enclosed the entire structure [Fig. 11-13]. The TWT was capable of an output
power of 5 w over the entire 500-MHz band at 6 GHz. In conjunction with a
new balanced down-converter and a low-noise IF preamplifier at th•~receiver,
it provided an adequate signal-to-noise ratio over the hop.
A new approach was taken in the design of the microwave generator used
to supply the various 6-GHz carriers for frequency conversions. Instead of each
microwave repeater having its own generator, a common microwave carrier
supply furnished all the carrier frequencies required at a radio station. With a
common supply, it was expected that the cost per repeater at a fullly loaded
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Fig. 11-12. Center,R. W. Kompfner, the inventor of the traveling-wave tube, discussing
its properties with, left, J. R. Pierce, who played a key role in perfecting it, and, right, H.
Nyquist, who made important contributions to its theory of operation.

station would be greatly reduced. Maintenance access was provided by mounting TH equipment in sliding racks, which required a flexible waveguide connection to the channel-separation filters and antenna waveguide [Fig. 11-14].
A field trial of TH on a route between Salt Lake City and Denver in 1960
revealed a few unanticipated sources of interchannel interference, but otherwise
the trial went well. The interference was eliminated with relatively minor design
changes. Carrying over 1800 telephone circuits per radio channel, the THI
system provided a significant addition to the capacity of the microwave network.19 About 4000 repeaters were installed by 1970, when manufacture was
discontinued.
2.2 Improvements

THI radio met its objectives and filled a need, but it had some shortcomings.
A great deal was being learned about the practical needs of the field with the
widespread installation of the several generations of TD radio. The principal
problem with the TH system was that it had been designed with the expectation
of a rapid growth in signal load to the full capacity of the system. Under such
conditions, the cost per channel would have been about as low as expected.
But even in a rapidly expanding system, there were many situations where
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Fig. 11-13. The TH radio system traveling-wave tube. (a) The traveling-wave tube enclosed
in its large magnetic shield. (b) Cross section of traveling-wave-tube amplifier.

growth was not fast. In these cases, the start-up cost of the microwave carrier
supply designed for the full complement of channels, along with other equipment furnished in common, put a heavy cost burden on the first 6-GHz channel
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Fig. 11-14. THI radio repeater transmitter bay
showing traveling-wave amplifiers in sliding rack
mounting.

to be equipped. The experience with TD was demonstrating that a self-contained
transmit-receive bay was most desirable.
In 1966, work started on an improved TH system, called TH3. TH3 was
designed as a new long-haul facility to provide modern solid-state equipment
with improved performance for use in the 6-GHz band. 20 Many of the new
system components were the same as those used in TD3. The radio bay required
new circuitry because of the higher RF frequency and wider IF bandwidth,
although design techniques were similar to those used in TD3. The IF frequency
was also the same as TD3, i.e., 70 MHz instead of the 74 MHz used in THI.
This allowed TH3 to use the FM terminals (upgraded to 1860 circuits), a protection switching system, and some of the IF circuits developed for TD3. A
new TWT was designed for the RF power amplifier that dispensed with the
massive shield and was capable of operating at 10 w instead of 5 w, as in THI
(Fig. 11-15).
Laboratory testing with prototype and preproduction bays was carried on
in 1967 and early 1968. TH3 was first installed on a nine-hop route between
Vega, Texas and Dodge City, Kansas in 1969 and 1970. Only minor problems
were experienced in the first system, and these were quickly corrected. TH3
then met its long-haul objectives for 1800-circuit loading. About 2000 repeaters
of TH3 were eventually manufactured and installed. As in earlier systems,
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Fig. 11-15. TH3 transmitter-receiver bay (repeater
bay), 1970.

improvements were introduced in TH3 as time passed. By adding an RF filter
in the receiver and increasing the baseband drive in the transmitter to accommodate the observed lower talker volume on the network, it was determined
by 1978 that TH3 could carry 2400 circuits. It was not until early 1983, however,
that the FCC officially allowed the increased drive level.
III. SHORT-HAUL SYSTEMS

3.1 The First Short Haul System-TEI
The initial stimulus for the development of short-haul microwave radiorelay systems was television. Television frequently needed a temporary transmission link between the site of a newsworthy event and the local broadcast
transmitter or an entry point to the larger network. Using technology from
microwave radar and a modified military microwave system (AN/TRC-6) developed in World War II, designers created the 4-GHz TEl system in 1946.
(See another volume in this series, National Service in War and Peace (19251975), Chapter 5, Section 6.)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11-16. The TEI short-haul microwave link for television, I 946. (a) Receiving antenna
on the roof of the AT&T Long Lines building at 32 Avenue of the Americas in New York
City. From the transmitter on the roof of Yankee Stadium the beam passed down Fifth Avenue.
(b) Front view of Long Lines antenna and receiver.

The TEI transmitter used a low-power reflex-klystron frequency modulated
by the baseband video signal. The transmitters and receivers were packaged
in box-like containers, small enough to be called portable, and built to withstand
adverse weather conditions [Fig. 11-16]. Later, an improved version of the
system, TE2, was developed and first placed in commercial service by The Bell
Telephone Company of Pennsylvania in June 1949, in a television studio-totransmitter link.

3.2 The First 11-GHz System
Following the success and rapid growth of the first long-haul radio system,
it appeared that a microwave system would also be attractive for short-haul
applications, if it could be made low in cost. The envisioned applications were
for side legs to main routes in areas of lower population density and television
transmission off the major network. The expansion of network television and
long-haul message transmission on radio was concentrated in the 4-GHz common-carrier band with some use of the 6-GHz band, starting in the late 1950s.
A third common-carrier band existed at 10.7 to 11.7 GHz, which was unused
in the early 1950s. These factors, plus pioneering research work in the field of
components and system concepts for low-cost microwave systems, led to the
development of the TJ system. 21
RF transmission at 11 GHz posed a number of new problems. Not only was
multipath fading more severe, but heavy rainfall in the path caused severe
signal attenuation. Attenuation at 11 GHz was also a very significant factor if
waveguide runs to antennas were used on high towers. Repeaters that brought
the signal to baseband were desirable for short-haul systems to give access to
the signal for frequent adding and dropping of circuits and for order-wire and
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alarm functions at repeater points. Reflex klystrons fitted the transmitter needs
well, since they could easily be frequency modulated by the baseband signal.
On the other hand, baseband repeaters required remodulation of the signal at
every repeater point. Any nonlinearity in the relationship of baseband signal
amplitude to RF frequency deviation generated intermodulation noise in the
recovered signal, and the achievement of the required linearity was difficult
with klystrons. One of the problems was that the RF frequency also depended
on the impedance presented to the klystron, and this impedance could change
rapidly with frequency, especially if there was a long waveguide run to a poorly
matched antenna feed.
Meeting these problems had major effects on the design of the TJ system.
The signal loss between the klystron and the antenna was minimized by using
periscope-antenna systems with a minimum of waveguide. In a periscope
(sometimes called a flyswatter), a parabolic dish close to the transmitter was
directed vertically. The beam was then reflected horizontally toward the distant
station by a 45-degree plane reflector at the top of the tower [Fig. 11-17]. 22 The
periscopes provided relatively poor back-to-back isolation between opposite
directions of transmission, however; and it was necessary to use shifted frequencies (the so-called four-frequency plan) and crossed polarization for trans-

Fig. 11-17. TJ radio-relay repeater site at Oxford,
Michigan, 1956. Vertically-directed parabolic dishes
are on top of the repeater hut in a typical periscope
arrangement.
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mitters in the opposite directions. With 0.5 w of transmitter power, proper
microwave-receiver design, moderate antenna sizes, and conservative hop
lengths, large fading margins were achievable to accommodate attenuation
caused by rain. A new device, the ferrite isolator, had the characteristic of low
attenuation in one direction of transmission and high attenuation in the reverse
direction. An isolator in the klystron output passed the outgoing signal with
low loss but prevented wave reflections from the antenna or transmission line
from affecting the impedance terminating the klystron. This made highly linear
operation possible.
A plan for the use of the 11-GHz band was derived to use the spectrum as
efficientlyas possible while accommodating the special needs and characteristics
of the short system. 23 The plan provided three 2-way channels of 40-MHz
bandwidth, each protected for multipath fading or equipment failure by a protection channel on a one-for-one basis (Fig. 11-18). The plan also took into
account overreach interference between hops on a route, separation of working
and protection channels to minimize simultaneous fading, cross polarization
of the channels to ease filter requirements, and appropriate separation of transmitting and receiving bands to reduce interference and cost. The system originally was designed to carry up to 240 voice circuits or a color television signal
for up to ten hops. 24
The first application of TJ was between Phoenix and Flagstaff, Arizona. It
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was a five-hop system, initially carrying 48 circuits and expected at that time
to grow to over 300 circuits for the route. (Improvements in TJ made the larger
load possible.) Almost 1500 TJ transmitter-receiver bays were produced by the
mid-1960s and were configured in routes totaling over 5600 route miles.

3.3 The 11-GHz Pole-Line System
As the TJ system was being designed, the Radio Research Department continued to develop concepts for still more economical short-haul microwave
systems. 25 They proposed a system that would use very short hops (five to ten
miles), permitting antennas to be relatively low and mounted on poles or short
towers (hence the designation pole-line radio). Such antenna structures would
require little land and could be located along existing roads, which would
provide easy access and readily available commercial power. Simplified lowpower electronics for the transmitter and receiver would permit mounting a
repeater in a cabinet rather than requiring a building and could use low-cost
storage batteries for standby power.
Based on many of these concepts, TL radio development (later called TLl
when the succeeding TL2 system came about) was started in late 1959. 26 ' 27
Using the 11-GHz frequency band, TL was designed to use many of the concepts
of TJ, including its frequency plan, isolators, and short waveguide runs to obtain
transmitter-klystron linearity. There were new problems, such as achieving
adequate frequency stability with the wide temperature variations in unheated
cabinets and keeping the total power required low enough so that a few storage
batteries could provide adequate standby power.
By this date, diffused-base transistors of sufficient frequency range and life
were available to permit building baseband and 70-MHz IF amplifiers of greatly
reduced power and size. 28 With the exception of the klystrons for the transmitter
and beating oscillator, this was the first Bell System solid-state microwave
transmitter-receiver. A new klystron was designed for long life at 100-mw
power output. The transmitter frequency was made stable over a wide temperature range by keeping the klystrons at the nearly constant temperature of
a boiling liquid (a vapor-phase cooling system). Thus, two of the primary system
objectives were achieved: highly reliable low-maintenance operation and lowcost standby power.
The reduction of engineering and installation costs was also an important
objective of the development. For the outdoor repeater locations, all the equipment (except for the lead-acid storage batteries) was installed and tested in a
cabinet at the factory. It was shipped assembled to the site, where it could be
mounted and made ready for service with minimum installation effort [Fig.
11-19). For larger routes or for other situations where a structure was necessary,
the equipment was factory packaged and tested in various sizes of trailer-type
prefabricated shelters and shipped to sites to be placed on prepared footings.
A simplified and low-cost order-wire, alarm, and trouble-location system was
designed to operate over the system itself, using signal frequencies below those
used for message-circuit transmission. A simple one-by-one protection-switching system to guard against multipath fading and equipment failures was also
designed, although it was expected that the short hops and the high reliability
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Fig. 11-19. The antennas and radio cabinets of a TL repeater on
Chink's Peak, Idaho, one of the first installations of TL radio.

of the equipment would make diversity protection unnecessary, and many
unprotected systems were used.
The first TL installation was operative in September 1961 between Billings
and Hardin, Montana. It was a four-hop nondiversity system carrying 32 circuits
multiplexed by Type ON carrier terminals. Almost 700 transmitter-receiver
units were built in the next two years to form about 2600 route miles.

3.4 The TMl and TL2 Systems
The TLl system was targeted for light telephone routes with cross sections
under 100 circuits. Even during its initial use, however, the rapid increase in
demand for television and message circuits made it apparent that the low-cost
equipment would be of greater value if it could be redesigned to carry television
and a greater number of message circuits. In addition, as the number of circuits
was increased to several hundred, the reliability of the system, judged adequate
for small cross sections, needed to be greater. While the 11-GHz band could
have been used quite successfully in most areas, in some parts of the country,
heavy rainfall would have attenuated the entire band below usable levels. This
made it difficult to achieve the reliability desired for the heavier message cross
sections and still have hop lengths long enough for the systems to be economical.
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On the other hand, the 6-GHz band would be much less affected by rain
attenuation. For the same outage time, a crossband diversity pair at 6 and 11
GHz could have longer path lengths than a 11/ 11-GHz pair in areas of heavy
rainfall. The susceptibilities in the two bands were complementary. The 6-GHz
system would not suffer from multipath fading under the conditions where the
11-GHz system was wiped out by rain, and the 11-GHz system would not be
subject to rain attenuation when the 6-GHz system was encountering multipath
fading, since the two weather-related phenomena do not occur at the same
time. Therefore it was decided to undertake the development of two new shorthaul systems, TL2 for the 11-GHz band and TMl for the 6-GHz band, designed
to be complementary in application and using as much common equipment as
possible. 29
The objectives for the TMl /TL2 radio pair were more ambitious than for
TLl. They were intended to yield higher reliability, carry up to 600 circuits
(from L multiplex), give better noise performance, and furnish television capability in the short-haul field. They were to provide at low cost what a short
time before would have been considered a heavy-route radio facility.
The frequency plan for TL2 was the same as that for TLl and TJ. There
were three plans used for TMl: the channel plan was the same as the longhaul TH plan where TMl and TH would be used pn the same route, another
plan split each TH channel into two channels, and the third plan was an arrangement with fewer channels staggered with respect to TH to minimize interference. Different antenna arrangements were also possible, yielding different
numbers of radio channels. The maximum number was six 2-way crossbanddiversity channels with TL2 when both horizontal and vertical RF polarizations
could be used in both bands (as was possible with the horn-reflector antenna).
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Fig. 11-20. The TL2/TM1 radio-transmitter block schematic.
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The transmitter and receiver block diagrams in both bands were the same
[Fig. 11-20]. The IF and receiving baseband circuitry were identical for the two
systems. The RF waveguide, networks, and klystrons could not, of course, be
common to both bands. One of the most difficult TMl design problems was
to obtain the 0.02-percent frequency stability required in the 6-GHz band, in
contrast to the 0.05 percent that was adequate at 11 GHz. A new 6-GHz klystron
was designed to be consistent with the TLl /TL2 klystron characteristics and
was made suitable for operation with a vapor-phase cooling system. The new
klystron had a specially designed temperature compensator, and the vaporphase cooling system used for TLl was redesigned for the closer temperature
control needed. The klystron power supply was also precisely controlled and
temperature compensated to meet the requirements.
The TL2 and TMl systems were very similar in appearance with transmitters
or receivers mounted into the same equivalent spaces. Six transmitters, six
receivers, or three transmitter-receiver pairs could be mounted in one sevenfoot bay (Fig. 11-21 ]. Both had transmitter power outputs of 100 mw. To permit
"hop-stretching," a TWT amplifier was later designed to work with TMl and
boost the power to 2 w. When this amplifier was used, a one-by-one crossband-
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Fig. 11-21. The TL2/TMI 11-GHz/6-GHz
crossband diversity system. A 7-foot bay could
be equipped with three transmitter-receiver units
and diversity switch panels.
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diversity switch was designed so that the signal would revert to and stay on
the higher-power system, except when it was being subjected to heavy fading
or had an equipment failure. Other features-such as the order-wire and alarm
system, equipment shelters, and maintenance philosophy-were much like
those of TLl.
The first TM1/TL2 crossband-diversity system was installed between Charlottesville and Richmond, Virginia in 1964. During the next eight years, over
5500 TL2 and TMl radio repeater units were manufactured, providing about
45,000 one-way radio channel miles for message and 2,000 one-way radio
channel miles for television.

3.5 An Improved System for 6 GHz-TM2
Continuing demands for expansion of the message and television networks
and advances in semiconductor technology led, in the early 1970s, to the development of a second generation of the TM system. A new semiconductor
microwave device, the impact avalanche transit-time (IMPATT) diode, made
it feasible to design a much lower-cost, all-solid-state radio transmitter requiring
less primary power. Operating within the same frequency plan as TMl, the
TM2 system was designed to carry 1200 message circuits with lower noise and
better frequency stability. The improved frequency stability and antenna systems
with better back-to-back isolation permitted operation with a two-frequency
plan, that is, with transmitters on the same frequency in opposite directions,
permitting more channels per route. The transmitter in one direction was vertically polarized, and the other was horizontally polarized.
As the routes became larger in cross section (greater number of radio channels
and more circuits per channel), the spectrum became more and more crowded,
and the FCC placed tighter restrictions on the number of radio-protection
channels that could be used on a route. The simple one-by-one protection
switching system used in earlier short-haul systems was no longer adequate,
or permitted, in many applications. A new, more sophisticated, protection
switching system (the 400B) was designed to operate with these new shorthaul heavy cross-section systems. It permitted one protection channel to serve
as many as seven working channels. In addition, TM2 provided options for
hot standby equipment to guard against equipment failures and separated antennas (space diversity) to protect against multipath fading, where these arrangements were preferred to frequency-diversity protection.
The components of TM2 were almost all new designs. The utilization of the
IMPATT diode was a significant technical challenge, since the IMPATT structures were basically oscillators. The transmitter amplifier was actually an oscillator, with a power output of 1 w, in which the frequency was locked to a
lower-power frequency-modulated signal. The low-power FM microwave
locking signal was obtained, first by varying the frequency of a 70-MHz oscillator
in proportion to the voltage of the baseband signal and then converting up to
the desired RF frequency. This required an RF oscillator (another IMPATT
device) to drive the up-converter. The receiver also used an IMPATT oscillator
to drive the down-converter and obtain the IF signal. The up-converter and
down-converter were variations of the high-performance designs from the TH3
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system. New wider-band transmitter and receiver baseband amplifiers were
required to accommodate the larger number of channels. The design permitted
four transmitter-receiver pairs to be mounted in a seven-foot bay.
The first TM2 system went into service between Toledo and Castalia, Ohio
in 1973. In 1976, a further improved version of TM2 was introduced, called
TM2A. With a new IMPATT power amplifier, capable of 1.6-w output, and
an improved microwave generator, the capacity was increased to 1800 voice
circuits. Thus, the metamorphosis of the short-haul system was nearly complete.
From the concept of an unprotected single radio-channel pole line carrying
fewet than 100 circuits, system designs evolved to routes of 8400 circuits with
one-by-seven frequency-diversity switching. By 1975, short-haul radio was
providing more than 20 million voice-circuit miles in the Bell System.
Although this story of short-haul systems has concentrated on radio systems
designed by the staff of Bell Laboratories and manufactured by Western Electric,
the field was always hotly competitive. Many systems made by other manufacturers were also being used by the Bell System companies for short-haul
message and television purposes.
IV. SINGLE-SIDEBAND SYSTEMS
4.1 Early History

In a SSBAM system, the :;ignal occupancy of the transmission channel is
the same as the bandwidth of the baseband signal. For radio applications, this
offers the opportunity for beitter utilization of the limited radio spectrum as
well as attractive economics. This opportunity could not be realized for early
radio systems, however, because of the stringent requirements on nonlinear
distortion for the microwave transmitters and receivers.
The repeater-section path loss in radio systems is fundamentally different
as a system parameter, compared to wire-line or coaxial-cable loss. In the guided
systems, the loss in decibels is directly proportional to the length. If, at 10 MHz,
10 miles of coaxial cable has a loss of 40 dB, 20 miles will have 80 dB. Repeater
spacing is therefore extremely critical. In radio, by contrast, if a 10-mile hop
has 40 dB loss, a 20-mile hop will have only 46 dB. Conversely, a 5-mile hop
reduces the loss only to 34 dB. Because of the inverse-square spreading of the
radio beam, doubling or halving the spacing changes the loss by only 6 dB. As
a consequence, the repeaters are usually spaced as far apart as other considerations (i.e., terrain dearanc1~or fading) will permit. The repeater-section loss
is high, typically about 60 dlB, and the transmitter power output is pushed
close to its limit, a condition in which an AM signal would suffer intolerable
distortion. An FM signal is relatively insensitive to amplitude distortion, however, and can be transmitted through nonlinear amplifiers with little penalty.
Whatever the initial doubts as to the best form of modulation for microwave
radio, the advantages of FM became universally accepted and unquestioned
as system capacity was raised from a few hundred to thousands of channels.
Fortunately, there were always a few people ready to question received
wisdom and reexamine the assumed limitations. In 1966, aware of the anticipated frequency congestion in the decade ahead, A J. Giger, of the Bell Laboratories transmission development group, analyzed the requirements and
1
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proposed that work be started on a 6-GHz SSBAM system that could transmit
1200 voice channels. Giger proposed using a TWT with 35-w maximum (saturated) power and other improved circuits in the radio transmitter and receiver
to achieve a total intermodulation noise to meet long-haul system objectives.
Adequate linearity in the TWT was to be achieved by operating well below its
maximum power capacity. He further recommended that additional development work be done on linearization techniques to improve the microwave
transmitters by at least 20 dB. This would permit expanding the initial system
capacity to 3600 voice circuits.
The linearization technique that appeared to offer the most promise was the
feedforward distortion-cancellation scheme, based on the 1925 invention by
H. S. Black that preceded his discovery of negative feedback. 30 (See Chapter
4, Section I.) Feedforward was an especially interesting prospect for linearizing
a microwave transmitter because a TWT is, by design, a slow-wave device. It
has a large electrical delay and phase shift. With feedforward, the linearity
might be improved without the serious stability problems associated with closedloop negative feedback. Moreover, the circuit would not suffer the reduction
in gain inherent in a feedback amplifier.
In 1966, H. Seidel, of the device development group in Bell Laboratories,
had proposed a feedforward circuit with features that appeared attractive for
applications in the microwave range. Seidel's first investigations were with
lower-frequency amplifiers intended for use in coaxial-cable systems. 31 There
had been a continuing interest in the use of feedforward for cable systems
from the 1950s onward, with particular emphasis on submarine cable systems,
because of a redundancy feature provided by the use of two amplifiers in the
circuit.32 •33 In 1969, new studies indicated that at least a 40-dB improvement
in linearity would be required for a TWT in an AM system, compared to the
TWT in the TD3 radio transmitter. This prompted further work with feedforward; and, in 1970, Seidel demonstrated in the laboratory a reduction of greater
than 40 dB in nonlinear-distortion noise of a TD3 No. 461A-TWT amplifier. 34
This demonstration provided assurance that a transmitter meeting the linearity
requirements was at least feasible. AT&Tthen initiated a focused, experimental
study program to address all of the issues involved in the use of single sideband
in the 4-GHz long-haul radio network.

4.2 Single-Sideband Amplitude Modulation-The Promise and the
Challenge
The advantage in spectrum efficiency of SSBAM over FM was substantial.
As noted earlier, the minimum bandwidth required for FM transmission is
twice the sum of the top baseband signal frequency and the peak-frequency
deviation, that is: the bandwidth required = 2(/ 1 + M) where f, = top baseband signal frequency and t:.F = peak frequency-deviation. For the same transmitter power, and with the appropriate preemphasis of the baseband signal
applied to the FM modulator, the signal-to-noise ratio of the demodulated FM
signal can be made equal to that of a SSBAMsignal when t:.F f1• Thus, ideally,
the FM radio-channel bandwidth must be four times the baseband signal bandwidth, whereas, with SSBAM, the two are equal. Wherever maximum exploi-
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tation of available bandwidth and power is desired, SSBAM is the method of
choice, provided it is technically feasible.
In practilce, as the channell load and baseband width had been increased,
FM radio systems in the Bell System network had peak frequency-deviations
considerablly less than the top signal frequency, so that the use of SSBAM was
expected to provide about a three-to-one advantage in spectrum occupancy.
This implied that SSBAM also could have a signal-to-thermal-noise advantage,
if the peak transmitted power indeed could be made equal to that of an FM
system. However, as noted, at the required power level the TWT amplifiers
used in FM systems in the late 1960s fell far short of the linearity required to
achieve the three-to-one circuit advantage. The nonlinear distortion could be
improved by dropping the signal levels; but, at the normal operating level
intermodulation and thermal noise were about equal; that is, the systems were
in balance with respect to the two noise sources. Any reduction in signal level
would quickly produce excessive thermal noise. With SSBAM, the required
power for adequately low thermal noise was about the same as that for the
FM transmitters. And, at that power level, intermodulation products in a long
system would be 35 to 40 dB above thermal noise and equally far above requirements.
There were, in addition, se·veral other nontrivial problems. At the outset of
the experimental-study program, it was recognized that a propagation loss that
varied across the radio band because of multipath fading would have a much
greater effect on SSBAM than on FM transmission. In an FM system, changes
in signal level from fading change the signal-to-noise ratio but not the telephone
channel loss. Moderate signal-to-noise changes, especially if they are of only
short duration, are quite tolerable. By contrast, in an AM system, any uneven
change in level from fading will result in a corresponding change in end-toend channel loss unless it is offset. In the direct-dialing network, this loss must
be held within very close limits. Consequently, dynamic amplitude equalization
of the radio channel was nec1~ssaryto achieve satisfactory transmission.
It also was recognized thalt special frequency-correcting features would be
necessary because of the frequency errors introduced by tandem radio repeaters.
In an IF-type radio repeater, the repeated frequency translations from RF to IF
and back would inevitably r,esult in a shift of many hertz in the recovered
baseband AM signal. This shift had to be reduced to within 1 Hz of the original
signal frequency to avoid significant degradation of received speech signals. It
was planned to accomplish this by transmitting a tone of accurately-known
frequency along with the multiplexed speech channels. Restoration of this tone
to its correct frequency at the receiving terminal by shifting the entire band
would correct all channels. Finally, it was essential that the SSBAM system be
capable of introduction into the existing FM network, which meant living with
the interference caused by FM transmitters on the same route and at routejunction stations.
The choice of 4 GHz rather than 6 GHz for the early SSBAM work was
made for a number of reasons. Because of the longer wavelength, dimensional
tolerances would be less critical for the new microwave components. Multipath
fading occurrences would be less, and there would be a narrower-bandwidth
radio channel to equalize. Perhaps most importantly, the 4-GHz band was
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used exclusively for common-carrier systems. It was well developed, and its
use was highly coordinated by relatively few users. The interface environment
could be characterized with confidence. In contrast, the 6-GHz band was used
by a variety of entities, in a much less tightly coordinated way. As it turned
out, this decision was less than optimal, and some time and effort were lost
when the project was later shifted to 6 GHz. The system feasibility was demonstrated, however, and essentially all the critical problems were solved first
in the 4-GHz band.
4.3 Early System Studies

There was a compelling economic advantage in designing a SSBAM system
that could be placed in the deployed FM network, because existing facilitiessuch as antennas, towers, waveguide feeders, and buildings-could be used.
There was no question of building an AM system from scratch. This meant
radio path lengths and antenna gains would be essentially the same as for the
FM systems. Since the FM sideband power was known, the antenna discrimination characteristics could be used to estimate interference noise levels for
use in a noise-allocation budget that included thermal, intermodulation, and
interference noise contributions. A linearity requirement could be determined
for the radio repeaters that assured meeting the long-haul noise objective of
40 dBrnC0 for a 4000-mile connection.
A noise-allocation tree was devised during the early exploratory work [Fig.
11-22]. Because of the systematic in-phase addition of third-order intermodulation products, the intermodulation noise objective for a single repeater had
to be 16.8 dB below the thermal noise contribution. This result was based on
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the assumption that the intermodulation noise added coherently from repeater
to repeater within a terminal section and that, at terminals, the message spectrum
was rearranged (frequency frogged) to decorrelate the noise in successive sections. Cons,iderable attention was given to understanding the mechanisms controlling the, accumulation of intermodulation noise and investigating methods
for reducing the correlation. One of the problems was to measure intermodulation noise in a single repeater where it was actually below the thermal-noise
level. A special pseudorandom noise-loading test set was designed that provided
accurate measurements of thE!intermodulation noise at normal operating conditions in the presence of the higher thermal noise. 35
A detailed study of the TD3A FM repeater revealed that not only the TWT
but almost every other component as well would require substantial improvement in linearity. The FM repeater had not been designed witlh low amplitude
distortion as a requirement. But, since the requirements for AM were so much
more stringent than the actual performance, it was evident that considerable
development work would be necessary to improve the repeater and the transmitter would be a particularly difficult problem. The demonsh·ation in 1970 of
40-dB improvement in TWT linearity using feedforward indicated that the
required amplifier performance could be achieved in the laboratory, but there
were important problems remaining concerning circuit complexity, stability,
cost, and practicality for field use. The two signal loops in the feedforward
circuit would have to maintain their alignment to within 0.6 dB in amplitude
and 0.4 degree in phase over the system operating-temperature range and for
extended periods of time.
If the improved linearity could be achieved, the achievable voice-circuit
capacity of the 20-MHz radio channel would then be limited primarily by the
expected interference from the TD2 and TD3 FM transmitters in the network.
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Fig. 11-23. Exploratory single-sideband AM frequency plan. Six
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were unusable because of high interference from FM carriers.
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This interference at a radio junction would be extremely high at the frequency
of the FM carriers in the center of each band, tapering off with frequency at
each side of the carrier. About 3 MHz of the channel spectrum was not usable,
but 3600 voice circuits could be placed in the remaining parts of the 20-MHz/
4-GHz channels using tightly packed mastergroups [Fig. 11-23].
The allowable amplitude and phase fluctuations of a telephone channel
under the dynamic conditions of multipath fading were investigated. Subjective
testing showed that listeners were not much disturbed by fairly substantial
fluctuations, but some data sets under worst-case conditions would produce
errors for dynamic variations of about ±3 dB in gain and ±30 degrees in phase.
The equalization objective was set at ±2 dB and ±20 degrees for any circuit
within the 3600-channel load to provide some margin. Later in the program,
it was further established that this performance should be provided at least
99.9 percent of the time.
4,4 Repeater-Linearity Improvement

During the early work on the radio transmitter, the frequency up-converter
was included in the feedforward circuit, since a linearity improvement of about
40 dB was required in this unit, as well as in the TWT. This increased the
complexity of the feedforward circuit because two additional frequency converters were required [Fig. 11-24]. The linearization desired was from the input
to the up-converter at IF to the TWT output at RF. It was necessary to attenuate
and convert the output back to IF to derive the error signal (the distortion) by
subtraction of the input. It was then necessary to convert the error back to RF
and amplify it to combine it with and correct the output signal.
Other factors further added to the complexity. Automatic control circuits
were necessary to maintain the two loops in proper amplitude and phase alignment because of expected transmission variations due to changes in temperature.
Much of the early program was concentrated on reducing the feedforward
improvement required to a point where the automatic control circuits could be
MAIN
AMPLIFIER

OUTPUT
IRF)
INPUT
(IF)

Fig. 11-24. Experimental feed.forward circuit operating from IF (70 MHz)
to RF (4 GHz). A down-converter was necessary to compare output and
input and to derive the error signal at IF, and an up-converter and error
amplifier were required for the distortion correction at RF.
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discarded. Methods were studied for improving the inherent linearity of the
TWT and the frequency converter. It was observed that, while these components
fell far short of the needed performance, the nonlinearity was quite stable
suggesting that a compensating nonlinearity or predistortion might be introduced to offset their characteristic.
A number of commerciallly available TWTs were characterized that had
higher gain and higher output-power capabilities than the TWTs used in the
Western El,ectricFM transmitters. As expected, these tubes had lower nonlinear
distortion at a given power level than the FM system TWTs. Moreover, their
higher gain lowered the required level at their input, alleviating the linearity
requirement on the transmittEir up-converter. High local-oscillator drive power
was also used to reduce the converter intermodulation noise. When the high
drive poweir was used within a feedforward loop that included a predistortion
circuit at II1, the results were very gratifying. The needed intermodulation improvement was reduced to about 25 dB, and it became possible to eliminate
the automatic loop-balance controls. A laboratory model of this transmitter
demonstralted very stable operation and met system linearity requirements for
a period of several months without adjustments.
At this lime, the primary concern was the cost of the transmitter, because
it still consisted of two TWT amplifiers, three frequency converters, a predistortion circuit, and delay equalization networks. The application of predistortion
was studied with renewed vigor. Because it had been so successful, there was
a prospect of using it alone, e1lthough both the TWT and frequency converter
would have to be further improved by a considerable amount if feedforward
was to be eliminated.
The most troublesome intermodulation products were the !third-order ones
produced by the cubic term in the transmitter's transfer characteristic. The
predistortion introduced, therefore, was by means of a solid state "cuber" at
IF. The cuber generated third-order distortion controllable in amplitude and
phase, and that, in principle, could be adjusted to offsetthe distortion from the
up-converter and TWT [Fig. 11-25].36 But the early work with predistortion
yielded only a moderate improvement in the TWT distortion, and the improvement could be maintained over only a small range of power output. The problem
was that the TWT distortion was due to fifth- and higher-order distortion terms
as well as Ito third-order effects. When the development group discussed this
problem wilth C. C. Cutler, one of the original Bell Laboratories TWT designers,
he immediately deduced that electrons in the collector region were being scattered in the backward direction, forming a weak reverse beam that was saturating at low power levels. A small external magnet at the collector end of the
TWT eliminated this reverse beam, and immediately predistortion improvements
of 30 dB or more could be obtained for the transmitter over a large outputpower range [Fig. 11-26].
This um~xpected result presented a dilemma, because it created pressure to
terminate work on feedforward before complete confidence could be established
that predisltortion alone was viable under field conditions. In November 1972,
however, the leaders of the project, W. C. Jakes and R. E. Markle, decided to
terminate a1llwork on feedforward and set a goal of designing a predistortion
circuit that could provide 35 dB of improvement in the laboratory and assure
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at least 25 dB for three months without adjustment under field conditions. A
laboratory repeater without f eedforward was assembled late in 1972 for further
study and experimentation [Fig. 11-27].
And thus ended the amazing story of feedforward and microwave AM radio.
The feedforward concept was an essential element in the process. Without the
prospect of the large improvement in linearity offered by feedforward, the
project would not have been undertaken. It led, however, to extremely complex
and fussy circuits that were not really practical. Finally, the efforts to reduce
the improvement in linearity that was demanded of feedforward were so sue-85
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Laboratory breadboard AM microwave repeater using predistortion only, 1972.

cessful that it was dispensed with altogether. It entered the project only as a
catalyst but, like other catalysts, it was essential and served an extremely useful
purpose. It advanced the realization of SSBAM radio by many years.

4.5 Combatting Radio-Propagation Effects
Multipath fading, rain attenuation, and scintillation produce variations in
received signal strength that must be offset by automatic gain control (AGC)
to avoid excessive level misalignments in all microwave systems. With SSBAM,
the signal power was directly affected by talker activity, so AGC had to be
based on monitoring some component of the signal that was always present,
such as a deliberately inserted pilot. However, AGC provided only a flat gain
adjustment, and dynamic equalization was essential to reduce the amplitude
shapes across the channel caused by frequency-selective fading. In 1970, the
radio path characterizations used for FM were not adequate for SSBAM, and
these had to be extended by an extensive program of experimental work to
devise an adequate equalization plan. 37 ·38 At first, as many as five pilots were
considered necessary, but further tests and analyses in 1973 and 1974 showed
that only linear and parabolic shapes would be necessary to meet the equalization objective, if space-diversity reception were employed on the radio hops
with the worst fading. 39 The three radio pilots necessary to control this equalizer
were also used for the AGC to provide better control of power levels. The AGC
action was based on maintaining a constant average for the detected pilot
powers at the receiver output, while upper and lower pilots in the channel
were compared with the center pilot and the differences used to control bump
equalizers in each half of the channel [Fig. 11-28). 40 It was later determined
that the shape equalizers were needed only in protection-switching stations
(i.e., about every four or five radio hops). Thus, by the end of 1975, the systemequalization plan had been considerably simplified, along with a corresponding
reduction in cost.
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Fig. 11-28. Single-sideband radio channel amplitude equalization. Three pilots
and two bump shapes were adequate for overall gain control and amplitude
deviations across the band.

4.6 System Trials and 6-GHz Development
By the end of 1973, the work on linearization and equalization had proceeded
so well that an extensive field test was planned to demonstrate both feasibility
and practicality and to gain some initial experience with SSBAM in the existing
network. The work up to this point had all been carried on at 4 GHz. In November 1973, as a result of further study of the existing situation at 6 GHz, a
decision was made to design the first commercial system for the higher band.
It had been found that many more frequency-coordinated routes were available
than had been originally estimated, and the wider band (30 versus 20 MHz)
would make more channels available at correspondingly lower costs. Nevertheless, it was decided to carry out the field trial with the 4-GHz repeaters
for which complete designs were available as the results obtained were expected
to be readily translated to the higher band.
A four-hop field test using brassboard repeaters was carried out in Georgia
from mid-1974 through mid-1975 to obtain transmission data in a realistic
radio-station environment. Operation and general feasibility were succ:essfully
demonstrated and a number of important issues investigated. These included
the addition of intermodulation products, 41 the tolerance to transmission misalignment, the dynamics of the equalization control-loop response, and the
adequacy of the baseband frequency correction circuit. The information obtained
was then used to guide the design of the 6-GHz system, designated AR6A (AM
radio, 6 GHz, A version), that was initiated early in 1975.
During this same time period, a potential intelligible-crosstalk problem was
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left at the center to avoid interference from FM carriers.

Fig. 11-30. The production version of the
AR6A radio transmitter-receiver bay.
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solved by phase locking all SSBAM microwave sources in a radio station to a
single reference oscillator. The reference oscillator was needed in any case to
provide the frequency stability required to pick off pilots in narrow-band filters
and to restrict the frequency-tracking range required for the final voice-frequency correction in the terminal. 42 •43
Work on the AR6A proceeded rapidly, even while the trial was in progress.
The 6-GHz protection-switching system was modified for SSBAM and new
multiplexing equipment was designed to stack the mastergroups into the radio
channel. Ten mastergroups were transmitted in the 30-MHz band by closer
spacing than originally planned and by leaving only a 2-MHz gap at the center
[Fig. 11-29).44,45,46
Early in the development program, a basic decision was made not to jeopardize the system success or schedule by introducing any more new technology
into the design of the radio units than was required by the new radio band.
The microwave circuits were based on those developed for TH3, while the IF
circuits were based on both 15 coaxial technology and FM radio-design experience. The resulting physical design of the radio bay was similar in appearance to TH3 [Fig. 11-30).
A new IF protection-switching system, the 500A, was designed for AR6A;
it was controlled by microprocessors and used three pilots and noise slots within
a channel to determine when switching should be initiated. The new protection
system provided access and remote-testing capabilities that were not available
in previous radio systems. 47 These remote transmission-performance tests were
conducted under the control of a central minicomputer that served a large radio
region. A dedicated test set associated with the receiving protection-switch
equipment responded to the central computer orders and made the necessary
measurements. This system was designated the Transmission Surveillance System-Radio (TSS-R).

Fig. 11-31. AR6A single-sideband AM microwave radio routes, 1983. The letters indicate
AT&T Long Lines Department operating regions.
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The development was completed with the design of a portable test set for
adjusting the predistorter in the field.48 This set enabled predistortion improvements of 30 dB to be easily achieved. A complete AR6A system was installed
on six radio hops in Missouri and field tested from mid-1979 through rnid1980. This route was extended by three radio hops in late 1980 to connect
Hillsboro, Missouri to LaCygne, Kansas, and became the first SSBAM longhaul system to be placed in commercial service on January 12, 1981. By the
end of 1983, 3500 radio bays had been installed in the United States to expand
the capacity of radio routes coast to coast [Fig. 11-31).49 The AR6A system
became the principal means for expanding radio capacity in the 1980s.
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Chapter 12
Submarine Cable Systems
I. THE BEGINNING
In 1858, only 23 years after Samuel Morse built his first telegraph apparatus,
the first electrical communication between North America and Great Britain
was accomplished by an undersea telegraph cable. Although Alexander Graham
Bell had invented the telephone in 1876, it was not until 1956, 80 years later,
that voice transmission by cable was achieved between the same points. The
reason for this long delay was that a satisfactory voice signal was much more
difficult to transmit over the transatlantic distance than a telegraph signal.
The first telegraph cables were painfully slow, capable of transmitting only
two or three words per minute, equivalent to a bandwidth of only 1 m· 1.5 Hz.
Many improvements increased transmission speed over the years, and, in 1924,
continuous loading with permalloy increased the transmission rate to about
400 words per minute, four or five times faster than the fastest unloaded cables.
This was far faster than the fastest manual operator, and, at this stage, multiple
operators prepared messages on tape to feed to mechanical transmitters. Even
so, the useful band hardly exceeded 100 Hz. By proper design, continuous
loading could also reduce the loss over the voice band. In 1921, three continuously loaded telephone cables were installed between Key West, Florida and
Havana, Cuba, a distance of about 100 miles. Each of these was capable of
transmitting a single two-way telephone channel, plus three carrier telegraph
channels. At that early date, however, a transatlantic cable with sufficiently
low loss was beyond the reach of the technology.
The first transatlantic telephone circuits were established by low-frequency
radio (about 60 kHz) in 1927 and at the so called high frequencies (6 to 25
MHz) in 1928 and 1929. The radio circuits were successful, but quality was
often degraded and the circuits were often interrupted by static and ionospheric
disturbances. Despite the shortcomings, overseas traffic grew rapidly following
the establishment of the radio circuits, and, in 1928, as cable-loading technology
improved, Bell Laboratories began to investigate the possibility of a loaded
undersea telephone cable to supplement the radio circuits. In 1930, the Bell
System made a proposal to the British Post Office for a continuously loaded
cable across the Atlantic Ocean to carry a single voice channel without intermediate amplification.
Viewed as either an extension of the band of the telegraph cables or of the
length of the existing Key West-Havana telephone cables, a voice-frequency
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transatlantic telephone cable was a formidable undertaking. 1 Advances in materials had brought such a link within the range of feasibility but just barely.
The design was for a cable with 165-dB loss at the top frequency of a 3-kHz
voice band. The permissible receiving level was limited by thermal noise and
the maximum transmitted signal to about 50 v by nonlinear distortion in the
magnetic loading tapes. Transmission was to be over a single cable in one
direction at a time with voim-actuated switching for two-way transmission.
An experimental 20-mile length of loaded cable was constructed and laid,
first in the deep water of the Bay of Biscay and later, from the western shore
of Ireland out to sea. The deep-water tests showed the cable transmission characteristics to be stable at greait depths and unchanged by the stresses of laying
and recovery, but they also revealed problems in cable structure and handling
that profoundly affectedlateir thinking. The shore-based tests showed that the
loading tapes were stress sensitive, producing a kind of microphonic noise due
to wave action on the rocky bottom. Both types of problems may have been
solved by continuing development, but the project was suspended as the economic conditions worsened and as high-frequency radio was improved and
expanded to meet the still growing traffic.
In 1931, AT&Tinstalled an unloaded submarine cable from Key West to Havana. 2 Modified Type C carri,erterminals were used to derive three 2-way voice
channels iln addition to a voice and telegraph circuit. In 1940, by a further
modification of the terminals, seven carrier channels were obtained on this
cable. There were no intemtediate repeaters. In all the telegraph cables and
earlier telephone cables to Cuba, steel armor wires and sea water provided the
return circ:uit.In the 1931 cable, a cylindrical copper return circuit was used
that was outside the insulation and concentric with the inner conductor. This
formed a complete metallic coaxial structure and was the first commercial application of that structure for long-distance telephony. The early telegraph
cables were insulated with gutta-percha, a natural tropical gum resembling
rubber. The telephone cables were insulated with paragutta, an improved insulator with lower loss, based on the same material but with further processing
and the addition of rubber and wax.

II. CABLESWITH SUBMERGEDREPEATERS
Transatlantic traffic continued to grow, stressirtg the capacity of the improved
high-frequency radio links and makirtg it apparent that a sirtgle-channel system
of any type would be of very little value. The only solution appeared to be irt
a broader-band cable with r,epeaters on the ocean bottom. With this objective
in view, Bell Laboratories launched a long-range program of research and development in electron-tube and component technology to assure an operating
life of at least 20 years in the undersea environment. Work was also started
on the design of repeaters to transmit multichannel signals on a coaxial cable.
The designs used the techniques being applied on land, but there were many
new problems to be considered.
By 1942, a plan was in e>dstencefor a 12-channel system with repeaters at
50-mile irttervals that could cross the Atlantic Ocean. The irtstallation plan for
long deep-water systems was always based on continuous laying, irtcluding
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the repeaters. Any procedure that stopped cable payout or that required manhandling of repeaters was to be avoided. These features seemed essential to
the integrity of the cable, the safety of personnel and equipment, and the
achievement of predictable performance. Therefore, the repeater was designed
to be only slightly larger in diameter than the cable and was made of articulated
sections so that it could be bent around and traverse the drum of the cablepayout engine, just as the cable did.
In the first design, the length of the active portion of the repeater was about
eight feet and the overall length, including the cable tails, approximately 70
feet. The extremely limited space in the repeater and the long electrical lengths
dictated rather narrow bandwidths and eliminated any fancy circuitry such as
that required for bidirectional transmission. This further dictated the need for
a separate cable for each direction of transmission. The design was thus, like
the Type K carrier, a physical four-wire system using the same frequencies in
separate cables for the opposite directions of transmission. While this simplified
the repeater design, it added the expense of a second cable to achieve even
the first two-way circuit. The basic articulated design was retained for all the
two-cable systems.
2.1 The First Bell System Repeatered-Cable Project (Florida-Cuba)

Along with other civilian projects, work on submarine cable was suspended
for the duration of World War II. When work was resumed at the end of the
war, improvements in both the cable and repeaters made it possible to plan a
system to transmit 24 channels over two cables. To test the design and provide
relief on an always busy route, designers planned a short system, designated
the SA ocean cable, from Key West to Havana. 3
The cables were very similar to the 1931 telephone cable, but polyethylene
insulation was used instead of paragutta. The cable was slightly less than onehalf inch in diameter to the inside of the outer conductor. Various weights of
steel-wire armoring and layers of pitch-impregnated jute were applied outside
the conducting structure, depending on the bottom conditions expected. Repeater components and vacuum tubes were assembled inside unit plastic cylinders, which were then enclosed in an assemblage of abutting steel rings each
three-quarters of an inch wide. The entire assembly was enclosed in a long
tube of soft copper 1-3/4 inches in diameter. The steel rings provided support
against collapse under sea-bottom pressure, while the copper tubing and end
seals kept the interior dry and at sea-level pressure [Fig. 12-1]. The assembled
articulated repeater consisted of 15 sections and was about 7 feet long. When
armored, it constituted a bulge in the cable about three inches in diameter and
could be bent around the sheaves and drums of the cable ship to a radius of
three feet without damage [Fig. 12-2]. Transitions at each end, tapered from
the diameter of the the repeater bulge to the normal cable diameter, increased
the total length to about 35 feet [Fig. 12-3].
The transmission band provided 24 one-way circuits in the range from 12
to 120 kHz in each cable. Repeaters were spaced at approximately 36 nautical
miles (42 statute miles, 67 km) along the cable, with a gain of 65 dB at the top
frequency. Power for the repeaters was transmitted as DC along th,~ center
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12-1. The Key West-Havana SA submarine-cable repeater. (a) Repeater-network assembly unit. (b) View of
repeater assembly.

Fig. 12-2. Cable gear on the CS Monarch.The articulated repeater was
designed to bend around sheaves of this diameter without damage.
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Fig. 12-3. The Key West-Havana submarine-cable repeater, 1950. The repeater
appeared as a bulge on the cable three inches in diameter. With end tapers, it occupied
about 35 feet of cable.

conductor of the cable, very accurately regulated to a constant current. The
electron-tube heaters were in series, and the anode potential, about 50 v, was
derived from the total voltage drop across the three heaters of a repeater.
Preliminary sea trials were conducted in Long Island Sound and, in 1948, on
15 nautical miles of cable off the Bahamas, at depths up to 2 miles. The cable
was laid between Key West and Havana, and service over the system was
established without incident in May 1950. The Key West-Havana repeaters,
operating at depths of over a mile, were the first deep-sea designs capable of
service on a transatlantic route.

III. THE FIRST TRANSATLANTIC SYSTEMS-TAT-1
In 1952, negotiations were begun with the British Post Office for a telephone
cable between the United States and the United Kingdom, designated TAT-1.
The main transatlantic link was to be from Newfoundland to Scotland, a distance of 1950 nautical miles, with depths up to 2300 fathoms. The route via
Newfoundland was chosen because it provided the shortest direct deep-sea
path from North America to Britain. A second submarine link of 270 nautical
miles was to carry the circuits from Newfoundland to the eastern tip of Nova
Scotia. Overland links were by a dedicated microwave system from Nova Scotia
to New York and by conventional paired and coaxial cables from Scotland to
London. Both underwater links were carefully sited to avoid the maze of existing
telegraph cables [Fig. 12-4].
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Fig. 12-4. Route of the first transatlantic submarine-telephone-cable system.

The Bell System people brought to the discussion their design of the flexible
repeater and their experience with the successful Key West-Havana system.
The British had pioneered designs for repeaters submerged in relatively shallow
water and had successfully installed them in short systems as early as 1944.4
Their design provided 60 two-way channels on a single cable in a band up to
552 kHz. They used more modern tubes of much higher gain than in the Bell
Laboratories design but of less certain life and reliability. The two-way operation
and consequent higher frequency made more compact circuitry essential. To
house the repeater, they used a rigid canister that required the cable drum to
be bypassed when laying the repeater [Fig. 12-5]. This required stopping the
ship and was not considered by the Bell System representatives to be a satisfactory method of operation for long, deep-water links.
Many conferences and much correspondence followed, which included a
full share of disagreements along with a high degree of cooperation. It was
realized that compromise was essential but innovation and relatively untried
methods were too risky. The phrase proven integritywas coined early in the
project and became the guiding philosophy. An agreement was sigrted on November 27, 1953, specifying the two-cable method and the Bell System repeater
design for the deep-water transatlantic link. The 60-channel British system
would be installed between Newfoundland and Nova Scotia where the shallow
water presented fewer hazards.
A cable with a diameter of 0.62 inch over polyethylene insulation was used
for both systems and also for the overland link across the Newfoundland. The
latter 63-mile span was, in effect, an extension of the British single-cable system.
All sections were armored and otherwise protected as required by the local
conditions [Fig. 12-6].
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The British rigid-repeater assembly, 1952.

In the Bell System design, designated the SB, the deep-sea repeater was
patterned after the Key West-Havana design, but, by taking advantage of the
lower loss of the larger-diameter cable, it was capable of transmitting thirtysix 4-kHz channels in the band from 20 to 164 kHz. Repeater spacing was 37.5
nautical miles; 51 repeaters were required for the 1950-nautical-mile link. The
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required gain was furnished by a three-stage feedback amplifier of conventional
design using the low-gain, highly reliable tubes. 5
Power was transmitted as a direct current of about 0.25 ampere over the
center conductor, which required 2000 v, oppositely poled, at the ends of the
cable [Fig. 12-7]. The current was maintained constant within narrow limits. For
this purpose, the voltage between the ends could be varied as much as 1000 v
to offset the effect of earth-potential differences, such as might occur during a
solar magnetic storm. The life of capacitors under a stress of 2000 to 2500 v
to ground was a major factor in determining the permissible number of repeaters
and hence the length of the deep-sea section. As in the SA design, the line
current passing through the heaters of the repeater tubes in series furnished
about 50 v for the amplifier-plate voltage. If a short circuit developed between
the inner conductor and the sea near the ends of the system, the entire
2000 v with the stored charge on the line would be applied across one, or very
few, repeaters. For their protection, a gas-tube bypass was included, which,
by breaking down, would limit the voltage that could appear across a repeater.
In addition to the message bands, each system provided telegraph and telephone channels outside that band for maintenance and administration (Fig.
12-8]. Test and monitoring signals were also generated outside the band to
locate faulty repeaters. In the Bell System repeater, this was accomplished by
a very narrow band-pass crystal-filter circuit that bypassed the feedback circuit,
providing a peak of noise at a frequency unique to each repeater. In the event
of a transmission failure, the last functioning repeater could be identified at
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the receiving end by the frequency of the first missing frequency in the "picket
fence" of noise signals.
Many new techniques were introduced and many hazards dealt with in the
manufacture and installation of TAT-I. New manufacturing methods were
required, particularly in the area of quality control. The TAT-1 components
were assembled under conditions of a surgical clean room, and inspection
methods established new standards of thoroughness.
The entire TAT-1 facility was installed in 1955 and 1956 and went into
service on September 25, 1956. It was taken out of service in 1979 after exceeding its 20-year design life. There were no system outages from electronic
or mechanical failures, despite numerous breaks by fishing trawlers. The circuits
realized were of high quality, and traffic was enormously stimulated. The number of transatlantic calls increased by about 20 percent per year, a compound
rate of growth that was to persist for at least two decades. Although it was
realized that the flexible repeater and the systems built around it would have
little prospect for higher capacity, the pressure for improved service to other
locations at early dates was very high. Before the flexible-repeater era was over,
additional SB systems were installed to France (TAT-2), Alaska, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico, for a total of 8000 nautical miles. As of January 1983, almost 3500
miles were still in service.
Installations were not without incident. The ship encountered a hurricane
during the laying of the first transatlantic link. During the installation of the
second system, TAT-2, the cable ship OceanLayercaught fire at sea. The ship
was destroyed, but everyone escaped and no one was seriously injured [Fig.
12-9]. As they watched the burning ship from the lifeboats, more than one
telephone engineer (and seaman) may have wondered, if only for the moment,
whether he had indeed chosen the right profession.
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Fig. 12-9.

The CS Ocean Layerburning at sea.

IV. DEVELOPMENTS IN ENGLAND
Submarine telephone-cable developments were pursued in several other
countries in addition to the United States. France and Germany had active
programs, but the next major advance came from England. During and immediately following the TAT-1 work, the English had improved their rigidrepeater system to the point where they were ready for a deep-sea installation.
In April 1957, the British and Canadian governments agreed to provide a direct
link between the countries via a system, designated Cantat-1, based on the
British design. The transatlantic link was viewed as the first part of a worldwide
British Commonwealth system. 6
In addition to the rigid two-way repeater, the system featured a new lightweight cable of a radically new design, also developed by the British. Considerable strength is required in a submarine cable because of the length suspended
between the ship and the ocean bed and because of the large dynamic stresses
attending laying and the even larger stresses if recovery is necessary. The
strength and protection of the conventional cable, used since the early telegraph
days, derived from a helical layer of steel armor wires outside the coaxial transmission structure. Under laying tension this helix uncoiled like a giant spring,
through many turns, between the ship and ocean bottom. On the bottom the
tension was relieved and the helix regained its original coil, since slightly more
cable was paid out than the linear distance traveled in order to avoid suspensions
over irregular terrain. In this situation, if the ship stopped for any reason and
the tension changed abruptly, as was likely, for example, from the vertical
motion of the ship, the cable would tend to flip into bights. If tension were
then reapplied, the bights were likely to pull into kinks that could easily damage
the cable. In the British Post Office design, the steel-strength member was
placed at the center of the cable and was torsionally balanced. Much less steel
was required in the protected location, and the cable was much lighter, further
reducing stresses. The inner conductor was formed by cladding the steel strand
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with copper, and the outer conductor was protected by a tough plastic sheath.
Jute and pitch, trademarks of the art since Cyrus Field, appeared to be gone
forever. (They reappeared, at least temporarily, in the 1980s after some bad
experiences with plastic as protection for some armored sections of cable.)
The repeater amplifier made use of new long-life British "valves" operating
at lower voltage than the vacuum tubes used in TAT-1. Even so, with repeaters
20 miles apart, 10,000 volts, 5000 at each end, oppositely poled, was necessary
for the power feed. The larger container made physically larger capacitors
feasible, so that long life was possible even under the high stress. The cable
ship was also modified to provide for a degree of automation in repeater handling and to permit continuous laying of the cable and repeaters.
Cantat-1 was completed in November 1961. It provided 60 two-waiy 4-kHz
circuits (or eighty 3-kHz circuits). The transatlantic link was from Oban, Scotland
to Comer Brook, Newfoundland. An even wider-band link, designed along
the same general lines, provided 120 two-way circuits in a single cable to the
Canadian mainland. Another innovation in Cantat-1 was the use of oceanbottom equalizers placed in canisters similar to the repeater housing. Their
adjustments were made on shipboard, based on measurements as the cable
was laid, before sealing the container. The system had a noise objective of 1
pw (picowatt, 10- 12 watt) per kilometer, which, although not perfectly achieved
in all parts of Cantat-1, became an accepted international standard for long
submarine cables. The standard of 1 pw per kilometer differed only slightly
from the Bell System standard for long circuits. Both were weighted for the
difference in subjective effect of noise across the voice band.
V. SAVING BANDWIDTH
5.1 Sixteen-Channel Banks

Compared to the land-based systems, submarine-cable channels were extremely expensive; in 1956, the first system cost roughly one million dollars
per two-way channel. One way to reduce costs was to increase the band and
obtain more channels with approximately the same material outlay. The other
approach was to realize more channels in the same bandwidth.
Spacing at 4-kHz intervals had long been used for carrier systems in the
land plant, permitting the use of inexpensive filtering and modulation techniques, which, in the case of short systems, was very important to the total
system economy. In the expensive undersea plant, this was not the case. Money
could be well spent in the terminal to get more voice channels on a given
system. For this reason, a channel bank was designed with more complicated
circuitry; it provided 16 channels spaced at 3 kHz in the band formerly occupied
by 12 channels at 4-kHz spacing. 7 This equipment was more expensive but
very cost-effective.
The actual band transmitted was from 200 to 3050 Hz. The useful 2850 Hz,
occupying 95 percent of the intercarrier space, was achieved by extremely
sharp crystal filters and a double-modulation scheme that made transmitting
speech frequencies to 3050 Hz possible. While the lowest speech frequency
was 200 Hz, the carrier was only 75 Hz lower. The double-modulation scheme
made it possible, in effect, to slide the transmitted speech band about, making
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the choice of the specific top and bottom frequencies for the 2850-Hz transmitted
band indejpendent of the spacing from the carriers. The narrower band was
judged to be equivalent to about 2 dB greater loss, compared to channels derived
from the normal 4-kHz spacing, but the sacrifice was deemed to be well worth
the one-third gain in channels. The 16-channel equipment was never manufactured in the United States but was available from French, British, and Japanese manufacturers. Starting in 1959, most undersea systems used 3-kHzspaced channels.
5.2 Time-Assignment Spee1:hInterpolation-T ASI

Another approach to multiplying circuits was to improve the time fill on the
circuits. Time-assignment speech interpolation (TASI) was an idea that had
been around since at least th1~1930s. TASI was based on the fact that in fourwire circuits, used in all long-haul systems including the submarine cables, a
one-way channel was dedica1tedto each talker, and, in normal conversation,
the averag(: talker actually spoke less than 40 percent of the time. Using sensitive
speech det,ectors, fast electronic switches, and a signaling system and terminal
circuitry to keep the ends in synchronism, the system permitted a larger number
of voice circuits (trunks) to time-share a smaller number of channels. This was
accomplished by interpolating talk spurts.
As long as the number of channels exceeded the number of talkers, all
talkers were connected full time. When more talkers were connected than the
number of full-time channels, a newly active talker was served by disconnecting
a momentarily inactive talker and switching the channel to the active talker.
The terminals kept track of the talker-to-channel connections, and the end-toend signaling system ensured that the talkers were connected to the correct
listeners at all times [Fig. 12-10).8
With TASI, as with any li111e-concentration
scheme, there was always a possibility that more talkers would be seeking access to the channels than there
were channels available at that moment. When that happened, the speech of
the overflow talkers would be clipped or "frozen out." The statistics with 72
talkers on 36 channels was such that the freeze-out was hardly perceptible at
the concentration ratio of two to one. Over the years, many improvements in
interpolation terminals were made as circuit techniques and components improved. In even the first TASI, the speech signals were switched in time-sampled
form (pulse-amplitude modullation format). It was, indeed, the first commercial
time-division switch, although the samples were not coded.
The first TASI system (TASI-A}was put in service in 1959 in New York and
London, providing 72 talking circuits over 36 channels in the TAT-I system.
Additional installations followed on submarine cables to France and from the
West Coast to Hawaii. Subs1~quentgenerations of TASI designs reduced the
cost and power consumption, increased the capacity, and improved the performance. In one version, the terminal processing and switching was carried
out on coded binary samples via pulse-code modulation. The impairment due
to overload was made much less perceptible, and concentration ratios of at
least four to one appeared feasible. Speech interpolation terminals have been,
and probably will continue to be, used over much of the undersea network. 9
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on the first transatlantic circuits, where 72 talking paths were provided on 36 channels. (b)
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One impact of both the 16-channel terminal and TASI was to increase the total
broadband signal power. This, in turn, increased the required load-handling
capacity of the transmission system.
VI. CANISTERS, CABLE, AND COMPONENTS
During the late 1950s and throughout the 1960s, long-distance traffic was
growing at a rapid rate. Overseas calling shared this boom, and the success of
the first submarine cables provided an additional stimulus on the transatlantic
route. The number of transatlantic calls was growing at a compound annual
rate of 20 percent with no sign of slowing down. The limited capacity of the
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SB design was inadequate to handle the projected traffic growth, and the flexiblerepeater approach was not suited to a much higher capacity. Exploratory work
on a system better adapted to the growing need had been started in 1952, four
years before the first system was installed and ten years before the new system
was completed. While the development cycle was shorter in later generations
of design, this was indicative of the long lead time required to establish the
necessary integrity and reliability in undersea systems and the need to overlap
project developments in order to have higher-capacity systems available in a
timely way.
As the new phase of exploratory work began, there was general agreement
in the Bell System on the following points: (1) A rigid-repeater housing had to
replace the flexible repeater to provide the space and component arrangements
that would permit wide bandwidth and bidirectional transmission on a single
cable. These features were needed to meet the growing channel demand as
economically as possible. (2) A new cable design was required that would put
the strength member inside the inner conductor and thus allow a larger coaxial
cable in a given outside diameter. A large coaxial cable would help offset the
higher losses associated with higher frequencies. (3) The functions of cable and
repeater stowage on shipboard, cable-payout control, and overboarding should
be reexamined and approached as a major system problem. The first two items,
of course, reflected decisions the British had already made in the design of
their higher-capacity, short, shallow-water system. The challenge was to adapt
these essential advances to the conditions of a long, deep-water link. The third
item was the signal for a full-scale attack on the shipboard and installation
problems raised by the use of rigid repeaters.
6.1 Cable
The new cable was similar in general design to the type pioneered by the
British [Fig. 12-11]. The strength member consisted of a bundle of steel wires
of high tensile strength at the center. No external armor was used in the deepsea portions, but armored versions were provided for rocky locations near
shore or where trawler activity was expected. The inner conductor was a continuous tube of copper over the steel strands with a welded seam. The outer
conductor had a diameter of one inch over the polyethylene dielectric and a
simple overlap seam of about 0.25 inch. The overlap seam accommodated
dimensional changes from pressure and temperature, while the outer polyethylene jacket maintained the contact and prevented buckling of the copper tubing
during bending and unbending.
6.2 Components
While these basic issues were debated and the options explored, many other
questions were raised and decisions made. By the late 1950s, transistors had
emerged from the experimental stage and had to be seriously considered for
submarine-cable use. They were especially attractive because of the lower power
and potentially greater life and reliability they promised. But the time required
to establish life and reliability in the new devices, which otherwise were so
tempting for the application, was not available. A commitment to proceed
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along a development path had to be made several years before the required
service date; confidence in the components was essential at the time of commitment. In the mid-1950s, transistors with the required performance were
just beginning to be available. Several years of testing on large numbers under
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carefully controlled conditions would be necessary before the required life could
be established with any certainty. (See another volume in this series, Electronics
Technology(1925-1975),Chapter 1, Section 5.2.) In contrast, a great deal of
experience had been accumulated on the reliability and long life of carefully
designed and manufactured vacuum tubes. Many of the tubes usedl in the SB
design had been on life test for over 15 years with no failures, and various
operating conditions had been tried that lent confidence to a tube design based
on that experience. The reluctant decision was that transistors would have to
establish a track record before they could be used in submarine cables. In 1955,
work was started on a tube with a transconductance of 6000 micromhos. This
was a conservatively designed tube by the standards of that time.
VII. THE LINEAR CABLE ENGINE AND A NEW CABLE SHIP
7.1 The Linear Cable Engine, Cable, and Repeater Payout

While the basic decisions on the housing, cable, and components were being
made, a great deal of attention was directed to the ship and installation problem.
The flexible repeater had been coiled in the cable tanks along with the cable.
The rigid repeaters, in contrast, would be stored on the cable working deck
and the associated connecting leads carried into the cable tank in an orderly,
preplanned fashion. The cable-tank restraining device, called a crinoline, and
the working deck around the tanks had to be designed to allow these leads to
leave the tank as the cable was payed out, to pick up a repeater wherever one
had been spliced into the cable, and to payout the repeater and the cable that
followed. This was to be done without assistance, beyond the minimum required
to position the repeater for the takeoff, and without stopping the ship. 10
Submarine cables varied in weight, but all were considerably heavier than
water and, unless restrained, would run out of the tanks at a rate that had no
relation to the distance traversed by the ship. It was necessary to control the
rate of payout so that the cable would lie smoothly on the bottom. A taut wire,
payed out in parallel with the cable, gave an accurate measure of the distance
traveled over the bottom and a small percentage of slack was allowed in the
cable payout to avoid suspensions between high points. For telegraph cables
and the SB flexible-repeater system, cable payout was controlled by multiple
turns of the cable around a braking drum. But this made for an exceedingly
awkward arrangement in launching a rigid repeater. A new cable-payout engine
was needed at the stem to handle the cable and rigid repeaters without interruption, with no turns around a drum. Lastly, a smoothly contoured chute was
proposed for the stem of the cable ship to avoid a large-diameter sheave at
that point.
The study of these problems started with the construction of a one-quarter
scale model of a new in-line (linear) cable engine and the basic ship arrangements. The next step was construction of a full-scale mock-up of the cablestorage and repeater-payout arrangements on a hillside in Chester, New Jersey
[Fig. 12-12]. This very valuable facility was dubbed the CS Fantastic. It taught
the designers many lessons and was used to establish the guidelines for the
design of the cable-handling features on a new cable-laying ship for the new
system.
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Fig. 12-12. Full-scale skeleton model of the CS Fantastic.The signal flags proclaim, "Stand
clear, I am laying cable."

7.2 Cable Ship Long Lines
Original plans contemplated modification of the British cable ship Monarch,
but the changes were so extensive and the projected cable-installation program
so large that the modifications were never made. Instead, AT&T decided to
build its own cable ship, CS Long Lines. The ship was designed by the eminent
firm of naval architects Gibbs and Cox, Inc. and built in a German shipyard.
The linear-cable engine was constructed by the Western Gear Company of
Seattle, Washington. All final design work was carried on in close collaboration
with the Bell Laboratories system developers. This was a particularly exciting
venture since the Bell System had never been associated with anything quite
like it before. The large scale of things and the massive, clanking, machines
were in marked contrast with the miniaturization and absence of motion otherwise characteristic of electronic design. The full story of the design and construction of the cable ship and its machinery is a saga by itself, full of strikes,
delays, and adaptation of plans, but somewhat outside the scope of this history.
The technical story is treated in detail in the literature. 11 The accompanying
pictures and diagrams should convey better than words the general nature of
the ship and equipment [Fig. 12-13].
The CS Long Lines was launched in September 1961 and sailed to her first
cable laying job in July 1963, too late for the very first installation of the new
cable system, but in time for its new equipment to be used on the transatlantic
installation of the radically redesigned cable and repeaters. There was some
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(g)
Fig. 12-13.

(g) The linear cable engine prior to its installation on the cable ship.

trepidation about the large number of innovations and the complexity of her
equipment, but the rigid repeater, armorless cable, and the ship's cable-payout
system have been the framework for all subsequent Bell System submarine
cable development. By 1984, fh.e ship had laid over 45,000 nautical miles of
cable without serious incident.
VIII. THE SECOND-GENERATION SD SYSTEM

By the middle and late 1950s. enough progress had been made in all essential
areas to commit to a specific development of a second-generation system, designated the SD system. The goal was a single-cable system with a bandwidth
of about 1 MHz. The system was to be capable of direct connection between
the United States mainland and Europe. Repeater spacing was to be 20 nautical
miles. The transatlantic system was to be in operation in 1963, with a shorter
pilot system set for late 1962.
The 6000-·micromho vacuum tubes were to be used as the active devices,
and the same amplifier would be used for both directions of transmission.
Despite the extensive experience with vacuum tubes, the new design was
enough of a departure and lifr data too limited to trust to a single string of
tubes. Parallel amplifiers were provided for redundancy to maintain transmission in the event of most types of tube failure [Fig. 12-14]. The repeater amplified
a band from about 100 to 1100 kHz in which a minimum of 128 two-way 3kHz channels was derived [Fig. 12-15]. One-half of the band was assigned to
one direction of transmission and the other half to the opposite direction, with
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high-pass/low-pass filter combinations to separate the directional bands at the
input and output. As in all coaxial submarine cables, DC was fed along the
center conductor.
The repeater was contained in a rigid housing made from a special heattreated copper beryllium alloy, chosen for its resistance to corrosion [Fig.
12-16].11 Within the housing, the components were assembled in so-called
cord-wood packaging in plasti,c mounts. This approach, though awkward in
some respects and somewhat limiting by lengthening feedback paths, had the
virtue of highly reproducible transmission and made the soldered connections
accessible for inspection [Fig. 12-17].
A pilot system was planned from Florida to Jamaica (with a big detour
around Castro's Cuba). The transatlantic system was to follow in 1963. Everything went according to plan, except that the completion of the Long Lineswas
delayed, and it was necessary to use the British cable ship Alert to lay the
Florida-Jamaica link. This meant that the first operation of the Long Lines was
a big one, the third transatlantic system, TAT-3, a 3500-nautical-mile (6480km) system between Tuckerton, New Jersey and Cornwall, England [Fig.
12-18]. Laying the cable was completed in October 1963; and, after final equalization, 138 channels, lten more than the original objective, were found acceptable for service.
In SD submarine cable, as in all long analog systems, the equalization plan
was of critical importance. It was necessary to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio
consistent with the requirements of the network. Since a transatlantic link is
invariably part of a long circuit, often with substantial overland extensions at
each end, the signal-to-noise goals were set very high. The job in undersea
cable systems was simplified by the fact that the environment, while extreme
in some respects, is very stable, However, there is extremely limited access to
any part of the system after installation, except the ends.
In the TAT-3 SD system, tht~total transmission loss in 3500 nautical miles
was 9000 dB at the highest transmitted frequency. This was to be matched by
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The SD system rigid repeater.

the gain of 180 or more repeaters. Obviously, even small deviations had to be
corrected at intervals along the system to prevent accumulation of very large
signal misalignments. Basic equalization of the cable loss was accomplished by
shaping the repeater gain to match the cable loss at standardized temperature
and pressure. The individual section lengths of the manufactured cable were
trimmed in terms of expected temperature and pressure of the specific site. The

Fig. 12-17. Cordwood packaging of SD repeater components. The
packaging arrangement made all soldered connections accessible for
inspection.
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Fig. 12-18. Routes of the first three Bell Laboratories-designed transatlantic-cable systems.

objective was to obtain the correct loss at the top transmitted frequency. All
residual deviations were then equalized at intervals of 200 nautical miles by
an adjustable equalizer. The proper adjustment was determined from an analysis
of transmission data taken continuously as the system was installed. In the SD
system, the equalizer was adjusted just before it went overboard. After the
system was installed, the signals at the terminals were adjusted in level across
the frequency band so that the optimum overall signal-to-noise performance
was obtained.
The installation of the first SD systems was not without incident. In a design
measure to relieve an earlier problem, a section of the repeater external to the
sealed canister, called the end bell, was flooded with sea water. During the
second lay of TAT-3, the ship's crew occasionally discovered broken bolt ends
in the repeater-stowage area. Investigation proved that sea water and oxygen
could cause stress-corrosion cracking of the bolts that held sections of the end
bell to the repeater body. Enough bolts held to avert catastrophe, and revised
heat treatment alleviated the problem. Later, the designers went to a design in
which the large cylindrical parts themselves screwed into each other. This eliminated the cracking problem and incidentally produced a significant cost reduction. Misfortunes occasionally did pay off.
Another problem was nonlinear sing, a phenomenon found in equivalent
four-wire systems using a single amplifier for both directions of transmission.
Under certain conditions, such systems can lock up in a so-called noise sing.
This is generally the result of gross overload in the presence of large misalignment. It was encountered in testing the first transpacific SD system with much
of the cable on shipboard. The problem was attacked methodically, and computer programs were developed to predict nonlinear-sing margin in a system
for different misalignments. 12 These and other less serious problems were met
and contained. By 1984, more than 19,000 nautical miles (35,000 km) of SD
systems were in service. Also, by that date, the TAT-3 was over 20 years old
and had experienced no repeater failures.
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IX. THE SF SYSTEM
With the high-quality circuits provided by TAT-3 and subsequent SD systems, overseas traffic continued to expand. Exploratory efforts had started in
the late 1950s on transistor characterization, life tests, and the development of
amplifier circuits for a new wider-band undersea system, the SF design. By
1963, a detailed development plan for a system using solid-state amplifiers
was completed. The first system was to be installed between Florid.aand the
Virgin Islands in 1968. A transatlantic SF system, TAT-5, established a link
between the United States and Spain in 1970.13
Except for the wider band and the use of transistors, the SF system followed
the SD design, both physically and electrically. New transistors were required,
and many design problems were associated with the wider bandwidth but
none that were not solved in due course. Enough data was accumulated and
life testing experience was sufficiently encouraging that the parallel amplifier
used in SD was omitted. It was not clear that the additional transistor string
would have helped much in any case, but the promised life and reliability of
the solid-state circuitry was indeed delivered. The top frequency of the SF
system was 6 MHz, and repeaters were spaced at intervals of 10 naulical miles.
The cable diameter over the dielectric was increased to 1.5 inches, but otherwise
the cable was similar to the SD design. The overall loss of a system 3500
nautical miles long at the top frequency was about 15,000 dB. Misalignment
was controlled at intervals of about 200 nautical miles by so-called ocean-block
equalizers. Initially, the capacity objective was 720 two-way channels spaced
3 kHz apart, but, with careful equalization, about 845 were ultimately achieved
in practice [Fig. 12-19].
Like the SD system, the SF system was not without its initial problems. Five
seals failed during the installation and early operation of the first SF link, a
cable from Florida to St. Thomas in the Virgin Islands. A design defect was
identified and the problem corrected in later production. Some high-voltage
breakdowns in the polyethylene-enclosed pigtail lead-ins also occurred on this
link, revealing a defect in the insulation-molding procedure during splicing at
that point. This problem was also eliminated by improved molding methods.
The experiences, while costly, demonstrated the wisdom of short trial systems
for new designs.
A much more subtle problem developed over a long period in the deep
water sections of the TAT-5 transatlantic SF system. Materials were carefully
selected to avoid corrosion in sea water, but one situation escaped attention.
Electric currents are generated by ocean-bottom sea-water currents traveling
in the earth's magnetic field. In many areas of the ocean, particularly around
the mid-Atlantic ridge and similar formations, the rate of the ocean currents is
significant and varies from place to place. The current generates a potential
between points and causes an electrical current to flow in the cable's outer
conductor. After many years of operation, this caused corrosion and loss of
the outer conductor of the repeater pigtail. In systems such as the SF, loss of
the outer conductor changes the cable characteristic at high frequencies. The
effect becomes serious after a number of repeaters have been attacked. This
effect was first discovered on TAT-5 and was corrected by picking up and relaying a long section of the system with the pigtail isolated from the sea water
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in the new repeaters. As of 1984, the system continues to be used, and even
installed, where its capacity and cost offer the greatest economy. By the end of
1983, over 17,000 nautical miles (31,000 km) were in operation.
X. THE SG SYSTEM

In the late 1960s, as traffic continued to grow at a rate in excess of 20 percent
per year on the transatlantic route, it became apparent that the SF system
would not provide adequate increments in capacity for very long. Despite the
widespread use of sat,ellites and the rapid growth of traffic on them, it was
generally accepted that both cable and satellite technologies should be developed to their maximum potential. Each had favored fields of application. Cables
were best used for large circuit cross sections between highly concentrated
terminating points. Satellites were uniquely capable of direct connection to
widely scattered terminations. Each had vulnerabilities of very different kinds.
Over the period covered, traffic on both continued to grow at a very high rate,
and it became evident that ca1bleswere not destined to go away. Even before
the first SF system was instaUed in 1970, AT&T began to consider a highercapacity system to follow.
To meet the growing trafflc demands, AT&T had proposed to install an
additional SF cable to France in 1973, to be followed by a larger-capacity system
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at a later date. The Federal Communications Commission ruled against the SF
installation and urged that the advanced system be expedited to as early a date
as possible. Some exploratory work on the new AT&T system had been started
in Bell Laboratories about 1966 to determine what the latest technology would
permit. In 1971, AT&T embarked on a development program to place a system
with a capacity of about 4000 circuits in service in 1976. Some of the pressure
was relieved by a decision of the British Post Office and the Canadian Overseas
Telecommunications Corporation to install Cantat-2, an 1800-channel system,
between Widemouth in Cornwall, England and Halifax, Nova Scotia in 1974.
The ownership of all telephone submarine cables terminating in the United
States was shared by the Bell System and the participating foreign partners,
generally in some proportion to usage. Early in 1970, it was decided that the
next design, called the SG system, would be a shared development as well.
The initial agreement was with the British Post Office, which was to be responsible for the development of a new, larger-diameter, armorless cable. The
Bell System was to develop and furnish the repeaters. Later, the French Ministry
of Postal Services and Telecommunications agreed to accept responsibility for
the multiplex and other terminal development. A formal agreement for the
shared development was signed on May 2, 1973. The first SG system was to
be installed between Green Hill, Rhode Island and St. Hilaire de Riez, France
in 1976.
Like the SD and SF design, the SG proposal was for a single-cable, equivalent
four-wire system. The initial capacity objective was set at 4000 3-kHz-spaced
two-way chrnnels with a top frequency of 29.5 MHz [Fig. 12-20]. The channelnoise objective was 1 pw per kilometer average in all channels, with no channel
greater than 2 pw per kilometer. The cable diameter over the dielectric was
increased to 1.7 inches (43 mm) to reduce the cable loss. The repeaters were
spaced at intervals of 5.1 nautical miles (9.5 km) [Fig. 12-21].14
Until the SG i,ystem development, submarine coaxial-cable systems had
lagged at least a generation behind the land-based systems, but, with SG, they
were catching up rapidly. The first systems, SA and SB, were far smaller in
capacity than the contemporary overland designs. SD, at 1 MHz in 1962, bore
some resemblance to the first L carrier experiments of the 1930s. SF, at 6 MHz
in 1968, came 15 years behind the 8-MHz L3 coaxial system and was virtually
contemporary with the 18-MHz L4 coaxial land system. But the SG system at
30 MHz followed the 60-MHz LS system by only a few years and, in many
ways, was as, or even more, demanding on the technology.
Externally, the SG repeater was very similar to the SF repeater, but newer
techniques were used inside to meet the needs of the higher top frequency and
greatly increased bandwidth. Compact circuitry, using glass-epoxy etched circuit
boards, provided the high-frequency capability and reproducibility required.
The wide band and large number of repeaters placed especially difficult requirements on the equalization methods. These factors complicated the design
of the passive networks and required a high degree of sophistication in the
development and measurement of the cable dielectric. In principle, it would
have been possible in the earlier system designs to have furnished shore-controlled adjustable equalizers, but the submarine-cable designers preferred hard,
permanent connections. They distrusted undersea switches, fearing they might
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do more harm than good if thl?y failed to function properly. The equalization
plan for SG followed the same pattern as SF, but a new equalizer was added
late in the development to handle possible changes in loss over time. For the
first time, this equalizer was controllable from a shore terminal station.
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The first SG system was installed between the United States and France on
schedule and turned up for initial service as TAT-6 on July 27, 1976. A second
SG system, TAT-7, was installed from the United States to England in 1983.
By the end of that year, about 8000 nautical miles (14,800 km) of SG installations
were in service. There was about a normal, but not excessive, number of problems in the development of the SG system. The first system did not quite meet
noise objectives in the top third of the band. Attempts to improve the performance by circuitry at the terminals were only partially successful, but the deviation from objectives was not large, and the circuits were of quite high quality.
The cause for the deviation from the design objective was analyzed and the
problem eliminated in the design.
By 1984, it appeared almost certain that the SG system was to be the last
major analog submarine-system design to be realized. However, before attention
was turned to optical digital systems, some exploratory work was done on an
analog successor, called the SH system. With a top frequency of 125 MHz, it
would have been capable of transmitting about 16,000 channels. The repeater
spacing would have been short (about 2-1/2 miles), and transmission problems
were extremely tough, although perhaps not insuperable. The work on SH was
dropped in favor of a lightwave program as optical technology advanced, and
it became evident that a lightwave system was better matched to the needs of
an increasingly digital communications world.
XI. PROTECTION AND SPECIAL FACILITIES

Up to this point, emphasis has been on the evolution of the sequence of
cable systems of successively larger capacity to meet the increasing demand of
overseas traffic around the world. The systems form a convenient framework
on which to hang the story, but there were many other major technical problems
to be faced in building up the worldwide undersea network.
11.1 Protecting the Cable

After the completion of TAT-1 in 1956, the cables worked very well and
everyone was happy with their performance. However, in February 1959, a
cable break off Newfoundland caused the first interruption of service. The
nature of the break indicated that a fishing trawler had probably done the
damage. After this initial incident, additional trawler breaks began to occur
with appalling frequency. The intensive fishing activity in the shallow waters
of the continental shelves and the impact of the rapid postwar development
of large, powerful trawlers had not been fully appreciated. It was an expensive
matter in at least three aspects: the direct cost and hazards associated with
cable repair, the amount of time required for repair that resulted in lost revenue
or the cost of leasing alternate circuits (this was by far the largest component
of the loss), and the potential electrical damage to the system caused by rapid
discharge of the cable. Repair time in particular became a major factor as the
number of circuits increased. It did not take long to realize that a major offensive
on the problem was required, and fast.
All options were reviewed. A plan to use redundant shore connections was
given extensive study. This involved a Y in the cable and an underwater
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switching device about 200 miles offshore, but it was not implemented. Cablelaying procedures were reviewed to specify what had to be done to ensure that
the cable lay on the bottom with no suspensions or tangles, especially following
repairs. An underwater television survey of the cable in the shelf area was
undertaken to see exactly how things stood. A large effort was also undertaken
to educate fishermen by giving them cable locations and other information.
Payment was offered if, when they snagged a cable, they would leave their
trawling gear on the bottom. The compensation idea was not very popular.
Fishermen are very conservative folk and regarded trawling gear in hand as
worth more than compensation in the bush.
The most promising plan was to bury the cable beneath the ocean bottom
in the hazardous areas, and an extensive program was undertaken to study
methods for burying cables by water jetting or plowing. For a time in the 1960s,
high-pressure jetting experiments produced some spectacular displays on the
Bell Laboratories grounds, as spray and soil flew in all directions, but a limited
amount of offshore testing soon indicated that the use of jetting was not a
satisfactory solution to the burying problem. A number of bottom soils encountered were not easily moved by jets. Development work then concentrated
on a plow. Starting in the early 1960s, several versions were built over the
years as more was learned about the problems of ocean-bottom plowing. 15 One
difficulty was that, as fishing trawlers grew larger and more powerful, breaks
began to occur at greater and greater depths. A plow design, Sea Plow IV,
completed in 1975, buried cable and rigid repeaters to a depth of two feet
below the bottom during the laying operation [Fig. 12-22]. 16 Sea Plow IV operated to a depth of 500 fathoms (914 m). In recent years, plowing has reduced
trawler cable breaks to practically zero.
Long sections of existing cable could be recovered and relaid with the plow
in shallow waters. At times, however, it was also necessary to recover a buried
cable or bury a short length already on the bottom. For these and many other
situations, a more versatile tethered, unmanned, submersible vehicle was developed. The Submersible Craft for Assisting Repair and Burial (SCARAB)was
a highly maneuverable vehicle, equipped with television cameras and remotely
controlled manipulators designed for these tasks [Fig. 12-23]. SCARAB also
served as an excellent survey vehicle to examine the proposed routes for new
cables within its operational depth of 500 fathoms.

11.2 Ocean-Bottom Simulation Facilities
Before the first transatlantic cable was laid, the designers knew that the
ocean-bottom pressure and temperature would change the transmission properties of the cables slightly. These changes were offset in the repeater design
and equalization plan, based on measurements from the same type of cable
used in a military installation it1L
the Bahamas and taken during deep-sea trials.
In the two-cable system, the results were further refined, based on the experience
with the first cable. However, there was still considerable apprehension over
what would happen to the cabl1~-transmissionproperties over a long time. With
no access to intermediate points for adjustment, even a small change per unit
length could accumulate to a degree where the signals would be out of the
acceptable range.
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Fig. 12-22. The Sea Plow IV. (a) The ocean cable and repeater canister passed through the
plow and were buried about two feet below the sea bottom. (b) The Sea Plow IV being
recovered from the sea by the French CS Vercors.
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Fig. 12-23. The Submersible Craft for Assisting Repair And Burial (SCARAB).A maneuverable
undersea tethered vehicle equipped with television cameras and remotely controlled robot
arms and manipulators.

The initial effect of laying changed the loss by about two percent or over 70
dB for the total length. While this had been anticipated and offset to a large
extent by adjusting cable lengths and terminal levels, there was not much
margin left. Any appreciable further change in loss from the design value would
hurt the signal-to-noise ratio.
The first system surprised and dismayed everyone by continuing to age
toward lower loss. There was much head scratching, leading to the following
hypothesis. The cable designers had been concerned that one-piece tubular
copper conductors might break under the flexing and stresses of laying and
recovery. They had therefore used composite inner and outer conductors. Under
the constant high pressure, it was surmised that the resistance between the
edges of the spiraled tapes was slowly decreasing, thus reducing the signal
loss. The aging was very slow, but continuous. The designers held their breath,
for a year or so, to see whether this would continue until some major corrective
action would be necessary or if it would stabilize. Finally, the rate of change
tapered off, and the loss stabilized at a value about 0.4 percent below the initial
loss, within the range that could be handled by level adjustments at the terminals. With the assumption that the hypothesis was correct, all later-generation
cables used a one-piece cylindrical inner conductor and a longitudinal-seam
outer conductor.
These changes were successful, but the designers did not wait for a new
cable to be installed to make certain they had cured the problem. A test facility
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Fig. 12-24. Ocean-bottom simulation. (a) The artificial ocean at Chester, New Jersey. The
facility consisted of two troughs, one 15 feet long, the other 315 feet long. Each trough
contained pairs of pipes filled with salt water in which the temperature and pressure could
be varied to simulate ocean-bottom conditions. (b) Testing arrangement for ocean-bottom
simulation facility.
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called an artificial ocean was built at Chester, New Jersey [Fig. 12-24].17 The
new armorless cable-loss was measured repeatedly to ±0.02-percent in the
high-pressure and temperature-controlled pipes of this test bed for a period of
over three years under sea-bottom temperature and pressure. No changes were
detected. The development of a shore-controlled equalizer for the SD system
was abandoned because of these excellent results. Later, the artificial ocean
was used to measure pressure and temperature coefficients of the SF ocean
cable. Because the SF cable design was similar to SD, with the outer conductor
diameter scaled from 1.0 to 1.5 inches, the aging tests were not repeated. There
were no appreciable aging problems with the armorless cable. With the Chester
artificial ocean so successful, a more modem ocean-simulating facility was constructed at Holmdel, New Jersey to test SG coaxial and later lightwave ocean
cables. In this ocean-bottom simulator, the instrumentation was more elaborate
and computerized, and it was possible to vary the cable tension as well as the
pressure and temperature to detect the effects, if any, of laying and recovery.
11.3 Summary

While this account has focused on the development and major initial installations of the Bell Laboratories designed systems, which were usually first

TABLE 12-1: Some Important Dates in American Undersea Cable History
1950
1952
1956
1957-1960
1959
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1967
1968
1970
1974
1975
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983

Florida-Cuba. First SA system.
Negotiations start on T AT-1. Exploratory development of next
generation.
Scotland-Newfoundland (TAT-1) in service. First SB system. Final
development of next system started.
France-Newfoundland (TAT-2), Washington-Alaska, FloridaPuerto Rico, California-Hawaii (HAW-1) (SB).
Three-kHz-spaced channels used. T ASI-A service. Cable-protection studies. First man-made cable break.
United Kingdom-Canada (CANTAT-1 ). First transatlantic British
system.
Florida-Jamaica-Panama. First SD system.
United States-United Kingdom (TAT-3, SD).
California-Hawaii (HAW-2), Hawaii-Japan (TP-1), Florida-•St.
Thomas (SD).
United States-France (TAT-4) (SD).
First major Sea Plow system operated (Sea Plow-I).
Florida-St. Thomas. First transistor system (SF).
United States-Spain (TAT-5) (SF).
California-Hawaii (HAW-3) (SF).
Hawaii-Japan (TP-2) (SF). Sea Plow IV.
TASI-B operational Vancouver-Sydney.
United States-France (TAT-6). First SG system.
St. Thomas-Venezuela, St. Thomas-Brazil (SF)
Guam-Taiwan (SF). TASI-E operational.
Florida-St. Thomas (SG). Greece-Egypt (SF). Light-wave
demonstration-light-wave final development.
United States-United Kingdom (TAT-7, SG).
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installed across the Atlantic, many subsequent links were installed in the Pacific,
the Caribbean, and to Central and South American points (Table 12-1].
In addition to the Bell System program, extensive development and manufacture was carried on in several other countries, including England, France,
and Japan. With the exception of the first single-cable British systems, the Bell
System projects set the pace in high capacity and advanced features. The increase in capacity by a factor of more than 100 depended critically on the
progress in achieving high-frequency devices with the required reliability.
From an extremely cautious approach, with very conservatively designed
vacuum tubes, designers moved to more advanced tubes, to germanium transistors without redundancy, and, finally, to high-performance silicon transistors
with a common-emitter gain limit of 2.7 GHz. The 2.7-GHz figure was close
to the limit of the state of the art in 1976, and not much differentin performance
from the highest-frequency devices used in land-based systems. In addition,
it was designed with a reliability objective-one failure per 100,000 transistor
years. No one expected any one transistor to operate that long, but the evidence
so far, from the large numbers on life racks and in service, is that they are close
to the objective.
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Chapter 13
Satellites
I. INTRODUCTION

When Arthur C. Clarke, an engineer and scientist turned science-fiction
writer, first proposed communication by satellites in a 1945 paper, no object,
however small, had been placed in orbit, though Clarke was confident this was
not far in the future. 1 He proposed that a radio-relay satellite be placed in an
orbit about 22;000 miles above the earth's surface so that its orbital period
exactly matched the daily rotation of the earth on its axis. If located in the
plane of the equator, it would then appear fixed in position from the earth's
surface. Transistors had not been invented, so it was necessary to assume electronics based on vacuum tubes. Microwave technology was in its infancy. Solar
cells had not been invented; there was no efficientor convenient way to convert
sunlight to electricity. Clarke thought a solar-powered steam plant might do
the job. The station would be a complicated mechanism, and Clarke suggested
that it would be prudent to have people in attendance. The primary market
he addressed was television and radio broadcasting.
Nine years later, in 1954, J. R. Pierce* was asked to talk to an Institute of
Radio Engineers (IRE) group in Princeton, New Jersey. Without having seen
the Clarke paper, he wrote a remarkably similar paper, differing from its predecessor in two respects.2 First, the needed technology had come to pass. Transistors, solar cells, and traveling-wave tubes had been invented and were in
use. Second, Pierce's main interest was in point-to-point transoceanic transmission of both telephony and television. He considered both passive and
active satellites and both low-altitude and geostationary orbits. His system
parameters were remarkably close to those of the early communications satellites, and, as a matter of fact, his work guided the early development.
For Pierce, like Clarke, there was no launch-vehicle experience, but, on
October 4, 1957, Sputnik I was launched from Tyuratam, USSR, and the space

* Pierce came to Bell Laboratories after receiving his PhD from California Institute of Technology in 1936. He was one of an array of Cal Tech and Stanford University graduates who
were to transform the postwar world of electronics. In the 1950s, he became director of
electronic research at Bell Laboratories. He was at the forefront of almost every field of research
in telecommunication sciences, from acoustics and information theory to antennas and traveling-wave tubes.
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age had arrived. Just four months later, on January 31, 1958, ExplorerI went
into orbit, and launch capability came closer to home. Pierce, like Clarke, wrote
science fiction. Were their works more fiction than science or more science than
fiction? As it has turned out, they were prophecy. 3

II. PROJECTECHO
Despite what would seem to be a head start in planning, the Bell Laboratories
entry into satellite communications came about essentially by chance. In Pierce's
paper, he had discussed both active and passive satellites, the latter being
simple large objects with no electronics intended to reflect signals transmitted
from the earth. In 1958, he and his colleague, R. W. Kompfner, saw a picture
of a large inflated plastic sphere that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) was proposing to place in orbit 1000 miles above the earth
[Fig. 13-1]. NASA's purpose was to measure the density of the upper atmosphere
by observing the rate of decay of the orbit, but Pierce and Kompfner recognized
at once that the sphere was precisely what was needed for passive satellite
communications. It could reflect (that is, scatter or reradiate) radio waves to
such an extent that communication would be possible between any two stations
on the earth's surface that could see the satellite at the same time. At a technical
meeting, they called the balloon satellite to the attention of W. H. Pickering of
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), then a part of NASA. Pickering enthusiastically supported the idea of extending the tests to include communications.
A proposal to use the 100-foot sphere of metallized plastic film for this purpose
was written for JPL and was accepted as the basis for a joint NASA, JPL, and
Bell Laboratories experiment. Bell Laboratories paid for the equipment it provided, and NASA funding paid for the operational phase.

Fig. 13-1.

NASA's Echo I satellite in a ground inflation test.
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After one launch failure, the sphere, named EchoI, was launched in a circular
orbit by a Delta rocket on August 12, 1960. Its altitude was about 1000 miles,
giving it an orbital period of 118 minutes. Both JPL at Goldstone, California
and Bell Laboratories at Crawford Hill, New Jersey were ready; and, on the
very first pass through the area of mutual visibility, JPL transmitted a message
from President Eisenhower that was successfully received at Crawford Hill.
(See another volume in this series, Communications
Sciences
(1925-1980),Chapter
5, Section 5.2.)
Ground-based equipment was provided for an east-to-west link at 960 MHz
and a west-to-east link at 2390 MHz [Fig. 13-2]. The transmitting equipment
at Crawford Hill consisted of a 10-kw klystron amplifier connected to a focalpoint-fed, parabolic antenna 60 feet in diameter, arranged to radiate a circularly
polarized signal. (The electric and magnetic fields of an electromagnetic wave
are always orthogonal. In terrestrial transmission, the orientation is usually
fixed, that is, the electric vector is either vertical or horizontal. By appropriate
launching arrangements, however, the field vectors can be made to rotate
through space in circular polarization. This was essential with the moving satellite, since transmission to it and reception from it would be from constantly
changing aspects. Circularly polarized transmitters and receivers avoided the
difficult alternative of polarization tracking.)
Separate transmitter exciters were provided for FM, AM, and phase modulation, and stable crystal oscillators generated continuous-wave test signals.
Wide-deviation FM was normally used.
Receiving equipment at Crawford Hill consisted of a steerable horn-reflector
antenna with an aperture of 20 by 20 feet [Fig. 13-3]. This was followed by a
preamplifier, either a liquid helium cooled traveling-wave maser (maser was
an acronym for microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation)
or, less often, a parametric amplifier. (See another volume in this series, Physical
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Fig. 13-2. General features of the Project Echo experiment.
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Fig. 13-3. The Crawford Hill antennas for Project Echo. Right, the horn-reflector antenna
was the antenna later used by A. A. Penzias and R. W. Wilson to detect the 3°K background
radiation from the origin of the universe.

Sciences(1925-1980), Chapter 5, Section I.) The ultralow-noise receivers were

the one element not included in Pierce's 1954 analysis; they greatly reduced
the size required for the receiving antenna. The low-noise receiving equipment
was mounted in a cab on the antenna, and the signal was carried to a fixed
building for further amplification and detection. For FM signals, a thresholdextension receiver, invented at Bell Laboratories more than 20 years earlier by
J. G. Chaffee, was used for the first timeY This detector, also called an FMfeedback receiver, tracked the instantaneous frequency of the incoming signal
with a relatively narrow-band slot and thereby made possible the detection of
FM signals several decibels lower in level than would have been possible with
a full-band detector. Satellite positions were calculated by NASA and transmitted to Bell Laboratories for antenna pointing.
The noise temperature of the entire receiving system with the antenna at
the zenith was predicted to be 18.90 ± 3.00°K but was measured at 22.2 ± 2.2°K.
At the time, it was thought that most of the measuring errors must have been
in the positive direction. But a few years later, A. A. Penzias and R. W. Wilson,
using the same antenna, made very careful noise measurements that led them
to conclude that the temperature difference was real. The difference was interpreted to be radiation remaining from the big bang at the creation of the uni-
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verse. This epic observation won them the Nobel prize in 1978. (See Physical
Sciences(1925-1980),Chapter 7, Section 1.2.)
Echo was the most visible of all satellites and was certainly in the public
eye; predictions for viewing were printed in the daily newspapers ..The communications experiments were successful and caused some public excitement,
but the stir was not prolonged, because the satellite really did not do anything
that the existing landline network could not do. (Telstarwas to be different.)
In general, the objectives of the experiment were met. Voice, music, and pictures
were transmitted during 120 passes, which ranged in duration from 15 to 25
minutes. Some thought was given to a commercial system, using a larger satellite, larger antennas, and higher-power transmitters, but the tremendous
penalty of two path losses in tandem directed attention to active satellites,
where the path losses could be addressed one at a time.
Personnel for the Echo project came largely from the Electronics and Radio
Research Department of Bell Laboratories, although specialists were enlisted
from other areas, particularly for the maser, the parametric amplifier, and antenna steering. The experience of the Echo experiment was solid background
for system planning and earth-station design for later satellite systems, including
Telstar,which followed immediately. 6

III. TELSTAR
All through the period when Bell Laboratories was involved with the Echo
project (early 1959 through early 1961), studies of active satellites had continued.7 Pierce and his associates concluded early that an orderly progression for
research and exploratory development would involve first a passive satellite,
then a low-altitude active repeater, and finally, an active repeater in a synchronous orbit. The first step would confirm the magnitude and stability of the
loss of the radio path. (Clarke had noted that, while optical frequencies from
the sun and stars were received with little loss, and very-high-frequency [VHF]
and microwave signals were not returned to earth, there was no direct evidence
that the radio signals would propagate through the atmosphere and ionosphere
to a satellite.) A passive satellite experiment would advance the development
of low-noise receivers and narrow-beam, low-noise antennas. The second step
would bring in the problems of space-borne electronics and power. It would
not require great sophistication in attitude stabilization and station keeping,
which would be reserved for the third step.
When the Echo experiment concluded, Bell Laboratories felt obliged to collaborate with NASA on passive satellites; but, as early as May 1960, even
before the launch of Echo,Kompfner wrote to NASA describing research toward
an active satellite already under way in Bell Laboratories. The first proposal
for an active system was issued on August 30, 1960, less than three weeks
after Echohad been launched. This proposal called for the launch of an active
satellite in mid-1962 to demonstrate real-time television and telephone transmission between the United States and Europe.
Following the success of Echo,imagination caught fire at AT&Theadquarters,
and, almost overnight, what had been little more than wishful thinking about
active satellites at Bell Laboratories became company policy at AT&T. Financing
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and staff were set up quickly, and the development was off and away. The
work began in the Research Area of Bell Laboratories under L. C. Tillotson and
Kompfner. When it became apparent that a major project was materializing,
development people were brought in, first under A. C. Dickieson, then a director
in transmission development"' and, after he had been promoted, under E. F.
O'Neill. Specialized skills were drawn upon from almost every part of Bell
Laboratories, some obvious (solar-cell people worked on solar cells) and some
not obvious at all (the structural and heat-transfer designs of the satellite were
done largely by vacuum-tube experts). A directory of those who were affiliated
with the Telstar project contained 450 names. There is little doubt that the
project at its peak occupied more people than any other project in the history
of Bell Laboratories up to that time. But measured in technical staff-years, it
was far down the list, because the whole thing was over so quickly.
The ground-based equipment in the United States was conceived essentially
as a scaled-up version of the Echo station at Crawford Hill. Research by D. C.
Hogg had identified a low-noise window in the atmosphere in the frequency
range between 1 and 10 GHz [Fig. 13-4).8 Hardware availability and the problems of coordination with othE!rradio services led to a decision to operate in
the common-carrier bands from 3700 to 4200 MHz and from 5925 to 6425
MHz, transmitting at 6 GHz and receiving at 4 GHz on the same antenna. The
main antenna was to be a fullly steerable horn reflector with an aperture of
3600 square feet.
Consideration of the availability of launch vehicles led to planning around
the capabilities of the Delta rocket, the same vehicle that had launched Echo.
With Delta, it appeared possible to put a satellite of about 150 pounds into an
elliptical orbit, inclined to the equator, ranging in altitude from 500 to about
3000 miles. For the orbit planned, periods of mutual visibility of up to 30
minutes were projected between Eastern United States and Western Europe
for at least some of the orbits. During these intervals, the object was to transmit
either a full-band television signal or the equivalent of several hundred telephone channels over the Atlantic Ocean.
As a secondary but significant benefit, the Delta rockets were launched under
a Bell Laboratories-designed guidance system run by a resident Bell Laboratories
group. It was going to be nece·ssary to have a rather complex installation at
Cape Canaveral to test and certify the health of the satellite, right up to the
launch moment. It was helpful to have an experienced team at the site who
knew the terrain and the launch routines. 9, 10
Up to early 1960, NASA had shown no inclination to develop an active
satellite of its own. AT&T was prepared to pay for the satellite development

• Dickieson joined the Western Electrk Engineering Department as a technician in transmission
systems development in 1923 and retired as Bell Laboratories vice president of Transmission
Development in 1970. He contributed inventions and designs to an extraordinary range of
developments, from the first feedback amplifiers and early overseas radio to satellites. As an
executive in the post-World War II «ira, he directed a wide range of transmission projects,
with especially important influence on the microwave radio program and the realization of
the first pulse-code-modulation digital system.
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[Hogg, J.Appl. Phys.30 (1959): 1417.]

and launch, as well as the earth station in the United States. The risk appeared
to be high. There was no long line of candidates arguing that their satellite
should come first; that was to come much later. Despite this, NASA regarded
the AT&T initiative with something less than unrestrained enthusiasm. Up to
this time, all nonmilitary space ventures had been its exclusive domain. Neither
NASA nor anyone else in the government had figured out what role, if any,
private enterprise was to have in space.

3.1 The Satellite
TelstarI was spherical, 34 inches in diameter, and weighed 175 pounds [Fig.
13-5]. The satellite was stabilized in space by spinning about its vertical axis
at about 180 rpm. The axis was kept perpendicular to the plane of the ecliptic
for optimum output from the solar cell array and favorable heat balance. The
sequence of launch provided both the spin (from the spinning last stage of the
launch vehicle) and the initial axis orientation. Later attitude corrections were
possible by switching current through a magnetic torquing coil to interact with
the earth's magnetic field.
The surface of Telstarcarried 3600 silicon solar cells that were the source
of its primary power. The cells were of a new n-on-p-type silicon variety, for
longer life than the older type p-on-n cells when exposed to the radiation of
the Van Allen belts. (See another volume in this series, ElectronicsTechnology,
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Fig. 13-5. The Bell System's experimental communications satellite, Te/starl, as it appeared before
launch. Dark areas are solar cell arrays.

(1925-1975), Chapter 1, Section IX.)The solar cells covered 35 percent of Te/star's
surface to preserve the heat balance of the satellite, which was carefully designed
to keep the internal electronics at 70 degrees F and to keep the solar cells near
an optimum 30 degrees F. The solar cells generated 14 w of unregulated power
when new and fully illuminated. Power was stored in 19 rechargeable nickelcadmium cells to carry the peak demand of 35 w with the traveling-wave tube
turned on. The power plant permitted half-hour operations and a total of 90
minutes per day.
Transmission to the satellite was at 6390 MHz and at 4170 MHz from the
satellite to the earth. Since the satellite would be viewed from every aspect,
the desired antenna pattern at both frequencies was made as nearly omnidirectional as possible; transmission in both directions was circularly polarized
for the same reason. Separate antennas for receiving at 6 GHz and transmitting
at 4 GHz consisted of equatorial belts of radiating boxes, each fed by a probe
in one comer to achieve the circular polarization. The boxes were interconnected
by a series of printed-circuit hybrids to a single 6-GHz input and a single 4GHz output of the repeater in the electronics package.
In the repeater, the signal traversed a 6390 to 4170 GHz cross-band repeater
(a transponder in satellite parlance), similar to a terrestrial microwave repeater
with up- and down-converters, a 90-MHz intermediate-frequency (IF) amplifier,
and a two-watt traveling-wave-tube amplifier at 4170 MHz [Fig. 13-6]. All
locally generated modulation tones were crystal controlled. The traveling-wave
tube was used in a reflex arrangement, in which it amplified a 4180-MHz
beacon signal that was radiated for tracking and the two beat oscillator fre-
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TelstarI communications repeater.

quencies for down- and up-conversion, as well as the radio signal received
from the transmitting earth station.
In addition to its purely communications equipment, the satellite carried a
number of sensors and special devices to measure the electron and proton
distributions at several energy levels in the region of space explored by the
satellite and to give information on the cumulative damage to semiconductors
caused by these particles [Fig. 13-7). A near-omnidirectional helical antenna
on top of the satellite received commands transmitted from the ground at 123
MHz to activate the various satellite functions. The same antenna transmitted
a continuous 136-MHz signal from the satellite for initial acquisition and tracking. The 136-MHz signal was modulated for telemetry transmission of data
from the radiation experiments, as well as for such housekeeping items as
signal levels, temperature, and battery charge.
Except for the antennas, solar cells, and radiation experiment components,
all of which were mounted on the outside surface of the sphere, the entire
repeater was contained in a hermetically sealed cylindrical canister about 20
inches in diameter and 17 inches high [Fig. 13-8]. The canister was suspended
by a web of nylon lacing to isolate it from high-frequency vibration during
launch and from temperature variations caused by solar effects when in orbit.
The primary structure of the satellite, on which the outer skin was mounted
and from which the canister was suspended, was a series of truss1~smade of
rectangular magnesium tubing [Fig. 13-9].
The waveguide components of the repeater would have been 13 feet long
if straight and placed end to end. Obviously, many turns and convolutions
were required to fit these components into the canister along with th,~travelingwave tube, its power supply, converters, IF amplifiers, nickel-cadmium storage
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batteries, and the telemetry encoder. All told, over 6000 transistors and diodes
were used (the solid-state era had arrived, but the integrated-circuit era was
barely dawning}; the only vacuum tube was the traveling-wave tube. Individual
subassemblies were filled with polyurethane foam, and the entire canister was
similarly treated. This gave the structural strength required to withstand the
shock and vibration of a rocket launching, but reduced heat conduction, which
had to be reinforced by metal straps.
3.2 Project Relay
On November 4, 1960, just as the Telstardevelopment was gathe1ing momentum, NASA announced that it was planning four launchings of communication satellites of its own, and it was clear NASA expected Bell Laboratories
to bid. Considering the somewhat delicate state of relations between NASA
and AT&T and considering NASA's monopoly on launching, Bell Laboratories
decided to bid. When the NASA Request for Proposal was issued on January
4, 1961, a substantial part of the Telstareffort was temporarily diverted to
proposal writing. NASA called for a satellite similar in size and orbit to Telstar
(they used the same launch vehicle} but proposed that communications be at ,
400 to 500 MHz upward and at 2200 to 2300 MHz from the satellite Itoearth.
Bell Laboratories was skeptical of the frequencies, so submitted three proposals,
ranging from one fully responsive, to one based on TelstarI frequencies and
using Bell Laboratories radiation-experiment package instead of NASA"s. There
were seven bidders; the contract was awarded to Radio Corporation of America
(RCA). Bell Laboratories was ranked fourth, but much closer to the bottom
than to the top in numerical score. "The best of the amateurs," Bell Laboratories
was told at the debriefing. In subsequent negotiations, it was agreed that the
United States Telstar ground station, as well as foreign ground stations that
had agreed to participate in the Telstar project, would be adapted to work with
the Relay satellites as well.
RelayI was launched on December 13, 1962, five months after TelstarI,
and RelayII was launched on January 21, 1964. They lasted well, partly because
the devices intended to turn them off automatically after six months failed, but
they added little to the state of the art after Telstarstole the show.

3.3 Telstar Earth Stations
For transmission across the Atlantic Ocean, European partners were needed.
Representatives of AT&T and Bell Laboratories visited prospective correspondents in England, France, and Germany and found them receptive. Informal
agreements called for England to build an earth station at Goonhilly Downs
in Cornwall and for France to build at Pleumeur-Bodou in Brittany .. France
elected to follow the Bell Laboratories earth station design and to secure key
components from Bell Laboratories; the English decided to go on their own.
There was some stir in NASA when it learned of this, because it was felt that
all such negotiations should be handled by the government, despite the decades
of bilateral dealings between AT&T and foreign communications entities on
high-frequency radio and submarine-cable links.
AT&T immediately looked for an earth-station site as close to Europe as
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feasible to maximize mutual visibility, preferably shielded by hills, not near
existing or planned radio-relay routes but not so far from centers of population
that long end links would be required. Attention quickly focused on a bowl in
the hills near Andover, Maine, and an 1100-acre site was acquired. The Andover
station was perceived as a prototype to be expanded, if needed, into a commercial installation for a low-orbit satellite system. In the low-orbit concept,
there would be many satellites, perhaps as many as 50, but few earth stations.
The earth station would maintain continuous transmission by tracking with
steerable antennas and switching from one satellite as it set to another via a
second antenna as it rose.
3.3.1 The CommunicationsAntenna and Radome

The most conspicuous feature of the earth station was a huge inflated radome
housing the large horn-reflector antenna [Fig. 13-10). The antenna was designed
to rotate in azimuth around a pintle bearing carried down to bedrock. Two
circular tracks of precisely ground, heavy-duty crane rail carried the rotating
azimuth structure via four trucks. The antenna proper consisted of a conical
horn, a segment of parabolic reflector, and an aperture shield, all made of
aluminum honeycomb, formed and glued to the desired contour. The elevation
structure consisted of a 10-foot-diameter bearing at the small end of the horn
and a 70-foot-diameter wheel at its large end [Fig. 13-11). The antenna was
rotated in azimuth and elevation by hydraulic drives. Its overall length was
177 feet and, with the equipment housed on it, weighed about 380 tons. Extreme
mechanical precision was maintained throughout the structure. The absolute
tolerance on the reflecting surface was only 1/8 wavelength at 6 GHz-about
±1/8 inch-the same as it would have been on a much smaller antenna. Since
programmed tracking might have been required, the mountings had to provide
accurate pointing of a radio beam only 0.2 degree wide.
The horn-reflector antenna was a highly successful component in the Telstar
project that turned out to be extraordinarily versatile. It was chosen for its low
noise and because it was inherently broadband. Over the first few years, it was
equipped to work not only with Telstarand Relaybut with Syncomand Intelsat
I (nicknamed EarlyBird)as well. When it no longer was convenient to use the
separate VHF command antenna, the horn was fitted for transmission and
reception at 123 and 136 MHz. In all, it was ultimately fitted with transmission
and tracking feeds at seven different frequencies ranging from 123 to 7360
MHz. It was even tested at 11 GHz, where its gain was found to be only 3 dB
below the theoretical level.
The radome, 210 feet in diameter, was the largest purely air-supported
structure built to that date. It was made of two layers of Dacron* coated with
a synthetic rubber. There were six acres of single-ply fabric, 31,600 feet of
hand-cemented joints, and a total weight of 60,000 pounds. An internal pressure
of only 0.1 to 0.2 psi was sufficient to sustain it, even in a high wind. (At
normal inflation, the fiber stress was about the same as in a 30 psi automobile
tire.) The radome was to protect the antenna from distortion due to wind loading,
* Trademark of E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Co.
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Fig. 13-10. (a) The Andover, Maine earth station. Right, the radome housed the communications antenna. In the foregroundare the control building and the acquisition, tracking, and
telemetry antennas. (b) The Andover horn-reflector antenna in its inflated radome.
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Fig. 13-11. Placing the 50-ton elevation wheel into position during construction of the Andover antenna.

the accumulation of ice and snow, and uneven solar heating. Perhaps most
importantly, it facilitated erection of the antenna on a short schedule in a
northern New England winter.
The McKiernan-Terry Corporation, working under the supervision of Bell
Laboratories people experienced in military antenna design, was prime contractor for the detailed design, fabrication, and erection of the antenna. Advanced Structures Corporation was responsible for the fabrication and alignment
of the antenna surfaces, and Birdair Structures, Inc. furnished both a preliminary
construction shelter (a multisection dome assembled with snap fasteners) and
the permanent radome.
In the design of the electronics for the Andover station, the detectability of
the received signal was the greatest concern, and every technique was pushed
to the limit to assure successful reception. The receiver preamplifier was a
traveling-wave ruby maser immersed in liquid helium at atmospheric pressure.
Initially, the helium was in a batch-loaded Dewar flask, from which it was
permitted to evaporate. But because helium is a scarce commodity (at least on
Earth), a continuous closed-cycle cryostat was used later to limit the amount
needed. The maser provided 42 dB of gain over a 16-MHz band, which was
widened to 25 MHz by equalization in the following IF stages, and had a noise
temperature of only 3.5°K. The noise temperature of the entire station, including
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the effect of the radome, was 33 °K, with the antenna at a 30-degree elevation.
Following the preamplifier and further amplification at IF, detection was by an
FM-feedback detector, similar in principle to the one used for Echo.The Andover
transmitters were of conventional design except that the final stage of the communications transmitter for Telstarwas a specially designed 2-kw travelingwave tube.
3.3.2

Acquisitionand Tracking

The programmed tracking of Echo from predicted positions had not been
completely satisfactory, so the antenna pointing and tracking for Telstarwas
designed to be self-sufficient. Several modes were provided [Fig. B-12). (1) A
command tracker received the continuously transmitted 136 MHz beacon and
could track to about ±1 degree. This was sufficiently accurate to tum on the
microwave electronics by commands at 123-MHz. (2) A precision tracker was
slaved to the command tracker. With the command tracker locked on to the
136-MHz beacon and the satellite electronics turned on, the precision tracker
could acquire the 4080-MHz beacon and track to about ±0.01 degree. (3) The
main antenna could be slaved to the precision tracker and kept on target close
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Fig. 13-13. The autotrack microwave-frequency unit in place at the horn
apex, Andover, Maine.

enough for normal operation, but was also equipped for autotrack. (4) Autotrack
of the 4080-MHz beacon by the big antenna was provided, using the principles
of monopulse radar, in which a signal off-beam generated a different mode in
the throat of the horn. This mode could be detected and used as an error signal.
Nulling the error by means of servodrives brought the antenna to an exact
bearing, within 0.005 degree [Fig. 13-13]. Except for a few seconds of acquisition
at the start of each pass, the horn-reflector-antenna autotrack mode was used
in practice. Design of the pointing system, including its digital and servofeatures,
made use of Bell System experience in guided missile systems, computers, and
microwave communications systems.

3.4 Telstar's Triumph
After an uneventful countdown, Te/starI was launched from Cape Canaveral
by a Delta rocket at 08:35 Greenwich time (4:35 AM eastern daylight savings
time [EDST]) on July 10, 1962 [Fig. 13-14]. The first five orbits did not offer
usable mutual visibility between Andover and Europe, or, indeed, any sib>nificant
visibility from Andover alone. There were snatches of telemetry from NASA
stations around the world indicating that all was well, but not until the sixth
orbit was there mutual visibility at a safe elevation.
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Fig. 13-14.

Cutaway of the Delta rocket with the Telstar l spacecraft on board.

The reason for the long delay was that injection into orbit was toward the
southeast, at the lowest orbit: altitude (the 500-mile perigee) over the Atlantic
near the equator. The satellite proceeded over the southern hemisphere, gaining
altitude, then recrossed the equator to reach the 3000-mile apogee in the northern hemisphere, but over the Philippines on the opposite side of the world.
The orbital period was about two and a half hours. A half orbit later, when it
returned to the Atlantic Ocean, it was again close to perigee near the equator
and could not be seen. It was not until the Earth slowly made a half tum under
the orbit that the high-altitude apogee was over the Atlantic side. It was a long
day for the Bell System crew at Andover, making last-minute adjustments,
exercising their equipment, and watching the preparations to broadcast their
success or failure to the world [Fig. 13-15].
Interest in the Telstar project was intense, especially in Washington, DC,
where proponents of the Kerr-Magnuson bill and the Kefauver bill (pro and
anti private enterprise in space, respectively) were debating the future of satellite
communications at that very moment. Everyone wanted to be at Andover for
the historic moment. But one thing had been overlooked there: no facilities
were available to receive visitors. AT&T had no choice but to bring the show
to Washington via closed-circuit television, and a large party of dignitaries was
sitting in the Daughters of the American Revolution auditorium waiting for
the button to be pushed. The event was also made available to the television
networks via a pooled service, since there was not room for more than one
network's cameras in the Andover control building. Never before had a privately
sponsored technical event of such high risk been exposed to such intense
public view.
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At 9:18 PM EDST, the Andover command tracker acquired the telemetry
signal, and, six minutes later, the satellite was on, the precision tracker was in
autotrack on the microwave beacon, and even the big antenna was in autotrack.
At 9:25, there was a brief look at a television test signal, called sine square and
window. It came through perfectly, just a vertical white line and a white square.
At 9:30, F. R. Kappel, chairman of the board of AT&T, placed a telephone call

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 13-16. First video signals from Telstar satellite; pass 6, July 10, 1962. (a) Test signals,
first synchronized frames. (b) Seconds later, a clear pulse and window. (c) The American flag
in front of the Andover radome.
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through Telstarto Lyndon Johnson, then vice president of the United States.
At 9:33, television transmission started, with the results transmitted live to the
Washington audience and the television networks. First there was a direct picture, not via satellite, of the American flag waving in front of the Andover
radome. After a few seconds, this faded down and the picture vita satellite
faded up, appearing about a half frame to the right. When the picture transmitted by Telstardominated, the television monitor synchronized on it, and it
filled the screen. All engineers' eyes were on the Telstar picture. It looked
exactly like the direct picture! [Fig. 13-16]
The French were ready and received the first pictures perfectly. The English
received them poorly, due to a misunderstanding of the sense of the circular
polarization (there can be a left-handed or right-handed helix in the electromagnetic corkscrew). But the next night, the English station was on line, and
television signals from England and France were received at Andover and fed
to the United States networks. In contrast to Echo,Telstardid something that
had never been done before-the transmission of real-time television across
the Atlantic. It is now hard to remember what barrier seemed to be broken,
but, in those first minutes at Andover, there was no doubt that a communications
milestone had been passed.
In the three months that TelstarI was available, extensive tests were made
of the spacecraft and of the system. Telephone, television, and data transmission
were measured. Telstar I was made available to all interested parties, and
hundreds of different tests were made. TelstarI operated under an experimental
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) license, so never earned a nickel.
But it reaped immeasurable rewards in public interest and good will.

3.5 The Name

It is generally agreed that the name Telstarhad more than a touch of genius.
In the early stages, the satellite was referred to as TSX-1, but Telstarcaptured
the romance of space and tied it to telecommunications. Who coined it? Nobody
knows for sure. J.E. Dingman, then executive vice president of AT&T, remembered that someone from public relations gave him a list of several names and
asked him to pick one, which he did. The success and publicity of the tests
created a great public stir, perhaps because it was one of the first beneficial
returns from the enormous space program and the final step to worldwide
television coverage, or perhaps because it was the first space venture that required dose international cooperation and did not appear to carry any element
of threat. In any case, the name caught on and was used for everything from
newstands in Rome to popular songs in the United States. For years, communications satellites were commonly known as Telstars. This brought a rueful
smile to the Telstar crew, who had been pretty much legislated to the sidelines,
while others carried the technology forward.
3.6 Starfish-The Effect of a High-Altitude Nuclear Explosion
On July 9, 1962, the day before TelstarI was launched, the United States
exploded a nuclear device called Starfish at a high altitude over the Pacific.
The Telstar people were not overly concerned at first, because the explosion
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was expected to be relatively clean, and products dangerous to Telstarwere
expected to disperse very quickly. In fact, however, a great many high-energy
particles from the explosion were captured in the Van Allen belts, where they
decayed very slowly. Telstar,which traversed part of the belts on every orbit,
received in days the radiation damage anticipated for a year.
To Te/star'scredit, it was on the spot to measure these products, and, with
its radiation detectors, was equipped to do so. It also was able to measure the
effects of Soviet explosions in space in the fall that same year. The heavy
radiation damage to Telstarwas ultimately fatal although not right away. Transistors in the command decoder were damaged, and TelstarI began to falter
in its response to commands on November 18, 1962, four months after launch.
For a while, it was possible to subvert the failed commands, but, by February
21, 1963, the satellite failed permanently to respond to commands.
A second satellite, TelstarIJ, was launched on May 7, 1963, and operated
until May 1965; but, by then, AT&Thad been denied a place in the international
satellite business, and synchronous satellites were in orbit.
3.7 Some Hard Knocks
Was all this accomplished ·with no untoward incidents? By no means! Some
account of a few of the many perils may convey some of the flavor of those
hectic months.
When construction of the first satellite was almost complete, the communications repeater-transponder was found to be working fine when upright,
but would not function when turned upside down for balance tests. Surgery
into the already foamed and sealed canister revealed a tiny wire clipping in a
microwave cavity. It was awesome to consider the possible consequences, if
the satellite had been launched with this defect.
At Andover, during the winter preceding the launch, a heavy wet snow
began to accumulate and deprt~ssthe top of the radome. The heating, designed
to melt off just such an accumulation, merely caused it to run into the center,
depressing lthe dome further. The solution finally lay in several shots from a
rifle, permitting the dimple to drain into the interior. At a critical point, the
internal air pressure regained ltheupper hand and the dome popped back into
position. When this happened, several tons of wet slush avalanched off, demolishing a trailer parked alongside!
The French were less fortunate. Partway through the construction, their
temporary radome blew away in a gale. By good luck, the identical construction
shelter at Andover had just been replaced by a permanent radome, and the
Andover shelter was flown to France to complete their job. The French had
other woes. Only a few days before the launch, as the antenna was being
maneuvered for the first time, a panel fell from the parabolic: reflector. And,
even closer to the moment of truth, only minutes before the first transmission,
a test meter poised on a cabinet toppled into an open equipment drawer,
smashing the vacuum tubes of the antenna-position control circuit. It is widely
believed that the French broke the world's record for electronic repair in the
moments that followed. All in all, however, the Telstar team had reason to feel
that the goddess of fortune smiled on their efforts.
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IV. COMSAT,LOW ORBITS,AND SYNCOM
On February 7, 1962, President Kennedy sent a proposed bill to Congress
that eventually became the Communications Satellite Act of 1962. After intensive debate between pro- and anti-government ownership factions, the bill
was passed on August 17, 1962, just over a month after many members of
Congress had watched Telstar I's activation. The bill established the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat) as a quasi-private corporation with
a United States monopoly in international communication by satellitie.Comsat
carried out its function as systems manager for the International Telecommunications Satellite Consortium (Intelsat). AT&T was thus out of the satellite
business and rapidly wound down its satellite staff. The Andover earth station
was sold to Comsat.
In the Washington debate, the main issues were the ownership and operation
of this exciting new technology, but this had become entwined with questions
of which engineering approach would produce the best system at the earliest
date. The Bell System position had been stated succinctly in an internal memo
of July 7, 1961 by W. A. MacNair, who was then vice president of Switching
and Transmission Development at Bell Laboratories.
Broadly, we have been discussing some of the pros and cons of 24-hour vs. random
orbit satellite systems. In this argument, we would favor taking a position that allows
us complete freedom to change our emphasis from the random orbit system to a 24hour system. The results of current tests of the effects of long delays on telephone customers, results of other analyses being carried out, our own experimental results and
the growth of space technology generally could cause us to reverse our emphasis in the
future.

However, in the heat of a political debate, the public statements of the
contending parties were stripped down to a simple advocacy of a position. The
engineers' desires to search in the gray areas for the best engineering compromise
did not adapt well to the adversary-advocate confrontation. The calamities
attending the space program in the late 1950s and early 1960s led Bell System
planners to underestimate the rate of progress in rocket capability and spacecraft
control and to a feeling that the achievement of a long-lived satellite in synchronous orbit lay many years in the future. (They were not the first to misjudge
the progress of space technology. In his 1945 paper, Clarke noted that in the
1940s German engineers, aware of the V-2 rocket program, had foreseen the
possibility of a synchronous satellite, but estimated it would take 50 to 100
years to achieve.) 11
The Bell System position became firmly established in Washington minds
as espousing the low-altitude system, not merely for initial operation but also
as the preferred long-term solution. Bell Laboratories entered into a contract,
jointly with RCA Aerospace, for a preliminary study of a low-orbit satellite
system for Comsat; but, right in the middle of the work, SyncomII and III,
developed by the Hughes Aircraft Co., were launched to pioneer the stationary
orbit. The joint contract with RCA was carried through to completion, but the
low-orbit/synchronous issue was settled.
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V. DOMESTIC SYSTEMS

On March 3, 1966, the FCC issued a Notice of Inquiry, designated Docket
16495, which was to occupy satellite experts, both within and outside the Bell
System, for many years. The Commission asked various questions-legal,
technical, and sociological-concerning possible domestic satellite communications systems. They did not ask for system proposals, but two unsolicited
proposals came in, whereupon the FCC invited proposals from all who were
interested. Several proposals were made, but the FCC did not act until March
4, 1970, when a Report and Order was issued, finally winding up Docket 16495
and adopting essentially an open-skies policy for domestic systems.
By that time, the state of the art in satellites was exemplified by Intelsat IV,
designed by Hughes Aircraft Co. for Comsat. Intelsat IV carried 12 transponders,
each with a 5-watt traveling-wave tube capable of transmitting 1200
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Fig. 13-17. The Comstar satellite. The lower solar-cell-covered
cylindrical portion was 9 feet high by 8 feet diameter. The overall
height was 20 feet. Screens in front of the parabolic reflectors
improved polarization discrimination.
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telephone channels or a television signal, and each duplicated for reliability.
Vigorous work was under way, on both satellite electronics and launch-vehicle
capability, to raise the transmission capacity significantly.
In early 1970, Comsat and Hughes approached AT&T, who agreed, in August
1970, to rent from Comsat three satellites in orbit and a spare on the ground,
for just over one million dollars per satellite in orbit per month. The satellites
were to be launched by an improved Delta rocket. Like their predecessors, they
were to operate in the 4- and 6-GHz bands, but beacons were added at 19 and
28 GHz to test the transmission at those frequencies. Twenty-four 1200-channel
transponders were provided, 12 with vertical and 12 with horizontal polarization. Switches were included to manipulate front ends in case of failure [Fig.
13-17]. Finally a contract was agreed upon, to be effective as soon as the FCC
granted AT&T's application, which was filed on October 19, 1970.
The time for domestic satellites had arrived. There were several applicants,
and there was much pushing and tugging among them. RCA Communications,
Inc. proposed to give service to RCA Alascom, which RCA then owned. AT&T
felt that their satellite should also be able to serve Alaska. Before the debate
was over, the Bell System's satellite had antenna feeds for Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and Alaska, in addition to those covering the 48 contiguous states. Halfway
through the debate, General Telephone and Electronics (GTE) proposed that
AT&T and GTE build a joint system, and AT&T agreed to amend their plan
to include GTE. Comsat would own and operate the satellites, while AT&T
and GTE would build and own earth stations in their areas of operation.
5.1 Comstar
On September 12, 1973, the FCC granted several applications for satellite
systems, including the AT&T/GTE/Comsat proposal. The contract with Comsat
went into effect, and it was possible to contract for earth stations. Ultimately,
eight earth stations worked with the satellites, named Comstarby Comsat, their
owner. All stations used 30-meter parabolic antennas, met a 70°K receiving-

TABLE 13-1: Comstar Earth Stations
Location

Area Served

Hawley, Pennsylvania
Hanover, Illinois
Woodbury, Georgia
Three Peaks, California

New York City
Chicago
Atlanta
San Francisco

AT&T
AT&T
AT&T
AT&T

Homosassa, Florida
Triumfo Pass, California
Sunset, Hawaii
Cayey, Puerto Rico

Tampa/Miami
Los Angeles
Honolulu
Puerto Rico

GTE
GTE
Hawaiian Telephone•
American Cable & Radio**

• Owned by GTE.
•• Owned by ITT but expropriated before service began.

Owner
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Fig. 13-18. The Bell Laboratories 7-m diameter offset Cassegrainian antenna at Crawford
Hill, New Jersey, used to measure 19- and 28-GHz beacons from Comstar.

noise temperature requirement, and were equipped with 3-kw klystron transmitting amplifiers (Table 13-1].
Monitoring of the 19- and 28-GHz beacons was done at Bell Laboratories
in Crawford Hill, New Jersey and with field receivers dispatched to especially
rainy areas [Fig. 13-18].
The first Comstarsatellite was launched successfully from Kennedy Space
Center on May 13, 1976. A second satellite was launched on July 23, 1976,
and the system was put into service on that day. A third satellite was launched
in June 1978.
The Comstarsatellites were designed to carry positioning fuel to keep them
on station for seven years. Experience with Comstar'sancestors, Intelsat IV, led
to an expectation that the electronics would also last as long, although there
was some doubt about the batteries. The satellites performed about as expected,
but, because of transponder failures, Comsat was asked to launch the fourth
Comstar,which went up on February 21, 1981. It replaced the first Comstar,
and the old satellite was collocated with the second to operate as a composite
spare.
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Chapter14
Mobile Radio
I. THE EARLYYEARS (1925-1945)
By the mid-1920s, the long-distance wireline network had evolved to the
point where it was reliable, linked most cities and towns, and had good voice
quality. Broadcast radio was well established, and overseas radio was in advanced development. It seemed only reasonable to extend telephone service
to customers on the move by mobile-radio service.
1.1 Ship to Shore

For several reasons, ship communications were the first application of mobile
radio. This was the heyday of the transatlantic ocean liner, and on each ship
was a large body of (usually affluent) prospective users who would be otherwise
incommunicado for a week. Furthermore, each ship was large enough to have
a full-time radio operator on board. The scale of the ship environment was
also suitable for the practical constraints of size, weight, power dissipation,
and antenna length, which the early vacuum-tube technology and the low
radio-frequency operating band imposed. Finally, the fundamental work to
establish transatlantic point-to-point communications was providing the technological base required for ship-to-shore radio.
The earliest experimental service was to coastal steamers between Boston
and Baltimore starting in 1919.1 The ships Ontarioand Gloucester,and later
the America,were outfitted as mobile stations able to communicate with base
stations at Green Harbor, Massachusetts and Deal, New Jersey [Fig. 14-1].
Service began at 750 kHz, and testing continued until 1922. Uncertainties as
to the market, cost, and long-term frequency allocations created a seven-year
hiatus, but, in 1929, commercial service to ships on the high seas was inaugurated. This first commercial service used channels at 4.2 and 8.7 MHz, with
a transmitter power of 1000 w at the shore base and 250 w from the ship.
Modulation was double-sideband AM. The first ship equipped was the SS
Leviathan,the largest ship in the world at the time, and the first shore stations
were at Ocean Gate and Forked River, New Jersey.2
Soon after the high-seas mobile-radio service was begun, a service using
similar equipment was inaugurated for coverage of busy harbors and major
coastal areas.3•4 Frequencies allocated were in the band from 2 to 3 MHz (the
so-called shortwave range). This coastal and harbor service developed over the
401
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Fig. 14-1. Experimental ship-to-shore radio, 1919.

years prior to World War II until it covered all major harbors and a large portion
of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf coasts; even Alaska had service along its lower
coastline. 5
Much less space was available on the smaller coastal vessels, however, than
on the large ocean liners. By the mid-1930s, Western Electric had designed
new equipment for this application, including a 50-w No. 13A transmitter for
the ship station in a 34-pound package that occupied only 1-1/2 cubic feet.
The companion receiver, coded the No. 12C, weighed only 16 pounds. A separate motor-generator was required to provide the plate voltage. Included in
the design was a radiolocation feature, operating at frequencies in the range
from 242 to 515 kHz. By turning a rotatable loop antenna, navigators could
determine their positions, at least roughly, by establishing fixes on known land
transmitter locations. By this time, the coastal and harbor service was mainly
used by boat operators for their own communications; passenger service was
non-existent. Weather reports and safety information were important features
of the service [Fig. 14-2].
In later years, coastal and harbor service improved with advancing technology but slowly. In the 1960s, single-sideband modulation and narrower
channels were required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
Minimum special-operator alttention became a major goal. Maritime service at
150 MHz, with its more predictable propagation and benefits from advances
in land-based systems, became more popular, and short-wave itaffic declined.
High-seas mobile-radio service developed along similar lines. However, be-
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Fig. 14-2. Coastal and harbor radio equipment on a
fireboat in New York harbor, 1930. The receiver is on the
shelf above a loudspeaker on the deck.

cause of the greater distances involved, higher power and more complicated
antenna structures for the base stations had to be used [Fig. 14-3]. The diurnal
effects, especially when a sunrise or sunset occurred between ship and shore,
also caused severe fading and noise impairments. On the high seas, calling to
and from passengers continued as the predominant traffic.
During this period, the auxiliary circuits developed to improve overseas
radio were applied to ship-to-shore radio as well. A CODAN (carrier-operated
device, antinoise) relieved the radio-operating crew of the need to listen to the
channel all the time, waiting to hear something other than noise. Only when
a carrier signal was received was the audio output enabled. A selector circuit,
developed in 1926, provided selective signaling, although it was not commonly
used. Calling a ship, even at present, is done by voice using the name of the
vessel. A VODAS (voice-operated device, antisinging), a version of an echo
suppressor, was developed ill 1937 to couple the four-wire radio path to the
two-wire telephone plant. A compandor was developed in 1934 for the transatlantic radiotelephone, but it seems not to have been applied to the ship-toshore service because of the lack of an international agreement on standard
characteristics and because of the alignment and calibration problems of the
early years.
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Fig. 14-3. A receiving-antenna structure of the ship-to-shore radio system
at Forked River, New Jerney, 1930.

I.

(a)
Fig. 14-4.

(a) Mobile receiving equipment for the Boston propagation survey at 35 MHz.
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Fig. 14-4. (b) Field-strength contour map of Boston, Massachusetts at 35 MHz from tests
carried out in 1935.

Along with each land-transmitter location were two or more widely separated
receiver locations to provide a diversity that compensated for the lower power
of the ship transmitter. It was the responsibility of the marine-service operator
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to monitor the signal at each of these receivers and select the best one for the
call. Manual receiver selection was commonplace for a number of years.
1.2 Land-Mobile Service

Satisfactory transmission to automobiles in city streets was more difficult in
many ways than to ships over water because of high noise levels and the
shielding effects of large buildings. The earliest application of two-way radio
to land-mobile service was in 1933 to police and fire vehicles, although experimental installations had been made much earlier. There was no specific
allocation for common carriers at first, and land-mobile tests remainedl a research
activity through the 1930s. It was expected, however, that a band near 35 MHz
would eventually be made available. During this time, some special applications
were designed as a public service and to gain experience in this field.
1.3 Propagation Studies

Early propagation work centered on long-range transatlantic radio communications, and ship-to-shore development benefited from these studies. Radio
noise was correlated with the sunset cycle. The effects of the ionosphere were
investigated with regard to the diurnal and seasonal variation of signal strength.
The theory of propagation over a smooth spherical Earth with specific conductive properties was developed. The well-known four-thirds radio-equivalent
Earth radius was derived to take into account the atmospheric refraction of
radio waves. Later, the efficacy of higher frequencies for land-mobile use was
investigated. Work at 40 MHz began in 1926 and at 70 MHz in 1933. In 1935,
there was an extensive test program in the Boston area at 35 MHz [Fig. 14-4).6
In 1938, multipath fading at 75 to 150 MHz was noted to be a problem. (See
Chapter 7, Section 2.2.)

II. THE POSTWAR EXPLOSION (1945-1963)

In many areas at Bell Laboratories, there was an explosion of new discoveries
and new services after World War II. Landmark advances were made in solidstate physics, microwave transmission, and toll switching; and mobile-radio
transmission was no exception. Ship-to-shore service was well established, and
the focus shifted to land-mobile work.
2.1 Two-Way Land-Mobile Service

The early mobile police and fire systems were below 40 MHz. As a result
of the research on urban propagation during the 1930s, enough had been
learned about the 150-MHz band to indicate that transmission was reliable,
with manageable interference problems and diurnal effects. With phase or frequency modulation, the achievable noise floor and the practicable base-transmitter power combined to yield a coverage radius comparable to the size of a
major city. Bell Laboratories moved quickly to develop the necessary hardware
for a commercial service, as soon as the FCC opened up the 150-MHz band.
By early 1946, the FCC granted a license for the first land-mobile system in
St. Louis, Missouri; Green Bay, Wisconsin followed soon after; and, by yearend, 25 American cities had begun service [Fig. 14-5).7
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Fig. 14-5. The first land-mobile radio service, 1946. (a) The half-wave antenna array for the
main transmitter of the St. Louis mobile-radio system. (b) A short length of piano wire served
as the antenna for the mobile unit. (c) The vehicle control unit mounted under the dashboard.
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Originally, the channels were allocated on a 120-kHz spacing. By 1950, the
channels were split (i.e., the spacing was halved, to 60 kHz); however, early
receivers could not discriminate between these closely spaced channels and a
given city could make use of only every other frequency assignment. By the
1960s, however, filter technology had progressed to the point so that another
split to 30 kHz spacing was made, and adjacent channels could be used in the
same city. This split also required that the previous 15-kHz peak deviation be
reduced to 5 kHz; it had been determined that the wide deviation did not yield
enough benefit to justify the added use of the spectrum.
Early land-mobile operation followed the practice established in the earlier
public-safety services. Since the mobile equipment could not transmit and receive simultaneously, the users had to operate "push-to-talk" switches whenever they wished to transmit. Operation was thus half duplex, i.e., one direction
at a time, over the radio link. However, since the base and mobile stations
transmitted on different paired frequencies, the land transmitter and the land
receiver could be coupled to the two-wire telephone plant without automatic
voice-signal-sensing circuitry. Frequent reuse of channels could be made, since
the numerous 20-w mobile transmitters did not interfere with the 250-w fixed
land transmitters. Each mobile unit was permanently tuned to one specific
channel. Little mobile-to-mobile calling was expected.
From the start, the Bell System contemplated three services on the commoncarrier channels: (1) public service fully interconnected with the land network
via mobile-service operators, (2) dispatch service between the members of a
fleet of vehicles and a central non-Bell dispatcher who controlled the fleet,8
and (3) one-way paging. These services were usually offered on separate channels. Typical charges in the 1940s for the public two-way mobile radiotelephone
service were 15 dollars per month, plus 15 cents per minute of usage.
As with the ship-to-shore system of the 1930s, various auxiliary circuits
were used as adjuncts to the overall service. A high modulation index was
maintained, in spite of talker-volume variations and different trunk losses, by
means of a VOGAD (voice-operated, gain-adjusting device). Selection of one
of a number of fixed receivers was required, since several receivers scattered
over the service area were needed to compensate for the 10-dB difference between the fixed-base and mobile transmitter powers. The receiver with the best
signal-to-noise ratio had to be selected automatically, with no switching transients. Mobile identification was still done on a manual, verbal basis. In fact,
the mobile stations were quite simple, consisting of a transmitter, receiver,
handset, and selector for base-to-mobile calling. All special circuits were at the
base station side of the connection.
By the mid-1950s, the FCC reached some decisions as to the allocation of
the ultrahigh-frequency (UHF) band from 450 to 890 MHz and common carriers
were assigned more channels for mobile use at 452 to 457 MHz. These started
with 50-kHz spacings but eventually were split to 25 kHz. At about the same
time, the FCC set aside other channels, both at 150 MHz and 450 MHz for
use by what came to be called radio common carriers. This common-carrier
category was created to provide competition to the established wireline carriers
already engaged in mobile service. A channel resource equivalent to that of
the wireline carriers was deemed appropriate to allocate to them. (Some air-
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to-ground work was also done later by the Bell System at 450 MHz, but this
did not amount to anything commercially.)
Soon after the 150-MHz service (called VHF for very high frequencyor high
band by the industry) was started in 1946, a second service in the band from
35 to 42 MHz (called low band)was also initiated. This served a wider coverage
area than VHF and was intended to be a highway service. However, it never
achieved the widespread use of the urban VHF service. Coverage was often
unpredictable, and, during the peaks of the sunspot cycle, interference between
widely separated systems occurred. This meant that the channels could not be
reassigned in nearby cities to the same extent as those at 150 MHz.
Train service gained attention soon after manual 150-MHz systems had
proliferated along the railroads' rights-of-way. 9 By 1950, service had been initiated on several Baltimore and Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New York Central
Railroads intercity trains. Because the users would not be trained as to the
calling procedure, including manual channel selection, an on-board telephone
attendant was required [Fig. 14-6]. This, of course, was a major expense; and,
soon, an unattended, coin-operated, train mobile set was designed. However,

Fig. 14-6. Telephone service to railroad trains, 1948. Train
telephone operator at the control point for the mobile-radio
telephone service. The window to the right of the handset
mounting opened to the telephone booth on the other side
of the wall.
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this was not a commercial success either, and train mobile service died away,
even before the trains themselves succumbed to the airlines.
The 1956 consent decree, ending the government's 1949 antitrust suit,
changed the role of the Bell System in mobile radio. Prior to that time, the Bell
System could (and did) participate in a wide range of work relating to mobile
service. They custom designed special installations for public safety service,
even though these did not interconnect to the switched public network. They
manufactured a wide variety of base-station and mobile equipment to complement their radio-broadcast, studio-sound, and motion-picture products. After
1956, Western Electric dropped out of the business of providing radio equipment
and special system design, although they continued to build the control terminals that interconnected the radio gear to the land network.

2.2 Paging Service
Paging service, known in the Bell System as BELLBOY,*was one of the first
services to exploit the transistor's capabilities. In the vacuum-tube era, paging
was seen to be merely a one-way dispatch service, using rather bulky vehicularmounted receivers, with only a limited demand. However, by the late 1950s,
a truly personal paging service, independent of vehicular two-way radio, was
anticipated. After preliminary tests at 35 MHz in the Allentown, Pennsylvania
area, building-penetration capabilities at higher frequencies were studied, and
developers worked on solid-state designs for lightweight small receivers. 10, 11, 12
In 1962, the Western Electric No. 55A BELLBOYunit was born [Fig. 14-7).
Signaling was accomplished by a combination of 3 out of 32 closely spaced
audio tones, filtered by means of tuned reeds.
After a series of tests in New York City, a full-blown service test took place
in Seattle during the 1962 World's Fair. 13 This was followed up by a second
developmental system in Washington, DC to test the system's ability to operate
on a channel adjacent to an operating mobile channel. Unfortunately, the nationwide commercial use of BELLBOYbecame mired in the regulatory process
for nearly a decade. By the time the log jam was broken, the No. 5:iA receiver
and the base terminal were obsolete, and the three-tone signaling plan had
been superseded. Western Electric had dropped out of the paging-equipment
market, and the radio common carriers jumped ahead when the FCC finally
began to grant licenses. The Bell System's pioneering effort was exploited by
other participants in later years.

2.3 Research and Long-Range Planning
With commercial service initiated at 35 and 150 MHz, research effort turned
to higher frequencies. Research was initiated on propagation at frequencies as
high as 3.7 GHz in urban and suburban environments. 14 K. Bullington summarized what was then known about coverage prediction. 15' 16 The planners
also realized that the few channels at 150 MHz were woefully inadequate for
the long term. In 1960, W. D. Lewis, H.J. Schulte, and W. A. Cornell showed

• Trademark of AT&T.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 14-7. Pocket-sized personal paging receivers, 1962. (a) BELLBOYcircuit layout. (b)
BELLBOYreceiver-finished product.
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how a coordinated, centrally controlled system could work to provide greatly
increased service capacity. 17' 18 These studies were of basic importance to future
widespread high-quality service to really large numbers of mobile subscribers.
(See another volume in this series, CommunicationsSciences
(1925-1980),Chapter
5, Section VI.) In these studies, the planners considered the space-frequency
separation possibilities, and service area cells and cell splitting to increase capacity as traffic grew, anticipating in these concepts the 1983 commercial service
of advanced mobile-telephone service (AMPS) by more than 20 years. At the
same time, advances in solid-state technology made possible low-power, lowcost, reliable circuits operating in the upper VHF band.
III. MOBILE RADIO COMES OF AGE (1963-1975)

Manually controlled land-mobile service was in place in several hundred
cities and towns nationwide, but it offered service to only to an extremely small
fraction of the driving public. Research and exploratory effort therefore turned
increasingly to expanding total capacity, which already was saturated in major
cities, and to making calling easier. The objective was to make calling as convenient and quality as good as direct-dialed landline calling.

3.1 Improved Mobile-Telephone Service
One method of increasing the number of channels and improving spectrum
utilization was to narrow the channels. It was soon realized that the 15-kHz
FM deviation used at first was unnecessarily wide. As noted previously, the
FCC required that mobile radio convert to a 5-kHz maximum deviation by
1963; and this, plus a general tightening of specifications, permitted the split
to 30-kHz channel spacing. Since the change had to be made, this was an
opportune time to add other major improvements. As a result, in 1964, the
improved mobile-telephone service (IMTS) was developed and put into service.
It furnished automatic channel selection for each call and full duplex service
for simultaneous talking and listening, eliminating the need for push-to-talk
operation, and allowed customers to do their own dialing.
The improvements were a result of the low cost, low power, small volume,
and more complex circuits made possible with the new semiconductors. Very
small, automatic pulsing and counting circuits had become practical; many
more processing stages could be used; and the use of multiple audio-control
tones became easy and convenient. Automatic channel selection made use of
the marked-idle concept, in which one of the available channels was marked
with a tone. The mobile station could search for this tone automatically, and
the next call, in either direction, was made to use this channel. Each user was
assigned a line and a telephone number in a local office, and thus the mobile
numbering plan became compatible with standard numbering. As a result,
except for the higher blocking probability and longer call setup times, mobile
calling became as easy as normal land calling. 19•20
Development of IMTS took place from about 1962 to 1964, with a field trial
in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. By 1965, IMTS began to spread to other cities,
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both within the Bell System and in those served by other companies. In the
latter case, Western Electric went to outside vendors and procured equipment
on specification for mobile, base-station, and control-terminal equipment. Mobile equipment was fully transistorized except in some cases where a vacuumtube final-transmitter stage was still used. The unit size of the combined transmitter, receiver, logic, and power supply shrank to under one cubic foot. The
control terminal, which predated the introduction of stored-program-controlled
electronic switching by a short time, was one of the last switching systems to
use relays and crossbar switches.
3.2 IMTS Derivatives

The initial application of IMTS was at 150 MHz. Manual systems at 450
MHz were still few in number by the mid-1960s, and, by 1968, IMTS was also
adapted for that band. Channel spacing was halved to 25 kHz and TouchTone capability was also designed into the system. 21
An interesting one-of-a-kind system, also an offshoot of IMTS, was for the
Metroliner high-speed train service between New York and Washington, DC.
This service was to be a demonstration project, sponsored by the United States
Department of Transportation, to help revitalize railroad transportation on the
short- to medium-length run. 22 The linear nature of the coverage area permitted
a trial of the cellular concept, with planned and orderly channel reuse in the
450-MHz band. Otherwise, to minimize extra development, designers borrowed
the marked-idle technique and control-circuit designs from IMTS. The service
was designed for coin operation with control provided by operators at consoles
of the traffic service position system (TSPS). Coverage in tunnels was provided
by antennas directed into them [Fig. 14-8). A minimum talking time of 15
minutes was guaranteed, and the telephone booth was integrated into the club
car's design. In general, the service was a technical success but a maintenance
and administrative failure and fell into disuse after about a 15-year life (from
1968 to 1983).
3.3 Further Research Activity

Despite the improvements made by IMTS, service in most areas continued
to be far from satisfactory. The primary factor hampering the spread of public
mobile-telephone service was the lack of available spectrum. In most areas of
the United States, public mobile-telephone systems were saturated with customers and new customers for service could not be accommodated, since only
a few dozen channels were available. The existing systems, with their limited
channels, typically had an extremely high blocking probability. The few channels available were spread across several frequency bands and partitioned
among different classes of companies offering service, making the number of
channels available in any specific mobile-telephone system inadequate for more
than 800 to 1000 customers. Waiting lists ranged up to 25,000, with many
thousands more undoubtedly wanting service, but not even bothering to add
their names to the list.
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Fig. 14-8. Radiotelephone service to the Metroliner high-speed train. Special antenna arrangements were made to provide coverage inside a complex of five tunnels in Baltimore.

The unsatisfactory state of mobile service provided a strong stimulus to find
a solution. Research activity c:ontinued to expand, again moving to higher frequencies. 23 The statistical properties of a radio channel propagation in urban
areas and its correlations became better understood. Fading simulators for laboratory use were designed, and the efficacy of space, polarization, and other
forms of diversity was demonstrated. This work was both theoretical and experimental, with much testing taking place around the Murray Hill and Holmdel
Bell Laboratories locales, using specially instrumented vehicles. Diversity gains
of up to 10 dB were achieved. (See CommunicationsSciences(1925-1980),Chapter
5, Section 6.2.2.) Echoes and delay distributions were measured. Experimental
radios at 850 MHz were built, and other tests were made at frequencies as high
as 11 GHz. The results of this research were published in a definitive text that
provided the solid base of knowledge on which practical high-capacity systems
could be designed. 24
3.4 Plans for Cellular Radio

The major obstacle continued to be the divided and woefully inadequate
spectrum allocation. As early as 1947 and again in 1958, the Bell System pointed
out that the systems at 35, 150, and 450 MHz could only be considered as
stopgap services and petitioned for a continuous block of frequencies, first of
40 and later of 75 MHz, somewhere in the VHF/UHF band, but no action was
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taken, and mobile-telephone spectrum assignments continued on a piecemeal basis.*
The concepts evolved in the late 1950s for combined space and frequency
planning, and the research on propagation continued to be pursued seriously
in the late 1960s. By then, it was becoming evident that channel synthesizers
could be built to generate any of hundreds of channels; antenna combiners for
many channels at a base station could be designed; stored-program electronic
switching made handing off a call from one base to another pradical; and
signaling could also be fast and reliable.
Finally, on July 26, 1968, the FCC issued a Notice of Inquiry and Notice of
Proposed Rule Making (Docket 18262) in which it proposed to allocate 40 MHz
for private mobile-radio systems and 75 MHz for common-carrier, high-capacity
systems. In 1974, after much contention and shifting, the FCC allocated 40
MHz to the wireline common carriers for public mobile-radio service. (The
contention and adjustments were to continue throughout the 1970s and later,
but, as of 1984, it appeared certain that at least a major fraction of the allocation
would survive.)
The docket asked interested parties to discuss how a high-capadty system
could best be realized. After a quick feasibility study and more measurements
comparing 850-MHz propagation to that at 450 MHz, a more comprehensive
study was made in Bell Laboratories in 1970 and 1971. A major report was
submitted to the FCC in December 1971, covering in considerable detail what
was to evolve into the AMPS system. 25 The report covered not only the technology of a cellular system but service features, coverage, capacity growth,
customer opinions on quality, and costs as well. An air-to-ground system at
850 MHz for passengers of the burgeoning United States jet passenger service
was also included. This report was well received in general by the FCC, and
the work was further enlarged to look toward field trials for both the equipment
and the market. By 1975, detailed specification had been drawn up for equipping
up to 2000 or more mobile units and creating a working cellular system. Work
on air-to-ground service was deferred.
Further tests of urban propagation and interference in a tightly packed,
cellular-channel assignment plan were made in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and Camden, New Jersey, and a field laboratory was set up in the Newark,
New Jersey area. These tests were meant to demonstrate cellular operation for
a cell as small as 2 km in radius in a realistic environment. The full-scale
technical and market AMPS trial was equipped and carried out in Chicago in
1978 and continued for several years.
3.5 Cellular Operation
The AMPS system used FM channels 30 kHz wide. If 40 MHz were allocated,
there would be 666 two-way channels available. In a conventional noncellular
• The frequency spectrum is an extremely valuable resource, and the FCC has the difficult
and thankless job of allocating it among the contending interests for the maximum public
benefit. The technology for mobile telephony was in a struggling early stage, and the potential
users, while numerous, were few compared to television audiences that were growing to tens
of millions. Nevertheless, it is startling to note that, in 1951, the entire 470- to 890-MHz band
was allocated for additional broadcast television channels.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 14-9. The cellular mobile radiotelephone system. (a) Each cell is served by a relatively
low-power transmitter-receiver. Cell-to-cell handoffsand other system functions are controlled from a mobile telecommunications switching office (MTSO). (b) When the initial
cell capacity is reached, area capacity can be increased by cell splitting, reusing the same
frequencies in smaller cells.
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system, this might serve 10,000 to 20,000 customers. In such a system, a single
high-power transmitter would cover about a 20-mile radius. Beyond this range,
the signal would not be strong enough for reliable communications, but the
same frequency could not be used by any other system within about 100 miles.
In a cellular system, the area served is divided into a number of cells, each
served by a relatively low-power cell-site transmitter-receiver. Each cell site
station is connected to a mobile-telecommunications switching office (MTSO)
by standard telephone lines [Fig. 14-9]. Channel frequencies used in one cell
can be reused in another only a short distance away, typically equivalent to
about five cell radii. With cells as small as one mile in radius, a given channel
frequency can thus be used simultaneously for many conversations in a single
service area. The use of low power, possible for the short ranges, and interference-resistant FM make this possible.
A variety of cell sizes can be used. In Chicago, the initial cells were about
eight miles in radius, and transmission was from omnidirectional antennas
near their centers. As service demand grows and all available channels in any
area are in use, the capacity can be increased by cell splitting. The fixed cellsite radio transmitter-receivers are multiplied in smaller cells, each of which
can have as much capacity as the original large cell. This process can, in principle,
be repeated several times, yielding the capacity to handle hundreds of thousands
of customers in any one service area and millions nationally.
While the cellular structure makes high capacity possible, it also presents
complex problems in systems operation. A mobile unit initiating a call or to
which a call is directed must be located and identified. After a call is set up,
the mobile unit may move from one cell to another in the course of the conversation, requiring a handoff from one cell site to another. Since adjacent cells
use different frequencies, this, in turn, requires retuning the mobile unit to the
new channel, while the switching office simultaneously reroutes the call from
the old cell site to the new one. All this is accomplished by radio control channels, over which the mobile units can be scanned for call-initiation activity or
addressed to receive a call directed toward. them. A considerable amount of
data must be exchanged over the control channels in both directions ..All control
is exercised from the MTSO by means of computer-like programmed equipment.
In addition to controlling the operation of the cellular system, the MTSO provides the interconnection to the fixed-telephone network. As far as the users
are concerned, calls from a mobile telephone are placed exactly as they would
be from any fixed telephone, including calls to other mobile units.
The trial system in Chicago was a typical start-up system with ten cell sites,
covering about 2000 square miles of the metropolitan area. The central controller
was a specially programmed lESS* electronic switching system located at Oak
Park, Illinois. Both the technical and market trials were resounding successes.
While the skirmishing and politicking continued and corporate structures
changed dramatically, cellular radio, based on Bell Laboratories research and
development, appeared certain to play a significant role in the communications
scene during the late years of the 20th century. 26
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Chapter 15
Terminals, Multiplexing,
Interconnection
I. CHANNEL BANKS
1.1 Al Through AS Channel Banks (1938-1960)

The first carrier system on cable, Type K carrier, was limited to about 12
channels by technical and economic considerations. (See Chapter 5.) At about
the same level of technical difficulty, Type J carrier could handle 12 channels
in both directions over an open-wire pair. Of necessity, the two systems used
different line frequencies. The coaxial system, designed for several hundred
channels, required a much wider line-frequency band. Despite the dlifferences,
it became evident early in the development that a common terminal building
block, usable for all three systems, would have important advantages. A generally applicable terminal unit would reduce the total amount of development
and manufacturing preparation and would facilitate interconnection between
different types of systems. Numerous frequency allocations and groupings of
channels were studied, and a scheme was worked out that met the requirements
of the three systems. 1
In the common terminal unit, called a channel bank, each of 12 voice signals
was modulated by mixing with a carrier tone from 64 to 108 kHz in a highly
nonlinear rectifying bridge, passed through a filter to remove the upper sideband
and combined with the other translated and filtered channels to form a standard
basic group of 12 adjacent 4-kHz slots in the band from 60 to 108 kHz. The
same bank received the reverse direction of the 12 channels at group frequency,
separated them with band-pass filters, and demodulated them to recover physically separated channels at voice frequency. (See Fig. 5-12.) It consisted of 12
modulator-demodulators (modems) and a separate carrier supply to furnish
the tones required for the modems. The channel bank was common to all three
systems, each using it with different additional types of group modulators,
demodulators, filters, and appropriate carriers to shift the 12-channel groups
to the line frequencies of the specific system. (It was thus that channels, like
eggs, came by the dozen. Transmission groupings were always determined by
engineering and economic considerations but showed a strange decimal-duodecimal predilection. Later blocks of 60, 600, 1800, and 3600 evolved. The first
digital system had 24 channels, and the second had 96.)
419
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The channel terminal equipment developed by 1936 was designated the Al
channel bank [Fig. 15-1 ]. The modulating and demodulating circuits for the
same two-way channel were paired, since the same carrier frequency was used.
Similarly, in the Al channel bank design, two modems (odd and even) were
packaged together for convenient use of the carrier-supply outputs [Fig. 15-2).
Six of the double units were required for a complete 12-channel bank. Each
two-channel unit occupied about 12 inches on a standard relay-rack bay, and
18 (three groups) were mounted on two 11-foot, 6-inch bays [Fig. 15-3). Program
circuits could be operated over Types J, K, and L carrier systems by removing
two or three message channels from the channel bank and replacing them with
the appropriate 5- or 8-kHz program modems. An adjacent bay included the
carrier-supply equipment, with sufficient capacity to supply ten banks.
Modulation and demodulation were by means of copper-oxide disk rectifiers
in a balanced bridge network. (See Fig. 5-15.) The rectifiers were carefully
matched so that practically none of the carrier leaked to the voice circuits; and,
for the same reason, the voice circuits were balanced out of the carrier supply,
eliminating crosstalk between channels via this path. The disks were further
selected to have substantially the same transmission loss, so that all channels
were at approximately the same level at the output.
The filters were of the quartz-crystal type and provided a passband about
3000 Hz wide with very steep sides. Each filter required one side of a 3-1/2
inch panel for the full width of the bay. The 12 transmitting filters of a group

Fig. 15-1. Installation of Al channel bank equipment at 32 Sixth Avenue, New York, 1938.
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were connected in parallel at their output terminals, together with a compensating network to improve the terminating impedance. A similar network was
connected to the paralleled input terminals of the receiving filters. These compensating networks were housed on narrow panels in the same bay with the
modems. (See Chapter 5, Section 3.3 for more detail on the first A channel bank.)
The actual channel signal amplitude on any carrier circuit depended on the
loss of the connecting circuits and the volume level of the talkers. It was necessary, however, to have standardized gains and losses between circuit-access
points to permit uniform testing and maintenance and to provide for cross
connecting at patch bays. For most of the years from 1925 to 1975, the circuitaccess point at the toll test board was taken as the reference (zero) transmissionlevel point (0TLP) from which circuit gains and losses were measured. Gains
or losses with respect to 0TLP were defined as the transmission level (not to
be confused with signal power).
To take care of losses between the test board and the four-wire circuit at
the channel-bank terminal, the receiving level at the output of the channel
bank had to be higher than the sending level. Prior to modulation, the outgoing
circuit was entirely passive. A low power level for the transmitted signal was
also desirable for low-distortion modulation, and the entire group was amplified
as a single combined signal before application to the outgoing line. On the
receiving side, the signal was received at a fairly low level and was further
attenuated by losses in the demodulator. A voice-frequency amplifier was
therefore necessary in each line so that the signals would reach the test board
at the correct level. All the channels in a circuit group, often from more than
one carrier system, were terminated in jacks grouped at one location (the fourwire patch bay). Gain-adjustment potentiometers for the receiving amplifiers
were mounted above their corresponding jacks. This made a convenient arrangement for maintenance, since the level of all channels at the output of the
carrier equipment could be measured and adjusted in rapid succession at the
same place in the office. At first, the transmitted side was 13 dB below and the
received side 4 dB above the test board. In later years, the levels at the carrier
system four-wire terminals became standardized at +7 dB for the receiving
side and -16 dB for the transmitting side.
About 1500 Al channel banks were placed in service from 1936 through
1943. In 1944, a new design, the A2 channel bank, with smaller filters, went
into production. The filter for the Al channel ban_kwas a double (cascaded)
lattice, and the entire filter was hermetically sealed. In the A2 channel bank,
the use of a single lattice of paralleled crystals with only the crystals sealed
eliminated some large coils and achieved a size reduction of about 25 percent.
Because of a shortage of natural quartz in the middle and late 1940s, a slight
variant, the A3 channel bank, used synthetic crystals of ethylene diamine tartrate
(EDT) as the piezoelectric element for the four lowest frequency channels.
During and immediately following the war, a design in which each 4-kHz
channel was split into two was also produced. The emergency-band (EB)channels were phased out as rapidly as the growth of line facilities permitted. The
A2 and A3 channel banks furnished the terminals for the great surge of carrier
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expansion in the early postwar years. About 10,000 channel banks were placed
in service from 1944 to 1953.
The A4 channel bank, which superseded the A2 design in 1954, differed
from the earlier versions mainly in size. This was due to the first use of ferrite
coils in the filter. (Ferrites are remarkable ceramic-like magnetic materials first
developed by the N. V. Philips Company in The Netherlands in the 1940s. 2
Their outstanding property is resistivity higher than the metallic magnetic materials by a factor of a million or more, making possible low-dissipation magnetic-core coils.) Until magnetic ferrites were available, the low dissipation
(high Q) needed for the sharp band-edge cutoff required bulky, air-core coils
for use with the crystals. With ferrite coils and repackaging, it was possible to
fit three complete 12-channel banks into an 11-foot, 6-inch bay, with a little
room to spare. 3 A4 channel banks could be mounted in a single line, back to
back or against a wall with single-side access. For the first time, a complete
bank was factory wired and shipped as a unit [Fig. 15-4]. The jack field with
the gain-control potentiometers could be located up to 500 feet from the banks.
Power for the banks was derived from 24- and 130-v office batteries or from
the 152-v battery normally found in Type K carrier auxiliary stations. The
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Fig. 15-4. Front view of the channel modem unit of a
factory assembled and wired A4 channel bank.
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amplifier following the demodulator for the Al through A4 designs was a
single No. 310A or No. 328A vacuum tube, a survivor from the early designs,
and beginning to look old-fashioned, even to the vacuum-tube-accustomed
eyes of the designers. Gain was adjusted over a range of 10 dB by varying the
grid bias and feedback simultaneously. All Al through A4 channel bank designs
had about the same bandwidth, output limitation, noise, interchanr11elmodulation, and adjustments in the transmitting and receiving circuits. The principal
evolution was to smaller size and lower cost.
Up to the A4 design, the principal changes had been in the design and
packaging of the filters. During the late 1950s, the spread of direct distance
dialing meant that talkers were more and more likely to get machine-selected
trunks, with no prior talk test by an operator. Trunks were routinely tested and
adjusted, but loss variations were too high, especially on multilink connections.
A channel bank with improved gain stability was essential.
Fortunately, the underlying technology was keeping pace with the need. By
1960, reliable, high-performance, low-cost transistors were becoming generally
available. The major circuit change in the AS channel bank design was the use
of a three-stage transistor feedback amplifier following the demodulator [Fig.
15-5]. This provided 30 to 40 dB of gain, adjustable from the patchboard as in
the earlier versions, but with improved impedance matching and a minimum
of 30 dB of feedback at maximum gain. With this much feedback, it was expected
that the channel transmission loss would not change by more than ±0.1 dB
over a period of years, even with ±10-percent variation in the office battery
voltage. The earlier channel amplifiers, with little feedback and aging vacuum
tubes, were subject to as much as 2- or 3-dB gain changes.
Other devices, such as silicon diodes, were studied as possible replacements
for the copper oxide modulators. However, problems of incompatibility with
the carrier power available in existing offices and other considerations made it
advisable to continue to use the copper oxide varistors. The transmitting and
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Fig. 15-5. The solid-state three-stage emitter-coupled feedback amplifier for the AS
channel bank.
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receiving filters were combined in one container to obtain minimum volume.
By careful placement of wiring and the shielding of individual inductors, acceptable crosstalk coupling was achieved [Fig. 15-6).
In the A4 channel bank, the physical design had been based on the use of
flat mounting plates with the vacuum-tube amplifiers on one side and the
crystal band filters on the opposite side. The AS design incorporated a doortype arrangement that resulted in significant size reduction and better maintenance access [Fig. 15-7). The 12 band filters were located on a fixed rear plate,
extending back between the uprights when mounted in the bay. A few other
frequency-determining components were located on the door assembly, but
all modem and amplifier units were identical and plugged into connectors on
the door.
The transistor amplifiers, compact filter design, and other miniaturized components resulted in a channel bank that required only 12-1/2 inches of vertical
space in a bay (the entire bank now occupied the space of a single channel
modem in the Al design). Ten banks for 120 channels were accommodated in
an 11-foot, 6-inch bay. Compared to the A4 channel bank, the required space,
weight, and power consumption were all reduced by a factor of more than
three. The only power requirE'd was from the standard 24-v office battery. 4
Transistor circuitry had an even more dramatic impact on the design of the
tone generators of the carrier supply. In the first 12-channel carrier terminals,
more than a dozen bays were required to multiplex the signals, with much of
the equipment in the carrier impplies. With the AS design, the carrier supply
for 30 banks had been reduced to one-half of one bay. Costs had been reduced
by an even greater factor.

l\

Fig. 15-6. The crystal channel fi,ter assembly for the AS channel bank. Careful shielding
and component placement made it possible to place the transmitting and receiving unit
in the same container.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 15-7. The AS channel bank. (a) The bank with the hinged panel closed, showing the
12 modem-amplifier plug-in units. (b) With the hinged door open, the filters mounted on
the rear frame were accessible.

1.2 The A6 Channel Bank
The carrier network continued to expand at a rapid rate. By the early 1970s,
the number of channels in service was approaching one million, and the rate
of growth was about 200,000 channel ends per year. Enormous economies had
been achieved by handling circuits in bulk over carrier-system lines of everincreasing capacity, but, as the growth continued, the pressure for further reductions in costs remained very high. The channel bank received exceptional
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scrutiny because it remained as the point where channels had to be handled
one at a time. There was no economy of scale; the only route lay in further
miniaturization, with the expectation that smaller would prove cheaper. The
introduction of transistor amplifiers in the AS channel bank left the filters as
the bulkiest and most costly item; progress in integrated circuits promised even

(a)

(b)
Fig. 15-8. The monolithic crystal channel filter. (a) Trapped resonances and coupling between them on a single quartz plate. (b) Selective band pass realized by a multielectrode filter.
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further reduction in the active-circuit size and cost. As a result, attention was
directed more and more to the filtering function.
Early research by W. P. Mason, and later work by R. A. Sykes, C. E. Lane,
and others, had led to a deep understanding of the electroacoustic properties
of quartz. 5-6 By the mid-1960s, it appeared possible to achieve a major reduction
in channel-filter size by the use of a single quartz element in a monolithic filter,
a radically different approach from the earlier designs in which the quartz
crystals were used as discrete drcuit elements.
In a monolithic filter, several pairs of electrodes were deposited on a single
quartz wafer using photolithographic techniques. Because of the piezoelectric
effect, signals applied to one electrode. pair created an electromechanical
(acoustic) resonance that was, in effect, frapped in the immediate vicinity of
the electrodes. Some energy, however, was transmitted through the adjacent
quartz. If an adjacent pair of electrodes and their local plate area had the same
dimensions, a strong mechanical resonance under the second pair could be
excited by the energy transmitted through the intervening nonresonant quartz.
With a series of properly sized and spaced electrodes, the equivalent of a multisection, highly selective ladder network could be realized [Fig. 15-8). The
promise for miniaturization lay in the fact that no transformers, inductors, or
other bulky discrete components were needed. When an experimental monolithic filter with a flat passband and excellent out-band rejection was demonstrated, development of a new channel bank, designated A6, was started in
the late 1960s.
Although the monolithic approach promised a reduction in the filter size by
a factor of ten, it had characteristics that made the channel bank much more
complex than the earlier designs. A bandwidth of only 0.1 percent was available,
compared to bandwidths ranging from 4 to 6 percent in the multicrystal filters.
For this narrow percentage band to accommodate a 4-kHz voice channel, it
was necessary to filter the channels at a frequency of several megahertz. Since
compatibility with the existing banks with their output band at 60 to 108 kHz
was essential (in operation, banks of any generation could be associated at the
opposite ends of a line), a two-step modulation sequence was necessary to
prepare the channels for transmission as a group. In the A6 channel bank, each
channel was first modulated to about 8 MHz. At that frequency, a monolithic
filter selected one sideband, which was then combined with the output of 11
other channel modulators and filters. The 12 single-sideband signals, spaced
at 4-kHz intervals at 8 MHz, were then shifted as a group in a second stage of
modulation down to the standard interval at 60 to 108 kHz [Fig. 15-9).7
Where the assembly (and disassembly) of the 12-channel group had been
accomplished with a single vacuum tube or a simple transistor amplifier per
channel, the bank now required channel-carrier amplifiers, balanced transistor
modulators, and four 8-MHz amplifiers, in addition to the voice-frequency
receiving-channel amplifier. Silze and cost reductions were possible only by
using the rapidly developing silicon technology and thin-film tantalum circuits.
Four new silicon devices were designed to provide the carrier-tone amplifiers,
the modems, and the voice amplifier. These, in turn, were interconnected with
precision thin-film tantalum resistors and ceramic capacitors on alumina sub-
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Fig. 15-9. The A6 channel bank schematic showing the two-step modulation to the standard
60-108 kHz group frequency. The individual channel modem (A) and the 12-channel group
modem (B) were each realized on a single plug-in circuit board.

strates, forming hybrid integrated circuits (HICs). The filters were realized in
an eight-electrode design on a quartz plate, only 0.5 inch wide by 1.5 inches
long [Fig. 15-10]. Their performance was comparable in almost every respect
to their bulky predecessors.
Filters, HICs, and all other A6 channel bank components were mounted on
printed-circuit boards that plugged into a die-cast mounting shelf, a method
of assembly that was almost universal by the time of the A6 development. A
single card, about four inches high, served to translate each channel to and
from the 8-MHz band, with the filters on the same card. Another card translated
the entire group to and from the band at 60 to 108 kHz. By this approach, 20
channel banks (240 channels) were packaged in a single bay 23 inches wide
and 11 feet, 6 inches high.
As more and more channels were packed in a bay, interbay wiring became
a major problem; cable racks grew congested and overflowed. To relieve this,
the A6 design associated the channel banks, carrier supplies, voice-frequency
patching-jack fields, and gain-adjustment potentiometers into a single-bay assembly [Fig. 15-11]. The resulting space savings over the AS channel bank
were thus much greater than two to one, as suggested by the channel count.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15-10. The A6 channel bank monolithic quartz filter. (a) An eight-pole resonator for
the A6 channel filter. (b) Monolithic A6 filters, below,compared to AS filter, above.

II. LMX-L MULTIPLEX

2.1 Overview

In the Types K and J carrier systems, a single channel bank, followed by
modulators specific to the system, provided the translation of the voice channels
to the line frequencies. As the coaxial and microwave radio systems became
available, additional modulation arrangements were required to multiplex many
groups onto these high capacity facilities in a standard way. For the earliest
coaxial system, a single-stage approach in which channel groups were stacked
side by side up to the top line frequency, was briefly considered, but, by 1941,
a two-stage plan was adopted for several reasons: (1) selectivity requirements
on the band-pass filters were eased and fewer types of band filters were required,
(2) fewer carrier frequencies were needed, and (3) more than 12 channels could
be provided in a second common block in a standard-frequency range. This
provided increased flexibility and economy for the interconnection of larger
future systems.
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Fig. 15-11. A laboratory prototype A6 channel bank assembly. The patch panel
is at the top of the frame.

Studies of traffic conditions and equipment feasibility led to the conclusion
that the output of five channel banks should be combined into a supergroup
of 60 channels. A basic supergroup, in the 240-kHz band from 312 to 552 kHz,
became standard for analog multiplexes in the Bell System and internationally.
The multiplex to combine the five 12-channel groups was called a group bank.
Ten supergroups were combined in a supergroup bank to form a 600-channel
mastergroup. The multiplexing technique for the group and supergroup banks
(and continuing for larger groupings developed later) was basically the same
as that used in the channel bank. Each multichannel signal was translated in
a modulator to a higher-frequency band, passed through a filter to select one
sideband, and combined with several other signals translated to adjacent
frequency slots to form the larger aggregation. A symmetrical receiving
demodulator disassembled the multichannel blocks in the reverse direction
(Fig. 15-12].
In the original L1 coaxial system multiplex, eight supergroups were combined
for a line allocation from 68 to 2044 kHz (one supergroup being translated
down from 312 to 522 kHz to 68 to 308 kHz). Later, two supergroups were
added at higher frequencies, and the lowest frequency was shifted slightly to
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form a standard 600-channel block, the L-600 mastergroup. As systems grew
beyond 600 channels, further stages of multiplexing were required. The L-600
block continued in use for some time, but a new standard assignment, the U600 basic mastergroup, better suited for additional multiplexing and transmission over the higher-frequency lines, was defined in the frequency range from
564 to 3084 kHz [Fig. 15-13]. As coaxial systems continued to grow in capacity,
six mastergroups were multiplexed to form a 3600-channel jumbogroup, three
or more of which were then stacked to form the LS coaxial line signal.
The terminal modulating equipment, beyond the channel banks, required
to form (and dissect) a mastergroup was referred to as LMX, and the general
plan of groups, supergroups, and mastergroups was known as L multiplex.
When the high-capacity long-haul radio systems were designed, it was evident
that the multiplex developed for the coaxial systems would also be satisfactory
to form the multichannel baseband signals for the radio terminals. The use of
the same multiplex for radio and coaxial systems permitted efficient and flexible
interchange of traffic at offices using both types of facilities.
2.2 LMX-1

While the techniques for the higher-multiplex stages were essentially the
same as those used in the channel banks, there were some elaborations because
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of the higher frequencies and broader bands. At first, modulators and demodulators were copper oxide varistors in a balanced-bridge structure. The frequency spacings were such that only the band-pass filters for supergroups 1
and 3 required crystals to obtain the necessary filter selectivity. The rest used
capacitors and air-core inductors. In the transmitting-group bank, a 92-kHz
pilot was inserted for group-level adjustment.
Combining groups into supergroups and supergroups into mastergroups
was somewhat more complex than combining channels into groups. Direct
paralleling of a few groups and supergroups was possible, but it was necessary
to combine subportions of a supergroup and mastergroup through hybrids to
preserve reasonable impedances for filters and to give access for spares. The
presence of the L1 2064-kHz, temperature-regulation pilot split the mastergroup
into two submastergroups. The six lower-frequency supergroups were first
combined, as were the top four supergroups, both combinations using paralleling and hybrids. The two submastergroups were then combined in an additional hybrid to form the complete mastergroup. The groups were directly
modulated to and filtered at their final supergroup frequency, as were the
supergroups to their mastergroup slots. An amplifier was required at the receiving-bank output to bring the signal to the proper output level. Additional
amplifiers were needed to offsetthe loss of filters, combiner-splitters, and modulators. Gain adjustments were provided for initial lineup and periodic maintenance.8
Unlike the channel bank, where the two directions were combined in a
single modem, the two directions of transmission were separated in the group
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and supergroup equipment. Two transmitting-group banks could be mounted
in one bay, and two receiving-group banks occupied another. For supergroup
banks, several bay an-angements were available. Generally, a transmitting supergroup bank would occupy one bay, and the receiving bank required two.
The LMX-1 carrier supply was a centralized design, requiring a 4-kHz sinewave source to drive harmonic generators. The carrier supply derived all of
the channel-bank, group-bank, and supergroup-bank carrier frequencies, which
were then selected with filters and distributed by buses to the multiplex equipment. The carrier supply could support 30 channel banks and up to 3000
channels of group and supergroup equipment.
Since the LMX equipment carried many more channels than any earlier
terminal, great precautions were taken to ensure continuity of service. The
terminal was designed with liberal provision of spares and ready means for
replacing any equipment that might require maintenance [Fig. 15-14]. For easy
substitution of spare equipment, the spare and regular circuits were connected
together through hybrid transformers on either the input or output side. All
patching for substituting the spare for the regular equipment was done at special
patching bays, as was all transmission measuring and testing.
The terminal equipment for the first 600-channel coaxial lines was designed
around the vacuum-tube and filter technology of the late 1930s and 1940s. It
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Fig. 15-14. Schematic diagram of LMX-1 terminal equipment showing provisions for substituting spare equipment.
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worked quite well and reliably, serving the coaxial and early radio systems for
about 20 years, with numerous improvements but no major change in architecture. Nevertheless, even by the standards of that era, it must have appeared
quite bulky. A full 600-channel complement required 33 bays of channel banks,
20 of group banks, and 3 of supergroup banks, all 11 feet, 6 inches high. When
the carrier supply, patching, and other bays were included, the total came to
well over 60 bays.

2.3 LMX-2and LMX-3
2.3.1 LMX-2

The transmission performance of the original LMX-1 terminal was generally
satisfactory, but the spread of direct distance dialing brought more stringent
demands on the gain stability of the higher-multiplex stages. Successful machine
switching control signaling over a variety of trunks in tandem required tighter
control of loss than with manual switching by operators. With LMX-1 equipment, maintaining the correct transmission loss of the channels depended on
skilled personnel to carry out a coordinated program of test and adjustment
procedures. Also, a particular set of adjustments was appropriate only for the
assemblage of equipment in operation at the time the adjustments were made.
Patching to an alternate facility or substituting spare equipment would disturb
the equalization. Studies showed such mobility in the plant to be a principal
cause of channel net-loss deviations. The development of LMX-2 was started
in the late 1950s with several objectives in mind. The designers wanted to
improve the uniformity and stability of channel net loss, with less dependence
on skilled maintenance. They also intended to make the plant more suitable
for data transmission, which was beginning to emerge as an important new
signal to be handled. 9 Finally, they wished to take advantage of the large advances in technology since the design of LMX-1.10•11 (The designations LMX1, LMX-2, etc., were not used at the time but came into general use later when
the sequential generations of design were recognized.)
The first objective was realized in part by the use of feedback-stabilized,
transistor amplifiers in all parts of the multiplex but also by the use of pilotcontrolled regulators in the receiving-group and supergroup stages. The regulators improved the overall transmission stability by automatically and continuously correcting for loss changes anywhere along the circuit between transmitting and receiving terminals. (One of the great bonuses of the solid-state
revolution was the ability to use the new devices in an almost profligate way.
Feedback amplifiers and automatic regulation were established techniques, and
their virtues were well recognized long before the design of LMX-1.It itsdifficult
for designers of a later generation to understand how reluctant designers of
the vacuum-tube era were to add even a single tube to their circuits. The rows
and rows of power-consuming bays, of course, held the answer.)
For easy initial adjustment and subsequent checking of the circuit loss and
pilot level, scanner circuits were built into the receiving-group and supergroup
banks. These provided an in-service measurement of each pilot, selected by a
switch on the front of the panel. The readout was displayed on an expandedscale meter, located so that it could be read conveniently while making any
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adjustment required. Meter readings were in terms of departure from the correct
level to eliminate the need to remember or look up the many different combinations of frequencies and test levels.
The pilots used fo:r automatic regulation were not those long familiar in
LMX-1.In addition to the need to provide for message service and data services
that could be handled over a message channel, there was a growing need for
facilities to handle higher-spe,ed data. By the early 1960s, Bell Laboratories was
developing a 40.8-kilobit data modem, designed to transmit its signal over an
entire group band, and even wider-band data terminals were in prospect. This
led to a decision to change the frequency allocations of the terminal pilots of
the L-type multiplex. A 92-kHz pilot had been used to monitor the transmission
of each group, and the pilot in the third group, translated to 424 kHz, was
used to monitor each supergroup. These choices were satisfactory for message
service because the pilots were located near the center of the band they monitored and fell between adjacent message channels. But when the entire band
was needed for data, a pilot near the center was a serious restriction. The
problem was resolved by moving the pilots close to the edges of the group and
supergroup bands, using 104.08 kHz for the group pilot and 315.92 kHz to
monitor supergroup transmission. The offset of 80 Hz from an exact multiple
of 4 kHz eliminated the need for an expensive crystal filter to guard against
channel-carrier leak. H was recognized that changing the entire Bell System
plant to new pilot-frequency allocations would incur substantial expense, but
the integration of wideband data and message service was considered essential
to future efficient use of the plant.
When the development of LMX-2 was undertaken, it was quite obvious
that, in addition to improved performance and flexibility for wideband data
services, large benefits could be realized by exploiting modern components and
design techniques. The vacuum-tube circuits were replaced with much more
compact and reliable transistor circuits. A large saving was realized in power
equipment and power costs. The modulators and demodulators used silicon
diodes, which resulted in substantially less loss to the signal. New ferrite materials allowed a dramatic reduction in the size of the filters. All the amplifiers
were mounted in plug-in assemblies, introducing a high degree of flexibility
and ease of installation and repair. The patching capability provided in the
original LMX-1 design was retained, but the access jacks were provided on the
multiplex equipment rather than in a separate patching bay.
The LMX-1 carrier supply had been designed for heavy cross-sectional use.
Start-up costs were high, and it was not economical where comparatively few
channels were needed. In LMX-2, a large part of the carrier supply was decentralized and integrated \-Vi.ththe equipment it served. A channel-carrier
supply for 30 channel banks continued to be centrally located, but the group
and supergroup supplies were mounted in or close to the bays they served.
Each group and supergroup supply was common to six bays (three transmitting
and three receiving), a1r1d
each of these bays had its own local carrier-distributing
amplifiers and buses. This anangement reduced the number of cables from
the common group-calt"riersupply from one per modulator to one per frequency,
effecting a reduction im numbers from 50 cables to 5. All the equipment for
translating the output of 50 channel banks into one mastergroup was arranged
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in one shop-wired bay 11 feet, 6 inches high, with the corresponding receiving
equipment included in a second bay. The total amount of equipment required
to assemble, transmit, and receive a 600-channel mastergroup was reduced
from over 60 to 7 bays, including 5 bays of the newly designed AS channel bank. 12•13
2.3.2 LMX-3

The LMX-2 design was in production by 1963 and furnished the analog
multiplex terminals for the large transmission plant expansion of the 1960s
and early 1970s. By 1973, continued growth and the rapid advance in technology made the design of a new multiplex desirable. As always, the objectives
were to reduce costs and improve transmission performance. However, as materials costs were progressively reduced, the costs of field engineering, installation, and operation and maintenance assumed greater relative importance.
Special emphasis was directed to these aspects of the LMX-3design, first shipped
in late 1975.14
Economy in engineering and installation was achieved by versatile packaging
arrangements, suitable for both large and small offices. The total cost for a
fully-loaded terminal was lower than that for LMX-2, and the initial cost was
kept to a minimum by the almost exclusive use of plug-in units, which could
be bought only as needed. Power consumption was one-half of that required
by LMX-2. Transmission performance and reliability were both improved; there
was no routine maintenance.
For small offices, a combined bay that formed a mastergroup from 50 separate
group inputs was provided. In addition, group-bank and supergroup-bankonly bays were provided. The latter, along with group and supergroup distributing frames, offered great flexibility in equipment arrangements. This flexibility
improved the efficiency of equipment utilization and reduced the work involved
in providing and rearranging circuits.
A block diagram of the LMX-3 terminal would be almost identical to that
of LMX-2 or LMX-1; the big difference was in the physical realization of the
units. The multiplex functions were provided on plug-in printed-wiring boards
that could be used in all bay configurations. The key plug-in unit, in terms of
system cost, size, and performance, was the modem, which contained most of
the active circuits for both directions of transmission. It included the modulator
and demodulator, a common carrier-drive amplifier, the band-pass filters, and
a pilot-regulating amplifier. The extensive use of plug-in units, especially the
modem with its integral band-pass filters, minimized the initial bay investment.
Most of the capital outlay for equipment could be deferred until circuits were
needed.
All of the modems for group or supergroup were identical, except for the
band-pass filters and the carrier frequency that determined their operating
frequencies. The use of transistors in active modulators was instrumental in
producing an efficient modem design. The modulator was characterized by low
harmonic distortion and low carrier leak. It provided a modest conversion gain
that allowed the elimination of an amplifier in the transmit side, and it required
very little carrier drive power. The use of an active demodulator in the receiving
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side provided isolation and permitted the use of filters at both the input (band
pass) and output (low pass) with no interaction because of reflected signal
energy. Integrated circuits were widely used to realize the circuit functions in
a small space and with low power. Extensive use of balanced circuitry reduced
crosstalk and even-order distortion.
The carrier supply consisted of two 4-inch-high shelves that, together with
a secondary distribution panel in each bay, furnished the carriers and pilots
for three U-600 bays (1800 channels). The use of individual, phase-locked
oscillators facilitated the generation of extremely pure carriers. There was no
need to suppress large amounts of energy at unwanted frequencies.
The combined-, group-, and supergroup-bank bays all contained both the
transmitting and receiving directions of transmission in one 7-foot-high, factorywired frame, to which plug-in modules were added as needed [Fig. 15-15).
The combined bay accommodated up to ten working group banks, plus two
spare group banks, one working and one spare supergroup bank, and a carrier
supply that served three U-600 bays. As in LMX-2, patching jacks were included
in each bay. With A6 channel banks, LMX-3 provided all the equipment needed
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Fig. 15-15. The LMX-3 U600
mastergroup combined bay. All the
equipment needed to multiplex and
demultiplex 50 twelve-channel
groups was contained in a single
7-foot-high bay.
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for multiplexing both directions of 600 channels in the equivalent of little more
than three 11-foot, 6-inch bays. (By 1975, however, equipment was generally
furnished in 7-foot bays). This represented a two-to-one size reduction over
LMX-2 and a 20-to-1 reduction over LMX-1, with greatly improved transmission
and reliability, as well as large reductions in installation, maintenance, and
power costs.

2.4 Mastergroup and Jumbogroup Multiplex
2.4.1 MMX-2
When the L4 coaxial system was developed in the mid-1960s, the solidstate AS channel bank and the LMX-2 group and supergroup multiplex terminals
were available to stack up channels into a basic mastergroup of 600 channels.
A new mastergroup multiplex terminal, MMX-2, was designed to assemble the
3600 channels for transmission over L4 (the three-mastergroup multiplex (MMX)
of 13 was retroactively dubbed MMX-1). MMX-2 multiplexed (and demultiplexed) six basic U-600 mastergroups, each occupying the frequency spectrum
from 0.564 to 3.084 MHz, to form a signal extending from 0.564 to 17.548
MHz for transmission on the L4 line [Fig. 15-16). As radio capacity was expanded
in the TH system, a version of MMX-2 that combined three mastergroups was
also developed and called MMX-2R (for radio), while the six-mastergroup version was named MMX-2C (for cable). 15
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The lowest-frequency mastergroup was connected to the line without frequency translation. Stacking of the remaining five mastergroups was by the
conventional techniques of rnixing with a carrier in a diode rectifier, filtering
for the desired sideband, and combining them into the composite signal. The
modulating element was a balanced ring consisting of a matched set of four
silicon diodes in a single encapsulation. Carrier-drive amplifiers were used to
isolate the modulators from each other. Signal amplifiers followed the modulators and the band filters to maintain proper levels. A single design of modulator
and signal amplifier served for all mastergroups.
A new method of carrier generation was introduced in MMX-2.Earlier systems had used saturable inductors as nonlinear elements to generate harmonics
of the base synchronizing frequency of 64 kHz. In MMX-2, all the binary
multiples of 64 kHz were generated by using frequency doublers. Combinations
of these frequencies were added or subtracted in modulators for each mastergroup to derive the required carrier frequencies [Fig. 15-17]. The carrier-generating circuitry was duplicated and automatically switched if either generator
failed. Meters indicated the relative phase difference between the generators,
and, to avoid a phase hit, an adjustment could be made to minimize the difference before forcing a manual switch.
A pilot for automatic regulation was inserted in each mastergroup at 2840
kHz, near the top edge of the band, in keeping with the general plan to leave
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Fig. 15-18. The MMX-2 mastergroup
multiplex tenninal. The terminal provided
all the transmitting and receiving equipment for stacking up to 18 mastergroups
into six 3600-channel jumbogroups.

as much of the band as possible free for data. In common with the practice in
lower multiplex levels, deviation of the pilot beyond a prescribed range (±3dB)
raised a minor alarm. A larger deviation or total loss of the pilot raised a major
alarm and, for the first time in a terminal multiplex, initiated an automatic
switch to a spare modulating unit. One spare modulating unit was provided
for every three working mastergroups at the same line-frequency. The spare
units could be locked out of the protection mode and used as a working mastergroup multiplex for alternate routing and restoration of other systems.
The MMX-2 was provided as a shop-assembled, wired, and tested 11-foot,
6-inch double bay that contained the transmission, carrier-supply, switching,
regulation, patching, and alarm equipment for a maximum of 18 mastergroups
(10,800 channels). It also contained the six spare mastergroup units [Fig. 1518]. The basic module was a mastergroup shelf assembly containing four (three
regular and one spare) plug-in transmission and pilot-detector modules [Fig.
15-19]. A maximum of three MMX-2 bays was required in an office terminating
a fully equipped 20-tube L4 cable.
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Fig. 15-19. The MMX-2 mastergroup transmitting shelf assembly. The assembly contained
three regular units and a switchable spare unit, each of which translated a mastergroup to
its jumbogroup frequency slot.

JumbogroupMultiplex
When the LS coaxial system was planned in the late 1960s with a band of
60 MHz, about three times that of L4, an additional stage of multiplexing was
required. Initial plans were to assemble a set of 15 mastergroups (9000 voice
channels), starting with the L4 system's six-mastergroup frequency assignment
from 0.564 to 17.546 MHz, designated a basic jumbogroup. There were to be
2-1/2 basic jumbogroups translated to form the 15-mastergroup spectrum.
During development, the LS capacity was increased to 18 mastergroups (10,800
voice channels), so the jumbogroup multiplex (JMX) design was changed to
multiplex three basic jumbogrnups. This arrangement used the MMX-2 multiplex to form the basic jumbogroup. 16
In the L4 system, the spacing between mastergroups within the basic jumbogroup was wide enough so that filters could be used to select and suppress
contiguous sets of mastergroups. This permitted connecting mastergroups between different coaxial and radio systems without requiring mastergroup multiplex equipment. A set of equipment, called the basic jumbogroup trunk bay,
was designed for this interconnection. For similar reasons of system interconnection, the LS line-frequency assignments between 3.124 and 60.556 MHz
were spaced to permit single or contiguous jumbogroup interconnection between
LS coaxial cables or routes, without requiring demultiplexing and remultiplexing.
Since the LS line did not transmit much below 3 MHz, direct connection of
a basic jumbogroup, which extended down to 0.564 MHz, was not possible
[Fig. 15-20]. It was necessary to shift the first jumbogroup (JG-1) to the range
from 3.1 to 20.1 MHz. Furthermore, as the output spectrum substantially overlapped the input signal range, a two-step modulation sequence was necessary
2.4.2
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Simplified block diagram of the JMXterminal emphasizing transmission networks.

in which the 17-MHz band was first translated to the band from 24.9 to 41.9
MHz, filtered, and shifted back to 3.1 to 20.1 MHz. For JG-2, even though the
overlap was not present, a two-step translation sequence was used to ease filter
problems. In JG-3, the modulations used for JG-1 were used, in effect, to form
a new basic jumbogroup in the range from 3.1 to 20.1 MHz. This was more
amenable to translation by a third modulation step to the top line frequencies
than the lower band of frequencies from MMX-2.The three steps of modulation
for JG-3 in the transmitting terminal were offsetin the receiver, where a singlestage translation to the basic jumbogroup was possible.
The JMX design included automatic-protection switching on a one-for-one
basis. Carrier supplies were dedicated to each transmitting and receiving jumbogroup and were automatically switched in and out of service as the signal
transmission path was switched by the automatic protection. A synchronizationdistribution panel provided accurate reference frequencies from a jumbogroup
frequency supply OFS) for use by the carrier supplies. This panel was also
automatically protected. The JFS, with its frequency held to within a few parts
in 1010 of a network reference signal, supplied the basic frequency-determining
signal to as many as 20 JMX bays. (The JFS was made extremely precise and
stable as, in addition to its LS role, it was intended to serve as a regional
reference-frequency supply.) A 5.888-MHz pilot in each jumbogroup was used
for regulation in the receiving terminal.
Spare equipment and test access were provided to make maintenance and
service restoration as easy as possible. Test and monitoring equipment in the
office could be connected and programmed from remote automatic-test centers
to minimize manual testing at the JMXbay. Other features of the design included
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equalization for the cables connecting to the basic jumbogroup trunk bay and
to the LS line bays. Matched-length cables were used in conjunction with carrierphase adjustment to achieve nearly hitless (no transient) switching between
in-service and spare equipment.
The large bandwidth of the signals and stringent requirements meant
achieving much better performance than had been needed with previous multiplex equipment. Low-noise amplifiers and amplifiers with good modulation
performance were developed in HIC technology. Stringent matching requirements were imposed on Schottky diodes in the modulators. Ferrite advances
made possible improved filter performance and remarkably good transformers.
Broadband hybrids were made small enough to mount immediately behind
the jacks on patching bays. The LS development was not nearly as limited at
70 MHz by transformer performance as L4 had been at 20 MHz. In final backto-back tests, JMX channel noise was 6 dB better than the original allocation
of 18 dBmC0. Spurious tones, phase jitter, and crosstalk performance were
similarly gratifyingly low. This performance was achieved with signal frequencies as high as 91.6 MHz and signal-level differences as great as 128 dB.
2.5 Mastergroup and Multimastergroup Translators

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a great deal of attention was focused on
achieving the maximum capacity in the single-sideband radio system, AR6A.
It was finally condudled that as many as 10 mastergroups (6000 channels)
could be transmitted in the 30-MHz radio channels of the 6-GHz microwave
band, if the spacing between mastergroups could be reduced to 0.168 MHzmuch less than in the standard jumbogroup. A little later, favorable experience
with the initial design led to a similar interest in increasing the capacity of LS
coaxial by squeezing in more mastergroups. At the same time, advances in
device technology and the availability of new circuits, such as precise and
inexpensive frequency synthesizers, were reducing the cost of complex circuits
and greatly improving reliability. The terminal designed to assemble the more
closely packed mastergroups was called the mastergroup translator (MGT).

2.5.1 MastergroupTranslator
In the mastergroup translator, common power and carrier-frequency supplies
were abandoned in favor of providing these functions with each mastergroup.
The MGT was designed without redundancy or protection, resulting in a twoto-one space savings and considerable savings in costs as well. Alarm systems
that localized problems to a single plug-in module enabled a quick repair when
failures did occur. Start-up costs were especially reduced, as there was a minimum of common equipment,, and mastergroups could be added as needed.
MGTs were designed to assemble basic multimastergroups of seven or eight
mastergroups for transmission over LS coaxial, and of five mastergroups for
transmission over single-sideband radio. In all cases, further modulation of the
multimastergroup block by a multimastergroup translator (MMGT) was needed
for transmission over the line. The increase in packing density was achieved
at the expense of the ability to block and branch contiguous sets of mastergroups
in the basic multimast1ergroups.Interconnection between systems, if the entire
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spectrum could not be accepted, had to be at the basic mastergroup of 0.5 to
3 MHz. The basic mastergroup band was not included in the new rnultimastergroup spectrums to ease filtering and enable simpler modulation plans in
the higher-level multiplex.
2.5.2 MultimastergroupTranslators
In the MMGT for cable (MMGTC), the first multimastergroup (MMG-1) was
connected directly to the L5E line. The seven-mastergroup MMG-2 and eightmastergroup MMG-3 required only single steps of modulation to their linefrequency assignments. Spacing between multimastergroups at line frequency
was adequate to provide blocking and branching of multimastergroups [Fig.
15-21]. At baseband, MMG-1 and MMG-2 could be interconnected or exchanged between systems, but MMG-3, with eight mastergroups, was incompatible with the other two.
MMGTC had automatic switching to a spare and alarms controlled by a
microprocessor. Only one spare set of equipment was used to protect 20 regular
units. Solid-state switches were used to route the signal to the regulair or spare
equipment as required. The switches had a loss of less than 1 dB from 1 to 70
MHz. Remote monitoring points were not provided within MMGTC, but remote
test access was provided at the MGT bay and at transmitting- or receiving-line
terminating bays at flat transmission points. A regular and spare automatically
switched carrier supply provided separate feeds for the 21 regular and spare
modulation units in MMG-2 and MMG-3 that were needed to load a 22-coaxialunit L5E line to its full 132,000-circuit capacity. Six 11-foot, 6-inch bays held
all the regular and protection MMGTC equipment for the 60 transmitting and
receiving MMGs required to fill an L5E system on 22-tube cable.
For single-sideband radio, mastergroup translators were used to form a 5mastergroup multimastergroup in the range from 8.6 to 21.9 MHz. The mul-
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Fig. 15-22. AR6A single--sidebandradio terminal frequency allocations
using mastergroup translators (MGTS) and multimastergroup translators (MMGTS).

timastergroup translator for radio (MMGTR) then shifted two of these to the
radio intermediate frequency band from 59.8 to 88.5 MHz [Fig. 15-22]. The
formation of the radio MMGs and line signal used circuits similar to those for
cable, with the additional feature of two baseband frequency-recovery pilots.
These were compared to a precise, locally generated pilot in the receiver and
used to remove the frequency offset and phase jitter acquired during transit
through the radio system. MMGTR also supplied additional pilots and test
features appropriate to the radio line.
III. INTERCONNECTION AND SYNCHRONIZATION

3.1 Connectors
In 1945, the three principal carrier systems (Types J, K, and L) had the
common denominator of 4-kHz voice channels and the basic 12-channel group
at 60 to 108 kHz. Channel levels were standardized from the start to permit
convenient interconneclion at voice frequency. With the rapid increase in circuits, the need soon arose for arrangements to transfer an entire group between
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systems without the necessity of bringing every channel down to voice frequency. This was the function of a group connector.
Several types of connectors were developed to permit complete flexibility
of group connection between the three systems. To provide a flat response
across the 48-kHz band while suppressing the pilots and achieving the necessary
high out-of-band loss required filters at the forefront of technology. Fortunately,
the standard group-receiving level was -5 dB and the transmitting level was
-42 dB. With 37 dB of insertion loss available, the required filtering was
achieved in a completely passive connector. By 1950, when the needl for direct
connection of supergroups arose, the designers were not so fortunate. The
receiving supergroup level was close to the required transmitting level, and the
supergroup connector had to be active to provide the necessary gain to offset
the filter-insertion losses.
From 1955 to 1970, the growth of multimastergroup transmission systems
generated a need for the cross-system connection of complete mastergroups.
Mastergroup connectors were in use by the early 1960s, but the need to provide
a flat transmission response across a wide (3-MHz) band and the elimination
of in-band pilots again challenged the technology of filter design and component
capability.
In the late 1960s, with the advent of wideband data, the group and supergroup connectors were revised to provide delay equalization and to modernize
the design. (By the mid-to-late 1970s, connectors had also been developed for
group-frequency interconnection between Type L multiplex and the otherwise
incompatible N carrier and digital T carrier systems.) The mastergroup connector
design was also modernized and the equipment capacity expanded in the early
1970s to accommodate the rapidly growing multimastergroup transmission facilities.

3.2 Distributing Frames
Through-connectors reduced the equipment required and eased the task of
network administration but more was needed. The association of tenninals and
line facilities did not stay put. As the systems grew and traffic patterns changed,
it was frequently necessary to reassign blocks of circuits to different facilities.
At first, this was done by recabling between the various systems as needed.
Needless to say, this was both time- and space-consuming. The cable racks
began to fill, making it difficult to run new cables. A group-distributing frame
(GDF) to handle the 12-channel circuit bundle was designed to overcome this
problem in the 1940s. It allowed reassigning the channel-bank outputs by
running jumpers at a centralized cross-connect frame. To facilitate reassigning
circuits on an in-service basis, later versions of the GDF provided plug-ended,
shielded patch cords and multiple appearances. The GDF became the interface
for other circuits besides channel banks and group connectors. It was also used
as the access point for program circuits, wideband data, and later as the interface
for the connector between digital and analog systems at the group level. A
supergroup distributing frame, similar in concept to the GDF, was placed in
service shortly after 1950.
The basic 600-channel mastergroup interface in the L-type multiplex hierarchy was the focus of much rearrangement and modification. This was due
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to the appearance of several multimastergroup radio-line arrangements, mastergroup branching situations, service restoration schemes, the advent of the
carrier-transmission maintenance systems, several varieties of mastergroup
connectors, and the need for longer intraoffice cables. By 1970, a mastergroup
distributing frame (MGDF) was designed to simplify and organize all of these
applications and to provide a versatile cross-connect point at the basic mastergroup interface. With the MGDF, only passive cable was required between
the cross-connect frame and the LMX-3 bay, the mastergroup translator, or
the passive master-group connector. Trunks with gain and/or equalization
were required for links to LMX-1 and LMX-2 equipment but were of rather
simple design. (It would be inlteresting to list the variety of items to which the
term trunkhas been applied in telecommunications transmission and switching,
but it probably would not reduce the confusion.) Components in the MGDF
accommodated all the existing mastergroup formats. These interfaces were
contained in plug-in housings that could be added as required for circuit growth.
The cross-connect cables were plug-ended miniature coaxial cables.
All of the distributing frames were of the same basic structure, provided in
various heights from 7 feet to 11 feet, 6 inches.
3.3 Synchronization
In suppressed-carrier transrnission, it was necessary to supply accurate and
stable carriers to the receiver demodulators in order to recover the baseband
signal without excessive frequency offset or phase instability. Subjective tests
in the late 1930s and 1940s established that the frequency offset for voice and
program signals should not exceed ±2 Hz. In the Types K and J systems, with
maximum modulation frequencies of less than 0.5 MHz, the requirement was
met with independent., tuning-fork-controlled oscillators having a frequency
accuracy of about 1 part in 106 • When coaxial systems brought much higher
frequencies and the need for correspondingly greater accuracy, the relative
accuracy of the carriers was maintained by a synchronizing pilot transmitted
over the line from the originating carrier terminal [Fig. 15-23). Each terminal
office had its own primary frequency supply (PFS) (i.e., primary to that office)
that generated reference signals for the local multiplex carrier supply and regenerated the synchronization pilot for transmission to terminals further along.
The PFS was readjusted as required by comparing a locally generated 64-kHz
signal with the incoming 64-kHz pilot. As the radio and coaxial network served
by L multiplex terminalls expanded, the arrangements for generating, disseminating, and stabilizing the synchronization pilots developed into a nationwide
synchronization network.
An early PFS (PFS-11,1941) consisted of a stable electron-tube oscillator in
a bridge-type configural:ion.17 Oscillator fine tuning was provided by a variable
capacitor under servomotor control. Very small differencesin frequency would
unbalance the bridge and the servo would act to restore balance. The PFS-1
servo-control had a high-ratio gear reduction resulting in a loop-time constant
of about 15 minutes. Early versions of this PFS-1 operated as part of the L1
coaxial system. After 1950, PFS-1 was widely deployed in the network as 64
kHz was also adopted as the terminal synchronization pilot for TD-2 microwave
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Fig. 15-23. Basic plan for transmitting synchronization, 1950.

radio as well as for coaxial systems. In 1953, PFS-1 was adapted to work with
the 308-kHz synchronization pilot of the L3 coaxial system. This version was
also widely deployed, as 308-kHz synchronization was used in TH microwave
radio, as well as in L3.
Accuracy requirements for the early primary frequency supplies were relatively modest. For frequency offset to be limited to less than ±2 Hz at the
highest-frequency message channel of a single mastergroup spectrum (3.1 MHz),
the relative frequency difference between transmitting and receiving carrier
terminals could not exceed 7 parts in 107• For the three-mastergroup L3 and
TH systems, the difference had to be held to one-third of this. With highquality temperature-controlled crystal oscillators, PFS-1 systems were capable
of holding frequencies to within a few parts in 108 •
The error limits described above applied to the relative frequency offset of
one PFS with respect to another and did not address the question of absolute
accuracy. For many years, it was sufficient that absolute frequency accuracy
would maintain pilots and signaling tones within the appropriate region of
their filter passbands. This was usually satisfied by an absolute frequency accuracy in the order of one part in 106 • For absolute, as well as relative, accuracy
a Bell System frequency standard was established at Bell Laboratories in Murray
Hill, New Jersey. The standard consisted of three specially designed crystal
oscillators that were checked and adjusted to the national standard maintained
by the United States Bureau of Standards and the Navy. 18•19 From Murray Hill,
a 4-kHz reference frequency was transmitted to the Long Lines building at 32
Sixth Avenue in New York (New York-4) for control of the synchronization
pilots, which were transmitted from there to the operating systems.
The master frequency supply in the Long Lines New York-4 office became
the frequency source for the synchronization network. The master supply was
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Fig. 15-24. Conceptual view of the l 950s synchronization network.

a highly stable, bridge-controlled crystal oscillator. As a comparison check a
4-kHz signal derived from the master supply was transmitted back to Murray
Hill and compared in accuracy to the original Bell Laboratories reference. In
this way, the master supply was maintained within a few parts in 109 with
respect to the national frequency standard monitored at Murray Hitll.The synchronization network homed on the master frequency supply in a serial, treelike topology [Fig. 15-2:4].
3.3.1 A Phase-Locked
PrimaryFrequencySupply

This method of synchronization worked well for many years, but as the
synchronizing network spread and branched westward from New York, situations eventually develloped where the pilot could be regenerated as often as
10 or 20 times. With the limited accuracy and slow response time of PFS-1, it
became difficult or impossible to maintain the required offset limit in all cases.
As a remedy to this situation, when the L multiplex terminals were redesigned
in the early 1960s, a new primary frequency supply, designated PFS-2, was
developed as a successor to PlFS-1. In PFS-2 a phase-locked control loop was
used to assure zero fri~quency offset between the regenerated pilot and the
incoming synchronization pilot, and equivalent accuracy in the primary frequencies for the local carrier supply [Fig. 15-25].20 •21•22 In the absence of a
synchronization pilot, phase-lock would be lost, and the PFS-2 would free-run
at the accuracy of the local crystal oscillator. PFS-2 was widely installed in the
network during the large facility expansion of the 1960s and early 1970s.
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Fig. 15-25. The primary frequency supply, PFS-2, with phase-locked frequency control, 1962.

Unfortunately, the reduction of the frequency offset was obtained at a
price. The time constant of the phase-locked loop was about one second, in
contrast with the 15-minute response of PFS-1. Facility switching or other
maintenance activity could interrupt the pilots and introduce phase hits (transients in the pilot continuity). The older system, with its slow response, largely
ignored these hits, but the much stifferPFS-2 network propagated shock waves
through the system. The short time constant of PFS-2 allowed some hits to be
propagated through the PFS into carrier supplies, where the modulation process
would transfer the hits into the signal paths. An action that may have affected
only the pilot or a few circuits could, by this process, disturb all the circuits
served by the carrier supply. A phase hit was not a serious impairment to
speech transmission, but it could cause errors in data transmission. As more
and more of the network became involved in the transmission of data, the
consequences of synchronization phase hits became more serious.
Frequency-offset problems also reappeared. PFS-2 was redesigned in 1966
to operate with the 512-kHz pilot of the L4 system. Because L4 had a top
frequency of 17.5 MHz, the relative error between two L4 PFSs had to be less
than about one part in 107 to satisfy the channel-frequency offsetlimit. It became increasingly apparent that, when it was free running, PFS-2 could not
maintain offset limits in the upper mastergroups of L4 under all conditions.
There were problems in addition to the phase hits and frequency accuracy.
Bythe end of the 1960s, the synchronization network was becoming increasingly
complex to administer. The number of PFSs in tandem had become unwieldy
as the network experienced continued growth. (One transcontinental synchronization route grew to contain 19 tandem PFSs.) The existence of three different
synchronization pilots was a complicating factor. The PFS-1 systems still in
the network were growing old, some having been in service for 25 years. The
performance of these older motor-driven units was often less than optimal.
Finally, the development of the LS and LSEsystems in the early 1970s presented
new and tighter requirements for synchronization. With a top message frequency of about 65 MHz, frequency-accuracy requirements of a few parts in
108 were essential. The old synchronization network could not be depended
upon to satisfy such requirements, and a new approach to synchronization
was developed.
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The new approach to network synchronization was designed around the
jumbogroup frequency supply (JFS) developed in 1974 for the LS coaxial system;
it was used in a modified form as a regional reference supply. The JFS employed
three crystal oscillators of a new, improved design. 23 When free running, it had
a drift rate of less than 1 part iln 1010 per day, low enough to operate without
correction for several weeks and still meet LS frequency-accuracy requirements.
The oscillator was buffered from transients in the incoming synchronization
signal by a method called quasi-frequency lock (also referred to as plesiochronous, where Greek terms are preferred). In this method, cycles of difference
between the local signal and the incoming reference were counted and accumulated; no correction was made until the count reached 256. Each time the
accumulator filled, a correction of only 2 parts in 1010 was made in the appropriate direction [Fig. 15-26]. Under conditions of normal operation, corrections
occurred only at intervals of an hour or more. When gross differences between
the local and incoming reference occurred, providing the local oscillators were
in agreement and appeared hEialthy, the regional standard disconnected from
the network and ran free. The output of the regional supply was normally
maintained to within ::!:3parts in 1010 of the input signal frequency.

2.048-MHZ
DISTRIBUTION

BUS

2.048-MHZ

Fig. 15-27. The Bell System reference frequency standard using three cesium atomic standard
oscillators, 1974.
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To realize the improved performance, the JFS required a more accurate and
stable reference signal than could be provided by the existing synchronization
network. Frequency standards had evolved considerably since the design of
the crystal-controlled, vacuum-tube oscillators of the late 1940s. By the 1970s,
cesium atomic frequency standards with an absolute frequency accuracy of ± 1
part in 1011 were commercially available. A new Bell System reference-frequency
standard (BSRFS), using three cesium atomic standards, was developed and
installed at an underground LS station at Hillsboro, Missouri [Fig. 15-27]. From
there, coaxial and microwave-radio facilities fanned out to carry reference frequencies from the BSRFSto regional JFSs conveniently located throughout the
country. The JFSs in tum distributed synchronization to conventional PFSs in
their region [Fig. 15-28].24 A loran receiver at Hillsboro permitted comparison
between the Hillsboro standard and the transmissions of the loran C station
in Dana, Indiana. Loran C transmissions were referenced to the Naval Observatory's master cesium clock. The Bell System standard was typically within a
few parts in 1012 of the national standard.
Two reference frequencies, 2.048 and 20.480 MHz, were used to transmit
the accuracy of the system reference to the regional JFSs. These frequencies
fell in guard bands in the commonly used frequency spectra of broadband
analog carrier systems and were used only for reference-frequency transmission.
The 2.048-MHz reference was transmitted over all coaxial and radio systems,
except for LS, where the 20.480-MHz reference was used. Both references were
transmitted without modulation or regeneration and thus always conveyed the
accuracy of the network standard.
3.3.3 Synchronizationin AR6A RadioSystems

FM radio systems such as TD and TH transmitted a radio-frequency carrier
that in effect provided synchronization from terminal to terminal. The AR6A
radio system, with single-sideband AM transmission, had no radio-frequency
carrier. Oscillators at AR6A repeater sites were free running; radio-frequency
synchronization from repeater to repeater was not required, but frequency
synchronization between multiplex terminals was still needed. A two-tone frequency reference was provided on AR6A for this purpose. The two-tone reference frequencies were at 11.200 and 11.264 MHz, between mastergroups in
the AR6A baseband spectrum. The 64-kHz difference between the frequencies
was derived from the 2.048-MHz BSRFS.As the two tones traversed the AR6A
system, their absolute frequencies changed, reflecting the normal drift of repeater oscillators, but the 64-kHz frequency difference remained constant. The
frequency difference thus conveyed the accuracy of the reference standard to
the receiving terminal and provided the means for frequency control at multiplex
terminals.
Quasi-frequency lock proved very successful in the JFS regional frequencysupply application. It was evident that the same features of phase-hit buffering
and accurate free running could benefit individual central offices. An office
master-frequency supply (OMFS), initially deployed with the AR6A radio system, was developed to provide these features in a more modest package than
the JFS. For AR6A, the OMFS was provided with two precision crystal oscillators
in quasi-frequency lock to a 2.048-MHz input reference derived from the AR6A
two-tone reference frequencies. Output frequencies of the OMFS were 64 and
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Fig. 15-28. Carrier system synchronization, 1975. (a) Conceptual view of the synchronizing
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512 kHz, which served to provide synchronization to multiplex terminals and
to PFS-2 systems. The 91uasi-fre·quencylock of the OMFS maintained the output
frequencies to within ±5 parts in 1010•
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Chapter 16
The Subscriber-Loop Network
I. INTRODUCTION
The subscriber-loop network consists of the plant equipment a11tdsystems
that connect the customer with the central office. Of the huge investment in
outside plant, which includes interoffice trunk lines, toll cables, and radio links
it is by far the largest part, representing 75 percent of the total. It accounts for
almost half the total investment required to provide exchange-area service. The
large amount of equipment required has made this part of the plant the subject
of extensive research in materials and increasing design and development effort
to improve methods and systems and to minimize the costs involved.
A typical subscriber loop consists of inside wiring on a customer's premises
between a telephone set and a point of entry, normally equipped with electrical
protection. From there, one pair or a few pairs of wires connect with a telephone
cable (a distribution cable) at a point called the distribution terminal. In 1925,
this terminal was located on a utility pole and the connecting link was called
a drop wire. By 1975, the connecting link was frequently buried in the ground
and referred to as a service wire. The distribution cable would eventually connect
with a larger cable through a splice or, in later years, an access point. The
larger cable (a feeder cable) led to the central office, entering through a cable
vault and ending on a distribution frame designed to permit interconnection
between any pair and terminal of the switching equipment [Fig. 16-1]. In 1925,
open-wire lines dominated the field for long loops; short loops in big cities
often used multipair underground cable. (See an earlier volume in this series,
The Early Years(1875-1925),Chapter 4.)
Every subscriber loop had to transmit two types of signals: audio-frequency
voice messages and supervisory signals, including changes in DC state to convey
information such as "customer is off-hook," as well as dial tone and ringing
current. For reliable supervision, the maximum DC resistance of a subscriber
loop was standardized at 1300 n for many years, limiting loop length to 25,000
feet (about 5 miles) for No. 24 gauge and 75,000 feet for No. 19 gauge wires.
Loops in cable longer than 18,000 feet were loaded to keep the loss at message
frequencies to less than 10 dB.
From about 10 million in 1930, the number of loops in the Bell System grew
to over 40 million by 1960 [Fig. 16-2]. In the 1960s and 1970s, the average
length was about 11,500 feet, with 2,000 feet in distribution cable and the
remainder in feeders but with an extremely wide range of variation. From 1925
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Typical layout of a subscriber loop, 1975.

to 1975, the challenge to improve the subscriber-loop network was threefold:
(1) provide universal service of high quality and reliability at a reasonable cost
and make single-party service available to all who want it, (2) extend service
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to rural areas, and (3) provide flexibility to permit the introduction of new
services and new technology.
In contrast to other areas of transmission, which occasionally saw such giant
technological steps as satellite systems, the development of the loop network
took a more gradual approach, characterized by incremental improvements
in materials, components, and methods as well as by the incorporation of
high-technology systems. This was due largely to the necessity to deal with
the circuits one at a time, in contrast to the bulk handling possible in the
trunk plant.

1.1 Characteristics of the Subscriber-Loop Network
The subscriber-loop network exhibits a number of unique characteristics.
(1) It covers large areas in frequently hostile environments. Ice, heat, dust,
chemicals, vibration, and vandalism threaten the equipment. (2) It is custom
engineered and installed to be left in place until it wears out. Improvements
tend to be added on. It is built mile by mile in a labor-intensive process. (3) It
must be designed to be reconfigured quickly and must be flexible to accommodate the daily addition of new customers and cancellations of service. Planning and design must anticipate future demand. When a customer requests
service, it is too late to start installing new cable.
II. EVOLUTION OF THE SUBSCRIBER-LOOPNETWORK
Although new telephones were being installed in ever-increasing numbers
in the early years, universal service was still a distant goal. In 1925, there were
only about 15 telephones per 100 population. Therefore, the subscriber-loop
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Fig. 16-3. The multiple plant concept.
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network was designed to permit rapid addition of new customers through the
use of the multiple-plant concept [Fig. 16-3]. Telephone cables and open-wire
lines were bridged repeatedly to permit access wherever a new customer demanded service. When a private line was not available, two-, four-, and even
eight-party service was offered. The system worked well as long as telephone
penetration was well below 100 percent, and people were satisfied with multiparty lines. However, after World War II, the greater mobility of the population
and a growing demand for telephones and private-line service proved to be
incompatible with the multiple-plant approach, which relied on installing less
than one wire pair for ,each potential customer.
The dedicated outside-planlt concept was introduced in 1962.1, 2 It provided
one permanently connected pair for each residential housing unit or singleparty business location [Fig. 16-4]. Spare pairs, control, and access points were
provided for future demands. The plan worked well when enough wire pairs
were provided to serve existing and anticipated demand. However, it proved
to be somewhat inflexible and not adaptable to unexpected growth. This led
to the introduction of so-called permanent plant and the serving-area concept
(SAC) in 1971 [Fig. 16-5]. Originally developed for suburban communities,
SAC was later modified to meet most requirements of the subscriber-loop network, including speciall adaptations to rural areas.
SAC embodied two new concepts. One was the separation of the subscriberloop network into a feeder plant sized for three- to five-years growth and a
distribution plant installed only once and sized for ultimate demand. These
joined at the feeder-distribution interface (FDI, also called serving area interface,
SAi). The other was to assign a specific geographic area to each FDI to simplify
record keeping and administration. SAC gave each potential customer an individual distribution pair or pairs, whereas feeder plant could be added economically as needed at appropriate intervals. Permanent plant was uniquely
suitable for introducing loop carrier systems and placing plant out of sight.
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III. COMPONENTDEVELOPMENT
An important feature of the evolution of the loop network was the development of better cables with new stranding methods and greatly improved
insulation and sheaths. In addition, better splicing methods, connectors, splice
closures, terminals, and interfaces were developed.

3.1 Cable and Wire Development
The main goals of cable development from 1925 to 1975 were cost reduction
and improved durability. By 1925, the capacitance of a wire pair in cable had
been standardized at 0.083 µf per mile, and transmission characteristics were
predictable and stable.
In the early 1920s, the standard cable design in the Bell System consisted
of copper conductors with helically wrapped paper insulation, twisted into
pairs. The cable cores were built up in concentric layers with the layers helically
stranded to improve mechanical flexibility. The core was then covered with an
extruded lead sheath for mechanical and electrical protection. The caibles were
relatively short (the average subscriber loop was about two miles long) and
had to connect with large numbers of subscribers. This led to large-sized cables
with many pairs of fine-gauge wires in the feeder plant. In time, it became
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apparent that the concentric-layer design placed restrictions on cable size (i.e.,
the number of pairs in the cable) because the cable became quite rigid and
difficult to manufacture and to place. Unit construction, introduced in 1928,
improved this situation substantially. In this design, the first step was to strand
the pairs into a unit (binder group) of up to 101 pairs. Several units were then
stranded into a completed core. This structure greatly improved the ease of
manufacture and flexibility and, from that time on, was used for all large pairedwire cables [Fig. 16-6].
Other improvements in cable manufacture included the introduction of continuously applied rubber for the insulation of drop wire in 1930 and replacement
of paper wrapping with pulp insulation in 1933. The main advantages of pulp
insulation were ease of fabrication and cost reduction while retaining a high
insulation quality.
In the late 1930s, the British developed polyethylene, a new plastic material
with a low dielectric constant and insulating properties far superior to paper.
Polyethylene was strong, impervious to water, and easily colored, but in the
early postwar years it was expensive and hard to get. Nevertheless, its superior
qualities invited the use of polyethylene as an insulation for exchange cable.
Early applications included No. 19 gauge, small-size exchange cables (up to
101 pairs). In 1956, fully-color-coded polyethylene-insulated conductor (PIC)
cables were made generally available in all four common gauges (Nos. 19, 22,
24, 26).
Another important application for polyethylene was as a substitute for lead,
which, until the availability of the plastic, had been the only satisfactory material
for cable sheaths since the earliest days of telephony. By the end of World War
II, lead was scarce and its price was rising rapidly. In 1947, a composite sheath
having a corrugated aluminum shield and an outer black-polyethylene jacket
(alpeth) was introduced. Some mechanical limitations, however, soon became
apparent, and a more rugged sheath, stalpeth (steel-aluminum-polyethylene},
was introduced in 1949. Variations on these composite metal-plastic sheath

Fig. 16-6. Unit construction applied to an 1800-pair
cable manufactured around 1929.
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types were developed for specific situations in the years that followed [Fig.
16-7]. The conversion from lead jackets to metal-plastic composite sheath for
new cable was virtually total within a few years. It saved billions of dollars in
raw materials alone.
In the early 1960s, considerable work was done on the use of expanded
plastic insulation in exchange cable. Since the dielectric constant of all plastic
insulating materials is higher than that of air, either lower pair capacitance or
lower insulation thickness for the same capacitance can be obtained by introducing tiny air bubbles into the molten plastic during the fabrication process
to obtain a foam-like or expanded coating. To improve the mechanical strength
of this insulation, a thin, solid outer skin covered the foamed inner core. For
the same mutual capacitance in a finished cable, the dual-expanded PIC (DEPIC)
cable cost less to produce and allowed more pairs in the same-size sheath
compared to conventionally insulated wires [Fig. 16-8].
PIC cable revolutionized loop plant design and construction. 3 Its weatherresistance permitted simpler splices and terminals. Direct burial in the ground
without pressurization started in 1956. With time, however, it was found that,
on occasion, water could enter a cable sheath through an opening or crack,
migrate within the cable core for a considerable distance, and finally gain access
to the copper wires at splices or through tiny pinholes in the insulation to
produce a short circuit. (One of the few advantages of pulp insulation was
that, if the cable core became wet, it swelled and blocked water migration.) If
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Fig. 16-7. Composite metal-plastic cable sheaths, 1947-1949. Alpeth
eliminated the need for lead in sheaths. Stalpeth added a steel sheath
for improved strength.
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Fig. 16-8. Right, dual expanded polyethylene-insulated conductor (DEPIC)
and, left, a conventionally insulated wire. For the same pair capacitance, the
expanded foam plastic insulated wire has a 16-percent smaller diameter.

burying of exchange cable was to succeed, all components below groundcable, splice closures, wire connectors, and terminals-had to be protected
from water. The development of the several components of a completely waterproof cable system began in 1966. The first objective was to fill thE!air spaces
between the plastic-insulated conductors with a water-resistant compound.
After considerable experimentation, a mixture of 85-percent petroleum jelly
and 15-percent polyethylene was selected as the filling compound (and immediately dubbed Icky-PIC in its early messy versions). Later, polyethylene
was replaced by polypropylene for the conductor insulation, when the latter
was found to be more compatible with the waterproofing compound. The new
cable was introduced in selected small sizes in 1970 and was available in all
sizes and gauges by 1974.
3.2 Wire Connectors and Cable Splicing

The simplest and time-honored way to connect telephone wires was to strip
the ends of insulation, twist the bare wires together, and insulate the joint with
a cotton sleeve. By the 1930s, connections for toll cables were twisted and
soldered; but, except for this refinement, the simple method was in use until
after World War II. While material costs for this connection were negligible,
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labor costs were high, and poor transmission could develop across twisted
joints.
The quest for a better connector accelerated when aluminum cable, which
required a tighter and more reliable wire joint, began to appear in the 1950s.
Connectors had to be reliable and inexpensive, requiring no wire stripping and
no additional insulating sleeve. To meet these needs, the B wire connector was
introduced in 1961 [Fig. 16-9].4•5 It consisted of a thin, springy, phosphorbronze liner with sharp tangs designed to penetrate the insulation and a soft
brass outer shell encased in a plastic jacket to maintain contact between the
springy liner and the wire. After insertion of two wires, the connector was
pressed together with a pneumatic or hand tool to produce a stablti, low-resistance joint. Extensive testing under accelerated aging conditions projected a
service life of 40 years. This connector served the Bell System well for many
years; several hundred million connections were made each year wiith a reliability that set the standard for all future connectors.
In underground connections, however, the B wire connector was, less satisfactory. It would occasionally produce unreliable joints with the thicker insulation of buried PIC cable, and it was not waterproof. To meet these needs,
the 700-series connector family was introduced in 1971.6 With 700-series connectors, it was possible to splice aluminum as well as copper cables reliably

::::J

INSULATING
JACKET

Fig. 16-9. The B wire connector.
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Fig. 16-10. The connectorized exchange cable splicing system.

and economically. The connectors were filled with a waterproofing compound
to exclude moisture and contaminants. Designs for butt, half-tap, ij.ndbridgetype joints were developed.
In the late 1960s, the quest for greater efficiency,reliability, and cost reduction
led to a new approach in cable joining, where 25-pair binder groups were
treated as splicing unilts rather than as so many individual pairs. This approach
became particularly attractive after color-coded PIC cables permitted ready
identification of each pair in a large cable, a convenience that had not been
available in pulp-insullated cables. In 1972, a 25-pair modular-splicing method,
the 710 connector system, was introduced. This system met all the requirements
of the 700A connector and produced savings in addition. It continued as the
predominant system in use into the 1980s.7•8•9
The 710 connector consisted of three parts: an index strip used to order and
clamp 25 wire pairs, a connec:tor module that accommodated an additional 25
pairs, and a cap. A specially designed hydraulic tool pressed the three parts
together and completeid the connection. The heart of the connector was a phosphor-bronze, slotted-1beam contact element somewhat like two tuning forks
joined at the stem. The contad element cut through the insulation of Nos. 22,
24, and 26 gauge copper wires and made a reliable contact. The connector
could be filled with waterproo:fingcompound and, when equipped with indiumplated elements, was suitable for splicing aluminum wires.
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The complete system included a test unit to check all 25 connections for
faults or shorts. A bridging connector designed for repeated use, which plugged
into the connector module in a T configuration, was also available. In a special
application of the 710 connector, called the connectorized exchange cablesplicing system (CONECS), telephone cables were equipped with modules at
the factory and joined in the field with a simple hand tool, at a substantial
saving in time [Fig. 16-10]. 10•11• 12

3.3 Splice Closures
After the wires were connected, protecting cable splices was a considerable
challenge to developers. Designs had to be suitable for pressurized and unpressurized cables, supported by utility poles (aerial plant) placed underground
in ducts and manholes or directly buried in the ground. A common difficult
environment was a water-filled manhole in a big city, subject to corrosive stray
DC currents from subway electrical systems.
In the pre-World War II years, a lead sleeve was placed over the splice
bundle and connected to the cable by solder-wiping to the lead cable sheath
to provide a hermetic seal. Later, a variety of splice closures were designed to
provide airtight and corrosion-resistant covers. A pressurized mechanical closure

(a)

"

WIRE CLIPS FOR
SECURING COVER
TO BASE ASSEMBLY

DISTR1BUTING
RINGS FOR
DROP WIRE

(b)
Fig. 16-11. Splice cases for aerial cable. (a) Casketed aluminum closure for pressurized cable.
(b) The 6 type plastic closure for unpressurized cable.
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for aerial applications was introduced in 1951, consisting of two die-cast aluminum half-shells. 13 The airtight seal was produced by butyl-rubber gaskets
that were designed to withstand the punishing temperature variations typical
of aerial plant. Later plastic closures for unpressurized aerial PIC cable were
relatively simple in design and inexpensive [Fig. 16-11 ).14
Cast-iron closures in place of lead were used for underground plant but
were not completely satisfactory because of the heavy weight and corrosion
damage under certain conditions. A plastic Type 2 closure system, light in
weight and suitable for a variety of pressurized underground cables, was introduced in 1974. Other waterproof, plastic splice closures were developed for
underground and buried cable and service wires. The approach was similar to
that used for waterproof cables and connectors: all voids were filled with a
waterproofing compound after assembly.

3.4 Plant-Placing Methods
Until World War 11,loop plant was either suspended from utility poles or
placed in conduit and manholes below ground. Development effort centered
on finding suitable materials for conduit and simplifying the highly labor-
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Fig. 16-12. Plastic conduit, 1968. The 20-foot
sections of 4-inch polyvinylchloride ducts are
cemented together in waterproof bell and spigot
joints.
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intensive job of excavating trenches, placing conduit, and pulling cables through
the ducts between manholes. Traditionally, each manhole was custom designed
and built on site, mostly from reinforced concrete. After World War II, four
developments led to substantial savings in installation costs: (1) plastic conduit,
(2) standardized prefabricated manholes, (3) self-supporting cable, and (4) the
widespread use of direct-buried plant.
Plastic conduit combined low weight, low cost, and the possibility of watertight construction [Fig. 16-12]. Introduced in 1968, it became highly popular
and was widely used. Prefabricated manholes were developed in 1969 and
gained gradual acceptance because they combined cost savings, high quality,
and fast installation, a feature of great importance in busy cities [Fig. 16-13].
Aerial-plant placing was also a labor-intensive process requiring, among
other things, the lashing of aerial cable to a steel strand. A self-supporting
cable was created in 1963 when a PIC cable was combined with a 0.25-inch
high-strength steel strand in a plastic jacket. This type of cable could be placed
in a single operation at significant savings.
Directly buried cable plant was introduced in the 1950s. It posed a number
of new development problems in cable and connector design to avoid the entry
of water. As mentioned earlier, a completely waterproof cable, connector, and

Fig. 16-13.

A prefabricated manhole, 1969.
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splice-closure system had been perfected by the early 1970s, and a great deal
of specialized construction machinery became available. In rural areas, plowing
the cable directly into the ground turned out to be fast and cost effective.
IV. INTERFACES AND TERMINALS

Of necessity, loop plant was installed ahead of time, when customer demand
was anticipated but not yet firm. Plant engineers relied on forecasts and judgment for sizing cables and locating access points. Over the years, a number of
approaches were used to achieve flexibility in providing service when and
where it was needed. Convenience in rearrangements and additions was important to compensate for deviations from the forecasts. So long as pressurized
pulp cable in lead sheath was used exclusively, access to the plant was not
easy, and the provisio of extensive extra feeder and distribution cable capacity
was necessary to ensure flexibility. PIC changed this situation dramatically.
With PIC, it became possible to design a simple, unpressurized cable terminal
for aerial cable that gave ready access to every pair in a distribution cable [Fig.
16-14].15 Introduced in 1956 as the 49 type ready access terminal, this device
gave much-needed flexibility to the subscriber network at a time when the
system was growing rapidly.
However, the very flexibility of this terminal and the nature of multiple
plant proved to be somewhat of a problem when party lines were widely
replaced with private lines and universal service came closer to reality. Frequent

Fig. 16-14.

The 49 type ready access terminal, 1956.
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Fig. 16-15. A feeder-distribution interface, 1971. This was
widely used as part of the serving-area concept.

entry into and rearrangements within the terminal produced messy tangles of
wire. The conviction grew that, in the long run, every residence and business
would need its own individual line. Dedicated plant was introduced in 1964
to accomplish this. This concept required new and more substantial interfaces
and terminals, called control and access points. Subsequently, dedicated plant
was replaced by the more flexible so-called permanent plant, which used an
FDI, first introduced in 1971 [Fig. 16-15]. Designed for buried plant, it permitted
rapid connection with short jumpers from any feeder pair to any distribution
pair. The jumpers were equipped with push-on quick-dip connectors, similar
in concept to those used in the 700- and 710-series wire connectors. The first
FDI design was later refined and modified to permit housing of loop electronics
equipment, and a heavy-duty version used binding posts rather than quickclip connectors. New distribution terminals for aerial and buried plant abandoned the ready-access concept and offered preconnected binding posts or
quick-clip connectors for attachment to drop wires and buried service wires
[Fig. 16-16). 16•17
V. EXTENDING RANGE WITHOUT ADDING COPPER

In the 1950s, growth in rural service, which until then had lagged behind
urban growth, began to increase rapidly. This focused attention on the technical
and economic problems of the rural plant. A 1964 loop survey showed that
only 4 percent of all subscriber loops were longer than 40,000 feet, but these
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Fig. 16-16. A small distribution terminal for
buried plant.

were responsible for lS percent of total loop outside-plant investment. Loop
costs increased, not just in proportion to length but even more rapidly, as
heavier gauges and additional equipment were needed. For the longest loops,
only expensive open wire mE't the need. For several years before the 1964
survey and with incr,,!ased emphasis following it, development effort was
directed to solving the prob' em of high-quality service at lower costs on
long loops.
Two major problems were addressed. In most offices, the supervisory range
was still limited to loops of 1300 Q or less. Means were needed so that call
origination, dialing, ringing, and termination could be extended to loops of
much higher resistance. Transmission quality had to be maintained or improved.
Loading was used beyond 18,000 feet, but, for loops above 1600 Q, an active
booster or repeater was needed. A third requirement was implicit. Providing
long-loop services should be i;imple, requiring little if any engineering time.

5.1 Dial-Long-Lines Circuits and Repeaters
The first step was the introduction of dial-long-lines (DLL) plug-in circuitry
at the central office [Fig. 16-17]. In DLL, special sensitive relays detected call
origination (off-hook) and dial pulse signals and transmitted this information
to the switching equipment. At the same time, improved switching equipment
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Fig. 16-17. Dial-long lines (DLL)circuit. The DLL provided central office equipmentto operate
a subscriber loop with a resistance up to 3600 n.

permitted operation with increased line resistance, e.g., 1540 Q fo:r secondgeneration No. 5 crossbar offices and 1600 Q for lESS*, 2ESS, and 3ESS
switching-equipment offices.
Negative impedance repeaters, designed with vacuum tubes, had been used
to a moderate extent for voice amplification on two-wire trunks as early as
1948.18 However, it was not until an all-solid-state version, the E6 repeater,
was introduced in 1959 that their use on long subscriber loops become widespread.19•20
The E6 repeater was often used in conjunction with the DLL circuit
(Fig. 16-18]. The E6 repeater was particularly convenient to use because its
negative-impedance elements were inductively coupled to the ring and tip
leads, allowing DC supervision and 20-Hz ringing currents to pass through.
The E6 repeaters represented substantial progress over earlier vacuum-tube
designs but required very careful adjustment of impedance-matching circuits
to avoid unwanted oscillations (singing).
With the DLL circuits and E6 repeaters, significant savings were realized for
long rural loops, but the administrative difficulties in long-loop design were
many. A DLL unit was needed for loops greater than 1300, 1540, or 1600 n,
depending on the switching machine. Inductive loading was needed for loops
longer than 18,000 feet, and voice amplification was needed beyond 1600 Q
(46,000 feet of No. 22 gauge wire). Essentially, each long loop had to be custom
designed before service could be provided. Changes in the feeder or distribution
plant could require a revamping and redesign of all the long loops involved.
5.2 The Unigauge System
Suburban subscriber-loop networks presented a different problem. Loops
in the suburbs were generally shorter than 50,000 feet, but subscriber density
was higher than in rural areas. Individual-line treatment with DLL circuits and

* Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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E6 repeaters tended to be very expensive, so a new approach, called switched
range/extension, was applied in No. 5 crossbar switching equipment. Long loop
capability was provided in the switching system by wiring the equipment behind
a stage of switching concentration. In this way, the cost was shared among a
number of loops. The use of concentration ratios, typically about thr,~eto one,
reduced the cost of long-loop service significantly [Fig. 16-19]. An added advantage of this scheme was that it was designed for cables with relatively
inexpensive No. 26 gauge wire. The resulting design approach to the subscriberloop network, introduced in 1966, was called the Unigauge sysitem [Fig.
16-20]. The Unigauge system was used to special advantage in new wire centers
where large additions to the cable plant were needed. In existing wire centers
with sizable investments in Nos. 24 and 22 gauge cable, nonstandard design
approaches were needed to supplement Unigauge.
5.3 The Long-Route Design
Unigauge offered an attractive option for the treatment of loops up to 52,000
feet but did not apply to still longer rural loops. In that range, additilonal improvements were needed, together with substantial simplifications in route
engineering. This was accomplished in 1971 with the introduction of the longroute design system. In this concept, all long loops were divided into five resistance zones and a fixed loop design was prescribed for each zone. Administration was greatly simplified and the custom design of each loop was avoided
[Fig. 16-21]. At the heart of the new system was a plug-in unit, caUed range
extender with gain (REG), that combined the features of the DLL circuit and
the E6 repeater but greatly simplified the impedance-matching procedure. Over
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<;15 kft 26 GAUGE
NON LOADED

15-24 kit 26 GAUGE
NON LOADED

24-30 kit 26 GAUGE
88 mH LOAD COILS AT 15 AND 21 kit

15 kit 26 GAUGE+ 0 TO 37 kft 22 GAUGE
88 mH LOADING EVERY 6 kit STARTING AT 15 kit

72VTALK

BATTERY

26 GAUGE BUFFER+ 24, 22,
OR 19GAUGE > 12000HMS
LOOPS LONGER THAN 24 kft LOADED AS ABOVE
(NONSTANDARD ARRANGEMENT)

Fig. 16-20. The Unigauge concept, 1966. The design concept was for No. 2:6gauge wire
in the subscriber loops. Other gauges required a nonstandard No. 26 gauge buffer to avoid
singing of the repeaters.

the years, the REG circuitry was improved until the SA REG was introduced
in 1976 [Fig.16-22]. Itfeaturedcircuitsforautoma.ticgaincontrolandimpedance
matching that eliminated all field adjustments. The repeater was designed to
keep total-loop loss bellow8 dB, a value selected after extensive tests of customer
reaction to various loop designs. Long-route design and REGs were being widely
used by the Bell System companies into the 1980s.21
VI. ACCOMMODATING GROWTH WITHOUT ADDING CABLES

Two additional techniques were explored in the postwar years to reduce
costs and make lines available on demand without installing a great deal of
plant in reserve: line concentration and carrier transmission. Line concentration
relocated part of the switching function closer to customers, with fewer lines
from the central office to the remote concentrator. Carrier transmission placed
multiple voice channels on a single pair of wires. Concentration was almost
universal in the trunk plant, and carrier became common on toll trunks. The
problem was to adapt these techniques to the peculiar environment of the
subscriber loops. The lA line concentrator, introduced in 1962, concentrated
100 subscribers on 20 talking and 2 control trunks. Unfortunately, it did not
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cope well with traffic variations or outdoor locations. The line-concentrator
concept proved to be of limited application except as incorporated into loop
carrier systems. 22
6.1 Loop Carrier Systeims

Until late in the 1970s, trunk carrier systems rarely proved economical compared to voice-frequency lines, for distances of less than 15 to 25 miles. In
addition, the early systems used vacuum tubes with limited service life, which
required occasional maintenance and replacement. Such systems wer,e obviously
ill suited to the loop plarnt.When, in the late 1950s, improved junction transistors
brought increased relia1bility,low power consumption, and low costs, the situation changed dramatically. Even so, the early solid-state Type Pl carrier
system was not successful, even on trunks. It was not until the advent of digital
transmission technology that the potential of solid-state electronics could be
realized in the special environment of the loop plant.
In 1962, digital technology was introduced into the Bell System on a large
scale with the Tl carrier system. The first Tl systems were built with discrete
devices, but, in the later 1960s, integrated circuits with more and more devices
on a single silicon chip appeared. By the late 1960s, integrated circuits and Tl
digital techniques were used to develop the subscriber-loop multiplex (SLM)
and the subscriber-loop carrier (SLC) systems.

6.1.1 DigitalSubscriber-Loop
CarrierSystems
Work on the SLM system started four years before its practical introduction
in 1971. The SLM system used the 1.544-megabit Tl carrier repeatered line
with 24 digital channels, but, with the help of a built-in line concentrator, it
provided access to 80 subscriber lines. It was designed for installation of voice
channels as required on an individual basis at up to six remote tenninals. The
old dream of adding subscriber loops only when and where needed had finally
come true-almost. The moderate concentration ratio and circuitry at the remote
terminals that gave all 80 customers access to any of the 24 digital lines minimized call blocking. With most of the supervisory and signaling functions in
plug-in units serving individual subscriber lines (line packs), the remote-terminal
equipment common to all voice channels was greatly simplified. This lowered
the first cost of the carrier-system installation.
The complete system was divided into four parts: (1) the line concentrator,
(2) the loop-carrier terminal at the central office, (3) the digital line with repeaters
(a Tl line), and (4) a remote terminal [Fig. 16-23]. For flexibility, the remote
terminal could be subdivided irtto as many as six units to be installed in separate
locations. Each unit could serve as many lines as needed, provided the total
did not exceed 80 lines. Each line was served by a line pack thalt acted as a
modulator/demodulator (modem), connected the line to the assigned digital
channel, and performed all line-signaling functions. Extensive monitoring,
alarm, and trouble-shooting circuitry, and provision of a spare digital line to
the central office produced a highly reliable system that could be repaired
quickly with plug-in units. The SLM system performed well wherever it was
installed and proved to be a sound, reliable addition to the loop plant.
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Fig. 16-23. The subscriber loop multiplexer system, 1971.

Rapid advances in digital and integrated-circuit technology subsequently
led to the development of a less expensive and simpler SLC system,, the SLC40, which replaced the SLM system in 1974. Designed for 40 full-time voicefrequency channels transmitted over a single digital line with no concentration,
SLC-40 had a single, compact remote terminal that could be as far as 50 miles
from the central office [Fig. 16-24]. SLC-40 used a delta modulation scheme
that permitted transmission of 40 voice channels over a modified Tl digital
line originally designed for 24 voice channels. Standard repeaters from the Tl
carrier system were used.
The SLC-40 system was a step on the road to widespread loop carrier because
it demonstrated reliable digital transmission over long subscriber loops. However, better testing and maintenance features were needed, and there was a
growing requirement for a variety of special service features not available in
SLC-40. Most importantly, a concept was emerging for a digital subscriber
network employing the standard pulse-code-modulation format, compatible
with the digital trunk network and with the new digital switches then under
development. These considerations led to the development of a new generation
of highly successful digital subscriber-loop carriers, the SLC-96 systems, but
their realization falls beyond the scope of this history. 23
6.1.2 Analog Loop Carrier Systems

Despite their enormous development in the trunk plant, analog carrier systems played a relatively minor role in the loop area. However, one analog
system, the single-channel SLC-1 carrier system, proved attractive because of
its simplicity and low cost. With one carrier channel multiplexed on top of an
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Fig. 16-24. The SLC-40 system remote terminal. The terminal was designed in an
aluminum cabinet for pole mounting.

existing voice channel, it was possible to add a subscriber line with a minimum
of equipment without adding wires and without disturbing the existing baseband voice channel. Such a system came close to the concept of installing a
subscriber line on demand, but it had its limitations. Its range was limited to
distances less than 18,000 feet, where subscriber lines were free from load coils,
since carrier signals could not propagate on loaded transmission lines. But within
its range of application, the single-channel system proved to be economical
and useful.
The SLC-1 system was developed and introduced in 1975. Using integrated
circuits, SLC-1 achieved a combination of high reliability and low cost that
was beyond reach in earlier years. The system consisted of a modem at the
central office and one on the customer premises for the add-on line. Two widely
separated carrier frequencies were used for voice communications to and from
the carrier customer. The customer with the baseband channel was protected
from carrier signals with a low-pass filter. Compandor circuitry limited crosstalk
on the subscriber line [Fig. 16-25]. Ease of installation and low cost made the
SLC-1 system ideal for rapid provision of service on demand. Should digital
service be required at a later date, the system could be easily removed and
used elsewhere. 24
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VII. THE FUTUREOF THE SUBSCRIBER-LOOPNETWORK
It took more than 50 years to advance from multiparty to mostly singleparty service and over 20 years to introduce successful subscriber-loop carrier
systems. From the perspective of the mid-1980s, it seems likely to take less
than 10 years to reach the next stage of technological development: the general
introduction of fiber-optic systems into the loop.
A truly broadband, low-loss, inexpensive, and rugged link betwe,en the central office and the customer premises has been a stumbling block in the way
of many new services. (It was one of the major obstacles to the achievement
of switched person-to-person PICTUREPHONE* visual telephone service in
the 1970s). If, as seems likely, optical fibers prove to be an economical solution
to basic telephone service in many areas, then the door will be opened to a
host of new services, limited not by the costs of special outside plant dedicated
to each service but only by the costs of the service provider and terminals.
Many new and exciting things, such as high-quality face-to-face video and
video conferencing, electronic mail and newspapers, and instant acieessto vast
stores of information, would then be possible. Moreover, these would be available as required at the choice of and at a time convenient to the customer, not
with the time and content selected by a broadcaster. Many of these services

• Service mark of AT&T.
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are already technically possible with existing systems operating at 1.544
megabits per second. Fiber-optic systems will vastly extend the possibilities.
It is relatively simple to add broadband transmission media such as optical
fibers and suitable electronics to the arterial feeder plant. The problem lies in
the lesser paths and the capillaries of house-to-house distribution ..If this link
is short, as in large commercial buildings or high-rise apartments, economical
solutions appear to be available. The broadband link between a feeder distribution interface and a suburban residential customer poses an economic problem
that is under intense study. If the present trend of decreasing cost for improved
fibers and complex electronics continues, the solution should not be far in the
future.
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Chapter 17
Supporting Technology
(1950-1975)
I. COMPONENTS
1.1 Negative-Grid Vacuum Tubes
The development of special, low-power vacuum tubes for high•·frequency
application in the Bell System started in 1934 as part of a research project in

Fig. 17-1.

Western Electric high-performance vacuum tubes, 1939 to 1951.
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the field of radio communications. When the development of the L1 coaxial
system began, it was recognized that similar tubes would be needed but with
somewhat different specific requirements, and some of the effort was directed
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to the special coaxial requirements. By 1939, this work produced the Western
Electric (WE)384A and 386A tubes used in the L1 coaxial amplifiers. h1response
to wartime needs, and building on experience gained with the L1 tub,es, a highgain tube for use in radar intermediate frequency (IF) amplifiers, the 6AK5,
was designed by 1943. (See another volume in this series, Electronicsrechnology
(1925-1975), Chapter 3.) Shortly after World War II, a long-life version of the
6AK5, the WE 408A, was developed in Bell Laboratories for telephone repeater
use. By 1949, an improved version, the WE 404A, was used in the IF amplifiers
of the New York-Boston TDX microwave system and in the first TD2 systems.
Starting at the end of the war, and overlapping the design of the IF tubes, a
new family of tubes, the WE 435A, 436A and 437A, was specially designed
for the 8-MHz 13 coaxial system [Fig. 17-1].1
In all these tubes, leads were made as short as possible and carefully placed
to reduce capacitance and inductance. All excess baggage of mounting bases
was eliminated for the same reason. In earlier tubes, the typical elecb:ode structure consisted of a self-supporting helical grid between a cylindrical cathode
and plate. The postwar tubes featured a planar cathode and parallel-plane grid
geometry. Grids were spaced very close to the cathodes and designed to act as
a uniform potential plane controlling the current, while offering a minimum of
physical obstruction. This objective was approached by winding many turns
of very fine wire on a carefully designed grid frame [Fig. 17-2]. Placing the grid
closer to the cathode increased the undesirable grid-cathode capadtance, but
the transconductance increased more rapidly, resulting in improved performance when designed into a feedback circuit. Designers created both tetrodes
(WE 435A and 436A) for high-gain stages and a triode (WE 437 A) for the
higher-power output stage. The process of close electrode spacing was carried
to a pre-solid-state limit in the design of the experimental 1553 triode, in which
the spacing between the grid and cathode was only 0.0006 inch. The commercial
version of this tube became the WE 416A [Fig. 17-3]. These tubes presented
many mechanical as well as electronic problems to the designers. For example,
in the WE 416A the tungsten grid wires had to be wound with a residual stress
of about one ounce to preserve the geometry when the tube was hot. In the
0.0003-inch-diameter wire, this was equivalent to 200,000 psi, abollltten times
the normal working stress limit in structural steel.2
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1.1.1 Microwave Amplifier Tubes
The first microwave amplifiers in the TDX system were designed around
klystron-type tubes. These were succeeded in TD2 and, in some later 4-GHz
systems, by the highly successful and durable 416A triode. (See Chapter 11,
Section I.) The triode amplifiers met the need, but, with the early versions,
system developers were constrained by their limited power, narrow band, and
the somewhat complex adjustments required in the amplifiers. Looking ahead,
the broad band, high gain, and high power promised by traveling-wave tubes
(TWTs) looked extremely attractive. During the decade following the war, an
intense research effort was devoted to solving the many problems in the way
of realizing a commercial TWT.3 ' 4 Progress was such that a TWT was chosen
for the output amplifier when development started in 1955 on the first 6-GHz
system, THI.
The 5-watt (w) 444A TWT used in THI was successful, but it required
forced-air cooling, was large and heavy because of the need for a magnetic
shield, and was relatively expensive. A much simpler structure was developed
starting in 1962, for a 5-w TWT amplifier for the second generation 4-GHz
system, TD-3. Later TD systems reverted to triode amplifiers when improved
triodes yielded increased power-ultimately 5 w-, at much lower cost than
a TWT. But when active-satellite work started in 1961, the broad band, freedom
from adjustments, and demonstrated long life of traveling-wave tubes left no
serious alternative to their choice as the microwave output amplifier in the
Te/starsatellites [Fig. 17-4 ].5 TWTs were highly successful in satellites and were
used through several generations of design, until they were finally replaced by
solid-state devices in the late 1970s.
A TWT, with its high power, broad band, and stability, was also the only
serious contender for the output amplifier during the development of the singlePOLE
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sideband AM microwave-radio system, AR6A, in the early 1970s. In 1984, it
remained one of the last surviving hot-cathode vacuum tubes in production
for telephone use.

1.2 Transistors and Integrated Circuits
1.2.1

Discrete Devices

A few solid-state devices were used in transmission long before the invention
of the transistor. Galena crystals and other rectifying detectors were used at a
very early date. Copper oxide varistors and silicon point-contact diodes were
used as modulators and detectors in transmission systems by the late 1930s.
With the invention of the transistor in 1947, a wave of excitement went through
the transmission development organizations, but it was to be several years
before transistors presented a serious alternative to the highly developed vacuum tubes.
Transistors were first used in a transmission system in the rural subscriberline Type P carrier, developed and tested in 1954 and 1955. Type P carrier was
not very successful, as much perhaps because of the system concept as because
of the embryonic devices, but, by the late 1950s, highly reliable junction transistors were becoming available at reasonable costs and with valuable properties
unattainable in vacuum tubes. The first time assignment speech interpolation
(TASI) terminals, developed from 1957 to 1960, were all solid state and would
have been completely impractical with vacuum tubes. By 1960, transistorized
amplifiers were fitted into the Type N carrier system as the NlA design, and
the N2 terminals and line-amplifier that followed, designed around transistors
from the outset, provided a substantial improvement in stability, power consumption, and life over the vacuum-tube versions.
The N2 amplifiers used alloy-junction p-n-p germanium transistors in the
first stages and diffused-silicon n-p-n transistors in the output stage [Fig.
17-5]. The epitaxial-silicon output transistors permitted higher operating tern-

Fig. 17-5. The 24-typesilicon transistor
used in the N2 line amplifier with its
heat dissipating mounting socket.
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peratures, allowing highly linear operation over extremely wide ranges of current and voltage swings. Silicon diodes were used in the frequency-frogging
modulators at each repeater, providing greater stability with time and temperature than the copper oxide varistors used in the earlier Nl and NlA repeaters.
The compandor compression and expansion functions in Nl (1950 design)
were realized by variolosser pads using germanium point-contact diodes. With
these devices, the compandor tracking (change in the loss of a drcuit as a
function of speech volume) could deviate by 1 dB or more. While adequate for
manual switching and ordinary voice service, this was unsatisfactory for direct
dialing. In N2, special matched silicon-diode pairs were developed. Originally
these were diffused silicon mesa diodes, but later, planar silicon devices were
developed. With these devices, compandor-tracking deviation was reduced to
less than O.1 dB. The low-current and low-voltage operating biases of the semiconductor devices in N2, coupled with the use of regulated AC/DC converter
power supplies, resulted in power consumption approximately one-fourth that
of the Nl system.
While the N2 carrier design benefited from the advance in transistors, its
needs did not greatly stress the rapidly advancing capabilities of the technology.
In contrast, the L4 coaxial system, with twice the bandwidth and twice as many
amplifiers per route compared to L3, placed extremely difficult requirements
on transistor noise and distortion. Two families of high-frequency, planar silicon
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transistors were developed to meet these needs. The first family consisted of
the 45-type transistors for use in the input stages, featuring low power and
low noise, and the second family, the 46-type, was used for higher power and
low distortion. The transistor chips were encapsulated in packages d1esignedto
minimize parasitic capacitance and lead inductance while providing low thermal
resistance to heat sinks. The remarkable ceramic, beryllium oxide, with its unique
combination of high electrical resistance and high thermal conductivity, was
used in the power transistors. 6
The L4 input transistor, designated 45D, achieved a noise figure {the ratio
of transistor noise to thermal noise) of less than 4 dB by realizing a base resistance under 25 Q through the use of multiple emitter stripes [Fig. 17-6]. A gainbandwidth product of 900 to 1300 MHz was achieved by making the width
of the base approximately 0.5 µm. (The common-base current gain of a transistor, generally denoted as alpha (a), is a function of frequency. Gain bandwidth
is related to the frequency, where a is 0. 707 (-3dB) of its low-frequency value.
It is used as a figure of merit for comparing high-frequency perfomtance.)
Several thousand L4 transistors were subjected to accelerated ag~ng under
conditions of high power and thermal stress. {See Electronics Technology (19251975), Chapter 1.) In these tests, the devices were operated at junction temperatures much higher than those expected in service, in some batches until
the life was only days or hours. From other batches at lower temperatures the
extension in average life was observed, until a projectable relationship of life
versus temperature was established. (With sound devices, life usually increased
exponentially with lowered temperature.) Extrapolation of the data on the L4
devices to the expected junction temperature of 125 degrees C led to a predicted
failure rate of less than 10 FITs (failures in 109 device hours). Failwres at that
rate would correspond to an average device life (mean time between failures)
of more than 10,000 years. Later field experience proved to be consistent with
the extrapolated results.
By the mid-1960s, continued advances in semiconductor devices made a
coaxial system with three times the bandwidth and capacity of the L4 system
appear possible. Analysis of requirements and early experiments made it clear,
however, that the LS repeater would place truly extraordinary requirements
on the transistors. The gain-bandwidth product had to be extended in proportion
to the system bandwidth to 3 GHz. Noise had to be as low as or lower than
that in the L4 system. The most challenging requirement was a reduction in
distortion by a factor of 100 compared to L4, a consequence of the increased
number of channels and halved repeater spacing of the new system.
To meet this need, the device designers produced the 76 and 77-type transistors in six codes, each chosen for a specific purpose, such as low noise or
low distortion. 7 The 3-GHz gain-bandwidth cutoff was realized by keeping
current densities low and reducing the base width to a nominal 0.27 µm. Noise
and distortion objectives were met by using an interdigitated base-emitter
structure, with a heavily-doped base grid that minimized resistance to a peripheral metal contact. The noise figure was only 2.4 dB at normall operating
current. The structure permitted the fairly large total current necessary for low
distortion, while keeping the current densities low enough to meet bandwidth
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The interdigitated structure LS transistors.

and noise objectives. A novel method of computer modeling was vital to the
low-distortion performance (Fig. 17-7].
Device designers had developed computer models that gave a highly accurate
prediction of the characteristics and related them to the way in which the
transistor was made, that is, the gradation of dopants that defined the base,
collector, and emitter. 8 Circuit designers also had computer models based on
external measurements of the devices that predicted the distortion with various
source and load impeda1ncesand as a function of bias voltage and current. Use
of the models made it possible to carry out simulated experiments on a computer,
which would have been impossible in the laboratory. Combining the models
provided insights not available from either alone and resulted in the design of
transistors, starting with the materials and processes, that gave optimum performance in the final circuits.9
1.2.2 HybridIntegratedCircuits

By the late 1960s, the performance potential and small size of the new
devices was best realized when they were assembled as hybrid integrated circuits
(HICs). HICs were vital in critical circuits, such as the A6 channel. bank and
LS repeater. HICs consisted of the solid state devices, tantalum thin-film con-
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Fig. 17-8. Bottom, The A6 modem unit. The raised outline of the circuit board, top, shows
the two hybrid integrated circuits (turned face up).

ductors, resistors, and some low-value capacitors on an alumina ceramic substrate. The patterns were defined with precision by photolithographic techniques, giving extremely close control of placement and coupling between circuits. Larger capacitors, discrete transistors, and beam-leaded small-scale silicon
integrated circuits were appliqued via precisely located mounting holes or con-

Fig. 17-9.

A microwave integrated space-diversity switch.
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nector pads. These compact subsystems allowed for simpler and smaller printedwiring boards as the next level of assembly [Fig. 17-8).10
Some of these concepts and techniques were carried into microwave systems,
where filters, hybrids, and directional couplers were realized by photolithography in so-called strip-line circuits. These were combined with drculators,
modulators, and other waveguide components to form microwave integrated
circuits [Fig. 17-9].
II. MEASUREMENTS (1945-1975)

2.1 Transmission-Measuring Sets

In the years from 1945 to 1960, the development of transmission measurements continued along the lines of increased frequency range and improved
accuracy. As systems extended to higher frequencies and became more complex,
the volume of measurements and amount of time devoted to making them
became a major factor in the total development effort. The measurilng-set designers responded by providing greatly increased convenience, flexibility, and
speed, as well as extended range and better accuracy. By 1949, a direct-reading
transmission-measuring set (TMS) was available with an accuracy of 0.05 dB
and 0.25 degree for the range up to 3.6 MHz. 11 Within a year or so,, the range
was extended to 20 MHz and the accuracy improved to 0.02 dB and 0.1 degree
to meet the needs of the 8.3-MHz L3 coaxial system. Measurements on these
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sets used the so-called IF substitution method, in which the standard for comparison was always at a fixed intermediate frequency [Fig. 17-10].
The early direct-reading TMSs required the measuring circuits to be stable
over the period during which measurements were taken, typically one-half
hour or more. To avoid drifts associated with warm-up, test sets were often
powered 24 hours a day. Even so, changes over the measuring-time interval
often set the limit on accuracy. A major step to eliminate this problem was the
development of the rapid-comparison technique in 1951.12 This technique,
sometimes referred to as the microbe! technique, was one in which 1:hedevice
or circuit under test and the transmission standard were rapidly interchanged,
thus eliminating drifts in circuitry common to both positions of the comparison
switches. The switches were usually driven by a 60-Hz AC power source so
that comparisons between the transmission through the device under test and
the standard were made 60 times a second. (For very narrow-band or lowfrequency measurements, lower comparison rates were used.) Any difference
between the two was readily detected as an AC signal that could be nulled by
adjusting the standard until the set was in balance. This highly useful principle
was first applied in a transmission test set to measure residual misalignment
in sections of the L3 coaxial-cable system [Fig. 17-11]. Accuracy of about 0.01
percent (0.001 dB) was achieved over a frequency range from 0.05 to 8.3 MHz.
Further benefit from the rapid-comparison technique was realized in later sys.terns, where the common-path circuitry included frequency translations, or
could include a long length of cable with its inherent phase instability.
The basic architecture of new TMSs was essentially unchanged through the
1950s. Development effort was concentrated on extension of the frequency
range, reduction of instrument residuals so that measurements would be easier
to make, and provision of direct reading without changes of scale or ranges.
)(

$

X

)(

7 MILES Of
COAXIAL
CA!ILE

REPEATER
UNDER HST

Fig. 17-11. Block diagram of the rapid comparison (microbe!) measuring circuit. The switches
alternated between the unknown X and the standard (S) 60 times a second. Th,e difference
output was adjusted to zero by an automatic balancing mechanism. (Slonczewski, Elec.Eng.
73 (1954): 346.]
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Transmission measurements were usually made at line impedances of 75 Q for
coaxial cable or a few hundred ohms for pairs. Most two-terminal impedance
measurements continu,ed to be made on bridges customized for the impedance
and frequency range. However, the improved accuracy and convenience of the
transmission sets made it practical to measure impedance over a considerable
range of values by measuring the effect of two-terminal devices on through
transmission [Fig. 17-12). By 1960, the features of IF substitution, rapid comparison, convenient measurement of impedance, and even the determination
of transistor parameters were combined in a test set with an accuracy of 0 .1
dB and 0.5 degree over the frequency range from 5 to 250 MHz [Fig. 17-13).13
In another development, the frequency accuracy of the signal source was
made to approach that of a crystal standard, and accuracy in phase measurement
was improved to 0.01 degree by the use of counting techniques. Phase was
determined by the measurement of the time intervals between zero crossings
at a fixed intermediate frequency; loss accuracy was improved by a technique
for close control of signal levels in the test set. 14
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2.1.1 Computer-Operated
Transmission-Measuring
Set
For all this, precise transmission measurements remained a tedious and highly
repetitive process that cried for automation. In 1961, a test set using extensive
hard-wired logic was developed in which fully automatic transmission measurements from 20 Hz to 20 kHz could be made at a speed 30 times that
possible with manual measuring sets. 15 This set demonstrated convincingly the
practicality of automated measurements. The next step was to place the operation under the control of a minicomputer of the type that was beginning to
appear in the 1960s. This advance was facilitated by the development of components, such as frequency synthesizers for signal sources, that could be controlled by computer-driven circuitry. (The test-set development group at this
time was under the direction of S. Doba, who forced the advance of the art
with two decrees: only solid-state designs would be pursued, and all new general-purpose measuring sets were to be computer controlled.)
The linking of a computer to a measuring set was undoubtedly lthe most
significant development in transmission measuring capabilities of the 1960s.
With a computer-controlled set, it became possible to make large numbers of
measurements over extensive ranges of frequency and gain or loss, correct
potential instrument errors, speed up operation, and generate data in desired
formats. The effects of this approach were profound. (1) Transmission measurements provided both transmission and impedance measurements from a
single connection. Two-port characterizations could be converted by the computer from the measured parameters to any other convenient set in a few
seconds. (2) The computer could be used to make several measurements under
the same conditions and average them. The number of measurements made
could be controlled according to the dispersion (derived from the measmements
and calculated by the computer) to provide specified confidence limits in the
result. The dispersion could be provided along with the mean value. (3) A
network or circuit could be evaluated according to a complex figure of merit,
such as the root-mean-square misalignment that a coaxial repeater would produce when connected to a nominal cable section. 16
- A computer-operated TMS (COTMS) was developed in the mid-1960s and
put into full-time operation in 1967. COTMS measured loss, gain, an.d phase
and calculated delay, impedance, and all two-port parameters over the range
from 50 Hz to 250 MHz (later to 1 GHz) with an accuracy of 0.001 dB and
0.01 degree [Fig. 17-14]. It measured at speeds over 300 times faster than the
best earlier manual test sets and furnished data in user-desired formats. Even
with (or perhaps because of) the increased speed and convenience of the
COTMS, use of one set exceeded 700 hours per month on several occasions.
Clearly, the new set did not merely expedite measurements that would have
been time-consuming with earlier equipment; it made possible measurements
and characterization programs that could not have been contemplab~d before
it existed. 17
Until the appearance of the computer-controlled sets, system desibrnershad
accepted, almost as part of the natural order of things, that their ability to
measure would lag behind their ability to design or even lag behind what was
really needed. With COTMS, perhaps for the first time since the start of electrical
communications, the ability to measure was in advance of the need.
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2.1.2 MicrowaveAppliquesfor COTMS
Appliques for COTMS were developed to extend the frequency range of
measurements into the microwave ranges from 0.9 to 4.2 GHz, 3.7 to 12.5
GHz, and 17.5 to 19.5 GHz [Fig. 17-15).18 In these ranges, the accuracy was
0.005 dB and 0.04 degree. The rapid-comparison circuit, which made all of the
frequency-conversion circuitry common mode, was essential to the successful
operation of the microwave adjuncts. Computer control was also applied to
transmission measurements in the frequency range from 40 to 110 GHz of the
millimeter-waveguide system. (See Chapter 20.) In this frequency range, accuracy requirements were less severe, but offsetting this, the signal sources and
detection techniques were less well-adapted to computer control. Despite this,
computer operation provided rapid-transmission measurements to accuracies
of 0.01 dB.

2.1.3 Swept Measurements-Mini-COTMS
Following the success of the first computer-controlled measuring set, computer control was applied to a number of follow-on designs. The later measuring
sets took two main forms: point-by-point sets, which provided the besltaccuracy
but which, at least by the new standards, tended to be slow; and scanning sets,
which swept the signal through a frequency range and could measure and
display transmission over the complete range rapidly and repetitively but with
reduced accuracy. The scanning sets were often used to adjust networks to
their best adjustment state, and the point-by-point sets were used to verify
that a network met an exacting specification. A computer-operated sweeper,
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dubbed mini-COTMS, which was introduced in the early 1970s, had the very
high speed and display of a scanner, yet could trade speed for accuracy to
obtain high predsion. 19 This high-speed set operated over the range from 100
Hz to 2000 MHz with an accuracy of 0.01 dB and 0.05 degree. The set could
also display transmission and impedance parameters simultaneously in those
cases where networks had to be adjusted to meet simultaneous requirements
on both parameters.
2.2 Impedance Bridges
The development of impedance measurements at Bell Laboratories proceeded
along parallel but separate lines with the development of transmission measurements. Requirements for measurements associated with a new system development often resulted in a joint request for a new transmission measuring
set and new impedance measurements, usually by bridges.
Early improvements in impedance measurements were in the areas of calibration methods and in bridge analysis and design. In the years after 1925,
over 200 varieties of bridges were developed, each operating over a restricted
frequency and impedance range for best accuracy and designed to be direct
reading and convenient to use within that range. Many of these britdges were
designed to meet special needs. For example, one bridge, important in the
vacuum-tube era, used a complex double-Y network of unusual form and was
capable of measuring direct capacitance smaller than 0.00001 pf at ,465 kHz. 20
Another bridge, which operated up to 10 MHz, used novel conductance standards and a sensitive phase detector to measure the dissipation factor of polyethylene insulation to an accuracy of one part per million. This measurement
was of basic importance in submarine-cable structures with their solid-polyethylene dielectric. 21 With the variety and large number of bridges used by Bell
Laboratories and Western Electric, it was necessary to have capacitance and
inductance standards to check the accuracy of individual bridges. Calibration
of standards was done at Bell Laboratories because the National Bureau of
Standards did not provide calibrations with sufficient accuracy over most of
the range of impedance and frequency.

2.2.1 Computer-Controlled
Bridge
As they had in transmission measurements, digital computers provided .a
major advance in bridge measurements. By coupling a computer to the most
advanced equipment structure in the computer-operated Z/Y bridge (COZY),
both the orerating frequency range (200 Hz to 30 MHz) and the impedance
range (10- to 109 ohms) exceeded those of most previous Bell Laboratories
manual bridges taken collectively. The bridge had a single set of terminals for
the entire range [Fig. 17-16 ].22 In operation COZY would make a quick estimate
of the impedance of the device under test by a transmission measurement and
then would switch into the bridge configuration most suitable for the measurement. The system had stored corrections for the admittance standards and
for any bridge parasitics that affected accuracy. The needed computaltions were
made quickly and accurately by the system computer.
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Computer-operated Z/Y bridge (COZY), 1975.

Control of the complex measurement process was practical only in an automatic system. Overall accuracy was about 0.05 percent, equal to or better
than the best results available on most manual bridges, and with measurement
speeds about 50 times greater.

2.3 General Purpose Measurements-Summary

If transmission measurements are considered from the point of view of accuracy and highest operating frequency, the trend to increased accuracy and
increased operating frequencies is apparent. Accuracy penalties were paid when
higher frequencies were reached, then improved as techniques w1erefurther
developed [Fig. 17-17]. The impact of COTMS on wide-frequency coverage
along with best achievable accuracy is clear.
The problem of wide-frequency coverage for two-terminal impedance measurements in bridges was more acute, since the bridge standards hadl to operate
at the test frequency. As the ne,ed grew for impedance measurements at higher
frequencies, special bridge designs were made to provide the needed range
with accuracies in the range from 0.1 to 1 percent. The computer-operated
impedance/admittance (Z/Y) bridge provided the means for wide-frequency
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coverage along with best available accuracy (Fig. 17-18]. Automatic operation
was especially needed in the case of bridges to provide the complex control,
massive storage of calibration data, automatic checking of calibration standards,
and the complex calculations required to transform a group of measurements
to the value assigned to the device under test.
When a preproduction version of a new system was tested in the field,
measuring equipment was needed to verify that the trial equipment met the
design intent. This usually involved shipping to the field measuring equipment
with performance as close to laboratory standards as possible. Later, when
systems were in regular service, field measuring sets were needed for maintenance. It was necessary, for example, to adjust equipment that drifted with
time and to check performance after a repair. The design of suitable field test
equipment was an essential part of the development of almost all new transmission systems. A succession of increasingly accurate, convenient, and compact
measuring sets were produced. These made use of the latest laboratory measuring techniques in equipment packaged and ruggedized for the field environment. 23,24,2s
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2.4 Specialized Measu1:ement~1-Microwave Radio

The measuring equipment described in the preceding sections was of a general nature and was usually applied to a wide range of system developments.
When a new system in a new frequency band was introduced, suitable test
equipment generally did not exist or, if it did, it was usually inadequate to carry
the development very far. Rudimentary microwave measuring equipment had
been developed during the prewar research phase, and extended somewhat
during the wartime radair work, but when development started on the postwar
microwave radio-relay systems, test equipment for laboratory development
was inadequate, and equipment suitable for maintaining systems in the field
was nonexistent. System developers had to design field-test equipment as well
as new laboratory facilities. It was an exceptional, but by no means the only,
instance of the need for new systems-oriented test sets.

2.4.1 PowerSources
Any measurement must start with a signal source. For microwave test purposes, klystrons designed during the war became the first signal sources for
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microwave power in the range of 100 mw. These tubes could be tuned over
about a IO-percent band by mechanically altering the cavity dimensions. Fine
tuning over a few megahertz was possible by changing the DC repeller voltage.
Power could be measured to about ±0.1 dB at 1 mw by heating a thE!rmocouple,
thermistor, or bolometer in a bridge circuit.

2.4.2 Radio-Frequency
Sweepers
Point-by-point measurements on waveguide components using a combination of mechanical and electrical tuning was stupefyingly slow. When a lowfrequency voltage was applied to the repeller of a klystron, the freqiu.encycould
be swept over a range of one percent or so. This, together with a suitable
detector and oscilloscope display, made possible the rapid examination of filters,
networks, and amplifiers over at least this limited range. Accura1cywas not
very high, but critical points could be tested more accurately by stopping the
sweep and reverting to a single frequency comparison.
By 1953, a sweeper for the 4-GHz band, in which a ceramic vane was
rotated by a motor in a tuning cavity, provided a wider-frequency range and
more uniform output. This was incorporated in a commercial unit widely deployed throughout the system, a number of which remained in service till 1975
and later. A second radio-frequency (RF) sweeper design used the moving-coil
element of a loudspeaker to drive a vane in a microwave cavity. Simillarsweepers
were developed for the 6-GHz band. The development of ferrite microwave
variolossers in the mid-1950s provided an automatic level control that maintained the output constant to ±0.1 dB over the 30-MHz band of a TH system
channel at 6 GHz. 26
In later years, general trade sources designed RF sweepers for extremely
wide bands using backward-wave oscillators and, by the mid-1970s, multiband
solid-state sweepers were available with electronic tuning. These had excellent
voltage-frequency linearity and permitted precise measurements in a short time.
Output was held constant within ±0.3 dB over a to-percent band compared
to ±0.5 dB over only a I-percent band in the first 4-GHz sweepers.

2.4.3 IF Sweepers
An early IF sweeper was realized by mixing the output of a fixed-frequency
klystron with the swept output of a second klystron. A swept band of about
20 MHz centered at 70 MHz was achieved for the TD2 development by this
means. Another IF (70-MHz) sweeper was built using loudspeaker coil action
to vary the capacitance controlling a conventional oscillator. For the THI system,
the IF sweeper was all electronic (no moving parts). The frequency was varied
by changing the current, and hence the inductance, in a saturable reactor in
an otherwise conventional feedback oscillator. Output was maintained at a
constant level by an automatic level-control circuit. This successful mid-1950s
design was updated and used in the 92A field test set for TD3 and TH3 in the
late 1960s.

2.4.4 FrequencyMeasurement
From the early prewar research work to the mid-1950s, microwave frequencies were measured by adjustable cavities coupled into the waveguide
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circuits. At its resonancei, the cavity produced a dip in the transmission that
was visible on a detector or sweeper trace. Originally, the cavity size was controlled by conventional micrometer barrels, requiring a calibration chart to determine the frequency. The early cavities were limited to an accuracy of 1 to 2
MHz in the 4-GHz band. Later cavities were improved in sharpness (higher
Q) by better designs and gold plating to reduce dissipation. They were made
insensitive to temperature by machining them from invar and were direct reading in frequency. The early 92A field-test sets used the improved cavity meters.
By the 1960s, electronic counters, with a very precise clock and time base were
adapted for microwave :measurements. With these devices, measur,ements to
within a few hertz at multigigahertz frequencies became simple.
2.4.5 Base-bandTesting-Noise Loading

Conventional point-by-point or sweeper measurements from Oto 10 MHz
were used to measure the base--band response of radio systems. The system
response to a square-wave input provided a quick indication of low-frequency
response, important for the video transmission that motivated so much of the
early microwave-system work. Multitone intermodulation measurements were
made with equipment specifically designed for the purpose, but Bell Laboratories
radio-development engineers pioneered in the use of noise loading as a means
of simulating a broad band of telephone signals and in measuring the amount
of intermodulation resuliting.
A broad, flat band of therm.al noise was applied to the transmitter input
from a high-gain video amplifier with a resistor terminating its input. The band
of the applied noise was limited by filters, and one or more band-reject filters
eliminated the applied noise from selected portions of the signal spectrum. At
the receiving end, band-pass filters eliminated all the received noise except in
the cleared frequency slot or slots in which no noise signal had been applied.
The received-noise level in the s,elected slot was therefore due to the1mal noise
arising in the system at that frequency and to intermodulation from the appliednoise signal in other parlts of thEiband [Fig. 17-19]. By varying the leivelof the
applied noise and thus changing the intermodulation noise, both components
could be determined to ain accuracy of 1 dB or so. The noise signal was related
to an equivalent multichannel !telephone load by the analysis developed by
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W. R. Bennett in the late 1930s. (See Chapter 8.) Noise loading became an
industry-wide technique and was applied to cable as well as radio systems.
Gas-discharge tubes (fluorescent lamps) mounted in waveguide were also used
as microwave-noise sources.

2.4.6 Measurements
for Television
In addition to the basic measurements of power, frequency, transmission
response, and linearity, a number of measurement techniques were developed
to determine how well transmission systems met the special needs of television.
As in all picture transmission, the relative delay as well as the amplitude response was important at all signal frequencies. Two-frequency-swept techniques
were devised to measure envelope-delay distortion rapidly. The c:olor information in the NTSC color-television signal is conveyed by the amplitude and
phase of a 3.58-MHz subcarrier, and these are assumed to be unaffected by
the content of the luminance signal. When transmitting color televisilonbecame
important, it was necessary to measure the sensitivity of the subcarrier to total
signal amplitude. A number of test sets were developed to measure amplitudeto-phase conversion and differential gain and phase.
Finally, echoes are important in television transmission. In microwave-radio
systems, it was possible to discriminate between signals entering the system
and those returned from a reflecting point by using waveguide hybrids and
directional couplers. By these means, it was possible to construct time-domain
reflectometers for echo measurements. These were especially important for the
development of waveguide channel-combining networks and antenna feeds
in conjunction with long waveguide runs.
III. NETWORK DESIGN (1945-1975)
3.1 Analysis and Synthesis

During World War II and in the years immediately following, network design
(network in the sense of filters, equalizers, and the like) continued to advance
along the lines initiated in the late 1930s. Better measurements and better
components contributed to the closer realization of desired chara,:teristics in
smaller and less expensive networks. The introduction of ferrite-core inductors
in the early 1950s in particular eliminated bulky air-core coils except at the
highest frequency. There were refinements in synthesis methods by H. Bode,
S. Darlington, and others, especially valuable in the design of networks for
feedback amplifiers. Most filters and equalizers continued to be realized by
assembling complex networks from simpler building blocks. Designing on an
image-impedance basis was still a widely used technique.
3.1.1

Computations

There was probably no field of communications development in which numerical analysis played a larger role than in network design. The preliminary
synthesis, based on the cascaded building-block method, was painstakingly
analyzed with the use of desk-top mechanical calculators. The analysis of any
but the most simple networks often required many hours or even days. More
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complex methods of synthesis, or attempts to optimize designs by varying
components, multiplied the computations required and quickly exhausted the
capacity to carry them out. What was finally accepted was often determined
more by running out of time for computation than by a conviction that the
best possible result had been reached. The more efficient networks and the
improved performance promised by Darlington's insertion-loss method required
computational capabilities far beyond what was possible with such manual
methods. 27

3.1.2 Application of Computers
Following the early work of G. R. Stibitz, Bell Laboratories engineers designed
a number of relay computers for military applications during World War Il.28
After the war, they completed their work in that field by building the relay
computer, Mark 6, especially for use in network design [Fig. 17-20). 29 By later
standards, the Mark 6, with its relays, punched-paper tape, and only 12 storage
registers, was slow, limited, and cumbersome, but it was a great step forward
over desk calculators. It had the capacity of dozens of human operators, and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 17-20. The relay-based Mark 6 digital computer for network analysis. (a) The control
panel for programming operation. (b) The storage register bay.
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it was tireless. As it clicked away, day and night, automatically calling up
subroutines as needed, it was a harbinger of things to come. It was used from
1949 to 1956 largely on network analysis. It did not change the basic iterative
flow of the design process, but it did permit a greatly increased volume of
rapid, accurate calculations and thereby widened the horizons of the network
designers in searching for more nearly optimum responses to the demands of
the system designer.
When the first commercial electronic digital computers became aivailable in
the mid-1950s, they were immediately seized upon by the network designers.
Of the first two IBM 650 computers acquired by Bell Laboratories, one was
dedicated full-time to transmission-network design tasks. The greater speed,
data-storage capacity, and versatility permitted programmers to use approaches
previously not feasible. The new computers were able to perform some of the
iterative procedures automatically, making it possible to apply them to optimization programs. Design approaches like Darlington's insertion-loss synthesis
began to be economically feasible. A new day in network synthesis had arrived.
The major advances in network design technology now were made in programming and software design, rather than in new mathematical understanding
of the properties of reactive networks.
3.1.3 Potential Analogue

Designers still got the ball rolling by drawing on their experience and knowledge of network properties to propose a configuration and the initial values
on which the analytical power of the computers could be exercised. Darlington's
1951 paper on the potential analogue was of assistance at the conceptual stage. 30
The potential-analogue method was based on a parallel, first not•~d by Bode
and developed by Darlington, between network performance as a function of
the location of the zeros and poles of the analytic function in the complexfrequency plane, and the potentials that would result from similarly located
electric charges in a physical plane. This enabled a designer's insight into electricfield properties to be applied to network synthesis and opened a bagful of
mathematical tricks useful in network synthesis. Even so, programming of
computers moved into the main arena.
3.1.4 Optimization

In 1956, a network-optimization technique was devised in which a computer
was used to reduce the difference between a desired and realized (calculated)
transmission characteristic by searching for a least-squares minimum of the
residues. It was also applicable to the successive steps in realization, from the
analysis leading to a paper design, to the realization of a lab model, and to the
production and adjustment of a factory product; each step was amenable to
computer assistance [Fig. 17-21].31 About the same time, the new computers
were programmed to synthesize a limited class of equiripphi so-called
Tchebycheff filters following the insertion-loss methods first described by
Darlington. 32
For networks of any complexity, however, even the new computers required
long and expensive running time on many of the problems. There was much
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TheoryCT-3 (1956): 225.]

room for ingenious simplifications that allowed the realization of adequate
designs with much less compUltation. In the early 1960s, several synthesisprogram packages were devised to arrive at near-optimum results more rapidly,
some of which did not even require the designer to start with a proposed
topology. In these packages, th,~computer started with only the basic performance objectives and synthesized a network to meet them by selecting basic
network modules whos1~characteristics were stored within it, essentially following the procedures described by Darlington in 1939.33 •34
The synthesis programs did not take the designers out of the process. A
computer could only arrive at a solution that was best according to criteria laid
down by the designer-programmer, and the designer often was not sure what
those criteria should be. The question of what was best or adequate was still
largely a matter of judgment. By making a number of designs meeting somewhat
different criteria readily a1vailab1Ei,
the synthesis programs permitted the network
and system designers to collabo:ratein finding really optimum designs, considering system tradeoffs, and the ia!conomicsof manufacture, as well as network
performance.
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By 1975, computers played a dominant role in every phase network design.
Synthesis, analysis, and optimization were all linked together in the computer.
Typically, the designers used interactive graphic displays and control terminals
to direct their machines so they could very quickly execute and review many
alternative designs.
3.1.5

ToleranceAnalysis

Once a design had been determined, computers were used to calculate the
expected variation in the manufactured product. Analytic methods could be
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used in some cases, but :simulationmethods permitted the study of more complex designs by using tolerance-,malysis programs. In these programs, the computer selected the value of each component at random from a number of "bins"
representing the expected range of value for that component, thus simulating
the actual process of component selection and assembly in manufacture [Fig.
17-22]. The resulting spread of calculated transmission performance made it
possible to specify mor1!soundly based test limits than had previously been
possible. The process also could be used in reverse to identify components on
which tighter limits might be required to meet a needed overall performance.
The use of computer-controlled and -analyzed measurements to characterize
the devices as a prelude to tolerance analysis was a closely related activity.35
3.2 Crystal Filters and Synthetic Quartz

Crystal filters continued to be extremely important components in analog
systems. Spurred by the development of the monolithic filter (see Chapter 15)
and using the modern synthesis and analysis programs, designers produced a
discrete crystal-resonator filter design meeting the group-frequency channelselection requirements in an exh·emely small package. The new filter was somewhat larger than the monolithic version, but only 1/lO0th the size of the
original 1938 channel fillter.36
3.2.1 SyntheticQuartz

The technology of the:material for quartz crystals evolved in a dramatic way
in the postwar years. Natural quartz, silicon dioxide, is an abundant mineral
found practically everywhere on earth, but large natural crystals of electronic
grade are relatively rare. The primary known sources were in Brazil. During
World War II, when the demand for crystal units grew from a few thousand
to millions per year, the dependence on a foreign source became a matter of
concern. Following the war, B,~llLaboratories devoted a sustained effort to
grow quartz of the required quality in the laboratory. From this effort, a highpressure growing technique, the hydrothermal process, was developed. 37 •38
In the hydrothermal process, small pieces of natural quartz, too small to be
of value as electronic quartz, were placed in a pressure vessel in an alkaline
solution of sodium hydroxide. Seeds of natural quartz of a size and orientation
appropriate to the desir,ed finished crystal were suspended in the upper part
of the vessel. The alkaline bath was heated to 750 degrees F at a pressure of
25,000 to 30,000 psi, w:ith the temperature at the seeds about 100 degrees F
lower. At these temperatures and pressures, the solution slowly dissolved the
small pieces of quartz in the bottom of the vessel and saturated the solution.
Through convection, the solution was transported to the top part of the container, where, at the lower temperature, the solution was supersaturated and
would deposit the dissolved quartz on the seeds. By this process, large crystals
of excellent quality were produced in a growing period of three weeks. Laboratory crystals were being grown by the late 1950s, and in December 1960,
mass production of man-made quartz crystals started in the Westem Electric
works at Merrimack Valley, Massachusetts [Fig. 17-23].
As part of the synth,etic-quartz program, an elaborate system of test and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17-23. The production of synthetic quartz crystals. (a) Pilot plant vessel for growing
synthetic quartz. (b) Quartz crystals grown at the Western Electric Merrimack Valley works.

analysis was developed. The understanding of the composition and structure
of quartz gained from this and earlier research paid off in the rnid-1970s. Up
until 1975, the Bell System still depended on Brazil for the small pieces of
nutrient quartz. In that year, Brazil first placed an embargo and then an export
tax on the material that increased its cost by a factor of ten. (This was only a
year or so after OPEC's first oil embargo and price escalation. The lessons of
pricing a scarce natural commodity were quickly learned.) With the knowledge
and test methods gained over 20 years, little difficulty was encountered in
locating more than 20 sources of suitable material in the United States and
Canada. Since 1975, all nutrient quartz has been from North American sources,
with no detectable difference in the finished product.
3.3 Active Filters

Despite their usefulness and advances after the war in the technology of
their realization, inductors remained something of a nuisance. This was espe-
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Fig. 17-24.

A 98-kHz active channel filter, 1954.

cially true at low frequencies, where they become bulky and lossy. From the
work of Bode and others, designers were aware as early as the 1930s that
network functions requiring inductors could be synthesized, at least on paper,
from resistors, capacitors, and active devices. In 1948, R. L. Dietzold described
an active-filter synthesis scheme that placed resistors and capacitors in the
feedback path of an amplifier. 39 However, it was not until transistors became
plentiful, stable, and inexpensive that active filtering became more than an
interesting concept. In 1953, J. T. Bangert published a comprehensive paper
showing how transistors cou:td be used in networks to eliminate inductors in
filters to produce envelope delay structures with zero loss and to invert the
impedance of reactive netwo:cks.40 Models were built to show how transistors
could be used to produce a miniature filter even when coupled with small,
normally lossy, coils [Fig. 17-24].
3.3.1 Negative-ImpedanceConverters

One of the first synthesis techniques used to realize active networks was
the negative-impedance converter (NIC). 41 Network designers were still wary
of active devices. NICs were a popular element in early active-filter research,
since an impedance could be realized by standard techniques and then its
negative realized by interposing a simple one- or two-transistor inverter. Theorists showed how any resistance-inductance-capacitance impedance could be
realized with only resistors and capacitors and just one NIC. 42 ' 43 But NIC active
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filters were inherently sensitive to element variations because they d,epended
on the differences of functions. Small changes in element values could cause
large changes in response.

3.3.2 OperationalAmplifiers
Various techniques were proposed to reduce sensitivity, the most fruitful of
which involved the use of an operational amplifier (op amp), an active circuit
component that was highly developed in analog computers following World
War II. The first op amps were simple active circuits, often a single vacuum
tube or transistor, with a great deal of feedback, that could be configured as
integrators, summers, and inverters to realize linear transfer functions. In its
vacuum-tube form, the op amp was large and expensive, but its descendant,
the integrated-circuit op amp, was both small and inexpensive. By the mid1960s, Bell Laboratories was building active filters in hybrid integrateid-circuit
form using silicon operational amplifiers and thin-film components. 44 An intensive joint effort in the systems and device areas resulted in a family of
devices specially suited to the application. In the late 1960s, designers using
these began to fashion elementary active units from which more complex functions could be assembled. The design approach used standard second- or thirdorder active networks as building blocks to construct higher-order filters. The
basic unit could be used in many different active filters, increasing the total
production volume and thus reducing unit costs.
The search for a less sensitive, high-production-volume building-block approach to active filters led in 1967 and 1968 to the biquad. 45 •46 This unit used
up to four operational amplifiers for the realization of a second-order transfer
function [Fig. 17-25]. Further developments led to multiple-input and singleamplifier biquads. 47 In one design, the single-amplifier biquad was realized as
an array of thin-film capacitors and laser-trimmable resistors, the standard
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Fig. 17-26. Hybrid integrated circuit realization of the 03
active voice frequency filter, 1972.

tantalum active resonator (STAR). This design was used in multifrequency and
Touch-Tone signaling receivers designed in 1973 and 1974.
While the building-block approach was convenient for many applications,
for systems in large production a custom design was preferred to optimize the
performance and minimize the cost. The voice-frequency transmit and receive
filters for the 1972 D3 pulse-code modulation (PCM) channel bank were the
first active filters to be manufactured in large quantities (several hundred thousand). They were fifth-order active filters that used just two operational amplifiers. Each filter was realized on one thin-film substrate (Fig. 17-26]. 48
The success of active filters was such that by 1975, most filters for use below
50 kHz were being realized in active form. Besides their widespread use in
filters, active-circuit topologies also provided convenient and highly flexible
realizations for a variety of other network applications. The ability to adjust
an active resistance-capacitance structure by changing only the resistance was
especially attractive for applications in equalizers. By the 1970s, active loss and
delay equalizers were being used to equalize carrier facilities in private-line
data systems. 49
IV. SYSTEM DESIGN (1945-1975)

By the time the first FM radio systems and second-generation coaxial system
(L3) had been designed in the early 1950s, the principles of analog transmission-
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Fig. 17-27. Typical noise budget tree for a microwave radio system, 191'0.

system design were pretty well understood and had been codified.5°Customerto-customer telephone channel-performance objectives were translated to
transmission-system requirements, with appropriate allocation to station sets,
local loops, and trunks. For telephony, broadband system designers had little
difficulty providing channels of the required bandwidth and transmission uniformity. System design was usually focused on meeting signal-to-noise requirements. The approach was based on the understanding of the sources and
accumulation of random noise and the generation and addition of intermodulation products due to nonlinearities. In radio systems, an additional allowance was made for intersystem interference, which often limited the minimum
angle between routes, and hence the number of routes that could converge on
a city. For each new system, a noise-allocation budget was established in which
the contribution that could be accepted from each system component was defined. This budget included all types of impairment. As a development progressed, and components were realized and tested, adjustments and trade-offs
were made within the constraints of the overall budget [Fig. 17-27].
4.1 Computation and Optimization
In the early postwar years, the determination of system performance was
aided by generalized charts and tables that could be entered according to the
specific parameters of the system considered. However, there was much additional calculation by slide rule or by desk calculators. Trial designs had to be
verified by laboratory measurement or one or more field tests. As the various
parts of a system were necessarily developed in parallel, it was often difficult
or even impossible to change performance allocations late in the development
cycle. Convergence depended a great deal on the experience and judgment of
the designers. Significant margins were built in to cover differences between
the anticipated and realized performance of subsystems and to allow for component aging, an important factor in the vacuum-tube era.
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As system capacities increased, the system architecture became more complex
and requirements tightened.. Margins became smaller as confidence in the
models improved and as solid-state systems proved to be highly stable. The
dependence on calculated pedormance became more critical at the same time
the calculations became more involved. For all these reasons, the earlier manual
design process was no longe:r adequate.
Starting in the late 1950s, and early 1960s, the availability of high-speed
computers provided system designers with a better approach. Computers readily
furnished the solution to complex, previously unmanageable, computational
problems and could do so rapidly and repeatedly as parameters were varied.
The design process was accelerated by simulating numerous trial designs on a
computer without laboratory verification, or by laboratory testing only the most
promising options. The accuracy and capacity of the new computers permitted
incorporating many refinements and details previously omitted. Finally, computers improved the understanding of complicated systems by the ease and
convenience of interaction. A component or subsystem could hie varied over
the expected range or beyond it, and the effect on the total system could be
observed in a short time.

4.1.1 Hybrid Computing
While the first digital computers provided an enormous advance in computational capability, the spi~edand storage capacity of the availlable (and affordable) digital computers of the 1950s were not adequate for the direct digital
simulation of complete trans.mission systems or even for major parts of them.
At the same time, analog computers, highly developed for some military and
aircraft-design applications, were commercially available. To model their problems, transmission-system designers developed a hybrid computation technique-the simultaneous us,~of both analog and digital computEirsfor system
modeling and problem solving. The analog computers were especially well
adapted to the solution of nonlinear problems and integrations that would
either take too long or were beyond the capacity of the digital computers. An
analog computer, operating in a high-speed, repetitive mode, simulated the
system or part of it and displayed the response on a cathode-ray tube [Fig.
17-28). Such displays, howeiver, were often lacking in precision or might not
provide useful guidance on favorable directions for change. Data from the
analog process could then be fed into a digital computer, with its extensive
processing capacity to assist in obtaining more quantitative results and to help
in decision making. 51 ' 52 The equations, which defined the dynamic system and
the performance-criterion function, were programmed on the anallogcomputer;
the parameter adjustments to improve the system performance we1redetermined
by the digital computer. Hybrid optimization retained the interaction and realtime display advantages associated with an analog computer and made it possible for the designer to obtain insight into both the simulation and the optimizing process itself.
By the mid-1960s, both the hardware and software of digital computers had
advanced to a state that direcltdigital simulation of transmission systems became
both technically and economically feasible. In the early 1970s, simulation on
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Fig. 17-28. System simulation by analog-digital hybrid computation, 1964. The analog
computer plug-in programming board is at the right.

purely digital computers had largely replaced hybrid computation. Numerous
digital computer-aided system-design programs were developed from 1965 to
1975. 53 Most of the programs had optimization and interactive capabilities.
Optimization programs permitted the computer to perform some of the iterative
procedures, while the interactive capability allowed the designer to evaluate
design variations with ease and precision.

4.2 Design Tools for AM Systems
By the mid-1960s computers were used as design aids for every aspect of
system equalization and signal-to-noise design. Transmission flatness, while
not easily obtained, was usually a tractable problem. Thermal noise and device
noise that was similar to thermal noise were well understood and usually well
behaved. Much of the effort in enlisting computers focused on the complex,
nonlinear, intermodulation-noise problem.
In the early vacuum-tube analog systems, repeater nonlinearity was adequately characterized by a truncated Taylor series, usually the linear, square,
and cube terms only. At some point in the system where the band of signals
was approximately flat with frequency (usually the grid of the vacuum tube in
the repeater output stage), formulas were derived for the number and magnitude
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of the intermodulation products falling in various parts of the transmission
band. The variation of feedback across the band was taken into account, but
the vacuum-tube nonlinearities were assumed to be independent of frequency
and of the presence or absence of other signals.
The entry of solid-state devices changed the picture significantly. As system
bandwidth increased, signals over a wide range of frequencies and llevelswere
impressed on the devices. The input-output relation of a repeater using transistors could no longer be adequately characterized by a "memoryless" nonlinearity, and a better characterization was needed. In 1967, transistor amplifier
nonlinearities were characterized by a Volterra series, a generalization of the
Taylor series used in the earlier analysis.54 Volterra series permitted a frequencydependent characterization of amplifier nonlinearities and yielded a closer approach to the realized performance. The new analysis provided a great deal of
insight into the distortion behavior of various cascaded transistor stages and
was instrumental in the choice of the LS coaxial amplifier circuit configuration.
Working back, the circuit and amplifier modelers collaborated with the transistor
designers, who had developed device models of their own, based on basic
material and dimensional considerations. The happy outcome was a device
design and circuit performance several decibels better than could have been
obtained without the joint computer simulations, and without which LS performance requirements could not have been met. 55 •56
To support the laboratory and field measurements of intermodulation by
noise loading, designers derived analytical formulas for the determination of
the system noise-power ratio (NPR) for typical nonlinear characteristics and
developed a computer program to evaluate them. This simulation was used
extensively in trade-off studies during the development of the AR6A singlesideband AM microwave-radio system, in which a predistorter was used to
compensate for the output-stage traveling-wave-tube nonlinearity.
The increasing complexity of analog terminals and the low noise allocated
to them in the system-impairment budget (usually about one-tenth of the line
allocation) required extensive calculation to evaluate the interactions resulting
from the repeated modulation and filtering of the signals. A program called
design aid for multiplex equipment (DAME) was developed in the ,early 1970s
to evaluate and display the energy spectra of a multiplex terminal characterized
by modulators, demodulators, and filters arranged in any tandem order. With
this tool, the calculation time was improved by several orders of magnitude.
An interactive capability allowed changes in filter responses, modulator coefficients, or signal levels to be evaluated quickly. Many multiplex terminals,
including LMX-3 and the mastergroup and multimastergroup transllators, were
designed with the extensive use of DAME. Experience showed that the originally
assumed filtering requirements could often be relaxed, resulting in lower cost
for the terminal equipment.
4.3 Design Tools for Frequency-Modulation Systems
Despite the difficulty in realizing large channel capacity in the first microwave-radio system, the hope persisted that FM radio would be, in some way,
inherently a low-noise system. This was fostered, no doubt, by the success of
the high-deviation broadcast FM hi-fi systems. As experience was gained, it
was realized that thermal noise and noise from nonlinearities were just as
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important in FM as in AM systems and that they arose from a bewildering
array of sources. Signal impairments came from thermal noises, transmission
deviations, amplitude-to-phase conversions, echoes, and interference from signals in adjacent channels. As in an AM system design, the designer was faced
with the adjustment of system parameters to obtain an optimum balance. The
computation of noise was extremely important, not only at the planning stage
of a new design, but also for improving existing systems, which was such an
important part of the radio development program from 1960 to 197S.
For many years, the computation of intermodulation noise in FM systems
eluded exact analysis. Several techniques with various degrees of complexity
were advanced during the period from 1950 to 1970.57 ' 58 •59 Most of the methods
employed approximations of one kind or another, and the equations used did
not apply to all cases of practical interest, but they did provide improvements
in understanding and contributed significantly to the substantial system improvements that were realized. During the 1960s, a number of new digital and
hybrid computer programs were developed for the computation of intermodulation noise due to FM transmission deviations. By the late 1960s, a digitalcomputer program was written based on a set of analytically derived formulas
using truncated-series approximations. The program was applicable to broadshape transmission deviations in low-modulation-index systems, and it was
extensively used in the system design of TM, TD3 and TH3 radio systems. A
hybrid computer simulation of an FM system, devised about 1970, extended
the range of application by treating arbitrary pre-emphasis of the system and
medium as well as low-index modulation. 60 •61 Both digital and hybrid simulations were useful design tools.
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PAR1~III
THE ADVENT OF
DIGITAL SYSTE:MS
Patents embodying the concepts of pulse-code modulation (PCM) were issued
to P. M. Rainey of Western Electric in 1926 and to A. H. Reeves of ITT in 1939.
Bell Laboratories developed a secrecy system that sampled and coded a speech
signal for transmission over high frequency (HF) radio in World War II, and
research on PCM continued in Bell Laboratories after the war. PCM transmission
on microwave radio was considered, but the broad band required and the
economy of analog systems inhibited the use of PCM for long-haul systems
for many years.
Development of a PCM system for exchange-area paired cable was started
in 1956 as solid-state devices became generally available. The feasibility of
PCM transmission over ordinary cable pairs was demonstrated in the late 1950s.
The 24-channel, 1.5-megabit experimental system established. the basic parameters of 8-kHz speech sampling and eight-digit coding in a nonuniform nearlogarithmic encoder. The first commercial system, Tl carrier, was placed in
service in 1962 and was immediately successful. As device technology advanced,
further development resulted in lower costs, smaller repeaters, and a succession
of improved terminals. By 1972, digital channel banks with toll quality performance were available.
The 96-channel, 6.3-megabit T2 system, intended for medium-length toll
transmission and to provide circuits for encoded signals for video telephone
service, was introduced in 1972. Its requirement for special low-capacity cable
and the failure of the visual telephone service to develop limited its use to a
few locations. Further exchange development produced the TIC and TlD 3megabit systems which provided 48 channels in exchange cable and allowed
high usage of cable pairs. In the 1970s, integration of PCM transmission terminals with the trunk terminals of electronic switches, especially with the 4ESS*
digital toll switch, produced large economies.
Work on high pulse-rate systems with large circuit capacity and suitable for
encoded television pictures of broadcast quality produced experimental highspeed coders and decoders by 1964. The early high-rate systems were not
competitive with long-haul analog systems, however, and the first installed
high-rate system was T4M, a 274-megabit metropolitan system on coaxial cable,
in 1975. High-rate digital transmission was favored from an early date for
* Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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transmission using the low-loss circular-electric mode in millimeh!r waveguide.
Repeaters based on vacuum tubes proved impractical, but development of an
all-solid-state system, WT4, was carried to a successful field eixperiment in
1974. The experiment demonstrated that 120 (60 two-way) 274-megabit channels were feasible with regenerators spaced at least 30 miles apart. This would
have provided about 250,000 voice channels, but a slackening of circuit demand
and the advance of optical fiber technology ended the project. A digital radio
system, capable of transmitting 274 megabits in a 220-MHz band at 18 GHz,
was also designed and tested in the field in the 1970s, but was not used commercially. Digital radio systems at 45 and 90 megabits in the 11- and 6-GHz
bands, however, were successful for short toll links.
The invention of the laser in Bell Laboratories in 1958 kindli~d interest in
optical transmission. Early work on transmission via lenses in pipes was redirected as low-loss fibers became available in the 1970s. Digital transmission
at 45 megabits was demonsh·ated in laboratory and field experiments by 1975.
First commercial servke on a short system was achieved in 1979 and on a route
from New York to Washington, D.C., by 1983.

Chapter 18
Pulse-Code Modulation on
Cable Pairs-Tl Carrier
I. EARLYWORK
In the fall of 1962, the Illinois Bell Telephone Company installed Tl carrier,
the first common-carrier digital telecommunications system in the world. This
application of pulse-code modulation (PCM) represented a major departure
from the past and marked the beginning of the age of digital communilcations.
This section is devoted to the historical perspective and technical background
leading to the development of Tl and the subsequent digital systems.
1.1 What is PCM?

The process of PCM-the conversion of an analog signal to a train of
coded pulses-is based on two concepts. The first is that a continuous signal
waveform, such as speech, can be represented by and reconstructed from isolated samples; the second is that the samples can be adequately represented
by discrete numbers. The samples-the pulses-may be extremely short in
duration; it is only their amplitude that is needed. The numbers used as a
measure of the amplitude-the code-may be assigned in a variety of ways.
In particular, if the numbers are expressed in binary form, each sample can be
represented by a series of ones (positive pulses) and zeros (no pulses). A single
binary digit is commonly termed a bit, and the transmission rate in digital
systems is expressed in bits per second.The multidigit binary number used to
measure an amplitude sample is called a word. The signal to be transmitted
then consists of a stream of uniform amplitude pulses with intervening zeros
[Fig. 18-1]. In the receiving terminal, the pulse samples are reconstructed in
their proper amplitude, as determined by the binary number for each sample.
Recovery of the original continuous signal is simple. The spectrum of the sequence of samples of varying amplitude contains, along with other frequencies,
the original base band frequencies. All that is needed is a fairly simple lowpass filter to exclude all but the desired range.
There are two major purposes behind this rather complex process. First, the
pulses, both the amplitude samples and in the binary-coded words, can be
very short in duration, permitting time multiplexing of other sampled and coded
signals in the intervals between them; and second, the uniform pulses of the
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Fig. 18-1. Transmission by pulse-code modulation.

coded samples may be exactly reconstructed at regenerators along a line so
that there need be no accumulation of impairments with distance, as there is
in all analog systems.

1.1.1 Sampling
The question of how frequently a continuous signal _must be sampled to
ensure complete recovery from the set of samples is a time-honored problem
of interpolation. As such, it has been the subject of treatises by well known
mathematicians for more than a century. In 1841, the celebrated French mathematician, A L. Cauchy came very close to enunciating what later became
known as the samplilng theorem. 1 (Cauchy (1789-1857), among many other
contributions, established and placed the theory of the function of a complex
variable on a sound basis. He belonged to that group of eminent French mathematicians whose special genius it was not only to advance basic mathematics
but to provide tools ,of enormous value to applied science and ,engineering.)
The earliest complete demonstration of the sampling theorem is generally attributed to a publication in 1915 by the British mathematician E.T. Whittaker. 2
In engineering terms, he showed that a signal that has no energy at or beyond
a frequency fO can be determined uniquely from samples taken at a rate twice
f0. For example, if the signall band is confined to less than 4 kHz, it can be
reconstructed exactly with 8000 samples per second. (If it surprises the reader
to find that 2f0 T pieceis of data will describe a continuous function completely
over the interval T, it should be remembered that the 2f0T coefficients of the
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sine and cosine terms of a Fourier series do just this, if, as assumed, the function
contains no frequencies higher than /o.)
Communications engineers were largely unaware of the sampling theorem
until they gave serious consideration to the transmission and reception of independent speech signals over a shared medium by time-division multiplexing.
Time-division multiplexing is the oldest method of sharing a transmission medium by a set of signals [Fig. 18-2]. It was first developed when telegraph
engineers realized that the signaling rate capability of at least som1~of their
lines was much greater than the speed of the fastest manual operators. J. M.
E. Baudot developed a printing time-division multiplex telegraph system in
France in 1874.3 The relatively low signaling rates were handled by synchronously rotating multisegment distributors. An operator or message tape was
assigned a segment, and a five-digit Baudot code was transmitted during the
momentary connection. The system was in wide use by 1900, around which
time some patents were issued that proposed time-sharing with independent
speech waves, but the inventors were unaware of the mathematics of the sampling theorem and the mechanical switches available precluded satisfactory
performance with speech.
The sampling theorem was implicit in the work of J.R. Carson in 19204 and
H. Nyquist in 1928,5 but time-division multiplexing of speech still lay beyond
the technical capability of that period. When the coaxial cable greatly widened
the available frequency band in the 1930s, W.R. Bennett again examined the
feasibility of pulse transmission and time-division multiplexing. 6 Bennett
showed that for sampled (but not coded) speech, small variations in attenuation
and phase from an ideal characteristic would produce intolerable crosstalk
between channels. Amplitude sampling (pulse-amplitude modulation-PAM)
was used for switching within the first speech-interpolation terminals (TASl)
and in some electronic PBXs/·8•9 but, for the reasons noted by Bennett, it is not
used for transmission over any appreciable distance. From the standpoint of
the subject at hand, PAM is important as a prelude to PCM.

1.1.2 Quantizingand Coding
The assignment of a discrete number as a measure of a sample that may
have any of a continuum of values is called quantizing,and the method of
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expressing that number in a form that can be carried over a transmission medium
is called coding.The differenoes between the actual value of the samples and
the discrete numbers cause an impairment called quantizingnoise.Clearly, the
more closely the pulse samples are measured by the numbers assigned, the
more perfectly the original signal will be recreated from pulses d,erived from
those numbers, and th,e lower the quantizing noise [Fig. 18-3]. In binary coding
it is apparent that dec:reasing the step size between successive biinary words
reduces the round-off error. For the same range of signal amplitudes, this requires a longer word with more binary digits-more bits. The choice of the
number of bits to be used depends upon the signal being encoded: voice, video,
or voice-band data; the number of tandem conversions between analog and
digital expected; and the impairment that can be tolerated.
While other signals have become important, speech has remained the major
part of the traffic to be carried. Because of the wide dynamic range characteristic
of speech, the step sizes are usually arranged approximately logarithmically to
conserve bits and reduce the signaling rate [Fig. 18-4]. This produces small
steps for the measurement of low-level signals and larger steps for higher-level
signals, making the quantizing noise approximately a fixed percentage of the
signal amplitude, independent of its level. A uniform converter with step size
equal to the smallest step of a logarithmically tapered converter would require
many more bits and consequently more channel capacity and would be more
difficult to realize. Th12logarithmic gradation of coding steps is equivalent to
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Fig. 18-3. Four-digit (sohd lines) and five-digit (broken lines) uniform quantizing of an analog
signal. The 32 levels of tlh.efive-digit code have smaller round-off error and lower quantizing noise.
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the compression and expansion (companding) of speech volumes in analog
systems, such as N carrier. Digital-system companding, however, is on an instantaneous, sample-by-sample basis, rather than at a syllabic ratei as in the
analog system.

1.1.3 Transmissionand Regeneration
In the process of transmission, the pulse train is attenuated and spread out
by the medium and corrupted by additive noise. The influence of thi~sefactors
is removed by regenerative repeaters that are introduced periodically in the
transmission medium [Fig. 18-5).10 The incoming signal is first reshaped. This
process consists of offsetting the loss and delay dispersion of the line by amplifying and equalizing the signal to restore the pulse train to the point where
a pulse/no-pulse decision can be made. (On a typical cable pair, the individual
pulses of a binary code-word may be smeared over several adjacent pulse time
slots prior to equalization.) The time of decision is determined by a retiming
circuit; the still-distorted signal is sampled where the pulse peak is expected.
Depending on the presence or absence of a signal at the sampling moment,
the regenerator will produce a pulse or no pulse, exactly reproducing the original
signal. Reshaping, retiming, and regeneration are the three R's of PCM repeaters.
If all these functions are performed in an ideal manner, then th«~only remaining cause of errors is additive noise. If it is assumed that the pulse train
has the simplest binary format, with ones represented by a positive pulse of
amplitude V, and zeros by the absence of a pulse, zeros will be converted to
ones when the noise amplitude at the sample time is positive and greater than
V /2, and ones will be mistaken for zeros if the noise is negative and greater
than V/2. If the noise has a Gaussian amplitude distribution with zEiromean,
which is characteristic of thermal and most solid-state-device noise, the error
probability is a function of the ratio of peak signal to rms noise as shown in
Fig. 18-6.
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Two conclusions may be drawn from this figure. First, there is a threshold
in the signal-to-noise ratio, around 20 dB, such that an increase of only 1 dB
or so reduces the probability of error by an order of magnitude. Second, the
signal-to-noise ratio required to make the error rate negligible, say, less than
one in one hundred million pulses, is considerably less than that required to
achieve satisfactory p1irformance in analog transmission systems. These properties of pulse-code digital signals have great significance for telephony and
almost all other telecommunkation signals.
For voice signals, an end-to-end system signal-to-noise ratio of about 30 dB
or better is required to give satisfactory performance. In analog systems, the
noise from each section of a long line adds up pretty much in proportion to
the total length of the line. For example, in a multirepeater analog system with
N repeaters, if the noise introduced in each repeater is random, the noise accumulates as 10 log 11fJ. Thus, for a 1000-repeater system (e.g., a transcontinental
L3 coaxial system), the signal-to-noise ratio for each repeater section must be
30 dB better than the total system, that is, 60 dB, to achieve the overall 30-dB
signal-to-noise figure. lByconh'ast, in a digital system with regenerative repeaters,
the increase in signal-to-noise ratio required to accommodate multiple-regenerator sections is ,extremely small. In 1949, these observations led B. M.
Oliver, J. R. Pierce and C. E. Shannon to call regeneration "the payoff
in PCM." 11
This advantage is purchased at a price. The pulse-coded signals require a
much greater bandwidth than the corresponding analog signals. For a 4-kHz
voice band, amplitude sampling must be at a rate of 8000 per second. For
binary coding, the further bandwidth expansion is equal to the number of bits
in the analog-to-digital converter code. With the 8-bit code needed for low
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quantizing noise, speech transmission required a pulse stream at 64,000 bits
per second. Effective transmission of a pulse stream generally requir1~sabout 1
Hz of bandwidth per bit per second. The PCM band was, therefore,. about 16
times greater than the normal 3- to 4-kHz analog band. The large bandwidth
required was one of the initial deterrents to the introduction of PCM for longhaul transmission.
1.2 PCM Research to 1955

PCM was first disclosed in a patent issued to P. M. Rainey of the Western
Electric Co in 1926.12 Rainey was interested in converting a continuous facsimile
signal to a discrete form so that it could be transmitted over telegraph channels.
The facsimile telegraph system disclosed in this patent consisted of relays,
rotating mirrors, ballistic galvanometers, and light sensitive cells. It is rEimarkable
that this collection of electro-optical-mechanical components embodied the
principles of sampling and analog-to-digital conversion at the heart of PCM.
Rainey's invention, however, received little attention at the time and was ac-
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tually forgotten and not brought to light again until many other PCM patents
had been issued.
Independently, A. H. Reeviis, working in the Paris Laboratories of the International Telephone and Telegraph Company (ITT) rediscovered PCM in
1938.13•14 Reeves attempted to overcome the problems of transmitting pulse
samples of varying amplitude, the method that Bennett later showed to be
impractical, first by varying the timing of fixed-amplitude pulses. However, he
and his associates soon realized that the effect of noise and distortion would
affect the timing as well as the amplitude, and he then proposed a code with
pulses and zeros, uniform in time and amplitude. He guessed that 32 levels
would be adequate for constant speech volume but did not suggest nonlinear
(logarithmic) coding. His disclosure proposed electronic circuitry for the application of PCM to speech transmission, and he considered it most likely to
be used on microwave-radio ]links,where the wide band required might be
easily obtained, and on which ITT was also experimenting in the 1930s. Apparently, the invention was not reduced to a working system as, indeed, it
would have been difficult to accomplish with the prewar devices aivailable.15

1.2.1 Codingand Secrecy-Military Systems
Somewhat before the entry of the United States into World War II, a group
of circuit-research engineers at Bell Laboratories was presented with a problem
that, in effect, made PCM mandatory. The privacy systems used on the prewar
transatlantic radio circuits merely subdivided the voice band and then permuted
and inverted the subbainds in various ways, always occupying the same bandwidth. Even the privacy offered was limited, unless the subband scrambling
was frequently changed. The problem, as war approached, was to develop a
truly secret method for the transmission of speech.
In World War I, the secrecy problem for telegraphy had been solved by
G. S. Vernam. 16 The method consisted of adding a random binary key, modulo
2, to a synchronous binary message. Modulo 2 addition of the numbers 0 and
1 proceeds as in ordinary arithmetic, except that 1 + 1 = 0. Thus,, if M is the
message sequence and K is the key sequence, then the transmitted sequence
is M + K. If the key is known at the receiver, it is added to M -+ K to give
M + K + K = M, since K + K = 0. If the key is completely random, all messages
decoded without it become equally probable. Recovery of the original message
can be performed only if the key is known.
The need in 1940 was for s,~cureencryption of speech on an ordinary voice
channel. Digitizing ordinary speech and transmitting in a Vernam code was
impractical because of the greatly increased bandwidth required. fortunately,
a method for compressing the speech band was at hand in the form of the
vocoder, invented in Bell Laboratories by H. Dudley in 1936.17 The vocoder
provided a bandwidth reduction of speech by a factor of ten, where the preservation of reasonable intelligibility, but not speech quality, was sufficient. If
a vocoder signal could be transmitted by digitizing samples over an ordinary
voice channel, a Vemam speech-encryption system could be furnished for
wide usage.
Details of a vocoder-based secrecy system were worked out by engineers of
the Bell Laboratories circuit-research group in 1941. There was no government
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contract at first, and the early investigations had no classified status, but concern
for privacy or even cryptanalyst-resistant secrecy on radio systems had been
a growing concern in Bell Laboratories as the war approached. The scheme
that evolved transmitted ten vocoder spectrum channels and a pitch channel.
The bandwidth of each of these 11 channels was restricted to about 25 Hz,
and hence each required sampling at a rate of 50 times per second. Two-level
binary coding would still have required too large a band. It was found by trial
that the spectrum channels could be adequately represented by a voltage scale
with six steps, but the range of pitch values needed a finer representation. This
range was met by a further vernier subdivision of each of the six primary steps
into six smaller steps. This 36-level quantizer was the first to use nonuniform
step sizes. What was found suitable, therefore, was six-level or hexary-PCM
transmission, in which one hex digit sufficed for each of the ten spectrum
channels, and two hex digits were provided for the pitch channel [Hg. 18-7].
Complete transmission required sending 12 six-valued pulses 50 times per
second. The total number of pulses per second was thus 600, which was well
within the capability of radio, voice channels at that time. Since a principal
application was to be on transoceanic high-frequency radio circuits, which
were plagued by multipath transmission and with propagation time differences
across a voice channel of as much as two or three milliseconds, it seemed best
to send the 12 pulses sirnultanebusly in separate frequency subbands of the
voice channel. To send the group of pulses sequentially would have allowed
only 1.67 msec per pulse; parallel transmission allowed 20 msec for the reception
of each pulse. The six levels were sent in the individual frequency bands by
transmitting one of six discrete frequencies within each band. The random key
for both ends was obtained by recording six-level samples of uniformly distributed random noise and playing synchronized copies of the record at the
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transmitter and receiver. The system, which was later known as the 6-Sally
system, or Project X could be described as a 12-channel hexary PCM-FM-FDM
(frequency-division multiplex) design. (See another volume in this series, National Service in War and Peace(1925-1975),Chapter 5, Section 4.3.) Bennett
cites actual instances o:fsystem usage, including the initial portion of the transcript of a conversation between Admiral W. Leahy and Prime Minister Winston
Churchill during World War Il 18
In terms of 1980s technology, Project X was a monster, weighing "a couple
of pounds less than a sawmill." 19 Nonetheless it met a need and included
several firsts: (1) the realization of Vernam-enciphered telephony, (2) the use
of nonuniform quantization, (3) the use of PCM for speech transmission, (4)
the use of multilevel frequency-shift keying (FSK),(5) the useful reialization of
speech-bandwidth compression, (6) the use of FSK and FDM to combat fading.
Another digital secrecy system using PCM applied to the complete voice
band was developed by H. S. Black and his colleagues during World War 11.
Intended for use over military microwave links and called AN/TRC-16, it was
an eight-channel system using 8000 samples per second with five-bit (32-level)
approximately logarithmic quantization. Although built for the United States
Government, it was not used during the war because the technology of recording
and reproduction was not sufficiently advanced to provide a truly random
synchronized key at the high pulse rate of 320 kilobits per second. 20
1.2.2 ResearchToward CommercialSystems

Before the end of World War II, PCM was explored for possible application
to commercial telephony. This work was security classified becausti of the sensitivity of the subject with regard to military applications. The classification
was later removed, but many of the early results remain unpubHshed. Two
laboratory models were eventually demonstrated and described in the literature.
One of these was a 96-channel system proposed for use on microwave radio.
It represented the fruition of an extensive series of experimental and analytical
investigations of the piroblem.21•22 Part of the work involved subjective tests to
determine the number of quantizing steps and their best spacing for speech
signals. Circuits operating with the speed and accuracy required to perform
the sampling, quantizing, and coding operations were developed. Coding was
accomplished with an electron-beam coding tube in which the beam was de-·
fleeted by the sampled voltage-of the signal and then swept across an aperture
plate [Fig. 18-8]. To reduce the effect of ambiguities at the vertical transitions,
F. Gray devised a binary code in which adjacent numbers differed in one, and
only one, binary digit.2:i Gray codes subsequently found widespread application
in digital work.
1.3 Areas of Application
By the late 1940s, the fundatmental properties of PCM were well understoodl
and possible applications were being examined. The ability to regenerate pulses
and to make performance essentially independent of distance at first promptedl
the study of the possible use of PCM for long-haul transmission. While coaxial
cable was known to have a v•~rybroad band, only the lower frequencies hadl
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Fig. 18-8. Coding by an electron-beam coding tube. (a) An early electron beam coding
tube to transform speech samples into pulse codes, I 947. (b) The electron beam deflection
system and code plates.

low loss, and these were used with high bandwidth t>fficiencyby single--sideband
AM. Much of the work immediately after the war was, therefore, carried out
with application to microwave radio in mind. For a time, when radio bandwidth
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seemed abundant and channel capacity objectives were modest, PCM appeared
competitive with FM. But, for higher-capacity systems, FM did not require the
wide bandwidth of PCM and was much easier to implement with the tiechnology
available. Another possible medium was circular-electric-mode millimeter
waveguide, on which research work was resumed after the war. But, while
PCM did indeed become the preferred modulation method in the letterwaveguide project, the research work on the waveguide medium was in too early a
stage to warrant a substantial effort on the modulation scheme.
For a time in the late 1940s, PCM looked like a solution looking for a problem.
In 1948, a committee was appointed to study and recommend a field of application but came up with no persuasive answer. The research effortwas phased
down and pursued at a much reduced level. Finally, attention was directed to
the only remaining area of application-the wire pairs of the exchange-area
transmission plant.
1.3.1 PCM on Exchange-Area
Pairs

In many ways, this was an attractive area for PCM. In theory at least, a
broad band was available. Both multichannel analog carrier telephony and
television had been transmitted over ordinary pairs in the late 1930s. PCM
was highly resistant to noise and crosstalk, which were major problems for
analog transmission on pairs. Finally, the invention and development of transistors promised to reduce the cost of terminals, especially digital terminals, to
a level where carrier on short trunks would be increasingly economical. The
high cost of vacuum-tube analog terminals had been a major factor in the
failure in the late 1940s to prove-in Nl carrier on exchange trunks.
The failure of Nl carrier to provide low-cost exchange trunks had been very
disappointing, and interest in an effective multichannel carrier system for the
exchange area remained very high in the local telephone companies. By the
end of 1952, the Illinois Company, for example, had 680,000 mili~sof trunk
pairs in place in Chicago and was placing 30,000 additional pair-mili~sper year.
Furthermore, more than 80 percent of this was in Nos. 22 and 19 gauge conductors, requiring respectively more than twice as much and four times as
much copper per mile as the No. 26 gauge pairs widely used in subscriber
loops. A broad survey in 1952 of over one million local trunks in all operating
companies and further specific studies in 1953 and 1954 of the situations in
New York, Boston, Seattle, Philadelphia, and elsewhere all pointed to the need
for lower cost and flexibility in providing local trunks. The companies were
aware that new technology, such as electronic switching, might require major
changes in plant layout and were reluctant to continue making large investments
in cables that might have relatively short lives.
The surveys also established the characteristics desired. Conversion to dial
operation was in its final great surge. Better-quality transmission with lower
and more uniform loss was needed. However derived, the trunks would have
to work with a wide variety of control signaling arrangements. Any carrier
system had to work on existing as well as new pairs. Large route capacity was
not desired, at least not if it also meant higher costs. The companies felt that
the use of carrier, in general, should defer the need for new cable for 10 to 15
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years, and this indicated that a system with only six to eight circuits would be
optimum. (This was the subject of much debate later as the 24-chanmil T carrier
system took shape.) Finally, the surveys confirmed early estimates that the
potential market was very large. AT&T-and Bell Laboratories estimated that
an economical exchange-trunk carrier system would find a market ten times
greater than any earlier carrier system. (Actual use would first confirm and
then far exceed the estimate.) The surveys indicated, for example, that if a
carrier system could be made economical at six rather than ten miles, thenemand
would triple. A quotation from an internal AT&T report following the Bostonarea survey conveys the sense of urgency that existed in 1954. "A very important
factor to consider today is that such a carrier system is needed just as soon as
it is practical to develop it. Speed is essential!"
While the surveys were being conducted, Bell Laboratories initiated a study
of alternative ways of meeting the need that was being defined. The conclusions
of the study were presented to AT&T on March 1, 1955. Four options were
presented and analyzed: (1) adapt the newly developed, solid-stat1~,Type P
rural-subscriber carrier system to the exchange area by adding appropriate
signaling capabilities, (2) transistorize the vacuum-tube N carrier andl add necessary signaling, (3) use finer-gauge wires with voice-frequency gain, and (4)
use pulse techniques.
The major conclusion was that the first three options, although feasible and
deliverable on a shorter schedule, promised only moderate savings, whereas
savings with pulse techniques could be substantial. Attempts to realize PCM
terminals using early point-contact transistors had proved disappointing. The
new devices were not yet developed to the stage for successful use. Some
vacuum tubes specially designed for digital rather than linear applications had
also been tried, but this too proved to be a dead end. Nevertheless, solid-state
technology was advancing rapidly in the mid-1950s, and Bell Laboratories
indicated that a PCM carrier system, although it had not as yet been demonstrated to be feasible on exchange pairs, could probably be made available in
about five years. It was to be seven years, but there was no occasion to regret
the decision.
The advance of transistor technology was basic to the project. Distances
between terminals would be relatively short and terminal costs would dominate
the economics. Junction transistors, first demonstrated by Bell Laboratories in
1951, were much more stable than point-contact versions and were expected
to make solid-state PCM terminals feasible and reliable at low cost. Much of
the digital signal processing could be common to all, or at least large blocks,
of the channels. Thus the cost per channel in a PCM terminal decreased as the
number of channels increased, favoring a larger number than the 12 used in
N carrier (or the 6 to 8 favored by the local companies). In contrast to the
analog options considered, where only a few repeaters at wide spacing would
be needed, the high digital rate in a multichannel PCM system would require
regenerative repeaters every mile or so along the pairs. Here too, the new
transistors were essential to the realization of a small, low-power, inexpensive,
and highly reliable unit.
The recommendation to proceed with a PCM system was enthusiastically
received, and exploratory work, which was already under way, was accelerated.
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The economic analyses were also continued and refined based on the early
laboratory work. The comparisons made in early 1955 were quantified and
published in an engineering prospectus in early 1956 [Fig. 18-9). Titis continued
to show a substantial advantage for PCM trunks for distances over ten miles.
The installed-terminal cost p•~rchannel of a 24-channel PCM system was estimated to be about half the cost of a modified N carrier terminall. It was also
recognized that a PCM system would be easier to engineer, install, and maintain
than an equivalent analog system, and that it could provide lower-cost signaling,
which was always an expensive adjunct to the analog carrier terminals.
II. DESIGN AND RlEALIZ.A
TION

Despite the wealth of excellent theoretical work and laboratory research in
PCM up to 1956, the developers of the commercial system faced some large
unexplored areas and major problems. Because of this, even though the service
need was urgent, the initial development was exploratory in nature, with no
firm commitment to a servic1~schedule. The transistors available at the start
were alloy-junction devices which, while a big improvement ov1~rthe earlier
point-contact devices, were costly and still had limited performance capability
and reliability. It was necessary to develop and characterize new devices to
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meet both the performance requirements and cost objectives. Finally and most
crucially, the cable plant environment had to be characterized for transmission
performance, noise, crosstalk, and physical conditions. The new system required
knowledge of the properties of the paired cable medium up to the megahertz
region for a new type of signal where, with few exceptions, only voice or low
carrier frequencies had been transmitted before. Therefore, it was deemed essential at the outset to equip an early experimental line and test it in a typical
field environment. This would provide an early check of the system concepts,
the circuit design approaches, and the overall performance that could be expected.
2.1 System Features

A broad set of system features emerged from the research, system engineering, and first year of exploratory work. 24
In the terminals:
• Sampling would be at a rate of 8000 per second to provide the 1equivalent
of a 4000-Hz speech channel.
• Twenty-four encoded voice channels would be furnished. This was a
larger block than the optimum indicated in the company surveys, but
the early work confirmed that much of the most expensive equipment
in the terminal could be made common to many channels, thus reducing
the cost per channel. The objective was also supported by a feeling that
the views based on the current plant growth might be too conservative.
• The quantizing characteristic was to be nonlinear to match the wide
dynamic range of speech. Analytical, as well as subjective, studies indicated that seven-bit binary encoding with approximately logarithmic
spacing of levels would provide a signal-to-noise ratio of about 30 dB
over almost a 40-dB range of signal levels.25 With these parameters,
several conversions from analog to digital to analog (A/D / A) could be
accepted as the digital lines were placed in tandem with intervening
analog systems. In this real-world network situation, each A/D / A translation would introduce quantizing noise whose total had to be held to
low limits. Under normal operating conditions, system performances
would be defined almost entirely by the quantizing noise and by crosstalk
within the terminals.
• Supervisory signaling was built into the system by assigning an eighth
bit to each channel for that purpose. When four-state signaling was
required with some switching machines, the least significant of the seven
speech digits was borrowed for the brief signaling interval. The built-in
signaling feature led to very inexpensive and effective implementation
compared to the signaling systems required for analog carrie:r systems.
In the analog systems, signaling costs per channel were a significant
fraction of the total cost for speech multiplexing. The large advantage
in signaling costs for digital systems proved to be a major factor in their
economic success.
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In the repeatered line:
• The line pulse-repetition rate was 1.544 megabits per second. This resulted from the choice of eight-kilobit sampling, eight bits per sample
(seven information bits, plus one for signaling), and 24 channels. The
channels were sampled and encoded in sequence. After the 24th channel,
an additional bit was added to mark the end of each sequence of channel
samples (a frame) [Fig. Ul-10]. The digital rate per channel was, therefore,
64 kilobits per s,econd (the digital-signal-zero [DSO]rate) and the line
pulse rate was 8000 X (24 X 8 + 1) = 1.544 megabits per second (the
D51 rate).
• The system was to operate on Nos. 19 or 22 gauge and possilblyNo. 24
gauge cable pairs in existing cables.
• Nominal repeater spacing was 6000 feet, so that repeater locations would
usually coincide with existing manholes for loading.
• Repeaters were to be powered along the line from the terminals.
• The repeaters were to achieve timing from the transmitted-pulse train.
2.2 Terminal Design
By 1959, the terminal organization that emerged from the early development
was pretty well settled (Fig. 18-11).26 The voice signal on a two-wire line was
split into transmit and receive paths by means of a hybrid circuit. The PCM
system, like other carrier systems on cable, was a physical four-wire system,
with separate, identically equipped pairs, for the opposite directions of transmission. On the transmit side, the signal was passed through a low-pass filter
to limit the signal band to about 3.5 kHz and severely attenuate frequencies
at and above 4 kHz. Every 12.5microseconds (i.e., 8000 times a s,econd), the
channel transmitting gate was activated by a channel pulse to place a signal
sample on a bus common to one-half the channels-the odd or even group
transmitter PAM bus. Dividing the channels into 2 groups of 12 and processing
a sample from each group alt,emately provided a recovery interval for each
compressor-encoder that otherwise would have been unmanageably short. One
signal sample at a time was passed through a compressor to narrow the am-
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Fig. 18-11. The· organization of the experimental PCM terminal, 1959. Signaling,
maintenance, and power details are omitted for simplicity.

plitude range of the pulses to be coded and to give the desired preferential
gain to low-level signals. Each compressed sample was then coded into a sevendigit binary number by means of a uniform-step-size coder. The combination
of an instantaneous compressor and uniform-step coder yielded the approximately logarithmic coding desired. The signaling status of the channel (i.e., on
hook, off hook, dial pulsing) was denoted by the eighth bit, appended to the
seven information bits to make up the eight-bit channel word. Th,~sequence
of 24 eight-bit words thus required 192 bits. At the end of the sequence, a
single additional bit, the 193rd, was added to identify the end of the frame for
the receiver. With 193 pulse positions possible in the 125-microsecond frame,
each digit was assigned a time slot equal to 0.65 microsecond, and the eightbit channel word occupied 5.2 microseconds.
At the receiver, the coded pulse train was sorted out. The frame was identified
and the receiving terminal locked into synchronism by an alternating pattern
of ones and zeros in the 193rd time slot. Signaling pulses were directed to the
individual channel-signaling units and the information-bearing voice-band
pulses fed to a decoder. The decoder output was a reconstructed PAM signal
whose amplitude samples were ideally within one-half of a coder step of the
transmitting-coder input signal. The PAM pulses were then passed through an
expander, whose input-output characteristic was the inverse of the compressor,
thereby achieving an overall linear channel. The decoder and expandor operated
very rapidly, and a single unit was common to all the channels. ]Finally the
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time-multiplexed PAM pulses on the common receiving bus were sequentially
gated to their respective receiving low-pass filters to yield the original voice
signal, plus the inevitable quantizing noise. A wide-band power amplifier in
the expandor, common to all the channels, raised the level of the PAM signals
prior to gating, so that no additional per-channel amplification was required.
The sequence outlined is ideal; that is, that was the way things would happen
if all the terminal circuits behaved exactly as intended, and the r•~generative
repeatered line introduced no digital errors or excessive timing jitter to change
the relative position of the pulses. There was a great deal of innovation and
invention in the introduction of PCM carrier, and it was absolutely essential;
but approximating the idealized state with practical components and within
economic constraints was what good engineering design (and 90 percent of
the development effort) was all about.

2.2.1 Multiplex Gatesand Filters
The circuit required to produce the time-multiplexed PAM pulse train for
processing by the coders was conceptually very simple. High-level PAM pulses
were necessary to minimize the effectsof crosstalk from the large control signals
used to tum the sampling gates on and off, but no per-channel amplification
was used to save cost. This led to the use of energy sampling, irather than ,
voltage sampling, since the latter approach resulted in attenuation equal to the
percentage of time the gate was closed, whereas energy sampling was theoretically lossless. The operation of channel-sampling and time-multiplexing
may be understood by reference to Fig. 18-12.
Between sampling times, the output capacitor, C1, of the input filter accumulated a charge proportional to the signal level. During the time the channelgate pulse was present, the diode-bridge switch was closed and the full charge
on C1 was transferred to the holding capacitor, Cc, common to all 12 even or
odd channels. The coupling inductor, L, and the two capacitors were chosen
so that one-half their resonant period was equal to the channel-pulse width,
to achieve so-called resonant transfer. With all switches open, the voltage on
capacitor Ccremained constant during the encoding period. This was essential
for the code to represent the sample properly. Finally, on completion of the
encoding cycle, the clamp switch was closed for 1.95 microseconds to remove
the sample charge from C, in preparation for the arrival of the sample from
the next channel. Closiingthe gates in the proper sequence formed a train of
short pulses of different amplitudes, time multiplexed for transmission to the
common compressor-encoder.
The design of a filter terminating in a periodically operating switch presented
a new problem. For the two-wire to four-wire hybrid to operate properly with
good separation of the directions of transmission, the filter impedance had to
present a good match to the hybrid at all signal frequencies. First attempts
yielded very complex filters with as many as 15 elements. But further analysis
showed that the switch could be simply represented by a resistance and inductance that were only slighltly frequency dependent. A filter meeting both
transmission and impedance constraints was then realized with only five
elements. 27
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2.2.2 CommonCircuits
The common circuits-the compressors, expandors, encoders, and decoders-operated on the multiplexed PAM pulse train to produce th1~PCM line
signal at the transmitter and recovered the PAM signals in the receiver [Fig.
18-13].28 The coding process took seven time slots to form the seven signalinformation-digit code. If a single compressor-encoder were used, this would
have left only the eighth-bit interval of 0.65 microsecond to clear and recharge
the holding circuit. With dual compressors, operating alternately on odd and
even channels, nine-bit intervals were made available for recycling. This reduced
the bandwidth requirements and minimized interchannel crosstalk from pulse
to pulse. The encoder had separate analog circuitry to face each compressor,
but used a time-shared logic circuit to operate alternately on each half of the
coder. At the output of the dual encoder, the binary code words from the odd
and even sides were combined into a single PCM bit stream for transmission
over the line.

2.2.3 Compressionand Expansion
Because of the nature of speech and variations between talkers, nonuniform
encoding was essential to the success of the PCM system. In a lirniar encoder
of any reasonable number of steps, the quantizing noise would have been
excessive for weak speech. With approximately logarithmic encoding,, quantizing
noise for almost all speech volumes was held to acceptable limits with only
seven digits. Seven digits provided 27 or 128 levels, 64 for positive-signal excursions and 64 for negative-signal excursions [Fig. 18-14). For uncompressed
samples in a uniform coder of 64 positive levels, the maximum quantizing noise
at the lowest coding level could be ±50 percent of the sample, whilie the quantizing error for the highest level signal would be only ±0.8 percent. With the
compressor used, the weak sample was amplified by a factor of 20 making a
half-step error only ±2.5 percent of the sample value. Samples at the highest
level were attenuated, resulting in an increase in the quantizing error from 0.8
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Fig. 18-14. Coding of speech samples. (a) Uniform coding yields high quantizing noise
for weak signals. (b) Approximately logarithmic nonlinear compression yields near-uniform quantizing noise for all speech levels.

percent to 3.7 percent; but, as a result, quantizing noise was acceptable and
approximately uniform over a large range of speech volume.
There are several ways of achieving a nonuniform coding characteristic. In
the experimental system, the method chosen was to compress the PAM pulses
before encoding them in a uniform step coder in the transmitting terminal and,
inversely, expand them after decoding in the receiving terminal. The companding action was instantaneous in the sense that the PAM pulses were compressed and expanded on a pulse-by-pulse basis by fast-acting circuits, in contrast to the slow-acting, speech-volume-controlled syllabic compandors used
in the overseas radio and N carrier analog systems. In the PCM terminals,
encoding and decoding of the compressed pulses was then accomplished in
uniform-step circuits.
There are, of course, an infinite number of logarithmic characteristics. In
the one chosen, the degree of compression was defined by the parameter µ
[Fig. 18-15). There were a number of reasons for desiring a high degree of
compression, i.e., high µ. A high µ provided a large companding imjprovement
for weak signals, reduced idle circuit noise, and increased the permissible signal
volume range. On the other hand, a high value made the overall circuit loss
less stable and accurate tracking of the compressor and expandor for overall
linear operation more difficult. Aµ value of 100 was chosen for the experimental
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Fig. 18-15. Compandor characteristics defined by the parameter it.
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system, resulting in a weak signal companding improvement of almost 26 dB,
while keeping the other problems within manageable bounds.
The desired companding characteristic was approached by exploiting the
inherent voltage-current characteristic of semiconductor diodes. In a fairly simple circuit, it was possible to aJPproach the desired characteristic quite closely
[Fig. 18-16]. It was, however, necessary to keep the diodes at a constant temperature of 120 degrees C ±0 ..1 degree in a temperature-controlled oven to
maintain the desired characteristic and to assure close tracking of the compressor
and expandor. The quantizing noise performance obtained was quite close to
the theoretical bogey [Fig. 18-17]. A 30-dB signal-to-quantizing noise was realized over a speech-level range of about 40 dB. Because of inevitable imperfections in gates, compandors, and coders/decoders, actual performance objectives were set a few decibels lower.

2.2.4 UniformCoderand Decoder
The process of encoding consisted of generating reference currents proportional to the binary values represented by each digit of the code and, in effect,
subtracting them (or attempting to subtract them) from the current generated
by the sample, until the closest fit was found. In the experimentail and first
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service system, this process was accomplished in a so-called network encoder
[Fig. 18-18].
The input signal to the cod1erwas biased from a highly stable DC source so
that the positive and :negative PAM samples were all of one pollarity at the
encoder. The pulses were then, in effect, measured against a scale with amplitudes from 1 to 127, ·with a z1ero-value input corresponding to level 64. (The
discussion following assumes that the bias left all pulses positive in value and
that the encoding process was to measure and transmit the binary value of the
positive pulses. Actually, the bias left the pulses negative; but this makes the
subtractions and code inversions quite confusing. The discussion is simpler
with the assumption made and, clearly, any similarly consistent process of
coding and decoding rieconstn1cts the PAM pulses properly.)
Reference currents with the values 2° (1 unit), 2 1 (2 units), 22 (4 units), up
to 26 (64 units) were generated from a stable voltage reference and precision
resistors. The coder logic circuit first closed the switch to subtract 64 units of
current from the sample. If the result was positive, as sensed by the summing
amplifier, indicating a sample larger than 64 steps, a pulse (a one) was transmitted. In this case, the switch was left closed and the sample was reduced by
64 units. If the result of the first subtraction was negative, no pulse (a zero)
was transmitted, indicating that the sample was smaller than the most significant
digit of the transmitted code. Ihis process was repeated for 32, 16, etc., units
of current, until the complete sample code was determined.
Decoding was the inverse of coding. For each seven-digit code word, an
amplitude sample was constructed. This was done by a digital-to-analog converter [Fig. 18-19]. The· time position of each digit represented its weighting.
The incoming pulses were read in sequence into a memory register and read
out simultaneously through appropriate weighting resistors to generate the
correct PAM pulse in a summing resistor. As noted above, circuit-speed prob-----

DIGIT PULSES 1 THROUGH 8 ----

CODER LOGIC

PAM
INPUT

FEEDBACK

SUMMING
AMPLIFIER

Fig. 18-18. Simplified block diagram of a network encoder.
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Fig. 18-19. Simplified block diagram of a decoder.

lems required duplicate compressors and coding networks at the transmitter.
There were no similar timing restrictions at the receiver, so a single decoder,
expandor, and amplifier common to all channels was sufficient.

2.2.5 Timing
Timing of the various functions in the terminal was under the control of a
master crystal-controlled clock at the transmitting terminal. The sine-wave output of the master clock was reshaped to produce the steep-sided pulses required
to tum the various digital functions in the terminal on and off at pn!cisely the
right time. A stable resonant circuit in each repeater and in the receiving terminal
produced timing waves slaved to the master clock. A framing generator produced an alternating one-zero pattern in the 193rd pulse of each frame. This
pattern, with a strong basic 4-kHz component, uniquely identified the beginning
of a frame. Detection of the framing sequence at the receiver was essential to
the process of steering the received signals to the proper channels [Fig. 18-20].

2.2.6 TerminalRealization
In real life, of course, things were never so simple as would appear from
the previous description. Requirements imposed on the circuit elements to
achieve the desired overall coding and decoding characteristics were quite
stringent. Absolute uniformity of step size and infinitely sharp transitions between adjacent levels could only be approximated. Compressors and expandors
did not track exactly. The channel multiplex gates did not completely open or
close at precisely the right time and generated a range of DC pedestals depending
on network differences. All these imperfections resulted in variations in the
compandor advantage and degradation of the recovered signal. Many months
of effortwere expended before the designers were able to show that all channels
were performing close to the objectives. (In the real world, complete success
in complex developments is only approached asymptotically.) The experimental
terminal was then deemed to have satisfactory performance.
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Fig. 18-20. Circuit boards used for the experimental PCM system timing. Left to
right,digit generator, transmitting channel counter, master clock and framing generator,
and receiving channel counter.

2.3 Design of the Repeatered Line
The terminal design was a large part, but only a part, of the job. It remained
to transport the 1.5-megabit pulse train over the exchange pairs (typically No.
22 gauge) between the terminals and deliver them reasonably intact. Line attenuation at 1.5 megabits was high, and the plan was to provide regenerative
repeaters at the normal locations for loading coils, that is, every 6000 feet or
so. While the economic viability of short-haul carrier systems was largely determined by terminal costs, clearly, with repeaters spaced as close as 6000 feet
(N carrier spacing was typically 8 miles) small, reliable, inexpensive repeaters
were necessary.
One of the significant research contributions to the favorable climate for
PCM in the mid-1950s was the demonstration of a simple two-transistor regenerative repeater [Fig. 18-21 ].29 This circuit worked very well under laboratory
conditions. The development group knew, of course, that the real cable plant
would present some additional problems, and considerable effort was invested
in designing a repeater to cope with the actual conditions. They had also expected from measurements and analysis of crosstalk that some cable pairs in
close proximity would not be usable. Nevertheless, it came as something of a
shock when, of the five pairs equipped for the first field experiment, only one
worked really well; two worked, but were somewhat impaired; and two did
not work well at all. Even though the pairs had been selected to present a
varied spectrum of conditions, the error rates were much higher than expecteq.
With the performance achieved, an enormous amount of measurement, pair
selection, and plant rearrangement would be necessary to make even limited
installation feasible. In a paper exercise, ten systems, each 20 miles long, were
installed with all preinstallation qualification measurements eliminated. It was
proposed that it would be acceptable to have one of the ten fail to operate and
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require reworking. Analysis indicated that, to meet this criterion, the trial repeater would somehow have to be less sensitive to crosstalk by 25 dlB.Clearly,
if PCM were to be practical, some major improvements were necessary.
2.3.1 The Environment
The exchange plant, where PCM carrier was to be applied, is characterized
by several hostile features. Repeaters were to be placed in manholes that could
fill up with water, the cable ducts might be adjacent to steam pipes,. and high
voltages could be induced in the pairs from nearby power and traction systems,
especially under power fault conditions. Impulse noise, generated by switching
systems in central offices, appeared on the pairs transmitting PCM signals. But
the most severe problem was crosstalk from PCM systems on other pairs in
the same cable. All the sources of interference, coupled with the high signal
attenuation and dispersion, served to limit the number of systems that could
be operated in the same cable.
2.3.2 PulseDetectionand Regeneration
For pulse regeneration, it was first necessary to decide whether or not a
pulse was present in a time slot. To speak in terms of the frequency domain,
the rectangular pulses contained a wide range of frequency components, which
were propagated at different velocities over the pairs. At a repeater,. the originally clean pulses were greatly attenuated and smeared over several time slots.
Even after amplification and delay equalization, the pulse had a rounded form,
with tails of significant amplitude into the adjacent time slots [Fig. 18-22). The
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detection process consi:stedof deciding at a particular time and with a reference
voltage whether a pulse was present or not. The space enclosed between the
desired signal and the interfering tails from pulses in adjacent slots was the
working area for detection. The voltage and time crosshairs of the decision
circuit had to intersect within this area to detect a pulse successfully. This area
was referred to as an eye and the chart of all superimposed eyes that can result
from various pulse patterns as an eye diagram [Fig. 18-23]. In a repeater, the
timing for the decision point was obtained from a resonant clock circuit excited
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Fig. 18-24. PCM repeater configuration. The clock extraction circuit and peak detector formed
the timing and amplitude reference for a pulse/no-pulse decision.

by the incoming pulse train and the reference amplitude by measuring the
amplitude of the incoming signal in a peak detector and generating a voltage
threshold designed to be one half the pulse height [Fig. 18-24].
The eye opening was reduced by frequency dispersion, thermal and device
noise, and crosstalk. Interference coupled in from pulse trains on other pairs
reduced the eye opening, both by increasing the amplitude of the interfering
tails and reducing the amplitude of the desired signal. As the n~mber of interfering signals increased and/ or the coupling between the interfering and
disturbed pair increased (lower crosstalk coupling loss), the eye op1mingwas
reduced in area [Fig. 18-25]. An early objective was to have an error rate no
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worse than one error, in the most significant digit per channel per minute. This
would produce one audible click per channel per minute and corresponded to
a pulse error rate of about one error in 106 time slots.
As the lessons of the laboratory work and early field experiments were
learned, several measures weni taken to improve the ability to detect the presence or absence of a pulse in the presence of interference. A fixed reference
voltage, equal to half the nominal pulse, would have been easiest to implement,
but the received signal varied by 6 to 12 dB from location to location and from
variations in the cable environment. The threshold was therefore made dependent on the average received-pulse amplitude. The clipping level in the
clock path was also made proportional to the received signal level. Otherwise,
the phase of the recovered clock signal would be dependent on the received
amplitude. Fortunately, the same signal-dependent voltage, equal to about half
the peak received signal, served for both the voltage threshold and dock circuit.
The pulse train was clipped to prevent interference and noise from entering
the tuned timing circuit in the absence of desired pulses. Timing uncertainties
due to clock pulse width were minimized when very sharp, mid-slot, timing
spikes were generated from the sinusoidal-recovered clock signals.

2.3.3 BipolarTransmission

The largest improvement, however, in the ability to detect the presence or
absence of a pulse was a change from unipolar to a bipolar signal format. This
consisted of transmitting successive ones as alternating positive and negative
pulses instead of the single polarity train originally used. The unipolar binary
system was converted to a bipolar ternary system (zeros were still zero voltage,
but ones could be either positive or negative). The change reduced the critical
crosstalk frequency. Analysis confirms what a casual inspection of single polarity
and bipolar pulse trains suggests: the principal frequency component in a unipolar train is at the pulse rate (1.5 megabits per second), but in bipolar
transmission the principal energy is at a frequency only one-half that rate
[Fig. 18-26].
The effect on crosstalk was profound. At 1.5 megabits, the line attenuation
and the "1-percent-worst-case-" crosstalk interference link was such that the
disturbing signal had as much influence on the decision point as the desired
signal. Crosstalk from additional pairs would further aggravate the situation
[Fig. 18-27]. With the bipolar signal and the principal signal energy concentrated
at 0.75 MHz, both the line loss and the critical crosstalk coupling were reduced;
that is, the signal was stronger and the interference less. An improvement of
15 dB or more was realized, and the situation was changed from an impractical
approach, for the conditions at that time, to the one that led to the practical
production system. 30 •31 •32 (The phenomena of crosstalk in digital systems in
cables and its influence on timing and amplitude decisions is extremely complex
and defies precise analysis. Crosstalk from all pairs and at all frequencies affects
the timing, for example. For engineering purposes, a description was developed
at the single frequency most important to timing and on a statistical basis. The
advantages of bipolar transmission, called alternatemark inversion,had been
recognized in earlier work in England.) 33
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 18-26. Pulse transmission plans. (a) Unipolar. (b) Bipolar. Bipolar transmission
reduced the critical crosstalk frequency to one-half the pulse rate.

Bipolar transmission had advantages in addition to the crucial improvement
in crosstalk interference. The bipolar pulse train contained no energy at DC.
This permitted economical simultaneous transmission of DC for powering the
repeaters along with the signal pulse train. Finally, with bipolar transmission,
in the event of an error, when a pulse was converted to a zero or vice versa,
the alternating sign property was violated. This allowed convenient in-service
monitoring of the line's integrity.
2.3.4 RepeaterRealization

In addition to the improvements from automatic threshold control, precise
control of timing, and bipolar transmission, repeaters were fitted with line-
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buildout (LBO) networks to bring short sections up to the standard loss. While
the threshold control circuit automatically adjusted for line losses between
roughly 27 and 35 dB at 772 kHz, larger variations in loss due to length and
gauge differences were handled by the LBO circuits. A family of 12 networks
was used to cover shorter sections and for No. 19 to No. 24 gauge cable. To
reduce the effects of impulse noise generated by switching machines, the repeater spacing adjacent to an office was reduced to 3000 feet, half the normal
distance.
All these developments, of course, considerably increased the complexity
of the repeater, and the early two-transistor research design was abandoned
at an early stage. The design that emerged from the field experiment and a
subsequent prototype trial required seven diffused-base junction transistors
and ten logic diodes for each one-way repeater. A two-way repeater consisted
of two such circuits, with a total of 135 components in a package 1 by 3 by 53/ 4 inches [Fig. 18-28]. The repeaters required 1 watt from a power supply
common to both directions.
2.3.5 TimingJitter

The zero crossings of the timing wave extracted at each repeater were perturbed from several sources. These variations were termed jitter. The sources
of jitter were systematic or nonsystematic, depending upon their relationship
to the pulse pattern. Nonsystematic sources, such as noise, produced random
phase variations that differed from repeater to repeater. Systematic sources,
due to pulse-shape and pulse-pattern effects, were the same at each repeater.
Pattern-dependent jitter could accumulate systematically in a chain of repeaters

Fig. 18-28.

The experimental two-way PCM repeater with cover removed, 1959.
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and had to be limited to avoid errors caused by sampling the eye too far away
from the peak opening. In addition, jitter in the recovered PAM signal translated
into distortion in the reconstructed analog signal.
The subject of timing jitter was studied extensively in the experimental system, the following Tl development, and for many years after. 34' 35' 36 Th•~problem
at first appeared quite serious; but, as understanding improved, better methods
for timing extraction were developed. A simple model for jitter accumulation
was developed and used to predict and corroborale experimental results. The
repeater was designed to minimize timing jitter, and the receiving terminal
equipment further reduced the effect of jitter on the recovered analog signal
to insignificant levels. 37 Jitter was reduced to a level where it was not a serious
problem for speech. At the same time, a phase-locked loop-timing ,extraction
and jitter reducer was designed to be used in later applications for signals such
as video, where jitter requirements were more stringent.

2.3.6 FaultLocation
When a repeatered line fails, the line must be removed from seirvice and
the fault isolated to the offending repeater section for subsequent off-line repair.
It was obviously desirable to minimize useless trips to manholes by pinpointing
the source of the problem by tests at the terminals, preferably from one end.
In addition, it was useful to be able to identify a marginal repeater by appropriate
testing before an actual failure occurred. A system was developed to determine
the health of the line by taking advantage of the properties of the bipolar
system in which the average DC component of the signal was zero. Purposely
introducing a DC unbalance shifted the decision threshold for pulse or no pulse
in a repeater. In this manner, the repeater margin against errors could be determined. In the bipolar system, a DC unbalance was created by inserting
bursts of deliberate bipolar violations at an audio rate, causing the repeater
output to have a tone at the same rate. At each repeater location, the output
was coupled to a narrow audio-frequency band-pass filter whose center frequency was unique to that location. The outputs of these filters were transmitted
back to a maintenance location over a common fault-location wire· pair. The
response to the DC offset could be tested at each repeater in tum by sequencing through the assigned frequencies of the violation bursts. Absence of
a return audio signal at a particular frequency was indicative of a failure at a
location closer to the terminal than the repeater corresponding to that frequency.
Further, if a repeater was in a marginal condition, increasing the density of the
violations would increase the offset and cause a repeater to make ,errors at a
stress level lower than that for a normal repeater.
2.4 Field Experiments, Prototype Trials, and Final Development:

An initial field experiment was held on several cable pairs between Summit
and South Orange, New Jersey in 1956. The results were rather d1~vastating,
as they revealed substantial inadequacies of the experimental equipment and
the unlikelihood that unipolar transmission could be made to work at all. The
experiment, however, also pointed the way to the improvements needed and
led to the adoption of bipolar transmission at an early stage. As changes were
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made, they were tested in the field as well as in the laboratory. All aspects of
the repeatered line were again tested in the Summit-South Orange test bed in
1959 to confirm the performance of the bipolar system and the improved repeaters.
Inevitably, as problems were overcome with more complex circuits, costs
crept up until the cost advantage over N carrier, initially projected at 50 percent,
had almost vanished. (N system developers, of course, were reducing the cost
of their system and trying to extend its application into the exchange area
during the same period). Strenuous cost-reduction efforts on the digital system, however, resulted in a fragile, but presumably demonstrable, cost advantage of about 15 percent for the PCM system.
A difficult cost contest between an established system, well shaken down
and in production, and a new one still in development occurred again and
again from 1925 to 1975. It was not easy to prove in a coaxial system over
carrier on pairs or early microwave radio over coaxial cable, although television
transmission capability helped in both cases. Management wisdom consisted
less in accepting hard cost estimates on somewhat soft concepts than in seeing
where a particular technology was headed, and which developments opened
avenues unavailable to the existing systems.
In 1961 and 1962, a prototype commercial PCM system was manufactured
by Western Electric and tested by Bell Laboratories with the partiicipation of
New Jersey Bell betwe,en Newark and Passaic, New Jersey. Extensive cablepair measurements were made to validate engineering rules for system installation.38 A full commercial-service trial was conducted on the prototype. Bell
Laboratories established a plant school to train telephone-company craft people
to operate and maintain this new and unfamiliar system. The ability of the
craft personnel to operate and maintain the system during the early commercial
service phase was evidence of the success of this endeavor.
A trial on aerial cable was conducted in Ohio in 1962. This trial was essential
to show that the system could operate in the presence of lightning surges and
static interference and that pole-mounted repeater housings could survive the
elements. Extreme cable-temperature variations in the aerial trial dictated some
minor changes in engineering rules; but, with these established, the system
was approved for aerial cable.

2.4.1 Productionand Initial Installation
While the field tests were s1ill under way, a group was established at the
Bell Laboratories Merrimack Vallley,Massachusetts branch to complete the final
design for manufacture. This group, working closely with their Western Electric
counterparts at the same location, refined the design and settled the innumerable
details necessary for a commercially manufacturable and service product. Plugin circuit packs, equipment bays, and manhole-apparatus cases were designed
with production, service, and maintenance requirements as primary considerations. The Passaic-Newark prototype trials were conducted with components
manufactured by Western Electric from these designs [Fig. 18-29).39,40 •41 •42
The entire system was called the Tl carrier system and the LS-megabit lines
of the original design continued to be called Tl lines. The original 24-channel
terminal was designated the D1 channel bank. The first Tl system from regular
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Fig. 18-29. The Tl carrier system. (a) Production terminal common equipment and channel
units in place for one 24-channel 01 bank. (b) Tl line-repeater apparatus case with cover
partly removed. (c) Apparatus cases, each containing 25 two-way Tl repeaters installed
in a manhole.
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production was installed and turned up for service between the Dearborn office
in downtown Chicago and Skokie, Illinois, about 13.6 miles away, in the fall
of 1962 [Fig. 18-30].
An intercompany task force (Bell Laboratories, AT&T, Western Electric, and
Illinois Bell) was formed to assure a smooth transfer. Installation and maintenance procedures were honed and excellent performance achieved. Concrete
evidence of customer satisfaction was given when Illinois Bell ordered more
than 300 additional systems for installation in 1963. Acceptance throughout
the Bell System was quick, and production took off rapidly. By 1967, over
16,000 systems and one-third of a million Tl carrier lines had been delivered,
providing 4,600,000 voice-circuit miles of capacity [Fig. 18-31]. It was estimated
that the operating companies had saved $80 million on an investment of $280
million compared to the next best option over the four years of operation. The
development to first production had required less than 200 staff years, and
development cost was about $5 million. By 1981, Tl carrier, with several successive generations of terminal and repeater designs, was providing over
100,000,000 voice-circuit miles.
2.5 Impact of Tl Carrier on Digital Communications Evolution
It was recognized in the mid-1950s that what was to become the Tl carrier
system was the harbinger of a new digital era. (There were prophets at even

Fig. 18-30. The first Tl carrier terminals installed in the Jllinois Bell Dearborn office in Chicago, 1962.
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earlier dates and skeptics until the 1960s. But when T carrier installations soared,
few doubted that it was only a matter of time until digital transmission would
spread to all parts of the plant.) The growth of T carrier far exceeded initial
expectations. The introduction of new integrated-circuit designs resulted in
smaller size, decreased power, improved performance, and lower costs. The
cost of a repeater dropped by a factor of three in about a decade-in current
dollars, during a period of steep inflation! By 1983, more than half of all exchange trunks were digital. The synergy of digital transmission and digital
switching paved the way for the introduction of the digital 4ESS* electronic
switch in 1976. More than three-quarters of all toll-connecting tnmks were
digital by 1984, and virtually all of these trunks were expected to be digital
before 1990.
As of 1984, a similar relationship, between local digital switching and digital
loop systems, based on T carrier techniques, appeared to be driving subscriber
loops in the digital direction. Digital microwave radio systems were being installed in substantial numbers for distances up to about 300 miles. Long-haul
systems remained stubbornly analog (but with extensive digital overlays) for

Fig. 18-31. Terminals for more than a thousand Tl carrier telephone circuits
installed in a Passaic, New Jersey central office, 1967.

• Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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many years because of low analog-system costs. (See Chapter 9.) But in the
mid-1980s, the production and installation of large numbers of digital systems
on optical fibers seemed at last to have broken the long-haul barrier. It was
projected that by the end of the 1980s coast-to-coast pervasive digital connectivity would be achieved. An enormous advantage of digital transmission is
that any signal can be digitally encoded and transmitted without interaction
with other signals or with degradation of signal-to-noise with distance. The
Tl carrier developers could not, of course, envision the explosive growth of
fiber optics, but they did recognize the unification of services impllicitin the
coded digital stream. 43
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19
Further DevelopEnent
on Cable J>airs
I. 1.5 MEGABIT SYSTEMS
1.1 Tl Line Development

Following the successful initial development of Tl carrier, a series of further
developments of the line repeater followed, capitalizing on new technology as
it became available. By 1970, a new repeater was designed and placed on trial
using both silicon and hybrid integrated circuits. Like the old versions (coded
201 and 205), the new repeaters were made in two types (coded 208 and 209)
to provide the different surge protection needed in buried and aerial cables. In
addition to much smaller size, the new repeaters had several improved features
and operating characteristics. The new design was in substantial production
by 1972.
With the first production-repeater design, loss measurements were required
on all cable pairs within the pair group to be used in a cable section. Based
upon the average pair loss, a line-buildout (LBO) network was sele:cted from
among 12 designs available to bring the loss up to a standard value. The same
"length" LBO network was then used for all pairs in that section. As a result,
equalization was only approximate. Furthermore, even though thils method
appeared to be simple to administer, in practice, a significant number of wrong
LBO networks were inserted, resulting in marginal line performanm.
In the new repeater, an automatic line-buildout network (ALBO) inserted
the correct buildout loss, depending only on the received average signal power.
This not only compensated accurately for any difference in the loss of each
pair from the average, but offset changes due to temperature more ,effectively
than adjustments of the threshold level (which was still retained). The stocking
and error-prone selection of separate LBOs was eliminated [Fig. 19-1].
The old repeater also had two undesirable characteristics that sometimes
caused difficulty in operation and maintenance. In the absence of an input
pulse train, such as could occur during installation prior to service or because
of an upstream line failure with loss of signal, the repeater was apt to oscillate.
The uncontrolled oscillation then interfered with the ability to monitor the
performance of that line and troubleshoot on the other lines that shared the
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common fault-location equipment. The second problem involved the sensitivity
of the original repeater to cable imperfections, such as splices and bridge taps
located close to the repeater output. (The taps should have been, but were not
always, removed.) At times, this sensitivity resulted in marginal repeateredline performance. The new repeaters eliminated both undesirable characteristics,
i.e., they did not oscillate during the absence of an input signal nor were they
sensitive to cable imperfections. The result was that installation, testing, and
maintenance were made significantly easier, and the new repeater operated
with more margin than the old. 1

1.1.1 SpaceSaving amdHeal Dissipationin Manholes
The new repeater designs were much smaller than the original dEisign,which
helped to conserve space in increasingly congested metropolitan manholes.
The size reduction was made possible by realizing most of the repeater in
hybrid integrated circuits (HICs). Four silicon circuits were used, one each for
the ALBO, the preamplifier, the timing circuit, and the regenerator. Two of the
hybrid circuits, one for each direction of transmission, were mounted on a
printed-wiring board along vii.th discrete components, such as transformers
and large-value bypass capacitors, to form the new repeater [Fig. 19-2].2
With the substantial reduction in the size of the new repeater and without
an equivalent reduction in power dissipation, the power density was higher.
As a result, it was necessary to design the new repeater to operate over an
ambient temperature range from -40 degrees C to +85 degrees C, which was
substantially greater than the operating range of the earlier repeaters. This was
made possible because of the close matching and similar thermal-tracking
characteristics of the silicon integrated circuits, and the excellent temperature
stability of the thin-film resistors and ceramic capacitors. In addition, the repeater
and apparatus case were designed to provide high thermal conductivity to the
outside environment.
T carrier equipment: located in offices, while differing in its electronics from
earlier carrier systems, was not fundamentally different in its envilronment or
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Fig. 19-2. Top, the 1962 Tl line regenerative repeater
separated into two parts and, bottom,the design realized
with hybrid integrated circuits in 1969.

packaging requirements. Indeed, the lower power dissipation of transistors
made the equipment easier to house. Over the years, T carrier office equipment
shared in the same general advances in power reduction, compactness, and
ease of manufacture that characterized other electronic designs. The most difficult physical design problems were encountered in the outside plant area,
especially in manholes, where, in the early deployment, about 80 percent of
the Tl repeaters were located.
Manhole use meant that the repeater housing could be exposed to a variety
of pollutants and continuous submersion. Thus, all apparatus cases had to be
watertight and materials had to be highly resistant to corrosion. In order to
ensure that water would be excluded, repeater cases, like the trunk cables to
which they were spliced, were pressurized by compressors located in the central
offices. Most often the cables themselves were the conduits for pressurization,
although in some instances, especially in larger cities with numerous cables of
various pneumatic integrity, there was an air-pipe network sharing the duct
runs with the cables. Out of long experience in this environment, designers
had evolved a selection of materials and designs for apparatus cases, especially
for the housing of loading coils. The first Tl carrier repeater cases were based
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on that technology. In the early days of digital systems, it was common to
convert cable pairs in existing trunk cables from voice to T carrier by removing
a loading-coil case and replacing it with a repeater case of similar external
appearance. A repeater case of the 1960s consisted of a repeater card cage
mounted on a heavy cast-iron base with a cylindrical galvanized steel cover
(Fig. 19-3]. The cover had to be removable, since repeaters could fail and need
to be replaced. The lateral space required to slide the cover off about doubled
the required wall space. The repeater case, like its loading-coil predecessor,
was connected to the trunk cable by a stub cable.
By the early 1970s, the very success of T carrier was creating new problems.
Instead of simply adding a few carrier repeater cases to what was primarily a
voice-frequency cable, operating companies were often installing cables primarily for T carrier. Under cable-pair utilization rules in effect in the 1960s,
there could be up to eight repeater cases (200 repeaters) on a 900-pair cable.
Eight cases could generally be placed and spliced in a standard-size manhole
without much difficulty. But as T carrier became more popular and its economic
advantage relative to voice-frequency (VF) trunks became more pronounced,
special screened cables were developed that were optimized for carrier. (In
screened cables, the pairs in a single sheath were separated into two shielded,
or screened, compartments-the
pairs for one direction of transmission in one
and the opposite direction in the other. The word screened(a British term for

Fig. 19-3.

Tl repeater apparatus cases with access equipment, 1963.
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shielded) was used because the term shielded cable had long been used for
cables in which all internal pairs were shielded from external interference, but
not from each other.) In screened cables, virtually every pair was available for
carrier, and a 900-pair cable could require 18 cases. This number presented
problems in both manhole space and splicing arrangements.
In response to these problems, and to take full advantage of the smaller
repeaters, a new apparatus case, the 475 type, was designed with first production
in 1972. The new cases were not only much smaller but were provided with
three small access covers that eliminated the need for the large clearance space
required with the old case [Fig. 19-4 ]. Two of the modules held ten repeaters
each, while the third held five repeaters and the fault-location networks. With
the new design, the number of cases that could be housed in a given manhole
volume was tripled. In the 475 design, all repeaters rested directly against the
inner surface of the case's cast-iron well. This placement provided highly efficient cooling, a necessity since the new repeaters dissipated the same power
as their forebears in a much smaller volume.
1.1.2 Low-PowerRepeaters

While the 208/209 type repeaters represented a major technical advance
and significantly improved performance, an urgent need to reduce power dissipation remained. Reduced power would not only lower repeater operating
temperatures and thereby improve life and reliability, but it would increase

Fig. 19-4. Tl carrier repeater apparatus cases. The apparatus case designed for the 1970
integrated circuit T carrier repeater, bottom, compared to the original, top.
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the length of spans permissible between powering points. Last, but by no means
least, it would reduce the cost of primary power, a factor of abruptly increased
significance following the oil embargo of the rnid-1970s.
A major reduction in power needs was achieved in the early 1970s by Bell
Laboratories with a new device technology called complementary bipolar integrated circuitry (CBIC). CBIC allowed high-quality, matched n··p-n and
p-n-p transistors to coexist on a single silicon chip. (See another volume in this
series, ElectronicsTechnology(1925-1975),Chapter 2.) The complementary chips
permitted another redesign of the Tl repeater, completed in 1976, that reduced
consumption from 1.5 w to 0.43 w. With the low-power design, the spacing
between powering offices could be extended to as much as 37 miles. This
flexibility was of increasing importance as T carrier expanded more and more
into the suburban and rural areas. 3
Although the repeater designers took advantage of each advance in device
technology by repackaging to exploit the new characteristics, as each new generation of repeater design appeared, compatibility was maintained by designing
adapters that permitted placing the new repeaters in earlier-generation apparatus cases.

1.2 The 02 Channel Bank
The T carrier system was viewed from the start as the first step toward a
nationwide digital network. But the first system design had been tailored to
the performance requirements and features of exchange-area trunks. The popularity and phenomenal growth of T carrier in the telephone companies pointed
to the next step-a digital channel bank that would meet intertoll performance
objectives. Attention was directed to the design of the terminal channel bank
because digital lines and regenerative repeaters do not affect voice-frequency
parameters, such as frequency response and noise, provided they arei working
properly; they affect error performance only.
The D2 channel bank was developed in the Holmdel, New Jers12ydigital
transmission laboratory from 1968 to 1970. It was expected that Tl lines would
serve for short toll connections, and several other higher-capacity digital lines
were in prospect for longer routes. The new channel bank processed up to 96
voice-frequency signals into pulse-code-modulation (PCM) digital form for
transmission, thus sharing the cost of some of the common circuits over four
times as many channels as the D1 channel bank. Functionally, however, the
D2 channel bank was equivalent to four 24-channel terminals; i.e., its output
was four 1.544-megabit streams, which could be connected to four 24-channel
Tl lines. 4
The basic functions of the D2 channel bank were similar to those of D1
[Fig. 19-5]. Each channel was limited to 4 kHz by a low-pass filter and sampled
8000 times a second. The samples of varying amplitude were then time multiplexed in two stages. In the first stage, channels in 12-channel groups were
sampled in sequence; in the second stage, these samples were interleaved (time
multiplexed) with samples from seven other 12-channel groups. Device speed
had advanced to the point where a single coder or decoder could handle all
96 channels. Following the coder, a digital processor separated out the four
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Fig. 19-5. The D2 channel bank. (a) Block diagram of D2 channel bank showing the stages
of time-division multiplexing into groups (12 channels), digroups (24 channels), and 96-channel
signals for coding. (b) D2 multiplexing plan.

1.544-megabit streams, each stream being made up of the coded samples from
two of the original groups. The inverse process of assembling four Tl incomingsignal streams into a single stream for decoding was done in a similar, but
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somewhat more complex, processor in front of the decoder. By starting with
12 channel groups, and combining two of them for each 24-channel digroup
output, the advantage of a reasonable recovery interval for each channel-sampling circuit was retained. Throughout the sampling and multiplexing process,
the equipment was arranged so that the bank could be equipped for one 24channel digroup at a time and so that failure or maintenance activity in one
would not disturb the operation of the others.
1.2.1 New Standardsand Compatibility
Beyond this set of functions, however, the D2 channel bank designers were
faced with some difficult decisions. In toll connections, many trunks could be
connected in tandem by switching machines that, at that time and for many
years to follow, could handle signals only in analog form. Even without switching, there could be several digital and analog transmission links in tandem. In
such situations, repeated anafog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions
would be required, and quanti:zing noise would accumulate. The noise from
each conversion, therefore, had to be held to a very low value. Also, in the
future digital network envisiom!d, a digital trunk could be switched to another
digital trunk without the conversions. (A digital time-division toll switch was
in the early stages of planning during the D2 channel bank development.) This
meant that it had to be possible to reconstruct a single channel signal converted
into digital form by onie chanl1lelbank back to analog in any other bank. A
high degree of standardization and uniformity was therefore requil'ed.
The D1 channel bank, as designed around 1960, was not adequate, from
either the standpoint of the signal-to-noise ratio or uniformity. A decision was
therefore made to design a channel bank to standards that would be good in
all applications for the foreseeable future, but that consequently would not be
compatible with the existing Dl design.5 It would not be possible to have D1
and D2 channel banks at opposite ends of a Tl line. The number of channels,
sampling rate, and output bit rate were chosen to match those of the D1 channel
bank, thus permitting the use of the Tl line to interconnect D2 channel banks.
The most important differences were in the number of digits per coded sample
and in the companding law. These differences, in tum, caused other attributes,
such as the signaling and framing format, to be different. Since the 8-kHz
sampling rate was retained, it was expected to be possible to interconnect D2
channel banks with other channel banks using the same rate by cligital processing.
1.2.2 Eight-DigitCoding
For the signal-to-noise requirement to be met, all eight digits were used to
code speech samples, compared to the seven-digit code used in the Dl channel
bank. Instead of every eighth bit being dedicated to signaling, as in D1, the
eighth bit was used for signaling in only one frame out of six. This signaling
rate was adequate for the D2 bank to operate with all the signaling systems
handled by D1, while maintaining performance close to that of full eight-digit
PCM. The actual format in the D2 bank was to code each sample into eightdigit PCM in five out of six frames and into seven-digit PCM in the silxthframe,
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when the eighth bit was used for signaling. The resultant quanti:zation noise
was about 4 dB better than seven-digit coding and 2 dB above that of full
eight-digit PCM. It was anticipated that even this degradation would be eliminated in time with the adoption of common-channel interoffice signaling
(CCIS). In CCIS, which was later widely installed as anticipated., interoffice
control signaling was over dedicated data channels, completely removing signaling requirements from transmission terminals. The D2 channel bank format
allowed for both the current and anticipated CCIS methods.
The frames that were to convey signaling were identified by coding the
sequence of the ones and zeros in the 193rd digroup framing bit [Fig. 19-6].
Since for some switching systems, two signaling paths were required, it was
necessary to identify a superframe of 12 frames in which the 6th and 12th
were used for the two signaling paths. 6
1.2.3 Compandingand Coding

The companding in the original D1 channel bank, based on the nonlinear
properties of diodes (see Chapter 18, Section 2.2.3) was not adequate for the
tight requirements placed on D2. In the D1 compandor, the companding characteristic had been approximated by a logarithmic expression whose steepness
was defined by a parameter, µ (in D1 µ had a value of 100). At the time of the
D2 development, and earlier, various other approximations had been proposed.
The one proposed by the Bell System was based on the µ-law formula with a
µ of 255.7 The Europeans, led by the British, favored a slightly different approximation following the so-called A-law.8 Both approximations became linear
for very small signals, as a logarithmic function cannot be carried to zero,
and both could be represented by linear piecewise segments [Fig.
19-7].9•1°Furthermore, both were digitally linearizable. This was achieved by
aving the step size for each segment related to the adjacent segments by a
power of two. With this relationship, and with fairly simple digital processes,
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Fig. 19-6. The D2 bit stream format.
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it was possible to translate the binary code words representing the compressed
amplitudes into other codes representing linear, uncompressed signals without
incurring any additional quantizing noise. In the linear digital form, signal
processing, such as gain changti, echo suppression, and conferencing arrangements could be carried oµt by purely digital processes. 11 •12
The nonuniform-step coder consisted of an arrangement of tandem stages
with one stage for each of the eight digits. Each coding stage produced a digit
and a residual amplitude pulse. The residue was the input to the ne·xt tandem
stage [Fig. 19-8). The first stage determined the polarity of the sampl,e and each
of the remaining stages produc,~d one digit of the binary code representing its
magnitude. (This was equivalent to weighing an object in a balance scale by a
sequence of successively smaller known weights.) The nonlinearity was generated by controlling the comers and relative slopes of the segments. Unlike
the D1 channel bank, where the compression was due to the nonlinearity of
active devices (diodes), the segments were determined in passive mitworks by
highly precise tantalum thin-film resistors. 13 The approach used in the D2 bank
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Fig. 19-8. The D2 channel bank tandem stage coder.
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eliminated the need for field adjustments of the companding action. In fact,
careful design eliminated all field adjustments of common circuits.
1.2.4 Testing

A novel and important maintenance feature of the D2 design was a builtin digital test panel. This allowed initial setup and maintenance measurements
to be made by one person and with a minimum of external test equipment.
The test circuit included a digital signal generator that produced a PCM signal
that was the digital equivalent of the 1-mw, 1000-Hz sine wave often used to
test analog transmission equipment [Fig. 19-9]. By looping the output of the
bank back to the receiving side and using the "digital milliwatt," only one
person was needed to align a D2 channel bank, and it could be done independently of the alignment of the far-end bank. The procedure took advantage of
the fact that digital transmission lines have zero loss for the encodt:id signals
passing over them. A technician at the D2 bank could use the test panel to
simulate reference-level incoming signals and adjust the bank's channel-gain
controls. These adjustments could be made before the channel bank was connected to a digital transmission line, thus assuring that all the voice channels
would be be properly aligned when any two individually adjusted banks were
connected. 14

1.3 The 03 and 010 Channel Banks
1.3.1 The D3 Channel Bank

The same advances in device technology that made the D2 design possible
made it apparent that an improved and less expensive digital channel bank for
the exchange area application was also possible. Exploratory work with this
purpose in mind started in 1968 in the Merrimack Valley transmission group,
which was responsible for the D1 channel bank. The availability of small-scale
integrated circuitry, especially in the hybrid tantalum-film/silicon-chip form,
made improvements in the common digital circuitry and the voice-frequency
filter look attractive.
With over 150,000 D1 channel banks in service, end-to-end compatibility
with D1 was initially accepted as a firm requirement. As originally conceived,
therefore, the new channel bank (later designated D3) would have been incompatible with the D2 toll bank. In retrospect this may seem stral7lge,but it
should be recalled that the D1 design was in large-scale production and would
continue to be so for some time to come. There were and would continue to
be many partially filled bays in the field. Competitive D1-compati1blebanks
were beginning to appear in the market. The D3 channel bank was originally
conceived as a lower-cost D1. Performance improvements were sought, but
toll performance was not one of the original objectives.
As the development progressed, the limitations imposed by the Dl features,
compared to what had become technically possible, became increasingly apparent. Companding by diodes in the D1 design had always been a maintenance
burden, especially where voice-band data transmission was involved. The
tightly controlled and adjustment-free segmented companding was adopted at
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an early stage. Once this was part of the plan, the advantages of µ = 255
companding and the improved performance from eight-bit coding in five out
of six frames were temptingly available and readily achievable-e,xcept for
the D1 compatibility requirement. After several months of analysis, experiment,
and debate, a decision was made to make the D3 bank compatible with D2
and to furnish a relatively inexpensive conversion kit with which existing D1
channel banks could also be made compatible with D3 and D2. Thus, the
telephone companies could leave existing exchange links as they were, filling
out with D1 banks if they chose (D1 continued in production); buy the :improved
bank for both ends of a link; or use the new bank in conjunction wilth old D1
banks upgraded with the conversion kit. 15
With the format issue settled, the D3 designers set out with zest to exploit
the new devices and integrated-circuit techniques. For one thing, integrated
circuits were much smaller. Integration had not yet reached the stage where
the function of entire panels and bays were reduced to a silicon chip, but
8-inch, plug-in wiring boards could be replaced with 2-inch-square ceramic
hybrid integrated circuits. This opened the door to some advantageous changes
in architecture. As in D1, the bank continued to handle 24 channels for a single
Tl line but required only one coder-decoder. The filters and gates for each
input line were moved from eight boards in the common control area to the
24 channel-unit plug-in boards. All the per-channel functions were therefore
on a single plug-in board. Channel boards could then be furnished only as
required, and troubles affectingone channel could be corrected without affecting
any other channel. The channel units could still be tailored to a specific application, such as two-wire or four-wire connecting circuits, or be provided with
various special service features. The remaining common-circuit functions, which
had occupied 24 circuit boards in the D1 channel bank, were reduced to three
plug-in units.
These measures, along with the new devices, resulted in a two-to-one reduction in both size and power consumption as well as lower costs. Several
other features that were pioneered in the D2 channel bank and reduced the
cost of operation and maintenance were included in D3. Built-in test gear with
the digital milliwatt, a hot spare for fast substitution of defective plug-in units,
built-in carrier-group alarms to inhibit switches from making conni~ctionsto
faulty or out-of-service banks, and built-in power converters on a per-bank
basis were made part of D3. Line-up adjustments were essentially eliminated.
The only adjustments were those necessary to the specific application, i.e.,
those required for direct, tandem, or toll-connect trunks, and these were made
by prescription setting of switches, which were expected to remain fixed for
the duration of that application or for the life of the equipment.
The improved features made the D3 channel bank highly attractive for new
exchange-area installations; its market was assured. At this stage, however, it
still fell short of meeting toll requirements, principally in its lack of access jacks,
normally provided for toll testing and patching, and in the charact,eristicsof
the voice-frequency filter. But it was getting very close to toll quality, as its
designers were well aware. The access-jack deficiency was largely removed by
the growing use in the 1970s of switched maintenance-access arrangements.
The new bank used an active filter to limit the VF band. (See Chapter 17,
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Section 3.3.) The active filter was smaller and comparable in cost to a conventional passive design but with more potential for cost reduction. When it turned
out that the cost difference between filters meeting exchange and toll requirements was trivial, the D3 developers adopted the better filter and gleefully
announced that they, too, had a toll-quality bank.
A successful field e,cperiment of the D3 design was carried out in Lawrence,
Massachusetts in Nov,ember 1970, and preproduction field trials were held in
New York City in early 1972. The first regular service installation was in Calumet
City, Illinois in March 1973. With space, power, cost, and performance advantages, the D3 channel bank took over the bulk of the market for new banks as
production capacity was built up.
1.3.2 The D1 Conversion Kit, D1D

The need to furnish a conversion kit to upgrade existing D1 channel banks
emerged as soon as it was accepted that the advantages of making the D3
channel bank compatible with D2 rather than D1 outweighed the disadvantages.
The concept of a conversion kit and the electronic design were straightforward
enough, but the execution was challenging because of some severe physical
constraints. The conversion was to require changes in a minimum of plug-in
units only; no frame-wiring changes were to be required. The new units could
consume no significant additional power. Performance was to be as least as
good as the original D1 channel bank and preferably better.
In this spirit, it was not possible to relocate the channel-sampling gates to
the channel units; changes were confined to the common control cil'cuits.When
the design was complete, the change was accomplished with a kit of 12 plug•·
in circuit boards to replace 12 of the original 31 boards in the D1 common
control. Several of the new boards used state-of-the-art integrated circuitry
and special assembly techniques, such as multiboard plug-in units, to save
space [Fig. 19-10]. With the kit installed, the DlD banks had the improved
companding, 8-bit coding, the signaling capability of D2 and D3, and improved
alarm controls to prevent sw:itching-machine seizures of trunks in defective
units. In addition, the modified banks could be slaved to remote-dock signals
for timing (a feature ni~eded for some of the new switching interfaces and not
provided in the D1 bank) and lined up and tested from one end. Held adjustments were reduced by two-thirds, with none remaining in the common equipment. In every respect, the DlD conversion kit met the objectives set, and
performance was made comparable in most respects to the new D3 design at
a fraction of the cost of an entire bank. 16 Shipments were made both as kits
for upgrading installed banks, and as complete banks with the new plug-in
units in place. Deliveries started in 1973, and, by 1980, over 30,000 DlD channel
banks were in service.
II. SIX-MEGABIT AND THREE-MEGABIT SYSTEMS
2.1. T2 Carrier System Development

As soon as the Tl system was well established, attention was directed to
higher-capacity systems designed for use over longer distances. In 1963, pre-
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Fig. 19-10. The 010 conversion kit. A multiboard plug-in unit has been opened showing
hybrid integrated circuits and dual-in-line packages carrying silicon integrated circuit chips.

liminary studies led to a proposal to develop a system with four times the
capacity of Tl, that is, 96 PCM channels, at about 6.3 megabits. The system
was to be for transmission over pulp- or polyethylene-insulated pairs and good
for applications in the short- and intermediate-range toll plant, as well as in
exchange areas. This initial work evolved into the T2 carrier system.
An early hope was for single-cable operation at the nominal 6000-foot Tlregenerator spacing. The regenerator design was extremely difficult, as the pair
loss at the 6.3-megabit digital rate required was about 70 dB. In 1967, field
tests with an experimental regenerator quickly revealed that, not only was the
single-cable operation not feasible, but application even to existing twin cables
was not promising.
Nevertheless, the enthusiasm for longer digital links remained very high.
Much of the push during the late 1960s and early 1970s came from the expectation that some form of T2 could provide a badly needed intercity link for
PICTUREPHONE* visual telephone service, which was in intensive development at that time. With digital picture processing, it was expected that a
reasonable-quality monochrome picture, equivalent to one in about a 1-MHz
analog band, could be transmitted over the 6.3-megabit links. The options were
limited. On existing types of paired cable, the loss at the high bit rate required
regenerator spacings so short that maintenance of longer routes appeared impractical. This led to the development of a new low-capacitance (LOCAP) cable
with lower loss and lower crosstalk, designed specifically for T2.
• Service mark of AT&T.
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Further surveys continued to point to moderately long intercity links as the
principal field of use. As a re:mlt, a great deal of attention was directed to the
maintenance problems that would attend such lines. Automatic protection
switching to a working spare was needed, and means were developed for the
rapid sectionalization and localization of line failures.

2.1.1 System Description
T2 carrier was designed to transmit 96 PCM channels at 6.312 megabits (the
second digital signal rate, D52) over distances up to 500 miles. The input was
to be either four time--multiplexed Tl, 1.544-megabit signals or a digitally encoded picture signal that would occupy the entire bit stream. Operation was
over separate cables for the opposite directions of transmission, with repeaters
spaced up to 2.8 miles apart on LOCAP cable. The high bit rate and high loss
required a regenerator using t:he best available high-speed devices. While the
principles of operation remained the same-to reshape, retime, and regenerate
the signal-the greater speed and precision needed resulted in a regenerator
considerably more complex in circuitry than the Tl regenerator [Fig. 19-11 ].17
Crosstalk requirements were w stringent that it was not possible to mount two
oppositely directed regenerators on one card, as was done in the Tl repeater.
The separate regenerators were mounted in separate apparatus cases, one for

Fig. 19-11. The 6.3-megabit T2 regenerator. Two regenerators
were required for signal transmission in both directions.
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each cable. Automatic protection switching to a working spare line was provided. The development program included the design of a multiplexer, the
M12, to combine the Tl signals, as well as the realization of the new cable. 18

2.1.2 Low-Capacitance
Cable
There was more than one possible approach to a lower-loss cable. The loss
desired was about one-half that of a standard No. 22 gauge poly1~thyleneinsulated-conductor (PIC) pair. Pair loss depended on both the series resistance
(directly related to the gauge) and the shunt capacitance (a function of the
insulation material properties and thickness). A brute-force approach was to
scale up both conductors and insulation to reduce loss. This woµld havE:required
No. 16 gauge conductors with quadruple the amount of copper ailld would
have been bulky as well. However, the loss caused by the high resistance of
finer-gauge conductors could be offset by lowering the capacitance with even
thicker insulation. At some point, the saving in copper costs would be more
than offset by higher insulation and sheath-material costs. An optimum was
found with No. 22 gauge conductors and expanded (foamed) polypropylene
insulation [Fig. 19-12].
Fifty-two pair cables were constructed, with seven units of seven LOCAP
pairs each plus three interstitial pairs. Within each unit, each pair had a different
and carefully controlled twist length. The seven-pair unit was consbucted by
stranding, or winding, six of the pairs around the seventh. The design minimized
crosstalk between the pairs of a unit and between units as well. The interstitial
pairs were used for maintenance and for voice-frequency communications along
the route (i.e., an order wire). LOCAP cable was successfully tested in a field
trial in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, in 1971, and was used in subsequent T2
installations [Fig. 19-13]. Designs for 104 and 204 pair cables were also developed.19
2.1.3 The M12 Multiplexer

The M12 Multiplexer accepted 1.5-megabit (DSl rate) signals from up to
four Tl lines or any of the variety of D-type channel banks that produced the
DSl signal. (By the early 1970s, there were in service or in planning not only
D1, D2, and D3 banks, but versions specially designed for data, e.g., the Tl WB4.
(See Chapter 22, Section 3.4.1.) It multiplexed these signals into the 6.3-megabit
signal, accepting all pulse patterns and synchronization plans and demultiplexed
them at a receiving terminal, exactly reconsb'Ucting the 1.5-megabit: patterns
received [Fig. 19-14].
Like the D2 channel bank, the M12 multiplexer had to accept 1.5-megabit
streams that differed in rate. But, where the receiving D2 channel bank dealt
with the asynchronism in the process of reconsb'Ucting analog voice signals,
the M12 multiplexer had to accept mixed-rate streams, multiplex them for
transmission over the T2 line, and deliver the original signal to a Tl line or D
channel bank at the receiving end unchanged in pulse content and rate. The
ingenious method for accomplishing this was dubbed pulse stuffing. The multiplex output, 6.312 megabits, was chosen to be slightly higher than any possible
sum of the pulse rates expected from the four DSl inputs (note that
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52-PAIR CABLE

(a)

(b)

Fig. 19-13. Low capacitance (LOCAP) cable. (a) Fifty-two pair LOCAP cable
had seven units of seven pairs each. Units of the same twist and stranding
structure (A, B, and C) were separated to reduce crosstalk. (b) Twin 52-pair
LOCAP cables being installed on first T2 route from Dallas to Longview,
Texas, 1972.

4 X 1.544 = 6.176, not 6.312). The extra capacity was used by inserting (stuffing)
extra pulses into each incoming signal until its rate was raised to that of a
locally generated clock signal.
In the actual process, the combined signal was formed by a digit-by-digit
interleaving of pulses, detected and made much shorter in duration by the
multiplexer. After every 48 information digits, 12 from each DSl signal, a
control digit was inserted, forming a multiplexer frame. Any deficiency of pulses
necessary to read out the frames at the (higher) local-clock rate was made up
by inserting pulses at preselected positions with respect to the frame-control
pulses. At the receiver, the known stuffing positions were examined and any
added pulses removed before demultiplexing down to the separate DSl bit
streams (Fig. 19-15]. The process of reframing and regenerating the DSl stream
then recreated the 1.5-megabit signal, including its original rate.
By this means, differences in the DS 1 signals up to 5 .4 kilobits per second,
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Fig. 19-14. Multiplexing for the T2 6.3-megabit line. DSX-1 and DSX-2 are cross-connects
at the 1.5-megabit DS-1 and 6.3-megabit DS-2 rates.

which was much larger than the rate tolerance of the incoming signals, could
be accommodated. Pulse stuffing was efficient in that it did not require a great
deal of buffer storage, and it was generally used in the successive higher stages
of digital multiplexing. Finally, it preserved flexibility: it did not predude other
methods of digital-network synchronization. If lower-speed signals were made
synchronous for use in a switched digital network, pulse stuffing could still be
used for the higher-speed transmission facilities.20

2.1.4 Toll-LineMaintenance
As on all toll lines, continuity of service was extremely important in T2.
Unlike the exchange area, troubles were likely to be far from an attended office
and alternate facilities much less available. T2 provided automatic protection
switching to a working spare, with one protection pair for up to 23 working
lines. The cable facility was divided into maintenance spans about 100 miles
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*
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to be multiplexed
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\\ \

n____ _
Destuffed signal after smoothing

Fig. 19-15. Pulse-stuffing synchronization.
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long, with performance monitors installed at the end of each span. The line
signal was bipolar, that is, successive pulses alternated in polarity. Violation
of the polarity alternation was sensed and used to raise alarms and actuate the
protection switch if the problem was severe. When a monitor sensed a violation,
it removed it and transmitted a violation-free signal so that the violation would
be detected only once. This localized the trouble to the maintenance span
preceding the monitor sensing the polarity violation.
Further trouble localization was provided by means of a test signal transmitted from a maintenance office. Each repeater location had a narrow bandpass filter tuned to a particular voice frequency and coupled between the regenerators and a fault-location line (one of the auxiliary pairs in the cable).
The test signal was generated with a voice-frequency component, which was
changed to match the frequency assigned to each repeater site in succession.
If a repeater failed, it would not return the tone unique to that location, and
the regenerator or preceding cable section was then known to be in trouble
[Fig. 19-16]. By this means, maintenance people could be dispatched to specific
locations to make repairs or replace equipment. Finally, T2 carrier was designed
with interfaces to a standard Bell System telemetry system (called E2 telemetry).
This allowed remote monitoring of unattended maintenance offices. Remote
monitoring was also used for centralized administration. With the telemetry,
nearly all the indications available at the terminal bays could be monitored at
a single central location. It was thus possible to keep track of the performance
of the digital network over an entire area and to take coordinated action in
dealing with major problems. 21 •22
2.1.5 Type T2 Carrierin Service

The first T2 carrier installation was made between Dallas and Longview,
Texas (125 miles) in 1972. Others followed in Indiana and Ohio. The system
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met its design objectives and worked well. Within the next few years,.improved
regenerators were designed with integrated circuits requiring less space and
power. By 1980, almost four million voice-circuit miles had been installed, but
this was only about four percent of the digital-circuit mileage in service. A
major restraint in the hoped-for market was the failure of the PICTUREPHONE
visual telephone service network to materialize.

2.2 TlC and TlD Systems
2.2.1 TlC-A 48-Channel,Three-MegabitSystem

While T2 carrier proved satisfactory for intermediate-range digital toll links,
the need for larger-capacity and more economical systems in the exchange area
continued to grow. The incentive to obtain more circuits on exis1ing cables
increased in the mid-1970s, when rising copper costs and an increase in the
cost of petroleum-based plastics made new cables more expensive. The search
for a larger-capacity exchange-area digital system had not ended with the decision to tailor T2 to intercity applications on LOCAP cable. The rapid rate of
Tl installations and the rise in new cable costs led to another sh1dy of the
problem, with interest focused on a 48-channel, 3.15-megabit system, called
TlC for Tl conversion.
As indicated by the name, the system was intended as a means for a possible
upgrade in the capacity of routes already equipped with Tl carrier. Aside from
the bit rate, Tl and TlC had many similarities. Transmission was bipolar with
a SO-percent duty cycle. Installations could be on single, screened, or two separate underground or aerial cables; on Nos. 19, 22, or 24 gauge pulp- or PICpairs; in pressurized or filled waterproof sheaths. System length between terminals was limited to 50 regenerators, or about 50 miles, the same as Tl.
Regenerators used automatic line buildout, power was simplexed over the pairs,
and maintenance and trouble location was by bipolar violation monitoring in
a way similar to Tl. The construction of the 3.15-megabit line signal was accomplished in a MlC multiplexer, highly similar to the Ml2 multiplexer used
to assemble the T2 signal, except that only two 1.5-megabit DSl stri~amswere
combined to form the 3.15-megabit DSlC line signal. Asynchronous DSl
streams were combined using pulse-stuffing. 23•24
As always, the big problem was crosstalk. In particular, for single-cable
operation, near-end crosstalk (NEXT) between the high-level output pulses
and the low-level inputs was limiting. The line loss, and hence the repeater
gain, was about 16 dB greater than Tl at the reference frequency of 1.576 MHz
for the bipolar 3.152-megabit signal. This, combined with the greater crosstalk
coupling at the higher frequency, increased NEXT by a factor of 100 over Tl.
The principal system problem lay in finding the increased margin required.
The adverse factors would seem at first glance to place the TlC developers
in precisely the position that was found to be impossible in the original Tl
carrier development before the earlier system was rescued by the use of bipolar
transmission. Fortunately, extensive field experience with Tl had furnished a
great deal of information about the outside plant that was not available to the
first system's designers. The TlC developers found that a great deal of the
crosstalk coupling arose where cable symmetry was lost in manholes, entrance
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stub cables, apparatus cases, and splices. A large reduction in NEXT was obtained with a new design for the repeater apparatus case. In addition, the new
case employed two separate stubs to connect it to the main cable outside the
manhole, one for low-level input signals and the other for the high-level regenerated signals, even where only a single cable was used between repeaters.
The apparatus case was similar in appearance to the 1970 design but was
slightly larger (and looked even more like a hibachi grill) (Fig. 19-17). Three
repeater housings were provided with separate removable covers. Two of the
housings had slots for ten repeaters; the third housed five repeaters, a faultlocation filter, and loading coils for the fault-location and order-wire pairs. All
slots accepted either a Tl or TlC repeater, with regenerators for both directions
of transmission on a single card.

Fig. 19-17. The new repeater case designed for low crosstalk for use with the Tl C
3.15-megabit repeaters, I 975.
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Besides the two stubs to separate the input and output pairs, the two directions of transmission were kept separated inside the case as much as possible.
The repeaters on one side of the housing were inserted with an orientation
opposite to that of the repeaters on the other side. This allowed all the lowlevel input pairs to occupy the center of the housing and the high-level output
pairs the outer edges. The separation was maintained to the point where the
separate stubs entered the base. By these means, the crosstalk contribution of
the TlC apparatus case was made negligible compared to othi~r sources.
Shielding of cable splices was also necessary, especially for those dose to a
repeater where the level differences were large.
In unscreened single cables, it was still necessary to select cable pairs in
units (binder groups) with the maximum separation within a sheath. In Tl
cables, at least one intervening cable unit without carrier was necessaitybetween
units carrying the opposite directions of transmission. Because of the higher
coupling at the TlC rate, at least two intervening units were necessary [Fig.
19-18). As a result, for single-cable operation on 900-pair cable, it was possible
to operate up to 150 TlC systems (7200 channels on 300 pairs), compared to
a maximum of 200 Tl systems (4800 channels on 400 pairs). A full complement
of Tl C also released an additional 100 pairs for voice services, but it was not
possible to mix voice and carrier pairs in the same binder group. Nor could
TlC and Tl signals coexist in the same binder group, but they could be applied

150 W-E
PAIRS

Fig. 19-18. Unit selection for single cable operation with 150 TIC systems-900
pair cable.
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to separate binder groups in the same cable, making group-by-group conversions feasible. With two-cable, or screened-cable operation, far-end crosstalk
rather than NEXT was limiting, but it was low enough to allow TlC operation
on all pairs, with only the interstitial pairs reserved for fault location and order
wires. On two 900-pair cables, up to 850 TlC systems (40,800 channels) were
possible and, on a single screened 900-pair cable, as many as 400 Tl Cs (19,200
channels). 25

2.2.2 The T1C Repeater
The paired regenerators in a TlC repeater were similar in principle to the
Tl repeater and bore a strong family resemblance to the later Tl versions.
Three custom-designed silicon integrated circuits mounted on ceramic plates,
only 1 by 1.3 inches, provided preamplification and equalization, dock extraction, and regeneration. An automatic line-build-out network adjusted the
repeater to accommodate incoming signal levels for line losses from 6 to 54 dB
at the 1.5-megabit reference frequency. In the spirit of a conversion system,
the size and power consumption were equal to or less than Tl. The two
regenerators on a single card occupied a volume 3 by 6 by 7/8 inch
[Fig. 19-19].26
·
Outside-plant conversions from existing Tl installations to the new apparatus
cases, shielding, and two-stub arrangements were made; but, as soon as the
design was assured, the local Bell System companies were urged to use the
new apparatus cases and plant layouts, even though a 24-channel Tl line was
adequate for their immediate needs. Thus, at only slightly greater expense,
later clean conversions from Tl to TlC could be made by merely adlding the
Ml C multiplexer to the terminal and exchanging the plug-in repeaters. (The
removed repeaters could be used elsewhere, where Tl capacity was sufficient.)
A highly successful field trial of 50 TlC systems in a single cable over a 16mile span was completed in Atlanta by June 1975. First installations from regular
production were by Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company in Miami
later that year. By the end of 1980, about 5.5 million voice-circuit miles of TlC
were in service, and 15 percent of new growth in local digital capacity was
on TlC.

2.2.3 T1D-T1 Duobinary
Tl Chad been made possible by improved apparatus-case design andl outsideplant arrangements. By 1980, advances in integrated circuits made more complex
signal processing possible. The pattern of zeros and ones in the digital sequence
was manipulated, without changing the digital rate, to produce a spectrum
with less energy and, hence, lower crosstalk at the critical regenerator timing
frequency. The Tl duobinary (TlD) system was a 3.15-megabit system with a
line-signal format somewhat like two interleaved Tl signals and with crosstalk
at 1.5 megabits only 6 dB more severe than Tl. 27 The new format, along with
the outside plant improvements realized for Tl C, permitted much greater utilization of cable pairs (Fig. 19-20].
In the early 1980s, TlG, a 96-channel system with six-megabit (four-level,
three-megabaud) signals, was developed to double the capacity of TIC lines.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 19-19. TIC repeaters. (a) Left, TIC office repeaters and right, manhole
repeaters. (b) Laboratory test of manhole apparatus case and repeaters.
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Fig. 19-20. Tl, TlC, and TlD unit selection and cable utilization for single cable operation
on a 900-pair cable.

The original objective of the T2 development, to transmit 96 channels over
ordinary exchange cable at 6000-foot repeater spacing, was thus finally
achieved, but only after 15 years of device advances and improved understanding and upgrading of the outside plant. (While it was possible to operate
the higher-rate exchange systems on single cables, their use was usually in
high-growth areas where two-cable and screened-cable applications were
common.) TlD was in commercial production by 1980, and TlG by 1984.
2.3 The D4 Channel Bank
In mid-1973, about a year after the start of the TIC development, studies
were initiated on how best to provide terminals for the new 48-channel line.
Clearly, a stand-alone multiplexer was needed to provide an interface with the
numerous D3 and D1 banks already in service, but the expected market for
Tl C was so large that a new terminal, tailored to Tl C and taking advantage
of the latest technology, also looked attractive. For a time, a D3-based system
with a built-in multiplexer was considered. As the study progressed, however,
the advantages of a more flexible approach became apparent.
Looking ahead a few years, planners could see a situation of growing complexity in the digital plant. Signals could be transmitted over Tl, TIC, or T2
systems, as well as coaxial cable or other higher-rate lines. The lines might be
terminated in any of three different digital banks (D1/D1D, D2, or D3), two
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multiplexers (MlC, M12), or a digital terminal for the new toll 4ESS* switch,
then under development. The sampling rate and companding law had been
standardized (providing Dl channel banks were converted. to DID), but the
lines carried signals at differimt bit rates, the multiplexers combined signals in
dlifferentpatterns, and the channel banks could sample signals in different sequences. The emphasis for the new channel bank shifted from optimizing for
one specific application to a design with maximum versatility and flexibility.
The outcome was the enormously successful D4 terminal. With the larger-scale
integrated circuits that became available, little or no sacrifice in economy was
necessary compared to a more specialized bank. 28
The D4 channel bank was composed of a set of up to 48 individual channel
units, each of which handled a single trunk or special service line, and common
control circuits-the brains of the equipment. (The term specialservicesreferred
to anything other than plain old telephone service (POTS). Tht!y included a
great variety of private lines, such as data lines, audio programs, connections
to private branch exchanges, and a number of others. They wet'e of growing
importance, accounting for a substantial fraction of all lines, and an even larger
part of the growth. About 30 different versions of D4 chanm~l units were
planned for special services.) It is beyond the scope of this history to go into
any detail of the circuitry of the D4 channel bank. The techniqu.es used were
basically similar to those developed in the Dl, D2, and D3 channel banks. The
principal difference was the elaboration and great consolidation made possible
by the larger-scale integrated circuits.
A key feature of D4 was the provision of four different digital line interface
units, one for each of the basic line equipment combinations or modes [Fig.
19-21). The simplest and most efficient combination was a D4 terminal transmitting over a TIC line to another D4. The 48 channels were automatically
synchronized and only one alarm control was needed. When D4 was to be
connected by a TlC line to existing 24-channel banks or Tl lines, an MlC
multiplexer was required to combine the far-end 24-channel facilities and synchronize the two groups of 24 channels by pulse stuffing. At the D4 end, a
line-interface unit and a synchronizer-desynchronizer (syndes) unit performed
these functions. Two alarm-control units maintained independent 24-channel
operation. In a third mode, D4 connected to two Tl lines with a line-interface
unit that made the channel bank operate as though it were two D3 compatible
banks. The D4 bank could then be used with DID, D2, D3 channel banks; the
new digital switch termination; or any combination of these at the far end.
Finally, two D4 banks could be linked to provide a 6-megabit, 96-channel
signal for a T2 line. At the far end, the T2 line could be terminated in another
pair of D4 banks or in an M12 multiplexer for connection to 24-channel banks.
In this mode, the line interface ensured that the signal frames were compatible
with an M12 multiplexer. Syndes and alarm controls linked the two D4 banks
to provide, in effect, four independent 24-channel groups.
During this period and earlier, a great deal of study was devoted to the
Etmergingdigital hierarchy, with the intention of defining a sequence of sue• Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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cessively higher-rate signal formats that would be compatible and flexible.29
The successive steps at 1.5 megabits (DS1), 6.3 megabits (0S2) and 45 megabits
(D53) rates were intended to provide recognized service needs or convenientsize steps for new facilities. The D4 3.15-megabit mode was not hierarchy
compatible, an advantage that was considered perhaps worth sacrificing in
some cases in the interest of economy. The remaining modes were all compatible.
The D4 channel bank was developed through 1974 and 1975 and tested in
a field trial in Pennsylvania in 1976. It featured several physical-design innovations, including a printed-~g
back plane into which all units were plugged.
Size reduction, made possible by integrated circuits, doubled the number of
channels per bay compared to the D3 channel bank, with about one-half the
power per channel (i.e., no greater power per bay). Power converters had also
been so reduced in size and cost that they were furnished for each bank. D4
was the first fully stand-alone digital bank and could be installed individually
if required. Within a few years after its introduction, virtually all D4 units were
redesigned to take advantage of very-large-scale integration (VLSI).As a typical
example, the changes reduced the integrated-circuit device count in the receiving
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unit from 51 to 5 per unit. Commercial production started in late 1976, and
the first service application was in the Crete, Illinois central office of Illinois
Bell. By the early 1980s, D4 channel banks were being produced at a rate of
over 2,000,000 channel terminations per year (45,000 banks).
UI. INTERl1ACES

Unlike power or gas utilities whose configurations are relatively static, the
basic purpose of the telephone plant is to permit different connections of terminals, customer lines, and interoffice trunks to form end-to-end paths on
request. Less obvious is that the facility plant-the complex of switching offices,
cables, multiplexes, and transmission lines-is not static, either. Not only does
it grow and evolve over time, but it is constantly being rearranged and reconfigured to serve the basic function better. The flexible and efficient use of facilities
requires the association of different types of transmission systems and of transmission and switching systems in many different and easily rearranged combinations. Traditionally, this led to stand-alone facilities with well-defined interfaces but with enough options to mate with any other system to which it
could be connected.
By the mid-1960s, three very different types of carrier transmission systems
were in widespread use: (1) the classic, analog, linear, single-sideband-suppressed-carrier L-multiplexed family, which included the coaxial and FM microwave systems. (While the radio lines used FM, the terminal multiplexes to
form the composite signal were of the same type as the coaxial systems.) (2)
the analog, compandored, carrier-transmitted., Type N family; and (3) the recently introduced digital system. Interconnection between the types was done
at voice frequency, requiring back-to-back terminals, even though access to
the individual voice circuits may not have been required.
About 1965, studies and development started on methods for connecting
larger blocks of circuits in a way less expensive than complete multiplex terminals. By 1968, an N3-L junction was produced that permitted direct interconnection of N3 and L systems in 12 channel groups. 30 The junction processed
the groups by changing the relative magnitude of the carriers and speech signals
of an N3 carrier line to make them suitable for transmission over a coaxial or
radio link. The resulting line signals, however, were not compatible with L
multiplex; for one thing, they were still compressed in volume by the N3 compandor. A special terminal to perform the inverse carrier-speech level adjustment was necessary at the far end before recovering the voice signals in a
standard N3 receiving terminal.
The N3-L junction saw only limited field use because of the rapid expansion
of the digital systems and the expected decline of N carrier. However, as more
transmission links became digital and switching became increasingly softwarec:ontrolled and finally digital, it became apparent that considerable economies
c:ouldbe realized by more integrated interfaces between transmission terminals
and the electronic switches.
3.1 The 4ESS Switch-Voice-Band

Interface and Digroup Terminal

The first major departure from the traditional pattern of stand-alone switches
and transmission systems came with the development of the digital time-division
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toll 4ESS switch. Preliminary development on 4ESS began in 1968 and continued through the early 1970s. The new switch imposed many new requirements on the transmission terminals but also presented many opportunities
for innovation. Appropriate arrangements for voice-frequency, analog-carrier,
and digital-carrier transmission terminals, compatible with the switch and developed in parallel with it, were ready for service when the first switch was
cut over in Chicago in January 1976.31 •32
Two new terminals-the voice-band-interface frame (VIF) and the digroup
terminal (DT)-performed the interface functions for analog and digital transmission systems, respectively [Fig. 19-22]. Within the switch, access to the
switching network itself was via serial PCM links, each operating at 8.192
megabits and accommodating 120 voice-frequency channels encoded in standard eight-digit PCM format. The 8.192-megabit rate was chosen to exploit
the speed of the available devices and was actually capable of carrying 128
PCM channels (a convenient number for binary logic-128 = 2 7), but eight of
the channels were reserved for maintenance of the link. The remaining 120
channels formed a conveniently sized match to ten 12-channel analog groups,
or five 24-channel digital digroups. The DT terminated digital facilities and
performed the multiplexing and demultiplexing necessary to connect LS-megabit D51 bit streams to the 8.2-megabit PCM links in the switch. The VIF ter-
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Fig. 19-22. The 4ESS transmission-switching interface system. Analog facilities were
terminated in distributing frames (MDF, GDF, IDF) and conventional terminals and converted to digital format in a voice interface frame (VIF). Digital facilities were connected
via cross-connects (DSX-1) and a digroup terminal (OT). All terminals were controlled
from the switch IA processor (IAP) via signal processors (SPl and SP2).
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minated four--wire, voice-frequency analog trunks and performed the analogto-digital and digital-to-analog conversions, as well as the multiplexing and
demultiplexing required to match the switch's 8.2-megabit stream.
The amount of equipment required was greatly reduced compared to that
needed to connect on a trunk-by-trunk basis, as was necessary in the earlier
space-division crossbar toll switches. The advantages of digital-to-digital conmiction was most strikingly demonstrated by the DT, where there was no need
to derive each physical channel. This not only avoided the signal degradation
that attended the conversions from digital to analog and·vice versa, but eliminated the need for a great deal of per-channel equipment, such as signaling
detectors and generators, distributing-frame appearances, and trunk circuits.
(In switching-system terminology, a trunk circuit is the interface circuit [in the
switching machine] that controls the sequence of actions necessary to connect
the communications path established through the switch to an interoffice trunk.
It is tied to and controls the signaling on the transmission side and communicates
with the central control of the switch to keep it informed of the call-connection
status.)
3.1.1 Voice-BandInterface

Termination of voice-frequency analog metallic pairs was done on a metallic
terminal frame (MTF) that separated the signaling and message signals. Analogcarrier groups were terminated on an A6 unitized facility terminal (UTF) that
derived the audio voice channels and separated out the signaling in a conventional way. The unitized part of the terminal designation referred to packaging
all the elements (channel banks, signaling, pads, test access) necessary toterminate carrieir groups in a single bay, thus avoiding a great deal of interbay
wiring and distributing-frame appearances. The signaling information from
both metallic and carrier channels, typically DC in the so-called E and M-lead
standard fonnat, was connected to a signal processor 1 (SPl) where it was
scanned and analyzed for transfer to the switch's lA central processor (lAP)
over a peripheral-unit bus (PUB). The message signals from either voice-frequency or analog-carrier terminals w~re passed to the VIF for conversion to
standard PCM format and transmission over the 8.2-megabit links to the timedivision switching network. All these units were two-way. For outgoing signals,
the VIF demultiplexed PCM signals, the SPl distributed signaling information,
and the voice-frequency and carrier-terminating frames combined signaling
and message signals, as well as the inverse functions.
VIF was similar in many respects to the D2 channel bank, except that the
signals were multiplexed into 120 rather than 96 channels and transmitted at
the 8.2-megaibit, D5120 rate to the switch instead of being sectioned into 24channel D51 streams, as in D2. Each input was a four-wire pure message
channel; signaling, as already noted, was handled separately. The VIF consisted
of seven voice-band interface units (VIUs), a switchable spare VIU, and duplicated frame controllers. Each VIU terminated 120 analog trunks and provided
the interface with the switch via a D5120 port. The port consisted of a pair of
coaxial cables, one for each direction, using the D5120 8.2-megabit signal format. The total capacity of the VIF was therefore 840 channels (7 X 120), in a
seven-foot triple bay six feet, six inches wide.
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3.1.2 The Digroup Terminal

The DT consisted of up to eight digroup-terminal units in a bay seven feet
by four feet, four inches, with each unit capable of terminating five DSl 1.5megabit signals and multiplexing and demultiplexing them for connection to
the DS120 port of the switch [Fig. 19-23]. The DT also extracted and added
signaling information from and to the DSl streams, exchanging signaling information with a signal processor 2 (SP2) for transmission to and from the
switch's central processor. In addition to the eight normally active 120-channel
units, the DT had a switchable spare unit and two nearly identical controllers.
The use of one-for-eight protection took advantage of the highly reliable solidstate circuitry and effected considerable hardware savings compared to full
duplication. A controller supplied test signals to the units and constantly checked
itself as well. When it detected faults in either a digroup unit or itself, the
information was reported to the central processor in the switch. Software in
the central processor diagnosed the trouble and determined the appropriate
reconfiguration to be made. This information was transmitted back to the DT
controller which executed the appropriate switch to substitute a spare for a
failed digroup unit or the alternate controller for itself.
The full capacity of a DT was 40 DSl-level signals, or 960 channels. All
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Fig. 19-23. Digroup terminal frame for terminating 960 digital channels
on 4ESS switching equipment-seven-foot
bays, 1976.
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timing was derived from clock signals transmitted from the 4ESS switch network
clock, so that the exchange of digital-signal words was done at a rate consistent:
with the switching function in the switch.
3.1.3 Technologyand FloorSpace

Both the DT and the VIF made use of the latest technology available, including printed-wire multilayer backplanes and a ceramic-plate photolithographic circuit technique developed for the lA ESS switch. However, a large
number of the VIF functions were analog, which led to the use of a mixture
of techniques. The ceramic-plate lA technology was used for digital functions,
and a combination of hybrid integrated circuits (silicon chips and tantalum
circuits on ceramics) and di~.crete components mounted on epoxy boards, for
inherently analog circuitry [Fig. 19-24). As a result, the VIF occupied about
half again as much space for 840 channels as the digital terminal required for
960 channels.
This was only part of the space story. Except for small-size cross-connects,
the incoming digital lines wue connected directly to the DT while analog lines
had first to be terminated on metallic or carrier terminals before connection to
the VIF. The standard interface and nonblocking characteristics of the 4ESS
switch made possible the elimination of traditional distributing frames, with
their administrative and daily operational problems. (In earlier space-division
switches, it was necessary to distribute connections to the switch terminals so
that heavy traffic lines would not overload one portion of the switch while
another was relatively idle. In rapidly changing areas, it was necessary to balance

Fig. 19-24.

An analog circuit pack from the voice interface unit of a 4ESS switch.
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Fig. 19-25. The overall floor plan of a 4ESS switching equipment office with 82,000
trunks. Most of the space was occupied by analog transmission terminal equipment.

and rebalance the switch by assigning connections at distributing frames.) With
careful floor plan layouts, it was possible to connect the transmissfon-facility
terminating bays to the VIF and switch signal processors with connector-terminated cables. In a large 4ESS switch office (about 80,000 trunks), it was
estimated that connectorization and the elimination of the need for office rearrangement saved from 200 to 300 linear feet of distributing frame, over one
million frame terminations and half a million cross-connect wires. With the
previous methods, necessary to balance the loads on a switch, the floor-space
requirement would have been about doubled. However, despite the reduction
in space required for the transmission equipment, an 80,000-trunk 4ESS switch
office, terminating about one-half digital and one-half analog-trunks, still consisted largely of analog transmission terminal equipment [Fig. 19-25].
3.2 The Digital-Carrier Trunk

The success of the consolidation of the transmission terminations and the
inputs to the new digital toll switch, and the application of the advanced lA
central processor to the space-division local electronic switch in 1976, spurred
efforts to find economic consolidations for transmission and switching in local
offices as well. The outcome, completed in the late 1970s, was the digital-carrier
terminal (OCT). The OCT integrated 04 channel-bank functions and the trunk-
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circuit function of lA ESS switching equipment. DCT channel units performed
the functions formerly associated with both the switching-system trunk circuits
and channel-bank channel units. The integrated design considerably lowered
the cost of terminating T carri,~r trunks on lA ESS switches. 33
In the DCT frame, signaling and supervisory information for up to 480
channels was obtained by a microprocessor-based controller that communicated
directly with the lA ESS switch central processor [Fig. 19-26]. Since signaling
information was interpreted by the central controller software rather than by
channel-unit hardware, a single channel-unit design was used in DCT. Various
trunk-signaling formats were translated appropriately by the controller, so the
single design was suitable in applications that formerly would have required
more than 30 different trunk-circuit/channel-unit
combinations.
As in conventional channel banks, the DCT common control separated the
signaling from the voice information and routed both signals to the channel
units. In the channel unit, the voice signal was converted to analog form and
sent on to the switching network. The DCT channel units, however, did no
detailed processing of 1:hesignaling information. The required pro,:essing was
accomplished via a new common-equipment unit, the digroup controller, which
in turn communicated over a data link to a peripheral-unit controller (PUC) in
thei switch. The digroup controller polled the channel units to det,ect changes
in signaling information and, in the reverse direction, was capable of changing
the status of outgoing signaling. The PUC sent signaling status information to
and accepted orders from the switch central processor. Commands from the
central processor to change a trunk state (e.g., busy or idle) or to receive or
transmit address information were formatted and directed to the digroup controller over the data link. The digroup controller and PUC distributied the commands to the proper channel unit.
In addition to savings in sp.ace and cost, the DCT permitted the integration
of digital line-error and fault monitors into the switch-maintenance plan.
Whenever a bit error occurred, it was reported to the PUC, which kept a count
of the error rate for each channel digroup. The PUC in turn generated a report
to the ESS switch central control, which then forwarded it to an area switchingcontrol center. By this means, it was possible to maintain area-wide surveillance
of the health of digital lines terminating on lA ESS switches and to take action
as required.
3.3 The LT-1 Connecitor and Digital Interface Frame
In the late 1970s, an additional step was taken in the reduction and further
consolidation of the equipment required to terminate transmission lines at the
4ESS switch. As already noted, a great deal of the equipment at a large 4ESS
switch office was devoted to terminating the analog trunks. In contrast, the
termination for digital trunks was compact and efficient. The strategy adopted
was to bring all trans1nission to the switch in digital format as efficiently as
possible.
3.3.1 The LT-1 Connector

The first step was to terminate voice-frequency metallic trunks in conventional D4 channel banks. In effect, it was found that, with the new banks and
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Fig. 19-26. T carrier termination on lA ESS switching equipment, 1980. (a) Digital
channel termination with conventional interface and (b) digital carrier trunk (OCT).

with the advantages attending a digital input to the switch, the prove-in distance
for a digital toll-connecting trunk was zero miles. The next step was to convert
analog-carrier signals to digital D51 format as efficiently as possible. Analysis
indicated that much of the cost and bulk of the A-type channel bank and
subsequent analog-to-digital conversion in the VIF lay in the impedance transformations and the separate detection and generation of signaling over transmission-line type links. The conventional arrangement of bays with analogcarrier channel banks followed by the VIF occupied a great deal of space. As
much as 37 linear feet of aisle ~pace was reqµired for the A6 unitized bays that
derived the 840 voice-frequency trunks served by a VIF. Because of the substantial amount of analog voice-frequency equipment included, VIFs were also
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sizable, and a good deal of intraoffice wiring was required to connect the two.
Through consolidation of the analog channel-bank function, signaling origination and detection, and digital encoding and decoding in a singlle unit-the
LT-1 connector-two-thirds
of the space, all the voice-frequency interbay wiring, 40 percent of the power, and one-third of the cost were saved. 34
It was theoretically possible to process two groups of analog-carrier trunks
at the basic group frequency of 60 to 108 kHz directly to the LS-megabit OSl
form without deriving each audio-frequency voice channel as an intermediate
step. This was, in fact, accomplished in the early 1980s in the LT-2 connector.
LT-2 used a VLSI digital-signal processor to operate on and transform the
analog speech and signaling signals at carrier frequency to the desired OSl
format by purely digital processing. The digital processors themselves were
very versatile and evolved through several generations with device counts
ranging from 45,000 to 150,000 on a single silicon chip. They could be used
not only for analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions, as in LT-2,
but could convert companding characteristics from µ-law to A-law and vice
versa, a capability important in international applications.

3.3.2 The DigitalInl'erfaceFrame
The orderly pursuit of any large-scale development requires thEidivision of
the entire project into a set of subtasks that can be carried forward without
constant concern about the evolution and status of the parallel tasks. For many
decades, systems development in Bell Laboratories had been functionally divided and pursued in separate areas for switching and transmission. One of
the reasons for the original architecture of the 4ESS switch was the desire to
preserve a clean and stable interface between switching and transmission, so
that development improvements could proceed on either side without repercussions throughout both systems for every change in either. This ilnterface, in
effect, was the line between the OT and the SP2 on the one hand, and the 8.2megabit DS120 link between the OT and the time-division network on the
other. (See Fig. 19-22.)
As early as 1974, however, even before the first 4ESS switch was in service,
advances in device technology had made further consolidation of the transmission and switching interfac1~technically feasible and economically desirable.
A number of different integrations were possible, ranging up to a single unit
combining all the functions of transmission termination and the first stage of
switching. At the sam1~time, designers had demonstrated the feasibility of a
common-control echo suppressor. The echo suppressor could operate on a
multichannel digital stream and be built for a fraction of the cost per trunk of
the existing per-line suppressors. 35•36 The decision was to combine the SP2 and
OT function into a new digital interface frame (DIF) and to insert an echosuppressor terminal in the OS120 link where required [Fig. 19-27].37
For all its virtues, thei original DT/SP2 division was an awkward arrangement
in several respects. The SP2 did not process OT maintenance messages but
instead shuttled them between the OT and maintenance programs resident in
the central lA Processor. Communications between the terminal and the processor were slow and valuable processor time was consumed, reducing the
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amount available for larger call-serving capacity. New large-scale integrated
circuits and, especially, newly available microprocessors made a different approach possible. A large part of the intelligence for testing and maintenance
was placed in the combined DT/SP2, that is, the digital interface frame, and
only simple and short messages were necessary between the new interface
terminals and central processor. A great deal of freedom for evolution was
possible, and compatibility could be maintained by software changEisonly.
During the period from 1976 to 1980, the 4ESS switch was virtually completely redesigned to take advantage of the dramatic advances in integratedcircuit and software technology. The ceramic-plate lA technology was replaced
by much larger-scale integration on silicon chips. The DIF and echo-suppressor
terminals were important parts of that evolution. (The evolution of 1~chosuppressors through a succession of per-circuit versions and, finally, to the echosuppressor terminal and the single-chip echo canceler is not covered in this
history but is well described in the published literature.) 38 •39 •40 •41 With the new
microprocessors and by combining the equivalent of four DTs and the SP2
into a single structure, designers eliminated a number of duplicated functions
and a complex terminal-to-central-processor communication interface. The new
structure was easier to maintain, occupied less than one-half the space, and
required only one-third the power of the equipment it replaced.
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Higher-Rate Systems: Coaxial,
Waveguide, Radio, and OJ~tics
I. BROADBAND ENCODING-VIDEO

AND MASTERGROUF'S

1.1 The Beginnings of Higher-Rate Systems
Early in the development work on what was to become the 1.5-megabit Tl
carrier system, Bell Laboratories transmission planners and developers began
working within a concept that pulse-code-modulation (PCM) digital systems,
including systems of much greater capacity than Tl, would evolve to a nationwide network capable of transmitting all kinds of signals over any distance.
They were keenly aware of the advantages if such systems could be realized:
(1) Problems of frequency response, delay distortion, net loss, and other characteristics that plagued transmission over analog systems would be greatly
reduced. (2) Quality would be determined almost entirely by the terminals.
The impairment due to analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversions could
be made small and uniform for all channels. Line impairments du.~ to digital
errors and timing jitter could be made negligible. Performance would be essentially independent of distance. (3) All kinds of signals-voice, data, or
video-could be encoded at an appropriate bit rate. Signals of the same or
different rates could be combined into a single pulse stream with no interaction
between the different types of signals. (4) Digital systems promised to be extremely efficient for the transmission of the rapidly growing computer-data
traffic, already in digital form. (5) Digital transmission was exceptionally well
suited to such wide-band media as the millimeter waveguide, then in development (as it was to be to the optical fibers developed later). (6) Finally, since
they used much logic and digital processing, digital systems benefited enormously from the rapid advances in integrated circuits.
Investigation of the transmission of high-speed PCM digital signals over
coaxial cable began in 1960. Even as Western Electric started production on
the Tl system in 1962, Bell Laboratories was operating major parts of an experimental PCM system designed for a transmission rate about 150 times greater.
While a development group in Bell Laboratories at Merrimack Valley in
Massachusetts addressed the problems of perfecting the 1.5-megabit Tl system
for large-scale manufacture and service, groups at the Murray Hill, New Jersey
laboratory started work on systems designed to meet the higher capacity and
609
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performance requirements of the long-haul transmission routes, typically served
by coaxial systems and TD microwave radio. One line of development led to
the D2 channel bank, M12 multiplexer and T2 six-megabit line. Another was
aimed at the laboratory realization of a high-speed demonstration system suitable for transmitting broadband signals, such as television, over coaxial cable.
The latter work laid the foundation for the development of high-rate digital
systems for the next two decades. 1•2 Technical feasibility of the digital approach
to long-haul transmission w;:1.sdemonstrated by this system, but it was not
until the advent of fiber-optic transmission in the late 1970s that digital, highcapacity, long-haul transmission systems began to be deployed in the United
States. Until low-loss fibers ]became available, analog techniques on coaxial
cable and radio stubbornly proved more economical for the long-haul transmission of voice telephony and video. In the meantime, many of lhe technical
advances arising from this high-rate PCM work found application in short or
intermediate-length digital systems.
1.2 Early High-Speed Coder-Decoders
An early objective was to design coders and decoders (codecs) that were
capable of encoding and recovering the 4-MHz+ band of a high-quality television signal or the 2.S-MHz band of a 600 voice-channel mastergroup signal
from a frequency-division multiplex (FDM) terminal. Encoding tielevision required sampling at rates as high as 12 million samples per second (12-MHz
sampling) and encoding each sample into a nine digit code. (Coding for television was from a linea1rmeasure of the sample, since the amplitude distribution
of a video signal did not permit the large advantage from companding realized
with speech signals.) Such speed and precision were beyond the capabilities
of the transistors and circuit techniques of the early 1960s, and were first
achieved using a PCM coding tube that evolved from the PCM research work
of the late 1940s.3 Toils marvelously precise tube consisted of a cathode and
electronic lens structur,e for generating a ribbon electron beam that was focused
on a code plate [Fig. 20-1 ]. The signal sample to be coded was applied to the
vertical deflection plat«~s.Beam deflection was proportional to the sample voltage, and apertures on the code plate allowed current to be collected on output
terminals in a pattern defining the binary number proportional to the sample.
The digits, which appeared simultaneously (in parallel), could be read out in
sequence as a serial PCM signal [Fig. 20-2).
The tube coder was rendered obsolete in a few years by the d1evelopment
of high-speed transistors. A demonstration system assembled in 1964 included
both a tube coder, whilch cod1~da video signal with a signal--to-noise ratio of
62 dB (within 2 dB of the 64 dB ideal for a 9-bit coder), and a solid-state coder,
with a 57-dB signal-to-·noise ratio [Fig. 20-3). Decoding was less of a problem;
careful implementation of a ladder-type decoder with available diodes and a
precise thin-film resistor network was adequate. 4
A coder for 600-channel analog mastergroups with a frequency band extending to 3.084 MHz requiri~d a 6.168-MHz sampling. For a high-quality
television picture, sampling at 9 or 10 MHz would have been adequate, but,
for convenience, a sampling rate was chosen at twice the mastergroup rate, or
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Fig. 20-2. Block diagram of tube coder for 9 digit encoding of television sampled at 12
MHz, 1965. The sample produced a 9-digit parallel code at the coding tube which was
then converted to serial PCM.

12.352 MHz. The output of the 9-bit coder was, therefore, 9 X 12.352 111.17
megabits per second. In the experimental system, two of these bit streams were
combined. Allowing for framing and synchronization of different input streams
by pulse stuffing, this arrangement resulted in a line rate of 224 megabits per
second. In the original tests, the terminals were connected back to back across
the laboratory, but, by early 1966, a regenerative repeater for the 224-megabit
signal had been built and tested. Ten of these regenerators were placed at onemile intervals in a 0.270-inch-diameter coaxial line, and transmission at 224
megabits with an error rate less than 10- 10 was demonstrated. (The small-·
diameter coaxial cable was used to save space in the laboratory but was also
part of an investigation into alternate coaxial structures better suited to digital
transmission.) This was more than sufficient to meet the total error rate of 10- 6
judged to be needed for a 4000-mile coast-to-coast system. 5
1.3 Evolution of Broadband Coder-Decoders

1.3.1 MastergroupCodecs
The feasibility of digitally encoding a 600-channel analog mastergroup was
also demonstrated in the high-speed demonstration system. 6 Successilvelyimproved models were designed in the following years as the device technology
advanced. The last of several starts toward final development, stimulated by
the expected deployment of millimeter waveguide, culminated in 1975 in a
model that had all the features necessary for operation in the network, and
that could have been put into production. 7 By this time, the semiconductordevice art had advanced so far that the coding process, so difficult in the early
1960s, was quite routine. Attention had turned to squeezing the coded mas-
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Fig. 20-3. The laboratory 224-megabit PCM system, 1966. The video coders and
decoders for converting a high-quality analog color television picture to 111-megabit
PCM and recovering it are the two bays at the right.

tergroup into as few bits as possible and in a format consistent with the emerging
digital hierarchy. This was accomplished by shifting the frequency of the mastergroup from its normal range (0.544 to 3.084 MHz) down to 0.116 to 2.636
MHz, allowing the use of a lower sampling rate. Sampling was at 5.526
megabits, somewhat higher than twice 2.636 MHz to allow for tolerances in
frequencies and components. Also, the amplitude of the mastergroup signal
had an approximately Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero; low value
signal samples were much more probable than high values. This made companding advantageous and a three-segment companded coder was used. The
companded coding was 2.2 dB better than linear eight-bit coding, so nine-bit
coding was not required. The digital output signal was at the digital-signal 3
(DS3) rate of 44.736 megabits per second, which had been chosen earlier with
this coding plan in mind and was by then standard [Fig. 20-4].
This final mastergroup codec, like the earlier tube codecs, was never put
into production, as the waveguide project for which it was intended was discontinued. The subsequent development of an inexpensive analog-to-digital
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Fig. 20-4. Three segment companding characteristic for eightdigit mastergroup codec. [Andrews, IEEE Trans. Commun. COM•-25
(1977): 267.]

junction, the LT connector, filled the niche that the mastergroup codec was
intended to occupy. The LT connector converted analog signals into digital
signals compatible with the digital hierarchy, exactly as if the signals were
passed through back-to-back analog and digital channel banks. This allowed
signals in the 60- to 108-kHz group band of analog carrier to enter the digital
hierarchy at the 1.5-megabit DSl rate and be demultiplexed and decoded in
the same way as digital signals from any other source. Thus, LT connectors
had a substantial advantage over mastergroup codecs, which had to be used
in pairs and so could not provide a direct connection between the two hierarchies.
1.3.2 Evolutionof VideoCodecs

The 111-megabit per second video codecs in the high-speed demonstration
system were intended for the long-standing Bell System application of distributing broadcast-quality color video signals. This application requir,ed the extremely high quality that the codecs provided. Impairments that were introduced
by the codec were almost undetectable, even to a skilled observer making
comparison with studio-quality pictures and monitors. As with mastergroup
codecs, technical feasibilitywas demonstrated, but as no long-haul digital system
was deployed, there Wc!-S no need in the field for television codecs until
the 1980s.
The next major effort in video codecs after the demonstration system of
1964 was inspired by the plan for economical long-haul transmission of PICTUREPHONE* visual telephone service signals. Here, the need was for large
numbers of channels. Transmission had to be at the lowest possible bit rate,
* Service mark of AT&T.
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and the pictures were black and white and small, so some quality could be
sacrificed to reduce transmission costs. This led to the development of a 6.3megabit codec using three-bit differential PCM, which was put into service as
part of the experimental PICTUREPHONE network. Differential systems, such
as delta modulation, and more general differential PCM techniques were investigated, as they provided the ability to shape the spectrum of noise and
could take advantage of the sample-to-sample correlation in the signal characteristic of picture transmission. 8
Work also began on a codec requiring even a lower transmission raite, based
on more elaborate signal processing techniques proposed by Bell Laboratories
researchers. 9 This involved sending only the differences between successive
complete video frames, instead of the conventional method of coding and
transmitting each sample. Algorithms were explored and selected, methods for
dealing with line errors were worked out, and a model was built when the
PICTUREPHONE project was discontinued. Other manufacturers subsequently
offered similar codecs and when, in 1982, PICTUREPHONE visual! meeting
service was instituted by the Bell System, it employed commercial codecs built
along these lines. In the early 1980s, acceptable pictures were being transmitted
for PICTUREPHONE visual meeting service at a 1.5-megabit rate.
II. THE T4M SYSTEM

Following the successful laboratory demonstration of high-rate terminals
and lines in 1966, attention turned to the characteristics appropriate for a commercial system. Any new high-rate digital system had, of course, to be compatible with an overall plan for the digital network, but several other factors
were considered as well.
2.1 The Digital Hierarchy

For several years, system engineers in Bell Laboratories had been developing
a plan for a digital network that would be capable of carrying all types of
signals then in service or contemplated, including voice, digital data, facsimile,
television, and (important in those days) PICTUREPHONE visual telephone
service. In the plan, digital signaling (DS) rates, convenient for the most frequently transmitted signals and appropriate to the transmission media, determined the hierarchy of principal digital rates. Lower-rate signals would be
multiplexed together for transmission over higher-rate pulse streams. Even in
the mid-1960s, the complete plan contemplated digital switching, but because of the rapid progress in digital transmission, the main emphasis was in
that area.
The existing Tl and planned T2 carrier systems fit into the concept, and the
experiments at higher rates were also carried out with the plan in mind. Before
the rates were finally standardized around 1970, they were frequently adjusted
as continuing analysis or advancing technology indicated that a change was
desirable. The basic eight-digit coding of the 8-kilobit samples of a voice band
signal generated the 64-kilobit signal, later referred to as the DS0 (digital signal
zero) rate. Several higher rates were included in the plan (Fig. 20-5).10
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Fig. 20-5.

Principal rates included in the digital hierarchy plan in 1966 (rates are rounded).

• The LS-megabit DSl level was capable of transmitting 24 voice channels and was
already widely deployed. The plan also included using all or portions of this rate for
data.
• The 6-megabit D52 level was capable of carrying 96 encoded channels over a T2 line.
This signal could come from four DSls combined in an M12 multiplexer or from a
connecting T2 line. A PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service coder for encoding
a picture of about l-MHz bandwidth was another possible source for this level.
• The 46-megabit D53 level was necessary for high-quality coding and transmission of
a 600-channel analog mastergroup assembled by conventional frequency division
multiplex (still a prospect in 1966). This level could also be generated by multiplexing
seven D52 signals in a M32 multiplex.
• The 281-megabit D54 level was largely determined by the teclmical limitations of
what could be transmitted over a coaxial line. This rate would be capable of carrying
six DS3s or two broadcast-quality television signals coded at twice the DS3 rate, or 92
megabits. D54 also appeared to be a convenient rate for the planned waveguide system.

These or similar rates were generally used in later Bell System digital systems.
The Europeans use a 2.048-megabit rate for a 32-channel Tl-type system and
many other higher rates have been proposed and used. Fortunately, the diversity
is not very difficult to handle in digital processing terminals and the chaos is
much less than might have been expected.

2.2.1 Multiplexingfor the DigitalNetwork
A major concern in moving to higher-speed systems was the method by
which digital bit streams could be multiplexed together or exchanged between
intersecting digital routes. These operations would be possible if all digital bit
streams were timed from a common master clock and thus were all of the same
rate (or all multiples of some common rate). While such a master-dock arrangement was later used for some applications, in the early 1960s, the method
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appeared potentially fragile and, in the absence of much existing digital plant,
very expensive to implement. Uncontrollable and varying delays among transmission paths were also a concern. Another technique that was considered
involved mutual synchronization-a number of independent clocks would adjust themselves to the average of the rates coming in to each node, thus creating
a networkwide, multiloop feedback system. 11 While analysis showed that this
arrangement could be made to work, it was never implemented. The technique
used in the high-speed demonstration system of 1964 and in subsequent systems
was pulse stuffing, similar to that used at the lower rates in constructing the
6-megabit line signal of the T2 system. 12•13 This technique allowed all clocks
in the network to run entirely independently and was used in all Bell System
multiplexes above 1.544-megabits per second.
2.2 Alternate Cable Structures

In the late 1960s, the most readily available medium for high--rate, longhaul digital transmission was coaxial cable. Digital radio was under study, but
adequate frequency bands for very high-rate systems were available only at
18 GHz or higher, and these bands did not look promising for long-haul transmission. Millimeter-waveguide development was reactivated in 1969, but a
practical guide was still several years away. Optical fibers were still very much
in the research stage.
The study of lower-cost possibilities for coaxial-cable structures had continued ever since the first cables were produced, but the effectivenessolf the 0.375inch longitudinal-seam design, adopted in the late 1940s, was such that these
studies had been in low gear for several years. In the 1960s the risiingprice of
copper, and the awareness that very little copper was actually needed for conduction at the very high frequencies at which most of the transmission took
place, reactivated the interest in a lower-cost cable. The interest was especially
lively for the high-rate digital-system development, where costs were a constant
concern and transmission was at rates about ten times that of contemporary
analog coaxial systems. Several options were considered and experimental cables
built. The 0.270-inch coaxial cable for the 224-megabit laboratory demonstration
system was an experimental structure with a corrugated outer conductor, entirely
of copper. The effort finally focused on a corrugated-laminated coaxial (CLOAX)
cable, with a composite copper-steel outer tube, corrugated for strength and
flexibility [Fig. 20-6 ].14
Several difficulties attended the cable-development effort, however. Thin
copper was very hard to handle; manufacturing costs tended to offset material savings. Also, it was not practical to install a new coaxial cable that was
not compatible with the existing and planned analog coaxial systems. By the
time enough copper was provided to transmit the low-frequency end of the
existing L4 and planned LS systems adequately, savings tended to vanish.
Finally, there was the extensive existing installed-cable network. A high-speed
digital system would have to be installed on existing cables and would not be
really competitive if it depended entirely on new cable installations. Work on
the alternative structures was stopped and all system effort focused on the
existing coaxial design.
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Fig. 20-6. Corrugated-laminated coaxial (CLOAX) cable. (a) Top, Corrugatedlaminated coaxial (CLOAX), and, bottom, standard serrated seam coaxial cable.
(b) Fabrication of CLOAX from copper-steel laminate.

2.3 Competition with Analog

It was always recognized that, if a high-rate digital system were to be successful, its novel transmission features would not alone be enough to justify
it. The existing systems did, after all, transmit all types of signals. A digital
system would have to be economically competitive with analog alternatives
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and the competition was very tough indeed. Several factors combined to make
the competitive situation difficult for a long-haul digital system. At a DS4 rate
of 274-megabits a T4 digital line would provide 168 DSls of 24 channels, or
4032 channels per coaxial pair. The analog L4 system, with 3600 channels per
coaxial pair, was in service by 1967, and development was starting on the LS
design. By 1972, a successful trial of LS demonstrated that 9000 channels per
tube pair was certain, with a very good prospect for 10,800 (and ultimately
13,200). For a time, effort was directed to a 560-megabit TS system to furnish
8000 channels, but the high rate put extremely difficult demands on the device
technology, and additional economic factors were working against a long-haul
digital line in any case.
Conversion, or overbuilding, of existing radio routes with single-sidebandradio (AR6A) promised to furnish channels at a cost even less than that of LS.
In addition, the Long Lines Department of AT&T had so improved its methods
of administration and maintenance that a significantly higher efficiency in network use was possible, making a large pool of already installed capacity available. Later, the sharp economic downturn of 1974 and 1975 reduced the growth
of traffic and further deferred the need for new facilities of any kind. In this
climate, the start-up cost of an analog-to-digital line conversion loomed very
large. On a route nearing capacity, new LS lines could provide 10,800 or more
circuits on two coaxials and share the existing spare line and maintenance
facilities. By contrast, a new digital T4 line would provide only 4032 circuits,
require four tubes (two working and a spare digital pair), and a new terminal
and maintenance complex. Finally, as the 1970s passed, the bright hopes for
a significant amount of digital PICTUREPHONE service traffic faded. The times
and technology were not ripe for a long-haul digital system.

2.4 Metropolitan Digital Coaxial-T4M
In contrast to long-haul development, Tl PCM systems in the exchange
area continued to grow rapidly throughout the late 1960s and early 1970s. By
1972, more than 25 million voice-circuit miles of Tl were in service and growth
was at a rate of 30 percent per year. A high-rate digital system on coaxial cable
appeared to offer an attractive prospect as a metropolitan backbone system to
interconnect large areas of installed and growing digital Tl systems. A major
attraction of a metropolitan system was the provision of three times as many
circuits per cable duct as paired-cable systems. Anything that deferred the need
for new duct construction under city streets was, and has continued to be,
extremely attractive to local telephone companies. Analysis of a possible highrate, short-haul system was carried on as early as 1970. In 1972, a decision
was made to concentrate on T4M (T4 Metropolitan), a system to serve as a
superhighway for Tl systems in city areas, to be available in 1975.15•16 This
decision did not preclude the possibility of long-haul application.
The decision to stay with the 0.375-inch coaxial cable and a DS4 line rate
of 274 megabits per second made a regenerator spacing of about one mile
feasible with adequate margins. M12 multiplexers from 1.5 to 6.3 megabits
already existed. Development of M23 multiplexers from 6.3 to 46 megabits
and M34 multiplexers from 46 to 274 megabits had continued, but, since most
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of the traffic would be from Tl systems, a skip level M13 multiplexer from
1.5 to 46 megabits was also developed. Inputs at any level could be asynchronous, with pulse-stuffing synchronization. Span-terminating and maintenance terminals provided power feeds, fault detection, automatic switching to
a spare line, and equipment for fault localization.
In addition to the new rate, the line signal featured an efficient two-level
code. Tl carrier used a three-level bipolar plan in which binary ones were
transmitted alternately as positive and negative pulses and binary zeros as the
absence of pulses. The three-level plan was effective on pairs, as noted previously, but used 37 percent of the inherent information-carrying capacity of
the pulse stream to obta:in the desirable properties of crosstalk reduction and
better timing recovery at repeaters. On coaxial cables, crosstalk was not a problem. In the T4M system, a two-level plan required more pulse processing but
was more efficient, in that only two percent of the information capacity was
sacrificed to obtain desirable line-signal characteristics. In another departure,
quantized feedback was used to compensate for the loss of low-frequency
content in the signal stream as it passed through the filters and equalizers of
the regenerator. Quantized feedback was an old idea dating back to the early
days of digital-transmission research. Where there was no DC signal path (zero
frequency DC was used to transmit power over the coaxial center conductors
to the regenerators), the absence of low-frequency response caused a tail to
follow a pulse, reducing the detection margin in the following time slot. By a
quite simple feedback connection, it was possible to generate an inverse tail
and subtract it at the input (Fig. 20-7). 17
The high line-signal rate and other features required a line repeater considerablly larger and more complex than those used on paired cable (but far less
bulky than the complement of Tl or T2 repeaters required for the same number
of circuits). Precise, stable tantalum resistors and delay lines and very highspeed transistors were combined on ceramic plates in hybrid integrated circuits
for critical functions. The very high frequency and consequent high line loss
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Fig. 20-7. Quantized feedbaick to compensate for the lack of a low-frequency transmission
path in the T4M system.
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The T4M line repeater.

(57 dB at the 137-MHz Nyquist rate) required extremely careful physical design
and shielding [Fig. 20-8].
The initial installation, designed for service but also intended to serve as a
field trial (the schedule did not permit the sequence of a trial followed by
additional development prior to service), was between a New York Telephone
Company office on 38th Street in Manhattan and a New Jersey Bell office in
Newark [Fig. 20-9). This was a high-density, rapid-growth route with ductcongestion problems-a good candidate for T4M. A working and a protection
coaxial pair were equipped, along with a third pair for test purposes. Seventeen
intermediate regenerators were installed on a variety of cable vintages.
The trial went well and, except for the inevitable minor difficulties, the
system performed as expected. The service cutover was scheduled for April 1,
1975, but, on February 27, the New York Company was hit by one of the
worst service disasters in the history of the Bell System. Fire swept through
the Second Avenue office in lower Manhattan, destroying equipment worth
many millions of dollars (Fig. 20-10]. About 170,000 telephones were out of
service and-significantly for our story-166 Tl lines connecting New York
and New Jersey were knocked out. The T4M system was rushed into service.
Within hours, the first new Tl link over T4M was helping to restore service,
and, within a few weeks, a substantial fraction of the lost capacity was regained
over the new line. The system met the test and service was maintained with
no unusual problems, thanks to the reliable equipment and careful training
of the operating personnel that was under way long before the emergency
need arose.
T4M was installed in small quantities in a number of other locations, but
business conditions, the constant upgrading of the systems on pa:irs, and the
failure of the PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service market to materialize
caused sales and installations to languish. When interest in high-speed digital
systems revived several years later, optical fibers presented a much more attractive prospect.
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Fig. 20-9. The T4M trial and initial service installation. (a) The trial route. (b) Coaxial
cable for T4M being installed outside the New Jersey entrance to the Holland Tunnel.
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The disastrous fire at the Second Avenue New York Telephone office, February

III. MILLIMETERWA VEGUIDE

In the late 1930s, considerable work was done by G. C. Southworth and
his associates to realize propagation through a circular cross section waveguide
in the low-loss circular-electric TE01 mode. (See Chapter 7, Section 3.2.) During
World War II, a great deal of additional work was done with waveguides but
little on the circular-electric mode. Following the war, waveguide research on
the low-loss mode was resumed in Bell Laboratories, with the hope that it
would lead to the practical realization of a major new medium capable of
transmitting enormous bandwidths. The frequencies necessary to realize low
loss in a guide of reasonable cross section were greater than 30,000 MHz (30
GHz). The corresponding wavelengths of less than one centimeter led to the
designation millimeter waveguide as one of the shorthand terms for the project.
Millimeter waveguide was not necessarily a digital medium. The wave
transmitted could be modulated in any of the ways used on cable or radio, but
the potential advantages of digital transmission were recognized very early.
The work on waveguide came to be viewed as closely related to the efforts on
high-speed digital transmission over other media and as the most likely solution
for long-haul links.
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3.1 Research in the 1950s

During the 1950s, theoretical work by S. E. Miller and his associates provided
more detailed insight into the relation between waveguide loss and imperfections of waveguide geometry. 18 As it turned out, circularity and straightness
had to meet stringent requirements to achieve the low loss predicted by theory.
At the extremely high frequencies necessary for the propagation of the lowloss mode, many other modes can also propagate through the waveguide. It
was possible to generate and launch a relatively pure circular-electric mode,
but hundreds of other modes could be created by imperfections in the waveguide. The unwanted modes could propagate at a different velocity from the
TE01 mode for some distance, and then be reconverted to the original mode,
causing loss and a severe distortion problem. Miller recognized this problem
in the early 1950s and suggested that an interference-resistant modulation,
such as PCM, and regenerative repeaters were likely to be needed. Some consideration was given in the early days to FM and, as work progressed and a
more nearly perfect waveguide was obtained, the modulation options were
frequently reviewed. Some form of digital transmission always proved best.
The understanding of mode conversion was important to several aspects of
the system design, including the choice of waveguide diameter. To reduce the
heat loss and lower the operating frequency required in devices, a large diameter
was desirable. But the number of possible modes and the mode-conversion
loss became larger as the diameter was increased. A diameter of about two
inches was adopted as convenient and near optimum. Designing a millimeterwaveguide transmission system with low loss thus involved trade-offs among
the diameter of the waveguide, the operating frequency band, and the problems
of manufacture and installation of waveguide with the required precision.
As experimental and theoretical work progressed in the 1950s, the research
group at the Holmdel laboratories designed various waveguide circuit components to work at millimeter-wave frequencies. These included such items as
directional couplers, wave filters, detectors, hybrid junctions, bends, and other
elements essential to the realization of a complete transmission system. Fabrication of these components required meeting mechanical tolerances much
closer than those in the components used in the earlier application of waveguides
to communications and radar systems.
In addition to the waveguide components, a critical item was the availability
of suitable signal power sources. The low waveguide loss could be realized, in
theory at least, over a bandwidth of 50 gigahertz or more. It was difficult to
design klystrons or magnetrons that would operate at all in the millimeterwave region, and the devices could not be tuned over any significant fraction
of the desired bandwidth. However, by the early 1950s, the invention of the
backward-wave oscillator (BWO) by R. W. Kompfner provided a broadband
signal source. 19 By 1956, the Bell Laboratories Electronics Research Department
in Murray Hill had achieved power output from a backward-wave oscillator
of about 10 mw over the range from 40 to 60 GHz. In 1957, power of a few
hundred milliwatts at 100 GHz was obtained, as well as minuscule power at
200 GHz. During the same period, the research group also undertook to design
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TABLE 20-1: Principal Objectives of Proposed Millimeter
Waveguide System, 1958
Capacity per Waveguide
Broadband Channel Rate
Frequency Range
Repeater Spacing
Waveguide Diameter
Waveguide Type

80,000 Digital Voice Channels
160 megabits per second
35-75 GHz
15 miles
2 inches (50.8 mm)
100 percent Helix

a traveling-wave tube of very small dimensions as a broadband amplifier for
the millimeter wave range.
By the end of the 1950s, waveguide theory, components, amplifiers, and
power sources were sufficiently developed by the research people that the stage
appeared to be set to embark in earnest on the development of a commercially
viable system. As a result, planning and engineering groups, in cooperation
with the research area, prepared a prospectus for the development of a millimeter-waveguide system in 1958 [Table 20-1).
3.2 Waveguide Development (1958-1962)
3.2.1 Helix Waveguide

The early experiments with even the most carefully made 2-inch-diameter
copper waveguide ran into difficulties in achieving sufficient geometrical perfection to reduce unwanted mode conversion to acceptable levels. One approach
to reducing the resulting interference was to introduce mode filters that would
pass the desired mode with little loss but absorb all others. An early and effective
version was the helix mode filter invented by J. R. Pierce [Fig. 20-11 ).20 The
INNER WALL
N0.37 FORMEX
INSULATED
COPPER WIRE
I

I

STEEL
OUTER JACKET

Fig. 20-11. Helix waveguide mode filter.
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mode filter for a two-inch waveguide was constructed by winding a fine insulated wire in a very low pitch helix on a carefully machined two-inch-diameter
mandrel. This assembly was then inserted in a very straight steel ltube, and the
space between the wire winding and the outer tube was impregnated with a
material that was lossy for millimeter waves. After this material was cured in
an oven, the mandrel was withdrawn and the ends of the filter fitted with
flanges so they could be joined to other filters or waveguides. This structure
had minimal effect on the TE01 mode, which has no longitudinal electric field
at the waveguide wall. The undesired modes, however, all have substantial
longitudinal electric field components at the wall, and their energy was absorbed
by the absorptive malterial that backs the wire winding.
The mode filtration property did not eliminate the need for a high degree
of straightness and circularity to keep overall TE01 mode losses low, but it
reduced the average loss andl eliminated the abrupt changes of Losswith frequency that were characterisbc of the plain-copper guide [Fig. 20-12]. The helix
filter, in effect, constituted a new form of waveguide that favored the circularelectric mode exclusively. In the summer of 1956, two miles of helix waveguide
was fabricated in the Holmdel laboratory and installed at Holmdel in a triangular
loop. The installation was along a precisely aligned path in an underground
conduit supported every ten feet on concrete piers [Fig. 20-13]. In this experiment, the measured attenua1ion varied smoothly and corresponded to about
1.5 dB per km at 60 GHz. This test established the feasibility of the helix modefilter concept and, in the 1958 development proposal, it was to be used as the
medium for the entire waveguide line.
The Holmdel helices were made in the model shop, and the installation was
idealized to obtain the basic data. When system development started, facilities
at Chester, New Jersey were outfitted to explore the problems of producing
high-quality helix guide and to develop practical installation techniques. Helices
were wound at Chester on mandrels ground to the highest achievable precision
by the Battelle Memorial Institute at Columbus, Ohio. As a test of installation
methods, two 1500-foot lengths of waveguide were installed alt Chester in
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could be resolved by a Fourier analysis and represented as the sum of periodic
functions, that is, sine or cosine waves of specific mechanical frequencies in
cycles per meter and their amplitudes. A measured spectrum of waveguide
mechanical distortions could then be used to compute the incidence and amplitude of mode conversion. It was concluded that deviations from straightness
with wavelengths between roughly 1.4 and 4.4 feet were the significant ones
for two-inch inside-diameter waveguide in the frequency band from 35 to
90 GHz.
Special instrumentation was then developed to measure the straightness of
the waveguide. After many ideas were tried, a three-point curvature gauge
became the favored method. A sled that fit into the waveguide was provided
with carbide feet on both ends, and a deflection gauge was mounted between
these feet [Fig. 20-14]. The deflection reading then was a measure of the local
distortion, and, as the sled was passed through the waveguide, thEivariation
of that distortion with distance could be obtained. From this reading, with
appropriate filtering of the data, the Fourier curvature components could be
deduced. Programs were written to obtain the critical parameters by processing
the data in a computer. The simple curvature gauge was later expanded to
measure waveguide circularity as well. Curvature measurements and Fourier
analysis became the key to the understanding of manufacturing and installation
processes and spawned several generations of curvature sleds, dubbed mice.
Data from these were coupled with increasingly sophisticated computer processing techniques as the computer art exploded in the 1960s and 1970s.
3.2.3 Dielectric-Lined
Waveguide
One mode in the waveguide, the transverse-magnetic (TM11) mode, was
particularly troublesome in deliberate bends, such as would be requiired along
a practical route. The TM11 mode has a waveguide wavelength identical to the
desired TE01 mode-they are referred to as being degenerate. In bends, the
identical wavelength causes a systematic transfer of the energy from the desired
to the unwanted mode. Indeed, in ordinary copper waveguide, a complete
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Fig. 20-14. Three-point waveguide curvature gauge.
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transfer can occur. If a curve is continued, the energy will periodically transfer
back and forth between the two modes with distance, suffering loss as it does
so. The transfer depends only on the angle of the arc traversed and is independent of the radius of curvature. Unlike other waveguide transitions, the
problem could not be reduced by gradual transitions or gentle curves. (The
problem of transmitting the circular-electric mode around bends had been recognized and the coupling between the TE01 and TM 11 modes analyzed as early
as the late 1940s in France 22 and in Bell Laboratories. 23 In a 1952 paper, Miller
had suggested breaking up the degeneracy by a special waveguide structure,
as well as other possible approaches to the problem. 24 )
Fortunately, not long after the invention of the helix waveguide, another
type of waveguide was invented that was effective for bends, and that later
became the backbone of the system designed for commercial applications. In
this waveguide, a thin dielectric lining was applied to the interior of an otherwise
ordinary continuous copper guide [Fig. 20-15]. 25 The lining affected the two
modes quite differently; the TE01 mode, with a very weak electric field near the
wall, was almost unaffected, while the TM 11 mode, with strong electric fields
near the wall, was shifted in wavelength by the dielectric, thus breaking the
degeneracy. Dielectric-lined waveguide made low-loss bends possible.
The first tests of dielectric-lined waveguide were made by coating the interior
of copper waveguide with a film of paraffin. As development progressed in
the early 1960s and the advantages of dielectric-lined waveguide were better
understood, it was anticipated that dielectric-lined waveguide would be much
cheaper to manufacture than helix waveguide. What was envisioned was a
line of mostly dielectric-lined waveguide, with periodic insertion of helix waveguide to mop up other residual modes. By late 1962, waveguide development
had progressed to the point where the fabrication and installation of helix
waveguide had been demonstrated and the properties and excellent prospects
for lower-cost, dielectric-lined waveguide were well understood. However, at
the end of 1962, all waveguide system development was put on hold because
of problems that became apparent in the repeater design.

STEEL----~
5.08 cm 1.D.
POLYETHYLENE LINER---•
THICKNESS .018 mm
COPPER PLATING----""'!'.,..0005 mm

Fig. 20-15.

Dielectric-lined waveguide, 1962.
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The Vacuum Tube Repeater
When development started in 1958, the guided-wave research group set out
to design and construct an experimental millimeter wave regenerative repeater.
The repeater was of the IF type with an intermediate frequency of 11.2 GHz.
Backward-wave oscillators were used as the millimeter-wave power sources
and traveling-wave tubes as amplifiers at IF [Fig. 20-16]. The experimental
repeater achieved low digital error rates with tube output power in the range
from 10 to 100 mw, but it consumed a large amount of primary power and
dissipated high levels of heat. Most significantly, the lifetimes of the vacuum
tubes were much too short and prospects for extending them by a large factor
were not bright. The short life would have required frequent attendance (perhaps full-time) at each repeater station to replace tubes. A large power plant
and air conditioning would also be required.
,
The remaining problems involving the waveguide appeared solvable in a
reasonable time and indeed were solved over the next several years, but a
vacuum-tube repeater simply was not practical at that time. Solid-state devices
were developing rapidly, but there was nothing even close to the requirements
for the millimeter-wave range. In late 1962, a decision was made to change
the emphasis and to resume a more research-oriented approach to waveguide work.
3.2.4

Fig. 20-16. The 1962 vacuum-tube millimeter-wave experimental repeater.
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3.3 Research (1962-1969)

By 1962, the quest for a solid-state microwave source had been under way
for several years. Most of the Bell Laboratories research was inspired by a 1958
proposal of W. T. Read to construct an oscillator around a specially fabricated
negative resistance diode. 26 The real breakthrough, however, did not come
until microwave oscillations were obtained in gallium arsenide and indium
phosphide diodes by J. B. Gunn at IBM in 1963. 27 This discovery triggered
intensive effort in many places to achieve microwave generation by bulk or
transit-time effects in semiconductors. In Bell laboratories, effort was concentrated on limited-space charge accumulation (LSA) and impact avalanche transit
time (IMPATT) diodes, models of which were realized in 1964 and 1965. 28 •29
With these, the Guided Wave Research Laboratory at Holmdel undertook to
develop an all-solid-state regenerative repeater for a millimeter-waveguide
system.
A repeater using a form of differential phase modulation, capable of regenerating binary pulses at a 306-megabit rate, was assembled in 1966 [Fig.
20-17]. 30 The circuit used both LSA diodes and an IMPATT diode with a nonlinear multiplier as millimeter-wave power sources. The IF was at 1.3 GHz in
contrast to 11.2 GHz for the earlier vacuum-tube version. An error rate of 10- 9
was achieved at a signal-to-noise ratio of 13.6 dB, only 0.6 dB above the ratio
theoretically required.

Fig. 20-17.

The experimental all-solid-state millimeter wave repeater, 1966.
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Meanwhile, work had continued on waveguide fabrication. Both improved
helix and dielectric-lined waveguide had been built and tested. The gain of the
repeater and the quality of waveguide achieved was sufficient to allow at least
a 15-mile repeater spacing with two-inch diameter guide. The stage was set to
resume the millimeter-wave system development.
3.4 Development (1969-1975)

Based on the successful demonstration of an all-solid-state repeater and the
waveguide development, a new system prospectus was prepared in 1969 [Table
20-2]. The 1958 objectives and the performance finally achieved in 1975 are
given for comparison.
By the late 1960s, the rate of growth in transmission capacity had been so
large and so long sustained that forecasts anticipated a tripling or quadrupling
of network capacity by 1980. It was estimated that an eventual deployment of
about 10,000 miles of waveguide would be required. The developers recognized
that this strange new transmission medium, which did not like curves and
bends, would provide new challenges in route engineering and installation
techniques in addition to the hardware design.
A special laboratory was set up in Union, New Jersey to develop the waveguide medium further, and groups were established to develop route engineering and installation methods, areas that had been addressed only lightly
in the previous efforts. The systems-design and repeater-design work was at
Holmdel, New Jersey and device development at Allentown, Pennsylvania.
The Merrimack Valley laboratory developed the millimeter-wave filters. The
Western Electric Engineering Research Center constructed a pilot plant at Forsgate, New Jersey to develop manufacturing technology and to produce waveguide in quantity for a planned field evaluation experiment.
Thus began a large team effort to make the millimeter wave system a commercial reality. 31 Concurrent work on systems in Japan, England, Germany,
France, Italy, and the Soviet Union heightened the interest and competition
and produced international symposia, twice in England and once in Japan,
devoted solely to guided millimeter-wave systems.

TABLE 20-2: Millimeter-Wave

System

Development
Objectives

Voice Channels per Gulde
Broadband Channel Rate (mb/s)
Frequency Range (GHz)
Repeater Spacing (miles)
Waveguide Diameter (mm)
Helix Waveguide (percent)

Performance
Achieved

1958

1969

1975

80,000
160
35-75
15
50.8
100

233,000
282
40-110
20
50.8
5-10

238,000
274
38-1,04.5
31-,37
60
0.6
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3.4.1 RenewedMediumDevelopment
By 1968, it was clear that dielectric-lined waveguide would be much cheaper
to manufacture than helix waveguide. A major effort was, therefore, launched
to develop the required technology. This included manufacture of very straight
steel tubing, low-loss copper plating, dielectric-liner bonding, and electrical
and mechanical measurement techniques suitable for commercial operation.
Very straight steel tubing is a specialty item in the steel industry. lit is usually
manufactured by forming a flat strip into a tube with a welded seam that is
then progressively drawn and finished to the desired dimensions. The curvatures
imparted by the unevenness of the drawing process are corrected by plastic
deformation in a roller straightener [Fig. 20-18). By ordinary standards, the
resulting tubing was quite straight. Unfortunately, each step of the process
tended to leave a characteristic periodic signature, and periodic deformations
were the prime source of mode-conversion losses. It was therefore necessary
to state tolerances in terms of the mechanical Fourier spectrum rather than by
the conventional test of rolling a tube on a flat table and measuring the bow.
A special mouse gauge coupled to a minicomputer was designed to calculate
the Fourier spectra on the spot and display them on a plotting board with a
mask showing the limits at each frequency. This was probably the first application of the Fourier theorem as a routine, factory, mechanical quality-control
inspection tool. The spectrum plot was a very useful trouble-shooting tool,
often pointing directly to the source of a periodic deformation.
The new instruments and minicomputer coupled to a modem automaticplotting board produced something of a culture shock in the steel plant. The
ability of outsiders to spot instantly specific difficulties in proprietary process
steps appeared to be black magic. Nevertheless, with the complete cooperation
of the supplier, and with only relatively minor changes, mostly in the roller
straightener, tubing of extraordinary perfection was produced. 32 •35
The copper electroplated on the interior of the tubing had to be uniformly
deposited with a fine, dense grain to approach the conductivity of pure solid
copper. Methods were developed at the Forsgate pilot plant that provided close
control of plating-chemistry, temperature, and current. Application of the dielectric liner proved to be a troublesome problem. The liner had to be extruded
with a high degree of physical uniformity, with uniform and stable dielectric
constant, and had to adhere firmly and reliably to the copper platEifor many
years, even in the event of accidental flooding. After a number of different
approaches, the most successful method was to inflate a high-purity irradiated
polyethylene bag inside the tubing and then heat the entire assembly to 300
degrees C to melt-bond the liner to the waveguide securely (Fig. 20-19].
Early measurements on the finished waveguide showed an amazingly high
conductivity. The loss achieved was lower at millimeter-wave frequencies than
had previously been achieved with high-purity solid copper under ideal laboratory conditions. After much head scratching and analysis, the conclusion
was that the superb conductivity was due to a combination of the superior
plating techniques and a phase change in the copper crystal structure, which
came as a by-product of heating the waveguide during the liner-bonding operation. 36 (This was a rare and notable exception to a general patltem. After
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Fig. 20-18. Manufacturing process for steel tube. (a) Tube fonning and welding.
(b) Cold drawing. (c) Roller straightening.

long experience and refinement, commercial products often surpassed the performance of laboratory prototypes, but getting early production up to design
intent was usually a tough struggle and a very important phase of development.
The waveguide conductivity was perhaps the only instance in this history where
first production exceeded laboratory performance.)
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Fig. 20-19. Plating and liner bonding area of the Forsgate, New Jersey millimeter
waveguide pilot plant. The guide was fabricated in 30-foot lengths.

It was expected from the earlier waveguide work that an inside diameter of
2 inches (50.8 mm) was about optimum for a band from about 40 to 110 GHz.
A larger diameter would reduce copper-dissipation losses (most important at
lower frequencies) but increase mode-conversion loss (controlling at higher
frequencies) (Fig. 20-20]. What was sought was a waveguide in which the
balance of heat loss and mode-conversion loss gave the lowest average loss.
The extreme straightness achieved in the steel-fabrication process reduced the
mode-conversion loss. The dielectric waveguide manufactured from the superior-quality steel tubing had mode conversions so small that helix modefilters were required only every half mile or so, a long way from the 100percent mode-filter design of 1959. Even though the copper heat loss had been
reduced compared to earlier waveguides, mode-conversion loss had been reduced even more. To take advantage of these developments, in 1971 the designers increased the waveguide diameter from 50.8 mm (2 inches) to 60 mm,
lowering the loss at the low end of the band and raising it at the high end.
At that same time, the band was narrowed slightly to 66.5 GHz from 38 to
104.5 GHz. The loss ranged from about 1 dB per km at the band edge to 0.5
dB per km at the center. The change in size of the waveguide and the extremely
low losses made possible an increase in the repeater spacing from the original
target of 20 miles to as much as 37 miles in country of gentle relief and 31
miles in rugged mountainous terrain. (Despite the fact that the project was
always referred to as millimeter waveguide, the development group, which
included mechanical and civil, as well as electrical, engineers, was still in a
stage of metric transition. Wavelengths were always stated in metric units.
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Fig. 20-20. Waveguide Joss components, 1975.

Waveguide diameter and unit losses might be metric or English, but common
steel-pipe size, trench depths, and repeater spacings seemed more natural in
English inches, feet, and miles. The mixed system used at the time [with lapses]
seems appropriate for an account of the work.)
3.4.2 Installation,Route Engineeringand Measurements

Straightening the waveguide tubing in a roller straightener did not affect
that part of the mechanical spectrum and the resulting mode-conversion losses
contributed by trench and terrain irregularities. In early work, an attempt was
made to excavate a very smooth trench using a large bucket-wheel excavating
machine with the depth of penetration controlled by a laser-beam reference.
But the waveguide had to be very good initially and stay that way-and the
long-term effects of direct burial were worrisome. The Chester experiments
had shown the effects of burial and demonstrated the stabilizing value of a
conduit. The designers decided to insert the waveguide into a steel sheath
5-1 /2 inches in diameter with the guide mounted on spring-roller supports
[Fig. 20-21]. The stiffness and compliance of the sheath-spring-waveguide
combination acted as a mechanical filter, effective in eliminating undulations
for mechanical wavelengths up to about 20 feet. The quality of the installation
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Fig. 20-21. The millimeter waveguide support and sheath design. (a) Butterfly spring-roller
supported waveguide in 5-1/2-inch inside-diameter steel sheath. (b) Buried sheath and waveguide. (c) The sheath and spring support formed a two-stage mechanical filter.
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trench was no longer critical, and only the undulations of the terrain and route
bends controlled the longer mechanical wavelengths, which were, in general,
not critical. This was an extremely practical solution, since the requirements
on trench evenness were less stringent than those for ordinary sanitary sewerinstallation.
The installation method that evolved required placing many miles of the
sheath in a four-foot-deep trench, joining individual sheath sections by conventional pipeline-welding techniques. An installation machine, which was
almost a portable factory, was developed to insert the waveguid€i into the
buried sheath. The installer first joined the waveguide flanges by welding and
then pushed the completed section into the sheath, using the rollers on the
filter springs to lower insertion friction. The friction was low enough so that
waveguide-insertion points in the sheath could be several kilometiers apart.
With the low-loss guide and the mechanical filters supporting the waveguide
in the sheath, the shortest radius of curvature that could be negotiated without
excessive loss was 250 feet. The acquisition of right-of-way for the field evaluation test was acquired within this constraint. 37
For the installed waveguide to meet all requirements, a variety of special
mechanical and electrical test methods and equipment was develop,ed. These
items ranged from simple gauges to mice with horizontal and vertical curvaturedeflection gauges and rotating heads to measure both curvature and circularity
[Fig. 20-22). The most elaborate was a long-distance mouse for installed waveguide. This assembly was an articulated train over 16 feet long. It contained a
battery-powered propulsion unit that could be assisted by the application of
nitrogen pressure against a piston face in case it should get stuck [Fi:g.20-23).
The long-distance mouse contained an 8-kilobit telemetry transmitter-receiver
operating at 80 GHz, and used the waveguide under test to transmit the control
and test data. Data from the mouse gauges was fed to a transmission-measuring
system with a built-in minicomputer that fully automated operation and data
management. Accurate measurements were obtained from short lengths in the
laboratory to the entire 8.7 miles of the field experiment. 38
3.4.3 The Repeaters

Since the highest-rate regenerators could operate only up to a few hundred
megabits per second, the system plan involved splitting the 66.5-GHz band
into 124 subbands of about 500 MHz each, 62 for each direction of transmission.
(The subbanding provides some perspective on why waveguide was so exciting
a prospect; each of the 124 subbands was as wide as the entire radio band at
4 or 6 GHz.) Splitting was accomplished by passive waveguide filtering arrays,
called multiplexing networks. The entire band was first divided into seven
major parts by cascaded high-pass/low-pass filters, each part containing from
12 to 21 subbands. The individual subbands were then separated within each
of the seven major bands by channel diplexers, analogous in function to
microwave-radio channel-dropping and channel-combining networks [Fig.
20-24).
Each 500-MHz channel was initially to carry a 274-megabit, DS4-level, binary bit stream, and plans included later upgrading to four-level modulation
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Fig. 20-22. Rotating-head mouse to measure waveguide
circularity as well as vertical and horizontal curvature.

for an effective 550-megabit rate. Provision was also made for housekeeping
functions such as protection switching, fault location, and order wire connections. Three channels were allocated to protection switching to cover channel
failures and maintenance routines. The two-phase binary-system design, fi-

Fig. 20-23.

Propeller and pneumatic piston of long-distance mouse.
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Fig, 20-24. The millimeter-waveguideband splittingand combiningplan. (a) Blockdiagram of a repeaterhop. (b) Multiplexingnetworkplan.

nalized in 1975 and called WT4, could provide 238,000 4-kHz voice channels.
The physical arrangements were such that, when new repeaters using fourphase modulation became available, the capacity could be doubled to 476,000
4-kHz channels by a plug-in substitution of repeaters in a successor WT4A
system.
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Many aspects of the repeater station posed new challenges. Despite the
short wavelength, the waveguide multiplexers were large, since sho:rt-radius
bends were forbidden, and long tapers had to be used to avoid the excitation
of undesired modes when reducing waveguide cross sections for the cliplexing
filters. The final design was a factory-assembled frame 43 feet long, 8 feet high,
and 1 foot deep, to which the repeaters were secured [Fig. 20-25]. Heat, the
nemesis of the original vacuum-tube repeater, had not completely disappeared
as a problem, even with all-solid-state repeaters. Water was circulated through
the mounting frame to cool the repeaters.
The base-band D54 signal was available at the regenerator of each :repeater,
although most of the gain was furnished at the IF of 1.3 GHz [Fig. 20-26].
Frequency control and phase-locking circuits operated at IF. This pemrltted the
millimeter-wave IMPATT transmitting oscillator to be free running, a major
circuit simplification. The two-level modulation of the continuous wave output
was accomplished by 180-degree phase shifts in a path-length modulator. The
effective electrical length of a reflecting stubline was changed 180-degrees by
opening or shorting a diode across a printed-circuit reflection line. 39
In spite of the success of the all-solid-state research repeater of 1966, production of reliable devices presented formidable problems. At millimeter wave
frequencies component dimensions became very small. The active area of the
IMPATT diode was only 0.001 inch square [Fig. 20-27]. Within that area, it
had to handle a heat flow of 2w, a power density of 2 megawatts per square
inch. To remove the heat, the IMPATT wafer was bonded with gold to a heat
sink made of diamond, since diamond is both an electrical insulator and an
excellent heat conductor. The entire oscillator assembly, in tum, was mounted
with a short thermal path to the water-cooled mounting frame [Fig. 20-28].40
(From time to time, economy-minded Western Electric managers had accused
Bell Laboratories of delivering gold-plated designs. There is no report on record
of their reaction to the gold-plated diamond heat sink.)
3.4.4 FieldEvaluationTest

A field evaluation test was conducted in northern New Jersey s1tartingin
1974. Its objective was to evaluate the various manufacturing, installation,
transmission-performance, and service features of the system in a simulated
commercial environment. A 14-km (8.7-mile) waveguide line was installed in
New Jersey between the AT&T metropolitan-junction station in Netcong and
a temporary station in Long Valley. The waveguide was fabricated to manufacturing specifications in the experimental pilot plant at Forsgate, Niew Jersey
by Western Electric Engineering Research Center and Kearny Works personnel.
The terrain along the waveguide run offered a variety of construction situations, including route bends, road and stream crossings, a steep grade, rocky
terrain that required blasting, and swampy areas. The sheath was installed by
commercial subcontractors under the direction of AT&T Long Lines. Long Lines
craft personnel installed the waveguide, using the tooling and equipment developed by Bell Laboratories and collaborating commercial suppliers. The viability of the installation and maintenance methods on a commercial basis was
thoroughly demonstrated. 41 ,42
First, the sheath was welded and buried in a trench on the right-of-way
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Fig. 20-25. The WT4 waveguide system channel multiplexing network.
(a) Schematic of channelizing networks. (b) Diplexer components in foursection aluminum frame.

that was acquired by standard real-estate acquisition practices. This demonstrated that the minimum-curvature right-of-way requirement of the waveguide
route could be managed at an affordable cost. A waveguide installation-train,
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Fig. 20-27. The millimeter-wave IMPATT diode. (a) IMPATT oscillator laboratory
assembly. (b) The diode compared to a human hair.
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Fig. 20-28. The millimeter-wave IMPATT diode. (a) Diode
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frame.

consisting of an automatic waveguide splicer-welder mounted in a cab on a
Caterpillar* tractor and a pushing fixture, followed [Fig. 20-29). It was demonstrated that 6 km (3.75 miles) of waveguide could be inserted in the sheath
by pushing from a single insertion location. The entire length of waveguide
was installed from only six such push points. The guide consisted of 17 modefilter sections in which a single 9-meter section of helical mode filter was installed
in approximately 800 m of dielectric-lined wave guide.
Complete band diplexer modules were installed in both terminal stations,
but only 12 frequencies were fully equipped with channel-dropping networks
and repeaters. Maintenance equipment included means for gas-leak localization
in both the sheath and waveguide. An in-trench welder-splicer was tested at
the Chester laboratory as part of the repair procedure in the event of a rupture
or excessive damage to the line. The tests showed that the operation in the
• Trademark of Caterpillar Tractor Co.
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field was essentially the same as in the laboratory and that the system met all
objectives [Fig. 20-30].
3.4.5 Epilog
The field evaluation test was the culmination of the long effort over the
decades to establish the technical and economic viability of the high-capacity,
circular-electric mode, guided-wave transmission system. It was demonstrated
that the system could provide long-haul digital transmission at a cost substantially lower than competing systems in a period of rapid growth on newly
constructed routes. Unfortunately for its developers, growth slackened in the
middle 1970s, and, when new facilities were again needed, a new and even
more interesting and versatile waveguide was available.
In 1962, looking back over 40 years of interest in and research on low-loss
waveguide, Southworth had written, "Almost from the first, however, the possibility of obtaining low attenuations from the use of circular-electric waves,
carrying with it, at the same time, the possibility of extremely high frequencies
and accordingly vastly wider bands of frequencies, appeared as a fabulous El
Dorado always beckoning us onward." 43
Like earlier El Dorados, this one had always seemed to recede beyond the
next horizon. Finally, with realization in view, Southworth's millimeter-wave
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El Dorado had vanished, only to reappear as the optical-fiber, micrometer
waveguide.
As far as is known, no millimeter waveguide was installed for commercial
telecommunications. However, the work was far from in vain and left a legacy
for the future. The knowledge gained in the devices and techniques for highspeed digital systems was invaluable when attention turned to the light-wave
medium. The insights gathered on the behavior of multimode guided-wave
propagation were important elements in the successful development of lowloss optical fibers. Many of the same research people who developed the understanding of the millimeter waveguide made Bell Laboratories a leader in
light-wave technology.
Millimeter waveguide also left a legacy to radio astronomy. During the 1970s
the National Radio Astronomy Laboratory constructed a very large array (VLA)
radio telescope in Socorro, New Mexico [Fig. 20-31 ]. This array consisted of
three adjustable legs in the shape of a Y, each up to 21 km long. Along each
leg, nine large parabolic-dish antennas were deployed to collect the celestial
radio signals. In order to realize the array resolution, the antenna units had to
be connected to a central detector and computer by very broad band links with
precisely controlled delay. The signals were transmitted over 60-mm TE01
waveguide. Bell Laboratories provided some consultation to the National Radio
Astronomy Observatory on the design of the transmission lines, but, by the
time the waveguide was needed, the pilot plant at Forsgate had been shut
down, and the waveguide for the antenna links was manufactured in Japan.
When the waveguide project was disbanded, the Bell Laboratories stockpile of
waveguide was donated to the VLA project to help it probe the universe. 44 ' 45

Fig. 20-31. The National Radio Astronomy Laboratory very large array, Socorro, New Mexico.
Signals from the antennas along the legs of the array wire transmitted to a central processor
by circular-electric mode millimeter waveguide.
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IV. DIGITAL RADIO SYSTEMS

As the use of digital systems on pairs grew rapidly in the late 1960s, many
studies were conducted to determine the best strategy to develop towards a
nationwide digital network. The expected need for many six-megabit links for
PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service was an important consideration in
the planning. One response was the development of guided systems-the 6.3megabit T2 system on low-capacitance pairs and the work on high-speed digital
coaxial and waveguide systems. Another was a decision to develop digital
radio, both as modifications of existing systems and in wholly new designs.
The early experimental needs of PICTUREPHONE service were met by the
development, started in 1967, of digital terminals capable of sending three 6.3megabit digitally-encoded video signals, multiplexed to a rate of 20 megabits
over existing TD2 radio channels. In 1969, development started on DR18 (digital
radio-18 GHz), a system that would carry the DS4 rate of 274 megabits in the
18-GHz common-carrier band, where the necessary broad channel bandwidths
were still available. DR18 was intended not only for PICTUREPHONE visual
telephone service but to carry large bundles of Tl carrier in metropolitan areas
and to be a digital feeder for the future millimeter-waveguide system.
The need for an intermediate-rate, digital radio facility was also recognized
in the early 1970s, leading in 1974 to a decision to develop an 11-GHz DS3rate (45 megabit) digital radio system, the 3A-RDS. It was intended to serve
the Bell System operating companies for intertoll trunk applications., especially
for the interconnection of islands of Tl carrier, spaced 30 to 100 miles apart.

4.1 Digital Terminals for TD2 Radio
When PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service was first planned, it was
clear that, at least initially, the signals would have to be carried over existing
plant. By the late 1960s, the TD2 microwave radio network had reached every
major population center. It was, therefore, the logical choice for early longhaul intercity transmission.
The 1-MHz video telephone service signal was transmitted in analog form
over customer loops and short trunks but was coded into a 6.312-megabit
digital format for longer trunks. The picture was not coded in the standard
PCM format. The !-MHz-bandwidth picture, sampled at 2 MHz and coded by
an 8-bit word, would have required 16 megabits and would have been prohibitively expensive to transmit. By taking advantage of the high sample-tosample correlation in the picture signal (i.e. it did not change very much or
very rapidly), it was possible to obtain an acceptable picture with a three-digit
code word and a 6.3-megabit transmission rate. The technique was to subtract
each sample from the succeeding one in a difference detector. Only eight discrete
levels could be coded with three digits, but by concentrating these near zero
signal amplitude for accurate coding of the small difference signal, a reasonable
picture could be reconstructed [Fig. 20-32].46
In 1967 development started on terminals to combine three of the 6.3 megabit
binary picture signals into a 20.2-megabit four-level signal for transmission
over TD2 [Fig. 20-33). The four-level signal carried two bits of information in
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Fig. 20-32. PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service signal coding
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quantization noise for low-level signals. (b) Differential PCM improved
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every pulse, that is, the symbol rate was 10.1 megabauds. This signal was used
to frequency modulate the microwave carrier by applying it to the existing FM
deviator in the TD2 terminal. With careful limiting of the base-band spectrum,
the four-level signal was suitable for transmission on the existing TD2 network
without modifications and without interference into adjacent channels. It also
did not affect the performance of the existing radio protection-switching system
that was shared between the digital and analog FM-radio channels. A manually
adjusted, tapped delay-line equalizer helped provide the required performance. 47 ' 48
The terminals, which were originally called M2R to indicate second-level
multiplex for radio, were field tested on a New York-to-Pittsburgh route that
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converted to a four-level 10-megabaud signal for transmission over a TD2 channel. (b) The
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contained a midpoint :regenerator at Alma, New York. The tests ran from July
1968 until August 1969 and showed that the performance was error free in
99.5 percent of the ten-second samples, and less than 0.05 percent exceeded
an error rate of 10- 7• A limited number of M2R terminals were manufactured
for an early service trial betw1E!enPittsburgh and Chicago.
Final development of an ilmproved terminal was to include an adaptive
equalizer that automatilcally compensated for the effects of selective radio fades,
and automatic protection switching around the terminals was planned. Regular
commercial PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service did not materialize as
anticipated, however, and the design was not completed.
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4.2 The DR18 Digital Radio System
The DR18 digital radio system was developed from 1969 to 1977, concurrent
with the WT4 waveguide and T4M coaxial-cable systems, to carry multiple
DS4-level digital signals (4032 voice circuits each) in 4000-mile-rated longhaul service. The repeater design was based on a pole-line radio concept
studied and tested in the 1960s by the radio research area of Bell Laboratories
[Fig. 20-34). 49
Each radio route was intended to carry from one to seven DS4 signals in
entrance link or feeder service for the millimeter waveguide system, with the
advantages of lower start-up costs and shorter installation intervals than buried
media in metropolitan or suburban areas. Later, when the waveguide system
development was discontinued, radio system development continued for metropolitan high-density trunk service, with performance requirements and outage
objectives modified for the shorter-link application.
The DR18 system was developed in the 18-GHz common-carrier band because all the lower-frequency bands were divided into subbands that were too
narrow for the high-rate digital signal. The bandwidth used in DR18 was 220
MHz, capable of carrying a 274-megabit (DS4) signal on each polarization,

Fig. 20-34. Experimental pole-mounted 11-GHz radio
repeater at Crawford Hill, New Jersey, 1969.
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Fig. 20-35. 18-GHz DRIB digital radio, 1975. (a) Pole-top canister
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using a four-level phase-shift-keyed format. Transmission in the 18-GHz band
is characterized by brief but substantial rain-induced attenuation; and for
transmission reliability, repeater spacings of only one to three miles were allowed. This meant that the investment per station had to be low and that large
channel capacity was a necessity.
Unlike the modified TD2 channel, DR18 was an entirely digital system with
regeneration at every repeater. Its repeaters could not amplify an analog signal.
Oust what constituted a digital system was a much-discussed issue. To some
purists, only binary transmission with regeneration at every repeater was allowed. Intervening linear amplifiers were analog deviants. To others, the loss
and dispersion, and consequent gain and equalization required, even in the
pure binary systems, looked very much like analog processes. Additional linear
gain between regenerators did not seem to matter. To pragmatists, if digital
signals were sent and recovered with adequately low error rates, the system
was sufficiently digital.)
The 18-GHz radio equipment made early use of thin-film, microwave integrated circuits and featured a fixed-level transmitter-oscillator at 18 GHz,
followed by a four-phase, path-length-switch modulator. Many choices in the
design were based on the necessity of operating in a nearly outdooir environment. Power for the repeaters was obtained from commercial AC, with a builtin battery back-up system. The antennas and radio equipment were enclosed
in mast-mounted canisters. Access to the mast-mounted repeaters was obtained
via a winch-driven service lift (Fig. 20-35).50,51
Several high-density digital corridor routes were identified, and, in 1977, a
five-hop system was placed in service by the New York Telephone Company.
However, as with the other early high-speed digital systems, further installations
did not materialize, and the system was subsequently discontinued. Lightwave systems, with few repeaters or none, later became better suited to serve
the metropolitan high-density digital trunking needs.

4.3 The 3A-RDS Digital Radio System
With the reduced traffic growth and the indefinite postponement of PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service, DR18 and the other high-speed digital
systems failed to catch on, but interest in digital radio remained very high. In
the early 1970s, there was active development in several organizations, both
in the United States and abroad. By 1974, two one-hop digital radio systems
procured from outside sources, one working at 34 megabits and the other at
40 megabits, were in experimental service in the Bell System. Both systems
operated in the 11-GHz common-carrier band and were used to interconnect
areas of Tl carrier. The limitations of these systems and the continued interest
in digital radio led to a decision in 1974 that Bell Laboratories would develop
a new 11-GHz digital radio system, the 3A-RDS.
The new system was to be capable of transmitting a 45-megabit DS3-rate
signal on both vertical and horizontal polarizations in the 40-MHz radio channels. Rapid development and early service were to be achieved by using as
much as possible of the all-solid-state TNl radio system that had been recently
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developed for 11-GHz analog FM transmission. Only one microwave filter
would have to be changed in TNl. The 3.5-w output of its solid-state transmitter
and the low noise figure of its receiver would result in an unusually high
maximum repeater gain of 110 dB. The high gain would allow for deeper fades
before a digital error rate of 10- 3, the threshold for protection switching, was
exceeded. The high fade margin was important because fading from rain, although less than at 1:BGHz, is much more serious at 11 GHz than at lower
frequencies, and the margin could be used to obtain longer hops. 52

4.3.1 DigitalScrambling
The importance of scrambling the modulation bit stream for digital radio
was recognized as early as 1971. At that time, Bell Laboratories, through AT&T,
proposed to the FCC the use of digital scrambling to provide a smooth emitted
spectrum. Scrambling would prevent the transmission of strong spectrum lines
that could cause severe co-channel interference into analog FM channels. If
this was not done, the coexistence of digital and analog systems in the same
band would have been very difficult. 3A-RDS became the first commercial
high-capacity digital radio system to use scrambling. The input bit stream was
read into a 17-stage shift register and read out in a sequence that eliminated
regular patterns. Descramble:rs at the receiver performed the inverse function
and restored the original signal. The almost-random bit stream achieved with
scramblers had important advantages for circuit design as well. It allowed AC
coupling of the bit stream without resorting to bipolar coding or quantized
feedback to keep baseline wander under control. The design of timing and
carrier-recovery circuiitswas also simplified.
In early 1975, the FCC opened an inquiry that later led to regulations governing digital microwave-radio systems. The rules placed restrictions on the
radiated spectrum that could, in general, be met by digital scrambling. They
also required that systems b,~ capable of transmitting at least 1152 channels
(48 twenty-four-channel DSls) in the 40-MHz radio bands at 11 GHz. The
system plan for 3A-RDS met the capacity requirement by transmitting two 45megabit D53-rate signals (28 DSls on each) simultaneously on cross-polarized
radio carriers at the same frequency. The scrambling patterns on the two carriers
were different, so that, if a transmitter failed, the corresponding receiver would
not lock on the weak cross--component of the other carrier and receive an
intelligible signal.
4.3.2 Modulation
Reusing TNl dictated the use of a digital modulator operating at the IF
frequency of 70 MHz, rather than a radio frequency modulator of the type
used in DR18. This, iin turn, limited the choice of modulation formats. Modulation had to be compatible with the amplitude-limiting characberistics of the
11-GHz IMPATT transmitte:r output stage in TNl (the amplifier used an IMPATT oscillator operating at fixed level). FM, as used in TD2 with M2R, would
have been suitable, but was ruled out in favor of the more effident and less
interference-prone method of phase-shift keying (PSK) with coherent detection.
Four-phase modulation (4-PSK) was selected. The amplitude modulation, in-
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herent in any PSK scheme, was greatly reduced by an ingenious new arrangement.
At the transmitting terminal, the incoming D53 signal was first retimed,
regenerated, and scrambled. At the output of the scrambler, the serial bit stream
was converted to two physically separate parallel rails, with the pulses on the
two rails offset by a one-half baud* interval. The offset drastically reduced the
AM of this offset4-PSK signal. The signal could then be sent through the fixedlevel IMPATT power amplifier with little degradation. The 4-PSK modulation
scheme was also well suited for the transmission of the DS3 rate in the 40MHz, 11-GHz band channels within the requirements of the new FCC emission
limitations.
The concept of using digital modulators at IF working together with radio
transmitters and receivers that could be used either for digital or analog signals
was new at the time but later became a common method of digital radio design.
Later radio transmitters, however, used more linear amplifiers and could handle
more complex modulation formats.
4.3.3 Cross-PolarizedTransmission

In radio transmission, the electromagnetic wave is usually launched with
the electric vector vertical (vertical polarization) or horizontal (horizontal polarization). If two waves are transmitted orthogonally (e.g., with electric vectors
vertical and horizontal), antennas and radio-frequency coupling components
can be designed to accept one polarization and discriminate against the other.
In microwave systems, antennas commonly receive both polarizations about
equally well, and coupling arrangements are devised to separate them. Alternating polarization sense in radio channels at adjacent frequencies was used
starting about 1960 for more efficient use of the microwave bands. (See Chapter
11, Section 1.5.) Cross-polarization isolation cannot be made perfect, however,
and, in the FM systems, both the cross polarization and frequency offset were
necessary to keep interference at tolerable levels.
Since digital signals are more tolerant of interference than analog signals,
the 3A-RDS system was planned to operate with two cross-polarized transmitters on the same frequency. Based on the experimental data available, it
was expected that such operation would be viable. The FCC, for instance,
based its minimum capacity requirement of 1152 voice circuits for the 40-MHz
radio channels at 11 GHz on the assumed feasibility of cross-polarized operation. Since 3A-RDS could transmit only the DS3 rate, or 672 voice circuits,
on one polarization, cross-polarized operation was a necessity.
First service on a 3A-RDS system was in September 1976 on a two-hop
system between Albuquerque and Tijeras, New Mexico. The early installations
• A baud is a unit of signaling speed and refers to the number of times the state or condition
of a signal changes per second. It is the reciprocal of the length in seconds of the shortest
element in the signaling code. A bit by contrast is the smallest unit of information in a digital
signal. In a binary, two-level signal the baud rate and bit rate are identical; but, in a fourlevel code, each symbol can convey two bits of information and, hence, twice as many bits
per second as bauds.
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of 3A-RDS, which operated on a single polarization and over relatively short
hops, worked very well. However, on longer hops when dual-polarized systems
were installed in areas subjed to severe multipath fading, the performance
degraded more than expected. It was suspected that the dispersive nature of
multipath transmission was partly responsible, but it was also observed that
there was little correlation be-tween fades on the opposite polarizations and
that crosstalk between the cross-polarized channels was higher than expected.
When the signal on one polarization was in a deep fade, it was subj,ectto strong
interference from the other, which often remained dose to normal level. The
effect could be mitigated in 3A-RDS by the use of frequency-diversity switching,
but studies of the phenomena led to a better understanding of, and a preference
for, multilevel transmission on a single polarization. 53 •54 •55 The economics of
dual polarized systems also looked bleak when multilevel modulation schemes
could be used to transmit as many bits per second over a single transmitter as
dual-polarized systems transmitted over two. No new same-frequency, crosspolarized digital radio systems have been introduced in the United States since
the days of 3A-RDS, although advances in technology in the 1980s have revived
interest in the possibility of their use.
4.4 Further Developments
The development of digital radio by no means ended with 3A-RDS. On the
contrary, in subsequent yeam, its progress accelerated, but the full story of
those developments is beyond the scope of this history. Even while the first
3A-RDS systems were being installed, the Collins Radio Group, by then a part
of Rockwell International Corp., was demonstrating 90-megabit transmission
in the 40-MHz channels at 11 GHz by eight-level PSK (modulation to eight
different phase states of a constant amplitude signal) [Fig. 20-3,6].56 By the
early 1980s, Bell Laboratories had designed and put in production a system,
DRll-40 transmitting 140 megabits (three DS3s) in the 40-MHz bands at 11
GHz and another, DR6-30, transmitting 90 megabits in the 30-MHz bands at
6 GHz.57 Both systems used quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM). In QAM,
the different signal states are realized by what amounts to a combination of
phase and amplitude changes in the signal. This, in turn, was made possible
by the use of multiwatt gallium arsenide field-effect transistor amplifiers
(GaAsFETs-"gasfets"), which became available in the late 1970s. These amplifiers provided linear gain to amplitude-varying signals, in contrast to the
earlier IMPATT amplifiers that were well suited only to constant-level signals
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Fig. 20--36. Phase-plane representations for eight-state
constant-amplitude phase shift keying.
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such as FM or PSK.58 Both DR6-30 and DRll-40 systems used 16-state QAM
signal formats [Fig. 20-3 7]. By 1985, further developments in QAM to 64 states
made possible the transmission of 135 megabits in the 30-MHz channel of the
6-GHz radio band.
V. EARLY OPTICAL-SYSTEM WORK

5.1 Setting the Stage
Only a few years after his invention of the telephone, Alexander Graham
Bell experimented with communication using light. In 1880, he was granted a
patent for what he named a photophonethat used reflected sunlight over a lineof-sight path through the air. Even earlier, in 1870, the famous British physicist,
John Tyndall, had demonstrated that part of the light illuminating the inside
of a container of water was guided along the curved stream of the liquid flowing
through a hole in the side of the vessel. That was the first recorded demonstration of light transmission along a dielectric guide by total internal reflection.
However, practical light-wave communications had to wait for two essential
ingredients; an intense, continuous, concentrated light source and a low-attenuation, stable transmission medium. The invention of the laser (at first called
the optical maser) in 1958 at Bell Laboratories by A. L. Schawlow and C. H.
Townes and the first realization of laser operation by T. H. Maiman of the
Hughes Aircraft Company in 1960 were the key steps toward meeting the first
requirement. 59 •60 In 1966, K. C. Kao and G. A. Hockham at Standard Telephones
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and Cables, Ltd. in England performed experiments and showed by an analysis
that there was no fundamental physical barrier to low-loss glass fiber waveguides; this was the breakthrough that pointed the way to a practical medium. 61
The first realization of fibers with loss below 20 dB per kilometer was by R. D.
Maurer and others at the Corning Glass Works research and development
laboratory in the early 1970s.62•63
The laser invention was of great significance. Earlier light sources were alll
incoherent, that is, they produced in effect a band of electromagnetic noise at
optical frequencies, and they did so nondirectionally, over relatively large solid
angles. Lasers, by contrast, were coherent and concentrated; they produced
electromagnetic waves in a very narrow band approaching a single frequency;
they were analogous to the vacuum-tube and transistor oscillators at low frequencies and to the klystrons, IMPATT diodes, and other oscillators at micro-wave and millimeter wavelengths. Like them, lasers could be efficiently coupled
into a transmission line. Lasers opened the prospect for communications at
optical wavelengths, with frequencies and bandwidths three to four orders of
magnitude greater than any previously available [Table 20-3 and Fig. 20-38].
The prospect for systems wilth many millions of channels, hundreds of times
greater than earlier systems, was often mentioned in discussions of lasers, but
such comparisons are somewhat misleading. It was not expected that in the
early stages the opti,cal bands would be used with the same efficiency as the
lower-frequency bands. Nevertheless, the prospect was for enormously ex-panded capacity.
5.2 Lasers and Light-Emitting Diodes

The decade of the 1960s was one of extensive research into laser structures.
The helium-neon gas laser, achieved at Bell Laboratories in 1960, became the
workhorse of the scientific c:ommunity in studying optical phenomena. How-ever, a gas laser is too large to be a practical source for a light-wave commu-nications system. Much of the effort was directed to the search for a semicon-ductor laser. Although the first such lasers were reported in 1962, these were
experimental laboratory devices that could operate only when pulsed at a very
low duty factor or only if cooled to very low temperatures. In 1970, Bell Laboratories first achiev1edcontinuous operation of a semiconductor laser at room
temperature. 64•65 Although much development work still lay ahead, this was
an important breakthrough in indicating that tiny semiconductor lasers, literally
TAEILE 20-:3: Wavelengths and Frequencies of
Principal Communication Bands
Band

AM Radio
High Frequency Radio
FM Radio, Televisi,on
Microwave Radio
Millimeter Waveguide
Optical

Approximate
Wavelength

300 m
30m
3m
8-3cm
1 cm-3 mm
1 µm

Approximate Frequency

1 MHz
10 MHz
100 MHz
4-11 GHz
30-100 GHz
300,000 GHz

106
107
108
4-11 X 109
3-10 X 1010
3 X 1014

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
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Fig. 20-38. Spectrum occupancy and system capacities.

no larger than a grain of sand, might serve as practical light-wave communications sources.
At about the same time, the research on semiconductor light sources produced
specially designed light-emitting diodes (LEDs}.66 (See CommunicationSciences
(1925-1980), Chapter 7, Section 2.4.) The light from LEDs was not coherent,
but it was in the form of an intense beam from a very small source area over
about a one-percent frequency band. LEDs were attractive because of their
reliability and life, which was shown to be at least several thousand hours,
and the convenience of operation. The diodes could be modulated simply by
varying the current through them and at a rate sufficient for an information
band of 10 or 20 megahertz or more. LEDs could be coupled into larger multimode fibers of a few mils in diameter and were, in fact, the light source for
most of the early light-wave systems of moderate length and information
capacity.
5.3 Optical Fibers

The second ingredient needed for optical communications was a good transmission medium. The earth's atmosphere is generally quite transparent t,ooptical
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signals, but there are times when fog, mist, rain, or snow greatly reduce visibility.
Bell Laboratories had done a great deal of pioneering experimental and theoretical work on the propagation of electromagnetic waves of various frequencies
through the atmosphere. (See Chapters 2, 7 and 11.) This work, which was
essential to the design of high-frequency radio, microwave, and satellite systems,
was now extended to optical frequencies. The properties of atmospheric paths
were quantified, with the (not surprising) result that, over paths of any considerable length, fog, mist, rain, and snow would create intolerable losses much
too often for practical communications.
With the limitations of free-space transmission, research concentrated on
guided-wave transmission of optical signals. Transmission in conducting hollow
guides by the circular-electric mode would have required microscopic dimensions and tolerances that were completely unattainable. Early work was on a
guidance system provided by a sequence of lenses in the sheltered environment
of a surrounding pipe. Both glass and gaseous lenses were investigated on a
theoretical and experimental basis [Fig. 20-39]. 67 But by 1970, guidance by glass
fibers became the overwhelmingly preferred prospect.
The fact that thin filaments of glass could guide beams of light was a wellknown phenomenon, and such waveguides had been used for many years, for
example, in medical instrumentation, to bend light around corners. In the medical applications, however, an entire bundle of fibers was illuminated rather
than using each fiber individually. As so often in the long history of waveguides,
the knowledge that dielectric wires could act as guides for electromagnetic (EM)
waves was recognized in the classical period by the EM pioneers. D. Hondros
and P. Debye, in Germany, published an analysis as early as 1910. 68 Dielectric
guides were used as laboratory patch cords during the millimeter-wave research.
However, before 1970, even the best-quality optical glass would attenuate light
signals below detectable levels in a distance of 100 meters or so, rather than

Fig. 20-39. Testing an experimental helical gas convection lens. The lens used temperatureproduced changes in the refractive index of a gas to guide light.
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the several kilometers needed for practical light-wave communications. In 1966,
Kao and Hockham, working in England, made the momentous observation
that in pure glass there was no basic physical limitation that restricted its transparency to such limits. They noted that the lowest reported absorption coefficient
for glass was equivalent to a bulk loss of about 200 dB per kilometer, but they
suggested that if high-silica glass were used and impurities could be controlled,
losses as low as 20 dB per kilometer might be achieved. 69 Research in Britain,
Japan, and the United States (primarily at Corning Glass Works and Bell Laboratories) was directed towards achieving the low-loss fibers. It was Corning
that first achieved substantial progress, announcing losses under 20 dB per
kilometer in 1970.70 Rapid progress followed, and by late 1972 losses as low
as 4 dB per kilometer were reported by Corning at wavelengths in th,e vicinity
of 1 µm [Fig. 20-40].
Optical fibers consist of a highly transparent glass core surrounded by a
glass cladding of slightly lower dielectric constant. As in all electromagnetic
waveguides, propagation, if it is possible at all, is in modes, each of which is
a solution to J. C. Maxwell's equations for the wavelength, geometry, and
materials involved. In simpler terms, the guidance may be thought of as due
to total internal reflection because of the discontinuity in the index of refraction
at the boundary of the core and cladding. Fibers can be made to support a
single mode, in which case the core can be only a few wavelengths (micrometers)
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Fig. 20-40. Attenuation of a low-loss optical waveguide (from research at Coming Glass Works, 1972). The peaks of absorption are
due to water impurities.
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Fig. 20-41. Optical fiber lightguides. (a) A single mode fiber with a step change in the
dielectric index between the core and cladding. (b) A multimode fiber with graded index.

in diameter or the fiber guide can be multimode, in which case the core will
be much larger in diameter [Fig. 20-41 ]. Single-mode fibers have very low
dispersion and can support a high digital signal rate (short pulses) over a long
distance before the pulses become distorted beyond the ability to recover them.
They are especially useful with laser sources that can couple a large portion of
their highly concentrated monochromatic beams into the slender core. Multimode fibers are easier to produce and were often used with LED sources so
that a larger portion of the noisy and less concentrated light could be coupled
into and carried by the fiber. For either type of fiber, guidance can be by reflection
at a single step change in the dielectric index at the boundary between the core
and cladding or by a graduall bending of divergent rays back toward the fiber
axis in a graded-indE:x fiber. The graded-index design is especially useful to
reduce dispersion in multimode fibers.
There were several methods of making fibers, but by the late 1970s the most
common method was by first constructing a preform of the appropriate glasses
for the core and cladding. The preform was typically a half inch or so in diameter
and two or three feet long. One end was heated until it was plastic and then
drawn into a fiber; the core ,and cladding maintained their proportional relationship with a high degree of perfection, governed only by the forces that
control the plastic flow of the glass [Fig. 20-42].71 A single preform could be
drawn into several kilometers of fiber. (See another volume in this series, Physical
Sciences(1925-1980),Chapter 13, Section 2.1.2.)
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Fiber-drawing machine, 1978.

5.4 Further Developments (1970-1974)

Following 1970, with a good light source in the form of the semiconductor
laser and the realization of low loss fibers, attention began to be given to technology development. Groups in Bell Laboratories and elsewhere addressed the
problems of converting the techniques used in the research laboratories to
processes suitable for large-scale production of practical commercial components. At the same time, system planners began to study where this tec:hnology
might be most beneficially applied in the communications network. Research,
of course, continued and provided critically important input to the tec:hnology
development and planning and, in tum, was stimulated by them.
The composition and purity of the glasses in the preform established the
limit of what could be realized in the fibers drawn from them. Early fibers had
been made from preforms built up from the core material outward, or they
were extruded from concentric orifices. In 1974, a significant advance was
made in Bell Laboratories in the modified chemical-vapor deposition (MCVD)
process for producing the tubular preforms. In this process, layers of material
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Fig. 20-43. Making an optical fiber. (a) Construction of a fiber preform by the modified
chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) process. (b) A silica tube installed in a glass lathe for
chemical vapor deposition.

with the required optical properties were deposited as a soot inside a heated
fused-quartz tube. The tube and the deposited layers were then further heated
and collapsed into the preform by final passes through a flame at a higher
temperature [Fig. 20-43]. By the mid-1970s, fibers drawn from preforms produced by MCVD were exhibiting losses as low as 1 dB per kilometer. 72 The
MCVD process was widely adopted by fiber producers around the world. It
continued to be refined and produced fibers of astonishing transparency. By
the mid-1980s, losses as low as 0.16 dB per kilometer had been achieved-
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three orders of magnitude better than the best reported values in the early
1960s. One kilometer of this glass has little more loss than a few panes of
window glass.
Solid-state lasers were also improved. The first continuous-wavEi lasers in
1970 had a lifetime of only a few hours. By 1973, this had been increased to
1000 hours. By 1976, the indicated life was 100,000 hours ("indicated," because
developers could no longer observe a sufficient number of failures in the limited
number of devices on test to determine the average life accurately). A year
later, lasers with a probable average life of 106 hours were achieved. (106 hours
is over 100 years. What was actually measured, and was more important, was
failure rate. The probable life of 106 hours meant less than one percent would
fail per year.) During the same period, highly efficient photodetectors in the
form of silicon avalanche photodiodes were developed. 73
5.5 The First Systems Work-The Atlanta Experiment
By 1974, personnel were transferred from research to the transmission systems area of Bell Laboratories, where they joined forces with engineers skilled
in digital transmission systems, to investigate the characteristics and features
required in commercial light-wave systems. The attributes of light-wave communications-large communications capacity, small-diameter lightweight cables, long distances between repeaters, and immunity to interference-were
potentially beneficial in all portions of the telephone plant. The most soughtafter prize was a digital system that would be economical in the long-haul
plant. Such a system, with the widespread local-area Tl carrier systems, and
the toll digital switch, which was well along in development, would provide
the long-sought nationwide digital connectivity. But the early stage of the technology and the same factors that had limited the prospects of millimeter waveguide and high-capacity digital radio worked against the early realization of
long light-wave systems. Systems-engineering studies indicated that light-wave
systems would likely have the earliest economic prove-in in metropolitan areas,
where large numbers of interoffice circuits were required and where it was
desirable to eliminate repeaters in manholes between central offices. From the
set of standard transmission rates previously established, the studies focused
on the DS3 rate of 45 megabits per second, corresponding to 672 digital voice
channels on each fiber. It was expected that about 144 fibers could be packaged
in a sheath about one-half inch in diameter. This was especially attractive for
metropolitan applications where space in underground ducts was at a premium
[Fig. 20-44].
As in earlier systems that introduced a wholly different technology, a host
of new problems had to be solved. A light-wave system would consist of many
components, both optical and nonoptical. In addition to light sources, fibers,
and photodetectors, means of joining fibers, both demountable connectors and
permanent splices, were required. Practical cable structures had to be developed
for installation in the outside plant. Electronic circuits were required to control
the light sources and process the output of the photodetectors. It was necessary
to provide all the interfaces to the standard electronic signals in the telephone
network in which the fiber systems would be embedded.
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In 1974, planning began for a complete light-wave system experiment at
the 45-megabit rate. The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate lightwave technology in an environment approximating field conditions. In addition,
it would provide a focus for the continuing exploratory development effort.
The experiment was implemented in late 1975 at the joint Western ElectricBdl Laboratories facility in Atlanta, Georgia, where the fiber and cable were
made and underground ducts typical of those in metropolitan areas were available [Fig. 20-45]. The system included a 144-fiber cable that was 650 meters
long. A ribbon-structured cable was chosen to facilitate splicing and to provide
experience in the making of large-fiber-count cables. The sheath was designed
with sufficient strength to protect the fibers while the assembly waispulled into
the ducts by standard techniques [Fig. 20-46]. Many factors besides glass purity
controlled the loss of a complete cable. Splices and microbending as the fibers
were assembled into a cable structure also contributed to loss. High, uniform
tensile strength is extremely important and was difficult to achieve. The objective
was to achieve at least 100 good fibers in the cable with an average loss of no
more than 8 dB per kilometer. The results achieved were 138 good fibers with
an average loss of 6 dB per kilometer.
The digital regenerative repeater was a key element in the trial. The receiver
in the Atlanta regenerator utilized a silicon avalanche photodetector and the
transmitter, a gallium aluminum arsenide laser, radiating 0.5 mw iinto the fiber
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at a wavelength of 0.82 µm. The regenerator was constructed in three separate
modules, both to ease implementation and to provide maximum experimental
flexibility [Fig. 20-47]. Long optical paths were produced by connecting many
different fibers in the cable end to end. Original planning had contemplated
inserting repeaters at 7-km spacing, with an average span loss of 51 dB, but
the low fiber loss realized permitted patching together paths as long as 10.9
km before regeneration.
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Fig. 20-46. The cable used in the Atlanta system contained 12 ribbons-each
capsulating 12 glass fibers.
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The objectives of the Atlanta system experiment were fully met. Although
much specific development remained before economic manufacturable lightwave systems could be deployed, the Atlanta Experiment was a key milestone
in demonstrating the practical feasibility of optical-fiber technology. 74
5.6 Post-1975

The success in Atlanta spurred further work in both research and development and provided a much clearer picture of where progress was most
needed, and progress was rapid and sustained. A few highlights up to the mid1980s will be mentioned.
Following the Atlanta experiment, a successful trial of similar nature but
with a smaller cable (24 fibers) was held in 1977 in the urban environment of
downtown Chicago. The first commercial installation of the FT3 system (F for
fiber, T for digital carrier, and 3 for the 45-megabit DS3 rate) was in Trumbull,
Connecticut in the fall of 1979. Several other short systems followed, and fiber
systems were used for both voice and video transmission at the winter Olympic
Games at Lake Placid, New York in 1980 (as they were to a much greater
extent at the Los Angeles summer games in 1984). By February 1983, a longhaul system at a 90-megabit rate (FT3C) was in operation along 250 miles of
the Northeast Corridor from New York to Washington. Urban installations
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continued at an accelerating rate. By 1984, a network in downtown Miami
connected 27 high-rise buildings. Transmission was at the 45-megabit DS3
rate, with light generation by LEDs at a wavelength of 1.3 µm. At: the long
wave length (the first systems operated at 0.8µm), and with the superior fibers
by then available, no manhole repeaters were required.
After 1980, as the technology of making fibers advanced, interest shifted to
single-mode fibers at long wavelengths. By 1984, AT&T Communications (successor to the Long Lines Department following the January 1, 1984 divestiture)
was planning 3,300 route kilometers of optical systems, almost all at a 432megabit rate, and in single-mode fibers at 1.3-µm wavelength. Prospects were
good for at least doubling the capacity by wavelength multiplexing, that is,
transmitting two high-rate signals over the same fiber at different wavelengths.
Regenerators in the long-haul systems were typically at about 31-km (19-mile)
spacing, but transmission at gigabit rates over more than 100 km without regeneration had been demonstrated in the laboratory on an experimental basis.
(In early 1985, wavelength multiplexing of ten 2-gigabit streams over a single
fiber was demonstrated. With suitable terminals, this could provide a capacity
of 280,000 voice channels on a single fiber.) At the entry point to the network,
optical fibers were beginning to appear in the loop plant. In the intercontinental
plant, development was well along and successful deep-sea trials had been
conducted on a submarine optical cable to be installed as the eighth transatlantic
cable in the late 1980s.
The advance of optical-communication technology was by no means confined to Bell Laboratories; many other organizations in Europe, Japan, and
America made significant contributions. But several of the key inventions and
techniques were conceived in Bell Laboratories, and, by 1985, AT&T and the
(by then divested) Bell System companies had installed far more fiber kilometers
in systems of Bell Laboratories design than were in service for all the rival
systems combined. By the mid-1980s, the fiber-optic revolution was well under
way and accelerating yearly. It seemed clear that the new technology was to
be a communications landmark as far-reaching in its consequences as the first
telegraph and telephone transmissions over metallic conductors or the first
radio transmissions.
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PARTIV
THE TECHNICALAND
BUSINESS ENVIRONM'ENT
A program of studies and development applicable to all systems parallelled
the design of specific transmission systems. Performance objectives were established for services as they evolved. In the 1960s and later, centralization
and automation of operation and maintenance became a major development
activity. Economic analysis was important at all times.
In the 1920s, circuits were rated only in terms of loss. Reference circuits
were maintained and comparisons made to determine the loss equivalent for
the various parts of a connection. When electronic gain became generally available, the loss of long circuits was kept low enough for acceptable quality, but
increased with distance in the via net loss plan, so that delayed echoes would
not be objectionable. Effectiveloss equivalents were determined for other characteristics, such as limited bandwidth, by subjective testing, using intelligibility
as a criterion. Network transmission planning was on a statistical basis, taking
into account the range of loss equivalents likely in each part of an end-to-end
connection.
Voice-circuit bandwidth increased successively until, by 1937, it extended
from about 200 to 3500 Hz, a band consistent with the 4-kHz spacing of carrier
channels standardized that year. New telephone sets, the 300 type in 1937 and
the 500 type in 1950, were designed to take advantage of the lower-loss trunks
and improved transmission. After 1950, standards work included the 1evaluation
of quality factors other than intelligibility and the development of combined
criteria, including loss, noise, and echo, to achieve a high level of customer
satisfaction with calls. Objectives were established for new services, such as
television and data, and new media, such as satellite and digital systems, as
they became significant factors in the network.
Switched message voice continued to be the principal service over the network
from 1925 to 1975. Direct distance dialing by customers, initiated in 1951,
connected trunks in tandem without the intervention of an operator and placed
tighter requirements on the transmission plant. After 1950, special services,
such as private lines and networks, often required special arrangements in
signaling, equalization, and maintenance. Signals other than voice increased
in importance. Telegraph code was carried from a very early date. In the 1920s,
audio program circuits were provided to the broadcast radio networks and, in
the 1930s and 1940s, television transmission influenced the design of coaxial
cable and microwave radio systems. When television became popular, television
operating centers established by AT&T coordinated program swit1:hing and
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monitored the condition of the television networks. An attempt to establish
face-to-face visual telephone service in the 1960s and 1970s, however, was
premature. Data transmission over voice circuits started in the 1970s. This
placed new requireme11ttson the transmission plant, as impairments that were
of no consequence to voice signals proved to be important for data. Data transmission over purely digjtal facilities began in 1974 as the DATAPHONE* data
communications service (DDS).
Testing, adjusting, and locating and repairing faults for all new facilities
became important in development as systems increased in size and complexity.
The expansion of the network made the development of operation and maintenance systems a high-priority activity in the 1960s and 1970s. Tefometry and
computers centralized and automated activities for both switching and transmission facilities. Centralized systems were developed to test both switched
trunks and private lines. As computer-based support systems proliferated in
all phases of plant operation and maintenance, the transmission support systems
were coordinated with others in overall operations plans.
Two major considerations governed the economics of transmission systems:
Line costs per circuit in high-capacity systems were lower than in low-capacity
systems, and the cost of multiplex terminals established a minimum distance
below which multichannel systems were not economical. The economy of scale
for long-haul carrier systems was spectacularly demonstrated from 1925 to
1975 as the cost per circuit was reduced by a factor of at least 100. The cost of
terminals generally restricted multichannel analog systems to distances of 20
miles or more. In the 1960s, the low-cost digital terminals of T-carrier brought
the break-even distanci~down to 15 miles or less. Rapid advances in the scale
of integrated circuits further reduced digital terminal costs until, in the 1980s,
most new urban trunks. were riealized by digital multiplexed systems.
• Registered service mark of AT&T.

ChaptE?r
21
Objectives, Standards, and
Transmission Plans
I. INTRODUCTION
Satisfactory voice transmission over local distances was achieved :in the very
early years of telephony. The major technical effort for the next 50 years was
addressed to the conquest of distance-the extension of intelligible communication, first across the continent and ultimately across the oceans. Two major
landmarks of this stage were the completion of the first transcontinental link
in 1915 and the first transatlantic connection via long-wave radio in 1927. In
the face of the near miracle of practically instantaneous voice communication
over such large distances, it would have seemed petty to complain that the
reproduced speech did not sound natural, or that there were disturbilng sounds
accompanying the speech.
Initially, attenuation was the overriding obstacle to overcome to permit intelligible communication. As advancing technology provided the means for
reducing loss, attenuation no longer overshadowed all other types of impairments; there were new types associated with the techniques used to decrease
loss. Whereas previously the available means were strained to the liimitjust to
transmit intelligibly over a maximum distance, the new technology permitted
trading off one kind of impairment against another and overall quality against
cost. These possibilities created a need to measure the effect on oveirallquality
of very different types of impairments such as loss, noise, limited bandwidth,
echo and crosstalk in comparable terms. Justification of the cost associated with
some improvement in overall quality required a quantitative estimate of the
resulting increase in customer satisfaction. Furthermore, as transmission quality
improved, so did customer expectations, which played an important role in
determining customer judgment of circuit quality. The need for quantitative
information regarding all these factors dictated repeated and increasingly sophisticated use of subjective testing.
As the network grew, it became increasingly configurable. Many alternative
paths, utilizing a variety of different facilities of various types, could be used
to connect two particular endpoints. In addition, as the switching became increasingly automatic, operators were no longer there to screen out unacceptable
circuits before a customer encountered them. To determine quality in such an
675
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environment, it became necessary to characterize statistically the performance
and type of connections the users were likely to encounter. Such information
was obtained by surveys of the network. These surveys determined the probable
frequency of occurrence and levels of impairment of each type associated with
the various facilities that made up the network. Surveys also provided data
regarding the frequency of occurrence of different numbers and types of facilities
in tandem. By combining the data collected from network surveys with the
results of subjective testing, it became possible to evaluate the qualiity of transmission offered to the customer population. More importantly, by identifying
areas where improvements were desirable, such studies provided the basis for
a transmission plan to guide the evolution of the network. Such evolution was
implemented by specifying performance design objectives for new systems,
maintenance objectives to control the variations in performance that occur in
service, and a switching plan that controlled the facility interconnections that
were allowed to occur.
Initially designed to carry voice, the network began to be used to carry other
types of signals, such as music programs, telephoto, television, and data. The
various kinds of impairments affected these new signals in markedly different
ways. For example, the listener to a speech signal is very tolerant of envelope
delay distortion and impulse noise. The ear is not sensitive to phase differences
among the components of spe,ech or to very short bursts of noise. In contrast,
some of the new signals were often highly vulnerable to these impairments.
New considerations and new techniques had to be incorporated into the network
transmission-planning process, in recognition of the new types of signals.
Transmission planniing evolved in response to technological advances,
changing customer needs and expectations, and a changing economic climate.
Planning also had to take into account the presence in the network of facilities
from different technological epochs. It had to anticipate changes in needs and
in the means availabl1i to fulfill them. The advance of technology made it
necessary to take into account new types of impairment associated with new
transmission media and signal types. Fortunately, technology also provided
new test equipment and computers to control the acquisition of data and process
it into useful forms, and thus made possible the establishment of timely performance and maintenance objectives.
Until 1934, the responsibility for guiding this evolution resided with AT&T,
jointly shared by the Operating and Engineering Department and the Development and Research Department. A good deal of discretion for establishing
local-transmission limits was le.ft to the operating companies. However, it was
recognized that the orderly evolution of nationwide telephone service required
uniform standards and centralized planning, and general transmission and
switching plans were developed at AT&T. In 1934, the AT&T Development
and Research Department was transferred to Bell Laboratories, which had been
founded nine years ear:lier. Bell Laboratories then became responsible for carrying out transmission studies and making recommendations based on these
studies. Such recommendationis were considered jointly with the Operating
and Engineering Department at AT&T. The results of this process led Itoaccepted
objectives that were used to help set development priorities at Bell Laboratories
and guide transmission planning by the operating companies.
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II. OBJECTIVES AND ST AND ARDS FOR SPEECH TO 1930
2.1 Status in the Mid-1920s

In 1925, the basis for transmission planning was the Transmission Equivalent
Plan. This plan began evolving shortly after the tum of the century,, when all
telephone circuits in commercial use had quite similar characteristics, and conditions were such that loss was the principal variable of interest to the transmission-planning engineer. The performance of circuits was determined by
comparing them, on a loudness basis, with a reference circuit for which the
loss was variable but whose other transmission characteristics were representative of the equipment of that date [Fig. 21-1]. (See another volume in this
series, The Early Years (1875-1925),pages 303-308 for a description of the Bell
System Reference Circuit, later called the Standard Cable Reference System.)

2.1.1 StandardCableReferenceSystem
The reference circuit simulated an overall telephone connection, utilizing
components (telephone sets, hybrid coils, transformers, and an adjustable artificial line) typical of those in use at that time. The rating of telephone circuits
by comparing them to the reference circuit involved a talker speaking alternately
over the circuit being tested and the reference circuit, and a listener switching
similarly at the receiving end. The reference-circuit artificial line, calibrated in
miles of standard cable, was adjusted until the listener judged the volume
(loudness) of the speech sounds reproduced by the two circuits to be equal.
The number of miles of artificial line in the reference circuit was then used as
the transmission equivalent of the circuit under test.
Permissible transmission equivalents, determined for overall connections in
this manner, were allocated to parts of connections, such as telephone sets,
customer loops, and trunks. The allocations were developed in such a manner
that transmission engineers could combine the ratings of elements to estimate
the ratings for overall connections of interest. This provided a basis for allocating
loss to the elements of the network in a manner consistent with realizable
quality goals. 1
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2.1.2 MasterReferenceSystem-Transmission Units and Decibels
As telephone technology advanced in the 1920s, it soon became evident
that the Standard Cablle Reference System had major shortcomings. For example, as components such as telephone sets were improved, it was necessary
to update the standard reference. A reference that was technology dependent
and changed with time was obviously undesirable, and, in 1925, the Standard
Cable Reference System was replaced by the Master Reference System for
Telephone Transmission. This system replaced the miles of standard cable with
the transmission unit (TU), which was later to become the decibel.2' 3
The transmitter and receiver used in the new reference system were designed
specifically to have very low distortion. The pronounced resonances or other
features in commercial units could be simulated with networks inserted in the
transmitting and receiving elements. Amplifiers compensated for the lower
efficiency of the low-diistortion elements [Fig. 21-2]. This arrangement led to
a reference system in which transmission characteristics were more stable and
reproducible. It also allowed modeling of the improved performaince of the
newer commercial telephones that were becoming available. Transmission engineering continued to be based primarily on loss, and the reference system
was used to obtain plann.ing information in the same manner as its predecessor.
In 1926, the Master Reference System for Telephone Transmission was adopted
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Fig. 21-2. Schematic diagram of the Master Reference System for Telephone Transmission, 1925.
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as an international standard [Fig. 21-3]. The international reference systems in
use for the following 50 years evolved from that original choice. 4
At about the same time, it was noted that the loss of a mile of standard
cable, with a resistance of 88 Q per loop-mile and capacitance of 0.54 µf per
mile, measured at 800 Hz, was equal to 10.56 log 10 Pi/P 2, where P 1 and P2 are
the input and output powers, respectively. In 1924, in a further step in making
its standards less equipment specific, the Bell System adopted a oew unit of
attenuation, the "Transmission Unit," or TU, in which the ratio was exactly 10
log Pif P 2. This unit, renamed the decibel (a "bel" is log Pi/P 2), was sufficiently
close to the mile of standard cable so that little adjustment in thinking was
required. 5
2.1.3 Effective Loss

The Master Reference System for Telephone Transmission was a significant
advance over the earlier standard, but, as the telephone system evolved further,
it became apparent that a rating system that focused exclusively on loudness
as a criterion of quality was inadequate. Loss-reduction techniques for circuits,
such as loaded cable and voice-frequency amplifiers, provided a means for
improving loudness. These techniques not only had the effect of reducing this

Fig. 21-3. Master Reference System for Telephone Transmission with
associated calibration apparatus. This system was adopted as an inter-·
national standard in 1926.
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impairment but also permitted trading other characteristics, such as transmitter
and receiver efficiency,against other types of impairments. As a result, telephone
sets with flatter frequency characteristics, less distortion, and anti-sidetone circuits were being designed. (Sidetone is sound energy [speech and room noise]
transferred from the transmitter to the receiver in the speaker's telephone.)
Evaluation of the improved telephone sets in terms of the existing reference
system tended to emphasize loudness differences at the expense of the other
factors. A rating plan was needed that properly recognized the improvements,
and, at the same time, retained applicability for the older types of telephone
set. The effective-loss plan was devised to meet this need.
Ratings under the new plan were in terms of decibels of effective loss to
distinguish them from loudness or volume losses of the old plan. Effective loss
represented a figure of merit for evaluating the effectiveness of the transmission
over telephone circuits and, as such, was a measure of the ability of telephone
listeners to understand as well as to hear transmitted telephone speech. Effective
loss data were expressed in terms of the effective loss in decibels introduced
into the reference circuit to match an impairment (perhaps in reduced bandwidth) of the circuit under test. For example, an effective loss of 1 dB was
assessed against a circuit under test if, for matched quality (that is, understanding), the loss of the reference circuit trunk was increased by 1 dB at all frequencies without other change. Any other change in a circuit that had the
same subjective effect as this distortionless change in trunk loss was also defined
as an effective-loss change of 1 dB. Pure loss was thus used as a unit to measure
impairments that were physically quite distinct from loss in terms of their effect,
such as noise, restricted bandwidth, or echo. Since the effect of an additional
impairment depends on the level of impairment to which it is added, the nominal
reference was chosen to have characteristics typical of a circuit in the middle
of the distribution of existing circuits.
The objective measure of circuit performance adopted for the effective loss
plan was repetition rate-the number of repetitions per unit time requested by
telephone users while using the circuits in actual service. This mea1surewas
selected on the basis that it provided a direct quantitative measure of the success
or difficulty with which telephone users carried on conversations. 6
2.2 Transmission Design
This was all very well in concept. With a master reference system and the
effective-loss equivalents, circuits could be designed to an acceptable effective
loss. However, the general problem of the telephone-transmission engineer
was not to design complete telephone connections one by one, but rather to
specify rules for elements such as telephones, loops, and trunks in a way that
would lead to satisfactory transmission in a high percentage of cases when
these elements were combined to form a variety of overall connections. Each
element had to be designed to perform satisfactorily with any of a large number
of other elements-quite a complex undertaking. The planning engineer needed
a large amount of data to accomplish this task. Appropriate information for
the effective-loss plan consisted of families of curves and tables covering the
range of effectivelosses ascribable to transmitting loops, receiving loops, trunks,
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terminal junctions, central offices, intermediate junctions, circuit noise, and
room noise.
Transmission planning was in terms of limits. For example, the maximum
allowed effective loss for a local central office area might be set at 15 dB. This
value would apply, for example, to a connection consisting of a high effective
loss transmitting loop, that is, one with some combination of long length, poor
sidetone, high line noise, and the like, and a receiving loop of similar limiting
nature. With this approach, transmission on the average would be much better
than the limit, and, in general, limiting cases would still be acceptable.
Preparation of the information required involved a two-step approach. First,
basic data for preparing effective-loss ratings were obtained from repetition
counts made during a series of transmission observations on calls between
telephone employees in the regular course of their business. These calls were
made over special facilities that permitted the variation of the circuit characteristics over a wide range, and the loss ratings of the various conditions were
determined from the observed repetition rates. During the tests, difforenttypes
of instruments were used, and changes were made in the sidetone characteristics
of the telephone sets and in the attenuation and attenuation distorlion of the
lines. Each type of impairment was covered over the whole range found in the
telephone plant of that time and, to some extent, that expected in future plant.
The infinite number of cases that resulted from combinations of different
amounts of each type of impairment could, of course, only be sampled.
The second step involved specifying a reference circuit, similar in characteristics to some of the connections used in the repetition-rate tests, and developing measurement and computation methods for determining effectiveloss ratings of other circuit conditions encountered in the plant, too numerous
for direct measurement by repetition testing. The performance of atcomplete
circuit could be described with sufficient accuracy for most engineering purposes
as a function of volume loss, sidetone, distortion, and noise. The magnitude
of all of these separate characteristics could be derived from computations
based on physical measurements. 7
2.2.1 WorkingReferenceSystem

The reference system developed was called the Working Reference System
[Fig. 21-4]. It consisted of representative limiting customer loops and telephone
sets and a variable-loss distortionless trunk. The trunk simulation incorporated
a 600-Q variable attenuator calibrated in decibels, and a low-pass filter with a
cutoff of 3000 Hz. The system introduced line noise of 100 noise units about
23 dBrnC0 at the receiver. (See Chapter 10, Section 2.2.1.) Use of the method
described above enabled development of the appropriate data for plant design
in terms of the connection elements (loops, offices, trunks, etc.). Of particular
interest were the distortion-transmission impairment (DTI) and noise-transmission impairment (NTI) data. The DTI information was shown as a curve
on a graph with an ordinate of DTI (in decibels of effective loss) and an abscissa
of low-pass filter cutoff frequency. (Distortion was a much-used [and abused]
term in transmission work. In the early days, it often was used to mean variations
in the amplitude response as a function of frequency, that is, gain, or amplitude
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distortion. In the case discussed, the distortion was that due to the band-edge
cutoff.)With this curve, the telephone engineer could determine the incremental
effective loss due to a change ill bandwidth and thus could take this factor into
account in system design and network planning. The DTI information set the
stage for the bandwidth objectives of cable-loading systems and carrier systems
with wider voice-frequency bandwidths. The NII information provided similar
information on circuit noise and was an important factor in later studies concerning noise objectives.
2.2.2 RoomNoise

The effective-loss concept also included provision for taking room noise into
account. This recognized the important effect background noise had on the
perceived quality of a telephone connection. Such noise can reach the listening
ear of the customer via the telephone sidetone path or the acoustic leakage
path between the earcap and the ear, thus directly affecting perception of the
received telephone speech signal, or it can be perceived by the other ear as a
distraction. Obviously, room noise could not be controlled by the telephone
engineer, but information concerning its magnitude and effect was necessary
to guide telephone-set design, to plan allowable circuit losses, and for service
in particularly noisy locations.
To obtain quantitative data, Bell System engineers developed a sound meter
incorporating frequency weighting, as determined from earlier laboratory tests,
to measure effective loudness and time weighting to reflect the reactions of
human hearing. 8 With this meter, extensive information on room noise magnitudes was reported in 1930.9' 10 This information enabled classification of the
noise levels of different types of locations. The levels used in the Working
Reference System in 1933, for example, corresponded to relatively quiet offices
or relatively noisy residences.
2.3 Network Transmission Pl.anning
2.3.1 The 1930Plan

It had long been recognized that the network had to provide adequate service
to customers with a wide range of talking volumes over a variety of facilities.
Systematic network and transmission planning dates back at least to 1906, but
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early planning was limited by the restricted range of what could be done. By
1930, new telephone instruments, readily available gain in vacuum-tube amplifiers, and the advent of carrier systems made many more options available.
A new network plan and the associated transmission objectives evolved in
parallel with the effective-lossplan. A 1930 plan proposed a four-level switching
hierarchy and noted that the network would probably be converted to the new
plan in about five years [Fig. 21-5].11 At the time, there were about 6400 central
offices in the United States and eastern Canada, of which about 2500 were
intercity toll centers. The plan envisioned establishing about 150 of these offices
as primary outlets and eight as regional centers. Since a switching plan determines how the plant is used to achieve a desired connection, it determines the
frequency with which various numbers of facilities are connected in tandem
and thus the overall quality of transmission provided.
In 1932, the transmission plan to be associated with the new switching plan
was further detailed. It was to be based on the use of loaded-cable circuits and
lines incorporating voice-frequency repeaters; carrier was not yet a major factor
and did not impose any new limitations. The extensive use of loading and
repeaters permitted reduction in circuit losses to a point where other factors,
such as echoes, singing, crosstalk, and noise, rather than loss, were controlling.12
2.3.2 Minimum Loss,Echoes,and Via Net Loss
The ability to insert gain in a connection meant that it was no longer adequate
to control loss by holding it below some maximum value. It was possible to
have too little loss or even net gain. Unavoidable impedance mismat,ches along
the transmission path reflected the signal back toward the talker, who heard
the reflection in his/her receiver as a talker echo. Shuttling echoes could also
result in the arrival of multiple versions of the speech, displaced in time, at the
listener's receiver as listener echo. Such echoes were increasingly disturbing as
they became louder and were displaced further in time from the main signal.

SOLID LINES - FUNDAMENTAL ROUTES OF
GENERAL PLAN

Q

REGIONAL CENTER
PRIMARY OUTLET

DASHED LINES

•

TOLL CENTER

SUPPLEMENTARY DIRECT
CIRCUIT GROUPS

•

Fig. 21-5. The general toll switching plan, 1930. The diagram
shows only the upper three levels of switching offices.
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To a talker, a nearly instantaneous echo is indistinguishable from the sound
of his or her own speech. However, an echo arriving when the talker is enunciating a subsequent portion of speech is disturbing. Indeed, if the volume and
displacement of the echo are sufficiently large, the echo will interfere with the
speech process, making it difficult or impossible to talk over the connection.
Since an echo must make a round-trip between its source and the point of
impedance discontinuity, it undergoes double the attenuation between these
two points. In the days before effective repeaters when losses were relatively
high, echo was not much of a problem. However, the use of voice-frequency
repeaters not only reduced loss but inserted impedance discontinuities that had
not previously existed. In addition, the extensive use of loaded cable reduced
propagation velocity and increased echo delay by a large factor compared to
nonloaded open-wire liines. It therefore became necessary not only to maintain
loss below some maximum vallue but also above some minimum. ]~urther, the
longer the circuit, the greater the displacement of the echo from the original
signal and the greater its disturbing effect. It was necessary to require that the
minimum loss increase with circuit length.
Other considerations also required that loss be above some minimum value.
If there happened to be gain between two impedance irregularities, the circuit
could become unstable and oscillate (sing). Even a circuit that did not sing but
approached an unstable condi1ion began to sound hollow and could sing momentarily if some transient condition temporarily reduced loss. Loss had to be
kept at a level that maintained an adequate margin against these undesirable
effects. Finally, amplification not only increased the level of the signal but also
that of the noise. Though this did not degrade the signal-to-noise ratio when
the listener was receiving spe,ech, it did increase the annoying effect of the
noise in silent intervals.
The trade-offbetwetin the beneficial effects of loss in controlling these degradations and its negative effect with regard to volume was a primary reason
for adopting effective loss as a common unit of quality. The 1932 plan used
the so-called "via net loss" plain for controlling loss on the toll network. The
plan associated a loss, which increased linearly with length, to toll facilities.
This length-dependent loss was supplemented by an additional constant loss,
inserted by pads located at the two ends of a toll connection. The latter ensured
adequate loss in short connections where singing margin and crosstalk were
the controlling factors. The via net loss, varying linearly with length, provided
adequate loss for echo control and margin for the statistical variations that
occurred when a number of facilities were connected in tandem. Beyond a
certain length, the loss required to control echo became excessive because of
the consequent low volumes. For such long circuits, loss was not increased and
echo was controlled by inserting an echo suppressor that opened the return
path (i.e., in the listener··to-talk,er direction) when a talker was speaking. However, early echo suppressors did not work ideally and introduced impairments
of their own in addition to increasing circuit costs. Their use on loaded cable
was initially limited to circuits longer than about 500 miles where lthe via net
loss plan would otherwise have excessively reduced volumes. As loaded cable
was replaced by more modem high-velocity facilities, it became possible to
increase the distance.
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During the 1930s, further calculations, measurements, and subjective testing
were carried out to refine the concept of effective loss. Additional room-noise
data were collected using improved sound-level meters. 13•14 The Bell System
sound-meter design was adopted as a national standard for use in broadcast
radio, recording, and other audio applications, as well as in telephone engineering. The techniques and approaches that had evolved to become part of
the 1932 plan provided basic concepts and tools that guided toll-transmission
planning and the evolution of the transmission plant throughout the period of
this history.
III. FURTHER EVOLUTION OF STANDARDS FOR SPEECH
TRANSMISSION

3.1 Carrier Systems and Channel Spacing

In the latter part of the 1930s, as more modem carrier systems beigan to be
introduced into the network and as it became evident that these would be
widely interconnected, it became necessary to establish a standard channel
spacing. At an international conference on communications in 1938, the Bell
System's proposed 4000-Hz spacing was accepted and has since become a
worldwide standard. The Bell System's interest was in international standardization, since it was already widely interconnected overseas by high-frequency
(HF) radio. The plea for 4000-Hz spacing (there was a group favoring 3000Hz) was supported by demonstrations of transmission over 2700-, 3800-, and
5500-Hz bands. Within the 4000-Hz spacing, a low-frequency cutoff much
below 500 Hz did little to improve intelligibility, but extending the band to 250
Hz considerably improved naturalness. There was also little to be gained by a
cutoff much above 3500 Hz, whereas a high frequency limit of 2700 Hz caused
a noticeable decrease in intelligibility.15 (Discussion of such issues were held
from an early date in a sequence of international committees, generally known
by the initials of their full names in French. By 1938, this was the CCIF and
later the CCITT, a branch of the International Telecommunication Union, itself
a part of the United Nations.)
The 4000-Hz spacing was the result of balancing quality and cost, taking
into account the following considerations: (1) The wider the channel transmission band, the better the quality [Fig.21-6]. (Syllabicarticulation, the measure
of quality, was the ability to understand unconnected words and syllables. It
was closely correlated with the repetition-request measures used earlier.) (2)
For any given effective channel bandwidth, the larger the spacing between
channels, the lower the cost of the filters in the multiplexes that stacked the
channels into the carrier band. This followed from the fact that the larger
spacing allowed wider guard bands between channels and therefore less steep
cutoff slopes in the channelizing filters. (3) For a fixed total facility bandwidth,
the wider the channel spacing, the fewer channels realized and therefore the
greater the cost per channel. Alternatively, if the carrier bandwidth were increased for a given number of channels, more repeaters of a mor1edifficult
design would be required to handle the increased loss and bandwidth.
The quality of long toll circuits had been improving steadily since the establishment of the first transcontinental circuits in 1915 [Fig. 21-7]. Improve-
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ments were due to successively better repeaters, the elimination of loading on
open wire, improved loading and repeaters on voice-frequency cable, and,
finally, the introduction of broadband carrier on pairs and coaxial ,cables.The
end-to-end quality still depended on the characteristics of the tele·phone sets
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and of the loops and connecting trunks to the toll links, but these., too, were
improving in quality during the same period. By the end of the 1930s, the
objectives for five toll systems in tandem, a number expected to be only occasionally exceeded, had been set: (1) The net-loss variation at 1 kHz would
not exceed ±3 dB. (2) Transmission was to be no more than 10 dB down at
200 and 3300 Hz. (3) The attenuation distortion over the band from 400 to
3000 Hz was not to exceed ±2 dB relative to the 1-kHz loss. (4) The noise at
the receiving toll office (the -9-dB transmission-level point) would not exceed
29 dBa (dBa was an early noise measure; 29 dBa equaled 44 dBmC0). The
carrier systems of that time generally met these objectives [Fig. 21-8].
The channel-spacing standard for analog systems has remained at 4 kHz,
and the speech sampling rate of 8000 per second for digital systems was selected
to provide comparable performance. An exception to the standard was made
in the design of the analog submarine-cable systems, the first of which was
installed in 1956. Because of the high cost of these systems, nonstandard multiplex terminals and relatively expensive sharp-cutoff filters were used. With
these, a 2900-Hz band was achieved between carriers spaced at 3000 Hz, providing an increase of 33 percent in channel capacity. The increased multiplex
cost and the administrative complexities of the nonstandard mul1iplex were
judged to be acceptable because of the high value of the extra channels they
made possible. (The first submarine cables were originally equipped with
4-kHz-spaced channels and later fitted with the 3-kHz high-efficiency channel
banks. There were skeptics about the wisdom of this exception to the standard
channel bandwidth. Back-to-back 3-kHz/ 4-kHz channel banks were required
near the cable landings for overland transmission and distribution by standard
facilities. As high-speed data and other special signals began to be more commonly transmitted, it was feared the transoceanic links would prove to be a
bottleneck. The cables could, however, be refitted with 4-kHz channels, if required).
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The years of World War II resulted in a hiatus in transmission planning, as
it did in all other civil telepho:ne-system development activities. In the plant,
some quality objectives were temporarily sacrificed to satisfy urgent telephone
service needs with the severely restricted resources. For example, split emergencybandchannels with half the bandwidth required for high quality w,ere used on
some facilities to double the number of circuits that could be carri1?d.
3.2 Improved Telepho,nes

Parallel with the improvements in interoffice transmission, major improvements were made in the telephone station instruments. The candlestick deskstand, prevalent in the 1920s and 1930s, was highly resonant, emphasizing
frequencies around 1000-Hz near the center of the speech band. The new lowloss trunks reduced thEineed for high midband (1000-Hz) efficiency and led
to a much improved tel,ephone,.the 300 type, introduced in 1938.16 In the 300type set, the sharp 1000-kHz resonance, characteristic of the older sets, was
eliminated and the overall response much improved [Fig. 21-9]. After World
War II, the explosive growth driven by the pent-up demand resulted in a rapid
upgrading in the average transmission quality. A high percentage of the equipment installed was of the most recent vintage. Most of the trunk growth was
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on modern carrier systems, and, by 1950, 70 percent of the telephones in
service were of the 300 type.
During the 1930s and the post-war years, research by H. Fletcher and his
associates at Bell Laboratories contributed fundamental insights into the acoustics of telephony and the nature of speech and hearing. This knowledge was
applied in the design of the 300 type and later telephone sets. 17•18' 19 In the early
1950s, the 500 set, with transmission characteristics similar to the 300 type but
with the added feature of automatic compensation for the loss of long loops,
became available [Fig. 21-10].20 This capability reduced the variation in loss
for different stations and made it possible to simplify the design of local loops.
Where previously loop design had required the selection of wire gauge·s, taking
into account transmission and powering constraints, the design couldl now be
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based entirely on just the resistance between the telephone set and the centraloffice battery. 21 Over 25 years of experience verified the viability of the resistance
design method, which remained in use into the 1970s.

3.3 Postwar Network Planl1ling
By 1950, machine switching had become almost universal in local areas,
and its use for toll connections was growing rapidly. This led first to operator
toll dialing and then to an intEinsiveprogram to implement nationwide customer
dialing of long-distance calls (dubbed ODD, for direct distance dialing). These
developments, in tum, required a nationwide dialing plan with significant implications for transmission pllanning. The plan was originally based on a sixlevel hierarchy with a possible maximum of ten trunks in tandem between end
offices. This was simplified in the plan finally adopted to a five-level hierarchy
with a maximum of nine tandem trunks [Fig. 21-11 ].22,23
Fortunately, at the same time that the new dialing plan required lower and
more uniform loss in trunks, the extensive use of modem carrier systems permitted an updating of the via net loss plan introduced in the 1930s. By 1948,
carrier-derived toll cit'cuit mileage exceeded that on voice-frequency facilities,
and, by 1960, voice-frequency facilities made up only 15 percent of plant capacity, concentrated almost ,entirely in short links. The shorter delay of the
high-velocity carrier systems permitted echo control with lower losses. Via net
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loss varied from 0.5 dB for short trunks to only 3 dB for trunks above 1500
miles, and the distance beyond which echo suppressors were required was
increased to 1850 miles.
As the number and variety of trunks connected in tandem were increased
in the 1950s by automatic switching, their variability as well as their average
loss became a matter of concern. Furthermore, as customers began to dial their
own calls, operator supervision over the quality of a connection prior to handing
it over to the customer was no longer possible. These factors put a premium
on designing and maintaining the transmission plant to tighter limits. Plant
surveys indicated that the standard deviation of trunk losses was about double
what was considered desirable in this new environment. Improvements in system stability, careful loss adjustment at the time of system installation, routinemaintenance procedures, and routine measurements making increasE!d use of
automatic testing were introduced. By the early 1960s, average loss and variation
close to the objectives had been obtained through these means. 24

3.3.1 New Rating Criteria
The postwar sequence of developments and rapid evolution of the plant
also led to a reexamination of the basic criteria for assessing transmission quality.
As always, customer expectations rose about as fast as the system performance
improved, and mere intelligibility became an inadequate measure for establishing circuit quality in subjective testing. Intelligibility was taken for granted,
and, instead of just a count of the number of requested repetitions, mor,e general
judgments were elicited from subjects. In 1958, laboratory subjective tests were
made to relate received speech volume over circuits with characteristics typical
of that time to the satisfaction of telephone listeners. The listener ratings were
expressed as excellent, good, fair, poor, and unsatisfactory. 25 The distribution
of received volumes was computed from statistical data on loss from central
office to central office and was also obtained from a survey of near-end central
office volume conducted in 1950 and 1951. 26 A volume grade-of-service could
then be obtained from the distribution of subjective ratings at a given volume
and the distribution of volumes [Fig. 21-12). Design objectives could be set
such that, for example, only a negligible number of calls would be rated poor;
no more than five percent rated fair; and the balance, good or excellent.
As more stringent objectives brought received volume into the desired range,
the emphasis shifted to improving noise performance. An approach similar to
that for received volumes was used to determine the effect of noist! and its
impact on circuit quality. 27 A complete characterization of the perception of
noise and its interfering effect is extremely complex. Fletcher and his colleagues
had shown that the perception of s.ound depends not only on the volume level
but on the frequency as well [Fig. 21-13). 28 (These are the famous FletcherMunson equal-loudness curves, beloved of audio engineers and incorporated
in the loudness control of many high-fidelity amplifiers.) The telephone instrument also shapes the speech and noise spectrum. Telephone channel-noise
measurements and evaluation had long recognized these factors, and weighting
curves were applied to allow for the combined effect of the telephone instrument
and human perception. These were updated from time to time as improved
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telephone sets were introduced. The range of volumes in the improved plant
was small enough that a single representative curve could be used for the
perception factor [Fig. 21-14].
A new noise meter, the 3A noise-measuring set, was developed including
a C-message-weighting network that represented the combined frequency
characteristics of human sound perception for the average received volume
and the 500 type telephone [Fig. 21-15]. 29 The new measuring set was used in
extensive field surveys in the early 1960s to gather noise data and to correlate
them with subjective tests made in the laboratory. 30 The subjective tests for

Fig. 21-15.

The 3A noise measuring set.
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noise were made in a mannE-r similar to that of the laboratory volume evaluations. Volunteer subjects using a 500 type telephone set listened to controlledvolume speech with various levels of circuit noise and were asked to rate each
condition according to the five-category scale: excellent, good, fair, poor and
unsatisfactory [Fig. 21-16]. Results were summarized in terms of opinion distributions [Fig. 21-17]. The combination of survey data and subjective results
was then used to derive a noise grade of service, analogous to the volume
grade of service discussed previously. 31
As a result of these studies, new performance objectives were recommended
for noise. These were originally expressed separately for customer loops, for
short, medium, and long toll connections, and for intercontinental connections.
By 1970, these performance objectives were used in the formulation of new
long-range design and performance objectives for short- and long-haul transmission facilities. 32 Mean performance objectives for short-haul facilities were
specified as 28 dBrnC0 at 60 route miles and for long-haul facilities as 34
dBrnC0 at 1000 route miles. For other long-haul facilities, the objective was in
proportion to the length, that is, 3 dB more noise for doubling the distance.
The performance objective for a 4000-mile transcontinental coaxial carrier system was, therefore, 40 dBrnC0. Design objectives for new long-haul microwaveradio systems were set approximately 1 dB higher.
Both objectives were intended to be worst-circuit limits. The average noise
was projected to be better and about the same in both coaxial and radio systems,
and later field surveys confirmed that indeed it was. The new objectives required

Fig. 21-16. Observers at multiple listening position,; during subjective tests to rate the
effect of circuit noise at controlled speech signal volume, 1964.
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Fig. 21-17. Noise opinion curves used to determine noise grade-of-servke.

noise performance about 3 to 4 dB better than that of systems designed to the
earlier objectives. The noise objectives for intercontinental submarine-cable
systems were set about 3 dB lower than the transcontinental objectivE:because
they were likely to be used in extremely long connections with long overland
extensions on one or both ends. At the same time, the need to control noise in
subscriber lines was recognized. The long-term objective for subscdber line
noise was set at 20 dBmC at the telephone-set line terminal.
Design objectives, if met, determined the initial performance of a system,
but long-term quality depended on maintenance as well. Studies of noisemaintenance limits for trunks were also undertaken during the early 1960s and
included in Bell System Practicesby the middle 1960s. Routine measurements
based on these limits were used to compute the noise component of a trunkmaintenance index, which was initiated in 1967. This index had only minor
modifications in the years that followed. The noise-maintenance limits established for customer loops were also included in. Bell System Practicesin 1967.
(No industry is measured more thoroughly and continuously than the t,elephone
business. The telephone plant runs on indexes; almost every aspect of performance is the subject of comprehensive measurements embodied in an index.
Although their value was occasionally scoffed at, they gained new respect when
a review of service disasters in the early 1970s clearly showed they were foretold
by declining indexes.)

3.3.2 CombinedMeasures,Loss,Noise, and Echo
In the mid-1960s and early 1970s, the approach used for establishing volume
and noise objectives was further refined and supplemented by additional surveys and subjective testing. Because the variability of received speech volumes
at the near-end central office was decreasing and because of the difficulty in
obtaining consistent results from different observers, the emphasis shifted
from measuring volume to measuring loss. Attenuation could be measured
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more accurately than speech signal volume and was under direct control of
the transmission-planning engineer. In addition, subjective tests were made in
the laboratory to determine the combined effect of impairments. Initially, the
simultaneous effect of a range of loss and noise was measured; later, talker
echo was included in a three-component combined effect. Some of these results
were obtained using a special test facility, which allowed insertion of controlled
amounts of different transmission impairments during the normal business calls
of Bell Laboratories employe,e volunteers. On the basis of these results, lossnoise grade of service largely replaced the earlier noise and volume grade of
seirvicemeasurements. Results were summarized in contours sho'\-lringthe percentage of listeners rating a connection good or better for combinations of loss
and noise over a '\-lriderange [Fig. 21-18].33
Field surveys to update the characterization of the telephone plant were
carried out in parallel '\-lriththe new subjective testing. 34 Results from these
surveys were then used to construct computer models of plant performance.
Perturbation of the various performance parameters permitted evaluation of
the impact of changes in performance or maintenance guidelines on grade of
service. Computer modeling was of special interest because of the rapid growth
of digital systems '\-lrithsomii'!what different impairments and distributions,
compared to the older analog network. Using the new approaches and data, a
recommended transmission plan for the evolving analog-digital network was
formulated in 1976. For the connections used in this study, a new optimal loss
was determined to balance the degradation due to talker echo and the degra-·
dation caused by connection loss. The study showed that, although the via net
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loss plan provided more than optimum loss for short connections, the difference
was not great enough to have any appreciable effect on overall transmission
grade of service, and concluded that the via net loss plan need not be changed.
3.4 A Half-Century of Improvement in Transmission Quality
Transmission planning over the years evolved to take into account advances
in technology, customer needs and expectations, and economics. There was
much change from 1925 to 1975. Is it possible in simple terms to measure the
corresponding improvement in transmission performance provilded to the
customer?
Qualitatively, the effect of technological advances, such as more modem
telephone instruments and carrier systems, can be described, but :it is difficult
to express quantitatively the resulting improvement in transmission performance. The reason for this is that the criteria of performance (for example,
received speech volume, loss, repetition rate, and quality judgments) have also
changed and evolved over the years. However, the improvement in transmission
performance provided to customers can be estimated using the effective-loss
concept. Although it is obsolete and of little value for guiding new development,
effective loss does provide a single measure, however crude, for the different
types of impairments. With these reservations in mind, it may be used to provide
a rough means to quantify the long term improvements.
This was done to estimate the total improvement for the period from 1925
to 1965 (Fig. 21-19).35 During this period, average effective loss for local con-
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Fig. 21-19. The estimated improvement in transmission qua11ity
achieved between 1925 and 1965 in terms of effective loss. The curves
should be interpreted as reflecting long-term changes only.
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nections was reduced by about 17 dB, while the corresponding reduction for
toll connections was about 19 dB. Advances in telephone-set design contributed
substantially. For example, the improvement from 1925 to 1950 was occasioned
in large part by the change from early deskstand telephones with their highly
peaked gain-frequency characteristics to the 300 type. Subsequent improvement
was due in part to the introduction of the 500 type telephone set and the use
of the resistance-design method. for customer loops. A substantial part of the
toll improvement after 1950, however, is due to low-loss, low-noise, and unifomt carrier systems.
Transmission perfom1ance c,ontinued to improve from 1965 to 1975 and
beyond. Some of the changes did not appreciably alter average performance
from that achieved by 1965, but resulted in improved performance for many
situations in which the transmission performance had been below average.
The rapid deployment of digitallT carrier in the exchange area and for shorthaul toll improved the quality of shorter-distance calls and helped to raise the
overall average. Finally, control of impairments primarily important to data,
such as impulse noise and envelope delay distortion, also resulted in improved
voioe transmission as a secondary benefit. But these improvements are not
readily expressed in effective-loss terms.
IV. NEW SIGNALS AND NEW TRANSMISSION MEDIA

Analog voice signals were the principal signals transmitted during the entire
first century of telephony, but DC telegraph signals were also carried from the
earliest days. When canier systems were introduced, telegraph signals were
transmitted even more efficiently by using modulation schemes that gave the
signals characteristics similar to voice. Still pictures (telephotograph:s) and rudimentary television signals were transmitted in the 1920s. Developments outside the Bell System to provide broadcast television progressed rapidly through
the 1930s, and, by the end of World War II, transmission for television networking became a major Bell System concern. In the 1960s, the growth of data
transmission and the introduction of new types of facilities, such ais satellite
and digital systems, brought with them new considerations that had to be
recognized in the establishment of objectives and standards and incorporated
into transmission planning.
4.1 Objectives for Television Transmission

The first system for television transmission, using both open wire pairs and
radio facilities, was demonstrated by Bell Laboratories in 1927.36 In the 1927
expeiriment, a neon-tube display provided a picture of only 50-line definition
and transmission required a band from 10 Hz to about 20 kHz. This was no
greater than the band used for the three-channel Type C carrier, but the ratio
of the lowest to the highest frequency was very large. Within that band, transmission had to be flat in gain to within ±2 dB and in delay to within ±16
microseconds. The analysis of the equalization required and its achievement
were a significant part of the tl~chnical advance represented by the demonstration. Work on the analysis of picture signals continued, and, in 1934, P.
Mertz and F. Gray published a dassic paper on the properties of an electrical
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signal formed from a scanned image. 37 This work placed the derivation of
requirements for television transmission on a sound analytic basis.
The early interest of the Bell System in television was in point-to-point
transmission and in its use as a possible adjunct to telephony. For this application, a picture of moderate definition would perhaps have been satisfactory.
By about 1934, however, television technology had progressed sufficiently to
indicate that broadcasting of much higher-definition pictures was likely in the
future. As a result, the emphasis of the work in Bell Laboratories was changed
to the problems of providing an intercity network of much broader-band channels. The new objective also fit well with the broadband capabilities of the
coaxial-cable system, which was then in an early stage of development.
A very large amount of information must be sent rapidly to represent a
moving picture. As a result, a television channel had to have a bandwidth on
analog systems about 1000 times greater than that required to transmit voice.
Furthermore, for a satisfactory picture, the gain and delay characti~risticsover
this large bandwidth had to be flat to within very tight limits. The first successful
transmission over the New York-Philadelphia experimental coaxial line in 1937
was of a 240-line picture at 24 frames per second and required b·ansmission
of a signal containing frequencies from DC to 806 kHz (translated to the range
from 120 to 950 kHz for transmission over the coaxial line). Within that band,
equalization of gain to within ±1 dB and of delay to within ±0.3 microsecond
was required. 38 Interference requirements specified random noise at least 40
dB below the picture signal and single-frequency interference 5S dB below
maximum signal amplitude.
In the late 1930s, further improvements in picture quality led first to a standard of 441 lines and 30 frames per second, which required about a 2.7-MHz
band and, after World War II, to the current American standard of 525 lines
and 30 frames per second, which requires about a 4-MHz band. The interference
requirements established for the early coaxial tests survived with relatively
minor modifications into the era of almost universal television distribution.
Transmission of a picture to these standards was accomplished ov1~ra roundtrip loop of the New York-Boston TDX microwave-radio system during its first
public demonstration in 1947. Comparison of picture quality before and after
transmission over this loop showed almost no perceptible impairment in the
television image. 39
In the years just before and following World War II, extensive subjective
testing was carried out on every type of impairment to television images to
provide a basis for setting transmission objectives and requirements. 4o-4s In
1950, two methods of evaluating impairments in television imageis were described.46In the first, observers voted a preference between two ph::tures with
different impairments; in the second, they rated the images in terms of a sevencomment category scale, ranging from the impairmentis not perceP'tible
to the
pictureis not usable.(The latter method was widely used and continued in use
into the 1970s and beyond.) The Bell Laboratories tests also provided estimates
of the relative importance of sharpness, contrast, and brightness in iinfluencing
viewers' judgments of picture quality [Fig. 21-20).
Many of the transmission deviations resulted in a distortion or displacement
of the television image similar to the effect of reflections of the broadcast signal
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Fig. 21-20. Three-dimensional representation of television
picture quality parameters, 1950. [Mertz, Fowler, and Christopher, Proc.IRE 38 (1950): 1280.)

known as echo. It was found from the subjective testing that the impairment
from a number of different echoes, however complex, could be expressed as
the ,equivalent of a single well-displaced echo of appropriate amplitude. In
1953, a scheme was devised for summing the individual echoes, suitably
weighted, into a single equivalent echo, whose ratio to the desired signal gave
an echo-rating measure of performance [Fig. 21-21]. (It is interesting to note
that an impairment judged to hie barely perceptible by ten percent of the observers was found to be definitely objectionable by the most critical five percent.
Such contrasts were frequently noted and deplored by the development and
design groups, who had to live with the requirements established, in their view,
to satisfy a hypercritical fringe.) Echo rating provided a single scale by means
of which the overall performance of a system could be judged. By this means,
a total-performance requirement could be allocated to the different types of
irregularities and trade-offs made among them as greater or lesser difficulty
was experienced in meeting the initial objectives.47
4.1.1 Color Television

The problems of color-television transmission were also considered in the
early postwar years, and the L3 coaxial and TD2 radio systems, on which
development started in 1945 and 1947, respectively, were both designed with
this signal in mind. Around 1953, the National Television System Committee
(NTSC) adopted the system that ltookadvantage of the absence of signal energy
between the spectrum lines of the black-and-white luminance signal to transmit
color information by means of the amplitude and phase of a subcarrier at 3.58
MHz. The subcarrier was made invisible on black-and-white sets by making
the frequency of the color subcarrier an exact odd multiple of half the line
frequency (actually, 3.579545 MHz), synchronized to the line rate. The system
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was thus compatible: color signals were received in black and white on monochrome sets and in color on color sets, and black-and-white signals were received
in monochrome on both (Fig. 21-22].
The signal band required for color was not appreciably different from that
for monochrome, but the tolerance for noise across the band was somewhat
different, and special care had to be taken with transmission at the 3.58 MHz
frequency of the color subcarrier. Requirements were derived and means for
measuring and controlling the amount of differential phase and gain developed.
These were nonlinear effects that disturbed the relationship of the color carrier
to the other picture signal components, depending on the signal arnplitude. 48 ' 49
While many refinements and simplifications were made, basic rEiquirements
for television transmission, including color television, were well established by
the 1960s, and all later transmission systems intended to carry television signals
were designed to meet them. Television networking was a powerful force in
the establishment of the early microwave-radio network, but the national
broadcast television network quickly grew to maturity, and the rn~edfor new
facilities leveled off.
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4.2 Objectives for Data Transmission

Telegraph signals were an early form of digital signal, used to transmit coded
messages in binary form. Carrier telegraph systems were developed at about
the same time as the first carrier systems for speech. In one form, a 4..kHz voice
channel was divided into a dozen or more narrow slots of 170 Hz each. Over
these, telegraph signaling rates of 100 bits per second or more were achieved
using simple AM on-off keying to generate the binary signals. (Frequency-shift
keying was used in some HF radio applications with lower signalling rates.)
Since this voice-frequency carrier telegraph signal was limited to the voice
bandwidth, it could be transmitted over almost any kind of facility that could
carry a voice signal, including the multivoice-channel carrier systems. Obviously,
these low-speed digital channels could be used, either singly or in combination,
to transmit numerical data; but, in the early 1950s, the semiautomatic groundenvironment (SAGE) system, an early-warning network for the Air Force, required transmitting data over an entire voice channel at the highest practical
rate. The Bell System responded by tailoring dedicated facilities to this specific
application. However, with the advent and rapid spread of compute:rs,it could
be foreseen that the transmission of such signals would become common and
increasingly important in the future.
The vulnerability of data signals to various transmission impairments tended
to be quite different from that of voice signals. In particular, where impulse
noise (short "hits" or "bats" of a few milliseconds duration, caused mostly by
relay operation in electromechanical switching offices) or envelope delay distortion (delay that is different at different frequencies) had little subjective
effect on voice quality, these impairments could significantly degrade error
performance on data signals. Initially, the users tended to be only large businesses or government agencies, and the special requirements of data services
could be met by selecting and specially maintaining circuits for pirivate-line
data use. Also, since data signal:swere such a small fraction of the total traffic,
higher-level signals that used a disproportionate amount of the load-carrying
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capacity of a line could be allowed, thus improving the signal-to-noise ratio
for the data services. However, as the percentage of data traffic increased and
as the transmission of data over the switched network in addition to private
lines was considered, a higher power level for data became less practicable.
Accordingly, in the second half of the 1960s, the average power limit for data
was set at the same value as the average voice signal, that is, 16 dB below 1
mw at the zero-level reference point (-16 dBm0). This requirement was used
as the basis for the signal-power limit for interconnecting customt!r-provided
data equipment. Transmission quality objectives were thereafter set with both
voice and data needs in mind.
The determination of data-transmission quality was inherently more
straightforward than determining quality for voice transmission, which necessarily required the use of subjective testing. With data, in concept at least, it
was merely necessary to count the errors in a given time period. However, the
different impact of digital errors, different modes of dealing with them, and
the large variety of data sets with different operating characteristics brought
many new complications.
4.2.1 Impulse Noise-Test Sets

Early experience demonstrated the vulnerability of SAGE data to impulse
noise. Since SAGE was a private-line service, the problem was met by selecting
facilities with the lowest impulse noise. The selection required a capability for
measuring impulse noise, and for this purpose a peak-recording de-vice,called
the impact meter, was used. Peak readings of individual impulses we-rerecorded
with a manual reset of the meter required after each reading. The readings
over a one-hour period were ranked in descending order, and the power in
decibels referred to 1 mw (dBm) of the 70th-highest pulse was used as a single
number to characterize the impulse-noise performance of the circuit under test.
Needless to say, this was a slow and cumbersome process. Later, the testing
time was reduced using a half-hour period and the 35th-highest peak. Objectives
for the SAGE system were set to be consistent with an overall error rate of less
than one error in 105 bits. This requirement was subsequently adopted as a
Bell System objective and similar, but more elaborate, requirements based on
it were still in use in 1985.
The experience with SAGE created an interest in Bell Laboratories concerning
the limits to the rate at which digital signals could be transmitted over the voice
network. A number of studies in the late 1950s led to the conclusion that rates
in the range of 1000 to 1600 bits per second should be possible. Modulatordemodulator (modem) terminals that converted the baseband digital signals to
a form compatible with the approximately 250- to 3000-Hz telephone-channel
passband were built and tested. The first modems operated at 600 and 1200
bits per second and used frequency-shift keying (FSK) because that form of
modulation was expected to be less susceptible to impulse noise. FSK also
provided constant power on the line, and thus held the compandors of the
Type N systems at a constant operating level. Field tests with these modems
in the late 1950s proved disappointing, however, and a general service offering
was deferred pending further studies.
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Fig. 21-23. Results of the 1959 survey to determine
network data capability. (a) Representative attenuation characteristics of carrier systems. (b) Percentage of circuits with maximum peak-to-peak amplitude ripple.

In 1959, a nationwide survey of the network was carried out to characterize
it statistically in terms of its ability to transmit high-speed data [Fig. 21-23].50
An error rate of less than. 10- 5 at 1200 bits per second was observed on about
65 percent of the calls. The study led to a recommendation that certain types
of older carrier systems and panel-type central offices (which were especially
noisy) be avoided by the use of dedicated lines and/ or special access codes.
Analysis of the survey results led to the recognition that, in addition to the
expected limitation imposed by the nominal voice-channel bandwidth, variations in loss (attenuation distortion) and delay (envelope delay distortion) within
the band also imposed major limitations on the maximum rate feasible. As a
cons•~quence,private-line data circuits were individually equalized l:o reduce
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transmission distortion. Channels equalized to increasingly stifferrequirements
were offered over a range of rates so that customers could select circuits that
matched their needs. Charging different rates for channels with different limits
on transmission performance was a shift from the time-honored approach of
offering a single grade of service at a single price for voice-band services.
Transmission over the switched network was also improved by associating
a compromise equalizer with data sets. The equalizer compensated for the
average delay and attenuation distortion that might be encountered over a
typical connection. Such an average approach could not, of course, achieve
the same quality as the equalization that was tailored to the characteristics of
a particular circuit. DATAPHONE* data communications service, as the
switched service was called, was first offered around 1960. The terminal modems

• Registered service mark of AT&T.
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(the 200 series data sets) operated at speeds up to 2000 bits per second on the
switched network and 2400 bits per second on private line.
Continuing field surveys were essential to define the characteristics of the
constantly evolving network and to help set realistic objectives for the service.
But they were time-consuming and expensive, and they did not permit the
parameters to be varied as a guide to future development. As a supplement to
them, transmission-line simulators were also developed around 1960 in which
the important impairments could be varied. These simulators were used to
determine the tolerance of the various data modems and were helpful in determining where network improvements would be most beneficial [Fig.
21-24].51,52
Impulse-noise measurements were also improved with the introduction in
1962 of the 6A impulse counter as the standard measuring instrument for
impulse noise. This test set permitted more rapid and complete characterization
of impulse noise by measuring the number of impulses that exceeded various
thresholds in a given period, Starting in 1962, objectives were stated in a manner
consistent with this technique [Fig. 21-25]. Similarly, in 1963, studies were
begun to facilitate voiceband envelope delay and attenuation distortion measurements. As a result of these studies, a new testing approach was formulated
in 1964. A pulse stream with a very high peak-to-average power (10 dB) was
applied to a channel, and the peak-to-average ratio was measured at the re-

Fig. 21-24.

The transmission line simulator in use to test a data set, 1971.
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The 6A impulse counter, 1962.

ceiving end. Delay and attenuation distortion reduced the "peakiness" of the
signal, and the degree of reduction provided a single measure of the combined
effect of the distortions, as they would be expected to affect a data signal. An
improved version of a test set embodying this principle, the peak-to-averageratio (P / AR) meter became available in 1974 (Fig. 21-26). 53

Fig. 21-26.

The peak-to-average-ratio (P / AR) meter, 1974.
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In the second half of the 1960s, additional data-transmission surveys were
carried out using the new test capabilities. Results were incorporated in a computer program which simulated the transmission performance of data-modem
terminals over modeled connections set up according to the routing rules, but
which were otherwise randomly constructed. The program compiled.a statistical
picture of the resulting end-to-end performance. The simulation allowed the
determination of the effect of changes in a single parameter or combinations
of parameters. Important results of these studies were a relaxation of impulsenoise requirements and improved data transmission by a simple change in the
administrative rules for laying out switched trunk networks.
In 1968, the 203-type voiceband data modem using vestigial sideband modulation and adaptive equalization was introduced with options to run at 2400,
4800, 7200, and 9600 bits per second. The two highest rates wer1eto be used
only on specially equalized private lines, but the set appeared to run 1>atisfactorily
on the switched network up to 4800 bits per second. Subsequently, it was
discovered that this set was particularly sensitive to nonlinear distortion, that
is, the change in the channel gain or loss as a function of signall amplitude.
Nonlinear amplitude distortion within a voiceband on the network turned out
to be a very complex phenomenon, and new techniques for determining its
value had to be developed. Ultimately, a technique using four silmultaneous
tones was found to be satisfactory. By the early 1970s, a complete set of datatransmission objectives for end-to-end connections was available, but two more
years of analysis and surveys were required before allocations to the various
portions of the plant and the inclusion of transient as well as static characteristics
were possible. 54•55
By the mid-1970s, it was apparent to everyone that the game consisted of
a constant sequence of improvements and more stringent objectives for data
transmission, only to have the limits tested by more demanding data services.
Digital transmission systems and special networks, such as the Digital Data
Service (DDS), were clearly better suited to data transmission, but the voiceband
circuits were available everywhere and were easily accessed. It sE:emedlikely
that voiceband data and its problems and progress would be a mattier of interest
for years to come.
4.3 Objectives and New Transmission Media
The introduction of new telephone sets, repeatered lines, and carrier systems
played a major role in determining the types of impairment that had to be
considered and the establishment of standards and objectives to 1msure satisfactory service to voice-transmission customers. The introduction of satellite
systems and digital transmission in the mid-1960s brought with them further
considerations and possibilities that needed to be recognized and incorporated
into planning.
4.3.1 Satellites-Delay and EchoControl

The propagation times associated with satellite circuits are much greater
than those experienced on terrestrial facilities. A system utilizing a satellite in
a geostationary orbit involves transmission to and from a repeater approximately
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22,000 miles above the earth. An up-and-down trip takes about 300 ms and
varies only slightly with the surface distance between the endpoints. A roundtrip between the earth-based terminals takes twice that long, so that an echo
from the far end arrives back at the talker's receiver displaced by more than
half a second from the original signal. This interval is much longer than any
involved in facilities along the earth's surface, and it was thus very important
to determine whether the delay of a synchronous satellite system was acoeptable,
taking into account both the direct effect of delay on a two-way convi~rsation
and the exacerbating effect of a 600-ms delay of any echo.
When it became evident in the early 1960s that communication satellites
were becoming a reality, subjective tests were made on calls by Bell Laboratories
personnel by introducing additional delay into ordinary circuits, corresponding
to both single and multiple hops. Results indicated that, if no echo were present,
round-trip delays of up to 1200 ms went almost unnoticed. With the addition
of echo and echo suppressors, however, there was some increase in customer
dissatisfaction with a 600-ms, one-hop, round-trip delay and a great deal more
with 1200 ms. 56
In 1964 and 1965, tests were run in conjunction with European administrations, with similar results. In these tests, both terrestrial circuits with added
delay and calls through the first synchronous satellites were used to obtain
regular customer responses to various amounts of delay. (The calls were not
monitored and privacy was maintained. The customers were called back and
interviewed, based on the record that a call had been made.) On the basis of
the results, it was concluded that only echo suppressors designed for the long
delay should be used and connections should be limited to single-hop satellite
links [Fig. 21-27).57•58
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These were tricky issues, since subjective tests are always susceptible to a
range of interpretations, and partisans of different camps were suspected of
seeing what they chose to see in the results. As always, reactions were conditioned by customer expecltations. Some years later, when satellite circuits
were first introduced in the domestic network, a high level of dissatisfaction
was encountered (as indicated by frequent customer rejection of the circuits).
Circuits that were considered perfectly acceptable on a call to London were
not accepted on a call to Chicago by customers who had becomt! accustomed
to terrestrial circuits. Improved echo suppressors helped somewhat, and, as a
short-term measure, satellite circuits were restricted to one direction, with a
terrestrial system used for the other, thus cutting the round-trip echo delay
in half.
Echoes arise in the telephone plant because the long four-wire trunks are
connected to the terminating station via a local two-wire link [Fig. 21-28).
There are many possible sources of reflection in a two-wire line (which propagates in both directions), but the most important is usually the telephone
r,eceiveritself, which is a relatively poor match to the line. The balancing network
in the hybrid junction is designed to match the two-wire line impedance as
nearly as possible, but a close match at all voice frequencies and for all conditions
is not possible in a circuit of reasonable complexity. As a result, a portion of
the incoming signal is transmitted back to the talker over the return side of the
four-wire line, with the disturbing effects already noted.
Echoes and echo control were subjects of interest in Bell Laboratories since
the introduction of slow-propagation loaded-cable circuits in the 1920s. An
early solution was an echo suppressor that opened the return path in the fourwire line when incoming speech was detected. 59 •60 With the widespread use of
high-velocity carrier circuits, echo suppressors were needed only on the longest
trunks in use, and, for such suppresors, reasonably satisfactory designs were
available. As a result, in the 1940s and 1950s, development effort on echo
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station. The terminating telephone instrument was a major source of echo.
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control was at a low level. In the early 1960s, the impending use of synchronous
satellites and their long delay rekindled interest in better echo control. 61•62•63
Echo suppressors were effective in blocking echoes, but unfortunat1ely they
also interfered with the normal interchanges and interruptions of normal conversation. The most satisfactory long range solution appeared to be to duplicate
a portion of the incoming signal and to subtract it from the reflected echo in
an echo canceler [Fig. 21-29]. The cancelers had to be adaptive. In eff1ect,they
measured the echo and processed the incoming signal in amplitude and delay
until the subtraction gave zero residue.
Research on adaptive echo cancellation was carried on at Bell Laboratories
in the mid-1960s, after the first communications satellites were launched. 64 •65
The circuits investigated were reasonably effective in canceling echoes, but
they were complex. In their initial versions, they would have required bays of
equipment and been far too expensive for practical use. The work was. further
advanced by the Communications Satellite Corporation (Comsat} and by Japanese laboratories in the later 1960s and 1970s. Work at Bell Laboratories was
resumed in the early 1970s when AT&T reentered the satellite business as a
partner in the domestic Comstar system, launched in 1976. The first effective
echo canceler economical enough for general use was designed at Bell Laboratories in 1979 as a very-large-scale integrated circuit with 35,000 devices on
a single silicon chip. 66 With echo cancelers, some problems in data transmission
remained; but for voice connections the circuits with cancelers were about as
well accepted as terrestrial links.

4.3.2 DigitalTransmission
When the first digital transmission system was developed in the late 1950s,
it was hardly necessary to consider new transmission standards or objectives.
No new types of signals were being considered, and quality objectives for the
existing types were already well established in the existing analog network.
The task was rather to set the basic parameters for the new type of coding and
modulation to meet as nearly as possible the same performance. With this in
mind, several fundamental decisions were made during the development of
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Fig. 21-29. The use of echo cancelers to control echo. A portion of the incoming signal
is processed and subtracted from the reflected signal to reduce or eliminate the e,cho.
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the Tl system that essentially established the transmission performance. These
Included the sampling rate, the companding law, the number of hiltsper sample,
and the dynamic range. 67 (See Chapter 18, Sections I and II.)
Selection of an 8-kHz sampling rate, for example, was consistent with the
4-kHz spacing of earlier analog systems. (If a signal time function is sampled
at regular intervals and at a rate at least twice the highest significant signal
frequency, the samples contain all the information of the original signal.) Systems-engineering studies and subjective tests. were conducted to arrive at the
choice of the number of digits per sample and an appropriate logarithmic companding law to provide approximately uniform signal-to-quantizing-noise over
a large volume range. Speech samples were coded in seven bits in the first
system with an eighth bit of each code word used for signaling. The dynamic
range (in effect, the maximum signal to be handled) was chosen to be just
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Fig. 21-30. Simplified schematic of analog, digital. and interface facilities as parts of the
joint analog and digital switched network plan, early 1970s. The voice interface frame
(VIF) terminates analog trunks and the digroup terminal (DT) terminates digital trunks on
the switch. Open boxes are analog facilities; heavily cross-hatched items perform analogto-digital conversions; lightly shaded items handle signals in digital format.
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sufficient to transmit the peaks of a +3 dBm sine wave at the zero-transmissionlevel reference point without clipping. This combination of characteristics provided a signal-to-distortion ratio of approximately 30 dB for sine-wave signals
ranging from -40 to +3 dBm. Idle circuit noise had a mean of less than 20
dBmC0, with only a few channels exceeding 24 dBmC0. Subjective tests showed
that the quality of speech over a single Tl link was generally indistillguishable
from that over a physical circuit with the same loss, bandwidth, and noise,
over a speech volume range from -40 to -10 volume units (VUs).
Tl carrier was designed for exchange-area applications, and the pe:rformance
was somewhat below what was needed for long toll links. The rapid aicceptance
of the Tl system by the operating companies stimulated work on the D2 channel
bank, designed as a toll-grade PCM terminal. Improved performance was
achieved by using the eighth bit of each word to encode the signal in five
frames out of six and for signaling only in the sixth frame. Companding, which
depended on the nonlinear characteristics of diodes in the earlier Dl terminal
design, was improved and stabilized with a IS-linear-segment approximation
to a µ=255 law. Again, 3 dBm0 was selected as the largest-ampHtude sine
wave that could be transmitted without clipping. The characteristics.were adequate to ensure high-quality telephone performance with several encoders
and decoders in tandem. In the early 1970s, a series of improvements of the
same general nature in a new exchange bank, the D3 channel bank, made it
usable for toll links as well. (See Chapter 19, Sections 1.2 and 1.3.)
A major step in the digitalization of the network occurred about 1970, when
a decision was made to develop the toll 4ESS* switch using time division
technology. The 4ESS switch was designed to switch voice channels in digital
form, derived from either analog-to-digital (A/D) converters located at the
switch or from T carrier transmission facilities directly, without the need for
A/D conversion. The transmission objectives were essentially the same as those
for the D2 and D3 channel banks. 68
Starting about 1970, during the development of the new switch, the Network
Planning Division developed a switched digital toll-network plan to guide the
evolution from a network based primarily on analog technology to one based
on digital technology. The evolving network could be expected to include a
mixture of analog and digital facilities for many years, and the transmission
performance of the interim evolving network was an important consideration
(Fig.21-30]. Objectives were derived for digital impairments, such as error rate,
slips, and misframes. In addition, a loss and level plan for the interconnection
of analog and digital facilities was formulated in which digital intertoll trunks
between digital offices were assigned a loss of 0 dB, a departure from the via
net loss plan for the analog network. In a toll connection that used digital
facilities exclusively, the plan provided a fixed loss of 6 dB from endl office to
end office. The idle circuit noise was to be independent of length and would
be the equivalent of a single encoder and decoder, typically less than 20 dBrnC
at an end office.69 •70 Enthusiasm for the new plan was very high. With the
* Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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excellent quality of the improved digital terminals and the reduction or elimination of tandem analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversiions, transmission quality would improve and become independent of distance as the
network became increasingly digital [Fig. 21-31].
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Chaptt?r22
Ser,rices
I. INTRODUCTION
Up to this point, this history has been concerned with the evolu1ion of the
transmission network primarily in terms of the systems from which the nationwide network of facilities was constructed. It seems advisable at this point
to consider briefly some of the uses to which the network was put, that is, the
actual communication services provided to end customers. The purpose is not
a comprehensive review of services over the years but only an indication of
where the needs of a service had significant influence on the technology.
II. VOICESERVICES

The Bell System plant carried many other kinds of signals besides voice, but
the provision of voice-communication services to the general public remained
by far the most important part of the telephone business. Voice services are
categorized in several different ways. They include both calls within a local
service area and long distance, or toll, calls between such areas. A distinction
is also made between residential and business services, mainly for purposes of
billing, although some business services place special requirements on transmission. One of the most useful classifications for an account of the technology
is a grouping into ordinary and special services. Ordinary services include residence, public-telephone (coin telephones), mobile, and basic individual-line
business services. All other services are considered special services. Special
services require special treatment with respect to transmission, :signaling,
switching, or billing and are used mostly by business customers. As of 1985,
the overall demand for special services was growing about twice as fast as the
demand for ordinary telephone service. 1
2.1 Ordinary Services

2.1.1 MessageTelephoneService
Message telephone service is also known more familiarly as plain old telephone service (POTS). It is what most commonly comes to mind when telephone
service is mentioned, and accounted for about 90 percent of Bell System revenue
in 1975. Its task is to interconnect on demand any two customers within reach
of a telephone. The growth of message telephone service in the United States
over the years from 1925 to 1975 was spectacular [Fig. 22-1].
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The evolution of message telephone service has been characterized not only
by dramatic growth but by improved quality and increased convenience. This
evolution was most directly visible to the customer in the telephone set used
to make or receive calls. Behind the successively more modern appearance of
each design lay solid improvements in response and efficiency [Fig. 22-2). The
500-set design of 1950 was also strongly influenced by the consideration of
human factors; it was easier to use and 25 percent lighter than previous sets.
Many mechanical improvements were also made in what proved to be an
effective, inexpensive, and extraordinarily long-lived design. It set a pattern
imitated around the world [Fig. 22-3).
2.1.2 Dialing and Signaling

In telephone parlance, signaling refers to the system of control signals necessary to establish, monitor the status of (supervise), and take down a connection

Fig. 22-2. The evolution of the telephone station set.
Top, the candlestick deskstand of 1919; left center, the
handset of 1927; right center, the 300 type combined set
of 1937 (the ringer was included in the base); and, bottom,
the 500 type set of 1950.
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Cross section of the 500 type handset, 1950.

through the network switches. The means of signaling evolved along with the
transmission methods. On the earliest toll lines, DC signaling, essentially identical to local methods, was used. Around 1902, the desire to use the DC path
for telegraphy caused a change to 135-Hz AC signaling, above the telegraph
but still below the normal telephone-frequency range. The introduction of carrier
telephony led to the invention of so-called in-band systems, and several patents
were issued in 1921. In 1922, a 1000-Hz tone interrupted 20 times a second
was used. A vacuum-tube detector was used for sensitivity with the output
operating a relay. The relay was mechanically tuned to the 20-Hz interruption
rate to guard against voice interference into the signaling circuit by speech
signals (talk off), and the response was made slow so that only a continuing
signal would cause operation. This system was used on some long circuits in
1923 and on the southern transcontinental line in 1924. (See another volume
in this series, The Early Years (1875-1925),p. 635.)
The widespread deployment of machine switching central offices in the
l 920s and 1930s heralded the end of the era of operator-established local calls.
With their dials, customers could now control their own connections with a
consequent reduction in the time required to set up calls. For such service to
be effective, it was necessary to provide trunk groups between the offices large
enough so that circuits were available essentially on demand, even during the
busy hour. Dial service spread rapidly in urban areas before World War II. For
one thing, it was not economically feasible to invest much operator time on
flat-rate calls, and people making large numbers of local calls were not tolerant
of delays. In 1925, 1.5 million stations or 12 percent of the total were dial
equipped; by the late 1930s 50 percent were dial phones. These were heavily
concentrated in the urban areas.
2.1.3 Direct Distance Dialing

Until the 1950s, all toll calls were still placed with operators controlling the
actual connections. ln the 1920s and early l 930s, customers were still queued
for calls over long toll connections, but waiting times were steadily reduced
(Fig. 22-4]. By the late 1930s, most connections were completed while the caller
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Fig. 22-4. Improvement in average time required to
establish a toll connection.

held the line. The rapidity with which long calls were established on request
was the subject of a popular Bell exhibit at the 1939-1940 New York World's
Fair. Limited toll dialing by operators was possible by 1943,2 and, aifter the
hiatus of World War II, work was resumed in earnest on automatic toll switching.
Nationwide dialing by operators began in the early 1950s, and, in 1951, toll
dialing by customers was started. Direct distance dialing (DDD) spread rapidly
following its introduction and by 1960 was available to more than 54 percent
of the Bell System. Push-button keyed, multifrequency dialing (Touch-tone)
was introduced in 1963, making voice-frequency in-band signaling a feature
of the loop as well as the trunk plant. By the late 1960s, the Bell System was
essentially completely on an automatic-dial basis. Overseas dialing by operators
started in 1963 and by customers in 1970.
The principal impact of these developments on transmission was a host of
new signals on the network and much more stringent requirements on the
uniformity and continuity of transmission between switches [Fig. 22-5].3' 4 Supervision on carrier trunks.was originally provided by a single-frequency tone
at 1600 Hz. The frequency was chosen to be as high as possible but still to fit
within the band of the narrow split-channel emergency-band banks introduced
during and immediately after the war. Discrimination against voice interference
into the signaling circuit was easier at higher frequencies, however, and, when
full-band channels were again universally available, the single-frequency tone
was moved to 2600 Hz. The original N carrier design provided a separate outof-band signaling slot at 3700 Hz for complete protection against talk off, but
the loss of flexibility in patching circuits led to a strong preference for an inband arrangement. Supervisory signals and dial pulses were transmitted in
either case by keying the tone on and off in synchronism with the open or
dosed status of the loop. In some cases, in addition to single-frequency supervision, multi.frequency address signals were generated by a selection of two
out of five frequencies in the range from 700 to 1700 Hz.
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After 1950 the analog systems were designed to much tighter trunk-lossvariation limits than had formerly been necessary in order to transmit these
tones within permissible loss ranges. In addition, tones were a potential source
of intelligible crosstalk, which had to be made completely inaudible. The 2600Hz signaling tones were especially troublesome because the signaling developers
wanted them on at all times in an idle channel. If the tone was absent when
a channel was idle, there would be no way of detecting a failure until the tone
was needed and failed to appear. Tone-generated crosstalk limits often set the
linearity requirements in analog systems.
Signaling equipment that was sensitive enough to detect fairly low-level
tones, capable of distinguishing between the correct tones and speech, and
able to translate from the line tones to the indications necessary to control a
switch was expensive. The cost of signaling equipment was a significant part
of the cost of carrier tenninals and was an obstacle in the effort to use carrier
in the exchange area, where terminal costs dominated the economics of application. As already noted, the inexpensive method of signaling in T carrier
was a major key to its success.
Removing the control signaling completely from the message channels was
an old idea and had been tried in the early days of automatic switching. However, in-band, per-trunk signaling was the dominant method for many years.
In the 1960s, the advent of electronic switching offices with computer-like
common controls and the availability of high-speed data channels renewed
interest in the idea. There were many difficulties in the way; but, in May 1976,
the first common-channel-interoffice-signaling (CCIS) link, which used a dedkated data circuit between the electronic switches and completely removed
the control signals from the message circuits, was installed between Madison,
Wisconsin and Chicago, Illinois. This marked the first step in a process that
seemed likely to bring about a complete separation between the transmission
56
of customer messages and control si_gnals.
•
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By the late 1970s, CCIS and increasingly versatile, software-controlled
switching offices were making a host of new voice services possible, such as
con£erencing, call storage, and call forwarding. These services seemed likely
to be of great interest to telephone customers, but their implementation became
entangled in the many regulatory and political issues preceding the AT&T
divestiture of the local telephone companies. In general, they appeared to present no special problems to transmission technology.
2.2 Special Voice Services
Special service lines include central office to PBX trunks, foreign-exchange
lines, private lines, private networks, and a number of other services. In 1975,
there were about 25 major categories of special services, only a portion of
which placed any special requirements on transmission. Where spedal transmission performance was needed, it often did not require any advance in technology but frequently required nonstandard packaging or arrangements. These
special arrangements created many problems in administration and maintenance. An example is a foreign-exchange line, where a loop and station in a
distant office are connected so as to appear as a subscriber in the nearby local
office. The interoffice connection may be many miles long and require much
of the electronics associated with a long trunk, but it must appear on the loop
side of the local switch and operate with standard customer-loop-type signaling.
In the late 1960s and through the l 970s, methods for applying advanced
technology, especially computers and software, to reduce the cost and improve
the efficiency in the operation and maintenance of the huge existing plant
became a major concern at Bell Laboratories. The design of equipment arrangements and methods for providing and maintaining special services were part
of this effort. By the 1970s, specially designed terminals for voice-frequency
pairs (metallic facility terminals), analog carrier circuits (analog facility terminals),
and digital carrier circuits (digital facility terminals) made it possible to provide
a number of frequently needed arrangements (e.g., for signaling, gain, and
equalization) by means of single plug-in circuit cards. The terminating cards
could often serve a range of conditions by means of switches that could be set
by prescription without circuit testing. In the 1980s, the D5 digital channel
bank consolidated many of the options and accomplished the same purpose
by means of built-in microprocessors and software.

2.2.1 PrivateLinesand PrivateNetworks
A private line is a leased line dedicated to a particular customer's exclusive
use. Unlike the public message service where each call is set up by the network
switches, a private line usually connects two fixed endpoints on a more or less
permanent basis. Where a customer has a multiplicity of locations with a great
deal of calling between them, a private network with PBXs at major locations
and dedicated interlocation switching capability may be established. A customer
is motivated to lease a private line or network because, for heavy usage between
specific points, the costs are often less than the use of the public message
network. Furthermore, there is no competition for service with other customers,
control can be exerted over the dedicated network, and it can be tailored and
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reconfigured to the client's specific needs. It should be noted, however, that,
while private lines or networks consist of communication channels dedicated
to the leasing customer, these channels may use hardware, portions of which
are used by other private-line customers or even by the public switched message
service. Over the years, many private lines and networks were established and,
in the post-World War II era, they became a major factor in the Bell System
m~twork.They ranged in size from single lines between two points to nationwide
m?tworks serving hundreds of locations.
There are special considerations that must be taken into account in engin1?eringand maintaining facilities carrying special services. In the case of the
switched public service, the grade of service is a statistical result of interconnecting a number of facilities in a variety of connections that are likely to be
different even for successive calls to the same location. In the case of a private
line, the connection is more or less permanently "nailed up." There are advantages and disadvantages to this arrangement. The line can be engineered
with foreknowledge of the performance of each of the components making up
the connection. It is not necessary to take into account the wider range of
characteristics resulting from a variety of interconnections. It is also possible
to provide special equalization, for example, to make higher data-transmission
rates possible. On the other hand, the customer will always encounter the same
facilities every time a call is placed to a particular destination. For an ordinary
voice line, the performance must be significantly better than the lowest quality
acceptable in the distribution that characterizes the public network.
Furthermore, unlike the public-network user, a special-services customer is
not automatically protected from the effect of a failure in the dedicated facilities
by multiple paths and alternate routing. Nor can the nailed-up lines be tested
by the automatic test equipment that routinely checks switched lines via the
office switches. Extra maintenance precautions and/ or special protection arrangements are' therefore necessary to provide adequate special-services reliability.
Starting about 1970, a method was devised for dealing with the maintenance
and reliability demands of special services by the use of consolidated equipment
arrangements. These combined channel banks, pads, amplifiers, equalizers,
and signaling in a single bay. The arrangements simplified monitoring of the
condition of circuits and eliminated multipoint testing within an office by locating all the required equipment together in one place. In the late 1970s,
sophisticated and highly automated testing was made available to many specialservice circuits by providing switched-access remote testing equipment as part
of the consolidated arrangements. 7
Some of the largest and most complex private networks were designed and
assembled for government agencies and the military. Some of these were
worldwide networks that used facilities from a number of foreign administrations as well as those of the Bell System and independent companies in the
United States. In the early 1960s, the Department of Defense undertook to
consolidate a number of facilities into an automatic voice network, called AUTOVON, to permit calls between military bases anywhere in the world. A
unique feature of this network was that four-wire transmission was provided
all the way to the station set, making echo control much easier and permitting
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many special transmission features. Four of the earliest electronic switches,
specially modified for four-wire transmission, were dedicated to this service.8

III. NONVOICE SERVICES
Although the construction of the Bell System transmission network was
motivated by the needs of the voice-transmission business, once in existence,
it was found to be useful for many other types of signals. These uses ranged
from telegraph and program-quality audio to television and, in more recent
times, computer-to-computer data transmission.
3.1 Program Audio

The use of Bell System program audio channels to distribute radio-program
material between a station and its affiliates began officially when the Long
Lines Department established rates for program networks in 1926. Program
transmission quickly became a well-established service, and the Bell System
continued to offer the service to commercial radio networks and wired music
systems into the 1980s. When television networking became establish1~din the
early post-World War II years, the accompanying audio was treated as a program signal and handled over a sound channel completely separate from the
video signal.
Program signals include speech and a wide range of musical material. The
BellSystem offered facilities with a range of bandwidth and price to broadcasters.
The first program-transmission networks had a band of frequencies from about
100 to 5000 Hz, compared with the nominal 200- to 3500-Hz band of a standard
voice channel. Later, program services with bands of 50 to 8000 Hz and 50 to
15,000 Hz were offered, but these were rarely used. Besides bandwidth, program
signals differed from ordinary telephone speech in having a wider range of
transmitted-sound power, i.e., greater dynamic range. Less distortion was allowed and better signal-to-noise ratio was required. In the early audio frequency
systems, the higher quality was achieved by using heavier-gauge conductors
and more powerful amplifiers.9 In the carrier systems, the signal was permitted
to use more than a proportional share of the line's signal-power capacity and
to occupy two or more voice channels.
Some program signals were more susceptible to delay distortion than telephone speech and required better equalization. Operating characteristics differed
from ordinary speech lines as well. Operation was usually one way, holding
times were very long, and extreme diligence in maintaining continuity and
restoring service promptly in the event of a failure was required.
3.2 Telegraph

The rapid growth of telephony quickly led to a widespread network that
could be, and was, used for telegraph transmission. Initially, this led to fierce
competition between the Bell System companies and the companies that had
previously built specifically telegraph-transmission systems. By 1900, most
telegraph business was handled by the Western Union Telegraph Co., Postal
Telegraph, Inc., and the Bell System companies. Later, as the telephone business
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continued to grow, AT&T acquired a substantial interest in Western Union and
gained control of the company in 1909. The affiliation continued until 1913
antitrust rulings required a separation of the two companies. (See an earlier
volume in this series, The Early Years (1925-1975), Chapter 2.) The Bell System
continued to transmit telegraph as a carrier for the telegraph companies, who
served the end customer. AT&T also provided telegraph service over private
lines with printers (later teletypewriters) so that specially skilled operators were
not required. Teletypewriter switched exchange service was started in 1931
and placed on a customer-controlled dial-up basis in 1962 [Fig. 22-6]. 10 The
public switched service was sold to Western Union in January 1969, but privateline teletypewriter service continued through the 1970s.
On voice-frequency lines, the "DC" telegraph signals (actually low frequencies, with a band extending to less than 100 Hz) were separated from
voice signals on the same pairs by simple high-pass/low-pass networks in socalled simplex or composite arrangements. Later a voice band was divided by
filters into narrow slots of 170 Hz or so. Within each slot, a telegraph signal
was transmitted by keying a carrier on and off. 11 Originally, 12 of these signals
(later as many as 17) could be transmitted in a voice band. By confining the
signal frequencies to the voice band and controlling signal amplitudes, the
entire package could be treated the same as a voice signal and transmitted over
any facility, including carrier systems, capable of voice transmission. Speeds
up to 75 bits per second were generally available for many years. Signaling
speeds of 150 bits per second became available starting about 1965. Throughout
the 50 years from 1925 to 1975 telegraph was a distinct service that provided

Fig. 22-6.
1936.

Typical teletypewriter subscriber station,
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a printed record of the message and did not require that the communicating
parties be on the line simultaneously. 12

3.3 Television
There were several prewar demonstrations of television over coaxial cable,
but the first transmission of the standard 525-line signal for broadcast was on
December 1, 1945. On that date, the Army-Navy football game, played in
Philadelphia, was transmitted over the coaxial cable for broadcast by the National Broadcasting Company in New York. Although the audience in the stadium probably outnumbered the television viewers, it was a harbinger of things
to come.
Several other demonstration transmissions followed. AT&T made coaxial
lines available for experimental purposes to any qualified broadcaster, and
several made use of the lines. When the TDX experimental microwave-radio
line was opened from New York to Boston in 1947, television was tral1lsmitted,
as well as multichannel voice, in the first public demonstrations. Commercial
rates were established on May 1, 1948, when AT&T announced that broadcasters would be charged $35 a month per airline mile for eight consecutive
hours a day. Incremental hours could be had for $2 a month per mile. Rates
were also established for terminal connections and occasional short-period
usage. To whet appetites, AT&Tpointed out that the impending interconnection
of its separately established East Coast and Midwest networks made an audience
of 40 million potential viewers accessible for a single program.
Acceptance was rapid, but one year's technological wonder was the next
year's commonplace. In 1950, AT&T felt obliged to defend its rates publicly,
pointing out that television could displace up to 600 voice channels on coaxial
or radio routes, while charges were only seven times that for a full-time program
circuit. Moreover, Bell System networking charges were only about five percent
of the total cost to a sponsor for many common types of programs.
The television network grew rapidly. By the end of 1949, 8400 video--channel
miles were in service, connecting 25 cities along the East Coast and in the
Midwest. This grew to 15,000 channel miles and over 40 cities in the following
year alone. By September 1951, two-way coast-to-coast links were available
to transmit the opening of the Japanese Peace Treaty Conference in San Francisco. By 1953, 50,000 channel miles were in service, and, by 1957, a comprehensive national network was in existence [Fig. 22-7).13 The network continued
to expand, plateauing at a total of about 120,000 video-channel milEisin the
early 1970s.
Essentially all television transmission was on microwave radio as video
transmission over coaxial cables had proven to be less satisfactory than radio
and as the radio network became more widespread as well. A video channel
on microwave radio occupied an entire 20-MHz band on TD2 and a 30-MHz
band on TH. Even though the number of telephone circuits per radio channel
increased, corresponding increases in television capacity were not possible.
While the video network was large, it was static; the telephone network, on
the other hand, continued to grow until television transmission became a com-
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paratively small part of the signals carried. By the late 1970s, competing services,
especially satellites (which Bell also offered), began to capture some of the
business, and the total on Bell System terrestrial facilities slowly decllined.
3.3.1 ColorTelevision

The initial broadcasts and network-television transmissions were all
monochrome (black and white), but motion pictures in color had become commonplace in the postwar years, and the early achievement of broadcast color
television was a high-priority item in the minds of almost everyone in the
industry. Bell Laboratories took part in and contributed to the dismssions of
the various methods proposed. In the late 1940s, Bell Laboratories collaborated
with the Columbia Broadcasting System in experimental transmission of color
signals from CBS's frame-sequential (color wheel) system.
When the National Television System Committee method for color transmission was adopted, AT&T collaborated with NBC in a demonstration of the
system. On September 21 and 22, 1953, a number of color pictures were transmitted over a closed circuit between New York and Chicago for the benefit of
the press and a number of advertising agencies. The Tournament of Roses
Parade and the Rose Bowl football game were carried by microwave radio from
Los Angeles to New York, and broadcast in color by NBC on New Year's Day
of 1954. During the year that followed, programs were transmitted at a rate
of one or two a week to gain experience, and, in subsequent years, they rapidly
became commonplace. Network transmission of television signals in color was
part of the planning for all postwar long-haul systems.
3.3.2 TelevisionOperatingCenters

Coordinating local television programs from studios and remote pickups
was handled by the master control room of the television station concerned.
However, when the station became part of a nationwide network, program
material originating in different parts of the country had to be similarly coordinated. This task became a function of Bell System television operating centers
(TOCs) located in many principal cities.
The TOCs permitted the rapid rearrangement of the transmission network
to accommodate the needs of the television broadcasters. Not only wer,echanges
in the network needed from program-to-program, but commercials and items
of local interest could be inserted into otherwise national or large-area hookups.
A typical example is the broadcast of a local weather forecast in a network
news program. TOCs equipped to carry out these functions quickly and efficiently were in service by 1957.14 At a TOC, the incoming (source) lines and
outgoing lines were arranged in matrix switches so that any source could be
connected to any outgoing line. Both local baseband video links, such as lines
to and from television-studio control rooms; and lines to the intercity facilities
were available. By the late 1950s, matrices of 20 by 20 and 30 by 30 lines were
in use [Fig. 22-8].
Elaborate precautions were taken against incorrect operation or equipment
failures. The switches were controlled by buttons in horizontal and vertical
arrays. Two buttons, one for the incoming and one for the outgoing line, had
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Fig. 22-8. A television operating center in relation to a local broadcaster and the national
ne:twork, 1957.

to be depressed simultaneously to preselect a desired connection. The connection
intended was indicated by lamps that could be checked before an EXECUTE
button was operated at the moment the switch was to be made. It was also
possible to preselect multiple connections, which could then be executed simultaneously by a salvo button. Finally, an ANNUL button was provided to
cancel all preselections by a single action.
In addition to the switching function, the TOC provided monitoring and
test positions for all lines that were served [Fig. 22-9]. From these, both the
sound and picture on any line could be observed and communications established with people at the television studios or at the BellSystem network facilities
involved. Originally and for many years, the sound portion of a television
program was transmitted separately from the picture over audio program circuits. Separate transmission of the two signals was necessary in the early days
because the two signals were not compatible for simultaneous transmission
over a single long-haul channel. The sound signals were originally switched
by the broadcasters at their control centers, bult the hazard of separate control
of picture and sound were obvious, and, in later years, the functions were
combined in the TOC. In time, as the signal-to-noise performance and equalization of the radio lines were improved, simultaneous transmission of video
and audio became possible. In 1978, the Vicom Company Inc., extending an
earlier development they had initiated, designed a system with two FM subcarriers above the video-signal frequencies. By the mid-1980s, the television
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Fig. 22-9.

Monitoring and test positions at a television operating center.

networks were beginning to broadcast stereo sound along with the picture from
signals carried over the Bell System television network facilities.
3.3.3 PICTUREPHONE* Visual Telephone Service

The idea of adding visual to audio signals for two-way person-to-person
communications is almost as old as telephony, although little could be done
to bring it about before the electronics era. 15 The Bell System television-transmission experiments in the late 1920s and early 1930s were to explore visual
displays as an adjunct to telephony. Interest shifted to network television for
about 20 years, but, starting in the 1950s, the availability of less expensive
video cameras, cathode-ray-tube (CRT) displays, and solid-state devices rekindled interest in the prospect for face-to-face communications, and serious work
was resumed in Bell Laboratories.
In the mid-1950s, several possible two-way video telephone ideas were
explored in the Bell Laboratories research area. In August 1956, a system employing a tiny picture tube with transmission over ordinary pairs was demonstrated to the Institute of Radio Engineers. The picture was semi-animated:
it was still, but with a new update every two seconds [Fig. 22-10].16 Work
continued on a research and preliminary basis through the late 1950s. By October 1959, enough progress had been made in devices and understanding
that a decision was made to develop a station set, later designated Mod 1.17
• Registered service mark of AT&T.
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Fig. 22-10. An experimental videotelephone. 1956. A still picture was updated every two seconds.

Person-to-person visual transmission raised a host of new questions for
system planners. Among things to be decided were the picture size, the bandwidth (picture resolution), and the field of view (was a face-only picture adequate?). An early objective was for hands-free, speakerphone-type operation.
It was felt that customers would not want to see someone speaking to them
over a telephone but wished to talk face to face.
One of the principal tools for the continuing investigation was a variableparameter video laboratory designed to carry out subjective tests on television
pictures. The laboratory consisted of two telev1sion studios and a control room.
Two-way transmission could be established over links in each of which major
parameters could be varied over a wide range. Two sets of conditions could
be compared by setting them up in advancE' and switching back and forth
between them while viewing [Fig. 22-11 ]. The outcome of this work was a
decision to develop a full-motion system wifo a 0.5 MHz bandwidth and to
present a head-and-shoulders view of the speaker on a screen of about six
inches in diameter. 18
By early 1964, all the components for a fu II-system test were available. A
number of terminal sets were constructed and provided to Bell Laboratories
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Picture size

12 to 280 square inches

Aspect ratio

3:4 to 4:3

Frame rate

15 to 75

Interlace ratio

1:1 (no interlace) to 8:1

Lines per frame

50 to 1024

Bandwidth

1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 1, 2, 4, and 7 MHz

(a)

(b)
Fig. 22-11. The variable parameter two-way video system laboratory. (a) The range of the
variable parameters. (b) The laboratory in operation, 1963.

employees at Murray Hill and Holmdel, New Jersey for the first operation in
an office environment. Later the same year, a major demonstration based on
the same design was conducted at the 1964 New York World's Fair. The exhibit
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consisted of six individual booths for calls within the exhibit and one booth
that was linked by a microwave-radio channel to a booth at Disneyland in
California. Subjects to try the system were selected at random from visitors lo
the Bell exhibit at the fair [Fig. 22-12].
In August and September L964, about 700 users of the system at the world's
fair were interviewed for their reaction. The response was encouraging. About
80 percent thought the picture quality was good or better, only a few thought
it poor and about 50 percent thought that a visual service would be an important
and useful adjunct to telephony. The interviews also showed, however, considerable sensitivity to hypothetical price levels for the service, especially for
residential use. During the same year, exploratory commercial service was established between special public booths in the Chicago Museum of Science
and Industry, the National Geographic building in Washington, D.C. and Grand
Central Station in New York. The booths were operator attended and calls had
to be set up by appointment. Except for a period of initial novelty, interest and
use were low.
After the encouraging results at the New York fair, a more elaborate inhouse trial was set up starting in April 1965, and continuing for six months.
Twenty-eight sets were provided to Bell Laboratories management people at
Murray Hill and Holmdel with two interlocation two-way trunks. During the
same year, a product trial of the so-called Mod I design was carried out in
cooperation with the Union Carbide Corporation, which had 23 sets installed
in Chicago and 12 in New York. Late in 1965 and in 1966, sets were also
installed at AT&T headquarters in New York. The Bell System installations
were expanded in 1967 to a New York area corporate network, linking AT&T
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Fig. 22-12. The Bell System PICTUREPHONE visual television service exhibit at the 1964
New York World's Fair.
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and Western Electric buildings in New York City with three Bell Laboratories
New Jersey locations.
PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service was popular with the participants
in these tests. The Union Carbide participants were reluctant to part with their
sets when the tests were complete, and, in Bell Laboratories, 83 perc:ent of calls
that could be placed over the visual links used the system. At the same time,
the Bell Laboratories viewers were more critical than the public at the World's
Fair; only 65 percent judged the pictures good or better in quality. In addition,
essentially all parties agreed that graphics were essential to supplement the
face-to-face picture and that, for the graphics desired, a higher resolution was
needed. Armed with these results, development was redirected toward a 1MHz design (Mod II) with improved controls.
The development of the Mod II system was probably the largest development
undertaken in Bell Laboratories directed toward a new service offering(as distinct
from a new facility design). Almost every area was involved, from device development to station terminals to transmission and switching, all of which
required new capabilities. 19' 20 Local transmission was by means of a six-wire
circuit-a two-wire pair for voice and a separate physical four-wire circuit for
both directions of picture transmission [Fig. 22-13]. Switching of the picture
signal was by an auxiliary switch slaved to the regular voice switch. Local
transmission was by an analog signal over ordinary pairs, but with repeaters
and special equalizers for the picture signal. Intercity transmission was to be
accomplished by converting the 1-MHz analog picture signal to a 6.3-megabit
digital signal using differentialPCM. Three 6.3-megabit signals wer•~combined
in a special multiplexer to provide three PICTUREPHONE service 1nmks over
a 20-MHz TD2 radio channel. 21 (See Chapter 20, Section 4.1.)
The subscriber station was entirely redesigned using the latest available
cameras, display tubes, and integrated circuits. The picture was made up of
251 interlaced lines at 30 frames per second on a screen 5 by 5 ll/2 inches.
Desk-top graphics could be displayed by a flip-up mirror in front of the camera
[Fig. 22-14].
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Fig. 22-13.

Basic local arrangement for PICTUREPHONE visual telephone service.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 22-14. The Mod II PICTUREPHONE visual
telephone service subscriber station. (a) The IA display
unit, front view. (b) The IA display unit without the
cover.
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A six-month service trial was started in February 1969, with 40 Mod II
terminals installed in the Pittsburgh and New York offices of the W1~stinghouse
Electric Corp. The trial was judged to be successful, and commercial service
was launched on a local basis in both Pittsburgh and Chicago in 1970. Service
in New York was deferred because of severe service problems at that time.
Between 400 and 500 stations were installed, mostly in Chicago, but subscribers were slow to appear. There was much debate about the cause. Clearly,
the limited number of sets was a factor; it was difficult to interest customers in
a new service when there were so few others to call. But the equipment was
expensive and charges were high as well. Basic rates were in the vicinity of
$100 per month, which included a fee for the terminal set and a connection
charge. One-half hour per month of video calls was included, with additional
time charged at $.15 per minute. Toll calls, when they became available, would
have been correspondingly high. For whatever reason, the service did not become popular. When Illinois Bell drastically reduced the rates as an experiment
and subscriptions still did not pick up much, active promotion was suspended.
The technology was ready, but the public was not.
3.4 Data Transmission

The need for data communications at higher than the conventional telegraph
rate of 75 bits per second arose about 1950. One of the first applications involved
transmitting radar data from remote installations to government data-processing
centers. By the mid-1950s, the Bell System was providing data links at 1600
bits per second for use in the SAGE system, an early-warning complex for the
Strategic Air Command. 22 About the same time, with the growing use of digital
computers, it became clear that there was going to be a commerdal need for
data communications at rates higher than teletypewriter speeds. To provide
the service, two things were needed: (1) A data terminal, or modem (modulator/
demodulator), to convert the binary baseband digits available from a computer
into a form suitable for transmission over the nominal 250- to 3000-Hz band
of a telephone voice channel and to reconvert the line signal to the computer
format at the receiving end. (2) A characterization of the transmissilon plant to
determine its ability to carry the new type of signal, both for dialed-up switched
connections (DOD) and for full period private lines.
A research group at Bell Laboratories built and tested several different types
of experimental modems during the mid-1950s. They also carried out analytic
studies of the transmission characteristics of telephone channels and the best
way to transmit the data signals over them. 23•24
The early research terminals operated in two modes; data signals from a
source could be converted and transmitted as the signals were generated or
they could be recorded on magnetic tape and transmitted over the line at a
uniform high speed [Fig. 22-15). In 1958, a commercial service based on these
concepts, using a data set transmitting at 1000 bits per second by means of
frequency-shift keying (FSK), was offered on a limited basis [Fig. 22-16). An
extensive series of measurements on typical intercity voice channels in 1958
and 1959 provided the information on which the ability of the network to
transmit voice-band data was based. 25
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Fig. 22-15. Experimental data transmission over telephone channels, 1957. (a) Transmission from a prerecorded magnetic tape via a data subset modern. (b) Electric typewriter
and experimental equipment for use of magnetic tapes to store data for transmission.

By the early 1960s, an extensive line of data sets had been developed, ranging
from narrow band sets (100 series) for transmission at the teletypewriter rate
of 150 bits per second through several sets for voice-band data (200 series) for
transmission typically at 1200 bits per second, to wideband sets (300 series)
for transmission at 50 and 250 kilobits per second in the group and supergroup
bands, respectively. Special sets were also developed for low-speed parallel
transmission and other purposes. Voice-band data became by far the most
general type of service, with the wideband higher rates and special sets limited
to fewer customers with special needs. Terminals were either asynchronous,
in which the data was not transmitted at a fixed rate but intermittently as
generated, or synchronous, in which case the receiver expected a signal in each
interval. Synchronous transmission was used for the higher rates. Frequency,
phase, and amplitude modulation were all used in one set or another.
Frequency-shift keying was usually used for asynchronous data transmission
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Fig. 22-16.

Demonstration of 1000 bit per second data service, 1958.

where the keying rate could vary and was established by the customer. FSK
was used in all low-speed, 100-series data sets, as well as in the medium-speed
202-type sets. In the latter, a constant-level carrier was shifted between 1200
and 2200 Hz at rates up to 1200 bits per second over switched connections
and up to 1800 bits per second over private lines. (Service over the switched
network had to take channels pretty much as they came. Private-line service
could be more selective in avoiding the more limiting types of facilities and
could tailor a channel for better performance.) Phase-shift keying (PSK) was
used for synchronous data transmission, where the clock rate was established
by the data set.
In theory at least, the signal-to-noise ratio in a typical telephone channel
was good enough to support considerably higher information rates. Only binary,
two-level signal states were used in the early data sets, and the signaling rates
were deliberately kept fairly low to simplify the modem circuits and to provide
a rugged error-free signal. For higher signaling rates the gain and delay characteristics of the channels had to be equalized. And, since the deviations in
gain and phase varied from channel to channel, especially in switched connections, it was essential that the equalization adapt to the channel, that is, be
automatic. This was first accomplished in 1964 by means of a tapped delay
line equalizer (also called a transverse filter) in the receiving modem. As the
distorted signal passed through a delay line, it was measured at a sequence of
taps. The outputs of the taps, properly adjusted in amplitude, were summed
and recombined with the original signal to minimize the distortion. A feedback
control from the combined output was used to adjust amplifiers in each tap,
automating the equalization. The process could be thought of as creating artificial
echoes of the right magnitude, delay, and polarity to cancel out the distorting
echoes from line irregularities [Fig. 22-17). 26
Four-phase PSK was used in the mid-1960s in data sets of the 201 type,
one version of which was capable of operating at 2400 bits per second over
either the public switched network or private lines. Later, by the use of an
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Fig. 22-17. A transverse filter tapped delay line automatic
equalizer for data transmission, 1964.

adaptive equalizer, eight-phase modulation was possible in the 208-type sets.
With these, a signaling rate of 4800 bits per second was possible over either
private or switched connections [Fig. 22-18).
Frequency- and phase-shift keying were attractive because they avoided
problems that could arise from amplitude nonlinearities in the channel, but
the highest signaling rates were realized with amplitude modulation. By the
early 1970s, 203-type data sets, using vestigial-sideband multilevel modulation,
provided synchronous data rates up to 4800 bits per second on the switched
network and 7200 bits per second on private lines. Finally, since double-sideband AM signals have no quadrature component in a channel that is symmetrical about the carrier, it was possible to transmit two orthogonally phased
signals in the same channel. Using quadrature amplitude modulation, the 209type data sets achieved 9600 bits per second (or two independent 4800 bitper-second channels) over private-line facilities. Both the 203- and 209-type
terminals had automatic equalizers.
Coincident with the technological changes that occurred during the 1960s,
a major regulatory and policy change also took place regarding the interconnection of non-Bell System data sets to the switched network. Prior to 1968,
except for certain private lines, it was illegal to connect any non-Bell equipment
to the Bell System plant. This restriction was removed in 1968 as a result of a
court decision in the landmark Carterphone case. From 1968 to 1975, it was
permissible to connect non-Bell modems to thE switched telephone network
as long as power limitations specified in the tariff were observed and provided
a Bell-furnished protective coupler was used to ensure adequate network protection. Starting in 1976, the protective-coupler requirement was also eliminated
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Fig. 22-18. Eight-phase modulation
in which each phase shift conveys
three bits of information, 1973.

and any data set registered with the FCC could be connected directly to the
telephone network. The advent of freer interconnection led to increased competition and the entry into the marketplace of many new data-set vendors. It
also meant that the switched network had to transmit data signals properly in
an environment where the Bell System had less control over the characteristics
of the signals it was required to carry.
The developments in data sets after 1970 were the result of improvements
in devices rather than of improvements in modulation techniques and were in
response to the growing need to transmit large amounts of data rapidly and
practically error free as communication between computers became increasingly
common. Starting in 1972, the Bell System introduced a new family of voiceband data sets that exploited integrated circuit technology to achieve better performance and dramatic size reductions compared to their predecessors
[Fig. 22-19].27
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DATA SET 208A/B

Fig. 22-19.

DATA SET 201C

Bell System data sets of the early 1970s.

3.4.1 Data TransmissionOver Digital Facilities

Voice-band data signals were transmitted over T carrier channels in the
same way as any other voice-band signal, although it always seemed extravagant to the designers to devote an entire 64-kilobit digital channel to transport
data at a small fraction of that rate. Starting in the mid-1960s, some use was
made of the high T carrier digital-line rate in special terminals, the Tl WB
(wide-band) terminals. With these terminals, a number of high-rate channels,
ranging from eight at 64 kilobits to one at 512 kilobits, could be derived for
transmission over the 1.544-megabit Tl line. The capacity was only one-third
of what might have been expected, because it required three bits to identify
the transitions of nonsynchronous incoming data. 28
3.4.2 Digital Data Systems

In the late 1960s, as the use of computers expanded enormously, it was
recognized that something more than voice-band data links or the limited
availability of wideband services was highly desirable. This recognition led to
the development of a purely digital system, the DATAPHONE* data communications service (DDS), which dispensed with all digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversions.
• Registered service mark of AT&T.
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DDS provided a full-duplex, private-line network designed for point-topoint and multipoint digital data transmission at synchronous rates of 2.4, 4.8,
9.6, 56, and 1544 kilobits per second. The lowest t~ee rates were referred to
as subrates, as they were multiplexed up to a 64-kilobit rate before transmission
over digital trunks to distant offices. The higher two rates occupied a single
64-kilobit Tl channel or the entire DSl rate signal of a Tl line, respectively
[Fig. 22-20).
A variety of new equipment was required to interconnect two DDS customer
stations in different digital serving areas [Fig. 22-21).29•30 The local-distribution
portion of a DDS connection used metallic, twisted-pair cables for a full-duplex
four-wire transmission path between the customer premises and the DDS serving office. A channel service unit (CSU), furnished as an integral part of a DDS
channel, terminated the four-wire loop at the customer premises. The CSU
included circuitry to permit signal loopback from a DDS test center. At the
DDS serving office, the loop was terminated in an office channel unit (OCU).
The OCU encoded the incoming data signals into an eight-bit byte format that
added necessary control information and, regardless of the data service rate,

FIRST STAGE

SECOND STAGE

9.6-kb/s

ocu

DSX-1

1.544 Mb/s

4.8-kb/s

8)---

ocu

2.4-kb/s

ocu

Fig. 22-20. Two-stage multiplex hierarchy for DATAPHONE data communications service. (OCU is office channel units; DSX indicates crossconnects.)
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Fig. 22-21. Transmission arrangements for DDS. (a) Customer to office and
interoffice connections. (b) Details of a DDS point-to-point connection.

built the signal up to a rate of 64 kilobits. For example, in the case of a 2.4kilobit subrate data signal, the OCU added two bits to each block of six customer
data bits to form an eight-bit byte and repeated the byte 20 times in succession
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(byte stuffing). For the 56-kilobit data rate, the OCU merely inserted a control
bit after each block of seven customer data bits. By this means, up to twenty
2.4-kilobit, ten 4.8-kilobit, five 9.6-kilobit, or one 56-kilobit signal could be
multiplexed into a single 64-kilobit Tl channel. The resulting 64-kilobit signal
was used as the standard for interconnecting DDS transmission equipment. In
a second stage of multiplexing, the 64-kilobit signals were combined in a special
terminal (the T1WB4) for the Tl line. T1WB4 permitted up to 12 data channels
and from 1 to 12 voice channels to be transmitted over a Tl line at the 1.544megabit rate in the standard format. An alternative terminal provided up to
23 DDS channels. 31 (In the early 1980s, a single channel plug-in card [Dataport)
ptovided a 64-kilobit interface that made it possible to provide a DDS 64kilobit rate link over any T carrier facility from an otherwise standard 04 channel bank.)
In the early planning, intercity connections were to be provided over Tl
lines for short distances or, with suitable multiplexes, over a T2 6.3-megabit
line. For longer distances, channels of 13 megabits in a coaxial mastergroup
band or 20 megabits in a microwave-radio channel were planned. In practice,
however, by far the largest number of intercity connections for DDS was provided over the radio systems by a multilevel LS-megabits signal in a blank
portion of the spectrum under the voice mastergroups [Fig. 22-22]. This system,
the IA-RDS (IA radio digital system), better known as DUV, for digits under
voice, was implemented in time for the first DDS service in 1974. By 1984,
over 90,000 route miles of TD and TH radio were equipped with DUV.32 •33
In each major metropolitan area, a centrally located office was designated
as a hub office for DDS. In addition to serving stations in its immediate vicinity,
the hub provided a number of other functions. These included: (1) precision
timing for network synchronization, ultimately tied to the master reference
clock in Hillsboro, Missouri, (2) cross-connection facilities to assemble packages
of channels for intercity transmission, (3) connection to a multipoint junction
unit to permit single-to-multistation transmission, (4) access to the long-haul
transmission facilities, and (5) test access to individual channels.
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Fig. 22-22. The baseband spectrum of the IA-RDS data under voice signal
with three voice mastergroups, 1974. The entire band could be transmitted
over TD or TH microwave radio systems.
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Fig. 22-23. The 950A test board and cross-connect bay for
DATAPHONE data communications service.

Testing arrangements were an extremely important part of the DDS plan.
The system was designed to provide a very high quality of service. The performance objective was error-free transmission in 99.5 percent of all one-second
intervals, and availability, the complement of the average annual downtime,
was to be at least 99.96 percent. To meet these objectives, all facilities were
preservice qualified and the health of the 1.544-megabit links was continuously
monitored in service. Digital facilities for DDS were protected by automatic
switching to spare lines. Finally, centralized and remotely controlled fault isolation permitted end-to-end checking of a customer's link from a central test
board [Fig. 22-23]. From the test board, loopbacks could be actuated at both
the near end and far end of a customer's channel by a single tester without
assistance. Single-point testing and trouble isolation were complemented by
administrative arrangements that provided a single point of contact for a customer for all DDS problems.
DDS service to five cities started in December 1974. By the end of 1975, a
backbone network of 24 cities was interconnected, and preparations were under
way to expand the network to over 100 cities.
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ChaptE~r
23
Maintenance and Operations
I. INTRODUCTION
Although transmission systems were designed and manufactured to highquality standards, the performance of which they were capable could only be
realized if the systems were properly operated and maintained. Effective operation and maintenance required that problems were promptly identified, located, and eliminated. The trouble could be a sudden catastrophic fault or a
more gradual drifting of one or more performance parameters outside the desired maintenance limits.
Routine tests to check that circuits were performing up to objecltiveswere
made from the earliest days, especially on long toll circuits. But in the late
1920s and 1930s when toll trunk groups were small and customers weirequeued
up for access, the reports of operators who encountered problems in setting
up calls or customer complaints were frequently the first notice of troubles.
When most circuits were at voice frequency, the distinction was not very great
between maintaining a trunk, the voice-band link between switching points,
or a facility, a cable or open-wire line carrying several circuits. After carrier
systems became common, especially the larger-capacity ones, many maintenance features unique to each facility system were built in. Broadband facility
maintenance became a more specialized activity, and, although i1twas still
intimately related to trunk maintenance, it was the concern olf different
groups of development and operating people. Facility-maintenance features
became an integral part of all broadband system designs.
Local dialing became widespread during the 1920s and 1930s and almost
universal by the end of the 1940s. Customer toll dialing (direct distanceidialingDDD) started in 1951 and spread very rapidly, becoming essentially universal
by the end of the 1960s. From the viewpoint of the switching office plant
people, the nature of the interoffice transmission facility was a matter of indifference. Their concern was that the trunk their switches seized could transmit
signals to the distant office to establish and control the connection and that
people could talk over it when the connection was made. Automatic dialing
eliminated the operator's ability to screen out and report troubles before a
customer encountered them. Starting in the 1940s and evolving over the years
through several generations of design, means were developed for the routine
testing of both local and toll trunks.
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As traffic grew explosively in the years after World War II and the plant
facilities required to serve it grew in extent and complexity, the number of
people required to operate and maintain the plant grew as well. Customer
dialing and the centralization of operators with the aid of the traffic service
position system (TSPS) averted what would otherwise have been a crisis in
providing a sufficient number of traffic operators for the expanding business.
With local and long-distance customer dialing and TSPS, about the same number of operators were handling five times as many calls in 1975 as they did in
1945. But nothing comparable happened to limit the number of plant people
required to operate and maintain the equipment. Bell System plant personnel
more than tripled from 110,000 (28 percent of the total staff) to over 350,000
(about 45 percent of the total staff)in the same period. The increasing complexity
of the plant was indicated by an increase by a factor of ten in the engineering
force over the same period (Fig. 23-1).1
In the mid-1960s, the advent of so-called third-generation computers, both
large central processors with enormous capacity for data storage and relatively
inexpensive but powerful minicomputers, made it possible to bring the power
of computers to bear on plant administration and maintenance problems. The
new computers could store and quickly retrieve 4~quipmentrecords and related
information. They could also be programmed to control much of the repetitive
routine work associated with plant maintenance. By the mid-1970s, literally
dozens of computer-based systems were in use to address these tasks and many
more were in various stages of planning and development. Transmission facilities and the maintenance systems to keep them working properly came
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increasingly to be viewed as a single system that had to be designed and operated
on an integrated basis. In tum, the computerized transmission operations-support systems had to be coordinated with similar computer-controlled operations
systems for other plant facilities, such as switching, and all the plant facility
systems with computer-aided systems for traffic, circuit orders, billing;,and all
of the multitude of activities necessary to the operation of the entire business.
In the late 1970s, the hardware and software development of computer-based
systems to assist in the day-to-day operation of the business, and thEicoordination of these operations systems for all the functions served, becameia major
activity in Bell Laboratories.2 The automation of transmission testing, maintenance, and record keeping was a significant part of this effort.
II. MAINTENANCE OF THE TRANSMISSION NETWORK (1925-1940)

2.1 Local-Network Maintenance

In 1925 and for many years thereafter, noisy or inoperative loops were
usually first detected by customers when they attempted to make calls. The
customers reported the condition to operators, who, in tum, referred the problems to maintenance groups for trouble isolation and repair. Problems with
local trunks in manual officeswere generally detected by operators in the course
of trying to establish interoffice calls. Here too, the operators would :refer the
problems to maintenance groups. The introduction of dial-operated local
switches created a problem in detecting troubles in local trunks. Operators
could judge the quality of transmission on trunks, but switches could not.
In step-by-step switching offices, trunk maintenance was especially difficult,
as the switches pulsed forward blindly without any acknowledging signal from
the far end. There was no indication that the connection had even been established, much less that it was a good one. Unless a faulty trunk was held by
the calling party until the defective line was identified, the trouble could only
be located by testing the trunks in sequence. The situation was better with the
panel switches used in large metropolitan offices. Panel switches received revertive pulses from the far end while setting up a call. A failure in the sequence
stopped the process and the defective trunk could be identified. There was
little routine measurement of transmission. Local trunks were generally assumed
to be in good order unless there was an indication to the contrary. Testing and
troubleshooting, when necessary, were manual operations, with a tester at
each end to transmit and measure.
2.2 Long-Distance Maintenance

In the pre-World War II long-distance network, toll operators established
all calls. As in the manual-switching days of the local network, operators would
determine if a long-distance trunk needed maintenance by simply lisltening to
the quality of transmission as they were setting up calls. They then referred
defective trunks to a toll-maintenance group.
If the problem was in a metallic circuit, it was localized by methods dating
back to early telephone and telegraph days. A battery supply and voltmeter
were used to determine if the fault was an open wire, a short between the
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wires of a pair, or from either to ground. If the problem was a short, a Wheatstone bridge was used to measure resistances and establish at least the approximate location. DC resistance measurements to the fault were compared
to the resistance of a good pair over the known distance to the next test point.
For opens, capacitance measurements between the wires of a pair using the
same equipment as an impedance bridge furnished the necessary information.
Silnce the capacitance per mile was known, the total capacitance indicated the
distance to the break. Capacitance measurements were made at a frequency
of only 4 Hz to avoid the transmission-time effects; the low frequency was
especially necessary if the line was loaded. The measuring equipment was
conveniently arranged in the toll test board, 1Nithpatch cords to associate it
with the line to be tested [Fig. 23-2]. 3 Measurements from both ends and the
experience and skill of the testers improved the localizing.
Even if the trunk in trouble contained repeaters or was on carrier, DC methods might still be used. The early voice-frequency repeatered lines and Type
C carrier systems preserved DC continuity for telegraph circuits. But if the
problem was in the electronic equipment, other procedures were necessary.
Until the introduction of Type K carrier in 1938, repeaters were at attended
stations. When a fault occurred, the staff at the terminal station responsible for
trunk maintenance in that section conducted transmission tests from the terminal
toll test board to each repeater location in tum. When the problem had been
se·ctionalized to a particular repeater section, maintenance personnel at the
adjacent attended stations working with the toll test board would first check
their local equipment and, if this was found in order, cooperate in using DC
and capacitance measurements to localize a fault in the intervening metallic span.
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III. TRANSMISSION MAINTENANCE (1940-1975)

Long-haul circuits were more expensive and generated greater revenues
than local ones, and the loss of a circuit out of a small trunk group affected a
higher proportion of calls. Restoring service on failed long toll circuits was,
therefore, more urgent than in the local network where alternate facilities were
more available. Locating and correcting a problem was often time-consuming,
so the first order of business was usually to patch in spare equipment at a
terminal or repeater site or even to restore the trunk by patching in a completely
new line. The patch might be to different pairs on the same route or even
to a circuit over a different route between the same endpoints.
3.1 Order Wires

All this activity, of course, required a great deal of communication and cooperation among maintenance people, often at several locations. In the early
days, the working voice circuitswere precious, and maintenance communication
was usually by means of telegraph order wires. Not all maintenance people
were skilled telegraph operators, however, and, as circuit cross sections grew
and especially when toll cables became common, telegraph links bEicameinadequate. Teletypewriters continued to be used for many years because of the
value of their recorded messages, but dedicated telephone order wires for
maintenance became the rule. Both two- and four-wire circuits were used, the
latter where the line served was long and repeaters were needed in the order
wire. Talking connections at the terminal test boards were by standard operator
telephone sets. At intermediate points, talking paths could be made via monitoring points provided in the repeaters.
The major difference between order wires and ordinary lines was in the
signaling. An order wire was like a long party line with a large number of
subscribers. There usually were several locations to be reached within each
terminal office, as well as multiple points along the line. It was desirable to be
able to alert the person needed at any location without needlessly disturbing
other busy people. One solution was a separate telegraph, circuit dedicated to
signaling. In a typical arrangement, 24 stations in eight different offices could
be alerted selectively, but the equipment was modular and, with add-ons, up
to 174 locations in 21 offices could be signaled.4 It is not difficult to imagine
that these party lines became very busy during major failures such as might
occur during a big storm. As systems grew, it was common practice t:obreak a
long route into sections, each served by a local order wire, while an express
order wire ran the entire length of the route, with appearances only at major
maintenance-control points.
Order wires were provided by one means or another along all long-transmission systems. With paired cables or coaxials, pairs in the same sh1eathwere
generally used. 5 Radio routes presented special problems, and order wires were
often established over completely separate facilities. It was highly desirable,
however, to have an order wire provided with the same equipment that was
used for the circuits in service. In some of the short-haul radio systems where
the baseband signal appeared at every repeater, methods were devisEidto have
the order-wire signal ride along with the main signal. Unfortunatlily, many
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kinds of failure that caused the loss of the main signal would wipe out the
order wire as well.
3..2 Service Protection and Restoration

Reliability and continuity of service have ]been a tradition and matter of
pride among telephone people since the founding of the business, and this
tradition was always a major force in the design of transmission systems. The
first repeatered lines used vacuum tubes of extraordinary reliability and life;
many of them operated continuously for decades in an era when a lifetime of
a few months was considered normal. When the 12-channel Types J and K
systems became available in the late 1930s and the Type L1 coaxial system
with hundreds of channels in 1941, elaborate precautions were taken so that
most foreseeable failures would not cause a service interruption at all.
In the J and K systems, vacuum tubes were paralleled in each repeater stage.
Failure of either tube would not interrupt transmission, and a defective or
marginal tube could be replaced without affecting service. In addition, patching
ar:rangements were provided at both repeaters and terminals so that working
and spare equipment units could be brought to a common point and the substitution made by a single key operation. When the working item had been
seirvicedor replaced, transmission was restored to the normal path with a barely
perceptible hit or click.6 However, patching and manual switching were too
slow for the higher-capacity transmission systems coming into service. The L1
coaxial system provided a working spare line that was automatically switched
into service when trouble occurred on a regular line.
On the first L1 lines, there were one working and one spare coaxial unit in
each direction. The spare carried the signal as well as the working line, and,
when monitoring equipment sensed the loss of the main pilot or a drop in its
level below a preset value, the switch to the spare was actuated in a few millisi~conds.In later coaxial system designs and on systems with multiple coaxials,
a single coaxial unit continued to protect the working lines. Initiation of the
switch was still by detection of abnormal pilot level on a working line at the
receiving switch, but two-way communication over maintenance pairs and
some fairly complex circuitry were necessary to ensure that the correct working
coaxial was switched to the protection line and to make a near-simultaneous
switch at the transmitting and receiving ends. 7,n
Ultimately, as many as ten working coaxials pairs in a 22-coaxial sheath
were protected by these means in the L4 and LS systems. The system was
elaborated in several ways. In the 1800-channel L3 system (1953), the switch
action was fast (15 milliseconds) when all pilots were lost, but slowed to SOto
100 milliseconds if only one pilot faltered or for slow deterioration. The object
was to prevent needless switches on transient hits. The delayed action was also
built into other systems, such as the T2 digital line (1972), to prevent switches
on transients from lightning surges.9 , 10, 11
A few years after the first microwave systems went into service, automatic
protection-switching systems were also provided for them as standard equipment. Protection switching in radio systems, however, not only protected a
service in the event of equipment failures but greatly improved the continuity
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of transmission during periods of selective fading. In fact, in many areas, transmission continuity would not have been satisfactory without the improvement
provided by the fast switch to a protection channel whenever a working channel
suffered a deep fade. Radio switching sections could be as long as ten hops of
25 miles each, but were often much shorter because of route branches or the
location of terminals to serve cities.12, 13
Radio protection-switching systems had many special features compared to
cable systems. For example, the FM systems did not change their baseband to
baseband loss with fades. The switch initiators instead monitored the signalto-noise ratio at a frequency above the message spectrum and operated when
it deteriorated to a preselected value. Tones above the signal band were transmitted over the protection channel to indicate whether it was available or in
service [Fig. 23-3]. In the TD2 radio system the communications required between the ends to coordinate the switch to the protection channel of a failed
or excessively faded channel were over land wire circuits. In the first version
of the 6-GHz TH radio system, concern for failures and fading l,ed to the
provision of two protection channels for six working channels. Communications
to control the switch, as well as to transmit voice and alarms, were over two
narrow-band auxiliary radio channels at opposite ends of the 592!; to 6425
MHz band.
The first TD2 protection system, put in service in 1955, provided one protection channel for the remaining five radio channels in the 4-GHz band. When
six additional interstitial channels became possible about 1960, one of them
was also devoted to protection in a separate one-for-five switching system. In
the 1960s, as the radio spectrum became more crowded, the Federal Communications Commission pressed to reduce the number of channels used for
protection. The Bell protection arrangements were accordingly modified to provide one-for-eleven protection at 4 GHz and one-for-seven protection at 6
GHz. In the early 1970s, as TD2 and TH systems continued to expand and
frequently occupied the same buildings and antennas along the same routes,
a new protection system, the 400A, was developed. In the 400A, two 30-MHz
channels in the 6-GHz band, widely spaced to minimize simultaneous fading,
protected the remaining 18 working channels in both bands. Provision of two
protection channels, accessible to any of the 18 working channels in a single
switching complex, improved transmission continuity and reduced the equipment required compared to separate systems in each band.
All of the protection switching systems allowed maintenance personnel to
initiate a switch manually. Most protection channels were on a first-come firstserved basis, but the LS coaxial line protection-switching system of the early
1970s also had a priority feature. This allowed operators to designate one coaxial
pair that, in cases of a multiple coaxial-unit failure, was to be the omerestored
by the protection line. The most vital services could then be routed over the
priority line. By the mid-1970s, automatic protection lines not only protected
the transmission system they were on, but also could be used to restore service
of large blocks of channels, such as mastergroups, from other failed systems
through alternate routing. The protection switches could be controlled and the
channels connected in tandem from a central location through telemetry and
control systems.
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3.3 Remote Alarm Monitoring and Control
With the start of service on the 12-channel Type K carrier system on paired
cable in 1938, repeater spacing was reduced to about 17 miles. For the first
time, unattended auxiliary stations housing considerable electronic equipment
were put in service. Maintenance service when needed was to be from the
nearest attended location. Routine maintenance at scheduled intervals was established to keep the equipment in proper adjustment, but unanticipatc~dfailures
had to be considered. If, for example, a primary power failure required a station
to switch to battery back-up, the entire transmission system would be out of
service if the battery power was exhausted before maintenance personnel could
restore the main power. Clearly, it was going to be helpful, indeed essential,
to have as much information as possible about the location and nature of
problems before sending people out to correct them. This need led to the provision of remote alarm-monitoring systems for all transmission systems with
unattended equipment.
In the remote alarm system developed for Type K carrier, a failure at an
unattended site was made to operate or release a relay, whichever was convenient, depending on the nature of the circuit monitored. This placed a ground
on one contact of a ten-position rotary switch. The switch at the unattended
site rotated to this position and signaled to an identical switch at an attended
location, causing it to move to the same contact. Troubles and alarms were
classified as major or minor and distinctive lamp colors assigned to lthe switch
positions. It was possible to release and recycle the switches from the~attended
sites to check whether a momentary trouble had disappeared oir whether
maintenance activity had cleared it. Operation was over No. 19 gauge cable
pairs up to a range of 60 miles. The system was applicable to open-wire Type
J carrier over greater ranges or even to repeatered voice lines, which were also
beginning to have unattended stations. 14
In the L1 coaxial system auxiliary repeaters were needed every eight miles
and power-feed and switching main stations every 100 miles or so. Even main
stations could be unattended at least part of the time. Full-time maintenance
people could be as much as 200 miles from a trouble location. A new and more
elaborate alarm and control system was designed to assist maintenance under
these conditions. A trouble at an auxiliary repeater would cause an alarm indication at the nearest main station. A new Bl alarm system at the attended
maintentance center could monitor as many as 168 alarm conditions in each
of ten unattended main stations. The presence of an alarm at any station was
signaled to the maintenance center over a circuit that was immediatelly released
to continue its surveillance of the other stations. The maintenance station could
then initiate scans and receive detailed information over separate circuits that
could be addressed to the station with the trouble. The pattern of alarms, which
could be quite complex for some types of system problems, was registered in
a matrix of neon lamps. A log sheet could be placed over the lamps and marked
for analysis and a record [Fig. 23-4].
The control station, using the same system, could also address commands
to a station if conditions required. The commands activated a seleded combination from among 100 order leads at the remote station to accomplish such
actions as firing up a standby gas engine for power, or forcing a switch to the
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Fig. 23-4. Recording troubles indicated by lamps under a log
sheet at an L1 coaxial system maintenance center, 1950.

spare of a selected line. 15 A somewhat similar system, the Cl alarm and control
system, adapted to the special conditions of microwave radio, was developed
in 1952. 16 The communications link for the radio-system alarms was over wire
pairs similar to those used to control protection switching. The TH radio system
utilized the narrow auxiliary channels in the microwave band for alarm and
control as well as for automatic protection switching.
The later coaxial systems (L4 and LS) required adjustable equalizers distributed along the line at unattended points. The alarm and control systems developed for these systems permitted remote adjustment of equalizers and the
measurement of amplifier gain in addition to the usual alarm indication and
fault-location procedures. 17 •18 (See Chapter 10 for details of these functions.)
3.3.1 E Telemetry

All the maintenance systems had characteristics in common: they required
sensors at remote points to measure quantities or to register troubles, they had
to transport data to a central control, and they had to transmit control commands
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from the attended center to the remote point. They were, in fact, telemetry and
control systems, similar in many respects to types that were becoming common
outside of telecommunications in the space and missile age. A group of Bell
Laboratories designers in New Jersey had a crash course in telemetry in 1961
and 1962 while devising the elaborate system used in the Telstar satellite project.
Building on this experience in the later 1960s, they designed a standard system,
E telemetry, for use in transmission maintenance. With E telemetry, transmission
between remote points and control centers was over voice-frequency private
lines or by dialed-up DDD lines.
Initially, the remote equipment for E telemetry was developed in modular
form for alarm and control use on long-haul transmission systems, such as L4
coaxial and TD3 radio. Since the remote units could be used in several other
applications, engineers were soon using the options available to custom-engineer
field installations for a variety of purposes. After studying the use of telemetry
remote terminals in the field, however, the designers standardized arrangements
for a range of uses. The savings in time and costs led to the use of E telemetry
for almost any application calling for centralized monitoring and maintenance
of remote locations. By 1975, E telemetry was used to monitor cable gas pressure
indicators, gather traffic data, and help to maintain electronic switches, as well
as for transmission maintenance. It played an important role in the growing
trend to centralized and automated maintenance of all types of plant facilities
[Fig. 23-5). 19

Fig. 23-5. Test console incorporating an E telemetry module for the maintenance of 1ESS switches from a central location, 1974.
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IV. TRUNK TESTING

4.1 Local Trunks

To replace the manual operators' transmission test that was lost as offices
were converted to dial operation, a number of trunk test arrangements were
developed for successive generations of automatic switching. In the panel system
used in large metropolitan areas in the 1920s and 1930s and later, the switch
made a so-called trunk-guard test. If the test failed, the panel sende:r "stuck,"
and an operator was required to release the connection. In the process, the
defective trunk was identified. When crossbar switching was introduced in the
late 1930s, more elaborate tests and diagnoses became possible. Crossbar
switches, like earlier ones, could be manually stepped through a trunk group.
When a defective trunk was encountered, they provided not only its identity
but information on the nature of the problem as well. Some of these procedures
were automated for routine testing shortly after the introduction of dial switching, but the information provided on the transmission properties of hunks was
very limited. In general, passing the test merely indicated that the switching
control signals had been transmitted and received in a form adequate for the
operation of the switch.
By 1954, automatically progressing trunk-test circuits were design,ed for the
No. 5 crossbar switch. These test circuits accessed trunks through the regular
switch train instead of through a master test frame. The test circuit was controlled by a perforated teletypewriter tape and a standard teletypewriter reader
that selected the trunks to be tested and directed which tests were to be made. 20
The system could also call up a test line in a distant office to test trunk functions
in the incoming direction. The teletypewriter recorded results or exceptions as
they occurred. When the lESS* electronic switch was introduced in the mid1960s, the same types of tests were performed under the instruction of the
switch's stored program.
The lESS switch automatically tested its own trunk seizure and control
equipment each time a call was dialed into or out of an office. In addition, on
a scheduled basis, interoffice trunks were tested about twice a day and customer
loops about every other day, with the problems found recorded by a teletypewriter [Fig.23-6].21The lESS switch routinely checked insulation resistance,
and trunks could be made available to test positions for manual tests of loss,
but, in general, the routine tests performed by the local switches were functional
rather than transmission tests.
4.2 Toll-Trunk Tests

In contrast to local trunks, which were short and usually passive, toll trunks
required much more routine maintenance. They could be established over a
variety of different facilities in tandem, with scores or even hundreds of amplifiers and equalizers, and might traverse several multiplex terminals between
switches. For many years toll trunks were tested manually, one at a time, with
test tone generators and meters. To save eyestrain, toll test boards were equipped
• Trademark of AT&TTechnologies,Inc.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 23-6. Local trunk testing in the lESS electronic switch. (a) The lESS test position.
Routine automatic trunk tests were conducted every day, but little more than functional tests
were normally made. (b) Results or exceptions were printed out by a teletypewriter.

with galvanometers that projected their scales and pointers optically on large
screens near the top of the bays in the test aisles. (These were affectionately(?) known to a generation of testers as the "Mickey Mouse.")
In 1956, a few years after customer toll dialing was introduced, a two-way
intertoll trunk transmission-measuring system was developed, the automatic
transmission test and control circuit. (A similar system was developed at about
the same time by the L. M. Ericsson Company in Sweden.) Trunks were seized
for test, either automatically through an outgoing trunk test circuit or manually
at a toll test board. The system provided for two-way functional tests and
improved loss and noise tests from one end. Although designed primarily for
No. 4 crossbar switches, the far-end test lines and equipment worked equally
well in No. 5 crossbar and step-by-step offices [Fig. 23-7]. 22
The system operated by dialing a test code (the 104 code) to associate the
far end with a transmission-measuring circuit. With 1 mw transmitted from
the near end, an attenuator following a 20-dB amplifier at the far end was
automatically adjusted until the output to a detection circuit was also 1 mw.
At the same time, an attenuator in the return side was adjusted to the same
setting. In the next step, the far end first transmitted a 1-mw signal directly to
the line, permitting a measurement of far-to-near-end loss, followed by transmission of the 1-mw tone through the previously set return-side attenuator.
The change in level between the last two received signals permitted the nearend tester to determine the outgoing side loss. In a final step, high-gain amplifiers
were placed in both ends for a noise check. Near-end noise could be read
directly. The far-end amplified noise output was rectified and used to charge
a capacitor for exactly five seconds. The voltage on the capacitor was then
compared to a reference voltage and, if the reference was exceeded, made to
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Fig. 23-7. The automatic transmission test circuit, 1956. (a) The test configuration was established by a dialed-up connection (code 104) to a far-end loss and noise checking circuit.
(b) Two-way loss measurements were possible from one end by controlling the fal'-end signal
source and an adjustable attenuator in the return side.

operate a relay. The relay operation could be detected at the near end, providing
a simple go/no-go check of far-end noise. (More accurate noise measurements
were provided in later designs.)
With this equipment, about 30 trunks per hour could be tested manually
and 120 per hour with automatic equipment. Within a few years, the automatic
testing equipment was associated with a simple computer to count the number
of trunks in each loss range and a printer to record the losses and the mean
and standard deviation of the distribution. 23
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Fig. 23-8. The automatic transmission-measuring system (ATMS), 1967. (a) ATMS seized
trunks through the office switching equipment. Tests were programmed on teletypewriter
punched tapes. (b) Loading punched tape for ATMS tests. Equipment in background is ATMS
Director.
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4.2.1 AutomaticTrunkMeasurements-ATMSand CAROT
The late 1950s and 1960s were a period of phenomenal growth in the longhaul plant, with circuit mileage more than quadrupling from 1955 to 1965.
The trunk-measuring equipment developed in the early 1950s became inadequate for the expanded network. In response, in the late 1960s, a faster and
more accurate system, the automatic Jransmission-measuring system (ATMS),
was developed.
ATMS differed from the earlier system in several respects. The trunk to be
tested was seized and held through the regular office switching equipment
under control of an automatic test frame at the near end and a test line at the
far end. The test frame was programmed by a punched paper tape and tape
reader [Fig. 23-8]. The test frame also primed measuring equipment in an ATMS
director at the near end and in a responder at the far end with information on
conditions for the test, such as terminating impedances and the insertion of
attenuator pads. Communications between the director and responder were
by two out of six multifrequency tones in the outgoing direction and by a 2200Hz data signal in the reverse direction. Speed of operation was improved by
the faster communications and by a quasi-rms measurement of noise. In some
of the earlier test arrangements, rms-noise power was measured with thermaltype indicators (thermocouples). These were very accurate but very slow, taking
ten seconds or more to settle. The quasi-rms indicator, by contrast, gave a
reading of adequate accuracy in less than 0.4 second. With these changes, loss
and noise in both directions could be measured in less than five seconds, with
the results printed out on a teletypewriter. AIMS was tested in the field in
Norristown, Pennsylvania in 1965 and 1966 and was in production by 1968.24
Even while ATMS was in the final design stages, however, further developments in trunk testing were under way as part of a widespread move toward
greater centralization and automation of plant-maintenance activities. ATMS
could be used to obtain trunk measurements between two offices, both distant
from the controlling office, by means of additional equipment called a remoteoffice test line (ROTL). For example, a ROTL in office B was dialed up from
office A and made to act as a controller for tests between offices B and C [Fig.
23-9]. Operations were still controlled by punched tape from a test frame in a
central office, however, and were slow and cumbersome compared to what
could be done with the new minicomputers.
Around 1967, development started on a new system for centralized automatic
reporting on trunks (CAROT). CAROT was designed to provide remote testing
of trunks throughout a geographical area from a centralized location, not necessarily a central office. The area served could contain up to 100,000 trunks.
A single controller, for example, might test trunks throughout the San Francisco
Bay area, but one CAROT system might also cover one or more states in less
populated regions [Fig. 23-1 O].The plan with CAROT was to provide relatively
inexpensive ROTLs for all types of central offices, with the function of the test
frames and directors gathered at a central location in a CAROT controller [Fig.
23-11 ]. The heart of the controller was a minicomputer that stored data, such
as test limits and the trunks to be tested; it also programmed the tests and
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Fig. 23-9. The use of ATMS and a remote-office test line (ROTL) to obtain miiasurements
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The trial was conducted in conjunction with a field test of the
T-carrier surveillance system.
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Fig. 23-11. Area-wide trunk tests and measurements by CAROT. (a) The CAROT control
center. The minicomputer-controlled center could perform tests on as many as 100,000 trunks
over a wide area. Multiple access ports permitted testing up to 14 trunks simultaneously. The
nightly test sequence was initiated from the keyboard, but testing was entirely automatic. (b)
CAROT tested trunks between remote offices via dedicated loops and by dialed up connections
to test lines (ROTLs) and responders.
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stored and processed the results. Faulty trunks were identified and the nature
of the problem recorded. In addition, average performance and other reports
were automatically printed out for administrative purposes.
Access to the network was via controller ports and subscriber loops over
which dialed-up connections to the selected offices were made. CAROT could
conduct measurements on up to 14 distant trunks simultaneously. Programs
written for a particular area directed the controller to select trunks and store
their access and test-limit information. The software also established a schedule
so that all trunks were tested at correct intervals. At the selected time, the
controller transmitted information to the dialed-up ROTL indicating the trunk
to be seized, the near-end equipment to be used, and on which far--end test
line to terminate.
A field trial of CAROT was held in late 1972 in the San Francisco Bay area.
The trial showed the ability of the system to improve trunk-maintenance and
reduce costs but also revealed the need for several improvements. The trunkmaintenance data base was first stored on paper tape, but this was changed to
magnetic-tape cassettes and later to disk files. Other improvements included
expanding the repertoire of tests that could be performed by responders and
extending the ability to perform tests via the controller to maintenanc:e people
at distant central offices.
CAROT quickly won acceptance. In a typical pattern, the system was used
for demand tests and updated its files during the day. During the night, a
CAROT center could test up to 14,000 trunks between a 100 or morie offices,
process the results, and forward reports on faulty trunks to the appropriate
central office for action early in the morning before the busy hour traffic. By
1978, more than 30 percent of all Bell System trunks were being tested by
CAROT with about 60,000 additional trunks being added every month. 25•26
4.2.2 TestingSpecial-Service-SARTSand CMS3
CAROT was extremely effective in improving the maintenance of trunks in
the public switched networks, but there were many other circuits requiring
maintenance, such as toll-free wide-area telephone service (WATS) lines for
clients calling a business from distant cities (800 numbers), and data links from
a central computer to several remote locations. The problem was not trivial. In
1974, for the first time, special-service circuits accounted for more than half of
the channels added between offices. These circuits presented special maintenance problems because they were often custom designed and, being outside
the switched network, were difficult to access. During the early 1970s, considerable development effort was directed to the problem at Bell Laboratories, but
the full story is beyond the scope of this history.
In brief, the approach was multipronged. Working with AT&T and several
local telephone companies, Bell Laboratories developed the concept of a special
services center to centralize administration and testing. Two minicomputerbased operations-support systems were designed to support this center. The
switched-access remote test system (SARTS) provided low-cost switched
maintenance access (SMAS) to the special-service circuits and allowedl a single
maintenance tester to test any point of a long and complex circuit from a central
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location [Fig. 23-12]. Complementing $ARTS, the circuit maintenance system,
CMS3, was used for the administration of circuit and service orders, circuit
layout records, and trouble tickets for special services. At the same time, design
methods for new circuits were simplified and standardized. The special services
center concept, SARTS, and CMS3 were tested in San Diego, New York City,
and Atlanta in the late l 970s and were a major component of the program to
reduce maintenance expense undertaken in those years and into the 1980s.
4l.3 OperationsSystems Coordination

CAROT and the special-services transmission-maintenance systems were
only a small part of a large family of computer-based systems developed in
the 1960s and 1970s to assist telephone company operations and maintenance.
In a series of studies starting in 1974, the coordination of computer-based
operations-support systems evolved by 1978 to a Total Network Operations
Plan (TNOP-Issue 1).27 The plan included all the transmission-support systi~ms,along with dozens of others. Parallel plans were developed for business
and residence customer operations, reflecting the form of AT&T organization
at that time. In all, over 100 systems were developed to assist in almost every
aspect of day-to-day operation of the business.
In addition to the trunk maintenance systems discussed above, transmissionsupport systems were developed for loops, carrier terminals, cable pressure
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BEING
TESTEO

REMOTE
TEST
SYSTEM
NO. IA

TEST
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PROCESS
CONTROLLER
NO. lA
TEST POSITION
NO. 52A

SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER

Fig. 23-12.

The switched access remote test system (SARTS), 1978.
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monitoring, facility surveillance and control, and T carrier administration. 28
Several of these systems had overlapping data bases and had to communicate
and exchange large amounts of data with other support systems. The situation
can be exemplified by the complex of transmission-related systems smrounding
the electronic toll 4ESS switch (Fig. 23-13].29
A circuit-maintenance system (CMSlA) (not to be confused with CMS3,
which was for special services only) functioned as the hub of tran:smissionrelated activities with a file of over 300 million bytes of information stored on
disk. It provided a data-coordination function-updating files and storing test
data for CAROT and furnishing data to a system to support multiplex terminal
maintenance, the carrier terminal-maintenance system. CMSlA also provided
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Fig. 23-13. The complex of computer-based support systems associated with lthe 4ESS
toll switch, 1977. CAROT provided the means to test ordinary switched trunks and SMAS
provided test access to special service lines. CMSlA furnished data and acted as a coordination hub for all transmission related activities.
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the interface between these and trunk-access and maintenance software in the
switch's lA central processor.
Manual testing of trunks was possible from a trunk operations center (TOC)
by means of a 51A test position. A CMSlA terminal at the 51A desk was the
major input/output device during trunk testing [Fig. 23-14]. The 51A also had
access, by SMAS switches, to analog special service lines that were not accessible
via the time-division switching network. A terminal equipment center (TEC)
was responsible for the maintenance of terminal equipment for voice--frequency,
digital, and analog carrier lines terminating on the switch. In addition to a
stationary CMS lA terminal with a cathode-ray-tube screen and printer, the
TEC had a number of mobile units that permitted personnel to communicate
with CMSlA while engaged in maintenance activities in the equipment aisles
[Fig. 23-15].
Routine operational and transmission tests on trunks were performed by
CAROT. A ROIL (but not so remote in this case) was connected to CAROT
and the switching network. Working through the switch's lA central processor,
the ROIL could be associated with any trunk for tests by CAROT. Upon finding
a faulty trunk, CAROT could request that it be removed from service by the
lA processor. The processor would turn down the trunk and notify CMSlA
of the test result. CMSlA, in turn, would create a trouble ticket and add it to
the work list at the TOC. If, upon localization, the trouble proved to be in the
local terminal, the TOC would refer the trouble to the TEC. Personnel in the

Fig. 23-14. The trunk operations center for the 4ESS switch showing CMSlA
CRT terminals at 51A test positions.
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Fig. 23-15. A mobile CMSlA terminal in a transmission terminal equipment
aisle of 4ESS switches.

TEC would then locate and repair the defective equipment, utilizing CMSlA
for access and test information. They could then use CMSlA to verify that the
problem had been cleared, to put the trunk back in service, and to clear the
trouble ticket. The result was to create specialized, autonomous, but mutually
supporting, systems.
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Chaptelr24
Econon1ics
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of universal service was first enunicated by Alexander Graham
Bell and elaborated in the early 1900s into a company policy by Theodore N.
Vail. One consequence was the effort to extend the network to all points and
to make it possible to talk over circuits up to thousands of miles in length.
Another consequence was a set of economic and operating policies: (1) The
cost of entry was to be kept low. Anyone who wanted a telephone was. to have
one at a low cost and with minimum delay. (2) Local calling was to be generally
flat rate, i.e., unlimited calling for a fixed monthly fee. (3) Long-distance calling
rates were to be averaged. Tolls were based on airline mileage and were not
related to the cost of the specific facilities required. (4) Connections were to be
made when requested with a minimum delay. This meant the provision of
large trunk groups so that the traffic could be served without queuing, even in
the busiest hour. This was essential for customer direct distance dialing. (5) A
corollary policy was that continuity of service would be assured. The lines were
to be kept working even, for example, in the event of commercial power failure.
Implementing this policy meant designing equipment to the highest standards
of reliability and providing spare or standby facilities with means to switch to
them in the event of a failure.
These policies and practices were seldom questioned and became deeply
rooted parts of the Bell System culture. In the early days, the economics of a
technical development that removed a major limitation on what could lbe done
were often self-evident. Increasing the number of trunks on a route by superposing a carrier system on an existing facility might cost only a fraction of the
expense of duplicating the facility. Even so, the correspondence files and records
are full of careful cost analyses at almost every stage. Even though the gain
was obvious, there were always questions of alternatives and timing. In later
years, when most fundamental limitations to the realization of universal service
had been overcome, each new development had to meet strict economic tests
before final design and production were started, and continuing economic
evaluation accompanied every stage of the process [Fig. 24-1 ).1•2 The sections
that follow indicate only the major relationships important to the economics
of transmission technology.
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Fiig.24-1. The process of developing and manufacturing a new product involved economic
analysis at every stage.

II. EXPANDING THE CIRCUIT CAPACITY OF EXISTING PLANT

Type C carrier, the first widely used carrier system, illustrated some of the
basic relationships governing the economics of carrier systems. Carrier systems
reduced per-channel line-haul costs by multiplying the number of channels
on the medium. For a new facility, the average cost of a long circuit was lower
because the cost of the copper wires, poles, and right-of-way were shared by
a larger number of circuits. But the incremental cost of carrier circuits added
to an existing line was lower still.
The opportunity to "mine" circuits out of existing plant, with the addition
of relatively inexpensive electronics and only minor plant changes., was a major
motivation for the development of most of the carrier systems. The 12-channel
Types Kand J carrier systems were applied to the same cable and open-wire
pairs that had previously carried only a single voice circuit or, at most, a voice
circuit plus three carrier channels. The successive generations of coaxial system
d,esignswere widely used to upgrade the capacity of earlier systems on existing
cables, as well as for entirely new routes. The successively higher-capacity TD
r~tdiosystems in most cases used the same roads, buildings, towers, and antennas
installed for the earlier, more limited, designs. When the 6-GHz TH and singlesideband AR6A microwave radio systems were overbuilt on an existing 4-GHz
TD route, it was necessary only to add the radio repeater bays and modify the
antenna coupling hardware to add up to 42,000 circuits to the route capacity.
Circuits gained by upgrading, with little change in the massive fixed plant,
were by far the least expensive to be had.
Carrier systems, however, were not universally applicable. The cost of a
voice-frequency (VF) line was almost directly proportional to its length for
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almost all distances (allowing for differences in terrain and route construction
costs), and terminal costs for VF trunks were very low. Short VF trunks were
very inexpensive. Carrier terminals, on the other hand, were relatively expensive, and carrier-derived circuits were not economical below a break-even distance where the savings in line costs equaled the cost per channel of the terminals [Fig. 24-2]. With Type C carrier, for example, the break-even distance
in a typical case was not less than 250 or 300 miles.
Much of the history of transmission-system development from 1925 to 1975
consisted of a two-fold attack on costs: to transmit more and more channels
per unit of line hardware and to lower the cost of terminals so that multichannel
carrier systems could be economically applied at shorter and shorter distances.
The increase in line capacity was enormously enhanced in the 1930s and 1940s
by the introduction of coaxial cable and microwave radio. In many ways the
terminal cost and short-haul problem proved a tougher nut to crack. This was
frustrating, because there are a great many more short than long tru.nks, and
carrier would have been a welcome alternative to running additional pairs in
crowded urban conditions. In the 1960s, in the exchange area, more than 90
percent of the trunks were under ten miles in length and 50 percent less than
five miles. It was estimated that reducing the break-even distance from ten to
seven miles would more than triple the market for a short-haul carrier system.

BREAK
EVEN
DISTANCE
SYSTEM
LENGTH

Fig. 24-2. Cost per channel versus system length.
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III. ECONOMIES OF SCALE

Additional circuits obtained by multiplexing have little value if there is no
market for them. Except for the years of the Great Depression, this was of little
concern in the period from 1925 to 1975. In the late 1920s, the demand for
circuits was backlogged, and reduced costs and rates stimulated it further. In
the postwar years from 1945 to 1975, the demand for circuits and the plant
capacity to meet it increased at an average compound rate of 14 or 15 percent
pi~ryear. This led to several studies of circuit costs as a function of the capacity
oJftransmission facilities. A study in the late 1940s, at a time when the early
coaxial and radio systems. were being widely installed, showed the striking
results [Fig. 24-3]. A similar study in the early 1970s showed that the trend
had continued [Fig.24-4]. The unit cost in the expanded LS (LSE)coaxial system,
with a capacity of 132,000 channels in a 22-tube coaxial sheath, fell along the
general-trend line, as did the projected costs for the two-level (WT4) and fourlevel (WT4A) millimeter-waveguide systems then under development. If the
6·-GHz single-sideband AR6A AM radio system had been plotted at its maximum capacity of 42,000 channels, it would have been along the trend line of
the radio systems. The trend of these figures, known as the Dixon--Clapp curve
from two early authors, and the plot of each component should be taken only
as broadly indicative of costs. Costs varied widely from time to time and from
place to place. In addition, major factors such as the difference in costs between wholly new route construction and converting or overbuilding existing
plant to mine circuits are not considered. Nevertheless, the broad trend is representative of actual cost differences.
The Dixon-Clapp curves show several things. First, and most striking, is the
tremendous reduction in cost per circuit that had taken place, amounting to a
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factor of one hundred to one, from the earliest carrier systems to the highestcapacity radio and guided systems. The costs, moreover, are on a current-dollar
basis. If the plots were normalized for inflation, the ratio of costs behveen the
earliest and mid-1970s systems would have been increased by at least another
factor of ten. The curves also show why radio systems provided most of the
long-haul mileage. Where they could be used, they were the lowest-cost alternative during the era when systems with route capacities of 5000 to 15,000
channels met the need. 3

IV. THE RENEWEDATTACKON SHORTHAUL-TCARRIER
Control signaling arrangements for toll dialing significantly increased the
cost of carrier terminals. In the 12-channel K carrier installations of the early
1950s, for example, the provision of signaling for automatic switching increased
the break-even distance, compared to a VF line, from about 40 to 7:5miles.
The major motivation for the N carrier development with companding, doublesideband transmission and (relatively) inexpensive signaling was to reduce the
break-even distance, so that the system would be economical in the e),change
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Economic comparison of voice-frequency line to Types N and K carrier.

area. But the early N carrier systems were mostly used for short toll trunks,
and relatively few systems were installed below 20 miles [Fig. 24-5]. The major
breakthrough for carrier in the exchange area came in 1962 with the first digital
system, Tl. T carrier benefitted especially from the built-in signaling that used
the eighth bit of the codes and required very little hardware beyond what was
required for the voice-signal processing.
During the studies leading to the development of T carrier, a projected cost
comparison indicated that the PCM system would be less costly compared to
N carrier or voice-frequency lines below about 12 miles. Costs changed considerably during the course of the development and in the years that followed,
but, by the 1970s, the per-channel cost of D1 multiplex terminals had been
reduced below $500, and the break-even point against a typical voice-frequency
line was below ten miles. This expanded the market so that by the mid-1970s
over 2.5 million channels of T carrier were in service, more than the total of
alllother types of carrier channels combined.
Continued cost reductions and successive generations of design using largerand larger-scale integrated circuits further reduced terminal costs until in the
D4 bank, introduced in 1977, the cost was only about $300 per channel and
the break-even point was at five miles or less. For a toll connecting trunk
terminating on the digital 4ESS* switch, a digital trunk with a D4 terminal was
most economical at any distance. In the 1980s, most new exchange trunks were
being derived by T carrier. By that date, emphasis had shifted from lower first
cost of the shipped equipment to features that actually increased the cost of
the bank somewhat but that facilitated and reduced the cost of engineering,

• Trademark of AT&T Technologies, Inc.
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installation, and maintenance, as well as the cost of providing and maintaining
special services.

V. SUMMARY
The period from 1925 to 1975 saw a spectacular decline in the line cost of
transmission circuits, approaching, in normalized dollars, a factor of 1000. Termi1nalcosts were also reduced dramatically, but it was not until the introduction
of digital systems in 1962 that carrier was economic for shorter exchange trunks.
In 1975, the large-capacity analog systems were still least costly for the longest
circuits, but digital systems were proving in at ranges up to a few hundred
miles as well as for all but the shortest local trunks [Fig. 24-6]. The advent of
optical systems in the 1980s seemed almost certain to provide the last link in
an economical, nationwide, digital transmission network.
Each new system had to be added to the existing network in a compatible
way. It was neither feasible nor economic to convert the entire system to the
latest technology over-night. Nevertheless, the combined effect of rapid
growth and the constant reduction of cost per circuit had a striking impact.
This is exemplified in the Long Lines interexchange network, where the average
net book cost per circuit mile decreased by a factor of 20, from $217 to $11
per circuit mile, over the 50 years from 1930 to 1980 [Fig. 24-7].
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Epilo,gue
No explicit theme was stated for the first volume of this series, The Early
Years(1875-1925),but it might well have been the conquest of distance and the
achievement of a national network. The theme of the current volume and its
companions might equally well be the conquest of cost and the achievement
of universal service.
In 1925, telephone subscribers could call just about anywhere in the United
States. Every city and town of any consequence was connected to the naitionwide
network. With the cooperation of the local company (Bell System or independent), AT&T Long Lines, and two or more operators, any two telephones in
the United States could be connected over a transmission path of decent quality
in a reasonable time. By 1927, that connection could be extended overseas.
Overseas calls were poorer in transmission quality, less convenient to place,
and considerably higher in cost than a domestic long-distance call; but, by
present standards, even the domestic call was not cheap or easy to placie. Moreover, not everybody could make such calls, at least not from their homes,
because many people did not have telephones.
In 1925, there were 16 million telephones in the United States or only about
14 telephones per 100 of population. During that year, subscribers placed 21
billion local and 1 billion toll calls. The toll calls were placed over a network
consisting of 2.7 million voice-circuit miles, 98 percent of which consisted of
voice-frequency trunks on copper open-wire or cable pairs. The sprouting, but
still miniscule, carrier plant provided only 47,000 voice-circuit miles.
By 1981, there were 191 million telephones in the United States or 84 telephones per 100 of population. Ninety-six percent of the households had telephones and the subscribers placed 238 billion local and 20 billion toll calls that
year. The 10- to 20-fold increase in calls does not indicate the full measure of
increase in traffic. The average distance over which calls were placed, especially
toll calls, and the holding times also increased. The calls placed in 1981 were
carried over a trunk network consisting of more than one billion voice-circuit
miles, over 300 times the network mileage of 1925. All but a miniscule part of
that network was derived by carrier techniques, with more than 100 million
voice-circuit miles on digital systems.
During the 25 years from 1925 to 1950, the toll transmission plant capacity
increased from 2.7 million to 23 million voice-circuit miles, even with a conspicuous plateau during the depression years [Fig. EP-1]. Until 1940, transmission was largely at voice frequency; carrier on pairs still accounted for only
12 percent of the total. By 1950, two-thirds of the mileage was on carrier, with
coaxial systems contributing 30 percent of the carrier total. Within five years
of the start of their major deployment, coaxial systems provided half again as
much toll mileage as the total that had been built in the first half century of
the system's existence.
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Fig. EP-1.

Transmission plant mileage, 1925 to 1950.

But even the large increase between 1925 and 1950 turned out to be merely
the stage setting for the enormous expansion of the next 25 years. The transmission capacity in 1950, which looked so large in the eyes of the people who
designed and built it, can hardly be found on a plot of the growth to 1975 and
1980 [Fig. EP-2]. The policy of having circuits available on demand, the reduction in real rates that accompanied the postwar expansion, and the introduction of customer direct dialing transformed long-distance calling from an
occasional necessity, surrounded by considerable ceremony, into a casual everyday thing. In response, the plant capacity expanded by a factor of over 30
from 1950 to 1975 and nearly doubled again to exceed one billion voice-circuit
miles by 1980. The lion's share of this was provided by microwave radio, first
introduced on a commercial basis in 1951. By 1965, radio supplied more than
half the total and, by 1975, 62 percent. While coaxial systems furnished only
20 percent of the 1980 total, this still amounted to a healthy 200 million voicecircuit miles-greater than the entire plant capacity in 1965. A large part of
the growth in the later years was due to upgrades that increased the capacities
of radio and coaxial systems by mining circuits out of existing rights-of-way,
cables, buildings, towers, and antennas, with a minimum of new construction.
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The growth in the year 1980 alone was 139 million circuit miles, greater by 20
million miles than the entire system capacity only 17 years earlier, in 1963.
A hint of the shape of things to come was in the growth of digital systems
to over 100 million voice-circuit miles, and to ten percent of the total by 1980.
All of this was in local or short toll circuits. However, starting in 1983, digital
long-haul transmission was launched on the fiber-optic system between New
York and Washington.
Will the fantastic growth rates of the past 25 and 50 years, or rates even
dose to them, be sustained? If growth rates of similar magnitude to those in
the past are to continue, it is not likely to be to furnish greater speech signal
capacity. It is difficult to imagine that the nation's people can spend much more
time on the telephone than they already do. However, major new services in
data transport, information to homes by video display, or person-to-person
high-definition video may well create a new surge of demand. If the demand
arises, it appears that the technology will be ready for it. In early 1985, Bell
Laboratories demonstrated ten lasers, each operating at 2 gigabits (2 ><109 bits)
per second, wavelength multiplexed on a single glass fiber, with reg,eneration
at 42-mile spacing. This was, of course, only a laboratory demonstration, but,
if implemented on two fibers from New York to Chicago, such a systEimwould
provide capacity equivalent to over 200 million voice-circuit miles with only
20 repeater locations.
Whatever the future holds, the research, development, and construction of
the Bell System transmission plant will surely rank as one of the major technical
accomplishments of the 20th century. In 1925, the Bell System had 336,000
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employees, about 240 per 10,000 telephones or 15 per million calls. In 1981,
with 1,060,000 employees, it required only 55 per 10,000 telephones or 4 per
million calls. There were very few areas of the American economy that demonstrated improvements in productivity as great as that. There is no question
that most of the improvement resulted from the advance of technology fostered
by and, in large part, produced within the system. Transmission technology
made a large contribution to the overall improvement and an even more striking
contribution to the reduction in long-distance costs.
In 1925, a three-minute station-to-station, coast-to-coast call cost $15.95
during the business day, $8 ..00 after 8:30 PM, and $4.00 after midnight (in
1925 dollars). Even at the lowest rate, it required 7-1/2 hours of the average
factory worker's pay to place such a call. In 1983, a three-minute subscriberdialed coast-to-coast call on Bell facilities cost $1.72 during the business day,
$1.04 after 5 PM, and $0.69 after 11:00 PM and for most of the weekend. At
the lowest rate, it would have cost just five minutes work at a factory worker's
average pay to place such a call. By any measure, the half c:entury assault on
costs was enormously succes:,ful.
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Abbreviations and Acron~vms
a
A/D
A/D/A
AC
ALBO
AM

AMPS
ATMS
AT&T
AUTOVON
BSRFS
C
CAROT
CBIC
CCIS
CLOAX
cm
CMS
CODAN
codec
compander
Comsat
CONECS
COTMS
COZY
CRT
CSU
DAME
dB
dBm
dBm0
dBrnC
dBrnC0

ampere
analog to digital
analog/ digital/ analog
alternating current
automatic line buildout
amplitude modulation
advanced mobile-phone service
automatic transmission-measuring system
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
automatic voice network
Bell System reference frequency standard
centigrade
centralized automatic reporting on trunks
complementary bipolar integrated circuit
common channel interoffice signaling
corrugated-laminated coaxial cable
centimeter
circuit maintenance system
carrier-operated device, antinoise
coder-decoder
compressor-expandor
Communications Satellite Corporation
connectorized exchange cable splicing
computer-operated transmission measuring
set
computer-operated Z/Y bridge
cathode-ray tube
channel service unit
design aid for multiplex equipment
decibel
decibels referred to one milliwatt
decibels above one milliwatt at the zero
transmission level point
decibels above reference noise, with C
message weighting
decibels above reference noise, with C
message weighting at the zero transmission
level point
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DC
DCT
DOD
DDS
DEPIC
DIP
DLL
DS
DT
DTI
DUV
EB
EDT
EDST
F
FCC
FDI
FDM
FIT
FM
FSK
GaAsFET
GDF
GHz
GTE
HF
HIC
Hz
IF
IMPATT
IMTS
Intelsat
IRE

JB
JPS
JMX
JPL
kHz
km

direct current
digital carrier trunk
direct distance dialing
DATAPHONE* data communications service
dual-expanded
polyethylene--insulated
conductor
digital interface frame
dial long lines
digital signaling
digroup terminal
distortion-transmission impairment
digits under voice
emergency band
ethylene diamine tartrate
eastern daylight savings time
Fahrenheit
Federal Communications Commission
feeder distribution interface
frequency division multiplex
failures in 109 device hours
frequency modulation
frequency shift keying
gallium arsenide field effect transmitter
group-distributing frame
gigahertz
General Telephone and Electronics
high frequency
hybrid integrated circuit
hertz
intermediate frequency
impact avalanche transit time
improved mobile-telephone service
International Telecommunications Satellite
Consortium
Institute of Radio Engineers
jumbogroup
jumbogroup frequency supply
jumbogroup multiplex
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
kilohertz
1ilometer

• Registered service mark of AT&T.

Abbreviationsand Acronyms

kw
LBO
LED
LOCAP

LSA
me
MCVD
m
µ,f
µm
µs

ma
MGDF
MGT
MHz
mm
MMGT
MMGTC
MMGTR
MMX

modem
ms
MTSO
MUSA

mw
MW

NASA
NEXT
NIC
NPR

ns
NTI

n

ocu
OMFS
OTLP
PAM
PCM

pf
PFS
PIC
POTS

psi
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kilowatt
line buildout
light-emitting diode
low capacitance cable
limited space charge accumulation
megacycles
modified chemical vapor deposition
meter
microfarad
micrometer
microsecond
milliampere
mastergroup distributing frame
mastergroup translator
megahertz
millimeter
multimastergroup translator
multimastergroup translator for cable
multimastergroup translator for radio
mastergroup multiplex
modulator/ demodulator
millisecond
mobile-telecommunications switching office
multiple-unit steerable antenna
milliwatt
megawatt
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
near-end crosstalk
negative-impedance converter
noise power rate
nanosecond (10- 9 seconds)
noise-transmission impairment
ohm
office channel unit
office master-frequency supply
zero transmission-level point
pulse-amplitude modulation
pulse-code modulation
picofarad (10- 12 farads)
primary frequency supply
polyethylene-insulated conductor
plain old telephone service
pounds per square inch
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PSK
PUB
PUC
pw

QAM
RCA
REG
RF
rms
ROTL
rpm

SAC
SAGE
SARTS
SCARAB
SLC

SLM
SMAS

SSBAM

STAR
syndes
TASI
TE
TEC

TM
TMS
TOC
TOC
TSA
TSC

TSPS
TWT
TU
UHF
V

VF
VHF
VIF
VIU
VODAS

VLA
VOGAD
WE
w
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phase shift keying
peripheral unit bus
peripheral-unit controller
picowatt (10- 12 watt)
quadrature amplitude modulation
Radio Corporation of America
range extender with gain
radio frequency
root mean square
remote-office test line
revolutions per minute
serving-area concept
semiautomatic ground environment
switched-access remote test system
submissible craft assisting recovery and repair
subscriber-loop carrier
subscriber-loop multiplex
switched maintenance access
single-sideband amplitude modulation
standard tantalum active resonator
synchronizer-desynchronizer
time assignment speech interpolation
transverse electric
terminal equipment center
transverse magnetic
transmission measuring set
television operating center
trunk operations center
transmission-surveillance auxiliary
transmission-surveillance center
traffic service position system
traveling-wave tube
transmission unit
ultrahigh frequency
volt
voice frequency
very high frequency
voice-band interface frame
voice-band interface unit
voice-operated device, antisinging
very large array
voice-operated gain-adjusting device
Western Electric
watt
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Abbreviations, 787-792
AC bridges, shielded, 197
Acronyms, 787-792
Active filters, 513-516
Active satellites, 373, 374, 377
Advanced mobile-telephone service (AMPS),
412,415-416
Advanced Structures Corporation, 387
Affel, H. A., 104,105
Air-core solenoid inductors, 213, 214
America(coastal steamer), 401
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
(AIEE), 61, 64
Amplifiers
definition of, 4
microwave, 181-183, 488-489
negative-feedback, 12
for New York-Philadelphia coaxial cable
trial, 117, 120
operational, 515-516
velocity-modulation microwave, 182, 183
AMPS (advanced mobile-telephone service),
412,415-416
AM radio systems, 11
design tools for, 519-520
wavelengths and frequencies of, 658
Seealsotypes of AM radio systems
Analog carrier systems, 478-480, 481
economics of (late 1970s), 781, 782
Antennas
Bruce Array, 26, 27
cloverleaf, 54-56
delay-lens, 301-302
directional, 46-49
directive, 142
multiple-unit steerable, 30-34
parabolic, 375
for radio relay systems, 174-175, 176, 177
rhombic, 29-30, 31, 54
waveguide horns, 166
Approximation theory for filter design, 208209
Armstrong, E. H., 52-53
AR6A singe-sideband microwave radio system,
331-334,444,446
coast-to-coast routes of (1983), 333, 334
synchronization in, 453-454
Atmospheric refraction, 148
ATMS (automatic transmission-measuring
system), 765, 766-769

Attenuation and phase equalizers, 211-213
Automatic gain control (AGC), single-sideband
amplitude modulation and, 330,331
Automatic line-buildout network for Tl carrier
system, 567, 568
Automatic transmission-measuring system
(ATMS), 765, 766-769
Automatic voice network (AUTOVON), 726727
AUTOVON (automatic voice network), 726727
B
Baird, J. L., 121
Bangert, J. T., 514
Barium titanate, 307
Barkhausen, H., 156
Barkhausen oscillators, 156, 157
Barrow, W. L., 164-165
Baudot, J. M., 529
Bauds (units of signaling spe,ed), 655
Beauvais, G., 156
Beck, A. C., 174
Bell, Alexander Graham, 337', 657, 775
BELLBOY(mobile-radio paging service), 410,
411
BellSystemPractices,695
Bell System reference-frequency standard
(BSRFS), 452, 453
Benham, W. E., 145
Bennett, W. R., 209, 223, 2241,507, 523, 534
Beryllium oxide, 306
Bipolar transmission, pulse-code modulation
and,556-557
Birdair Structures, Inc., 387
Bits, 527
Black, H. S., 1, 12, 46, 61, 62-66, 67, 70, 73,
224, 323, 536
Bode, H. W., 1, 67, 68, 69-70, 208, 210n, 212213, 220,507,509,514
Bode equalizer, 212
Braun, K. F., 121
Bridges, 197, 203-204
Bridge shielding, 203
British Post Office, 337, 341, 346, 363
Broadband encoding, 609-615
early high-speed coder-dec:oders, 610-612
evolution of broadband coder-decoders,
612-615
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Broadcast rndio, 41-60
frequency modulation radio, 52-54
in the late 1920s, 41-44
negative feedback and directional antennas,
46-49
in the postwar years, 54-59
search for higher power, 44-46
Station WOR, 46-49
super power and search for efficiency, 49-52
Bown, R., 168
Bruce, E., 27, 29, 30
Bruce Array antenna, 26, 27
BSRFS (Bell System reference-frequency
standard), 452, 453
Bullington,. K., 410
Butterworth, S., 209
Butterworth filters, 209

C
Cable carriers, see Carrier on cable; Coaxial
cable; Coaxial systems; Submarine cable
systems
Cable crosstalk, 73, 74
Cable splicing, subscriber-loop networks and,
464-467
Cable-tank restraining device (crinoline), 3S2
Campbell, G. A., 25, 197, 216
filter invention of, 204-206
Campbell-Swinton, A. A., 121
Canadian Overseas Telecommunications
Corporation, 363
Canister for active components of Te/starI,
381, 383
Cantat-1 (British-Canadian submarine cable
system), 346-347
Cantat-2 (British-Canadian submarine cable
system), 363
Capacitors, 197, 213
CAROT (centralized automatic reporting on
trunks), 766-769, 770-773
Carrier on cable, 73-102
commerdal cable carrier (Type K), 80-94,
100, 101
carrier and pilot supply, 90-91
crosstalk and noise, 82-85
equipment and operation, 91-94
repeaters and regulation, 85-87
terminals, 87-90
field experiments on (Morristown trial), 7580
twelve-channel carrier on open wire (Type J),
94-101
crosstalk, 96-98
line loss and repeater gain, 98-99
terminals, 99-100
Carrier-op,erated device, antinoise (CODAN),
36, 37
Carrier telegraphy, 10-11
Carson, J.JR.,52, 108, 159, 161, 163, 308, 529
Carson's rule, 308

Cathode-ray tubes, 121, 122
television transmission and, 125
Cauchy, A. L., 528
Cauer, W., 207, 210
CBIC (complementary bipolar integrated
circuitry), 5 72
CCIS (common-channel interoffice signaling),
575
for direct distance dialing, 724-?'25
Cellular radio, 414-417
Centralized automatic reporting on trunks
(CAROT), 766-769, 770-773
Cesium atomic standard oscillators, 452, 453
Chaffee, J. G., 376
Channel banks, 419-429, 430
Al channel bank, 420-422
A2 channel bank, 422-423
A3 channel bank, 422-423
A4 channel bank, 423-424
AS channel bank, 424-425, 426
A6 channel bank, 426-429, 430, 431
DlD channel bank, 580,581
D2 channel bank, 572-577, 578
D3 channel bank, 577-580
D4 channel bank, 593-596
SeealsoL multiplex (LMX) carrier systems
Churchill, Winston, 536
Circuit-maintenance systems, 770, 771-773
Clark, A. B., 74
Clarke, Arthur C., 373, 374, 377, 395
CLOAX (corrugated-laminated coaxial cable),
617,618
Cloverleaf antennas (No. 54A), 54--56
CMSlA (circuit-maintenance system), 771-773
CMS3 (circuit-maintenance system), 770
Coastal and harbor communications, mobile
radio for, 401-402, 403
Coaxial cable, 69, 74, 75, 103-140, 161, 163,
229,777
corrugated-laminated, 617, 618
field and laboratory work, 103-114
first concepts, 101-105
laboratory work and analysis, 107-111
Phoenixville tests, 105-107
repeaters, 111-112
system design, 111
terminals for 240 telephone channels,
113-114
growth of transmission plant mileage via
(1950-1980), 785
New York-Philadelphia trial (19:16), 114-120
television and, 121-139
commercial system (Ll coaxial cable), 131133
local links, 130-131 ·
New York-Philadelphia transmission, 126130
transmission problems, 122-126
Coaxial geometry, 108-111
Coaxial systems, 247-289
L3 coaxial system, 247-256
physical design, 280
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repeatered line, 249-254
terminals, 254-255
trial and service, 255-256
L4 coaxial system, 256-268
physical design, 280-283
repeatered line, 259-265
terminals, 265
LS coaxial system, 268-288
centralized and automated transmission
surveillance, 277-278
increased capacity, 287-288
physical design, 283-287
repeatered line, 272-277
trial and first service, 278-279
transmission measurement and, 200-202
Coaxial waveguides, see Millimeter waveguides
CODAN (carrier-operated device, antinoise),

COTMS (computer-operated transmissionmeasuring set), 204, 498-501
Crosstalk, 73, 74, 76-78, 79, 105, 107, 216
frogging for control of, 230-233
Type J carrier system and, 96-98
Type K carrier system and, 82-85
Type N carrier system and, 230-231
Crosstalk poling, 84, 85
Crystal filters, see Quartz-crystal filters
CS Alert (cable ship), 358
CS Fantastic(cable ship), 352,. 353
CS LongLines(cable ship), 353-356, 358
CS Monarch(cable ship), 339, 340, 353
CS OceanLayer(cable ship), 345, 346
Cutler, C. C., 328

36, 37
mobile radio and, 403
Coder-decoders
broadband, 612-615
high-speed, 610-612
Coding, 529-531
Collins Radio Group, 656
Color television, 121, 700-701, 702, 731
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS), 731
Common-channel interoffice signaling (CCIS),

575
for direct distance dialing, 724-725
Communications Satellite Act of 1962, 395
Communications Satellite Corporation
(COMSAT), 395, 396, 397, 711

Communications
Sciences(1925-1980),30, 34,
35,68, 146,207,375,412,414,659
Compandors (compressor-expandors), 36, 37,

232, 233-235, 547,548,549
mobile radio and, 403
Complementary bipolar integrated circuitry
(CBIC), 572
Computer-controlled impedance bridges, 501-

502, 504
Computer-operated transmission-measuring set
(COTMS), 204, 498-501
Computers
maintenance of transmitter networks and,

752-753
network design and, 508-509, 511
system design and, 518-519
trunk-testing support systems and, 770-771
Comstar(Comsat satellite), 397-398
Connectors for multiplex carrier systems, 446-

447
Continental Corporation, 52, 58
Continuous-wave lasers, 665
Copper beryllium alloy, 358, 359
Copper-oxide rectifiers, 196
Copper-to-glass seal, 41
Cornell, W. A., 410-412
Coming Glass Works, 658
Corrugated-laminated coaxial (CLOAX) cable,

617, 618

D
DAME (design aid for multiplex equipment),

520
Darlington, S., 209, 210-211, 507-510
DATAPHONE (data communications serviceDDS), 674, 705-706, 7'44-748
Data transmission, 739-748
objectives for, 702-708
OCT (digital-carrier trunk), 601-602
ODD (direct distance dialing), 240, 690-691,

722-725, 751
Deal transmitter, 17, 18, 20, 21, 25
Decibels, 12
De Forest, L., 61
Delay-lens antenna, 301-302
Delta rockets, 375, 397
for Te/starI, 378, 389, 390
DEPIC (dual expanded polyethylene-insulated
conductor), 463-464
Design aid for multiplex equipment (DAME),

520
Dialing, 721-722
direct distance dialing (DDID), 240, 690-691,

722-725, 751
Dial-long-lines (DLL) plug-in circuitry, 472-

473, 474
Dickieson, A. C., 63, 378
Dielectric-lined waveguides, 628-629, 633
Dietzold, R. L., 210n, 514
Digital transmission systems, 711-714
digital-carrier trunk (DCT), 601-602
digital data systems, 744-748
digital radio, 617, 648-657
digital scrambling, 654
digital subscriber-loop carri.er system, 478-

479
economics of digital trunks., 780-782
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carrier system; other digital systems
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impact avalanche transit time, 321-322, 631,
641,643
light-emitting, 658-659
limited--space charge accumulation, 631
Shottky, 303, 444
silicon, 436, 440
Direct distance dialing (ODD), 240, 690-691,
722-725, 751
E telemetry with, 761
Directional antennas, 46-49
Directional filters, 207-208
Directive antennas, 142
Direct-reading transmission-measuring sets,
496-497
Distortion-transmission impairment data, 681682
Dixon, J.T., 220, 224
Dixon-Clapp curves, 778, 779
Doba, S., 498
Docket 16495 (FCC Notice of Inquiry), 396
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Doherty, W. H., 49
Doherty amplifier, 49-52
Domestic satellites, 396-398
Dual expanded polyethylene-insulated
conductor (DEPIC), 463-464
Dudley, H., 534
Durkee, A. L., 166
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Early Years(1875-1925),The, 3-4, 6, 9, 17, 41,
76,. 457, 677, 722, 728, 783
"Earth-bulge" fading, 172
Earth stations
for Comstar,397
for Telstar,384-389
Echoes, 9
Echo I (passive satellite), 375, 377, 378
Echo suppressors, 9
Economics of transmission systems
expanding circuit capacity
of existing systems, 776-777
of T ,:arriers, 779-782
in late 1970s, 781, 782
Eisenhower, Dwight D., 375
Electric-wave filters, 5, 204
Electroma,gnetic waves, 155
dielectric guides for, 660-662
Electron beam encoding tube, 610, 611
Electronic mail, 481
Electronic newspapers, 481
Electronic:;
Technology(1925-1975),196, 213,
286, 379-380, 487, 491, 572
Electron oscillators, 155-158
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